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This Report.on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
provides the professional community with information on current as well
as planned spacecraft activity in a broad range of scientific disci-
plines. The document provides brief descriptions for these spacecraft
and experiments, as well as approximate time periods when data are
being accumulated. The performance information for active NASA and
NASA-cooperative programs is based, to a large extent, on the project
office status reports through September 30, 1973. The National Space
Science Data Center (NSSDC) has attempted to update all performance
information to that date.
I would like to acknowledge the cooperation of the Acquisition
Scientists and others at NSSDC in obtaining information and offering
suggestions for this Report. I am most appreciative of the effort of
the personnel of NSSDC's on-site contractor, PMI Facilities Management
Corporation, in preparing this document for publication. Also, the
cooperation of the project offices and experimenters in supplying
documentation of their spacecraft and experiments is gratefully
acknowledged.
NSSDC plans to publish a Supplement to this Report within six
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This Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
provides the professional community with information on current as well
as planned spacecraft activity in a broad range of scientific disci-
plines. By providing brief descriptions of the spacecraft and experi-
ments, as well as the approximate time periods when data are being
accumulated, it is hoped that this document will be useful to many
people interested in the scientific, applied, and operational uses of
such data. Furthermore, for those planning or coordinating future
observational programs employing a number of different techniques such
as rockets, balloons, aircraft, ships, and buoys, this document can
provide some insight into the contributions that may be provided by
orbiting instruments. One such program in which this Report will be
utilized is the International Magnetospheric Study, which will occur
in the 1976 - 1978 time interval.
Contents
This document includes information dealing with active and planned
spacecraft and experiments known to the National Space Science Data
Center (NSSDC). Included is information concerning a wide range of
disciplines: astronomy, earth sciences, meteorology, planetary sciences,
aeronomy, particles and fields, solar physics, life sciences, and ma-
terial sciences. These spacecraft represent the efforts and funding
of individual countries, as well as cooperative arrangements among
different countries.
Specifically not included in this Report are navigational and com-
munications satellites or passive satellites which are still actively
tracked by optical or laser methods for geodetic or atmospheric drag
studies. Also not included are spacecraft which contain only continuous
radio beacons used for ionospheric studies. Many of these spacecraft
are listed in the bi-weekly SPACEWARN Bulletin*. No attempt has been
*The SPACEWARN Bulletin is published by the World Data Center A for
Rockets and Satellites, Code 601, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, U.S.A. It is intended to.serve as an
international communications mechanism for the rapid distribution of
information on satellites and space probes. It is published on behalf
of the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) by the International
Ursigram and World Days Service (IUWDS), a permanent service of the
International Scientific Radio Union in association with the Interna-
tional Astronomical Union and the International Union for Geodesy
and Geophysics.
xi
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made to include classified spacecraft or experiments. Finally, certain
planned spacecraft or continuing series for which no information
except the names are known have not been included other than to reference
their launching.
The Acquisition Scientists at NSSDC have collected the information
contained in this document from a variety of sources during the past
several years; e.g., project offices, principal investigators and their
staff, publications, etc. The spacecraft and experiments performance
information for active NASA and NASA-cooperative programs is based, to
a large extent, on the project office status reports through September
30, 1973. NSSDC has attempted to update all performance information
to that date.
Organization
This Report includes four sections; an introduction is included
with each section.
Section 1, "Descriptions of Active Spacecraft and Experiments,"
is a chronological listing of descriptions of the spacecraft and experi-
ments that were active as of September 30, 1973, and for which NSSDC has
at least minimal documentation.
Similarly, Section 2, "Descriptions of Planned Spacecraft and
Experiments," includes those planned missions for which NSSDC has some
documentation.
Section 3, "Indexes for Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experi-
ments," contains the following series of indexes to the information
presented in Sections 1 and 2 of this Report: (1) a sequential listing
of spacecraft and experiments, (2) a listing of spacecraft ordered by
common name and alternate names, (3) a listing of the investigators
associated with the experiments and their current affiliations, (4) a
listing of current experiment institutions ordered by institution name,
giving the experiments with which each is associated, and (5) phenomenon
measured indexes in the form of bar graphs and listings which provide
an indication of active and planned space sciences measurements.
Section 4, "Spacecraft and Experiment Status Changes between
October 1, 1972, and September 30, 1973," contains three listings of
pertinent information concerning (1) launched spacecraft, (2) space-
craft and/or experiments placed in an "operational off" mode, and (3)
spacecraft and/or experiments which became "inoperable."
All four sections were generated from NSSDC automated files.
xii
Availability of this Report
Upon request, NSSDC will provide copies of this Report and future
supplements to an individual or organization resident in the United
States who can establish a need, in writing or by telephone, for this,
information. In addition, the same services are available to profes-
sionals outside the United States through the World Data Center A
(WDC-A) for Rockets and Satellites. NSSDC's official address for
requests is:
National Space Science 'Data Center
Code 601.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Phone: 301 982-6695
Users who reside outside the United States should direct requests to:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 601




Recipients are requested to inform potential users of the availa-
bility of this Report. Because of continuing costs involved in publish-
ing a document of this size on a periodic basis, NSSDC encourages
individuals colocated in the same organization to share this document.
Request for Additions/Corrections
NSSDC continually strives to increase the usefulness of this Report
by improving the spacecraft and experiment descriptions and by including
additional spacecraft and experiments as they become known to NSSDC. The
Report is complete and reasonably accurate concerning NASA and NASA-coop-
erative programs. However, descriptions of other spacecraft and experi-
ments may be rather terse and incomplete because of a lack of information
available to NSSDC. Although in some cases the status of such spacecraft
or experiment may have been in doubt, nevertheless it has been included
here. It should be noted that the information concerning the planned
spacecraft and experiments is very often general in nature and subject
to change.
xiii
NSSDC would welcome comments as to errors or omissions in this
Report. Recommendations regarding the overall contents and organiza-
tion of this Report would also be appreciated. In particular, it is
hoped that principal investigators and project offices will cooperate
in bringing such matters to NSSDC's attention.
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Definitions
Several words and phrases are used in this Report in a precise
and specific sense. These terms are defined here to clarify the
intended meaning to the reader,
Active - As applied to a spacecraft mission or one of
its experiments pertinent to this Report, a
general status-of-operation term which means
that the spacecraft or experiment was last
reported to NSSDC to be in either a "normal"
or "partial" status.
Apoapsis - The distance from the surface of the reference
body to the furthest orbit point. This distance
is expressed as astronomical units (AU) for
heliocentric orbits, including planetary system
flybys and escape trajectories from the solar
system, e.g., Pioneers 10 and 11. The units
are kilometers Ckm) of altitude for all other
orbits.
Approved Mission - A planned spacecraft mission status term which
means that the spacecraft mission has been
approved and funding is or will be available
to perform the mission.
Experiment Brief
Description 
- A description of an experiment containing a con-
cise summary of the experiment purpose and
instrument characteristics, emphasizing those
relevant to the scientific use of the resulting
data. Information about the performance of
individual components of the instrumentation
is often included.
Inclination 
- The angle (in degrees) between the satellite
orbital plane and the equatorial plane of the
primary gravitational body. For satellites
with heliocentric orbits, the ecliptic plane
is used in lieu of the equatorial plane.
xv
Inoperable - A5 applied to a spacecraft, a status-of-operation
term which means that the spacecraft is no longer
capable of producing any useful scientific data
because of malfunction or failure of the space-
craft system, because of the completion of the
phase of the spacecraft trajectory in which useful
measurements could be performed, or because network
support (tracking, command, and telemetry) has been
discontinued, etc. As applied to an experiment, a
status-of-operation term which means that the experi-
ment is no longer capable of producing any useful
scientific data because of a malfunction or failure
of the experiment system or critical parts of the
spacecraft system, or the completion of the phase
of the spacecraft trajectory in which useful mea-
surements could be performed.
Normal - As applied to an active spacecraft, a status-of-
operation term which means that the spacecraft
and other required systems are capable of working,
so that the data would be suitable for all of the
scientific studies planned for the spacecraft when
the spacecraft is turned on and the data are
recorded. As applied to an active experiment, a
status-of-operation term which means that all
experiment and spacecraft systems are working, so
that the data would be suitable for all of the
scientific studies originally planned for the
experiment.
NSSDC ID Code - An identification code used in the NSSDC informa-
tion system. In this system, each successfully
launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a
code based on the launch sequence of the space-
craft. Subsequent to 1962, this code, e.g.,
72-012A for the spacecraft Pioneer 10, corresponds
to the COSPAR international designation. The
experiment codes are based on the spacecraft code.
For example, the experiments carried aboard the
spacecraft 73-019A (Pioneer 11) are numbered
73-019A-01, 73-019A-02, etc. Each prelaunch
spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an
NSSDC ID Code based on the common name of the
spacecraft. For example, the proposed NASA
launch, Mariner Jupiter/Saturn A, would be coded
MARN77A. The experiments to be carried aboard
this spacecraft would be coded MARN77A-01,
MARN77A-02, etc. Once a spacecraft is launched
xvi
NSSDC ID Code - its prelaunch designation is, of course, changed
(continued) to a postlaunch designation, e.g., Pioneer G
which was launched on April 6, 1973 was given
the NSSDC ID Code of 73-019A, corresponding to the
launch spacecraft common name, Pioneer 11.
Operational Off - As applied to a spacecraft, a status-of-operation
term which means that the spacecraft can still be
operated, but it is either turned off or not being
used. As applied to an experiment, a status-of-
operation term that means that when last tested,
the experiment and other required systems were
capable of producing at least partially usable data,
but the experiment is either turned off or telem-
etered data are not being recorded. The systems
could be activated at some future time to obtain
usable data.
Orbit Type - A word or phrase indicating the most important phase
of the trajectory of a given spacecraft mission.
The orbit type may be any one of the following:
geocentric, selenocentric, heliocentric, venuscen-
tric, marscentric, lunar lander, Venus lander, Mars
lander, Jupiter lander, lunar flyby, Venus flyby,
Mars flyby, Mercury flyby, Jupiter flyby.
Partial 
- As applied to a spacecraft, a status-of-operation
term which means the spacecraft and other required
systems are working, but not all systems are working
as well as the design required. If the spacecraft
were turned on and the data recorded, the data
would be suitable for only a portion of the scien-
tific studies planned for the spacecraft. As applied
to an experiment, a status-of-operation term defined
similarly to that for a spacecraft.
Periapsis 
- The distance from the surface of the reference body
to the nearest orbit point. This distance is ex-
pressed as astronomical units (AU) for heliocentric
orbits, including planetary system flybys and escape
trajectories from the solar system, e.g., Pioneers
10 and 11. The units are kilometers (km) of
altitude for all other orbits.
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Planned - As applied to a future space science spacecraft
mission pertinent to this Report, a general status
term which means that the spacecraft mission was
last reported to NSSDC as either "approved" or
"proposed." As applied to an experiment, an experi-
ment associated with a planned space science
spacecraft mission pertinent to this Report.
Proposed Mission - A planned spacecraft mission status term which
means that the mission is under study or detailed
design; however, no funds have been approved to
perform this mission.
Spacecraft Brief
Description - A description of a spacecraft, containing a concise
summary of the spacecraft mission, specifically
outlining the overall objectives of the mission
and the scientific studies being performed. In-
formation about the performance of individual
components of the spacecraft are often included.
Standard - As applied to a spacecraft or experiment data
acquisition rate, a term which means that the data
that can be processed and made available to the
experimenters are being acquired at the rate or
percentage of coverage required to accomplish the
planned scientific studies.
Substandard - As applied to a spacecraft or experiment data
acquisition rate, a term which means that the
data that can be processed and made available to
the experimenters are not being acquired at the
rate or percentage of coverage required to accom-
plish. the planned scientific studies.
Unknown - As a general term, indicates information either
unknown or unavailable at NSSDC.
xviii
Abbreviations and Acronyms
The abbreviations and acronyms listed on the following pages
include those used in this Report. Inaddition the list contains, for
the convenience of the reader, the more common abbreviations used in
the context of space science satellite experiments. That is, the
list includes spacecraft name acronyms, experiment affiliation acronyms
and abbreviations, funding agency acronyms and abbreviations, etc. All
abbreviations are in upper case letters to correspond to the computer-
produced entries in Sections 1, 2, 3, and 4. Note that the same abbrevi-
ation is used for both the singular and plural forms. Note also that
the same abbreviation may indicate two different definitions; these are
separated by a semicolon.
A angstrom
ABMA Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ACIC Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
ACS attitude control system
A/D analog to digital
AE Atmosphere Explorer (satellite, NASA-GSFC)
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AFB Air Force Base
AFCRL Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
AFSC Air Force Systems Command
AGC automatic gain control
AIMP Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
(satellite, NASA-GSFC)
ALOSYN Alouette topside sounder synoptic (data)




AMU atomic mass unit; astronaut maneuvering unit
ANIK Telecommunications Satellite; also referred to as TELSAT
ANNA Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force Geodetic Satellite
ANS Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (Netherlands 
- NASA,
joint project)
AP magnetic activity index
APL Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University
APT automatic picture transmission
A/R acquisition/reference
ARC Ames Research Center (NASA)
ARC-MIN arc-minute
ARC-SEC arc-second
ARDC Air Research and Development Command (now AFSC)
xix
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
AS&E American Science &Engineering, Inc.
ASOS antimony-sulfide oxy-sulfide
ASTP Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (USSR-NASA, joint project)
ATCOS Atmospheric Composition Satellite (NASA); also
referred to as 0V3-5, 0V3-6
AT+T American Telephone & Telegraph
ATDA Alternate Target Docking Adapter
ATM atmosphere
ATS Applications Technology Satellite (NASA)
AU astronomical unit
AVCS advanced vidicon camera system
AVG average
AVHRR advanced very high resolution radiometer
AWRE Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
BCD binary coded decimal
BE Beacon Explorer (satellite, NASA); beryllium
BERK Berkeley
BEV billion electron volts
BIC barium iodide cloud
BIOS Biological Satellite (NASA)
BPI bits per inch
BPS bits per second
BTL Bell Telephone Laboratories
BUV backscatter ultraviolet
BV billion volts
B/W black and white
CAL calorie
CALSPHERE calibration sphere
CAL TECH California Institute of Technology
CAS Cooperative Applications Satellite (France-NASA);
also referred to as EOLE
CAV composite analog video
CDA command and data acquisition (station)
CDC Control Data Corporation
CDS cadmium sulfide
CENS Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay
CM command module; centimeter
CNES Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
CNET Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications
CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
COMS see COMSAT
COMSAT Communications Satellite Corporation
xx
CORSA Cosmic-Ray Satellite (Japan)
COSPAR Committee on Space Research
CPKF Cape Kennedy (also referred to as the Eastern Test Ra~nge)
CPS cycles per second
CPU central processing unit
CRC Communications Research Center
CRPL Central Radio Propagation Laboratories (later ITSA;
formerly part of ESSA; now a subdivision of NOAA)
CRREL Cold Region Research & Engineering Laboratories
CRT cathode ray tube
CSI cesium iodide
CSM command service module
DAC data acquisition camera
DANISH INST Danish Institute for Space Research
SPACE RSCH
DASA Defense Atomic Support Agency
DATS Despun Antenna Test Satellite (DOD)
DB decibel
DCP data collection platform(s)
DCS direct.couple system
DEG degree
DENPA Density Phenomena (satellite, Japan)
DFVLR Deutsche Forschung und Versuchzanstalt fur Luft-und
Raumfahrt; English translation, Research Laboratory
for Aeronautics and Astronautics, Germany
DIAL/MIKA Diament Allemande/Mini Kapsel (satellite, Germany-France,
joint project)
DIAL/WIKA Diament Allemande/Wissenschaftliche Kapsel (satellite,
Germany-France, joint project)
DIAM diameter
DIAPO Diapason (satellite, France)
DIT Drexel Institute of Technology
DME-A Direct Measurements Explorer A (satellite, NASA)
DOD Department of Defense
DODGE Department of Defense Gravity Experiment (satellite, DOD)
DRID direct readout image dissector (camera system)
DRIR direct readout infrared radiometer
DRTE Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment
(now CRC)
DSCS Defense Satellite and Communications System (DOD)




EASEP Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package
EGO Eccentric (Orbiting) Geophysical Observatory (satellite,
NASA)
EL electric
ELDO European Launch Development Organization
ELECTRO-OPT Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.
SYS
EME environmental measurement experiment
ENV RSCH Environmental Research & Technology, Inc.
+ TECH INC
EOF end-of-file
EOGO Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (satellite,
NASA)
EPE Energetic Particle Explorer (satellite, NASA)
E/Q energy per unit charge
ERB earth radiation budget (experiment)
ERDC Earth Resources Data Center
ERGS Earth Geodetic Satellite (USAF-USA)
ERL Environmental Research Laboratory (NOAA)
ERS Environmental Research Satellite (USAF)
ERTS Earth Resources Technology Satellite (NASA)
ESGEO see GEOS
ESMR electrically scanning microwave radiometer
ESOC European Space Operations Centre
ESRO European Space Research Organization
ESSA Environmental Science Service Administration (now NOAA)
ESTEC European Space Technology Center




EVM earth viewing (equipment) module
EXOS Exospheric Satellite (Japan)
FARO Flare-Activated Radiobiological Observatory
FLT-SAT Fleet Satellite (USN)
FM frequency modulation
FMRT final meteorological radiation tape(s)
FOV field of view
FPR flat plate radiometer
FR French Research (satellite, France)
FRC Flight Research Center (NASA)
FSK frequency shift key
FWS filter wedge spectrometer
xxii
GARP Global Atmospheric Research Program
GE General Electric (Company)
.GE. greater than or equal to
GEMS Geostationary European Meteorological Satellite (ESRO)
GEOPHYSICS Geophysics Corporation of America
CORP
GEOS Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA); Geostationary
Earth-Orbiting Satellite (ESRO)
G.E.T. ground elapsed time
GGSE gravity gradient stabilization experiment
GGTS Gravity Gradient Test Satellite (NASA)
GHZ gigahertz
GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies (NASA)
GM Geiger-Mueller; gram
GMT Greenwich Mean Time
GOES Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite
(NASA) (also called SMS)
GRE ground reconstruction equipment
GREB Galactic Radiation Experiment Background (Navy
transit, satellite)
GRI Groupe de Recherche lonospherique
GRS . German Research Satellite (NASA-Germany)
GSCHAFT FUR Geselschaft fur Weltraumforschung (Center for Space
WELTFORSCH Research, Germany)
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)
GSM geocentric solar magnetospheric
.GT. greater than
GUGMS Glavnoye Upravleniye Gidrometeorologicheskoi Sluzhby
(Main Administration of the Hydrometeorological
Service, USSR)
GV gigavolt
GVHRR geosynchronous very high resolution radiometer
HAO High Altitude Observatory
HCO Harvard College. Observatory
HDRSS high-data rate storage system
HE helium
HEAO High-Energy Astronomical Observatory (NASA)
HEOS High-Eccentricity Earth-Orbiting Satellite (ESRO)
HFE heat-flow experiment; heat-flow electronics
HR high resolution; hour
HRIR high-resolution infrared radiometer
HRIRS high-resolution infrared radiation sounder
HZ hertz (cycles per second)
xxiii
IAP Institue of Atmospheric Physics
IBM International Business Machines
ICBM intercontinental ballistic missile
ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions
ID identification
IDC image dissector camera
IDCS image dissector camera system
IDCSP Initial (or Interim) Defense Communication Satellite
Program (or Project) (DOD)
IE Ionospheric Explorer (satellite, NASA-NBS)
IGRF International Geomagnetic Reference Field
IME International Magnetospheric Explorer (satellite,
NASA-ESRO)
IMP Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (satellite, NASA)
INDASAT Indian Scientific Satellite (ISRO-USSR)
INOP inoperable
INSAT Indian National Satellite (ISRO-USSR)
INST institute
INTA Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aeronautica (Spain);
the National Institute of Aeronautical Science
INTASAT Satellite (INTA, Spain)
INTELSAT International Telecommunications Satellite (NASA-COMS)
ION COMP Ionospheric Composition (satellite--see DIAPO)
IPA Institute for Physics of the Atmosphere (SAS)
IQSY International Quiet Sun Year
IR infrared
IRBM intermediate range ballistic missile
IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
IRIS infrared-interferometer spectrometer
IRLS interrogation, recording, and location system
IRR infrared radiometry
IRTRN infrared transmission
ISAS Institute of Space & Aeronautical Science (Japan)
ISIS International Satellite for Ionospheric Studies
(NASA-Canada)
ISRO Indian Space Research Organization
ISS Ionospheric Sounding Satellite (Japan)
ITCZ intertropical convergence zone
ITOS Improved Tiros Operational Satellite (ESSA)
ITPR infrared temperature profile radiometer
ITR incremental tape recorder
ITSA Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy
(formerly a subdivision of ESSA; now NOAA)
IU instrument unit
IUE International Ultraviolet Explorer (satellite,
NASA-UK-ESRO, joint project)
xxiv
JOB Johannesburg, South Africa
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratories (NASA)
JSC Johnson Space Center (NASA)





KP magnetic activity index Kp
KPNO Kitt Peak National Observatory
KSC John F. Kennedy Space Center (NASA)
LA Los Angeles
LAB laboratory
LAGEOS Laser Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA-MSFC)
LARC Langley Research Center (NASA)
LAS Large Astronomical Satellite (ESRO)
LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
LCS Lincoln Calibration Sphere
.LE. less than or equal to
LEM lunar excursion module
LEPEDEA low-energy proton and electron differential energy
analyzer
LERC Lewis Research Center (NASA)




LMD Laboratory of Meteorological Dynamics
LOCKHEED Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
LOFTI Low-Frequency Trans-lonospheric Satellite (USN-NRL)
LOGACS Low-G Accelerometer Calibration System (USAF)
LRC Lewis Research Center
LRIR limb radiance inversion radiometer; low-resolution
infrared radiometer
LRL Lunar Receiving Laboratory
LRV lunar roving vehicle
.LT. less than
LTV Ling-Temco-Vought (company)
M meter, milli- (prefix)
MA Mercury Atlas
MAD Madrid, Spain
MARENTS Modified Advanced Research Environmental Test
Satellite (USAF)
MAS Ministry of Aviation Supply, UK
MASC magnetic attitude spin coil
MC megacycle
M-D McDonnell-Douglas Corporation
METEC Meteoroid Technology (satellite, NASA)
MEV million electron volts
MG milligram
MHZ megahertz
MIDAS Missile Defense Alarm System (USAF)
MIN minute
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MM millimeter
MPI, GARCHING Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics
MPI, HEIDELBG Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics
MPI, LINDAU Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy---Max Planck
Institute for Stratospheric Physics
MR medium resolution
MRIR medium-resolution infrared radiometer
MS microsecond
MSC Manned Spacecraft Center (now Johnson Space Center)
MSEC millisecond
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)
MSS Magnetic Storm Satellite (AFCRL-NASA); multispectral
scanner
MSSCC multicolor spin-scan cloudcover camera
MTS Meteoroid Technology Satellite (NASA)
MULLARD SS Mullard Space Science Laboratory, Dorking, Surrey, UK
MUSE monitor of ultraviolet solar energy
MW milliwatt
NADUC Nimbus/ATS Data Utilization Center (now NESS)
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(Washington, D.C., headquarters)
NASA OFFICES:
NASA-OA NASA Office of Applications
NASA-OART NASA Office of Advanced Research and Technology
NASA-OAST NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
NASA-OMSF NASA Office of Manned Space Flight
NASA-OSS NASA Office of Space Science
NASA-OSSA NASA Office of Space Science and Applications (now two
separate offices)
NASA-OTDA NASA Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
xxvi
NASA Research Centers:
NASA-ARC NASA-Ames Research Center
NASA-FRC NASA-Flight Research Center
NASA-GISS NASA-Goddard Institute for Space Studies
NASA-GSFC NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA-JPL NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NASA-JSC NASA-Johnson Space Center
NASA-KSC NASA-John F. Kennedy .Space Center
NASA-LARC NASA-Langley Research Center
NASA-LERC NASA-Lewis Research Center
NASA-MSFC NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA-WS NASA-Wallops Station
NASC National Aeronautics and Space Council
NASDA National Space Development Agency.
NATL RSCH National Research Council, Italy
CNCL, ITALY
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBS National Bureau of Standards
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCC National Climatic Center
NDRE Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
NEMS Nimbus-E Microwave Spectrometer; Near-Earth
Magnetospheric Satellite (ESRO)
NESC National Environmental Satellite Center (now NESS)
NESS National Environmental Satellite Service (NOAA)
NETHERLANDS Netherlands Institute of Nuclear Physics Research
INST
NHC National Hurricane Center
NIH National Institutes of Health
NMC National Meteorological Center
NMRT Nimbus meteorological radiation tape
NNSS Navy Navigational Satellite System
NOAA National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(formerly ESSA)
NORAD North American Air Defense Command
NORWEGIAN Norwegian Institute of Cosmic Physics
INST
NOTS CHLAKE Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake
NRC National Research Council
NRL Naval Research Laboratory
NSA National Security Agency
NSF National Science Foundation
NSSDC National Space Science Data Center
NWL Naval Weapons Laboratory
NWRC National Weather Records Center (presently NCC)
xxvii
OAO Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (satellite, NASA-GSFC)
OAR Office of Aerospace Research (USAF)
OBS observatory
OCC OPLE Command Center
OFO Orbiting Frog Otolith (NASA experimental spacecraft)
OGO Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (satellite, NASA)
OI other investigator
OMNI low-resolution omnidirectional radiometer (on Explorer 7)
ONR Office of Naval Research
OP OFF operational off
OPEP orbital-plane experiment package
OPLE Omega position and location experiment
ORBIS Orbiting Radio Beacon Ionospheric Satellite (NASA)
ORS Octahedral Research Satellite (NASA); Orbiting
Research Satellite
OSO Orbiting Solar Observatory (satellite, NASA-GSFC)
OT Operational Tiros (satellite, NASA-GSFC)
OV Orbiting Vehicle (satellite, USAF)
PAC Package Attitude Control (satellite, NASA-GSFC)
PAGEOS Passive Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA)
PAM pulse amplitude modulation
PCM pulse coded modulation
PEP platform electronic packages
PFM pulse frequency modulation




PM pulse modulation; photomultiplier
PMR pressure modulation radiometer; Pacific Missile Range
PMT photomultiplier tube
P-N positive-negative (junction)
POGO Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (satellite, NASA)
PPS pulse per second
PSE passive seismograph experiment
PTL Photographic Technology Laboratory
QOMAC quarter-orbit magnetic attitude control (system)
QUI Quito, Ecuador
xxviii
R&D research and development
RA Ranger
RAD radian, radiation
RADCAT Radar Calibration Target (satellite, ARPA)
RAE Radio Astronomy Explorer (NASA-GSFC)
RAM random access measurement (system)
RBV return beam vidicon (camera)
RC resistance capacitor
RCA Radio Corporation of America
REXS Radio Exploration Satellite (Japan)
RF radio frequency
RM Radiation Meteoroid (satellite, NASA-OART)
RMS root mean square; also, see RM
ROS Rosman, North Carolina
RPM revolutions per minute
RPS revolutions per second
RRL Radio Research Laboratories
RSCH research
RSRS Radio and Space Research Station
RTG radioisotope thermoelectric generator
RTTS real-time transmission system
SAMOS Satellite Mission Observation System
SAMSO Space and Missile Systems Organization (USAF)
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
SAS Small Aeronomy Satellite (NASA); Soviet Academy of
Sciences
SATAR Satellite for Aerospace Research (NASA); OV1-2
SBRC Santa Barbara Research Center
SCAMS scanning microwave spectrometer
SCEL Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
SCMR surface composition mapping radiometer
SCR selective chopper radiometer
SE Solar Explorer (satellite, NASA)
SEC second; secondary electron conduction (vidicon tube)
SECOR Sequential Collation of Range (satellite, USAF-USA)
SEM space environment monitor
SERT Spinning Satellite for Electric Rocket Test (NASA-LERC)
SESP Space Experiment Support Program
SESPO Space Environmental Support Project Office
SHS Soviet Hydrometeorological Service
SIBS Salk Institute for Biological Studies
SIM scientific instrument module
SIRS satellite infrared spectrometer
SKA Fairbanks, Alaska
SM San Marco (satellite, NASA-Italy)
xxix
SMS Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (NASA)
SNAP systems for nuclear auxiliary power
SNT Santiago, Chile
SOEP solar-oriented experiment package
SOLRAD Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA)
SPM solar proton monitor
SR Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA); scanning radiometer
SRATS Solar Radiation and Thermospheric Structure
(satellite, Japan)
SRC Space Research Council, UK
SRI Stanford Research Institute
SSCC spin-scan cloudcover camera
SSD Space Sciences Division (Jet Propulsion Laboratory)
SSS Small Scientific.Satellite (NASA)
STADAN Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
STARAD Starfish Radiation (satellite, NASA)
STER steradian
STL Space Technology Laboratories (now TRW Systems Group)
STP Solar Terrestrial Probe (also known as HELIOCENTRIC
or IME-4, satellite, NASA-GSFC)
SUI State University of Iowa (now University of Iowa)
SURCAL Surveillance Calibration (satellite, DOD-NRL)
SW CTR ADV Southwest Center for Advanced Studies
STUDIES
SWRF Sine Wave Response Filter (program)
SYNCOM Synchronous Communication Satellite (NASA-GSFC)
T&DR tracking & data relay
TAC Technology Application Center
TACOMSAT Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD)
TACSAT Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD)
TATS Test and Training Satellite (NASA)
TD Thor-Delta (satellite, ESRO); launch vehicle (NASA-USAF)
TDP Tracking Data Processor (program)




TETR Test and Training (satellite, NASA)
THIR temperature-humidity infrared radiometer
THORAD-AGE Thor Augmented Delta Agena (launch vehicle)
TIMATION Time Location System (USN)
TIROS Television and Infrared Observation Satellite (NASA)
TLI translunar injection
TOPS Thermal Noise Optical Optimization Communication
System (NASA)
xxx
TOPSI topside (sounder) (satellite, NASA)
TOS Tiros Operational Satellite (or System) (NASA)
TOVS Tiros operational vertical sounder
TRAAC Transit Research and Attitude Control (satellite, USN)
TRS Tetrahedral Research Satellite (USAF)
TRW TRW Systems Group
TTS Test and Training Satellite (NASA); also called TATS,
TETR
TWERLE tropical wind energy conversion and reference level
experiment
U OF CALIF. University of California at Berkeley
BERK
U OF CALIF, University of California at Los Angeles
LA
U OF CALIF, University of California at Riverside
RIVER
U OF CALIF, University of California at San Diego
SD
UCLA University of California at Los Angeles
UHF ultra-high frequency
UK UnitedKingdom
USA United States Army
US TOPO CMD United States Army Topographic Command
USA TOPO COM United States Army Topographic Command
USAECOM United States Army Electronics Command
USAF United States Air Force
USAF United States Air Force Aeropropulsion Laboratory
AEROPROPUL
USAF MAT LAB United States Air Force Materials Laboratory
USAF MED United States Air Force Medicine, Wright Patterson AFB
USAF SAMSO United States Air Force Space and Missile Systems
Organization
USAF SCH OF United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine,
AEROS MED Brooks AFB
USN United States Navy








VHF very high frequency
VHRR very high resolution radiometer
VISSR visible infrared spin-scan radiometer
VLF very low frequency
VNBC Vandenberg AFB (also referred to as WTR, Western
Test Range)
VTPR vertical temperature profile radiometer
W watt
WALI Wallops Island
WBVTR wideband video tape recorder
WDC World Data Center
WEFAX weather facsimile
WKG GRP SPC Working Group for Space Physics Research
PHYS RSCH
WMO World Meteorological Organization
WNK Winkfield, England
WPM words per minute
WRESAT Weapons Research Establishment Satellite (Australia)
WS Wallops Station (NASA)
WSMR White Sands Missile Range
WTR Western Test Range (also referred to as VNBC,
Vandenberg AFB)
WWW World Weather Watch
Z atomic number
xxxii
Active Spacecraft and Experiments
SECTION 1 - DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIVE SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
This section contains descriptions of spacecraft and experiments
pertinent to this Report that were active as of September 30, 1973, andfor which NSSDC has at least minimal documentation. All descriptions
included in this section are ordered chronologically by NSSDC ID Code,
which appears in the upper right-hand corner of the description.
Each spacecraft or experiment entry in this section is composed
of three parts 
-- a heading, a brief description, and an indication of
status and data acquisition rate. The headings list characteristics
of satellites and experiments, respectively. The status information isbased on quarterly reports from various spacecraft project offices, as
well as personal contacts with the experimenters.
Contents of Spacecraft Entries
The heading for each spacecraft description in this section includestwo sets of orbit parameters, i.e., initial orbit parameters calculated
shortly after launch and recent orbit parameters. Each set of param-
eters consists of epoch date, orbit type, orbit period, apoapsis,
periapsis, and inclination for the spacecraft. In addition, the head-ing contains the spacecraft weight in orbit, launch date, launch site,launch vehicle, spacecraft common and alternate names, funding agency(funding country and agency), and spacecraft personnel (project manager
and project scientist). The spacecraft brief description is immediately
below each heading.
The last reported change in spacecraft status and data acquisition
rate is given following the spacecraft brief description. The space-
craft status is given as either "NORMAL" or "PARTIAL," while the space-
craft data acquisition rate is given as either "STANDARD" or "SUBSTAN-
DARD."
Contents of Experiment Entries
Each experiment entry heading includes the experiment name and
the name and address of the principal investigator for the experiment
as well as other investigators associated with the experiment. The
experiment brief description is immediately below each heading. Thelast reported change in the experiment status and data acquisition ratefollows the experiment brief description. The experiment status isgiven as either "NORMAL" or "PARTIAL," and the experiment data acquisi-tion rate is given as "STANDARD" or "SUBSTANDARD." The last reported
change in spacecraft status and data acquisition rate is also repeated
here for the reader's convenience.
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NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
ACTIVE SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 6 NSSDC ID 65-OS105A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-A. 01841
LAUNCH DATE- 12/16/65 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 63.4 KG




EPOCH DATE- 12/16/65 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIOD- 311.3 DAYS
APOAPSIS- *93f AU RAD PERIAPSIS- .e143 AU RAD INCLINATION- .1639 OEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 12/16/65 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 311.3 DAYS
APOAPSIS- .*936 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- *8143 AU RAD INCLINATION- .1639 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.F. HALL NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
PS - J.He WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELDOP CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PIONEER 6 WAS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-CRBITING
SPIN-STABILIZED, AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES CESIGNED TO
OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS
IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. ITS EXPERIMENTS STUDIED THE PCSITIVE IONS
AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND* THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON DENSITY (RADIO
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT), SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS* AND THE
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABCUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN
AXIS WAS PERPENCICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH
ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND COMMAND, ONE OF FIVE BIT RATES. CNE CF FOUR DATA
FORMATSo AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD BE SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT
RATES WERE 5129 2E6, 64. 16, AND 8 BPS. THREE OF THE FOUR DATA FORMATS
CONTAINED PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS
PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS FOR USE AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT
RATES. ANOTHER WAS FOR USE AT THE THREE LCWEST BIT RATES. THE THIRD
CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA
FORMAT CONTAINEC MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE REAL
TIME. TELEMETRY STORE, DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND MEMORY REACCUT. IN THE
REAL-TIME MODE. DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE)
AS SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY
STORE MODE,* DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMLLTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT
AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE* A SINGLE FRAME
OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE TIME
INTERVAL BETWEEN THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF SUCCESSIVE FRAMES COULD BE
VARIED BY GROUNC COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA
COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN
THE MEMORY READCUT MODE, DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE WAS
APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE WAS 512
BPS FROM DECEMBER 1. 1965 TO FEBRUARY 28, 1966, 256 BPS FRCM MARCH 1 1966
TO MARCH 17, 1966. 64 BPS FROM MARCH 18, 1966 TC APRIL 13. 1966. 16 BPS FROM
APRIL 14, 1966 TO MAY 9, 1966, e BPS FROM MAY 10. 1966 TO DECEMBER 1970. AND
16 BPS FROM DECEMBER 1970 TO JULY 1971. THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE VICINITY
OF THE EARTH UNTIL MID-1972. WHICH ALLOWED HIGHER BIT RATES TO BE UTILIZED.
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THE REAL-TIME TRANSMISSION MODE WAS USED PREDOMINANTLY THROUGHOUT THE FLIGHT
WHEN TRACKING STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE. BETWEEN TRACKING PERIODS. THE DUTY
CYCLE STORE MODE WAS GENERALLY USED. DATA COVERAGE AMOUNTED TO ALMOST 100
PERCENT FOR THE FIRST 23 WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THEN THE COVERAGE CROPPED TO
BETWEEN 10 AND 20 PERCENT UNTIL JULY 1970, AT WHICH TIME THE SPACECRAFT WAS
AGAIN ABLE TO BE RECEIVED ON THE SMALLER ANTENNAS SO THAT DATA COVERAGE ROSE
TO BETWEEN 20 AND 50 PERCENT. PIONEER 6 LEFT THE VICINITY OF THE EARTH.
PASSING THROUGH THE BOW SHOCK AT A LOCAL TIME NEAR 6 P.M. THE SPACECRAFT
SPIN RATE HAS REMAINEO CLOSE TO NOMINAL AS OF JULY 1971. A LEAK IN THE
ATTITUDE GAS SYSTEM PREVENTED FURTHER ATTITUDE CORRECTIONS FOLLOWING AN
ADJUSTMENT MADE ON JUNE 9, 1966. HOWEVER. THE SENSORS THAT DETERMINED THE
SPIN AXIS DIRECTION CONTINUED TO WORK AND INDICATED THAT THE SPIN AXIS
DIRECTION REMAINED CLOSE TO NOMINAL AS OF JULY 1971. THE MAGNETOMETER
EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN INOPERABLE SINCE JULY 1970*
ON 02/07/71* THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP NSSDC ID 65-105A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.S. BRIDGE MIT CAMBRIDGEt MA
01 - A.J. LAZARUS MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A MULTIGRIC FARADAY CUP WITH TWO SEMICIRCULAR. COPLANAR COLLECTORS WAS
USED TO STUDY SOLAR WIND IONS AND ELECTRONS. THE INSTRUMENT HAD 14
CONTIGUOUS. ENECRGY-PER-CHARGE (E/Q) CHANNELS BETWEEN 75 AND 9485 V FOR
POSITIVE IONS AND FOUR ENERGY-PER-CHARGE CHANNELS BETWEEN 90 AND 1580 V FOR
ELECTRONS. THE INSTRUMENT VIEW AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS AND PARALLEL TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. THE LINE SEPARATING THE TWO
COLLECTORS LAY IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANEs ENABLING A ROUGH DETERMINATION OF
SOLAR WIND BULK FLOW PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. DURING EVERY
SECOND SPACECRAFT ROTATION AND AT ONE VCLTAGE LEVEL, THE SUN OF THE CURRENTS
FROM THE COLLECTORS WAS OBTAINED IN 28 CONTIGUOUS 11.25-DEG ANGULAR SECTORS
(FROM -45 DEG TO 270 DEGo WITH 0 DEG BEING THE SPACECRAFT-SUN LINE). THE
EIGHT MEASUREMENTS ABOUT THE SUN-EARTH LINE (-45 DEG TO +45 DEG) WERE
TELEMETERED, BUT ONLY THE LARGEST MEASUREMENT IN EACH SUCCEEDING 45-DEG
INTERVAL (45 DEG TO 270 DEG) WAS TELEMETERED. IN ADDITION. DURING THIS
ROTATION. THE CURRENT FROM ONE OF THE COLLECTORS hAS MEASURED IN ALL
TWENTY-EIGHT 11.25-DEG SECTORS* AND THE LARGEST WAS IDENTIFIED AND
TELEMETERED (BOTH MAGNITUDE AND SECTOR). A COMPLETE SET OF POSITIVE ION
MEASUREMENTS ANt ONE ENERGY CHANNEL OF ELECTRON MEASUREWENTS WERE COMPLETED
EVERY 32 SEC. THE TIME BETWEEN EACH 32-SEC GROUP CF MEASUREMENTS VARIED WITH
THE BIT RATE. FOR A MORE COMPLETE DESCRIPTION. SEE J. GEOPHYS. RES., 71.
3787-3791, AUGUST 1q66.
ON 02/07/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/07/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE NSSDC ID 65-105A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA TUCSON* AZ
01 - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO CHICAGC, IL
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT USED A CHARGED PARTICLE TELESCOPE COMPOSED OF FOURSILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTORS TO STUDY THE ANISOTROPY AND FLUCTUATIONS OFSOLAR PROTONS ANC ALPHA PARTICLES. THE PROTON ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED WERE 0.6TO 13.9 MEV, 13.9 TO 73.2 MEV. 73.2 TO 175 MEVs AND E.GT. 175 MEV'(CORRESPONDING TO DETECTOR COINCIDENCES DINOTD2NOTD4, DID2NOTD3NOTD4*
DID2D3NOTD4, ANC NOTD1D2D3NOTD4). THE ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGY RANGES SAMPLEDWERE 2.4 TO 55.6 MEV# 55.6 TO 293 MEVs AND E.GT. 293 MEV (CORRESPONDING TOTHE FIRST THREE DETECTOR COINCIDENCES GIVEN ABOVE). THE TIME RESOLUTION
RANGED FROM ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0.4 SEC TO ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER28 SEC DEPENDING ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THE DETECTOR WAS MOUNTED SO THATIT MADE A 360-DEG SCAN IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE ABOUT ONCE PER SECOND. PULSEHEIGHT ANALYSIS OF CETECTOR DI OUTPUT (128 CHANNEL) AND D3 OUTPUT (32CHANNEL) WAS ACCOMPLISHED FOR THE LAST EVENT PRIC' TO EACH TELEMETRY READOUTFOR THE EXPERIMENT. THE 03 DETECTOR FAILED ON OCTOBER 22. 1967. THE D4
DETECTOR PERFORMED INTERMITTENTLY UP TO LATE 1969.
ON 02/07/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 10/22/67, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER KSSDC IO 65-105A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN STANFORD U STANFORD, CA
I01 - T.A. CROFT STANFORD U STANFORD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
BOTH 423.3-MHZ AND ITS 2/17 SUBHARMONIC 49.8-WHZ SIGNALS WERETRANSMITTED FROM A 46-M STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY
TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREQUENCY
SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPCFAGATION TIME WAS NOTAPPRECIABLY LENGTHENED BY ELECTRONS ALONG THE PATH. THE LOW-FREQUENCY SIGNALWAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION
PATH. ON THE SPACECRAFT* A PHASE-LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCYZERO CROSSINGS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE-PATHDIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED. ANDTHESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED TO THE GROUND STATION. FROM CALCULATED TOTALELECTRON CONTENT VALUES, THE IONOSPHERIC EFFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDEOBTAINED FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES) COULD BE SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE
DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE SOLAR WIND ANDITS VARIATIONS. FOR SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS SEE68-100A-039 67-123A-03* 66-075A-04. AND 67-060A-02. A MORE DETAILED
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH VOL. 71. P. 3325-33279 AND IN RADIO SCIENCE. VOL. 6, P. 55-63.
ON 02/07/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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ON 02/07/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. TIE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY DETECTION NSSDC ID 65-IOSA-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
01 - W.C. BARTLEY U OF TEXAS DALLAS* TX
01 - U.R. RAO U OF TEXAS DALLAS* TEXAS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO MEASURE THE DIRECTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC-RAY FLUXES. THE PARTICLE
DETECTOR WAS A CSI (TL) SCINTILLATOR CRYSTAL THAT WAS SET INTC AN
ANTICOINCIDENCE FLASTIC SCINTILLATOR COLLIMATOR CUP. SEPARATE
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES VIEWED THE TWO SCINTILLATORS. PULSES FROM THE CSI
CRYSTAL UNACCOMPANIED BY PULSES FROM THE PLASTIC SCINTILLATCR WERE SORTED BY
A THREE-WINDOW PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER, THE WINDOWS CORRESPONDING TO ENERGY
DEPOSITIONS OF 7.4 TO 44.0. 44.0 TO 77.1. AND 123.8 TO 303.8 MEV. COUNTS IN
THE TWO LOWER ENERGY WINDOWS WERE DUE MAINLY TC PRCTONS WITH THE WINDOW
ENERGIES. WHILE CNLY PARTICLES OF Z GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 2 CONTRIBUTED
TO THE HIGHEST ENERGY WINDOW COUNT RATE. (PROTONS ABOVE 90 MEV GAVE
ANTICOINCIDENCE PULSES.) FOR EACH ENERGY WINDOW* COUNTS WERE SEPARATELY
ACCUMULATED IN EACH OF FOUR ANGULAR SECTORS AS THE SPACECRAFT SPUN. EACH
ANGULAR SECTOR WAS NORMALLY 89.5 DEG IN WIDTHo WITH THE SUN IN THE MIDDLE OF
ONE SECTOR. HOWEVER, WHEN LARGE FLUXES WERE ENCOUNITERED. EACH ANGULAR SECTOR
WAS REDUCED TO 11.2 DEG, WITH THE SUN NEAR THE MIDPOINT BETWEEN TWO SECTORS.
A SPIN-INTEGRATED (ISOTROPIC) MODE, IN WHICH ALL PARTICLES DEPOSITING 7.4
MEV IN THE CSI CRYSTAL (NO ANTICOINCIDENCE REQUIREMENT) WERE COUNTED9 WAS
ALSO USED. ACCUwULATION TIMES FOR EACH OF THE 12 DIRECTIONAL MODES AN) FOR
THE OMNIDIRECTIONAL MODE VARIED BETWEEN 14 SEC AND 112 SEC (SPACECRAFT SPIN
PERIOD WAS ABOUT 1 SEC) DEPENDING ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. SEE THE
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION (5-105A) FOR INFORMATION ON PERCENT TIME
COVERAGE VS TIME. SEE BARTLEY ET AL., REV, SClI INSTRUV .s 38, PAGE 266a
1967. FOR A MORE DETAILED EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION.
ON 02/07/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/07/71, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARDO.
** * *** * ** 4 ** ** ** ** * ** ****** ****
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 7 KSSDC 0ID 66-075A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-B. 02398
LAUNCH DATE- 08/17/e6 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 63.4 KG





EPOCH DATE- 08/17/66 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIOD- 402*9 DAYS
APOAPSIS- 1.1250 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- 1.0100 AU RAD INCLINATION- *09767 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 08/1 7/66 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 402.9 DAYS
APOAPSIS- 1.1250 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- 1.0100 AU RAD INCLINATION- 09767 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.Fe HALL NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD* CA
PS - J.oH. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELDO CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PIONEER 7 WAS THE SECOND IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-ORBITING,
SPIN-STABILIZEDC AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES DESIGNED TO
OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS
IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY
POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WINDo THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON
DENSITY (RADIO FROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS. AND
THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT AEOUT 60 RPM. AND
THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED
APPROXIMATELY TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC FPOLE. BY GRCUND COMMANO ONE OF FIVE
BIT RATES, ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS, AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD
BE SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 5121 256. 64. 16, AND 8 BPS. THREE OF
THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF
32 SEVEN-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED FOR THE
TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS USED FOR THE THREE LOWEST BIT RATES. THE
THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH
DATA FORMAT CONTAINED MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE
(1) REAL TIME. (2) TELEMETRY STORE, (3) DUTY CYCLE STCREs AND (4) MEMORY
READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE, DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY
(WITHOUT STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN
THE TELEMETRY STORE MODE. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN
THE FORMAT AND AT Te-E BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE, A
SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512
BPS. THE TIME PERIOD BETWEEN WHICH SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WERE CCLLECTED AND
STORED COULD BE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO PROVIDE
PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE
CAPACITYe IN THE MEMORY READOUT MODE. DATA WERE READ CUT AT WHATEVER BIT
RATE WAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FRCM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE
FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE DATA WAS 512 BPS FROM AUGUST 17. 1966. TO OCTOBER
23, 1966. 256 BPS FROM OCTOBER 25. 1966. TO NOVEMBER 6. 1966. 64 BPS FROM
NOVEMBER 9, 1966, TO DECEMBER 16. 1966. 16 BPS FROM DECEMBER 16. 1966* TO
MAY 15. 1967, AND 8 BPS FROM MAY 15 1967e AND THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES
WERE POSSIBLE WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS BEING TRACKED BY THE 64-M ANTENNA, BUT
THE DATA COVERAGE AT THESE TIMES WAS LOW. BY FEBRUARY 1968, ALL REAL-TIME
DATA WERE BEING RECEIVED AT 8 BPS. DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED BETWEEN 50 AND 100
PERCENT COVERAGE FOR THE FIRST 30 WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THE DATA COVERAGE THEN
FELL TO BETWEEN 20 AND 30 PERCENT UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1968. AFTER THIS TIME, IT
DROPPED TO BETWEEN 0 AND 20 PERCENT THROUGH JULY 1971. REAL-TIME
TRANSMISSION WAS GENERALLY USED WHEN TRACKING STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE.
OTHERWISE. THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE WAS USED. SOMETIME BETWEEN FEBRUARY 9.
1969. AND FEBRUARY 16. 1969, THE SUN SENSCR THAT GENERATED THE SPACECRAFT
SUN PULSES FOR ONBOARD SECTORING OF EXPERIMENTS FAILED. HOWEVER. THE
REMAINING SUN SENSORS CONTINUED TO FUNCTION, THUS PERMITTING DETERMINATION
OF THE SPIN AXIS DIRECTION UNTIL ABOUT JANUARY 1972. PICNEER 7 LEFT THE
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VICINITY OF THE EARTH PASSING THROUGH THE LUNAR DISTANCE AT A LOCAL TIME OF
ABOUT 3 A.M. THE MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN INOPERABLE SINCE JANUARY
1969o THE TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON -AS PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF MODE ON APRIL
l1 1967, THE CELESTIAL MECHANICS EXPERIMENT WAS PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF
MODE IN JJLY 1970. THE SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION FARADAY ROTATION EXPERIMENT WAS
PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF MODE IN NOVEMBER 1971. AND THE FARADAY CUP
EXPERIMENT BECAME INOPERABLE IN NOVEMBER 1972.
ON 08/17/66. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER NSSDC ID 66-075A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A QUADRISPIERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WITH EIGHT CCNTIGUCUS CURRENT
COLLECTORS wAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF THE ELECTRONS AND
POSITIVE IONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. IONS WERE DETECTED IN 16 LCGARITHMICALLY
EQUISPACED ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE (E/O) STEPS FRCM 200 TO 109000 V. THERE
WAS AN ELECTRON MODE OF OPERATION IN WHICH ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED IN EIGHT
LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED ENERGY PER CHARGE STEPS RANGING FROM 0 TO 500 V.
THE EIGHT COLLECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES INCIDENT FROM EIGHT DIFFERENT
CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE
(SAME AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). THERE WERE FOUR 15-DEG INTERVALS, TWO 20-DEG
INTERVALS. AND TWO 30-DEG INTERVALS. AS THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPINNING. FLUXES
WERE MEASURED IN 15 AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SECTORS. EIGHT OF THESE SECTORS WERE
5-5/8 DEG WIDE* WERE CONTIGUOUS. AND BRACKETED THE SCLAR DIRECTION. THE
REMAINING SEVEN SECTORS wERE 45 DEG WIDE. THREE DIFFERENT MODES OF DATA
COLLECTION WERE USED. AT THE HIGHEST BIT RATE (512 BPS). THE FULL SCAN MODE
WAS ALTERNATED WITH THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE AT EACH E/O STEP,. IN THE FULL SCAN
MODE*, THE MAXIMUM FLUX OBSERVED IN EACH OF THE 15 AZIMUTHAL SECTORS AS THE
SPACECRAFT ROTATED WAS RECORDED FOR A GIVEN SINGLE COLLECTOR AT A GIVEN E/Q
STEP. DURING 24 SUCCESSIVE OPERATIONS OF THE FULL SCAN RODE (48 SPACECRAFT
REVOLUTIONS). THE 16 ION E/O STEPS AND EIGHT ELECTRON E/Q STEPS WERE
EXERCISED FOR A GIVEN COLLECTOR. DURING EIGHT SUCCESSIVE SUCH PERIODS, EACH
OF THE EIGHT COLLECTORS WAS EXERCISED. THE FULL CYCLE OF FULL SCAN MODE DATA
REQUIRED 400 SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS (ABOUT 400 SEC). SUCH CYCLES WERE
REPEATED WITHOUT INTERRUPTION AT THE HIGH BIT RATE. IN THE MAXIMUM FLUX
MODE. FOR THE E/Q STEP USED IN THE PRECECING REVOLUTION OF FULL SCAN MODE
OPERATIONs ALL COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED FOR ONE REVOLUTION. AND THE MAXIMUM
FLUX OBSERVED WAS REPORTED ALONG WITH THE NUMBER OF THE COLLECTOR THAT
OBSERVED IT ANC THE ANGULAR DIRECTION (2-13/16-DEG RESOLUTION) OF THE
OBSERVATION. AT THE NEXT HIGHEST BIT RATE (256 BPS). THE SHORT SCAN MODE WAS
ALTERNATED EVERY SPACECRAFT REVOLUTION WITH THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE. THE SHORT
SCAN MODE WAS THE SAME AS THE FULL SCAN EXCEPT THAT.ONLY THE PEAK FLUX IN
EACH OF THE EIGHT 5-5/8-DEG-WIDE AZIMUTHAL SECTORS hAS RECORDED. THUS. THIS
CYCLE ALSO TOOK 400 SPACECRAFT REVOLUTICKS. AT THE LOW BIT RATES (64. 16.
AND 8 BPS)* THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE ALONE WAS USEC. THUS. NO AZIMUTHAL
DISTRIBUTIONS WERE MEASURED. AT THE LOW BIT RATES, IT TOOK 32 SEC FOR A
COMPLETE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS AND 16 SEC FOR A CCWMPLETE SET CF ELECTRON
MEASUREMENTS. AT 64 BPS, THE ION AND ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN AND
TELEMETERED EVERY 84 SEC. AT 16 BPS9 THEY WERE TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY
336 SEC. AT 8 BPS. THEY WERE TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY 672 SEC.
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(ON -08 /T/,66, THE DATE OF THE LAST -IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
-NORMAL /ARND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 02/16/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGES THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY NSSDC ID 66-075A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
O1 - W.C. BARTLEY U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
01 - U.R. RAO U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TEXAS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO MEASURE THE DIRECTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAY FLUXES. THE PARTICLE
DETECTOR WAS A CSI (TL) SCINTILLATOR CRYSTAL THAT WAS SET INTO AN
ANTICCINCIDENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR COLLIMATOR CUP. SEPARATE
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES VIEWED THE TWO SCINTILLATORS. PULSES FROM THE CSICRYSTAL THAT WERE NOT ACCOMPANIED BY PULSES FROM THE PLASTIC SCINTILLATORWERE SORTED BY A THREE-WINDOW PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS THE WINDOWS
CORRESPONDING TO ENERGY DEPOSITIONS OF 7.2 TO 47.4, 47.4 TO 64.5. AND 64.5TO 81.2 MEV. NO POSITIVE SPECIES IDENTIFICATION WAS MADE ALTHOUGH MOST OFTHE COUNTS IN EACH WINDOW WERE USUALLY DUE TO PROTONS WITH THE WINDOW
ENERGIES. FOR EACH ENERGY WINDOW. COUNTS WERE SEPARATELY ACCUMULATED IN EACHOF FOUR ANGULAR SECTORS AS THE SPACECRAFT SPUN. EACH ANGULAR SECTOR WAS
NORMALLY 89.5 CEG IN WIDTH. WITH THE SUN EITHER NEAR A SECTOR BOUNDARY OR IN
THE MIDDLE OF A SECTOR, DEPENDING ON THE OPERATING MODE. HOWEVER* WHEN LARGEFLUXES WERE ENCOUNTERED, EACH ANGULAR SECTOR WAS REDUCED TO 11.2 DEG. WITHTHE SUN EITHER IN A SECTOR OR NEAR THE MIDPCINT BETWEEN TWO SECTORS. A
SPIN-INTEGRATED (ISOTROPIC) MODE# IN WHICH ALL PARTICLES DEPOSITING 7.2 MEVIN THE CSI CRYSTAL (NO ANTICOINCIDENCE REQUIREMENT) WERE COUNTED. WAS ALSO
USED. ACCUMULATION TIMES FOR EACH OF THE 12 DIRECTICNAL MODES AND FOR THE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL MODE VARIED BETWEEN 14 AND 112 SEC (SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD
WAS ABOUT 1 SEC) DEPENDING ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. DIRECTIONAL FLUX DATA
RELIABILITY WAS REDUCED BY THE MALFUNCTION OF THE SUN PULSE MECHANISM
BETWEEN FEBRUARY 9 AND FEBRLARY 16. 1969. OTHERWISE. THE INSTRUMENT
FUCTIONED NORMALLY. OBTAINING USEFUL OMNIDIRECTICNAL DATA. UNTIL SPACECRAFT
TRACKING WAS RECUCEC TO A NEGLIGIBLE AMCLNT ON JULY 15. 1972. SEE THE
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION (66-0.75A) FOR INFORMATION ON PERCENT TIME
COVERAGE VS TIME. SEE BARTLEY ET AL.. REV. SCI. INSTRUM.s 38. PAGE 266.
1967, FOR A MORE DETAILED EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION.
ON 08/17/66, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD*
ON 02/09/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE NSSDC ID 66-075A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=DTHER INVESTIGATORJ
P1 - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO* IL
01 - COY- FAN U OF ARIZONA TUCSCho AZ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT USED A CHARGED PARTICLE TELESCCPE CONPCSED OF FOUR
SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTORS TO STUDY THE ANISOTROPY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF
SOLAR PROTONS ANC ALPHA PARTICLES. THE PRCTON ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED 
WERE 0.6
TO 12.7 MEV, 12.7 TO 73.0 MEVo 73.0 TO 165 MEV. AND E.GT. 165 MEV
(CORRESPONDING TO DETECTOR COINCIDENCES D1D2NOTD4# D1D2NOTD3NOTD4,
D10D2D3NOTD4, AN NOTC1D203NOTD4)o THE ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED
WERE 2.5 TO 52 MEV9 52 TO 280 MEV, AND E.GT. 280 MEV (CORRESPCNOING TO THE
FIRST THREE DETECTOR COINCIDENCES). THE TIME RESOLUTION RANGED FROM ABOUT
ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0.4 SEC TO ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 28 SEC DEPENDING ON
THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THE DETECTOR WAS MOUNTED TO MAKE A 360-DEG SCAN IN
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE ABOUT ONCE PER SECOND. THE D3 DETECTOR FAILED ON MAY 26,
1969.
ON 08/17/66. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/26/699 THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAM4E
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDAROD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER E NSSOC 0ID 67-123A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-C, 03066
LAUNCH DATE- 12/13/67 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 63.43 KG




EPOCH DATE- 12/13/67 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC CRBIT PERICD- 386.6 DAYS
APOAPSIS- 1.0880 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- .9892 AU RAD INCLINATION- .0578 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 12/13/67 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 386.6 DAYS
APOAPSIS- 1.0880 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- .8S2 AU RAD INCLINATION- .0578 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PPOJECT MANAGER, FS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.F. HALL NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
PS - JeH. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD9 CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PIONEER 8 WAS THE THIRD IN A SERIES CF SOLAR-CREITINGs
SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES CESIGNED TO
OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS
'IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY
THE POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND* THE INTERPLANETARY
ELECTRON DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT), SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC
RAYS, THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD COSMIC DLST AND ELECTRIC FIELDS.
ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A IIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
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ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND
COMMAND, ONE OF FIVE BIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS, AND ONE OF FOUR
OPERATING NODES COULD BE SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512. 256. 64. 16.
AND 8 BPS. THREE OF THE FOUR DATA FORMATS WERE USED PRIMARILY FOR SCIENTIFIC
DATA AND CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA
FORMAT WAS USED AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES. ANCTHER WAS USED AT THE THREE
LOWEST BIT RATES. THE THIRD WAS USED FOR DATA FRCM ONLY THE RADIO
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA FORMAT WAS USED MAINLY FOR
ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE (I) REAL TIME. (2) TELEMETRY
STORE, (3) DUTY CYCLE STORE, AND (4) MEMORY READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE.
DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHCUT STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY
THE DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE MCDE, DATA
WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FCRMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE
SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE, A SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA
WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN THE
COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF SUCCESSIVE FRAMES COULD BE VARIED BY GRCUND
COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIOOS UP
TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY READCUT
MODE, DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE WAS AFPPRCPRIATE TO THE
SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE DATA
WAS 512 BPS FROM DECEMBER 13* 1967 TO MARCH 209 1968. 256 BPS FROM MARCH 20,
1968 TO MAY 6, 1968, 64 BPS FROM MAY 6. 1968 TO AUGUST 29. 1968. 16 BPS FROM
AUGUST 29* 1968 TO JANUARY l 1970. AND B BPS FROM JANUARY l 1970 AND
THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES WERE USED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS TRACKED BY
THE 64-M ANTENNA, BUT THE DATA COVERAGE BY THIS ANTENNA WAS LOW. DATA
COVERAGE AVERAGEC CLOSE TO 100 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST YEAR AFTER LAUNCH.
AFTER THAT, THE DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED BETWEEN 50 AND 80 PERCENT UNTIL
NOVEMBER 1970. COVERAGE THEN DROPPED TO BETWEEN 50 AND 0 PERCENT. PIONEER B
LEFT THE VICINITY OF THE EARTH PASSING THROUGH THE LUNAR DISTANCE AT A LOCAL
TIME OF ABOUT 3 A.M. DURING A REORIENTATION MANEUVER IN MARCH 1968. ONE OF
THE FOUR SUN SENSORS (WHICH WAS CONNECTED TO THE ATTITUDE GAS SYSTEM USED TO
KEEP THE SPIN AXIS POINTED) WAS FOUND TO BE INOPERATIVE. IT WAS NOTED AT
THIS TIME THAT THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE WAS OFF 4 DEG. ANOTHER ORIENTATION
WAS ATTEMPTED IN JUNE 1968, AND IT WAS FOUND THAT THREE OF THE FOUR ATTITUDE
SUN SENSORS WERE INOPERATIVE. THE PLASMA WAVE AND CELESTIAL MECHANICS
EXPERIMENTS WERE PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF MCDE IN JULY 1972 AND JULY 1970.
RESPECTIVELY.
ON 01/25/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER NSSDC ID 67-123A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MO
OI - S.C. CANTARANO U OF ROME ROME, ITALY
01 - F. MARIANI U OF AQUILA A UILA. ITALY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A SINGLE, BOOM-MOUNTED UNIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETCMETER. WITH
MODE-DEPENDENT RANGES OF PLUS OR MINUS 32 GAMMAS AND PLUS OR MINUS 96 GAMMAS
AND CORRESPONDING RESOLUTIONS OF PLUS OR MINUS 0.125 GAMMA AND PLUS OR MINUS
0.375 GAMMA, OBTAINED A VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENT EY MEANS OF THREE
MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT EQUAL TIME INTERVALS DURING EACH SPACECRAFT SPIN
PERIOD (APPROXIMATELY 1 SECOND). AT TELEMETRY BIT RATES LESS THAN OR EQUAL
TO 16 BPS. AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED ON BOARD FOR TRANSMISSION TO EARTH.
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ON 01/25/71., THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/25/719 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER NSSOC ID 67-123A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR# OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD# CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A TRUNCATED HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (120-DEG TOTAL
PARALLEL PLATE CURVATURE) WITH THREE CONTIGUOUS CURRENT COLLECTORS WAS USED
TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF THE ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS IN THE
SOLAR WIND. IONS WERE DETECTED IN 30 LOGARITHMICALLY EGUISPACED ENERGY PER
UNIT CHARGE (E/Q) STEPS FROM 150 TO 15,000 V. THERE WAS AN ELECTRON MODE OF
OPERATION IN WHICH ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED IN 14 LCGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED
E/Q STEPS RANGING FROM 12 TO 1000 V. THERE WAS ALSO A ZERC E/C. OR
BACKGROUND* STEP. IN OPERATIONs THE ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED FIRST@ THEN
BACKGROUND, AND THEN THE IONS. THE THREE COLLECTCRS MEASURED PARTICLES
INCIDENT FROM THREE DIFFERENT CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELATIVE TO THE
SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAME AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). TWO COLLECTORS
MEASURED FLUX FROM 10 TO 85 DEG ON EITHER SIDE OF THE SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL
PLANE, AND THE THI-IRD MEASURED FLUX IN A 20-DEG INTERVAL CENTERED CN THE
SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE, AS THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPINNING. FLUXES WERE
MEASURED IN 23 POSSIBLE 2-13/16-DEG-WIDE AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SECTCRS.
SEVENTEEN OF THESE SECTORS WERE CONTIGUOUS AND BRACKETED THE SOLAR DIRECTION
(AS DETERMINED BY REFERENCING THE NORMAL TO THE INSTRUMENT APERTURE TO THE
SPACE SUN SENSOR PULSE). THE REMAINING SIX SECTORS WERE WIDELY SPACED. THE
INSTRUMENT HAD THREE MODES OF DATA COLLECTION - POLAR SCANs AZIMUTHAL SCANs
AND MAXIMUM FLUX. AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES (512 AND 256 BPS) THE POLAR
SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED WITH THE AZIMUTHAL SCAN MCDE AT EACH E/Q STEP. IN
THE POLAR SCAN MODE, ALL THREE COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED, AND THE PEAK FLUX
OBTAINED AND THE AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO 2-13/16 DEG) OF THE OBSERVATION
WERE REPORTED FOR EACH COLLECTOR. IN THE AZIMUTHAL SCAN MCOE. THE PEAK FLUX
OBSERVED IN THE 23 AZIMUTHAL SECTORS WAS RECORDED FOR THE CENTRAL COLLECTOR
AT EACH E/Q STEP. AT THE LOW BIT RATES (f4 16. AND 8 BPS). THE MAXIMUM FLUX
MODE WAS USED AT EACH E/Q STEP FOLLOWED EY EITHER (1) FOR IONS. A POLAR SCAN
AND AN AZIMUTHAL SCAN AT THAT E/Q STEP WHERE THE PEAK FLUX MEASUREMENT
DURING THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE WAS OBTAINED, OR (2) FOR ELECTRONS. A POLAR
SCAN AND AN AZIMUTHAL SCAN AT E/Q = 100 V. IN THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE. ONLY
THE CENTRAL COLLECTOR WAS OBeSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLLX OBTAINED AND THE
AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO 2-13/16 DEG) OF THE CBSERVATION WERE REPORTED. A
COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS CONSISTED OF SEVEN SETS CF ION MEASUREMENTS (AT
EACH E/Q STEPS) AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS (AT EACH E/Q STEPS). AT
THE HIGH BIT RATES (512 AND 256 BPS) ONE SET OF ICh MEASUREMENTS TOOK 62 SEC
AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS 38 SEC. AT THE LOW BIT RATES (649 16.
AND 8 BPS), ONE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS TCOK 37 SEC AND ONE SET CF ELECTRON
MEASUREMENTS 28 SEC. AT 14 BPS. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREWENTS (SEVEN ION
PLUS ONE ELECTRON) WAS TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY 402.5 SEC. AT 16 BPS. IT
TOOK 1610 SEC AND AT 8 BPS. IT TOOK 322C SEC.
ON 01/25/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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ON 01/25/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENT:I'-IED EXPERIMENT STATUS; CHANGE,. THE, STATUS; BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENTr DATA' ACQ.U.IVSIT ION RATE BECAME SU'B-STANDARoD.,
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECE-.'IVER. NSSOC: ID 6&-123Aa,3
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL. IiNVES-TIFGATC Rz. OI=:CTHER; INVES.TIGATOR ),PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN STANFORD Ul STANFORD. CA01 - T*A. CROFT STANFORD U STANFO8'. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BOTH 423.3-MHZ ANDC, ITS; 2'/W7 SUBHARMONIC 49.8-MHZ SIGNALS WERETRANSMITTED FROM A 4.6-M STEERABLE PARABOLIC A.NTENNA AT STANFORD UNIVERSITYTO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO. RECEIVER ON THE SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREQUENCYSIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE: SIGCNAL SINCE ITS PRCPAGATLCK TIME WAS NOTAPPRECIABLY CELAYEO. THE. LOW-FR'EQUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPCRTION TOTHE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN, THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON! THE SPACECRAFT. APHASE-LOCKEC RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY ZERO CRCSSINGS OF THERECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE-PATH DIFFERENCES.DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF TIHE GROUP VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED, AND THESE VALUESWERE TELEMETERED TO THE- GROUND STATION. FROM CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRONCONTENT VALUES, THE IONOSPHERIC EFFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE OBTAINEDFROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES) COULD BE SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE DATADESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE SCLAR WINO AND ITSVARIATIONS. FOR SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS9 SEE68-100A-03, 66-075A-04., 65-IO5A-04* AND e7-060A-02. A MORE DETAILEDDESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN JCURNAL OF GEOPHYSICALRESEARCH, VOL. 179 P,. 3325-3327. AND IN RADIO SCIENCE. VOL-.6. P. 55-63.
ON 01/25/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGES THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/25/719 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGES THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQ!ISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC OUST DETECTOR NSSDC ID 67-123A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - O*E. BERG NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD01 - L. SECRETAN NASA-LARC HAMPTON. VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO (1) MEASURE THE COSMIC DUST FLUXDENSITY IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM, (2) DETERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF COSMIC DUSTCONCENTRATIONS IN THE EARTH'S ORBIT* (3) DETERMINE THE GRADIENT. FLUXDENSITY, AND SPEED OF PARTICLES IN METEOR STREAMS. AND (4) PERFORM ANIN-FLIGHT CONTROL EXPERIMENT ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE-MYCRCPHONE AS ACOSMIC DUST SENSOR. THE EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION. WHICH WAS MOUNTED IN THEEQUATOR OF THE SATELLITE WITH ITS AXIS RADIAL TO.THE SATELLITE SPIN AXISFACING IN.THE ECLIPTIC PLANE, CONSISTED OF A FRCNT FILM-GRID SENSOR ARRAYAND A REAR FILM-GRID SENSOR ARRAY* SPACED FIVE CM APART. AND AN ACOUSTICAL
IMPACT PLATE UPON WHICH THE REAR FILM WAS MOUNTED. THE SENSOR ARRAYSCONSISTED OF FOUR VERTICAL FILM STRIPS CROSSED BY FOUR HORIZONTAL GRIDSTRIPS TO FORM 16 FRONT AND 6,REAR FILM-GRID ARRAYS (EACH 2. 5 CM SO),
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CREATING 256 POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS. EACH GRID 
STRIP AND FILM STRIP WAS
CONNECTED TO A SEPARATE OUTPUT AMPLIFIER WHOSE SIGNALS WERE USED 
TC
DETERMINE THE SEGMENT IN WHICH AN IMPACT OCCURRED. 
THE FRONT FILM SENSOR.
WHICH WAS RECESSED THREE CM INTO THE EXPERIMENT 
HCUSING* CONSISTED CF AN
8-LAYER COMPOSITE -- 700-A PARYLENE ENCAPSULATION* 500-A 
CCFPER. 300-A
ALUMINUM, 3000-A PARYLENE SUBSTRATE# 300-A ALUMINUM. 500-A 
COPPER* SUPPORT
MESH, AND 500-A PARYLENE ENCAPSULATION. EACH OF THE 
REAR SENSCR-ARRAY FILM
STRIPS CONSISTEC OF A 60-MICRON MOLYBOENUM SHEET CEMENTED 
TO A QUARTZ
ACOUSTICAL SENSCR PLATE. THE OPERATION OF THE 
SENSORS WAS BASED ON TWO BASIC
MEASURABLE PHENOMENA THAT OCCUR WHEN A HYPERVELOCITY 
PARTICLE IMPACTS ON A
SURFACE -- (1) FCRMATION OF PLASMA AND (2) TRANSFER OF MOMENTUM. 
WHEN THE
FRONT FILM WAS PENETRATED BY A PARTICLE, A TIME-OF-FLIGHT 
4-MHZ ELECTRONIC
CLOCK WAS ACTIVATED. THE CLOCK WAS SHUT OFF 
iHEN THE PARTICLE IMPACTED ON
THE REAR FILM THUS MEASURING PARTICLE SPEED AND 
DIRECTION. THREE GENERAL
COSMIC DUST PARTICLE TYPES WERE DETECTABLE -- (1) HIGH-ENERGY. 
HYPERVELOCITY
PARTICLES (GREATER THAN I ERG), WHICH PRODUCED RESPONSES 
AT BOTH FRONT AND
REAR FILM SENSORS. (2) LOw-ENERGY, HYPERVELOCITY PARTICLES 
(LESS THAN 1
ERG), WHICH PROCUCEC RESPONSES ONLY AT THE FRONT FILM SENSOR* 
AND (3)
RELATIVELY LARGE HIGH-VELOCITY PARTICLES (GREATER THAN 0.1 
NANDGRAMS) WHICH
COULD PASS THROUGH THE FRONT AND REAR FILM SENSOR 
ARRAYS WITHOUT GENERATING
A DETECTABLE PLASMA BUT COULD STILL IMPART A MEASURABLE 
IMPULSE TO THE
ACOUSTICAL SENSOR. THE ACOUSTICAL SENSORS WERE DESIGNED 
TO PERFORM AN
IN-FLIGHT STUDY ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE WICROPHONE AS A COSMIC DUST 
SENSOR
IN ADDITION TO PERFORMING AS AN IMPACT SENSOR FOR THIS 
EXPERIMENT. IN-FLIGHT
CALIBRATION WAS PROVIDED AND INITIATED BY GROUND 
COMMAND AND MONITORED THE
EXPERIMENT ELECTRONICS IN ADDITION TO PROVIDING A CHECK 
ON THE PHYSICAL
CONDITION OF THE PLASMA SENSORS. THE SENSORS WERE CALIBRATED 
PRICR TO THE
FLIGHT BY IMPACTS WITH IRON SPHERES RANGING IN 0ASS FROM 
1 NANOGRAM TO 0.1
PICOGRAM. ACCELERATED BY A 2-MV ELECTROSTATIC ACCELERATOR 
TC 2 TO t10 KM/SECo
THE MASSES, DENSITIES. AND SPEEDS, HOWEVER. WERE TCC NARRCW 
IN RANGE TO
PROVIDE ANY COMPREHENSIVE CALIBRATION WHEN USING REAL DATA.
ON 01/25/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/25/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 
NSSDC ID 67-123A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. 01=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE 
ADELAIDE* AUSTRALIA
01 - U.R. PAO U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TEXAS
I01 - W.C. BARTLEY U OF TEXAS DALLAS. TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A CSI SCINTILLATOR AND THREE 
SOLID-STATE
TELESCOPES. THE CSI SCINTILLATOR WAS COLLIMATED BY AN ANTICOINCICENCE
PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR AND HAD A CONICAL APERTURE WITH A 38.2-DEG 
HALF-ANGLE.
THE SCINTILLATOR LOOK DIRECTION WAS CENTERED IN THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE. THREE
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WERE ORIENTED IN A FAN ARRANGEMENT 
WITH RESPECT TO A
FOURTH SOLID-STATE CETECTOR. SUCH THAT EACH OF THE FIRST THREE CETECTORS
FORMED A TELESCCPE WITH THE FCURTH DETECTCR. EACH CF THE THREE 
TELESCOPES
THUS FORMED HAD AN ACCEPTANCE CONE OF 23-DEG HALF-ANGLE. THE MEAN 
VIEWING
DIRECTIONS OF THE TELESCOPES WERE IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND 
48 DEG ABOVE AND
BELOW THAT PLANE, RESPECTIVELY. TWO CONCURRENT WCDES CF COUNTING WERE
EMPLOYED. IN THE FIRST MODE. COUNTS WERE ACCUMULATED IN EIGHT 
SEPARATE
14
45-DEG INTERVALS DURING THE SPACECRAFT SPIN# WHILE* IN THE SECONDOs
SPIN-INTEGRATED COUNTS WERE ACQUIRED. IN THE FIRST MODE. THE SCINTILLATOR
SEPARATELY MEASURED PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES IN THE RANGES 7.4 TO 21.5
MEV/NUCLEON AND 19.7 TO 63.0 MEV/NUCLEON (NO SPECIES DISCRIMINATION) WHILE
EACH SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE SEPARATELY MEASURED PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES
3.3 TO 3.6 MEV AND 3.6 TO 6.7 MEV. IN THE SECOND MODE. THE SCINTILLATOR
SEPARATELY MEASURED PARTICLES IN SIX CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 4.5
AND 40 MEV/NUCLEON (INTERVAL LOWER LIMITS AT 4.5. 7.0. 9.6. 13, 21. AND 28
MEV/NUCLEON). WHILE EACH OF THE SOLID-STATE TELESCCFES SEPARATELY MEASURED
PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES I TO 8. 1 TO 5. 1 TO 39 AND 4 TC 6 MEV AND,
ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 4 TO 8 MEV. DURING EACH 244-BIT MAIN
TELEMETRY FRAME* TWO FIRST-MODE 9-BIT ACCUMULATORS AND CNE SECOND-MODE 9-BIT
ACCUMULATOR WERE READ OUT* INFLIGHT CALIBRATION CF THE SCINTILLATOR AND OF
SOME OF THE ELECTRONICS WAS PERFORMED DAILY. SEE BUKATA ET AL* IEEE TRANS.
NUC. SCI.. NS-17. 18e-24. 1970. FOR A MORE DETAILED EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION.
ON 01/25/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/25/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT.DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR NSSOC 10 67-123A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE DURHAM9 NH
EXPERIMENT BRIEF.DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT UTILIZED A TELESCOPE COMPRISED OF FIVE SOLID-STATE
SENSORS, A CERENKOV DETECTOR, AND AN ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELD. THE TELESCOPE
AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. AS DETERMINED BY TWO
COINCIDENCE MODES AND ELECTRONIC DISCRININATION OF SENSOR OUTPUT FULSES,
PARTICLES MEASURED WERE ELECTRONS IN THREE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS
BETWEEN 0.34 AND 8.4 MEV. PROTONS IN SIX CONTIGUOUS ENEFGY INTERVALS BETWEEN
3.49 AND 64.3 MEV (ONE OF FIVE COUNT RATES WAS DUE TO THE SUN OF COUNTS IN
TWO NONCONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS). AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN FOUR CONTIGUOUS
ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 6.64 AND 64.1 MEV/NUCLECN (CNE OF THREE COUNT RATES,
WAS DUE TO THE SUM CF COUNTS IN TWO NONCONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS). A THIRD
COINCIDENCE MOCE MEASURED THE SUM OF COUNTS DUE TO ELECTRONS ABCVE 0.6 MEV
AND NUCLEI ABOVE 14 MEV/NUCLEON. A FOURTH COINCIDENCE MODE MEASURED THE SUM
OF NUCLEI ABOVE 42 MEV/NUCLEON AND ELECTRONS ABOVE 5.1 NEV. SPACECRAFT.
SPIN-INTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL FLUXES WERE MEASURED IN THE VARIOUS MCDES.
ACCUMULATION TIMES AND READOUT INTERVALS WERE DEPENDENT ON THE TELEMETRY BIT
RATE AND WERE TYPICALLY IN TENS OF SECONDS. IN ALL CASES. THEY WERE LONGER
THAN THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD* THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED WELL FRCM LAUNCH
THROUGH JANUARY 1973. ALTHOUGH. AT THE PRESENT LOW TELEMETRY BIT RATES.
ACCUMULATOR SATURATION -AS RENDERED SOME COUNTING MCDES TO BE OF NO VALUE,
FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE J. GEOPHYS. RES.* VOLe 76, PAGE 1605. 1971.
ON 01/25/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/25/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 37 
NSSOC IO 68-O17A
ALTERNATE NAMES- SOLRAD 9. 03141
LAUNCH DATE- 03/05/68 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 433. 
KG





EPOCH DATE- 03/06/68 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICO- 98.68 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 881.000 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 513.000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 59.43 
DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 01/25/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 98.025 MIN
APOAPSIS- KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 501. KM ALT INCLINATION- 59.4082 
DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. FS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.W. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON, DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NRL SOLRAD 9 SATELLITE WAS ONE OF A SERIES OF SATELLITES THAT
BEGAN IN 1960 TC PROVIDE CONTINUOUS COVERAGE OF SCLAR RADIATION WITH 
A SET
OF STANDARD PHOTOMETERS. SOLRAD 9 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED SATELLITE CRIENTED
WITH ITS SPIN AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SUN-SATELLITE LINE SO THAT THE 14
SOLAR x-RAY AND UV PHOTOMETERS POINTING RADIALLY CUTWARD FRCP ITS EOUATORIAL
BELT VIEWED THE SUN WITH EACH REVOLUTION. DATA WERE SIMULTANECUSLY
TRANSMITTED VIA FM/AM TELEMETRY AND RECORDED IN A CORE MEMORY THAT READ OUT
ITS CONTENTS ON COMMAND. INDIVIDUAL SCIENTISTS AND INSTITUTIONS ARE 
INVITED
TO RECEIVE AND USE THE DATA TRANSMITTED ON THE 136-MHZ TELEMETRY BAND ON THE
STANDARD IRIG CHANNELS 3 THROUGH 8.
ON 03/05/68. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR RADIATION DETECTORS NSSDC 10 68-017A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.w. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON. OC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF 14 DETECTORS CCVERING THE RANGES 20 TO 80
KEV, 0.5 TO 60 A. AND 1080 TO 1350 A. THE DETECTORS WERE DESIGNED TO MEASURE
WAVELENGTH AND FLUX SHIFTS OF SOLAR RADIATION DURING PERIODS CF LOW AND HIGH
SOLAR ACTIVITY. THE DETECTORS WERE STANDARDIZED PHCTOMETERS SIMILAR TO THOSE
FLOWN ON SOLRAC E. DATA FROM THREE PAIRS CF THESE DETECTCRS COVERING THE
RANGE 0.5 TO 16 A WERE STORED IN THE ONeCARD tENCRY TC PROVIDE FULL TIME
COVERAGE. WHILE THE OTHER DATA WERE TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME ONLY.
(REAL-TIME DATA WERE RECORDED FOR AT LEAST 10 MIN PER CReIT.) THE UV AND 20-
TO 80-KEV DETECTORS FAILED SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH.
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ON 03/05/68, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/30/68, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 5 NSSOC 10 68-100A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-Di PL-684K, 03533
LAUNCH DATE- 11/08/68 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 63.4 KG




EPOCH DATE- 11/08/68 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIOD- 297.6 DAYS
APOAPSIS- .9905 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- .7542 AU RAD INCLINATION- .086509 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 11/08/68 ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 297.6 DAYS
APOAPSIS- .9905 AU RAD PERIAPSIS- .7542 AU RAD INCLINATION- .086509 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FPRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.F. HALL NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
PS - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PIONEER 9 WAS THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-CREITING.
SPIN-STABILIZED, AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES DESIGNED TO
OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS
IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TOC STUDY
THE POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY
ELECTRON DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT), SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC
RAYSo THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD, COSMIC DLST9 AND ELECTRIC FIELDS.
ALSO. A NEW CODING PROCESS WAS IMPLEMENTED FOR PICNEER 9. ITS MAIN ANTENNA
WAS A HIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT
ABOUT 60 RPM* AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND
POINTED TOWARD TI-E SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND CCMMAND. CNE CF FIVE BIT
RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS, AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD BE
SELECTED* THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 5129 256. f4. 16. AND 8 BFS. THREE OF THE
FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF
THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED AT THE
TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS USED AT THE THREE LCtEST SIT RATES. AND
THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE
FOURTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING
MODES WERE REAL TIME, TELEMETRY STORE, DUTY CYCLE STORE, AND MEMORY READOUT.
IN THE REAL-TIME MOCE. DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT
STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE
TELEMETRY STORE MOCE. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE
FORMAT AND AT TI-E BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE. A SINGLE
FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE
17
TIME PERIOD BETWEEN WHICH SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WERE CCLLECTED AND STCREC COULD
BE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL 
DATA
COVERAGE FOR PERIODS OF UP TO IS HR. AS LIMITED BY THE EIT STCRAGE CAPACITY.
IN THE MEMORY READOUT MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER EIT RATE WAS
APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE FOR 
THE
MAJORITY OF THE CATA WAS 512 BPS FROM NOVEMBER 8. 168 TC JANUARY 15. 1969.
256 BPS FROM JANUARY 16. 1969 TO JANUARY 2S, 1969. 64 BPS FRCM JANUARY 30,
1969 TO MARCH 27, 1969. 16 BPS FROM MARCH 28, 1969 TO MAY 3. 1969. AND 8 BPS
FROM MAY 3, 196S ANC THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES WERE USED WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT WAS TRACKED BY THE 64-CM ANTENNAe BUT THE DATA COVERAGE BY THIS
ANTENNA WAS LOW. THE CATA COVERAGE AVERAGED CLOSE TO 100 PRCENT FOR THE
FIRST 29 WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. AFTER THIS, DATA COVERAGE DROPPED TC CLOSE TO
50 PERCENT UNTIL DECEMBER AND IT AVERAGED LESS THAN 30 PERCENT THROUGH JULY
1971. PIONEER 9 LEFT THE VICINITY OF THE EARTH PASSING THROUGH THE BOW SHOCK
AT A LOCAL TIME CF 7 P.Me THE NEW CODING PROCESS INCREASEC THE
COMMUNICATIONS RANGE OF THE SATELLITE AT EACH BIT RATE. THE CELESTIAL
MECHANICS EXPERIMENT WAS PUT INTO AN OPERATIONALLY OFF MODE IN FEBRUARY
1971.
ON 05/19/69, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- THREE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER NSSOC IC 68-100A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.P. SONETT NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELDo CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A BOOM-MOUNTED, TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WAS USED TC STUDY THE
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS FLUCTUATIONS. THE SENSORS WERE
ORTHOGONALLY MOUNTED WITH ONE AXIS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
UPON COMMAND. A MOTOR INTERCHANGED A SENSCR IN THE SPIN PLANE WITH THE
SENSOR ALONG THE SPIN AXIS, ENABLING INFLIGHT DETERMINATION CF ZERC LEVELS.
EVERY 24 HR. THE INSTRUMENT WAS COMMANDED INTO A SELF-CALIBRATE SEQUENCE
AND THIS WAS OFTEN REPEATED AFTER THE SENSORS WERE FLIPPED. THE INSTRUMENT,
WHICH HAD A DYNAMIC RANGE OF PLUS OR MINUS 200 GAMMAS WITH A RESOLUTION OF
PLUS OR MINUS 0.2 GAMMA. WAS CAPABLE OF INFLIGHT DEMODULATION OF THE SIGNALS
RECEIVED FROM THE TWO SENSORS IN THE SPIN PLANE. EACH MAGNETIC FIELD
COMPONENT WAS DIGITIZED INTO A 10-BIT TELEMETRY WORD. NINE MAGNETIC FIELD
COMPONENTS, COWPRISING THREE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS, WERE TRANSMITTED IN
EACH SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY FRAME.
ON 05/19/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 05/19/69, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER NSSOC IC 68-100A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A TRUNCATEC HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (120-DEG TOTAL
PARALLEL PLATE CURVATURE) WITH THREE CONTIGUOUS CURRENT COLLECTORS WAS USED
TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF THE ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE ICNS IN THE
SOLAR WIND. IONS WERE DETECTED IN 30 LOGARITHMICALLY ECUISPACED ENERGY PER
UNIT CHARGE (E/O) STEPS FROM 1.50 TO 159000 V. THERE WAS AN ELECTRON MODE OFOPERATION IN WHICH ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED IN 14 LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED
E/O STEPS RANGING FROM 12 TO 1000 V. THERE-%AS ALSC A ZERC E/G OR
BACKGROUND. STEP. IN OPERATION, THE ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED FIRST. THEN
BACKGROUND, AND THEN THE IONS. THE THREE COLLECTCFS MEASURED PARTICLES
INCIDENT FROM T-REE DIFFERENT CONTIGUOLS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELATIVE TC THE
SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAME AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). TWO COLLECTORS
MEASURED FLUX FROM 10 TO 85 DEG ON EITHER SIDE CF THE SFACECFAFT EGUATORIAL
PLANE, AND THE THIRC MEASURED FLUX IN A 20-DEG INTERVAL CENTERED ON THESPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE. AS THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPINNING* FLUXES WERE
MEASURED IN 23 POSSIBLE 2-13/16-DEG-IDE AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SECTORS.
SEVENTEEN OF THESE SECTORS WERE CONTIGUCLS AND BRACKETEC THE SOLAR DIRECTION(AS DETERMINED BY REFERENCING THE NORMAL TO THE INSTRUMENT APERTURE TO THE
SPACE SUN SENSOR PULSE). THE REMAINING SIX SECTORS %ERE WIDELY SPACED. THEINSTRUMENT HAD THREE MODES OF DATA COLLECTION - FCLAR SCAN. AZIMUTHAL SCAN.
AND MAXIMUM FLUX. AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES (512 AND 256 BPS) THE POLAR
SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED WITH 7HE AZIMUTHAL SCAN CDE AT EACH E/Q STEP. INTHE POLAR SCAN MCDE, ALL THREE COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLUX
OBTAINED AND THE AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO 2-13/16 DEG) OF THE OBSERVATIONWERE REPORTED FOR EACH- COLLECTOR. IN THE AZIMLTHAL SCAN MODOE* THE PEAK FLUXOBSERVED IN THE 23 AZIMUTHAL SECTORS WAS RECORDED FOR THE CENTRAL COLLECTOR
AT EACH E/O STEP. AT THE LOW BIT RATES (e4. 16. AND 8 BPS), THE MAXIMUM FLUX
MODE WAS USED AT EACH E/O STEP FOLLOWED EY EITHER (1) FOR ICNS, A POLAR SCANAND AN AZIMUTHAL SCAN AT THAT E/Q STEP WHERE THE PEAK FLUX MEASUREMENT
DURING THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE WAS OBTAINED. OR (2) FOR ELECTRONS. A POLAR
SCAN AND AN AZIMUTHAL SCAN AT E/O = 100 V. IN THE MAXIMUM FLUX MCODE ONLY
THE CENTRAL COLLECTOR WAS OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLUX OBTAINED AND THE
AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO 2-13/18 DEG) OF THE OBSERVATION WERE REPORTED. A
COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS CONSISTED OF SEVEN SETS CF ION MEASUREMENTS (ATEACH E/O STEPS) ANC ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS (AT EACH E/Q STEPS). AT
THE HIGH BIT RATES (512 AND 256 BPS) ONE SET CF ION MEASUREMENTS TOOK 62 SEC
AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS 38 SEC. AT THE LOW BIT RATES (64. 16.
AND 8 BPS). ONE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS TOOK 37 SEC AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON
MEASUREMENTS 28 SEC. AT 64 BPS, A COMPLETE SET CF MEASUREMENTS (SEVEN ION
PLUS ONE ELECTRON) WAS TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY 402.5 SEC. AT 16 BPS. IT
TOOK 1610 SEC. AND, AT 8 BPS. IT TOOK 322C SEC.
ON 05/19/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/19/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER NSSDC ID 68-100A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN STANFOR D L STANFCRD. CA
01 - T.A. CROFT STANFORD U STANFORD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BOTH 423.-MHZ AND ITS 2/17 SUBHARMONIC 49.8-MHZ SIGNALS WERE
TRANSMITTED FROM A 4.6-M STEERABLE PARAEOLIC ANTENNA AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY
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TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREQUENCY
SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROFAGATICN TIME 
WAS NOT
APPRECIAELY DELAYED. THE LOW-FREQUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PRCPCRTION TO
THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE SPACECRAFT* 
A
PHASE-LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY ZERC CRCSSINGS OF THE
RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE-PATH DIFFERENCES.
DIFFERENT IAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED, AND THESE 
VALUES
WERE TELEMETERED TI.) THE GROUND STATION. FROM CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRON
CONTENT VALUES, THE IONOSPHERIC EFFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE CBTAINED
FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIOUES) COULD SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE DATA
DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CChTENT OF THE SCLAR %IND AND 
ITS
VARIATIONS. FOR SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS SEE 67-123A-03.
66-075A-049 65-105A-049 AND 67-060A-02. A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
THE
EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 
17, PP.
3325-3327. ANC IN RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. e.s PP. 55-63.
ON 05/19/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/19/699 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC DUST DETECTOR NSSDC ID 68-IOOA-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - O.E. BERG NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, PO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TD (1) MEASURE THE CCSMIC DUST FLUX
DENSITY IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM. (2) DETERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF COSMIC DUST
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE EARTH'S ORBIT. (3) DETERMINE THE GRADIENT, FLUX
DENSITY. AND SPEED OF PARTICLES IN METEOR STREAMS. AND (4) PERFCRM AN
IN-FLIGHT CONTROL EXPERIMENT ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE MICROPHONE AS A
COSMIC DUST SENSOR. THE EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION WAS IDENTICAL TC THAT
CARRIED ON PIONEER 8. CONSISTING ESSENTIALLY OF TWO THIN FILM-GRID DETECTORS
(SEPARATED EY A CISTANCE OF 5 CM) THAT PRODUCED AN ELECTRICAL SIGNAL WHEN
THE FILM WAS PENETRATED BY A MICRCMETECRCID. EACH FILM FAD A SENSITIVE AREA
OF 100 SO CM ANC wAS COMPOSED OF 16 SEGMENTS THAT PROVIDED BOTH THE
DIRECTION AND THI-E T IME-OF-FLIGHT NEEDED FOR THE METEOROID TO TRAVERSE THE
5-CM DISTANCE EETWEEN THE FRONT FILM AND REAR FILM SENSCR. THE CCMBINED
RESULTS OF THE FIONEER 8 AND 9 COSMIC DUST EXPERIMENTS LENT STRCNG SUPPORT
TO THE HYPOTHESIS THAT THE BULK OF METEOROID DUST IS OF COMETARY ORIGIN.
ON 05/19/69. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/19/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CCSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY NSSDC ID 68-100A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE ACELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
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01 - U.R. RAO U OF TEXAS DALLASo TEXAS
I01 - W.C. BARTLEY U OF TEXAS CALLAS, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIVENT CONSISTEO OF A CSI SCINTILLATCR AND THREE SOLID-STATE
TELESCOPES. THE (SI SCINTILLATOR WAS COLLIMATED BY AN ANTICOINCIDENCE
PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR AND HAD A CONICAL APERTURE WITH A 38.2-DEG HALF-ANGLE.
THE SCINTILLATCR LOOK DIRECTION WAS CENTERED IN TI-E ECLIPTIC PLANE. THREE
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WERE ORIENTED IN A FAN ARRANGEMENT WITH RESPECT TO A
FOURTH SOLIC-STATE DETECTOR SLCH THAT EAC- OF THE FIRST THREE DETECTORS
FORMED A TELESCOPE wITH THE FOURTH DETECTER. EACH CF THE THREE TELESCOPES
THUS FORMED HAD AN ACCEPTANCE CONE OF 23-DEG HALF-ANGLE. THE MEAN VIEWING
DIRECTIONS OF THE TELESCCPES IERE IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND 48 CEG ABOVE AND
BELOW THAT PLANE# RESPECTIVELY. TWO CONCURRENT WCCDES CF COUNTING WERE
EMPLOYEO. IN THE FIRST MODE, COUNTS WERE ACCUMULATED IN EIGHT SEPARATE
45-DEG INTERVALS DURING THE SPACECRAFT SPIN. %HILE. IN THE SECOCND.
SPIN-INTEGRATED COUNTS WERE ACQUIRED. IN THE FIRST MrDE9 THE SCINTILLATOR
SEPARATELY MEASURED PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES IN THE RANGES 7.4 TO 21.5
MEV/NUCLEON AND 19.7 TO 63.0 MEV/NUCLECK (NO SPECIES DISCRIWINATICN) WHILE
EACH SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE SEPARATELY MEASURED PRCTCNS IN THE ENERGY RANGES
3.3 TO 3.6 MEV AND 3.t TO 6.7 MEV. IN THE SECCND NCODE, THE SCINTILLATOR
SEPARATELY MEASURED PARTICLES IN SIX CCNTIGUCLS ENERGY INTERVALS EETWEEN 4.5
AND 40 MEV/NUCLEON (INTERVAL LOWER LIMITS AT 4.5, 7.0. 9.6* 13. 21. AND 28
MEV/NUCLEIN). WHILE EACH OF THE SOLID-STATE TELESCCPES SEPARATELY WEASURED
PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES I TO 8*. 1 TO 5 1 TC 3, AND 4 TC 6 MEV AND
ALPHA PART ICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 4 TO 8 MEV. DURING EACH 224-BIT .MAIN
TELEMETRY FRAME, TWO FIRST-MODE 9-BIT ACCLMULATORS AND CNE SECCND-MCCE 9-BIT
ACCUMULATOR WERE READ OUT. INFLIGHT CALIBRATION OF THE SCINTILLATOR AND OF
SOME OF THE ELECTRONICS WAS PERFORMED DAILY. SEE BUKATA ET AL, IEEE TRANS.
NUC. SCI.. NS-17, PP. e18-24. 1570. FOR A MORE DETAILED EXPERIMENT
DESCRIPTI ON.
UN 05/19/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/19/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. TH-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACLQUISITION RATE EECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE NSSDC ID 68-100A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAWPSHIRE DURHAN. NH
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT UTILIZED A TELESCCPE CCMPRISED CF FIVE SOLID-STATE
SENSORSo A CERENKOV DETECTOR, AND AN ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELD. THE TELESCOPE
AXIS WAS PERPENCICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. AS CETERMINED BY TWC
COINCIDENCE MODES AND ELECTRONIC DISCRIMINATION OF SENSCR CUTPUT PULSES.
PARTICLES MEASURED WERE ELECTRONS IN THREE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS
BETWEEN 0,31 AND 51 MEV, PROTONS IN FIVE CONTIGULCUS ENEFGY INTERVALS
BETWEEN 2.2 AND 42 MEV, AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN THOSE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY
INTERVALS BETWEEN 5.8 AND 42 MEV/NUCLEON. A THIRD COINCIDENCE MODE MEASURED
THE SUM OF COUNTS DUE TO ELECTRONS ABOVE C.6 MEV AND NLCLEI ABOVE 14
MEV/NUCLEON. A FCURTH COINCIDENCE MODE MEASURED THE SUM OF NLCLEI ABOVE 42
MEV/NUCLEON AND ELECTRONS ABOVE 5.1 MEV. SPACECRAFT SPIN-INTEGRATED
DIRECTIONAL FLUXES WERE MEASURED IN THE VARIOUS MODES. ACCUMULATICN TIMES
AND READOUT INTERVALS WERE DEPENDENT ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE AND WERE
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TYPICALLY IN TENS CF SECONDS. IN ALL CASES, THEY WERE LCNGER THAN 
THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD. AT THE PRESENT LG TELEMETRY BIT RATES, THE DATA IS
RATHER SPARSE.
ON 05/19/69. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE .BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 05/19/69. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR NSSDC ID 68-IOOA-?07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REDONDO BEACH. CA
01 - I.M. GREEN TRW SYSTEMS GROLP REDONDO BEACH. CA
OI - G.M. CROOK TRW SYSTEMS GROUP RECONCO BEACH. CA
01 - R.*w. FREDERICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REDCNDO EEACH. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ELECTROSTATIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC PLASNA WAVES WERE MEASUREC IN THE
SOLAR WIND NEAR 1 AU USING AN UNOALANCEC ELECTRIC CIRCLE ANTENNA. THE
423-MHZ STANFORD UNIVERSITY ANTENNA, WHICH SERVED AS THE SENSCR. WAS
CAPACITIVELY COUPLED TO THREE TELEMETRY CHANNELS. CHANNEL 1 WAS A 15-PERCENT
BANDPASS FILTER CENTEREC AT 4CC HZ. CHANNEL 2 WAS A 15-PERCENT EANOPASS
FILTER CENTERED AT 20 KHZ. THESE CHANNELS %ERE EACH SAMFLED 64 TIWES PER
TELEMETRY SEQUENCE. CHANNEL 3 WAS A BROADBAND 100-HZ TO 100-KHZ CHANNEL. THE
BROADEANC CHANNEL WAS FED INTO A COUNT RATE METER THAT MEASURED THE NUMBER
OF POSITIVE C-ING PULSES PER UNIT TIME HAVING AMPLITUCES LARGE ENCUGH TC
CROSS THE PRESENT TRIGGER LEVEL. THE TRIGGER LEVEL WAS VARIED THROUGH EIGHT
STEPS EIGHT TIMES PER TELEMETRY SEQUENCE. THE TFIGGER LEVELS, TCGETHER wITH
THE CUUNT RATE AT EACH LEVEL, GAVE A MEASURE OF THE BRCADBAND PCWER
SPECTRUM. THE TELEMETRY SEQUENCE WAS REPEATED OVER TIME INTERVALS FROM 7 MIN
28 SEC TO 472 MIN 52 SEC. WITH WOST OF THE DATA OBTAINED AT 59 MIN 44 SEC
P-R TELEMETRY SEGUENCE DURING TH-E FIRST YEAR OF ACQLISITICN. THIS IMPLIES
THAT ONE B-STEP PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS AND EIGHT 400-HZ AND 30-KHZ
MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE EVERY 7 WIN 2e SEC.
ON 05/19/69. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/19/59. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ESSA 8 NSSCC ID 68-114A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-9ilA. TOS-F. 03615
LAUNCH CATE- 12/15/6E SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 132. KG





EPOCH DATE- 12/16/68 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERICD- 114.7 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1473.00 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1410*00 KM ALT INCLINATION- 101.90 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 114.60 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1462.50 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1411.88 KM ALT INCLINATION- 101.642 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - WoWe JONES NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ESSA 8 WAS A SUN-SYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONAL METECRCLCGICAL SATELLITE
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE REAL-TIME EARTH CLOUDCOVER TV PICTURES TO PROPERLY EQUIP
GROUND RECEIVING STATIONS FOR USE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FCRECASTING. THE
SATELLITE HAD ESSENTIALLY THE SAME CONFIGURATION AS THAT OF A TIRCS
SPACECRAFTe I.E.* AN 18-SIDED RIGHT PRISM* 107 CM ACROSS OPPOSITE CORNERS
AND 56 CM HIGH, WITH A REINFORCED BASEPLATE CARRYING MCST CF THE SUBSYSTEMS
AND A COVER ASSEMBLY (HAT). ELECTRICAL POWER WAS PROVIDED BY APPROXIMATELY
10,000 1- BY 2-CM SOLAR CELLS THAT WERE MOUNTED ON THE COVER ASSEMBLY AND BY
21 NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES. TWO REDUNDANT bOIDE-ANGLE ALTCNATIC PICTURE
TRANSMISSION (APT) CAMERAS WERE MOUNTED ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE SPACECRAFT
WITH THEIR OPTICAL AXES PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. PROJECTING DOWNWARD
FROM THE BASEPLATE WERE A PAIR OF CROSSED-DIPOLE COMMAND RECEPTION ANTENNAS.
A MONOPOLE TELEMETRY (136.500 MHZI AND TRACKING (136.770 MHZ) ANTENNA
EXTENDED OUTWARC FROM THE TOP OF THE COVER ASSEMBLY. THE SATELLITE SPIN RATE
WAS CONTROLLED EY MEANS OF A MAGNETIC ATTITUDE SPIN COIL (MASC)# WITH THE
SPIN AXIS MAINTAINED NORMAL TO THE ORBITAL PLANE (CARTWHEEL ORBIT MODE) TO
WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 1 CEG. THE MASC WAS A CURRENT-CARRYING COIL MOUNTED IN
THE COVER ASSEMBLY. THE MAGNETIC FIELD INDUCED BY THE CURRENT INTERACTED
WITH THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD TO PROVIDE THE TORQUE NECESSARY TC MAINTAIN
A DESIRED SPIN RATE OF 10.9 RPM.
ON 12/15/68, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQIUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT) NSSDC ID 68-114A-01
SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLANC. MD.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ESSA 8 AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT) SUBSYSTEM WAS A CAMERA
AND TRANSMITTER COMBINATION DESIGNED TO TRANSMIT REAL-TIME* DAYLIGHT,
SLOW-SCAN TELEVISION PICTURES OF CLOUDCCVER TO ANY PROPERLY EQUIFFPPED GROUND
RECEIVING STATIONS. THE CAMERA SYSTEM CONSISTED OF TWO REDUNDANT APT CAMERAS
WITH 2.54-CM-DIA VIDICONS. EACH CAMERA HAD A 108-DEG WIDE-ANGLE F/1.8
OBJECTIVE LENS WITH A FOCAL LENGTH OF 5.7 MM. THE CAMERAS WERE MOUNTED 180
DEG APART ON THE SIDE OF THE SPACECRAFT. WITH THEIR OPTICAL AXES
PERPENCICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE CAMERAS *ERE PROGRAMMED TO
TAKE FCUR OR EIGHCT APT PICTURES PER ORBIT. THE ACTUAL PICTURE TAKING
REQUIRED 8 SEC AND THE TRANSMISSION 200 SEC. EARTH-CLOUD IMAGES WERE
RETAINED ON THE PHOTOSENSITIVE SURFACE OF THE VIDICCh. AND WERE READ OUT AT
FOUR LINES PER SECOND TO PRODUCE AN 800-LINE PICTURE. TWO 5-W TV
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TRANSMITTERS (137,5 MHZ) RELAYED THE PICTURES TO LCCAL APT STATIONS WITHIN
COMMUNICATION RANGE. THE FACEPLATE OF THE VIDICON HAD RETICLE MARKS 
THAT
APPEARED ON THE PICTURE FORMAT TO AID IN RELATING THE PICTURE 
TO ITS
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION ON THE EARTH'S SLRFACE. AT CNOMINAL SATELLITE 
ATTITUDE
AND ALTITUDE (APPROXIMATELY 1450 KM)o A PICTURE COVERED A 3100- BY 3100-KM
SQUARE WITH A HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF ABOUT 4 KM AT NADIR. THERE WAS A 30
PERCENT OVERLAP EETWEEN PICTURES ALONG THE TRACK CTO ENSURE CCMPLETE
COVERAGE. A SHIFT IN CAMERA NUMBER 2 VIDICON SCANNING CCCURRED IN THE SPRING
OF 1969e AND ITS OPERATION HAS BEEN LIMITED SINCE THAT TIME. IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENTS WERE FLOWN ON ESSA 2, 4, AND e. APT DATA ARE PRIMARILY INTENDED
FOR OPERATIONAL USE WITHIN THE LOCAL APT ACQUISITION STATION. HOWEVER*
COPIES OF PICTURES TAKEN OVER THE UNITED STATES ARE MAINTAINED ON FILE 
AT
NOAA-NESS* SUITLAND. MARYLAND.
ON 12/15/68, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/00/699 THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARDO.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS 1 NSSOC 0ID 69-009A
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-As 03669
LAUNCH DATE- 01/30/EfS SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 389. KG





EPOCH DATE- 01/29/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC OFBIT PERIOD- 128.35 MIN
APOAPSIS- 3524. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- el81. KM ALT INCLINATION- 88.4174 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERICOD- 128.21 MIN
APOAPSIS- 3514.80 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 5174.20 KM ALT INCLINATION- 88.429 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. FS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
PM - J.H. WHITTEKER CCMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. ONTARIO
PS - J.H. WHITTEKER COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. ONTARIO* CANADA
PS - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, RD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ISIS 1 WAS AN IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH SWEEP
FREQUENCY AND FIXED FREQUENCY IONOSONDES, A VLF RECEIVER. ENERGETIC AND SOFT
PARTICLE DETECTORS, AN ION MASS SPECTROMETER, AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE. AN
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER, A BEACON TRANSMITTER, AND A CCSMIC NOISE EXPERIMENT.
THE SOUNDER USED TWO LONG DIPOLE ANTENNAS (78.9 M AND 20.2 M LONG,
RESPECTIVELY). THE SATELLITE WAS SPIN STABILIZED AT ABOUT 2.9 RPM AFTER
ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. SOME CONTROL COLLO BE EXERCISED OVER THE SPIN RATE AND
ATTITUDE BY USING MAGNETICALLY-INDUCED TORQUES TO CHANGE THE SPIN RATE AND
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TO PRECESS THE SPIN AXIS. A TAPE RECORDER WITH 1-HR CAPACITY WAS INCLUDED ON
THE SATELLITE. THE SATELLITE COULD BE PRCGRAMMED TO TAKE RECORDED
OBSERVATIONS FOR FOUR DIFFERENT TIME PERICCS FOR EACH FULL RECORDING PERIOD.
THE RECORDER WAS DUMPED ONLY AT OTTAWA. FOR NON-TAPE-RECORDED OBSERVATIONS.
DATA FOR THE SATELLITE AND SUBSATELLITE REGIONS COULD BE OBSERVED AND
TELEMETERED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE LINE CF SIGHT OF TELEMETRY
STATIONS. THE SELECTED TELEMETRY STATIONS WERE IN AREAS THAT PROVIDED
PRIMARY DATA COVERAGE NEAR THE 8O-DEG 1 MERIDIAN, PLUS AREAS NEAR HAWAII,
SINGAPORE. AUSTRALIA. ENGLAND, NORWAY, INCIA, JAPAN. ANTARCTICA. NEW
ZEALAND, AND CENTRAL AFRICA. NO TAPE-RECORDED DATA WERE AVAILABLE AFTER
JANUARY 30, 1970. BECAUSE OF FAILURE OF THE RECORDER. THE ICN MASS
SPECTROMETER FAILED ABOUT 3 DAYS AFTER LAUNCH. INITIALLY, 6 TO 9 HOURS OF
OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE DAILY. BUT BY THE SPRING CF 1973, CNLY 4 TC 5 HOURS
OF OBSERVATIONS PER DAY WERE BEING MADE. THE DECREASE IN OBSERVATION TIME
WAS DUE TO A COMBINATION OF FUNDING AND POWER LIMITATIONS. AND SCHEDULING.
ON 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER NSSOC ID 69-009A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.h. WHITTEKER CCMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA, CNOTARIOC, CANADA
OI - G.E.K. LOCKWOOD COMM RESEARCH CENTRE CTTAWA. CNTARIO, CANACA
CI - G.L. NELMS COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA# ONTARIO. CANADA
01 - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
OI - J.W. KING RSRS SLCUGH. BUCKS. ENGLAND
01 - J. TURNER DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
01 - M. SYLVAIN CNRS ST PAURS FRANCE
01 - 0. HOLT AURORAL OBS TROMSO, NORWAY
01 - Ye OGATA RRL TOKYOe JAPAN
I01 - R. RAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB AHMECABADC. INDIA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ISIS 1 IONOSONDE WAS A RADIO TRANSWITTER/RECEIVER THAT RECORDED
THE TIME DELAY EETWEEN A TRANSMITTED AND A RETURNED RADIO FREQUENCY PULSE. A
CONTINUUM OF FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 0.1 AND 20 MHZ WAS SAPPLED CNCE EVERY 19 OR
29 SEC. AND ONE OF SIX SELECTED FREQUENCIES WAS ALSO SOUNDED FOR A PERIOD OF
3 TO 5 SEC DURING THIS 19- OR 2S-SEC PERIOD. IN ADDITION TO THE SWEEP AND
FIXED FREQUENCY MODES OF OPERATION, A MIXED MODE WAS POSSIBLE WHERE THE
TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY WAS FIXED AT 0.82 MHZ WHILE THE FECEIVER SWEPT.
SEVERAL VIRTUAL HI-EIGHT (DELAY TIME) TRACES WERE NCRALLY CBSERVEO DUE TO
GROUND REFLECTIONS. PLASMA RESONANCES* BIREFRINGENCE OF THE ICNOSPHERE,
NON-VERTICAL PROPAGATION ETC. VIRTUAL HEIGHT AT A GIVEN FREQUENCY WAS
PRIMARILY A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED BY THE SIGNAL. ELECTRC DENSITY
ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH. AND MODE OF PROPAGATION. THE STACNDARD DATA FORM
WAS AN IONOGRAM SHOWING VIRTUAL HEIGHT AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY. TWO OTHER
FORMS OF DATA WERE COMMONLY PREPARED FROM THE ICNCGRAMS. THEY WERE DIGITAL
FREQUENCY AND/OR VIRTUAL HEIGHT VALUES OF CHARACTERISTIC ICCSPHERIC
FEATURES AND COMPUTATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES.
ON 01/30/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER NSSDC ID 69-009A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W. CALVERT NOAA BOULCER. CO
01 - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL BOULDER. CO
01 - J.M. WARNOCK NOAA BOULDER. CO
01 - G.L. NELMS COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. CNTARIC9 CANADA
01 - G.E.K. LOCKWOOD COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. ONTARIO* CANADA
01 - J.H. WHITTEKER CCMM RESEARCH CENTRE CTTAA CNTARICoCANADA
01 - C.E. PETRIE COMM RESEARCH CENTRE CTTAA. CNTARIC CANACA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER OPERATED FROM THE SAME ANTENNA9
TRANSMITTER. AND RECEIVER USED FOR THE SWEEP FREQUENCY EXPERIMENT. IT
NORMALLY OPERATED FOR 3 TO 5 SEC DURING THE FREGLENCY FLY-BACK FERIOD OF THE
SWEEP FREQUENCY CPERATION WHICH WAS EVERY 19 OR 29 SECe ONE OF SIX
FREQUENCIES (0.25 , 0.48. 1.00 1.95 4.00 OR 9.303 MHZ) WAS CHOSEN FOR USE
BY THE EXPERIMENTER AS DESIRED. OTHER MODES OF CPERATION WERE AVAILABLE.
INCLUDING CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION AT A SELECTED FREQUENCY*. AND A SPECIAL
MIXED MODE WITH TRANSMISSION AT THE FIXED FREQUENCY OF 0.82 MHZ AND SWEEP
RECEPTION. THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TC STUDY ICNOSPHERIC FEATURES OF A
SMALLER SCALE THI-AN COULD BE DETECTED BY THE SWEEP SOUNDER. AND TO STUDY
PLASMA RESONANCES. PARAMETERS MEASURED WERE VIRTUAL RANGE (A FUNCTION OF
PROPAGATION TIME OF THE REFLECTED PULSE) AND TIME (A FUNCTION OF
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION). THESE DATA WERE NORMALLY OBSERVED ONLY WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT WAS IN RANGE OF THE TELEMETRY STATION. A LIMITED AMOUNT OF DATA
WAS TAPE RECORDED DURING THE FIRST YEAR AFTER LAUNCH.
ON 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/709 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VLF RECEIVER NSSDC 10D 69-009A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORe OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pt - R.E. BARRINGTON COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. CNTARIOC CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VLF EXPERIMENT WAS A LOW-FREQUENCY. BROADEAND RECEIVER THAT SENSED
SIGNALS RECEIVEC BY THE 79-M DIPOLE (SPLIT MONOPOLE) ANTENNA, BETWEEN .05
AND 30 KHZe THIS SAME ANTENNA WAS USED FOR RECEIVING FREQUENCIES BELOW 5 MHZ
ON THE IONOSONDEe. TH.E RECEIVER HAD A WIDE DYNAWIC RANGE (80 CE) THAT WAS '
ACHIEVED BY USE OF AN AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL SYSTEM. THIS VLF EXPERIMENT
INCLUDED AN OPTIONAL-USE ONBOARO EXCITER THAT OPERATED OVER A FREQUENCY
CYCLE FROM ZERO TO o3 TO ZERO TO ELEVEN TC ZERO KHZ CVER A 3.5-SEC 4FRAME4
PERIOD. THE TRANSMISSION AT .3 KHZ OCCURRED FOR ABOUT 2 SEC* THE NCN-LINEAR
SWEEP TO It KHZ REQUIRED 0.9 SEC, TRANSMISSION AT 11 KHZ FOR ABOUT 0.3 SEC.
AND THE NON-LINEAR SWEEP BACK TO ZERO TCCO ABOUT 0.3 SEC. THE FRAMES
SEQUENCED THROUGH FOUR STEPS WHERE THE TRANSMISSIONS WERE ATTENUATED BY
ZERO. 20. 20, THEN 40 DB. THUS REQUIRING 14 SEC FOR ONE COMPLETE CYCLE OF
EXCITER OPERATION. THE EXCITER TRANSMITTED ON THE SHORT ANTENNAS AND THE
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RECEIVER SENSED TI-E SIGNALS COUPLED BETWEEN THE TWO ANTENNAS BY THE AMBIENT
PLASMA, PLUS ANY NOISE SIGNALS WHICH WERE EXCITED IN THE PLASMA. EXCITER
OPERATION PERMITTED THE CONTROLLED STUDY OF ION RESONANCES IN ADDITION TO
STUDY OF NATURAL AND OTHER MAN-MADE VLF RADIO NOISE. THIS VLF EXPERIMENT
ALSO PERMITTED ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS. WITH CR wITHOUT A OC EIAS ON
THE ANTENNA. THE REAL-TIME DATA WERE TRANSMITTED ON 136.08 MHZ TELEMETRY.
THE VLF DATA COULD EE RECORDED ON ONE OF THE FOUR TAPE-RECORDER CHANNELS
DURING THE TIME THE TAPE RECORDER OPERATED (TO JANUARY 1970). TAPE-RECORDED(AND BACK-UP REAL TIME) DATA WERE TRANSMITTED ON 400-MHZ TELEMETRY. FURTHER
DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN THE @ISIS A TECHNICAL PLAN.'
ON 01/30/70 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS NSSDC ID 69-009A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - I.B*. MCDIARMID NATIONAL RSCH COUNCIL OTTAWA, ONTARIO. CANADA
I01 - J.R. BURROWS NATIONAL RECH COUNCIL OTTAWA* CNTARICs CANACA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF FOUR SETS OF DETECTCRS. THE FIRST SET.
COMPRISING FOUR GEIGER COUNTERS, MEASURED ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 20 AND 40
KEV AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 300 AND 500 KEV PARALLEL TO AND PERPENDICULAR
TO THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. ALL REMAINING DETECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES
PERPENDICULAR TE THE SPIN AXIS. THE SECOND SET CONSISTED OF SOLIDO-STATE
SILICON JUNCTION DETECTORS. THESE RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 25 AND
140 KEV. ELECTRONS IN THE RANGE 200 TO 77C KEV. AND PRCTONS GREATER THAN 200
AND 400 KEV. THE THIRD SET CONSISTED OF 5 SILICON JUNCTION DETECTORS WHICH
RESPONCED TO PRCTONS EETWEEN 0.15 AND 30 MEV. THE FOURTH SET CONSISTED OF
CESIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION-PHOTOMULTIPLIER SYSTEMS. EACH SYSTEM OPERATED IN
TWO MODES, AND RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 89 40, AND 60 KEV AND
PROTONS GREATER THAN 50 KEV AND IN THE RANGE 50 TO 70 KEV.
ON 01/30/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/70t THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC FRCBE NSSDC ID 69-009A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STUDY THE GLOBAL VARIATIONS OF
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRON CONCENTRATION. AT SFACECRAFT (SC) ALTITUDES
DURING SOLAR MAXIMUM* AND TO STUDY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SC ION SHEATH.
THIS CYLINDRICAL PROBE WAS A TYPE OF LANGMUIR PROBE THAT OBSERVED CURRENT
FLOw FOR A GIVEN VOLTAGE PROFILE PLACED C N THE CCLLECTCR. FROM THIS
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CURRENT-VOLTAGE PROFILE# THE ELECTRON DENSITY AND ELECTRON 
TEMPERATURE COULD
BE CALCULATED. THERE WAS A BOOM PROBE AND AN AXIAL 
PROBE EXTENDING FROM THE
SC. THE AXIAL FRCBE EXTENDED 48.3 CM FROM THE SC, ALCNG THE 
SPIN AXISo AND
WAS CENTERED AMONG THE FOUR TELEMETRY ANTENNAS CN THE 
UNDERSIDE OF THE SC.
THIS PROBE WAS CAPABLE OF MEASUREMENTS UNDISTURBED EY 
THE SATELLITE MOTION
ONLY WHEN THE PRCBE PRECEDED THE SC IN ITS MOTICN THRCUGH 
THE PLASMA. THE
BOOM PROBE EXTENDED HORIZONTALLY AND OUTWARD (IN SC FRAME OF REFERENCE) 
FROM
A BOOM 1 M LONG. WHICH IN TURN EXTENDED FRCM AN UPPER 
SURFACE OF THE
SATELLITE AT AN ANGLE OF ABOUT 45 DEG TO THE SPIN AXIS. 
THIS FRCBE PROVIDED
SOME OBSERVATIONS DURING EACH SC SPIN CYCLE THAT WAS FREE 
OF SC WAKE
EFFECTS. THE PROEES CONSISTED OF THREE CONCENTRIC. ELECTRICALLY 
ISOLATEOD*
STAINLESS STEEL TUBES. THE OUTER (0.24-CM DIAM AND 23-CM LCNG) TUBE FLOATED
AT ITS OWN EQUILIBRIUM POTENTIAL AND SERVED TO PLACE THE COLLECTOR WELL AWAY
FRCM THE SC PLASMA SHEATh, THE CENTER TUBE (0.165-CM DIAM) EXTENDING 
23 CM
OUTWARD FROM THE OUTER TUBE ACTED AS AN ELECTRICAL GUARD FCR 
THE COLLECTOR.
ITS ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL WAS CONTROLLED. THE COLLECTOR (0.058-CM DIAM)
EXTENDED 23 CM OUTWARD FROM THE DRIVEN GUARD. DURING EACH 2-WIN 
SECUENCE, A
VOLT-AMPERE CURVE WAS OBTAINED FROM THE SAWTOOTH VOLTAGE (-2 TO PLUS 1OV)
APPLIED TO THE COLLECTOR. THIS CAN BE INTERPRETED IN ELECTRON DENSITIES OVER
A RANGE FROM 100 TO iSCO.000 ELECTRCNS PER CM SO* AND TEMFERATURES FROM
ABOUT 400 TC 50,000 DEG K.
ON 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER NSSDC ID 
69-009A-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, DI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - R.C. SAGALYN AFCRL BECFCRD, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (SEA) EXPERIMENT
WAS TO OBTAIN, BY DIRECT IN SITU MEASUREMENTSo A DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPORAL
AND SPATIAL VARIATIONS IN THE CONCENTRATICNS AND TEFPERATURES OF THE CHARGED
PARTICLES, THROUGH THE ALTITUDE RANGE COVERED BY THE ISIS I SPACECRAFT.
SPECIFICALLY, THE INSTRUMENTATION WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE, 1 - THE ABUNDANCE
OF THE THERMAL ICN SPECIES THAT HAD CONCENTRATICNS FRCW IG ICKNS TC 6 TIMES
10 TO THE SIXTH IONS PEP CC, USING A LOGARITHMIC DC AMPLIFIER INPUT CIRCUIT.
2 - THE KINETIC TEMPERATURES OF THERMAL IONS IN THE RANGE 700 TO 4000 DEG K.
3 - THE FLUX AND ENERGY SPECTRUM CF PROTOS IN THE RANGE 0-2 KEV, AND 4 -
THE SPACECRAFT PCTENTIAL WITH RESPECT TO THE UNDISTURBED AMBIENT PLASMA. THE
SENSOR WAS COMPCSED OF CONCENTRIC SPHERICAL MESHED GRIDS WHICH ENCLOSED AN
JNNER COLLECTOR. THE GRIC ELECTRODES WERE MADE OF TLNGSTEN WESH AND HAD A
TRANSPARENCY OF 80 TO 90 PERCENT. THE SENSOR ASSEMBLY WAS MOUNTED Ch A BOOM
WHICH WAS DEPLCYEO AFTER THE SOUNDER EXPERIMENT ANTENNA WAS EXTENDED.
CN 01/30/70, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIENIT STATUS CH-ANGE, THI-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQOLISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- RACIO BEACON NSSCC IC 69-009A-09
EXPERIMENT PERS9NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - P.A. FORSYTH WESTERN ONTARIO U LONDON. CNTARIO, CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DEVISED TO STUDY THE IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES
GIVING SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE DISTURBEC IONOSPHERIC CONDITIONS. BEACON
TRANSMITTERS ABOARC THE SATELLITE RADIATED PCLARIZED RADIO EMISSIONS ON
COMMAND. AT 136.41 AND 137.95 MHZ. THE SIGNAL POLARIZATION, THE AMPLITUDE OF
THE SIGNAL, THE RELATIVE PHASE OF THE SIGNAL, AND THE INCIDENT CIRECTION OF
THE SIGNAL WERE OBSERVED FROM GROUND STATIONS. CCINCIDENT OESERVATIONS WERE
MADE AT STATIONS ABOUT 100 WAVELENGTHS AFART. FROM KNOWN SPACECRAFT POSITION
INFORMATION AND THESE OBSERVATIONS, IONCSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES COULD BE
ALMOST COMPLETELY DESCRIBED IN TERMS OF HEIGHT, HERIZONTAL SIZE AND SHAPE,
ELECTRON PEAK CCNCENTRATION, ANC RADIAL DISTRIBLTICN CF ELECTRONS. AN
IMPORTANT PART Of TI-ESE CESCRIPTIONS WAS TC CRIGINATE FRCN THE COMPUTED
VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT (TEC) OBTAINED FRIMARILY FROM THE
POLARIZATION ANC PHASE OBSERVATIONS. THE BEACON HAS BEEN OPERABLE SINCE
LAUNCH, BUT IT HAS BEEN IMPRACTICAL TO CETAIN TEC MEASUREMENTS CUE TO PCOR
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BEACON ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERN. USEFUL CATA HAVE
BEEN OETAINEC FROM THE INCIDENT DIRECTION, PHASE, AND AWFLITUDE
MEASUREMENTS. REFERENCE 'ISIS TECHNICAL PLAN,' PP. E4. 85 FOR FLRTHER
DETAILS.
ON 01/30/70. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/69, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE NSSDC ID 69-OO9A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. 01=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T.R. HARTZ COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAhAs ONTARIC, CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT USED THE SWEEP-FREQUENCY IChCSONDE RECEIVER AUTOMATIC
GAIN CONTROL VOLTAGE TO MEASURE GALACTIC AND SOLAR RADIO NOISE LEVELS. THE
RECEIVER SWEPT FROM 0.1 TO 20 MHZ. THE CYbAMIC RANGE WAS 50 CB. AND THE
BANDWIDTH WAS 55 KHZ. THE ANTENNAS USED WERE 18.75-M AND 73.15-M CIPOLES.
ON 01/30/70, THE CATE OF TH-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 01/30/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
********2************* *** *******
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- OV5-f NSSDC ID 69-046E
ALTERNATE NAMES- ERS 269 03951
LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/e
g  SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 10.44 KG





EPOCH DATE- 05/24/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOD- 3115.2 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 11163E. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1ES23. KW ALT INCLINATION- 
32.86 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 06/25/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC TRBIT FERICC- 3115.5 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 121165. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 737e.69 KV ALT INCLINATICO- 
27.434 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, FS=FROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.H. REYNOLDS AFCRL BEDFORD, 
MA
PS - K. YATES AFCRL BEDFORD, MA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THE SATELLITE HAS A OCTAGONAL CONFIGURATICK, IS SPIN-STABILIZED. AND
WAS PLACED IN A MODERATELY ELLIPTICAL EARTH ORBIT (ECCENTRICITY = 0.670) BY
A TITAN 3C ON MAY 23, 1969. THE PURPOSE CF THE SATELLITE IS TO MONITOR 
X
RAY, ELECTRON, AND PROTON RADIATION ASSOCIATED WITH SCLAR ACTIVITY IN ORDER
TO DEVELOP DATA I-ANDLING TECHNIQUES IN NEAR REAL-TIME FOR USE eY THE AIR
WEATHER SERVICE FORECAST CENTER IN FORECASTING SCLAP FLARES.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA.ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- GEIGEP-MUELLER TUEE SOLAR X-RAY NSSDC ID 69-046B-01
DETECTOR, 2 TO 12 A
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K. YATES AFCRL BEDFCRD. MA
EXPERIMENT HRIEF CESCRIPTION
TWO IDENTICAL GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES (EON 6213) WERE MOUNTED IN MUTUALLY
ORTHOGONAL POSITIONS AT 45 DEG AND 135 DEG WITH RESPECT TO THE SPACECRAFT
SPIN AXIS. THESE DETECTORS, WHICH HAVE PICA WIKOCWSv MEASUREC THE SOLAR
.X-RAY FLUX IN THE 2- TO 12-A BAND. THIS EXPERIMENT HAD AN END-OF-LIFE TIMER
SET TO TERMINATE OPERATION IN MID 1970, HOWEVER THIS MECHANISM DID NOT
ACTIVATE AS SCHEDULED.
ON 05/23/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CH-ANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/6S, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOCIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATOR, GAMMA-RAY NSSCC IC 69-0468-02
DETECTOR, 19 TO 1175 KEV
3C
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* 01=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K. YATES AFCRL BEDFORD, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO MONITOR SOLAR RADIATION FLUX IN
FOUR BANDS RANGING FROM HARD X RAYS TO HARD GAMMA SAYS. A DETECTOR
CONSISTING OF A SODIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL PHOTOMULITPLIER (DOPED WITH THALLIUM)
WAS USED TO MEASURE SOLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION IN THE 19- TO 76-KEV
76- TO 232-KEV, 232- TO 1175-KEV. AND GREATER THAN 1175 KEV EANCS. THE
SODIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL IS 0.5 IN. IN DIAMETER AND 0.5 IN. LONG, AND WAS
CONTAINED IN A HERMETICALLY--SEALED ALUMINUM CAN WITH WALLS 0.010 IN. THICK.
THE THICKNESS OF THE WALLS DETERMINED THE LOWER LIMIT OF THE DETECTOR*S
SENSITIVITY. THE DETECTCR HAD AN AUTOMATIC END-OF-LIFE TIMER SET TO
TERMINATE OPERATION IN MID-1970. HOWEVER. THIS MECHANISf DID NOT ACTIVATE AS
SCHEDULED.
ON 05/23/69, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69* THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PROTON ALPHA PARTICLE TELESCOPE NSSOC IC 69-0468-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K. YATES AFCRL BEDFORD& MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS TELESCOPE CONSISTS OF TWO TOTALLY OEPLETED SILICON SURFACE
BARRIER DETECTORS. THE INSTRUMENT LOOKS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS* PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES 5.3-8. 8-17, 17-409 AND 40-100 MEV AND
ALPHA PARTICLES.IN THE ENERGY RANGES 20-32. 32-68. AND 68-100 MEV AREMEASURED SEPARATELY. THE SATELLITE ROTATES A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT DURING EACH
COUNTING INTERVAL.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 08/12/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON DETECTOR NSSCC IC 69-0468-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K. YATES AFCRL BEDFORD, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR MEASURES THE OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF
ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 40 KEV. THE DETECICR HAS WORKED WELL
FROM LAUNCH TO THE PRESENT (SEPTEMBER 1973).
ON 05/23/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
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NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69e THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
****@************* **********************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 5A NSSDC 
ID 69-0460
ALTERNATE NAMES- VELA 9 (TRW)o 03954. VELA SA (USAF)
LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/6 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 259.01 KG





EPOCH DATE- 05/23/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- 6720. 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 112000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111000. KM ALT INCLINATION- 32.3 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 05/23/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIOD- 6720. MIN
APOAPSIS- 112000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111000. KN ALT INCLINATION- 32.3 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN USAF, SAMSO SAN BERNARDINO. 
CA
PS - JeH, COON LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALACS. NM
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
VELA 5A WAS ONE OF TWO SPIN-STABILIZEOD ICOSAHEORAL SATELLITES THAT
COMPRISED THE FIFTH LAUNCH IN THE VELA PROGRAM. THE ORBITS CF THE TWO
SATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT ABOUT 17 EARTH RADII.
INCLINED AT 60 CEG TO TI-E ECLIPTIC, AND SFACED 180 DEG APART. THUS PROVIDING
A MONITORING CAPABILITY OF OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE EARTH. THE OBJECTIVES OF
THE SATELLITES WERE (1) TO STUDY SOLAR AND COSMIC X RAYSo EUVe SOLAR
PROTONS, SOLAR WIN.0 AND NEUTRONS. (2) TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ON METHODS OF CETECTING NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS BY MEANS OF SATELLITE-BORNE
INSTRUMENTATION. AND (3) TO PROVIDE SOLAR FLARE DATA IN SUPPORT OF MANNED
SPACE MISSIONS. VELA SA. AN IMPROVED VERSION OF TI-E EARLIER VELA SERIES
SATELLITES. HAC BETTER COMMAND CAPABILITIES. INCREASED DATA STORAGE.
IMPROVED POWER REQUIREMENTS. BETTER THERMAL CONTROL OF OPTICAL SENSORS. AND
GREATER EXPERIMENTATION WEIGHT. POWER SUPPLIES CF 120 W WERE PROVIDED BY
229500 SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT'S 20 FACES. A ROTATION RATE OF
78 RPM DURING TRANSFER ORBITS AND 1 RPM AFTER FINAL ORBIT INSERTION
MAINTAINED NOMINAL ATTITUDE CONTROL. EIGHT WHIP ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB
ANTENNA ARRAYS AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE WERE USED FCR
GROUND COMMANDS AND TELEMETRY*
ON 05/23/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRON DETECTOR NSSDC ID 69-046D-07
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR9 GI=CTnER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS S CI LAB LOS ALAWOS. NM
1O - J.R. ASBRICDGE LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS$ NM,
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NEUTRON DETECTOR CONSISTED OF A LARGE (ABOUT 8 LB) POLYETHYLENE
MODERATOR SURROUNDING TWO HELIUM-3 FILLED PROPCRTICNAL COUNTERS. NEUTRONS
BETWEEN 1 AND 100 MEV WERE THERMALIZED BY THE MODERATOR AND DETECTED BY THE
COUNTERS. THE INSTRUMENT WAS ALSO SENSITIVE TO PRCTCNS AEOVE 25 MEVo
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS Cl-ANGER THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY NSSCC ID 69-046D-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.W. KLEBESADEL LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
01 - .B8. STRONG LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALANCS, NM
1O - ReA. OLSON LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAMOS. NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF SIX IC-CM-CUBED CESIUM IODIDE
SCINTILLATION CCUNTERS DISTRIBUTED TO ACHIEVE NEARLY ISOTROPIC SENSITIVITY*
INDIVIDUAL DETECTORS RESPONDED TO ENERGY DEPOSITICNS OF 0.2 TO 1.0 MEV WITH
A DETECTION EFFICIENCY RANGING FROM 17 TO 50 PERCENT. THE SCINTILLATORS WERE
SHIELDED AGAINST DIRECT PENETRATION BY ELECTRONS BELOW 0.75 MEV AND PROTONS
BELOW 20 MEV. NO ACTIVE ANTICOLINCIDENCE SHIELDING WAS PROVIDED. NORMALIZED
OUTPUT PULSES FRCM THE SIX DETECTORS WERE SUMMED INTO COUNTING AND LOGICS
CIRCUITRY. LOGICAL SENSING OF RAPID. STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT COUNT RATE
INCREASES INITIATED THE RECORDING OF DISCRETE COUNTS IN A SERIES OF
LOGARITHMICALLY INCREASING TIME INTERVALS. THIS CAPABILITY PROVIDED
CONTINUOUS TEMPORALCOVERAGE WHICH. COUFLED WITH THE ISCTRCPIC RESPONSE IS
UNIQUE IN ASTRONOMY. A TIME MEASUREMENT WAS ALSC ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
RECORD. THE DATA ACCUMULATIONS INCLUDED A EACKGRCLUND COMPONENT DUE TO COSMIC
PARTICLES AND THEIR SECONDARY EFFECTS. THE OBSERVED BACKGRCUND RATE* WHICH
WAS A FUNCTION OF THRESHOLD ENERGY. WAS ABOUT 150 CCUNTS/SEC.
ON 05/23/69, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
*********************** ** ************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 5B NSSDC ID 69-046E
ALTERNATE NAMES- VELA 10 (TRW). C3955. VELA 5SB (USAF)
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LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/69 SPACECRAFT wEIGHT IN CRBIT- 259.01 
KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANCENEERG AFB, UNITED STATES 




EPOCH DATE- 05/23/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOD- 
6720- MIN
APDAPSIS- 112000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111000. KM ALT 
INCLINATION- 32*8 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 05/23/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CORBIT PERICD- 
6720. MIN
APOAPSIS- 112000. KM ALT PERI APSIS- 111000. KM ALT INCLINATION- 
32.8 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT NANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN USAF, SAMSO SAN BERNARDINO. 
CA
PS - JoHo COON LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMOSO NM
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
VELA 5B WAS ONE OF TWO SPIN-STABILIZED, ICOSAHEDRAL SATELLITES 
THAT
COMPRISED THE SIXTH LAUNCH IN THE VELA PRCGRAM. THE ORBITS OF THE TWO
SATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT ABOUT 
17 EARTH RADII.
INCLINED AT 60 DEG TO THE ECLIPTIC, AND SPACED 180 CEG APART. 
TI-US PROVIDING
A MONITORING CAPABILITY OF oPPOSITE SIDES OF THE EARTH. THE OBJECTIVES 
OF
THE SATELLITES WERE (1) TO STUDY SOLAR AND CCSMIC X RAYS, EUV* SOLAR
PROTONS, SOLAR WIND, AND NEUTRONS, (2) TC CARRY CUT RESEARCH AND CEVELOPMENT
ON METHODS OF DETECTING NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS BY MEANS CF SATELLITE-BORNE
INSTRUMENTATION, AND (3) TO PROVIDE SOLAR FLARE DATA IN SUFPCRT OF MANNED
SPACE MISSIONS. VELA SB. AN IMPROVED VERSION OF THE EARLIER 
VELA SERIES
SATELLITES. HAD BETTER COMMAND CAPABILITIES* INCREASED DATA STORAGE*
IMPROVED POWER REQUIREMENTS. BETTER THERMAL CONTRCL CF OPTICAL SENSORS, 
AND
GREATER EXPERIMENTATION WEIGHT. POWER SLPPLIES OF 120 W WERE PROVIDED BY
22.500 SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT'S 20 FACES. A 
ROTATION RATE OF
78 RPM DURING TFANSFER ORBITS AND 1 RPM AFTER FINAL CRBIT INSERTION
MAINTAINED NOMINAL ATTITUDE CONTROL. EIGHT WHIP ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB
ANTENNA ARRAYS AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE WERE USED FOR
GROUND COMMANCS AND TELEMETRY.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS, e5 TO 3.0 A. 1 TC NSSDC ID 69-046E-02
8 A, 1 TO 16 A, 44 TO 60 A
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.H. CHAMBERS LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
OI - J.C. FULLER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
01 - W.E. KUNZ LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAWOSo NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO IDENTICAL X-RAY DETECTORS OCCUPIED DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSEC APEX
POSITIONS TO MONITOR SOLAR X RAYS IN SELECTED BANDS FROM 0.5 TO 60 A. EACH
DETECTOR CONTAINED FOUR SENSORS -- THREE ION CHAMBERS AND ONE
SCINTILLATOR-PHOTOMULTIPLIER. THE THREE ION CHAMBERS HAD A 1- TO 8-A
WAVELENGTH RANGE. A 1- TO 16-A RANGE, AND A 1- TO 16-A AND A 44- TO 60-A
RANGE. RESPECTIVELY. THE 44- TO 60-A SIGNAL WAS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
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LAST TWO ION CHAWBERS. THE ION CHAMBERS WERE HEMISPHERICAL SO THAT THE TWO
DETECTORS AFFORCED NEARLY 4-PI STERADIAN COVERAGE. THE FOURTH SENSOR WAS
COMPOSED OF SODIUM IOCICE CRYSTALS COUPLED TO PHCTCPLLTIPLIERS. THE
WAVELENGTH RANGE WAS 0.5 TO 3.0 As AND THE SOLAR ASPECT ANGLES WERE
APPROXIMATELY 470 TO -70 CEG.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMEhT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES NSSDC ID 69-046E-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCOR)
PI - So SINGER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
01 - M.D. MONTGOMERY LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAMOS., NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SOLAR TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TC MEASURE THE ENERGY
SPECTRUM AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR PROTONS BETWEEN 0.3 AND 50 MEV
AND OF SOLAR ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN.2 AND 100 MEV. IN ADDITION, THE
EXPERIMENT WAS CESIGNED TO IDENTIFY AND MONI OR THE FLLX CF DEUTERIUM,
TRITIUM, AND I-ELIUM-3 NUCLEI WHICH MAY BE EMITTED DLRING A SOLAR PARTICLE
FLARE AND TO MONITOR TH-E INTENSITY OF MORE HEAVILY IONIZED PARTICLES. THERE
WERE THREE TELESCOPES IN A SINGLE PLANE. ORIENTED AT ANGLES CF 45 DEG. 90
DEG* AND 135 DEC RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. EACH INSTRUMENT
CONSISTED OF A COLLIMATING TUBE (PROVIDING AN ANGULAR VIEW OF 30 DEG) IN
FRONT OF A SOLIC-STATE CE/DX VS E PARTICLE DETECTCR.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CH-ANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/e9. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON DETECTORS NSSCC ID 69-046E-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S. SINGER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. Nk
I01 - M.o. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALACS, NN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO SETS OF THREE SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTCRS IN A TELESCOPIC
ARRANGEMENT WITF AN ANGULAR VIEW OF 30 DEG WERE USED TO OBSERVE ELECTRONS
OVER THE RANGE 30 TO 150 KEV. PROTONS OF ENERGY LESS THAN 300 KEV AND
GREATER THAN 50 MEV COULD ALSO BE DETECTED. ONE SET OF DETECTORS VIEWED THE
PARTICLES DIRECTLY. THE OTHER UTILIZED A SCATTER GEOMETRY TO IMPROVE ABILITY
TO OBSERVE ELECTRONS IN THE PRESENCE OF MLCH LARGER FLUXES CF PROTCNS. EACH
OF THE THREE DIRECT VIEW DETECTORS AND EACH OF THE THREE SCATTER GECMETRY
DETECTORS LAY IN A SINGLE PLANE AND MADE ANGLES OF 45 DEGo 90 DEG* AND 135
OEG WITH THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
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ON 05/23/69s THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARDO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT NSSCC IC 69-046E-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
01 - J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALANCS, hM
1O - H.E. FELTHAUSER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAWGS NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER-ELECTRON MULTIPLIER UNITS WERE USED TO
STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY SOLAR WIND (INCLUDING HEAVY IONS) AND PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS IN THE MAGNETOTAIL. ENERGY ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHEC EY CHARGING
THE PLATES TO KNCWN VOLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLOWING THEM TO DISCHARGE WITH KNCWN
RESISTANCE CAPACITOR (RC) TIME CONSTANTS. PARTICLES IN A 6-CEG EY 100-DEG
FAN-SHAPED ANGULAR RANGE WERE ACCEPTED FOR ANALYSIS DURING A CECAYING
VOLTAGE CYCLE. THE 100-CEG DIMENSION WAS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS FCR BOTH DETECTORS. ONE DETECTOR UNIT WAS USED TC STUDY MAGNETOTAIL
PROTONS OR ELECTRONS BETWEEN 20 EV AND 33 KEV AfD SOLAR WIND HEAVY IONS IN
THE ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE BETWEEN 1 KV AND 8.3 KeV. THE OTHER DETECTOR
UNIT, WHICH FAILED, WAS DESIGNED TO STLOY SOLAR WIND ELECTRCNS IN THE ENERGY
RANGE FROM 7.5 EV TO 18.5 KEV AND SOLAR WIND POSITIVE IONS (MAINLY PROTONS
AND ALPHA PARTICLES) IN AN ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE FRCN 120 V TC 5 KV.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME TH-E SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICK RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICON RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC RAYS NSSCC IC 69-046E-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHI-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.P. CONNER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
01 - W.C. EVANS LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
OI - R.C. BELIAN LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMCS, NM
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE COrSMIC X-RAY CETECTOR WAS A LARGE-AREA (26 CM SQUARED) SODIUM
IODIDE SCINTILLATOR WITH A 5-MIL BERYLLIUM WINDOW. THE EXPERIMENT WAS
DESIGNED TO PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS OF THE LOCATICK, ItTENSITY. AND INTENSITY
VARIATIONS OF NONSOLAR X-RAY SOURCES OVER A LONG FEFIUO OF TIME. TI-HE
DETECTUR WAS SENSITIVE TO X-RAY PHOTCKS IN TWO ENERGY INTERVALS - (3 TO 6
KEV AND 3 TO 12 KEV), AND WAS SUFFICIENTLY SENSITIVE TC WChNITCR FROM SIX TO
TWELVE GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES. ANY ONE SOURCE WAS VIEWED FOR APPROXIMATELY 1
HR. ANC EVERY 2 DAYS EACF SOURCE WAS BACK IN VIEW. THREE MOCES CF READOUT
WERE AVAILAbLE - (1) THE REAL TIME NOR&AL MODE. I1 WHICH CCUNTS FROM EACH
ENERGY CHANNEL WERE TRANSMITTED EVERY SEC. (2) THE HIGH RESOLUTION MODE. IN
WHICH ONLY THE 3- TO 12-KEV CHANNEL WAS TRANSMITTED EIGHT TINES PER SEC, (3)
THE STORE MODE, IN WHICH ONLY THE 3- TO 12-KEV CHANNEL WAS STOREC.
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ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS CHANGE, TH-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NELTRON CETECTOR NSSCC IC 69-046E-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAMCS, NM
O - J.R. ASBRIC-E LCS ALAMCS SCI LAB LCS ALANCS. KM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NEUTRCN DETECTOR CONSISTED OF A LARGE (AUCUT 8 LB) POLYETHYLENE
MODERATOR SURROUNDING TWO HELIUM-3 FILLED PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. NEUTRONS
BET.EEN 1 ANC 100 MEV WERE THERMALIZED BY THE MCDERATCR AND DETECTED BY THE
COUNTERS. THE INSTRUMENT WAS ALSO SENSITINE TO PROTONS ABOVE 25 NEV.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPFACECRAFT STATUJS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/23/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THI-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANOARD.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- ATS 5 N SOC ID 69-069A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-692B8 ATS-E. GGSE, 04068
LAUNCH DATE- 08/12/69 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- E21. KG




EPOCH DATE- 08/23/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOC- 1463. MIN
APOAPSIS- 36894.C KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 35760*0 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 2.6 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 08/23/69 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC . CPBIT PERICC- 1463. MIN
APOAPSIS- 36894.0 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 35760.0 KM ALT INCLINATION- 2.6 BEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.V. FORDYCE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
PS - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
ATS 5 WAS AN EQUATORIAL-ORBITING. SYICHRONCUS-ALTITUDE TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITE INTENDED TO TEST VARIOUS COMMUNICATIONS AND EARTH OESERVATIONAL
SYSTEMS. ALSO INCLUDED DN BOARD WERE PARTICLE. ELECTRIC FIELD. AND MAGNETIC
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FIELD EXPERIMENTS. BECAUSE OF A MALFLNCTICN9 THE INTENCEC GRAVITY GRADIENT
STABILIZATI N MECHANISM COULD NOT BE DEPLOYED* AND ATS 5 WAS STABILIZED IN A
SPINNING MODE ABOUT SPACECRAFT Z AXIS AT APPROXIMATELY 71 RPM. ALL
EXPERIMENTS WHICH DEPENDED ON THE PLANNED GRAVITY GRADIENT SIABILIZATION
WERE ADVERSELY AFFECTED TO VARYING DEGREES, AND THE MISSION WAS DECLARED A
FAILURE. HOWEVER, SOME OF TI-E SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS. INCLUDING THE MAGNETIC
FIELD MONITOR ANC T-E PARTICLE EXPERIMENTS, RETURNEU LSABLE CATA CURING THE
OPERATIONAL LIFETIME OF THE MISSION. ATS .5 WAS POSITIONED AT ABCUT 105 DEG W
LONGITUDE OVER THE PACIFIC OCEAN. DATA WERE RECORDED ABOUT 60 PERCENT OF THE
TIME THROUGH MCST OF THE SPACECRAFT'S OPERATIONAL LIFETIME, WHICH EXTENDED
TO JUNE 1* 1973. AFTER WhICH THE ACQUISITION RATE DECREASED FURTHER.
ON 06/01/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CH.ANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CMNIDIRECTIONAL HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE NSSDC ID 69-069A-03
DETECTOR
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIFCRNIA, SD SAN DIEGO. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THREE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR DETECTORS, EACH WITH A 2-FIl SOLID ANGLE
FIELD OF VIEW, MEASURED ELECTRONS IN 12 INTERVALS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 0.5 TO
5 MEV. SOLAF COSMIC RAYS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 12, 16, AND 24 MEV WERE
ALSO MEASURED. THE DETECTORS HAVE FUNCTIONED NRGPMALLY FRCM LAUNCH TC AUGUST
1972 AFTER WHICH TIME THE DATA ACQUISITION WAS LIMITED TO SELECTEC TIMES.
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN DID NOT DEGRADE THE EXPERIMENT DATA.
ON 06/01/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQbISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 08/00/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUJISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRI-DIRECTIONAL NEDIUP-ENE'CY PARTICLE NSSCC 0ID 9-069A-04
DETECTOR
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOR* CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
Pt - F.S. MOZER U OF CALIFORNIA, BERK BERKELEYs CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF THREE ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL SCINTILLATION
PHOTOMULTIPLIER DETECTORS, EACH INTENDED TC MEASURE (SEPARATELY) ELECTRONS
AND PROTONS IN THREE ENERGY WINDOWS CENTERED RESPECTIVELY AT 40, 75. AND 120
KEV AND 60.120, AND 165 KEV. TWO DETECTORS. LOOKING IN OPPOSITE DIRECICNS,
WERE TILTED BY 12 DEG FRCM THE SATELLITE Z AXIS AtD CNE WAS ORIENTED
PERPENDICULAR TO THIS CONFIGURATION. OVER MOST CF ITS DATA COLLECTING
LIFETIME, THE SATELLITE WAS SPINNING ABCUT ITS Z AXIS, WITH A SPIN PERIOD OF
0.78B SEC. DUE TO AN UNPLANNED SPACECRAFT SPIN SOON AFTER LAUNCH, A SHUTTER
SYSTEM wAS ACTIVATED THAT RENDERED THE PERPENDICULAR DETECTOR INEFFECTIVE.
THEREFORE, MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE CNLY IN DIRECTICNS APPROXIMVATELY PARALLEL
AND ANTIPARALLEL TO THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD. THE SPECIES ANALYSIS WAS
PERFORMED BY A THREE-CHANNEL PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZER, AND PARTICLE COUNTS WERE
TELEMETERED IN EOTH ANALOG AND DIGITAL MODES. THE INTEGRATION TIME FOR EACH
CHANNEL WAS 0.01 SEC. WHILE THE READOUT RATE FOR ANY ChONE CHANNEL VARIED FROM
3e
0e2 TO 5.12 SEC* DEPENDING ON A COMMANDABLE READOUT MODE. FOR.FURTHERINFORMATION CONSULT 
-- *DEVELOPMENT OF A DOUBLE-LAYERED SCINTILLATOR FORSEPARATING AND CETECTING LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECIRONS,' EY F. S. MOZER.Fa H, BOGOTTo AND C. We BATES. JR.* IEEE TRANS. ON NUCL. SCI.. NS-15 (3)144, 1565o
ON 06/01/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 06/01/73* THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- BI-CIRECTICNAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE NSSOC ID 69-069A-11
CETECTOR
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - CoE MCILWAIN U OF CALIFORNIA. SD SAN DIEGO, CA01 - R.W. FILLIUS U OF CALIFCRhNIA. SO SAN DIEGO, CAo0 - So DEFOREST U OF CALIFCRNIAs SC SAN DIEGC9 CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS DETECTOR MEASURED ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN 62 LOGARITHMICALLY
EQUISPACED INTERVALS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 50 EV TO SO KEV. FOUR CURVED-PLATEELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS AND CHANNELTRON MULTIPLIERS UERE USED. TWC APERTURESWITH 5 X 8 DEC VIEW ANGLES LOOKED PARALLEL TO. AND PERPENDICULAR TCvTHESPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS, RESPECTIVELY.* THE DEFLECTION VOLTAGE WAS PROGRAMMEDFOR EITHER A SCAN MODE (ONE STEP PER FRAME) OR A PEAK TRACKING MODE. IN THESCAN MODE. A COMPLETE SEQUENCE (62 STEPS) WAS OBTAINED IN 20.5 SEC.
ON 06/01/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 08/00/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THATTIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RACIO BEACON NSSDC ID 69-069A-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.V. DAROSA STANFORD U STAFCROD CA01 - O.K. GARRIOTT STANFORD U STANFORDC CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF PHASE-COHERENT RADIO FREQUENCIES
CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTED AT 137.3eC AND 412.050 MHZ (3RD HAR.CNIC). THETOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH WAS CALCULATED BY ANALYSISOF THE FARADAY ROTATION ANGLE MEASUREMENTS ON THE LOWER FREQUENCY, ORANALYSIS OF DIFFERENTIAL DOPPLER FREQUENCY RECORDINGS CF BCTH FREQUENCIES.
IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES AND SCINTILLATION WAS ALSO CBSERVED.
ON 06/01/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 06/01/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 
NSSOC IC 69-069A-13
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
pI - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, 
MD
01 - R.A. LANGEL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT9 
MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE PROCESSES TAKING PLACE ON
THE AURORAL MAGNETIC SHELLSe IT WAS ALSO INTENDED TO PROVIDE CORRELATIVE
DATA FOR THE OTI-ER EXPERIMENTS ON THE SATELLITE. THE EXPERIMENT 
WAS PART OF
THE MAGNETIC STABILIZATION SYSTEM THAT WAS THE BACKLP FOR THE
GRAVITY-GRADIENT STABILIZATION SYSTEM. THE SENSOR SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. THE SYSTEM MEASURED THE MAGNETIC 
FIELD ALONG
THREE AXES BY COMBINING A FINE RANGE (PLUS AND MINUS 25 GAMMAS) AND A COARSE
RANGE OF 32 INCREMENTS (32.8 GAMMAS EACH) TO GIVE THE TOTAL RANGE OF PLUS
AND MINUS 500 GAMMAS. T-E FINE AND COARSE READINGS WERE SAMPLED ON THE PFM
TELEMETRY AT 5.12-SEC INTERVALS. THE FINE READINGS ONLY WERE RECORDED ON 
THE
PCM TELEMETRY AT 2.57-SEC INVERVALS. THE FCM COARSE REACINGS 
WERE
SUBCOMMUTATED AT 95-SEC INTERVALS. A 10-GAIWA CALIBRATION PULSE 
WAS
INITIATED TWICE A DAY FOR 5*6 MIN. THE FAST SPIN RATE OF THE SATELLITE* 
THE
SLOW SAMPLE RATE OF THE DATA, AND THE RESLLTING ALIASING PRCeLEMS 
DEGRADED
THE DATA IN THE SPIN PLANE. THE MAGNETOMETER ITSELF HAD OPERATEC
SATISFACTORILY SINCE LAUNCH AND HAD ABCUT A 50 PERCENT COVERAGE UP TO THE
TIME WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF.
ON 06/01/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUOLISITICON RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 06/10/73t THE CATE OF TIhE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP NSSDC ID 69-099C
ALTERNATE NAMES- 04246, ALSEP 12, LEM 12. APOLLO 12C
LAUNCH DATE- 11/14/65 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 4379. KG




SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE LUNAR MODULE (LM) WAS A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGNED FOR SPACE
OPERATIONS NEAR AND ON THE MOON. THE LM SICOD 7 M HIGH AND WAS 9.4 M WIDE
(DIAGONALLY ACROSS THE LANDING GEAR). THE ASCENT AND DESCENT STAGES OF THE
LM OPERATED AS A UNIT UNTIL STAGING, WHEN THE ASCENT STAGE FUNCTIONED AS A
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SINGLE SPACECRAFT FCR RENDEZVOUS AND COCKING WITH THE COMMAND MODULE (CM).INCLUDED IN THE CESCENT STAGE WERE THE SIX APOLLO LUNAR SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE (ALSEP) EXPERIMENTS AND THE LUhAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT. THEALSEP EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED (1) THE PASSIVE SEIStCGRAPH. WHICH WAS CESIGNEDTO MEASURE SEISMIC ACTIVITY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR CRUST ANDINTERIOR, (2) THE SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR, DESIGNED TC MEASURE THE FLUXCOMPOSITION. ENERGY# AND VELOCITY OF LOW-ENERGY PCSITIVE IONS. (3) THE COLDCATHODE ION GAUGE, CESIGNED TO MEASURE THE ATMOSPHERE AND ANY VARIATIONS
WITH TIME OR SOLAR ACTIVITY SUCH ATMOSPHERE MAY HAVE. (4) THE CHARGED
PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT, DESIGNED TO MEASURE PARTICLE ENERGIES OF SOLARPROTONS AND ELECTRONS THAT REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE AND TC PPCVIDE DATA ONENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF THESE SOLAR PARTICLES* (5) THE LUNAR SURFACEMAGNETOMETER (LSM) DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE LUNARSURFACE. AND (6) THE SOLAR WIND SPECTRCETER, WHICH MEASURED THE STRENGTH.VELOCITY, AND DIRECTIONS OF THE ELECTRONS AND PRGTONS THAT EMANATE FROM THESUN AND REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE.
ON 11/19/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER NSSDC IC 69-099C-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - CW. SNYDER NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA01 - D.R. CLAY NASA-JPL PASADENA* CAOI - M.M* NEUGEEAUER NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER WAS PART OF THE ALSEP PACKAGE LEFT ON THELUNAR SURFACE BY APOLLO 12. IT CONSISTED OF SEVEN MODULATED FARADAY CUPSOPENED TOWARD DIFFERENT, BUT SLIGHTLY OVERLAPPING. PORTIONS OF THE LUNARSKY. THE INSTRUMENT WAS USED TO OBSERVE THE DIRECTIChAL INTENSITIES OF THEELECTRON (6-1330 EV) AND POSITIVE ION (18-9780 EV) COMPONENTS OF THE SOLARWIND AND MAGNETCTAIL PLASMA THAT STRIKE THE SURFACE OF THE MOON. THE SOLARWIND SPECTROMETER OPERATED WELL FROM TURN-CN UNTIL NOVE/BER So 1971, WHENTROUBLE WAS ENCOUNTERED IN TO OF THE SPECTRAL ENERGY LEVELS.
ON 11/19/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 11/05/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PASSIVE SEISMIC NSSOC IC 69-099C-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* DI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - G.V. LATHAM U OF TEXAS GALVESTCh. TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THE PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (PSE) WAS PLACED ON THE LUNAR SURFACEAS PART OF THE ALSEP PACKAGE. IT WAS LOCATED AND DEPLOYED 310 FT FROM THE LMIN THE VICINITY OF SURVEYOR IIN. THE SEISMOGRAPH EXPERIMENT MEASURED SEISMICACTIVITY OF THE MOON AND OBTAINED INFORMATION ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OFTHE LUNAR CRUST AND INTERIOR. THE PSE DETECTED SURFACE TILT PRODUCED BY
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TIDAL DEFORMATICNS MOONQUAKES. AND METECRITE IMPACTS. IT 
WAS NUCLEAR PCWERED
(SNAP-27) AND COULD OPERATE CONTINUOUSLY. THE COMPONENTS 
WERE A SENSOR
ASSEMBLY, LEVELING STOOL. THERMAL SHROUD* AND RADIOISOTOPE 
HEATERS. READINGS
FROM THE SENSORS WERE SENT 10TO THE ALSEP CENTRAL STATION 
WHICH TRANSMITTED
THE DATA BACK TC EARTH.
ON 11/19/69, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 10/00/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME SUB-STANDARD*
EXPERIMENT NAME- SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR 
NSSDC ID 69-099C-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 01=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.W. FREEMAN RICE U 
HOUSTONs TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT. WHICH WAS PART CF THE ALSEP PACKAGE. 
STUDIED THE
IONIC ENVIRONMENT OF THE MOON BY DETECTING FREE STREAMING 
AND THERMALIZED
SOLAR WIND IONS AND THOSE IONS WHICH RESULLT FROM LLTRAVICLET 
IONIZATION OF
THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. A LOW-ENERGY CURVED PLATE ANALYZER, 
WITH A VELCCITY
FILTER OF CROSSED ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS. DETERMINED 
THE PARTICLE FLUX
IN SELECTED INTERVALS OVER THE RANGE 0.2 TO 48.6 EV PER UNIT 
CHARGE.
ALLOWING SPECIES DISCRIMINATION OF MASSES UP TO 120 AMU. 
ANCTHER ANALYZER
WITHOUT A VELOCITY FILTER DETECTED HIGHER-ENERGY PARTICLES, 
AS IN THE SOLAR
WIND, IN SELECTEE ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 10 AND 3500 EV. 
CUE TC THE
ORIENTATION OF THI-E INSTRUMENT, THIS EXPERIMENT* EXCEPT IN 
THE SHEATH AND
TAIL, DID NOT MAKE DIRECT SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS. HOWEVER, 
IT 010 SEE
UPSTREAMING PARTICLES. ETC., FROM THE SHOCK. HIGH-VCLTAGE PCWER 
SUPPLY
ARCING- CAUSED SOME LOSS OF DATA. AFTER MARCH 18. 1970, THE 
INSTRUMENT WAS
NOT OPERATED WHEN SENSOR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 85 DEG C.
ON 11/19/69. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 03/18/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT OAlA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARO
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NIMBUS 4 NSSDC IC 70-025A
ALTERNATE NAMES- NIMBUS-D. PL-701E. 04362
LAUNCH DATE- 04/08/70 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 585. KG





EPOCH DATE- 05/04/70 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 107.1 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1097.OC KM ALT PERIAPSIS- ICSC*00 KM ALT INCLINATION- 99.9007 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC OFBIT PERIOD- 107.12 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1099.26 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1CE7.52 KM ALT INCLINATION- 99.845 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - H. PRESS NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
PS - W.P. NOROBERC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. NO
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NIMBUS 4. THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF SECCNO-GENERATICI METECROLOGICAL R
AND 0 SATELLITES. WAS DESIGNED TO SERVE AS A STABILIZED. EARTH-ORIENTED
PLATFORM FOR THE TESTING OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS FOR SENSING AND COLLECTING
METEOROLOGICAL DATA. THE POLAR-ORBITING SPACECRAFT CCNSISTED OF THREE MAJOR
STRUCTURES -- (1) A RING-SHAPED SENSOR MOUNT, (2) SOLAR PADDLES, AND (3) THE
CONTROL HOUSING UNIT. W-ICH WAS CONNECTED TO THE SEKSCR MCUNT BY A TRUSS
STRUCTURE. SHAPED SOMEWHAT LIKE AN OCEAN BUOY, NIMBUS 4 WAS NEARLY 3.7 M
TALL, 1.5 M IN CIAMETER AT THE BASE. AND ABOUT 3 M ACROSS WITH SOLAR PADDLES
EXTENDED. THE TORUS-SHAPED SENSOR MOUNIT. HICH FORMEC THE SATELLITE EASE,
HOUSED THE ELECTFONICS EQUIPMENT AND BATTERY MODULES. THE LOWER SURFACE OF
THE TORUS RING PROVIDED A MOUNTING SPACE FOR SENSORS AND TELEMETRY ANTENNAS.
AN H-FRAME STRUCTURE MOUNTED WITHIN THE CENTER OF THE TCRLS PROVIDED SUPPORT
FOR THE LARGER EXPERIMENTS AND TAPE RECCRDERS. MOLNTED ON THE CCNTRGL
HOUSING UNIT. WHICH WAS LOCATED ON TOP OF THE SPACECRAFT# WERE SUN SENSORS.
HORIZON SCANNERS. GAS NOZZLES FOR ATTITUDE CONTRCL, AND A COMMAhC ANTENNA.
USE OF AN ADVANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM PERMITTED THE SPACECRAFT@S
ORIENTATION TO EE CCNTRCLLEO TO WITHIN PLUS CR MINUS I DEG FOR ALL THREE
AXES (PITCH. ROLL* ANC YAW). PRIMARY EXPERIMENTS CCNSISTED OF (1) AN IMAGE
DISSECTOR CAMERA SYSTEM (IDCS) FOR PROVIDING DAYTIME CLOUDCOVER PICTURES
BOTH IN REAL-TIME AND RECORDED MODES, (2) A TEMPERATURE-HUMICITY INFRARED
RADIOMETER (THIR) FOR MEASURING DAYTIME ANC NIGHTTIME SURFACE AND CLOUDTOP
TEMPERATURES AS UELL AS THE WATER VAPOR CONTENT OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE, (3)
AN INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER (IRIS) FCR MEASURING THE EMISSION
SPECTRA OF THE EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM* (4) A SATELLITE INFRARED
SPECTROMETER (SIRS) FOR DETERMINING THE VERTICAL PROFILES OF TEMPERATURE AND
WATER VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE, (5) A MCNII1CR OF ULTRAVICLET SCLAR ENERGY
(MUSE) FOR DETECTING-SOLAR UV RADIATION, (6) A BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET (BUV)
SPECTROMETER FOR MONITORING THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTICN AND TCTAL AMOUNT OF
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE ON A GLOBAL SCALE, (7) A FILTER kEDGE SPECTRCMETER (FWS)
FOR ACCURATE MEASUREMENT OF IR RADIANCE AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH FROM THE
EARTH/ATMOSPhERE SYSTEM9 (8) A SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADICIVETER (SCR) FOR
DETERMINING THE TEMPERATURES OF SIX SUCCESSIVE 10-KM LAYERS IN THE
ATMOSPHERE FROM ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS IN THE 15-MICRON CARBON DIOXIDE
BAND. AND (9) AN INTERROGATION. RECORDING, AND LCCATICN SYSTEM (IRLS) FOR
LOCATING. INTERRCGATING. RECORDING. AND RETRANSMITTING METECRCLCGICAL AND
GEOPHYSICAL DATA FROM REMOTE COLLECTION STATIONS. THE SPACECRAFT OPERATION
WAS A SUCCESS, AND IT PERFORMED NORMALLY LNTIL APRIL 8. 1971. WHEN THE YAW
GYRO FAILED. CAUSING THE SPACECRAFT TO FACE BACKWARDS IN CRBIT. IT WAS
SUCCESSFULLY TURNED AROUND ON MAY 12. 1971. YAW PROBLEMS CONTINUED TO AFFECT
THE SPACECRAFT THEREAFTER.
ON 04/08/71, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR UV MONITOR NSSCC ID 7O-02SA-01
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRo CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - D.F. HEATH NASA-GSFC GREENEELTv MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS 4 MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY (MUSE) EXPERIMENT WAS
DESIGNED (1) TO LOOK FOR TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN THE SCLAR UV FLUX IN FIVE
BANDS FROM 1150 TO 3300 A. (2) TO MEASURE THE SOLAR FLUX IN THESE REGIONS.
AND (3) TO MEASURE THE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION AT THESE WAVELENGTHS AS THE
SENSORS ON BOARD VIEWED THE SETTING SUN AFTER THE SFACECRAFT HAD CROSSED 
THE
TERMINATOR IN.TI-E NORTHERN HEMISP-ERE. THE SENSORS HAD THEIR MAXIMUM
RESPONSES AT 121d A (PLUS A 1350- TO 1600-A CONTINUUM). 1800 A, 2100 Ae 2800
At AND 2600 A (INCLUDING A 2600- TO 33CC-A INTERVAL). THE 1216-A. 1800-A,
AND 2600-A SENSORS WERE IDENTICAL TO THOSE CARRIED ON NIMBUS 3, WHILE THE
2100-A AND 2800-A SENSORS* UTILIZING INTERFERENCE FILTERS, WERE NEW AND
REPLACED THIE TWO THAT MALFUNCTIONED ON NIMBUS 3. THE NUSE INSTRUMENT, WHICH
CONSISTED OF FIVE VACUUM PHOTODIODES HOUSED IN AN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE AND A
SENSOR PACKAGE, WAS MOUNTED IN THE REAR OF THE NIMBUS SPACECRAFT. ALL
SENSORS EXCEPT THE 1216-A PHOTODIODE HAD SEMITRANSFARENT PHOTOCATHODES THAT
WERE DEPOSITED ON AN ALUMINUM OXIDE WINDOW. THE 121e-A SENSOR HAD A SOLID
TUNGSTEN CATHODE. TH-E SPECTRAL REGIONS OF THE SUN TO WHICH THREE OF THE
SENSORS RESPONDEC (1216 As 1800 A* AND 2600 A) WERE DETERMINED BY FILTER
TRANSMITTANCE ON THE SHORT WAVELENGTH SIDE. WHILE THE LONG WAVELENGTH
CUTOFFS WERE PROCUCED BY THE VARYING DEGREES CF CFACITY OF THE PHOTOCATHODE
MATERIALS. THE SHORTWAVE CUTOFFS FOR THE 2100-A AIfO 2800-A SENSORS, HOWEVER.
WERE OETAINED eY THE INTERFERENCE FILTERS, WHILE THE CESIUM TELLURIDE
PHOTOCATHODE PROVIDED TH-E LONGWAVE CUTOFF. THE APFRCPRIATE BANDS OF UV FLUX
ENTERED THE PHOTODIODES AND PRODUCED A CURRENT THAT WAS MEASUREC BY AN
ELECTROMETER AND CIGITIZED BY THE NIMBUS VERSATILE INFORMATION PRCCESSOR
(VIP) SYSTEM. THE VIP DATA WERE STORED CN MAGNETIC TAPE AND TRANSMITTED ON
PLAYBACK TO THE DATA ACQUISITION FACILITY. THE INSTRUMENT COULD OPERATE IN
EITHER THE AUTOMATIC OR MANLAL MODE. IN THE AUTCMATIC MODE* THE INSTRUMENT
HAD A BASIC 48-SEC CYCLE AND AN ANALOG-TC-DIGITAL CCNVERSICK RATE OF TWO
SAMPLES PER SEC. IN THE MANUAL MODE, THE INSTRUMENT LOCKED ON A SELECTED
SENSOR AND REMAINEC THERE (TWO SAMPLES/SEC) LNTIL THE INSTRUMENT WAS
COMMANDEC BACK INTO THE AUTOMATIC MODE. THE FIELD CF VIEW CF THE SENSORS WAS
ABOUT 90 DEG. WITH THE CENTER OF THE FIELD OF VIEW FARALLEL TO THE
SPACECRAFT VELOCITY VECTOR. SOLAR ACQUISITION. THEREFCRE, BEGAN AT 45 DEG
PRIOR TO THE EARTH DAY/NIGHT TERMINATOR AND CCMFLETELY CEASED AT THE
SATELLITE DAY/NIGHT TRANSITION. THE INSTRUMENT HAD ONLY AN IN-FLIGHT
ELECTRICAL CALIERATION SEQUENCE9 BECALSE THERE ARE NC KNhCWhN SUITAELE UV
SOURCES THAT CAN PROVIDE AN IN-FLIGHT OPTICAL CALIBRATIC .
ON 04/08/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENITIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CH-ANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 04/08/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. TH-E STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- BACKSCATTER UL.TRAVIOLET (BUV) NSSDC ID 70-025A-05
SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - O.F. HEATH NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
01 - J.V. DAVE NATL CNTR ATICS RSCh BOULCER. CC
OI - A.J. KRUEGER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
OI - C.L. MATEEP NATL CNTR ATMOS RSCH BOULDER. CO
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS 4 EACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET (BUV) SPECTRCkETER EXPERIMENT WAS
DESIGNED TO MONITOR THE VERTICAL DISTRIBLTION AND TCTAL AlCLNT CF
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE ON A GLOBAL SCALE BY MEASURING THE INTENSITY OF
ULTRAVIOLET RACIATION BACKSCATTERED BY THE EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM DURING
DAY AND NIGHT IN THE 2500- TO 3400-A SPECTRAL BAND. THE PRIMARY
INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A DOUBLE MONOCHROMATOR CONTAINING ALL
REFLECTIVE OPTICS AND A PHOTOMULTIPLIER DETECTOR. THE DCUELE MONOCHRCMATOR
WAS COMPOSED OF TWO FASTIE-EBERT-TYPE MONOCHROMATORS IN TANDEM. EACH
MONOCHROMATOR HAD A 64- BY 64-MM GRATING WITH 2400 LINES PER MM. LIGHT FROM
A 0.05-STER SOLID ANGLE (SBL8TENDING APPROXIMATELY A 222-KM-SGUARE AREA GN
THE EARTH'S SURFACE FROM A SATELLITE HEIGHT OF APPROXIMATELY 1100 KM)
ENTERED THE NACIR-PCINTING INSTRUMENT THROUGH A DEPOLARIZING FILTER. A
MUTCR-DRIVEN CAM STEP ROTATED THE GRATINGS TO N7ITOCR THE INTENSITY CF 12
OZONE ABSORPTION WAVELENGTHS. THE DETECTOR WAS A PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE. FOR
BACKGRCUND READINGS, A FILTER PHOTOMETER MEASURED THE REFLECTED ULTRAVIOLET
RADIATION IN AN OZONE FREE ABSORPTION AREA NEAR 3E00 A. SIGNALS FROM BOTH
UNITS WERE REAC EY SEPARATE RANGE-SWITCHING ELECTROMETERS WITH SEVEN RANGES.
THE BUV EXPERIMENT CYCLE REQUIRED 6144 SEC. EACH CYCLE. IN TURN. WAS DIVIDED
INTO 192 BUV FRAMES OF 32-SEC DURATION. CALIERATICN BY ONEOARC LIC-HT SOURCES
WAS PERFORMED IN 26 OF THE 192 FRAMES. THE CTHER FRAMES WERE USED FOR
EXPERIMENTAL DATA. CURING EACH OF THESE DATA FRAMES. THE PC CCHRCMATOR
MEASURED THE INTENSITY OF THE UV RADIATION IN EACH CF THE 12 WAVELENGTH
BANDS WHILE THE PHOTOMETER MEASURED THE UV INTENSITY IN A SINGLE WAVELENGTH
BAND. THE DWELL TIME AT EACH WAVELENGTH %AS 1.8 SEC. ANDC DURING THIS
INTERVAL, FOUR ANALOG UV INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN AT 400-MSEC
INTERVALS IN ACCDDITION TO AN INTEGRATED PULSE CLOUNT EASUREMENT CF THE UV
INTENSITY AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE FLUX. CNCE EACH CRBIT, THE FIELD CF VIEW
WAS CHANGED TO MONITOR THE SUN OR MOON DIRECTLY. THE MEASUREMENT RANGE OF
THE SIGNAL CURRENT WAS FROM 0.2 TO 3CC00 MICRCAMFS. THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF GZONE WAS DETAINED BY MATHEMATICAL INVERSION TECHNICLES. FOR A COMPLETE
DESCRIPTION OF THE BUV EXPERIMENT. SEE SECTION 7 IN 'THE NIMBUS IV USER'S
GUICE.'
ON 04/06/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACGUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 04/08/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INTERROGATION, RECORDING, AND LOCATION NSSCC IC 70-025A-07
SYSTEM (IRLS)
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.E. COTE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS 4 INTERROGATION. RECORDING. AND LCCATION SYSTEM (IRLS)
EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO COLLECT AND RETRANSMIT WETECFDOLCGICAL9
GEOPHYSICAL, AND OTHER EXPERIMENTAL DATA FRON REMCTE UNMANNED DATA
COLLECTION STATIONS (PLATFORMS) DEPLOYED CN A GLCEAL SCALE. THE IRLS COULD
ALSO DETERMINE TI-E LOCATION AND TRACK THE MOVEMEhT CF SUCH PLATFCA S AS
BALLOONS, OCEAN BUOYS. AND SHIPS TO WITHIN AN ACCURACY OF 2 KM. THE IRLS
CONSISTED OF (1) A 464-MHZ RECEIVER. (2) A 401.5-WHZ TRAKSWITTER. (3)
DECODING AND CODING CIRCUITS, (4) A RANGE DETECTOR, AND (5) A 100-KB
SATELLITE DATA MEMORY CAPABLE OF STORING DATA OBTAINED DURING EACH ORBIT FOR
UP TO 370 DIFFERENT INTERROGATIONS. CN EACH ORBIT PASS, WHEN THE SATELLITE
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WAS WITHIN RANGE OF AN ACQUISITION AND COMMAND STATION* THE SATELLITE
COMMAND MEMORY WAS PROGRAMMED TO COMMUNICATE wITH SELECTED PLATFORMS DURING
THE COMING OREI7. THE SATELLITE STORED ECTH THE ACODRESS (NUMBER) OF EACH
PLATFORM AND THE DESIRED TIME THAT EACH SHOULD BE CCNTACTEC. 
AT THE
APPROPRIATE TIME IN ORBIT, THE SATELLITE INTERROGATED EACH PLATFCRM.
MEASURED THE SATELLITE TO PLATFORM DISTANCE BY DETERMININhG 
THE ROUND TRIP
PROPAGATION TIME OF THE RF SIGNAL, RECEIVEC THE ANALCG DATA FROM THE
PLATFORM, CONVERTED IT TO DIGITAL FORM* AND STOREL IT. UPON RETURN 
TO THE
LOCALE OF THE GRCUNC STATION. THE STATICh COMMANDEC THE SATELLITE 
TO
TRANSMIT THE STORED DATA AND TO ACCEPT NEW COMMANDS FOF THE NEXT ORBIT. 
THE
EXPERIMENT WAS INITIALLY A SUCCESS -- HCWEVER, CWING TC SPACECRAFT YAW
PROBLEMS, THE AMOUNT OF USEFUL DATA PRCCLCED AFTER APRIL 1971 WAS EXTREMELY
LIMITED. A LISTING OF IRLS TRACKING DATA FROM CCNSTANT-LEVEL 
EALLOONS (30
AND 50 MB) APPEARS IN THE 'NIMBUS 4 DATA CATALOG*' VCLLME 4. COPIES OF
COMPUTER OUTPUTS FROM INCIVIDUAL PLATFCRM EXPERIMENTS ARE RETAINEC 
AT THE
NIMBUS/ATS DATA UTILIZATION CENTER, NASA-GSFC, GREENBELT. MD.
ON 04/08/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 04/08/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (SCR) NSSDC ID 70-025A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.T. HOUGHTON OXFORD U CXFCRD, ENGLAND
OI - S.D. SMITH HERIOT-WATT L EDINBURGH, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS 4 SELECTIVE CHCPPER RADIOMETER (SCR) OBSERVED THE EMVITTED
INFRARED RACIATICN IN THE 15-MICRON ABSORPTION BAND CF CARBON DIOXIDE. FROM
THESe MEASUPEMENTS THE TEMPERATURE OF SIX SUCCESSIVE 10-KM LAYERS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE WERE CETERMINED FROM EARTH CR CLOUDTOP LEVEL TO E60-KM HEIGHT.
HEIGHT RESOLUTICN WAS OBTAINED BY A COMBINATION CF CPTICAL MULTI-LAYER
FILTERS AND SELECTIVE ABSORPTION OF RADIATION USING CARBEON DIOXIDE-FILLED
CELLS WITHIN THE EXPERIMENT. THE SCR HAD SIX CHANNELS, WHICH WERE ARRANGED
IN THREE UNITS CF TWO. THE FOUR LCWER CHANNELS WERE CALLED SINGLE CELL
CHANNELS. THE OPTICS OF EACH CHANNEL CONSISTED OF A CANTILEVER-MOUNTED BLADE
SHUTTER THAT OSCILLATED AT 10 HZ AND SLCCESSIVELY CHCFFED THE FIELD CF VIEW
BETWEEN EARTH ANC SPACE. THE CHOPPED RADIATICN WAS THEN PASSED THRCUGH A
10-CM PATH LENGTH OF CARBON DIOXIDE, THE PRESSURE BEING SET FOR EACH CHANNEL
TO DEFINE THE VIEWING DEPTH OF THE ATMCSPFERE. BEHIND THE CARECh CIOXIDE
PATH WAS A NARRCW-BANC FILTER. THE CENTERS CF WHICH WERE DIFFERENT FOR EACH
CHANNEL. AND A LIGHT PIPE WHICH CONVERGED THE RADIATION ON A THERMISTOR
BOLLMETER DETECTOR. TO OBTAIN ADEQUATE HEIGHT RESCLLTICK IN THE UPPER LAYERS
OF THE ATMOSPHERE. THE UPPER TWO CHANNELS CPERATED CN A SLIGHTLY DIFFEREAT
PRINCIPLE AND WERE KNOWN AS DOUBLE CELL CHANNELS. THE TECHNIQUE CONSISTED OF
SWITCHING THE RACIATION BETWEEN ThO HALF-CELLS. SEMICIRCULAR IN SHAPE AND CF
1-CM PATH LENGTH. CONTAINING DIFFERENT PRESSURES OF CARBON DICXIDE. A
MOVABLE 45-DEC MIRROR WAS USED IN PLACE OF THE OSCILLATING SHUTTER USED IN
THE LUWER FO;UR CHANNELS. DURING ONE HALF-PERIOD. EARTH RACIATION PASSED
THROUGH ONE HALF-CELL AND SPACE RADIATION THROUGH THE OTHER. THE SITUATION
WAS REVERSED DUPING THE OTHER HALF-PERIOD. THE RADIATION THEN PASSED THROUGH
A LIGHT PIPE ONTO A THERMISTOR BOLOMETER DETECTOR. INFLIGHT CALIERATION WAS
CARRIED OUT BY VIEWINC OF AN INTERNAL REFERENCE BLACKBODY OF KNCWN
TEMPERATURE PRICR TO THE VIEW OF SPACE. THE OUTPUT OF EACH CHANNEL WAS
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SAMPLED ONCE EVERY SECOND. FOR A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION CF THE SCR. SEESECTION 9 IN 'THE NIMBUS IV USER'S GUIDE. e  THE CHANNEL 1 TEMPERATURE
MONITORING SYSTEM FAILED ON JUNE 15, 1970. THEREBV REDUCING THE ACCURACY OF
THE SCR DATA.
ON 04/08/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 06/15/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. TIE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 6A NSSDC ID 70-027A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-702B. VELA 11 (TRw). 04366. VELA 6A (USAF)
LAUNCH DATE- 04/08/7C SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 259.01 KG




EPOCH DATE- 04/0S/70 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIODC- 6729. MINAPOAPSIS- 112160. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111210. KM ALT INCLINATION- 32.41 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 04/17/71 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOD- 6701.1 MINAPOAPSIS- KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111139. KM ALT INCLINATICN- 33.4673 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN USAF, SAMSO SAN BERhARDINO, CA
PS - J.H. COON LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
VELA 6A WAS ONE OF TWO SPIN-STABILIZED, ICOSAHEDRAL SATELLITES THAT
COMPRISED THE SIXTH LAUNCH IN THE VELA FROGRAM. THE CRBITS CF THE TWOSATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY CIRCLLAR AT ABOUT 17 EARTH DII,
INCLINED AT 60 CEG TO THE ECLIPTIC, AND SPACED 180 DEG APART, THUS PROVIDING
A MONITORING CAPABILITY OF OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE EARTH. THE OBJECTIVES OF
THE SATELLITES WERE (1) TO STUDY SOLAR AND COSMIC X RAYS. EUv. SCLAR
PROTONS, SOLAR WINC.D, AND NEUTRONS, (2) TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ON METHODS OF DETECTING NLCLEAR EXPLOSIONS BY WEANS CF SATELLITE-EORNE
INSTRUMENTATION. AND (3) TO PROVIDE SOLAR FLARE DATA IN SUPPORT OF MANNED
SPACE MISSIONS. VELA 6A WAS AN IMPROVED VERSION CF THE EARLIER VELA SERIES
SATELLITES HAVING BETTER COMMAND CAPABILITIES, INCREASED DATA STORAGE.IMPROVED POWER REQUIREMENTS* BETTER THERMAL CONTROL OF OPTICAL SENSORS, AND
GREATER EXPERIMENTATION WEIGHT, POWER SLUPPLIES CF 120 W WERE PROVIDED BY22,500 SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT'S 20 FACES. ROTATION RATES OF78 RPM DURING TRANSFER ORBITS AND 1 RPM AFTER FINAL ORBIT INSERTION
MAINTAINED NOMINAL ATTITUDE CONTROL. EIGHT WHIP ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB
ANTENNA ARRAYS AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE WERE USED FORGROUND COMMANDS AND TELEMETRY. THE LAUNCH CF VELA 6A AND 68e PLUS THE TWOACTIVE VELAS STILL IN ORBIT (VELA 5A AND E), COMPLETED THE CEJECTIVES OF THE
VELA PROGRAM.
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ON 04/08/70o THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME STAINDOARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS. .5 TO 3.0 
A. 1 TO NSSDC ID 70-027A-02
8 Ao 1 TO 16 Ae 44 TO 60 A
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORe 01=OTHER 
INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - W.oH. CHAMBERS LOS ALAMOS SCI 
LAB LOS ALAMOSe NM
01 - J.C. FULLER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS 
ALAMOS, NM
01 - WoEo KUNZ LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALA00OSo NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTIONTWO IDENTICAL X-RAY DETECTORS OCCUPIED DIAMETRICALLY CPFOSED APEX
POSITIONS TO MONITOR SOLAR X RAYS IN SELECTED 
BANDS FRCW 0.5 TO 60 A. EACH
DETECTOR CONTAINED FOUR SENS3RS -- THREE ION CHAMBERS AND 
ONE
SCINTILLATOR-PHOTOMLLTIPLIER. THE THREE ION 
CHAMBERS HAC A 1- TC 8-A
WAVELENGTH RANGE9 A 1- TO 18-A RANGE. AND A 1- TO 16-A 
AND 44- TO 60-A
RANGE9 RESPECTIVELYo THE 44- TO 60-A SIGNAL WAS THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE
LAST TWO ION CHAMBERSe THE ION CHAMBERS WERE HEMISPHERICAL 
SC THAT THE TWO
DETECTORS AFFORCED NEARLY 4-PI STER COVERAGE. THE F'COURTH 
SENSOR WAS COMPOSED
OF SODIUM IODIDE CRYSTALS COUPLED TO PHOTOMULTIPLIERS. THE 
WAVELENGTH RANGE
WAS 0.5 TO 3.0 A9 AND THE SOLAR ASPECT ANGLES WERE APFRCXIMATELY 
+70 TO -70
DEGo
ON 04/08/70o THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGEo THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARDo
ON O4/08/70v THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIVENT 
STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES 
NSSDC ID 70-027A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATORD
P9 - S. SINGER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMOS. NM
O0 - M.oDo MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LOS ALAMOS, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SOLAR TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TC MEASURE THE ENERGY
SPECTRUM ANC ANCULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR PROTCNS 
EETWEEN 0.3 AND 50 MEV
AND OF SOLAR ALP-A PARTICLES BETWEEN 2 AND 100 MEV.o IN ADDITION. 
THE
EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY AND MONITOR THE FLUX 
OF DEUTERIUM,
TRITIUM, AND HELIUM-3 NUCLEI WHICH MAY BE EMITTED DURING A SCLAS PARTICLE
FLARE AND TO MCNITOR THE INTENSITY OF MORE HEAVILY ICNIZED PARTICLES. 
THERE
WERE THREE TELESCOPES IN A SINGLE PLANEo ORIENTED AT ANGLES 
OF 45 DEG9 90
DEGo AND 135 DEC RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. EACH 
INSTRUMENT
CONSISTED OF A CCLLIMATING TUBE (PROVIDING AN ANGLLAR VIEW OF 30 DEGD IN
FRONT OF A SOLIC-STATE DE/DX VS E PARTICLE DETECTOR.
ON 04/08/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/08/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON DETECTORS NSSDC 10D 70-027A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, GI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - S. SINGER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMCS, NM
1OZ - M.D. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO SETS OF THREE SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTORS IN A TELESCOPIC
ARRANGEMENT WITI- AN ANGULAR VIEW OF 30 CEG WERE USEC TC CBSERVE ELECTRONS
OVER THE RANGE 30 TO 150 KEV. PROTONS OF ENERGY LESS THAN 300 KEV ANDGREATER THAN 50 MEV COULD ALSO BE DETECTED. ONE SET OF DETECTORS VIEWED THEPARTICLES DIRECTLY. THE OTHER UTILIZED A SCATTER GEOMETRY TC IMPROVE ITS
ABILITY TO DEOBSERVE ELECTRONS IN THE PRESENCE OF MLCH LARGER FLUXES OF
PROTONS. EACH OF THE THREE DI.RECT-VIEW DETECTORS AND EACH OF THE THREE
SCATTER GEOMETRY DETECTORS LAID IN A SINGLE PLANE AND MADE ANGLES OF 45 DEG,
90 OEG* AND 135 CEG WITH THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
ON 04/08/70 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGEs THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/08/70v THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT NSSDC ID 70-027A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRs CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAM OS. NM
OI - J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS SCI, LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
OI - H.E. FELTHAUSER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAWCS. NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER-ELECTRCN MULTIPLIER UNITS WERE USED TO
STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY SOLAR WIND (INCLUDING HEAVY IONS) AND PROTONS ANDELECTRONS IN THE MAGNETOTAIL. ENERGY ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY CHARGING
THE PLATES TO KNCWN VOLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLOWING THEM TC DISCHARGE WITH KNCWNRC TIME CONSTANTS. PARTICLES IN A 6- BY 100-DEG FAN-SHAPED ANGULAR RANGEWERE ACCEPTED FCR ANALYSIS DURING A DECAYING VOLTAGE CYCLE. THE 100-DEG
DIMENSION WAS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS FOR BOTH DETECTORS. CNEANALYZER MULTIPLIER UNIT STUDIED SOLAR WIND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE
FROM 7.5 EV TO 18.5 KEV AND SOLAR WIND POSITIVE IONS (MAINLY PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLES) IN AN ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE FROM 120 V TO 5 KV. THE OTHERUNIT STUDIED MACNETOTAIL PROTONS OR ELECTRONS BETWEEN 20 EV AND 33 KEV ANDSOLAR WIND HEAVY IONS IN THE ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE BETWEEN 1 AND 8.3 KV.
ON 04/08/70, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/12/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRON DETECTOR 
NSSCC IC 70-027A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR, OI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, N.M.
01 - JoR. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOSe NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NEUTRON DETECTOR CONSISTED OF A LARGE (ABCUT B LB) POLYETHYLENE
MODERATOR SURROUNDING TWO HELIUM-3 FILLED PROPGRTICNAL COUNTERS. 
NEUTRONS
BETWEEN 1 AND 100C MEV WERE THERMALIZED BY THE MODERATOR AND CETECTED 
BY THE
COUNTERS. THE INSTRUMENT WAS ALSO SENSITIVE TO PRCTChS ABCVE 
25 MEV.
ON 04/08/70. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 04/08/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANOARDS
EXPERIMENT NAME- GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY hSSCC 
D10 70-027A-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAITOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.W. KLEBESACEL LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, 
NM
01 - I.E. STRONG LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALANCS, NM
01 - R.A. OLSON LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALANCS. NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF SIX 10-CM-CUBED CESILM IODIDE
SCINTILLATION COUNTERS DISTRIBUTED TO ACHIEVE NEARLY ISOTROPIC SENSITIVITY.
INDIVIDUAL DETECTORS RESPONDED TO ENERGY CEPOSITICNS OF 0.3 TO 1.5 MEV 
WITH
A DETECTION EFFICIENCY RANGING FROM 17 TO 50 PERCENT. THE SCINTILLATORS WERE
SHIELDED AGAINST DIRECT PENETRATION BY ELECTRCNS BELOW 0.75 MEV AND PROTONS
BELOW 20 MEV. NO ACTIVE ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING WAS FFOVIDED. NORMALIZED
OUTPUT PULSES FACROM THE SIX DETECTORS WERE SUMMED INTO COUNTING AND LOGICS
CIRCUITRY. LOGICAL SENSING OF RAPID, STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT COUNT RATE
INCREASES INITIATED THE RECORDING OF DISCRETE COUNTS IN A SERIES OF
LOGARITHMICALLY INCREASING TIME INTERVALS. THIS CAPABILITY PROVIDED
CONTINOUS TEMPORAL COVERAGE WHICH, COUPLED WITH THE ISCTRCPIC RESPONSES WAS
UNIQUE IN ASTRONOMY. A TIME MEASUREMENT WAS ALSO ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
RECORD. THE CATA ACCUMULATIONS INCLUDED A BACKGRO DL CCMPCNENT. DUE TO
COSMIC PARTICLES AND THEIR SECONDARY EFFECTS. THE CBSEFVED EACKGRCUND RATE.
WHICH WAS A FUNCTION OF THRESHOLD ENERGY. WAS ABOUT 20 COUNTS/SEC.
ON 04/08/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/08/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 68 NSSDC IC 70-0278
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ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-702Cp VELA 12 (TRW)* 04368, VELA 68 (USAF)
LAUNCH DATE- 04/08/.7C SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- 259.01 KG




EPOCH DATE- 04/11/70 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CfeBIT PERIOD- 6745. MIN
APOAPSIS- 112160. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111E00. KM ALT INCLINATION- 32.52 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 04/18/71 ORBIT TYPE- GECCENTRIC CRBIT PEFICC- 6698.2 MIN
APOAPSIS- KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 111073. KV ALT INCLINATION- 33.3150 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER* FS=FROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN USAFe SAMSO SAN BERNARDINGO CA
PS - J.H. COON LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
SPACECRAFT HRIEF DESCRIFT ION
VELA 68 WAS ONE OF TWO SPIN-STABILIZED, ICCSAHEDFAL SATELLITES THAT
COMPRISED THE SIXTH LAUNCH IN THE VELA PROGRAM. TI-HE, OG BEITS OF THE TWO
SATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT AEO UT 17 EARTH RADII,
INCLINED AT 60 CEG TO THE ECLIPTIC* AND SFACED 180 CEG APART, THUS PRCVIDING
A MONITORING CAPABILITY OF OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE EARTH. THE OBJECTIVES OF
THE SATELLITES WERE (1) TO STULDY .SCLAR ANDO CCSMIC X RAYS, EUVs SCLAR
PROTONS. SCLAR WIND, AND NEULTRONS, (2) TC CARRY CLT RESEARCH AND CEVELOPMENT
ON METHODS OF DETECTING NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS BY MEANS OF SATELLITE-BORNE
INSTRUMENTATION. AND (3) TO PROVIDE SCLAR FLARE DATA IN SUFPCRT CF MANNED
SPACE MISSIONS. VELA 68 WAS AN IMPROVED VERSION CF THE EARLIER VELA SERIES
SATELLITES HAVING BETTER COMMAND CAPABILITIES, INCREASED DATA STORAGE,
IMPROVED POwER REQUIREMENTS, BETTER THERMAL CCNTRCL CF CFTICAL SENSORS, AND
GREATER EXPERIMENTATION WEIGHT. POWER SLPFLIES CF 120 W WERE PRCVICED BY
22e500 SULAFR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT'S 20 FACES. A ROTATION RATE OF
78 RPM DURING TRANSFER ORBITS AND 1 RPM AFTER FINAL CREIT INSERTICN
MAINTAINED NOMINAL ATTITUDE CONTROL. EIGHT WHIP ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB
ANTENNA ARRAYS AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE WERE USED FOR
GRLUND COMMANDS AND TELEMETRY. THE LAUNCH CF VELA 6A AhC 68, PLLS THE TWO
ACTIVE VELAS STILL IN ORBIT (VELA 5A AND B). COMPLETED THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
VELA PROGRAM,
GN 04/08/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS, .5 TO 3.0 At 1 TO NSSDC ID 70-0278-02
8 A, I TO 16 A, 44 TO 60 A
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.H. CHAMBERS LUS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALANCS, NM
a1 - J.C. FULLER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NP
OI - W.E. KUNZ LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS* NM
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
TWO IDENTICAL X-RAY DETECTORS OCCUPIED DIAMETRICALLY CFFOSEC APEX
POSITIONS TO MONITOR SOLAR X RAYS IN SELECTED BANDS FFCM 0.5 TO 60 A. EACH
DETECTOR CONTAINED FOUR SENSORS -- THREE ION CHAMBERS AND ONE
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SCINTILLATOR-POTOMLLTIPLIER. THE THREE ICN CHAMBERS 
HAC A 1- TC 8-A
WAVELENGTH RANGE, A 1- TO t1-A RANGE, AND 1- TO 16-A AND 44- TO60-A RANGE.
RESPECTIVELY. THE 44- TO 60-A SIGNAL WAS THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE LAST TWO
ION CHAMBERS. THE ION CHAMBERS WERE HEMISPHERICAL SC 
THAT THE TWO DETECTORS
AFFORDED NEARLY 4-Pl STER COVERAGE. THE FCURTH SENSOR 
WAS COMPOSED CF SODIUM
IODIDE CRYSTALS COUPLED TO PHOTOMULTIPLIERS. THE WAVELENGTH 
RANGE WAS 0.5 TO
3.0 A. AND THE SOLAR ASPECT ANGLES WERE APPROXIWATELY +70 
TC -70 DEG.
ON 04/08/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SFACECFAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/08/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICN 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES KSSOC 
ID 70-0278-03
ExPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - S. SINGER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. N.M.
I01 - M.C. MONTGOMERY LCS ALAMOS SCI LAU LCS ALANCS. 
NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SOLAR TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TC MEASURE THE ENERGY
SPECTRUM AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR PROTONS BETwEEN 0.3 AND 
50 MEV
AND UF SDLAF ALPFA PARTICLES BETWEEN 2 AND 1CC MEV. IN ADDITICNo 
THE
EXPERIMENT WAS CESIGNED TO IDENTIFY AND MONI ICR THE FLLX CF 
CEUTERIUW
TRITIUM. AND HELIUM-3 NUCLEI WHICH MAY BE EMITTED DURING A SOLAR 
PARTICLE
FLARE ANfD TC: MCNITO THE INTENSITY OF MORE HEAVILN ICNIZEC PARTICLES. 
THERE
WERE THREE TELESCOPES IN A SINGLE PLANE. ORIENTED AT ANGLES CF 45 CEG. 90
DEG, AND 135 DEC RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. EACH INSTRUMENT
CONSISTED OF A CCLLIWATING 7UEE (PROVICING AN ANGLLAR VIEW CF 30 CEG) IN
FRCNT OF A SOLIC-STATE CE/DX VS E PARTICLE DETECTOR.
ON 04/06/70, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/70, THF DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON DETECTORS NSSOC 
ID 70-0278-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pi - S. SINGER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAMOS. NM
01 - M.D. MONTGOMERY LCS ALAMOS SCT LAB LCS ALAMOS. NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
TWU SETS OF THREE SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTERS IN A TELESCOPIC
ARRANGEMENT WITH AN ANGULAR VIEW OF 30 DEG WERE LSEEC TC CESERVE ELECTRCONS
OVER THE RANGE -C TO 150 KEV. PROTONS OF ENERGY LESS THAN 300 KEV AND
GREATER THAN 50 MEV COULD ALSO BE DETECTED. ONE SET OF DETECTORS VIEWED 
THE
PARTICLES DIRECTLY. THE OTHER UTILIZED A SCATTER GECMETRY TC IMFRCVE 
ITS
ABILITY TO CBSERVE ELECTRONS IN THE PRESENCE OF WLCH LARGER FLUXES OF
PROTONS. EACH OF THE THREE DIRECT-VIEw DETECTORS AND EACH OF THE THPEE
SCATTER GEOMETRY DETECTCRS LAID IN A SINGLE PLANE AhC MADE ANGLES 
CF 45 DEG.
90 CEG. AND 135 CEG WITH THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
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ON 04/0/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/0d/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRON DETECTOR NSSDC IC 70-027B-07
EXPERIMLNT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - S.J. BAME LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALANCS, NM
OI - J.R. ASBRIOCE LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAWCS, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE NEUTRON DETECTOR CONSISTED OF A LARGE (ABOULT 8 LB) POLYETHYLENE
MCDERATOR SURRCUNDING TWO HELIUM-3 FILLED PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS. NEUTRONS
BETWEEN I AND 1CC MEV WERE THERMALIZED BY THE MCDEFATOR AND CETECTED BY THE
CCUNTERS. THE INSTRUMENT WAS ALSO SENSITIVE TO PROTONS ABOVE 25 NEV.
ON 04/06/70o THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/08/70, THE [ATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERINENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITICN RATE BECAWE STANDARD.
EXPERIMLNT NAME- GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY NSSDC ID 70-027B8-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR, CI=CTHE, INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.W. KLEBESADEL LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB . LOS ALANCS, NM
01 - I B. STRONG LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LUS ALAMOS, NM
01 - R.A. OLSON LCS ALAMCS SCI LAB LCS ALAWCS, KM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF SIX IC-CM-CUBEC CESIN ICCIDE
SCINTILLATION CCUNTERS DISTRIBUTED TO ACHIEVE NEARLY ISOTROPIC SENSITIVITY.
INDIVIDUAL DETECTORS RESPONDED TO ENERGY DEPOSITIONS OF 0.3 TO 1.5 MEV WITH
A DETECTION EFFICIENCY RANGING FRCM 17 TO 50 PERCENT. THE SCINTILLATORS WERE
SHIELDED AGAINST DIRECT PENETRATION BY ELECTRONS BELOW 0.75 VEV AND PROTONS
BELOW 20 MEV. ND ACTIVE ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING WAS PROVIDED. NORMALIZED
OUTPUT PULSES FRnM THE SIX DETECTORS WERE SUNMMED INTO CCLNTING AND LCGICS
CIRCUITRY. LOGICAL SENSING OF RAPID, STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT CCUNT RATE
INCREASES INITIATED THE RECCROING OF DISCRETE COUNTS IN A SERIES OF
LOGARITHMICALLY INCREASING TIME INTERVALS. THIS CAFABILITY PROVIDEC
CONTINUOUS TEMPORAL COVERAGE WHICH. COUPLED fITH THE ISOTROPIC RESPONSE, WAS
UNIQUE IN ASTRCONCMY. A TIME -MEASUREMENT WAS ALSC ASSOCIATED WITF EACH
RECORD. THE DATA ACCUMULATIONS INCLUDED A BACKGRCUhND COMPONENT, CUE TO
COSMIC PARTICLES AND THEIR SECONDARY EFFECTS. THE. OBSERVED BACKGRCUND RATE,
WHICH WAS A FUNCTION OF THRESFOLD ENERGY, WAS ABCUT 20 COUNTS/SEC.
CN 04/08/70. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECkAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/08/70, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STAILTUS CHANGE. TH-E STATUS BECAME
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NCRMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT CATA ACGUISITICN RATE EECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 42 NSSDC ID 70-107A
ALTERNATE NAMES- SAS 1, SAS-A. CHURL 1. PL-701Co 04797
LAUNCH CATE- 12/12/7C SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- 142. KG




EPOCH DATE- 12/12/70 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIOC- 95.7 MIN
APOAPSIS- 572.00C KM ALT FEFIAPSIS- 531.000 KW ALT INCLINATION- 3.04 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PAPAMETEgS
EPOCH DATE- 09/04/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERILOC- 95.072 MIN
APUAPSIS- 538.14 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 5C5.S6 KM. ALT INCLINATICN- 3.036 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRUJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - M.R. TUWNSENE NASA-GSFC GREENEELTI. MD
PS - C.E. FICFTEL NASA-C-SFC GREENBELT. WD
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
EXPLORER 42 WAS TFE FIRST OF A SERIES OF SMALL SPACECRAFT WHCSE
OBJECTIVES WERE TO SURVEY THE CELESTIAL SPHERE AND SEARCH FOR SOURCES
RADIATING I. THE X-RAY, GAMMA-FAY, UV. ANC rTHER SPECTFAL REGIONS. THE
PRIMARY MISSION OF EXPLORER 42 WAS TO DEVELOP A CATALOG OF CELESTIAL X-RAY
SOURCES UY SYSTERATIC SCANNING CF THE CELESTIAL SPHERE IN THE ENERGY RANGE
FROM I TC 20 KEV. THE SPACECRAFT WAS LAUNCHED DECEMBER 12. 1970 FROM THE SAN
MARCO PLATFORM CFF THE COAST CF KENYA, AFRICA. INTO A NEAR CIRCULAR
EQUATORIAL UREIT. THE ORBITING SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE SHAPE OF A CYLINDER
APPROXIMATELY 5C CM IN DIAM AND 116 CM IN LENGTH. FOUR SOLAR PACCLES WERE
USED TO RECHARGE A -AMP-PR EIGHT-CELL rICKEL-CADMILM EATTERY AND TO PRCVIDE
POWER TO THE SPACECZAFT AND EXPERIMENT. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SFIN STABILIZEC
AND A MAGNETICALLY TORQUED COMMANDABLE CCNTPOL SYSTEM WAS USEC TO POINT THE
SPIN AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT TO ANY PCINT CF THE SKY. NORMAL OPERATION OF THE
SPACLCRAFT STARTEC ON DECEMBER 18. 197C. DATA WERE STCRED Ch A CNE-GRBIT
STORAGE TAPE RECORDER AND TELEMETERED DURING A 3.4-MIN PLAYEACK CYCLE. A
1000-BPS PCM/PM SYSTEM %AS USED. THE TAFE RECCROEF FAILED CN JANUARY 23.
1971. CNLY PEAL-TIME CATA FROM EACKUP GRCUND STATIChS WERE AVAILABLE AFTER
JANUARY 23. 1971. THE STAR SENSOR FAILED IN NCVEMBER 1971. THE SPACECRAFT
BATTERY FAILED IN EARLY APRIL 1I73. SINCE THAT TINE THE SFACECRAFT HAS
OPERATEC ON SCLAF POWER ONLY AND HAS PRCDLCED TWO TO THREE USABLE FRAMES OF
DATA PER DAY.
ON 01/23/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ALL-SKY X-RAY SURVEY NSSDC IC 70-107A-01
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - Re GIACCONI HARVARD COLLEGE OBS CAMBRIDGE. MA
01 - E.M. KELLOGG HARVARD COLLEGE CBS CAMERICGE. MA
01 - He GURSKY HARVARD COLLEGE OBS CAMBRIDGEs MA
01 - H. TANANBAUM HARVARD COLLEGE CBS CAMERICGE. MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO PERFORM AN ALL-SKY SURVEY TO
DETECT AND LOCATE STELLAR X-RAY SOURCES IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 1- TO
20-KEV. WITH LOCATION ACCURACIES OF CNE MIN CF ARC FOR THE STRONGER SOURCES.
AND TO STUDY SOURCE SPECTRA AND TEMPORAL WARIATIONS. THE INSTRUMENT HAD TWO
NEARLY IDENTICAL SIDES. EACH SIDE CONSISTED OF AN X-RAY DETECTION SYSTEM
COMPOSED OF A COLLIMATOR. PROPORTIONAL CCLNTERS* ASSCCIATED ELECTRONICS. AND
AN ASPECT SENSING SYSTEM. THE HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION SIDE HAD A VIEWING
ANGLE OF 0.5- BY 5-DEG FULL-WIDTH HALF-MAXIMUM (FWHM), AND A DETECTION RANGE
OF 1 TO 20 KEV. TH-E HIGH SENSITIVITY SIDE HAD A 5- BY 5-DEG FWH COLLIMATOR
AND A DETECTION RANGE OF 1 TO 10 KEV. SIX GAS-FILLED PROPCRTIONAL COUNTERS
WERE LOCATED BEHIND EACH COLLIMATOR. NORMAL OPERATION OF THE EXPERIMENT
STARTED ON DECEMBER 18. 1970 AND CONTINLED UNTIL JANUARY 23. 1971 WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT RECORCER FAILED. REAL-TIME DATA WERE COLLECTED AFTER THAT DATE.
THIS PROVIDED CATA RECOVERY DURING 60 PERCENT OF EACH ORBIT. ONLY TWO OR
THREE USABLE FRAMES OF DATA PER DAY WERE OBTAINED AFTER THE BATTERY FAILED
IN APRIL 1973.
ON 01/23/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE. BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 04/00/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP NSSDC 10D 71-008C
ALTERNATE NAMES- ALSEP 14. LEM 14. 04905. APOLLO 14C
LAUNCH DATE- 01/31/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 124*2 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 5
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OMSF
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PFS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - Re PETRONE NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON, DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE APOLLO 14 LUNAR MODULE (LM) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR LANDING CRAFT,.
AND AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE (ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT ON THE LUNAR SURFACE AFTER COMPLETION OF
THE MANNED PORTION OF THE MISSION. THE LM LANDED IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS (3
DEG 39 MIN 1 SEC S LATITUDE, 17 DEG 27 MIN 55 SEC W LGONGITUDE). THE NUCLEAR
POWERED ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING SITE. AND INCLUDED EXPERIMENTS TO.-
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STUDY THE SEIS'MIC WAVES MAGNETIC FIELDS, SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION AND
INTERACTION WITHi THE MOON. LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. IONIC ENVIRCNMENT9 HIGH-ENERGY
RADIATION DAMAGE TO SOLAR CELLS* LUNAR MOTIONo AND THE LUNAR SOIL*
ON 02/05/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. TH-E STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PASSIVE SEISMIC NSSDC 10D 71-008C-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pt - GoV* LATHAM U OF TEXAS GALVESTON. TX
01 - W.M* EWING COLUMBIA U NEW YORK, NY
01 - Fo PRESS MIT CAMBRIDGEs MA
01 - Ge SUTTON U OF HAWAII HONOLULU. HI
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (PSE) WAS PLACED GON THE LUNAR SURFACE
AS PART OF THE ALSEP. IT WAS LOCATED AND DEPLOYED 98 M FROM THE LM, THIS
EXPERIMENT WAS CESIGNED TO MEASURE SEISMIC ACTIVITY CF THE MOCCN AND TO
OBTAIN INFORMATICN CN T-E PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR CRUST AND
INTERIOR. THE PSE WAS ALSO DESIGNED TO DETECT SURFACE TILT PRODUCED BY TIDAL
DEFORMATIONS, MOONQUAKES, AND METEORITE IMPACTS. THE EXPERIPENT wAS NUCLEAR
POWEREC (SNAP-27) AND COULD OPERATE CONTINUOLSLY. THE CCMRCNENTS WERE THE
SENSOR ASSEMBLY. THE LEVELING STOOL. THE THERMAL SHROUD. AND THE
RADIOISOTOPE HI-EATERS. READINGS FROM THE SENSORS WERE SENT TC THE ALSEP
CENTRAL STATION. WHICH TRANSMITTED THE DATA BACK TO EARTH. INFORMATICN ABOUT
THE INTERIOR TO CEPTHS OF APPROXIMATELY 100 KM HAVE BEEN OBTAINED FROM THIS
SEISMOMETER AND FROM THE APOLLO 11 MISSION SEISMOMETER LEFT ON THE MOON AT
TRANQUILITY BASE.
ON 02/05/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 02/05/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMVENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ACTIVE SEISMIC NSSOC ID 71-008C-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTIHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.L. KOVACH STANFORD U STANFCRDC CA
1O - J.S. WATKINS U OF NORTH CAROLINA CHAPEL HILL, NC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO GENERATE AND MONITOR SEISMIC
WAVES IN THE MOON NEAR THE SURFACE IN ORDER TO STUDY THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE
TO A DEPTH OF 460 Me THE SEISMIC ENERGY SCURCE USED WAS THE THUMPER DEVICE,
WHICH CONTAINED 21 SMALL EKPLOSIVE CHARGES. THE MORTAR PACKAGE CONTAINING
FOUR HIGH-EXPLOSIVE GRENADES WAS PLANTED, BUT ITS DETCNATICN FROM EARTH WAS
POSTPONED UNTIL THE OTHER EXPERIMENTS WERE COMPLETED TC AVOID DAMAGING THEM.
THE THUMPER DEVICE PROVIDED DATA THAT INDICATED THAT TWO P-WAVE VELOCITIES
WERE MEASURED AT THE FRA MAURO SITE. THE NEAR SURFACE HAS A SEISMIC WAVE
VELOCITY OF 104 M/SEC, AND A SUBLAYER STARTING AT A DEPTH CF 8.5 M HAS A
VELOCITY OF 299 M/SEC. ESTIMATES OF THE THICKNESS OF THIS SUBSTRATUM RANGE
FROM 38 TO 76 M. WHICH IS PROBABLY INDICATIVE OF THE DEPTH CF THE FRA MAURO
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FORMATION. THE EQUIPMENT CONSISTED OF A STAFF WITH THE CHARGE INITIATORS
MOUNTED ON THE LCWER END OF ITS BASE, A CABLE CONNECTING THE STAFF (THUMPER)
TO THE CENTRAL STATION. GEOPHONES (MINIATLRE SEISMCNETERS) FCR RECORDING THE
WAVES. AND A THREE-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER WITH LOG CCNFRESSCR FOR TELEMETERING
THE EARTH.
ON 02/05/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 02/05/71* THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQGLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR SSCC IC 71-008C-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=Clt-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J=W. FREEMAN RICE U HOUSTON# TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE ALSEF SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT MEASURED IC NS GENERATED
FROM ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATION OF THE LUNAR ATMCSPHERE AND THE FREE-STREAMING
SOLAR WIND/LUNAR SURFACE INTERACTION. FROM THE DATA OBTAINEC. FLUX, NUMBER
DENSITY* VELOCITY, AND ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE CAN BE DETERMINED. A CURVED
PLATE ANALYZER AND AN E CROSS 8 VELOCITY SELECTCR DETECTED IONS WITH NORMAL
VELOCITIES FROM C.4 TO 93.5 KM/SEC AND ENERGIES FRCM 0.2 TO 48.6 EV9
ENABLING SPECIES DISCRIMINATION OF MASSES LP TO 120 AML. A SEPARATE CURVED
PLATE ANALYZER CCUNTED SOLAR *IND PROTONS IN SELECTED ENERGY INTERVALS FROM
10 TO 3500 EV. DUE TO THE ORIENTATION OF THESE DIRECTIONAL INSTRUMENTS,
SOLAR WIND IONS WERE NOT OBSERVED DIRECTLY EXCEPT IN THE TAILARD SHEATH.
HOWEVER, IONS FROM THE BOW SHOCK WERE CESERVED. CN APRIL 5, 1971 SCME
ENGINEERING DATA WAS LOST DUE TO THE PARTIAL FAILURE OF AN ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER. THE EXPERIMENT RETURNED GOOD CCONTINUCUS SCIENTIFIC DATA UNTIL
OCTOBER 20, 1971 WHEN ARCING IN THI-E HIGH-vCLTAGE FCUER SUPPLY LIMITED
OPERATION NEAR LUNAR NOON. AFTER DECEMBER 16. 1971 CFERATION WAS
DISCONTINUED WhEN INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 85 DEG C. ALL DATA TAKEN
AFTER MARCH 29, 1972 WAS TAKEN IN AN ANCMALOLS STAhCEY MCCE. AND CATA
COVERAGE WAS VERY POOR.
ON 02/05/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 03/29/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD
EXPERIMENT NAME- COLC CATHODE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT NSSOC ID 71-008C-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.S- JOHNSON U OF TEXAS DALLAS. TX
01 - D.E. EVANS NASA-JSC HOLSTON. TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ALSEP COLD.CATHODE GAUGE EXPERIMENT DETERMINED PRESSURES FROM 10
TO THE -6 POWER TO 10 TO THE -12 POWER TCRR CF THE AMBIENT LUNAR ATMOSPHERE*
THE RESULTS OF THIS EXPERIMENT. COMBINED WITH THCSE OF THE SUPRATHERMAL ION
DETECTOR. WERE USED TO MEASURE THE DENSITY AND PRESSURE CF THE LUNAR NEUTRAL
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ATMOSPHERE. ON APRIL So 1971 SOME ENGINEERING DATA WAS LCST DUE TC THE
PARTIAL FAILURE OF AN ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER. THE EXPERIMENT RETURNED
GOOD CONTINUOUS SCIENTIFIC DATA UNTIL OCTOBER 20, 1971 WHEN ARCING OCCURRED
IN THE HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER SLPPLY. LIMITING OPERATIONCh NEAR LUNAR NCCON. 
AFTER
DECEMBER 20. 1971 OPERATION WAS DISCONTINLED WHEN INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURE
EXCEEDED 85 DEG C. ALL DATA TAKEN AFTER MARCH 299 1972 WAS TAKEN IN AN
ANOMALOUS STANCEY MODE. WHERE DATA COVERAGE WAS VERY 00PR9.
ON 02/05/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/29/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE# THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CHARGEC PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT NSSCC IC 71-008C-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - B.J. OOBRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRCN PROT PERTHo AUSTRALIA
1O - O.L. REASONER RICE L HCLSTCh TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE ENERGY SPECTRUM OF
LOw-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLES STRIKING THE LUNAR SURFACE. THE MAIN PART OF
THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF TWO ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS. CNE OF THESE
POINTED TOWARD LCCAL LUNAR VERTICAL. AND THE OTHER TO A POINT 60 DEG FROM
VERTICAL TOWARD LUNAR WEST. AS A FIRST APPROXIMATION. BOTH DETECTORS COULD
BE CONSIDERED TO POINT IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. EACH ANALYZER CONSISTED OF A
SET OF DIRECTION-CEFINING SLITSo DEFLECTION PLATES. FIVE SMALL-APERTURE.
C-SHAPED CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS. ANC ONE LARGER APERTURE CHANNEL
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. FOR A GIVEN APPLIED DEFLECTION VOLTAGE, THE FIVE
MULTIPLIERS WERE ARRANGED SO AS TO COUNT PARTICLES OF ONE POLARITY WITH
DIFFERING ENERGIES. WHILE THE LARGER APERTURE MULTIPLIER MADE A WIDE-BAND
MEASUREMENT OF PARTICLES OF THE OPPOSITE POLARITY. DUFING EACH 19.2-SEC
INTERVAL IN THE AUTOMATIC MODE OF EXPERIMENT OPERATION. DEFLECTICON VCLTAGES
OF ZERO VOLTS (TWICE) AND PLUS AND MINUS _Es 350o AND 3500 VOLTS WERE
APPLIED TO THE DEFLECTION PLATES OF BOTH ANALYZERS FOR 2.4 SEC EACH VOLTAGE.
THE LITTLE-USED MANUAL MODE PERMITTED THE CONTINUOUS APPLICATION CF A SINGLE
DEFLECTION VOLTAGE. THUS INCREASING TEMFCRAL RESGLUTICh FCR PARTICLES IN A
LIMITED PORTION OF THE SPECTRUM. USEFUL DATA OBTAINED DURING EACH 19.2-SEC
INTERVAL (AUTOMATIC MODE) WERE. FOR EACH ANALYZER 1.o2-SEC ACCUMULATED
COUNTS OF ELECTRONS IN 18 ENERGY WINDOWS BETWEEN 4C EV AND 20 KEV. AND IONS
IN 12 ENERGY WINDOWS BETWEEN 0.17 AND 20 KEV. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED NORMALLY
FROM DEPLOYMENT (FEB. 5. 1971) UNTIL APRIL 8. 1971 WHEN THE ANALYZER
POINTING AWAY FROM LUNAR VERTICAL FAILED. THE CTHER ANALYZER CONTINUED TO
FUNCTION NORMALLY UNTIL JUNE 6o 1971. WHEN A PARTIAL FAILURE OCCURRED.
OPERATION OF THIS ANALYZER WAS INTERMITTENT FOR THE REST CF 1971. DURING
MOST OF 19729 OPERATION WAS CONTINUOUS DURING LUNAR NIGHT AND INTERMITTENT
DURING LUNAR DAY. FROM DECEMBER 1972 TO FEBRUARY 1973 OPERATION WAS
CONTINUOUS AT WHICH TIME THE HIGH VOLTAGE PROBLEMS CCCURRED AGAIN.
ON 02/05/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE9 THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 02/01/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE9 THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 43 NISSDC ID 71-019A
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-I* IMP f. 05C43
LAUNCH DATE- 03/13/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 278. KG




EPOCH DATE- 03/17/71 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFEIT PERICCOD- 5956. MIN
APOAPSIS- 204577. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 33.000 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 28.80 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/05/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- 5974.5 MIN
APOAPS IS- 195513. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 98f4.88 KM ALT INCLINATION- 37.714 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER* PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - P. BUTLER NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo MD
PS - F.E. MCODNALE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IMP-I (EYE) CONTINUED THE STUDY, BEGUN. BY EARLIER IMPS, OF THE
INTERPLANETARY AND CUTER MAGNETOSPHERIC REGICNS EY MEASLRINC ENERGETIC
PARTICLES, PLASMA, AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS. A RADIC ASTRCNCMY
EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO INCLUDED IN THE SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD, THE.16-SICED
SPACECRAFT WAS 182.12 CM HIGH BY I35.f4 Ck IN DIAMETER. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS WAS NORMAL TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE, AND ITS SPIN RATE WAS 5 RPM. THE
INITIAL APOGEE POINT LAY NEAR THE EARTH-SUN LINE. THE SCLAR-CELL AND
CHEMICAL-BATTERY-POWERED SPACECRAFT CARRIED TWC TRANSMITTERS. CNE
CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTEC PCM ENCODER DATA AT A 100ItOO-ePS INFCRwATICN BIT
RATE. THE SECOND TRANSMITTER wAS USED FOR TRANSMISSION OF VLF DATA AND FOR
RANGING INFORMATION. T-REE ORTHOGCNAL FAIRS CF DIPCLE ANTEhNAS aERE USEC FOR
THE ELECTRIC FIELDS EXPERIMENTS. AND ONE CF THESE PAIRS WAS ALSO USED FOR
THE RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT. THE MEMBERS OF THE ANTENNA PAIR ALONG THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS EXTENDED 2.9 M, THE MEMBERS OF THE PAIR USED IN BOTH
THE ELECTRIC FIELD AND RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENTS EXTENDEO 45.5 N, AND THE
MEMBERS OF THE THIRD PAIR WERE SLIGHTLY UNBALANCED, EXTENDING 24.4 AND 27.6
M, HESPECTIVELY. ALL FCUR ELEMENTS PERPENCICLLAR IC THE SPIN AXIS WERE TO
HAVE EXTENDED 45.5 M.
ON 03/13/71, THE DATE 'F THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, TI-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL ANO AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF MACNETIC FIELDS NSSDC IC 71-019A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pt - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
DI - JB.d. SEEK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
I01 - D.H. FAIRFIELC NASA-GSFC GREENBELTv.PD
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE ACCURATELY THE VECTOR MAGNETIC
FIELD IN THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM AND IN THE EARTH'S PAGNETCSPHERE,
MAGNETOTAIL, AN[ MACNETOSHEATH. THE DETECITOR %AS A BOOM-MOUNTED TRIAXIAL
FLUXGATE MAGNETCMETER WITH FOUR RANGES -- MINUS TO PLUS 16. 48. 1449 AND 432
GAMMAS, RESPECTIVELY. CCRRESPCDOING SENSITIVITIES bERE PLUS CR MINUS 0.06,
0.19, 0.56. ANG 1.69 GAMMAS, RESPECTIVELY. ALTOMATIC RANGE SELECTION
CAPABILITY WAS INCLUDED. A FLIPPING MECHANISM PERMITTED INFLIGHT CALIBRATION
OF THE THREE SENSOR ZERC LEVELS. THE VECTOR SAMFLIING RATE IhAS 12.5 SAMPLES
PER SECOND.
ON 03/13/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/13/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME T-E EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRCSTATIC FIELDS NSSOC ID 71-019A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOF GI0=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
01 - J.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
TWO DIPOLE ANTENNAS WERE MOUNTED ORTHOGONALLY IN THE SPIN PLANE OF THE
SPACECRAFT W-ILE A THIRD DIPOLE ANTENNA %AS MOLNTED ALCNG THE SPACECRAFT
SPIN AXIS. ANTENNA ELEMENT LENGTHS WERE -X, 27.o M, +Xo 24.4 IV -Y AND +Y.
45.5 M, -LZ AND 4Z (SPIN AXIS)o 2.9 M. ELECTROMETERS MEASURED THE ANALOG
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ELEMENTS IN EACH PAIR OF ANTENNAS
SIMULTANEOUSLY EVERY 5o12 SECo THE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES WERE SAMPLED
DIGITALLY THROUGH A 14-BIT ANALCG/DIGITAL CONVERTER EVERY .E64 SEC. DC
SENSITIVITY WAS 100 MICRCVOLTS PER METER.
ON 03/13/71, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/20/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIENT1 STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRCSTATIC WAVES AND RACIC NSSCC IC 71-019A-03
NOISE -- IONA
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - O.A. GURNETT U CF IOA ICLA CITY. IA
o01 - PoS. KELLOGG U OF vINKNEECTA MINNEAFCLIS, MN
OI - ToL. AGGSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
01 - J.P. HEPPNER NAEA-GSFC GREENEELT, ND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THREE ORTt-OGnNAL SEARCH COILS AND THE THREE CRTHCGCNAL NEARLY BALANCEC
DIPCLES USED IN THE DC ELECTRIC FIELD EXPERIMENT (71-019A-02) GAINED
SIMULTANEOUS E AND E FIELD DATA IN IE LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED NARROW
CHANNELS FR;M 20 HZ TO 2C00 KHZ. THE SPECTRAL FREQLENCY RESCLUTICN WAS AECUT
30 PERCENT. EACF E-e CHANNEL WAS SAMPLED EVERY !.12 SECo A SHORT BACK-UP
ec
DIPOLE ANTENNA (ABOUT 1 M TIP 10TO TIP) WAS ALSO USED TC DETECT VERY SHORT
WAVELENGTH PLASMA PHENOMENA. ANALOG B OR E DATA FRCI 0 TC 30 KH.Z IN THREE
SEGMENTS WERE ALSO TELEMETERED ON THE SPECIAL PURFCSE 4-W ANALOG CHANNEL.
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TC BE LSED INt, CCNJUNCTICN WITH THE LCW-ENERGY
PROTON AND ELECTkCN DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA).
ON 03/13/71, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATLS CFANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANUAFO.
ON 03/14/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS CHANGE, T-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LCW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRCNS NSSCC IC 71-019A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OITHER INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA IOWA CITYo IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO CCDCUCT CCPFREHENSIVE CESERVATIONS OF
THE DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRA, THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION, ANC SPATIAL
DISTRIBUTIONS AND TEMPORAL VARIATICNS CF ELECTRONS AND PROTONS CVER THE
GEOCENTRIC PADIAL DISTANCE RANGE 1.03 TC ZO30 EARTH RADII. TWC ARRAYS CF THE
CURVLD-PLATE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS AND CONTINUOUS CHANNEL
MULTIPLIERS wERE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE. CNE ANALYZER, THE LEPEOEA (LCW
ENERGY PROTON ANC ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER), WAS TC MEASURE THE
ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PRCTCNS AND ELECTRONS SEPARATELY
IN THE ENERGY RANGE 24 EV TO EC KEV (E16 ENERGY INTERVALS FC9 FRCTCNS ANC
ELECTRONS SEPARATELY). THE CTHER ANALYZER. THE LEFCEA (LC% ENERGY PRCTCN
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER) WAS TO MEASURE THE ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTION OF FROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 1.7 TC 550 EV (EIGHT ENERGY
INTERVALS). THE ANALYZERS WERE MOUNTED PERPENDICULAR TC THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS. AN EON TYPE 213 GM COUNTER. WHOSE COLLIMATED FIELD OF VIEW OF 15 DEG
HALF ANGLE WAS CRIENTED APPROXIMATELY PARALLEL TC THAT CF THE LEFECEA, WAS
USED TO MEASURE THE INTENSITY OF ELECTRCNS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 45 KEV
AND PROT-ONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 500 KEV AND TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND
MEASUREMENTS FOF THE LEPECEA.,
ON 03/13/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE EECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/13/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXFE;IWENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- WECIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS AND NSSDC IC 71-019A-06
ELECTRONS
EXPERIMENT PERS(IONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTEg INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.A. ANDERSON U OF CALIFCRNIA. BERK BERKELEYo CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS FXPERIMENT. WHICH WAS USED TC STUDY THE ACCELERATION CF ELECTRONS
AT THE SUN AND TFEIR EJECTION INTO INTERPLANETARY SFACE, CCNSISTED CF FOUR
DETECTORS. TWO OF THESE. WERE GM TUBES WITH VIEWING DIRECTIONS OF 170 DEC
WITH RESPECT TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. CNE TUEE RESFCNDEC TO ELECTRONS
WITH ENERGIES GREATER TFAN 20 KEV THAT MERE EACKSCATTEREC CFF A GCLD FCIL.
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THE 20-KEV ELECTRON DATA WERE ACCUMULATED AND READ OLT EVERY 10.24 SEC. THE
OTHER GM TUBE DIRECTLY CBSERVED ELECTRONS AND PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER
THAN 1B ANID 2E0 KEV. RESPECTIVELY. THIS CATA %AS ACCLMULATEE AND READ CUT
EVERY 5.12 SEC. Th-E THIRD DETECTOR. A TELESCOPE CONSISTING OF THREE
SEMICONDUCTORS. HAD A VIEWING DIRECTION CF 170 DEG WITt RESPECT TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. ThIS DETECTOR RESPCNDED TC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN
THE ENERGY INTERVALS 18 TO 450 KEV AND C.C4 TO 2 MEV. RESPECTIVELY. ELECTRCN
DATA FROM THIS CETECTOR WERE ACCUMULATED IN FOUR CCNTIGC-UCUS LOGARITHMICALLY
EQUISPACED ENERGY CHANNELS FOR 5.12 SEC AND READ CUT AT THE END OF EACH TIME
INTERVAL. IN ADDC ITION, A 64-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS WAS PERFCRNED CN
THE DETECTOR COLNTS, AND THIS INFORMATICN WAS TELEMETERED EVERY 163.84 SEC.
PROTON DATA FROM THIS DETECTOR WAS ACCUMULATED AND REAC OUT EVERY 20.48 SEC.
THE FUURTH DETECTOR CONSISTED OF TWO SENICONOUDLCTCRS ITH A VIEWING DIRECTICN
PERPENDICULAR TC THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THIS DETECTC RESPFCNCEC TC
ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES BETWEEN 47 AND 350 KEV THAT WERE EACKSCATTERED OFF A
GOLD FOIL. COUNTS OF 47- TO 35C-KEV ELECTCONS AND e80- TC 350-KEV ELECTRONS
WERE ACCUMULATED IN EACF OF 16 AND FOLUR EGLIANGULAR SECTCRS. RESPECTIVELY.
DURING SUCCESSIVE 2C.t8-SEC INTERVALS. AND THEY WERE READ OUT AT THE END OF
EACH INTERVAL.
CN 03/13/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE EECAME STANDARD.
CN 03/13/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION PATE EECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS NSSOC IC 71-O1SA-07
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATER. OI=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.O. U3CSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING. MD
01 - U.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO
01 - D.S. BEALL APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING. MC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT CChSISTED OF FIVE SEPARATE
DETECTORS EACF USING CNE OR MORE SCLIC-STATE DETECTOR ELEMENTS. THREE
DETECTURS, EACH wITH A 2 PI STEP FIELD CF VIEW AND A 20.48-SEC ACCUMULATION
TIMEs MEASURED PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 10, 30. AND 60 MEV.
RESULTANT HCURLY AVERAGED FLUXES ARE BEING PUBLISHED CN A RAPID EASIS IN
SCLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA. THE FOURTH DETECTCR PEASURED CIRECTICNAL FLUXES OF
PROTONS IN THE ENERGY INTERVALS 0.2 TO 0.5. 0.5 TC 2.0. AND 2.0 TO 7.5 MEV
AND DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY INTERVAL 8 TC 20
MEV. THE FIFTH DETECTOR MEASURED DIRECTICNAL FLUXES CF ELECTRCNS ABOVE 10
KEV. FOR THE LAST TWO DETECTORS, COUNTS WERE OBTAINED IN 45-DEG SECTORS AS
THE SPACECRAFT SPUN. ONBOARD CALIBRATICN CAPABILITY FCR THE FIRST FCUR
DETECTCRS WAS INCLUDED.
GN 03/13/71. THE DATE (IF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATLS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/14/71. THE DATE OIF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERINENT STATUS CHANGE. THI-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITILN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES NSSOC ID 71-019A-08
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - F.Bo MCOONALD NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD01 - B.J. TEEGARCEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. M0
01 - DeE. HAGGE NASA-JSC HOUSTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE GSFC COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE ENERGY SPECTRA*COMPOSITION, ANC ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC ELECTRONS,PROTONS, AND HEAVIER NUCLEI UP TO Z = 26. THREE DISTINCT DETECTCR SYSTEMSWERE USED. THE FIRST SYSTEM CONSISTED OF FOUR ESSENTIALLY IDENTICALSOLID-STATE TELESCOPES. TWO WERE PERPENCICULAR AND TWO hERE PARALLEL TO THESPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. BECAUSE THE TELESCOPES DIFFERED IN THEIR ABSORBINGTHICKNESSES, SOME DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN ELECTRONS AND PROTONS WAS POSSIBLEoEACH DETECTOR RESPONDED TO PARTICLES BETWEEN ABOUT 50 KEV AND 2 MEV. ASEVEN-LEVEL INTEGRAL ANALYZER WAS INCLUDED FOR SPECTRAL INFORMATIChON THESECOND DETECTOR SYSTEM WAS A SOLID-STATE CE/DX VS E TELESCOPE THAT LOOKEDPERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THIS TELESCOPE PEASLREC Z = 1 TO 16 NUCLEIWITH ENERGIES EETWEEN 4 AND 20 MEV/NUCLEON. COUNTS OF PARTICLES IN THE 0.5TO 4-MEV/NUCLEON RANGE. WITH NO CHARGE RESOLUTION, WERE OBTAINED AS COUNTSIN THE DE/DXo BUT NOT IN THE E. SENSOR. THE THIRD DETECTOR SYSTEM WAS ATHREE-ELEMENT TELESCOPE WHOSE AXIS MADE AN ANGLE OF 39 DEG WITH RESPECT TOTHE SPIN AXIS. THE INSTRUMENT RESPONDED TC ELECTRcAS BETWEEN 2 AND 12 MEVAND Z = I TO 30 NUCLEI IN THE ENERGY RANGE 20 TC 500 MEV/NUCLEON. FORPARTICLES BELOW 80 MEVt THIS INSTRUMENT ACTED AS A DE/OX VS E DETECTOR.ABOVE 80 MEV, IT ACTED AS A BIDIRECTIONAL TRIPLE CE/OX VS E DETECTOR. BY USEOF A COMBINATION OF PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS AND GAIN SWITCHING, THE OUTPUT OFEACH SENSOR OF THIE SECOND AND THIRD DETECTOR SYSTEMS WAS SORTED INTO ONE OF1000 AND 1200 ENERGY CHANNELS. RESPECTIVELY. FLLX DIRECTICNALITY INFORMATIONWAS UBTAINED BY DIVIDING CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THE DATA FROM EACH DETECTORINTO EIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS. THE SECOND DETECTOR SYSTEM FERFORMED NORMALLYFROM LAUNCH UNTIL OCTOBER 149 1S71 (APCGEE SHADOW). AFTER WHICH PRCBLEMSWERE ENCOUNTERED. ESSENTIALLY NO DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM THIS TELESCOPE
AFTER NOVEMBER IS71.
ON 03/13/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DAIA ACQLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 10/14/71, THE CATE OF TFE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR NSSCC ID 71-019A-09
PARTICLE RADIATIONS
EXPERIMENT PERSGNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO, ILGI - M.G. MJNOZ U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO, ILOI - S. VERMA U OF CHICAGO CHICAGOC, ILOI - J. HSIEH U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO, IL1O - G.M. MASON U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO, IL
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF NUCLEI
OVER A wIDE DYNAMIC RANGE OF FLUXES (AT LEAST 100,000). EMPHASIS HAS BEENPLACED ON HIGH CHARGE RESOLUTION EXTENDING FROM Z = 1 TO 2 = 30. AND HIGHISOTOPIC RESOLUTION FCR Hs HE. AND LI. THE EXPERIMENT IS ALSO DESIGNED TOMEASURE ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 2 WEV. THE INSTRUMENTATION
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INCLUDED TWO PARTICLE TELESCOPES 
(A COMPOSITION TELESCOPE WAS COMPOSED 
OF
FOUR SOLID-STATE DETECTORS AND A CERENKCV COUNTER, 
AND THE LOW-ENERGY
TELESCOPE WAS COMPOSED OF FIVE SOLID-STATE AND TWO SCINTILLATION 
DETECTCRS)e
BOTH TELESCOPES WERE TO BE CALIBRATED PERIODICALLY IN FLIGHT BY 
PROGRAMMED
PULSE GENERATORS. T-E OUTPUTS OF SENSORS Cli D4 ANC THE CERENKOV CCUNTER OF
THE COMPOSITION TELESCOPE WERE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZED BY THREE 512-CHANNEL
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERSO AND THE OUTPUT 
OF 02 WAS ANALYZED BY A 1024-CHANNEL
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER* USE OF THE VARIOUS COUNT RATE 
MODES PROVIDED A
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRUM (THREE INTERVALS) OF NUCLEI 
UP TO ABOUT Z = 30
IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 0.5 TO 1200 MEV/NUCLEONo 
THE CERENKOV COUNTER
ALLOWED MEASUREMENT OF NUCLEI FROM 
1.2 TO ABOUT 2 BEV/NUCLEON BEFORE
SATURATING. SIMILARLY. THE OUTPUTS 
OF SENSORS Dl. D2. AND 05 OF THE
LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE WERE PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYZED USING TWO 256-CHANNEL
ANALYZERS* SENSORS DI AND 05 SHARED 
ONE ANALYZER* I.E.. WHEN AN EVENT HAD
SUFFICIENT ENERGY TC TRIGGER 0 THE ANALYZER 
WAS AUTOMATICALLY SWITCHED
FROM D TO 05. TE DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY 
SPECTRUM (TWC INTERVALS) OF NUCLEI UP
TO ABOUT Z = 30 WAS OBTAINABLE FROM 
ABOUT 0.5 TO ABOUT 800 MEV/NUCLEON. THE
ELECTRON CURRENT DETECTOR (ECO)I AND THE 
FISSION CELL CARRIED OUT
MEASUREMENTS IN THE EARTHS RADIATION 
BELTS. THE ECD DETECTED EXTREMELY HIGH
INTENSITIES (GREATER THAN 1000T000 PARTICLES/CM 
SC-SEC) OF ELECTRONS OF
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 2 MEV BY MEASURING 
THE CURRENT GENERATED IN A
SOLID-STATE DETECTOR BY THE IONIZATION 
LOSS OF LARGE NUMBERS OF ELECTRONS.
THE FISSION CELL WAS DESIGNED TO DETECT 
PROTON FLUXES (ENERGIES GREATER T-AN
50 MEV) BY SANDWICHING A THIN FOIL OF 7H222 
BETWEEN TWC SOLIC-STATE
DETECTORS WHICH RESPONDED ONLY TO LARGE 
FLLSES LEFT BY SLCW MOVING FRAGMENTS
FROM PROTON INDUCED FISSION OF THE 
THORIUM. THE CCFCSITION TELESCOPE 
FAILED
WITHIN A DAY AFTER LAUNCH DURING THE 
PRE-SPINUP PERICD CF THE SFACECRAFT,
APPARENTLY CUE TC CONTINUOUS DIRECT 
EXPCsURE IC THE SUN. THE D6 DETECTOR 
OF
THE LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE WAS NOISY 
IN AUGUST. 1971.
ON 03/13/711 THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED 
SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE ESPACECRAFT 
DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/13/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED 
EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT 
DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR 
PLASMA NSSDC ID 71-019A-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. 
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pi - SoJ. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI 
LAB LOS ALAMCS. NM
01 - J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS 
SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
WAS USED TO EXTEND DESCRIPTIONS
OF THE PARTICLE (ELECTRON AND POSITIVE ICN) 
POPLLATICKS IN THE SOLAR WIND.
MAGNETOSHEATH, AND MAGNETOTAIL. ENERGY 
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY
CHARGING THE PLATES TO KNOWN VOLTAGE LEVELS 
AND ALLOWING THEM TC DISCHARGE
WITH KNOWN RC TIME CONSTANTS. THE ANALYZER 
HAD FCLR CCMMANDAELE MODES. THE
FIRST MODE WAS DESIGNED FOR THE MEASUREMENT 
OF SCLAA WIND PROTONS AND ALP-A
PARTICLES. DURINC EIGHT SPACECRAFT REVCLLTICS. 
32-LEVEL ENERGY SPECTRA WERE
OBTAINED IN EIGHT ANGULAR RANGES CENTERED 
ON THE SUN. THE ENERGY LEVELS
EXTENDED FROM 100 EV TO 8 KEV. THE SECOND 
MODE WAS DESIGNED FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR WIND HEAVY IONS. 
THIS CYCLE WAS THE SAME AS THE FIRST
EXCEPT THAT THE ENERGY PER CHARGE LEVELS 
WERE LItOITED TC 900 V TO 8 KV AND
THE EFFICIENCY OF COUNTING HEAVY IONS 
WAS INCREASED RELATIVE TO PROTONS AND
ALPHA PARTICLES. TI-E TI-IRD MODE WAS DESIGNED 
FOR THE MEASLREMENT CF SOLAR
WIND AND MAGNETCSHEAT- ELECTRONS AND 
MAGNETOSHEAIH FCSITIVE ICNS. THIS WAS 
A
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COMBI NATION CYCLE IN WHIC- ELECTRON AND POSITIVE ION SPECTRAL SWEEPS WEREALTERNATED. DURING A CYCLE CF NINE SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS* EIGHT ELECTRONSPECTRA AND EIGHT POSITIVE ION SPECTRA WERE DETAINEC. THE COMEINEC DATA FORELECTRONS IN THIS MODE CONSISTED OF 1I-LEVEL ENERGY SPECTRA TAKEN IN 32EVENLY SPACED ANGULAR RANGES. TH-E SPECTRA EXTENDED FRCM 4 TO 1000 EV. IMEDATA FOR POSITIVE IONS CONSISTED OF 32-LEVEL SPECTRA TAKEN IN THE SAME 32ANGULAR RANGES. THE ENERGY PER CHARGE SPECTRA EXTENDED FROM 100 V TO 8 KV.THE FOURTH MODE WAS DESIGNED FOR MAGNETOTAIL ELECTRCNS AND POSITIVE IONS.ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS WERE STUDIED WITH 1I-LEVEL SPECTRA IN 32 EVENLYSPACED ANGULAR RANGES FOR BOTH ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS. THE ENERGY PERCHARGE RANGES WERE E V TO 24 KV FOR ELECTRCNS AND 45 V TC 34 KV FCF POSITIVE
IONS.
ON 03/13/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 03/15/719 THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE NSSDC ID 71-019gA-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - P.S. KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA MIKNEAFCLIS9 MN1O - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA IOWA CITY, IAOI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD01 - J.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO CETERMINE THE POLARIZATION, CIRECTIONOF PROPAGATION, POINTING FLUX, AND DIRECTICN OF THE WAVE NORWAL SURFACE FORPLASMA WAVES. THE TIME-AVERAGED CORRELATICN AT ONE CHANNEL FREGUENCY FROMSANY COMBINATION OF THE SIX ANTENNA ELEMENTS (THREE EACH ORTHOGONAL E AND B)COULD BE SIMULTANEOUSLY CALCULATED BY SIX CNBOARD ANALCG COMPUTERS. THEREWERE 64 LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED FREGLENCY CHANNELS CENTERED FROM 23 HZ TO200 KHZ WITH A 15 PERCENT aANDWIDTH AT 3 DB. AVERAGING TIME WAS 2.5 SEC ATTHE HIGH BIT RATE. THE COMBINATIONS OF ELEMENTS AND THE SEGUENCE CFFREQUENCIES TO EE MEASURED WERE CONTROLLED EITHER EY AN CNBCARD CCMPUTER OR
FROM THE GROUND.
ON 03/13/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/13/71, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INTERPLANETARY LONG-WAVELENGTH RADIO NSSOC 10 71-1O9A-13
ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)P1 - F.T. HADCOCK U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBCR, MICI - W.C. ERICKSON U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK, MD01 - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
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THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT 
WAS TO STUD? THE SPECTRA CF 
THE
GALAXY* THE SUN. AND JUPITER WITH HIGH FLUX RESOLUTICN 
(ABCUT I PERCENT). A
RADIOMETERe OPERATING IN EITHER A STEPPING MODE 
(EIGHT FREQUENCIES) OR AT A
SINGLE FREQUENCY. WAS CONNECTED TO 
A JCC-FT DIPOLE ANTEN A. WHICH 
WAS ALSO
USED IN THE ELECTRIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS. THE FREQUEhCY RANGE 
COVERED hAS 0.05
TO 3.5 MHZ.
ON 03/13/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED 
SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGEs THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT 
DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/13/71. THE CATE OF TE 
LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT 
DATA ACQUISITICh RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC WAVES 
AND RADIO NOISE NSSDC ID 71-019A-16
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATCR. CI
= O THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - DoA. GURNETT U OF IOWA 
IOWAA CITY IA
01 - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, MOD
OI - J.Po HEPPNER NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELTI MD
01 - PoS. KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS. MN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTIONAC ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY IN 12 NARRCW CHANNELS WAS MEASURED FROM
0.1 TO 100 HZ. THE EXPERIMENT HAD 
AN OPTILM NOISE THRESHCLD CF 
10
MICROVOLTS PER METER. EACH CHANNEL WAS SAMPLED CNCE EVERY 
5.12 SEC AT THE
HIGH BIT RATE. THE ANTENNAS USED IN THE DC FIELD EXPERIMENT 
(71-019A-02)
WERE ALSO UTILIZED IN THIS EXPERIMENT.
ON 03/13/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED 
SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/13/71. THE DATE OF T-E LAST IDENTIFIED 
EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME 
THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- ISIS 2 
NSSOC ID 71-024A
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-B, PL-701F, 
05104
LAUNCH DATE- 04/01/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT 
IN ORBIT- 248.6 KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB. UNITED 






EPOCH DATE- 0A4/01/71 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOD- 113.61 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1429. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 
13f7. KM ALT INCLINATICON- 88.1564 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
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EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTPIC ORBIT PERIOD- 113.55 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1424.35 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1354.33 KM ALT INCLINATION- 88.181 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC GREENEELT 'WO
PS - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
PS - J.H. WHITTEKER CCMM RESEARCh- CENTRE OTTAWA* ONTARIO CANADA
SPACECRAFT URIEF CESCRIPTION
ISIS 2 WAS AN IONOSPFERIC OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH A SWEEP
FREQUENCY AND A FIXED FREQUENCY IONOSONDE. A VLF RECEIVER, ENERGETIC AND
SOFT.PARTICLE DETECTORS, AN ION MASS SPECTROMETER, AN ELECTRCSTATIC PROEE, A
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER. A BEACON TFANSMITTER, A CCSMIC NOISE
EXPERIMENT. AND TWO PHOTOMETERS. THE SOUNDER USED TWO LUNG CROSSEC-DIPOLE
ANTENNAS (78.9 N AND 20.2 M LONG, RESPECTIVELY) FOR THE SCUNOING, VLF, AND
COSMIC NOISE EXFERIMENTS. THE SPACECRAFT %AS NOMINALLY SPIN STAEILIZED WITH
SPIN AXIS IN THE ORBIT PLANE, TO ABOUT 2 RPM AFTER ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. A
CARTWHEEL MODE WITH THE AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE CREIT FLANE WAS MADE
AVAILABLE OCCASICNALLY FOR PERIODS OF A FEW MONTHS. IN ORDER TO PROVIDE RAM
AND WAKE DATA, FOR SOME EXPERIMENTS, EACH SPIN PERIOD RATHER THAN EACH ORBIT
PERIOD. ATTITUDE AND SPIN INFCRMATION WAS CBTAINEC FROM A THREE-AxIS
MAGNETUMETER ANC A SUN SENSOR. CONTROL CF ATTITLDE AND SPIN WAS POSSIBLE EY
MEANS OF MAGNET 10C TORQUING. THE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE ALSO INCLUDED A
PROGRAMMABLE TAPE RECORDER WlTh A I-HRCAPACITY. FOR NKNCh-RECCROED
OBSERVATIONS, CATA FROM SATELLITE AND SLBSATELLITE LOCATIONS WERE
TELEMETERED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN LINE OF SIGHT OF A TELEMETRY STATION.
TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE LJCATEC SO THAT PRIMARY DATA CCOVERAGE IS NEAR THE
80-DEG W MERIDIAN AND NEAR HAWAII, SINGAPORE, AUSTRALIA, ENGLAND. FRANCE*
NORWAY. INCIA. JAFAN, ANTARCTICA, NEW ZEALAND, AND CENTRAL AFRICA. INITIAL
OPERATION OF ALL EXPERIMENTS WAS NOMINAL. THE TAFE RECORDERS FAILED CN
FEBRUARY 4* 1972 BUT REAL-TIME OBSERVATIONS kERE ROUTINELY TELEMETERED TO
GROUND STATIONS.
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGEs THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITIKON RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER NSSDC ID 71-024A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INhVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.H. WHITTEKER COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA
1O - G.E.K. LOCKWOOC COMM RESEARCH- CENTRE CTTAWA, ONTARIO CANADA
I01 - G.L. NELMS COMM RESEARCk CENTRE CTTAWA. CNTARIC, CANADA
l01 - J. TURNER DEPARTMENT OF INTERICR SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
OI - M. SYLVAIN ONES ST NAUR* FRANCE
aI - 0. HOLT AURORAL 0eS TgCNSC, NCRWAY
OI - Y. OGATA RRL TOKYO. JAPAN
0I - R. RAGHAVARAD PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAE AHNECABAC INDIA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE ISIS 2 IONOSONDE WAS A RADIO TRANSMITTER THAT RECORDED THE TIME
DELAY BETWEEN A TRANSMITTED AND RETURNED RADIO FREQUENCY PULSE. A CONTINUUM
OF FREQUENCIES EETWEEN .1 AND 20 MHZ WERE SAMPLED EVERY 14 OR 21 SEC* AND
UNE OF SIX SELECTED FREQUENCIES WAS ALSO LSED FOR SCLNCIKNG FOR A FEW SECONDCS
DURING EACH 14- CR 21-SEC PERIOD. IN ADDITION TO THE SEEP- AND
FIXED-FREQUENCY MODES OF OPERATION. A MIXED MODE WAS AVAILABLE IN WHICH THE
TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY WAS FIXED AT ONE CF SIX POSSIBLE FREQUENCIES WHILE THE
RECEIVER SWEPT. SEVERAL VIRTUAL RANGE (DELAY TIME) TRACES RESULTING FROMC
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GROUNC REFLECTIOINS, PLASMA RESONANCES. EIREFRINGENCE 
CF THE ICNCSFHERE.
NON-VERTICAL PRCFAGATION. ETC.. WERE NCRMALLY CBSERVED. VIRTUAL 
RANGE AT A
GIVEN FREQUENCY WAS PRIMARILY A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE TRAVERSED 
BY THE
SIGNAL, ELECTRON CENSITY ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH, 
AND MCCE OF
PROPAGATION. THE STANDARD DATA FORM WAS AN IONCGRAM (GRAPH) SHCWING VIRTUAL
RANGE AS A FUNCTION OF RADIO FREQUENCY. TWO OTHER FORMS OF DATA 
WERE
COMMONLY PREPARED FROM THE IONOGRAMS. THEY WERE DIGITAL 
FFECUENCY AN /CR
VIRTUAL HEIGHT VALUES OF CHARACTERISTIC IONOSPHERIC FEATURES 
AND
COMPUTATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES. INITIAL OPERATION 
OF THIS
EXPERIMENT WAS NORMAL AND BCTF REAL TIME AND TAPE 
RECCRCEC DATA WERE TAKEN
UNTIL FEBRUARY 4* 1972 WHEN THE RECORDERS FAILED,
ON 02/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAF1 STATUS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/04/739 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER NSSOC ID 
71-024A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOR, 01=0T-ER INVESTIGATCR)
Pt - W. CALVEPT NOAA eCULDERv 
CO
CI - R.B. NORTON NOAA 
ELULDER, CO
CI - G.L. NELMS CCMM RESEARCH CENTRE 
OTTAWAs ONTARIC, CANADA
01 - C.E. PETRIE COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA, CNTARICo 
CANACA
1O - G.E.K. LOCKWOOD CUMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. 
ONTARIO. CANADA
01 - Jo., wHITTEKER CCMM RESEARCH CENTRE LTTAWA. ONTARIC, 
CANADA
OI - S.M. wARNOCK NOAA 8CULDER, 
CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER OPERATED FROM THE SAPE ANTENA,
TRANSMITTERv AND RECEIVER USED FOR THE SWEEP FREQUENCY EXPERIMENT. IT
NORMALLY OPERATED FCR 3 TO E SEC DURING THE FREGLENCY FLY-BACK PERIOD 
OF THE
SWEEP FREQUENCY CPERATION WHICH WAS EVEPY 14 OR 21 SEC. ONE CF SIX
FREQUENCIES (0.129 0.48, 1.00. 1.95. 4.00s OR 9.303 MHLZ) WAS CHOSEN FOR USE
BY THE EXPERIMENTER, AS DESIRED. CTHER MCCES OF OPERATICK WERE AVAILABLE
INCLUCING CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION AT A SELECTED FREQUENCY AND A SPECIAL MIXED
MODE WITH TRANSmISSION AT A SELECTED ONE OF THE SIX FIXED FREQUENCIES AND
SWEEP RECEPTIUN. THIS EXPERIMENT WAS CESIGNED TL STLCY ICNCSPHERIC 
FEATURES
OF A SMALLEI SCALE THAN COULD EE DETECTED BY THE SWEEP SOUNDER, AND TO STUDY
PLASMA RESONANCES. PARAMETERS MEASURED WERE VIRTUAL RANGE (A FUNCTION OF
PROPAGATI'IN TIME OF THE REFLECTED PULSE) AND TINE (A FLNCTION OF
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION). THESE DATA WERE NCRMALLY OBSERVED ONLY WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT wAS IN RANGE OF THE TELEMETRY STATION. A LIMITED AMOUNT OF DATA
WAS TAPE RECORDED CURING THE FIRST YEAR AFTER LAUNCH.
ON 02/04/73, THE .DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TI4E THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/04/73. THL DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATULS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VLF RECEIVER NSSDC ID 71-024A-03
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=GIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.L. BARRINGTUN COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA9 ONTARIO. CANADA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE VFERY LCw-FREQUENCY (VLF) EXPERIMENT WAS A LOW-FREQUENCY (LF)
BROADBAND RECEIVER THAT OBSERVED SIGNALS FROM THE 79-P LONG DIPOLE (SPLIT
MONGPOLE) ANTENNA BETWEEN .05 AND 30 KhZ. THIS SAME ANTENNA WAS USED FCR
RECEIVING SIGNALS BELCW MFHZ ON THE ICNOSONDE. THE VLF RECEIVER HAD A WIDE
DYNAMIC RANGE THAT WAS ACHIEVED By USE CF AN AUTCATIC CAIN CONTROL (AGC)
SYSTEM. THIS VLF EXPERIMENT INCLUDED AN ONBOARD EXCITER THAT SWEPT AT A
NONLINEAR RATE FROM 5C TC ZERO HZ. THEN TC 9500 HZe, CVER A FERIOD OF 1.0
SEC. THIS PERMITTED THE CONTROLLED STUDY OF IGN RESCNANCES STIMULATEC BY THE
EXCITER. IN ADDITION TO STUDY OF NATURAL AND CTHE- MAN-MACE VLF RADIO NOISE.
THE EXPERIM-ENT ALSO PERMITTED ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS, WITH OR
WITHOUT A DC. BIAS ON THE ANTENNA. THE REAL-TIME DATA WERE TRANSMITTED ON
136.08-MhZ TELEMETRY. THE VLF DATA CCULD EE RECCRCEC C CNE CF THE FCUR TAPE
RECORDER CHANNELS FOR Th-E FIRST YR WHEN THE SPACECRAFT TAPE RECCRDER wAS
OPERATING. TAPE RECORDED (AND BACKUP REAL-TINE CAFABILITY) DATA WERE
TRANSMITTED ON 400-MHZ TELEMETRY.
ON 02/04/73o THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACQLISITICK RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 02/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFICD EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTCPS NSSCC IC 71-024A-04
EXPERIMEdT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICGATICR OI=CTHER INVESIIGATCR)
PI - I.d. MCDIARMID NATIONAL RECH COUNCIL OTTAWA, ONTARIC# CANADA
01 - J.R. BURROWS NATIONAL RSCH COUNCIL OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS.EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF FOUR SETS CF DETECTCRS. THE FIRST, MADE
UP OF FOUR GEIGER COUNTERS, MEASURED ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 20 ANC 40 KEV
AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 300 AND 5C0O KEV FARALLEL 0TO AND PERPENDICULAR TO
THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. ALL REMAINING DETECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE SECOND SET CCNSISTEL OF TWO SOLID-STATE
SILICON JUNCTION DETECTORS. THESE HAD THRESHCLDS CF ec. 100. 120. AND 200
KEV FOR ELECTRONS AND 2C0 AND 400 KEV FOR PRCTONS. THE THIRC SET CCNSISTED
OF FOUR SILICON JUNCTION DETECTORS WHICH MEASURED FRTONS IN THE ENERGY
RANGE 0.15 TO 55 MEV. THE FOURTH SET WAS CCMPCSED.CF TIC CESIUM IODIDE
SCINTILLATION-PHCTOMULTIPLIER SYSTEMS. EACH CPERATED IN TWO DIFFERENT MCDES.
THE SYSTEM RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 3, 40, AND 60 KEV AND PROTONS
GREATER THAN 20 AND SC KEV.
GN02/D4/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 03/31/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE EECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTRCMETER NISSCC IC 71-024A-05
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EXPERIMLNT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CT-EF INVESTIGATCR)
Pl - W.J. HEIKKILA o OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIFTION
THE SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETER (wHICH *AS BASICALLY AN ELECTRJSTATIC
ANALYZER) W'AS USED Ti STUDY THE DIRECTIChAL INTENSITY AND CIFFERENTIAL
ENE-GY SPECTRA CF PROTONS AND ELECTRONS TC OBTAIN A GREATER LhDERSTANDING CF
AURORAS, GErJMAGNET IC DISTURBANCES, AND VARIOUS IONOSPHERIC FEATURES.
DIFFERENTIAL ENEFGY SPECTRA %ERE OBTAINEC IN THE ENERGY RANGE 10 EV TO 10
KEV WITH A 20 PERCENT ENERGY RESOLUTION. THE VOLTAGE StEEP PRCGRAW OF THE
ANALYZER WAS FLEXIBLE.
ON 02/04/73, THE CATE OF Th-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 03/31/72, THE LATE OF T-HE LAST ICENTIFIEb EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISIT ICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID 71-024A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHEP INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. HUFFMAN U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS MAGNETIC ION MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT WAS FLOWN TO MEASURE
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE ICN SFECIES AS A FUNCTICN CF
TIMr ANC POSITICh, WITF PARTICULAR INTEREST FCCUSED C THE SCLAR WINC
PARTICLES. THE INSTRUMiENT HAD TWO ION DETECTOR SYSTEMS, AND MASS SCANNING
THROUGH THE RANGE FRON I TO (4 AML WAS ACCCFMPLISHED IN T*C SECTICKS -- 1 TO
8 AnU AND B TO 64 AMU. TWO ION BEAMS EMERGED FRCM THE WAGNETIC SECTOR OF THE
INSTRUMENT AND WERE SIMULTANEOUSLY DETECTED BY ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS AND LOG
ELECTRGMETER AMFLIFIERS. A CIRCLIT FOLLOWING EACH ANFLIFIER DETECTED THE
PEAK AMPLITUDE CF THE ION CURRENT. THIS PEAK VALLE, RATHER THAN THE ENTIRE
MASS SPECTRUM, WAS TRANSMITTED IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE REQUIRED TELEMETRY
BANCWIDTF. IN THIS MCCE GF OPERATION. THE CCVMPLETE PASS RANGE WAS SCANNED IN
1 SEC. A BACKUP MODE WAS PROVIDED WHICH PRODUCED AN ANALOG OUTPUT WITH A
SwEEP PERIOD OF 3 SEC. THIS EXPERIMENT OPERATED NOMINALLY AFTER LAUNCH WITH
MOST OF THE CATA UBTAINEC IN THE PEAK MCCE. FOR AEOLT 2 PIN PER PASS CVER
OTTAWA, CANADA, TH-E EXPERIMENT OPERATED IN THE ANALOG MODE. INFLIGHT
CALIBRATION WAS ACHIEVED BY COMPARING ION CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS AT
APPkUPRIATE ALTITUCES. I.E., WHERE A SINGLE ICN SPECIES PRECCWIIATED. WITH
ELECTRON DATA FPCM THE SOUNDEP ON BOARD. OTHER COMPARISONS %ERE MADE BETWEEN
THE SPECTROMETER OUTPUT ANC MEASUREMENTS CBTAINED FROM OTHER RELATED
EXPERIMENTS ON ELARC.
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/04/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NURMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CYLINCPICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE NSSCC IC 71-024A-07
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EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT@ MD
01 - J*Ao FINDLAY NASA-GSFC GREENEELTs MC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STUDY THE GLOBAL VARIATIONS OF
ELECTRCN TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRON CONCENTRATION AT SPACECRAFT (SC) ALTITUDES
DURING SOLAR MAXIMUM, AND TO STUDY CHARACTERISTICS CF THS SC ION SHEATH.
THIS CYLINDRICAL PROBE WAS A TYPE OF LANGPUIR PRCBE THAT OESERVEC CURRENT
FLOW TO THE PROBE FOR A GIVEN VOLTAGE PROFILE PLACED GON THE COLLECTOR. FROM
THIS CURRENT-VOLTAGE PROFILE. ELECTRON DENSITY AND ELECTRCN TEMPERATURE
COULD BE CALCULATED. THERE WAS A BOOM PROBE AND AN AXIAL PROEE EXTENDING
FROM THE SC. THE AXIAL PROBE EXTENDED 46.3 CM FRCk THE SC. ALCNG THE SPIN
AXIS* AND WAS CENTERED EETWEEN THE FOUR TELEMETRY ANTENNAS Ch THE UNDERSIDE
OF THE SC. THIS PROBE WAS CAPABLE OF MEASUREMENTS UNPERTURBED BY THE
SATELLITE MOTION ONLY WHEN THE PROBE PRECEDED THE SC IN ITS NCTION THROUGH
THE PLASMA. THE BOOM PROBE EXTENDED HORIZONTALLY AND OUTWARD (IN SC FRAME OF
REFERENCE) FROM A BOOM I M LONG WHICH IN TURN EXTENDED FROM AN UPPER
SURFACE OF THE SATELLITE AT AN ANGLE OF ABOUT 45 CEG TO THE SPIN AXIS. THIS
PROBE PROVIDED SONE OBSERVATIONS ODURING EACH SC SPIN CY'CLE. WHICH WERE FREE
OF SC WAKE EFFECTS. THE PROBES CONSISTED OF THREE CONCENTRIC. ELECTRICALLY
ISOLATED. STAINLESS STEEL TUBES. THE CUTER (0.24 C INh CIAM AND 23 CM LONG)
TUBE FLOATED AT ITS OWN EQUILIBRIUM POTENTIAL AND SERVED TC PLACE THE
COLLECTOR WELL AWAY FROM THE SC PLASMA SHEATH. THE CENTER TUBE (0.165-CM
DIAM) EXTENDING 2.3 CM OUTWARD FROM THE CLTER TUBE ACTED AS AN ELECTRICAL
GUARD FOR THE COLLECTOR. ITS ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL WAS CONTROLLED. THE
COLLECTOR (0.058-CM DIAM) EXTENDED 23 CM OUTWARD FROM THE DRIVEN GUARD.
DURING EACH 2-MIN SEQUENCE. A VOLT-AMPERE CURVE WAS OBTAINED THAT CAN BE
INTERPRETED IN ELECTRON DENSITIES OVER A RANGE FROM 100 TO 1.5009000
ELECTRONS PER CM SQ. AND IN TEMPERATURE VALUES FROM 400 TO 509000 DEG K.
ON 02/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER NSSDC 10 71-024A-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGACTOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E.J.R. MAIER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC.
01 - E.J. SMIODY AFCRL GREENEELT, AO
01 - B.E. TROY. JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
O - J.L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT MEASURED ION AND/OR ELECTRON CURRENT IN ORDER TO STUDY
HEAT TRANSFER PFCCESSES WHICH ARE INPCRIANT IN THE DYNAMICS CF THE
IONOSPHERE. THIS RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER CONSISTED OF THREE GRIDS
(APERTURE GRIC RETARCING GRID AND A SUPPRESSOR GRID) WHICH PROVIDED A
VOLT-AMPERE CURVE RELATING SWEEP VOLTAGE ON THE RETARDING GRID TC CURRENT
FLOW TO THE COLLECTOR. ANALYSIS OF THE CURVES COULD PROVIDE ION/ELECTRON
TEMPERATURES AND CENSITIES.
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ON 02/04/739 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NOPPAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA 
ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANCARDe
ON 02/04/73# THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN 
RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RACIO BEACON 
NSSDC ID 71-024A-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=CTI
-
ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - PeA. FORSYTH WESTERN ONTARIO 
U LONDON. CKTARIC9 CA NADA
0 - C. LYON WESTERN ONTARIO U 
LONDONo ONTARIO* CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A CW TRANSMITTER (137 TO 138 MHZ BAND) RADIATING ABOUT 100 MW 
AND
OPERATING IN CONJUNCTION WITH TRACKING BEACON (13t TC 137 MHZ 
BANC) PROVIDED
FACILITIES FOR DESERVING SCINTILLATIONS FROM IRREGULARITIES, 
DETERMINING
MAGNITUDES AND POSITIONS* AND EVALUATING ELECTRCN 
CCNTENT BETWEEN GROUND
OBSERVER AND SATELLITE. INTERFERENCE DIFFICULTIES 
WITH OTHER SPACECRAFT
OPERATIONS PREVENTEC NOMINAL ELECTRON CONTENT DATA 
FROM BEING OBTAINED.
HOWEVER SOME LIMITED AMOUNT OF LSEFUL SCINTILLATIC DATA 
WAS OBSERVED.
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARDe
ON 04/23/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANL AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE 
NSSDC IC 71-024A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVES7IGATCR)
PI - T.R. HARTZ COMM RESEARCH CENTRE OTTAWA. ONTARIO. 
CANADA
EXPERXIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT USED THE SWEEP FREQUENCY IONOSONDE RECEIVER AUTOMATIC
GAIN CCNTROL (AGC) VOLTAGES TO MEASURE GALACTIC AND SCLAR RADIO NCISE
LEVELS. THE RECEIVER SWEPT FROM 0.1 TO 20 MHZ. THE DYNAMIC RANGE 
WAS 50 DB
AND THE BANDWIDTH WAS 55 KHZ. THE ANTENNAS USED WERE 20.2-M AND 78.9-M
DIPCLES.
ON 02/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/04/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 3914- TO 5577-A PHOTOMETER NSSOC IC 71-024A-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)




THIS DUAL WAVELENGTH SCANNING AURCRAL PHOTOMETER WAS DESIGNED TO MAP
THE DISTRIBUTION OF AURCRAL EMISSIONS AT 5577 AND 3914 A OVER THE PORTION CF
THE DARK EARTH VISIBLE TO THE SPACECRAFT. A COMBINATION OF INTERNAL
ELECTRONIC SCANNING PERFORMED BY AN IMAGE DISSECTCR AND OF THE NATURAL
ORBITAL AND ROTATIONAL MOTICNS OF THE SPACECRAFT PERMITTEC THE SENSOR TO
SYSTEMATICALLY SCAN ACRCSS THE EARTH. THE DETECTOR SYSTEM WAS CONSTRUCTED TO
ALLOW INCIDENT RADIATION TO BE ACCEPTED FROM TWC DIRECTIONS 180 DEG APART
AND THEN TO FOCUS THIS LIGHT AT A COMMON POINT CON THE SINGLE IMAGE DISSECTOR
PHOTOMETER TUEE. FOR EACH DIRECTION, THE LIGHT PASSED THROUGH ITS CWN LENS.
INTERFERENCE FILTER. ANC MIRROR* ONE FILTER OPERATED IN THE RANGE 5581 PLUS
OR MINUS 9 A (AT THE HALF-MAXIMUM POINTS), AND THE ETHER FILTER OPERATED AT
3915 PLUS OR MINLS 13 A. ONLY ONE OF THE TWO OPTICAL SYSTEMS POINTED AT THE
EARTH AT ANY ONE TIME* WHILE THE OTHER FACED INTC SFACE. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT
SPIN AXIS WAS ORIENTED TO LIE IN THE ORBITAL PLANE. EACH ROTATION OF THE
SPACECRAFT RESULTED IN AN EARTH SCAN 5 CEG WIDE. THIS WIDTH SIZE WAS CHOSEN
TO INSURE OVERLAP WITH THE PREVIOUS SCAN. THE IMAGE DISSECTOR REPETITIVELY
SCANNED AT A HIGH SPEED ACROSS THE NARROW DIMENSION CF EACH 5-DEG BAND AND
DIVIDED IT INTO SEPARATELY RESOLVED REGICNS 0.4 DEG BY 0.4 DEG. SIMILAR
STRIPS WERE SCANNED AT EACH OF THE TWO IAVELENGTHS, BUT AT TIMES THAT
DIFFERED BY HALF THE ROTATION PERIOD OF ABOUT 10 SEC. A CALIBRATION LIGHT
SOURCE FOR EACH WAVELENGTH WAS BUILT INTC THE OPTICAL ASSEMBLY. ANC ACALIBRATE CYCLE WAS INITIATED AUTOMATICALLY WHENEVER A *PCIER O ' COMMAND
WAS GIVEN. TO MINIMIZE THE PROBLEMS ARISING FROM SOLAR ILLUMINATION OF THEOPTICS AND THE CIRECT VIEWING OF THE SUNLIT EARTH* A SLLIGHT PRCTECTIONSYSTEM WAS INCLUDED. THE ELECTRONIC PORTION OF THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF
MODULES THAT AMPLIFIED AND COUNTED OUTPUT PULSES FROM THE IMAGE DISSECTOR
TUBE ANC CONVERTED THESE INTO A HIGH-RATE PULSE CCDE MCOLDLATED OUTPUT AND A
LOW-RATE ANALOG OUTPUT. THE DATA WILL BE REPRODUCED DIRECTLY IN THE FORM OFSEPARATE PICTURES REPRESENTING EMISSIONS AT EACH WAVELENGTH. WHICH WILL BE
USED TO STUDY THE LARGE-SCALE DISTRIBUTION AND MORPHOLOGY OF AURORAS AND TO
COMPARE WITH OTHER MEASUREMENTS FROM THIS AND OTHER SPACECRAFT AND FROM
GROUND-BASED INSTRUMENTS. COMPLETE DETAILS ABOUT THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND
IN THE REPORT ITHE ISIS-2 SCANNING AURORAL PHCTCNETER,* Co C. ANGER. T.
FANCOTTo J. MCNALLY, ANC H. S. KERR. APPLIED OPTICS* VOL 12, NO. 8, PP.
1753-1766, AUGUST (1973).
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD*
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 6300-A PHOTOMETER NSSCC ID 71-024A-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G.G. SHEPHERD YORK U TORONTO* ONTARIO* CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A TWO-CHANNEL PHOTOMETER WAS USED TO MEASURE DIRECTLY AND TO MAP THE
INTENSITY OF THE ATOMIC OXYGEN RED LINE AT 63CC A IN DAY. TUILIGHT. AND
NIGHT AIRGLOW AND AURORA. EACH CHANNEL HAD ITS OWN DPIICAL INPUT. AND THE
TWO INPUTS WERE MOUNTED AT THE SAME END OF THE SPACECRAFT, SEPARATED BY 180
DEG* WITH THEIR AXES AT 9C DEG TO THE SPACECRAFT'S SPIN AXIS. ONE OPTICAL
INPUT WAS CHARACTERIZED BY A SPECTRAL BANDWIDTH OF 12 A CENTERED ARCUPND THE6300 A LINE OF ATOMIC OXYGEN* AND THE OTHER INPUT WAS USED FOR WHITE LIGHT
MEASUREMENTS. THE SPINNING SATELLITE CAUSED THE PHCTOMETER TO ALTERNATELY
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VIEW THE EARTH AND THEN THE SKY9 I.E.. WHEN ONE SENSCR VIEWED THE EARTI. THE
OTHER SENSOR SAW THE SKY. BOTH SENSORS HAD A 2.5-CEG CIRCULAR FIELD OF VIEW.
WITH THE USE CF A BEAM COMBINER ARRANGEMENT. THE SAME FHCTCRULTIPLIER
ACCEPTED THE TWO INPUTS. THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
WAS
FROM ABOUT 10 R TC MORE THAN ONE MEGARALEIGH. SUNLIGHT CCULD ENTER 
THE
OPTICAL SYSTEMS CIRECTLY IN ADDITION TO EARTH-REFLECTED LIGHT. THE
INSTRUMENT BAFFLE WAS ILLUMINATED BY THE SUN ONLY FOR THE OFF-AXIS 
ANGLES
LESS THAN 47 DEG. OUTSIDE THIS LIMIT. THE DATA WERE ACT DEGRADED BY
SUNLIGHT. PERMITTING NORMAL OPERATION IN THE REGION CF THE CRBIT WHERE THE
SPACECRAFT WAS IN SUNLIGHT BUT THE PORTION OF THE EARTH BENEATH 
IT WAS DARK.
AN EXTERNAL LIGHI-T SCURCE *SAWD THE FILTER CNLY %HEN IT WAS 7.5 CEG CR 
LESS
OFF AXIS. IN THE RANGE 7.5 TO 47 DEGo GOOD DATA WERE STILL OBTAINED WHEN THE
SUNLIT EARTH WAS THE ORIGIN OF THE CONTAMINATION. TO GIVE ACCURATE LOW LIGHT
LEVEL READINGS. AS %ELL AS COVER THE FULL DYNAMIC RANGE. AND TO PRESENT 
THE
MEASUREMENTS IN A FCRM COMPATIBLE wITH ENCODING AS AN 8-BIT BINARY WORD FOR
TELEMETRY. A HYERIC LINEAR-LOG AMPLIFIER SYSTEM WAS USED. THE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEM PULSE COUNTEC AT LOW LIGH6T LEVELS AND AMPLIFIED CN A LOG SCALE 
FCR
HIGHER LIGHT LEVELS. IT WAS COMPOSED OF A PREAMP, TWO SIGNAL PROCESSING
CHANNELS (LINEAR ANC LOGARITHMIC), AND AN OUTPUT COMMUTATOR TO SELECT
BETWEEN THEM AS WELL AS TO INTERFACE T.HEM TO THE SPACECRAFT SYSTEM. ALSO
PROVIDED WERE CALIBRATION AND PROTECTION CIRCLITRY TO OPERATE THE CALIBRATE
LAMPS AND TO PROTECT THE PHOTOTUBE FROM THE EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO HIGH
LIGHT LEVELS. TO PERFORM THE DATA ANALYSIS. IT WAS NECESSARY, AMONG OTHER
OPERATIONS. TO EVALUATE DIFFERENT GEOMETRICAL SITUATIONS. AND TO LOCATE THE
ON-EARTH LIMB CROSSING OF THE 12 A BANDPASS PHOTOMETER SC THAT THE CATA
COULD BE ORGANIZED INTO SPIN MAPS.
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/04/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
************************* ***************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 44 NSSDC ID 71-058A
ALTERNATE NAMES- SOLRAO 10, SOLAR EXPLORER-C, SE-C, SOLRAD-C• PL-703A
LAUNCH DATE- 07/08/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 118. KG




EPOCH DATE- 07/09/71 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 95.23 MIN
APOAPSIS- 632.000 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 433.000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 58.06 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 01/28/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 95.027 MIN
APODAPSIS- KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 435. KM ALT INCLINATION- 51.0465 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - ReW. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON. DC
PM - E.W. PETERKIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WtASHINGTON. DC
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PS - R.W. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB %ASHINGTCK. DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
SOLRAD 10. A SPIN-STABILIZED SATELLITE, WAS ChE IN A SERIES OF
SPACECRAFT CESIGNED TO PROVIDE CONTINUCUS COVERAGE OF WAVELENGTH AND
INTENSITY CHANGES IN SOLAR RADIATION IN TE UV, SCFT, AND HARD X-RAY
REGIONS. (THE FIRST SPACECRAFT IN THIS SERIES, SR-1, WAS LAUNCHEC IN 1960.)
SOLRAD 10 ALSO MAPPEO TFE CELESTIAL SPHERE USING A HIGH-SENSITIVITY X-RAY
DETECTOR. THE SPACECRAFT WAS A 12-SIDED CYLINDER THAT MEASURED 76 CM IN
DIAMETER AND 5BE CM IN HEIGHT. FOUR SYMMETRICALLY FLACED 17.8- BY 53.3-CM
SOLAR CELL PANELS, -INGED AT THE CENTER SECTION CF THE STRUCTURE. SERVED AS
THE ELEMENTS OF A TURNSTILE ANTENNA SYSTEM. EIGHTEEN SCLAR SENSORS WERE
MOUNTED POINTING PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS OF THE SATELLITE, WHICH POINTED
DIRECTLY AT THE SOLAR DISK. THE PLANE OF RCTATION SHIFTED AECUT 1 DEG/DAY SO
THAT A STELLAR DETECTOR MOUNTED TO POINT RADIALLY CUTWARD FRCM THE AXIS
SCANNED THE CELESTIAL SPHERE. THE EXPERIMENTS WERE TURNED ON AT 1430 UT ON
JULY 99 1971. CATA FROM ALL DETECTORS WERE STORED IN A 54-KBS CCRE MEMORY
AND TELEMETERED CN COMMAND TO THE NRL TRACKING STATICN AT BLCSSCM PT*, MD.
THEL FIRST CORE DUMP WAS OBTAINED AT 2100 UT ON JULY 9, 1971. DATA WERE ALSO
TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME AT 137.710 MHZ. THE CORE MECFRY FAILED IN JULY.
1973. ONLY REAL-TIME CATA WERE TAKEN AFTER THAT TIME.
CN 07/00/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCLAR RADIATION DETECTORS NSSCC IC 71-058A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.W. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON. DC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TC NCITOR THE SOLAR X-RAY FLUX IN EIGHT
BANDS AND THE SOLAR UV FLUX IN FIVE BANDS AS PART OF A LONG-TERM PROJECT TO
OBSERVE SOLAR X-RAY AND UV ACTIVITY WITH SETS OF STANCARDIZED SEkSCRS OVER
AN ENTIRE SOLAR CYCLE. THE X-RAY BANDS CBSERVED WERE 0.08 TO 0.8 A. 0.1 TO
1.6 A. 0.5 TO 3 As 1 TO 5 A. 1 TO 8 A. 8 TO 16 At I TO 20 As AND 44 TO 60 A.
ALL THE DETECTORS FOR THESE BANDS. WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THAT FOR THE 0.08-
TO 0.8-A BAND. WERE ION CHAMBERS FITTED WITH A VARIETY CF WINDOW MATERIAL
(BERYLLIUM. ALUMINUM. AND MYLAR) OF VARIOUS THICKhESSES AND FILLED WITH
SEVERAL DIFFERENT GASES (KRYPTON. ARGON. ITROGEN. CARBON TETRACHLGRIDE. AND
XENON) AT VARIOUS PRESSURES. THIE 0.08- T 0.8-A BAND HAC AS A DETECTOR A
CESIUM IODIDE (NA) SCINTILLATING CRYSTAL SURRCUNDEC BY A PLASTIC
SCINTILLATING MATERIAL VIEWED.BY A SINGLE PHCTCNULTIFLIER. THIS DETECTOR WAS
DESIGNED TO COLLECT DATA ON THE VERY-HIGH-ENERGY SCLAR X-RAY EMISSION
OBSERVED ONLY DURING SOLAR FLARES. THE UV BANDS OBSERVED WERE 170 TO 500 A.
170 TO 700 As IC0eo TO 13E0 As 122E TO 1350 As AND 1450 TC 1600 A. THE TWO
SHORTER WAVELENCTH BANDS HAC LITHIUM FLLUORIDE. FHCTCSENEITIVE SURFACES
PROTECTED BY ALUMINUM. ALUMINUM OXIDE. AND CARBON WINDOWS FOR DETECTORS
WHILE THE REMAINING BANDS HAD ION CHAMBERS WITH WIhCC S CCMFCSEC CF LITHIUM
FLUORIDE. CALCIUM FLUORIDE. OR SILICON DICXIDE. AND VARIOUS GAS FILTERS
(NITRIC OXIDE OR TRIETHYLAMINE 8). SOME OF THE SOLAR DETECTORS WERE
PROTECTED FROM CHARGEC PARTICLES BY CONE-SHAPED ALLMINUN CCLLIMATCRS. THE
DATA WERE TRANSMITTED OVER TWO TELEMETRY SYSTEMS ih CNE CF THREE FORMS --
STORED DATA. REAL-TIME DIGITAL (PCM) DATA. AND REAL-TIME ANALOG DATA.
TELEMETRY SYSTEP I (TM 1) USED A FAM/PCM/FM/PM TRANSMITTER THAT OPERATED AT
137.710 MHZ WITH A RADIATED POWER OF 2EC MW. UNDER NORMAL CPERATING
CONDITIONS. TM I CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTED ANALOG AND PCM REAL-TIME DATA.
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ALTHOUGH THE REAL-TIME DIGITAL PCM WAS 7HE PRIMARY REAL-TIVE TRANSMISSION
FORMAT. TELEMETRY SYSTEM 2 (TM 2) USED A PCM/PM TRANSMITTER THAT OPERATED AT
136.380 MHZ WITH A RACIATED POWER OF 2C0 NW. TM 2 TRANSMI.TTEC STORED 
DATA
(UP TO ONE DATA SAMPLE PER MINUTE FOR 14.25 HR) OCh COMMAND.
ON 07/00/739 THE CATE OF TI-E LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE9 THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQOLISITION RATE BECAME SU8-STANDARD.
ON O7/O0/T73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ALL-SKY X-RAY SURVEY NSSCC IC 71-058A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.W. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON* DC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPEFIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MAP THE X-RAY SKY IN T-E 0.5- TO 15-A
REGION. THE DETECTOR, WOLNTED ON THE SICE OF THE SPACECRAFT, WAS A
LARGE-AREA PROPCRTICNAL COUNTER MOUNTEC TG POINT RADIALLY OUTWARD FROM 
THE
SPIN AXIS, WHICH POINTED CONTINUALLY TOWARC THE SUN. THE DETECTOR WINDOW WAS
MADE OF 1/8-MIL-THICK MYLAR WITH AN EFFECTIVE AREA CF 100 50 CM, THE GAS
FILLER WAS A MIXTURE OF 0.45 ARGON, 0.45 XERON. AND 0.10 CARBON DIOXIDE
MAINTAINED AT 4 LB/SO CM. A COLLIMATCOR LIMITED THE FIELC CF VIEW TO 8 DEG
(FULL-wIDTH AT HALF-MAXIMUW) IN A PLANE CCNTAINING THE SPIN AXIS AND 1 DEG
(FWHM) IN THE PLANE PERPENDICLLAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. CHARGEC PARTICLE
INFORMATION WAS PROVICED BY PROPORTIONAL CCONTERS CMOUNTED CN THREE SIDES OF
THE X-RAY DETECTOP. ASPECT INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED BY A BLUE-SENSITIVE
PHOTCMULTIPLIER CAPABLE OF DETECTING ALL FCLRTH-PAGNITLCE ANC NOT
FIFTH-MAGNITUDE STARS. THE RESOLUTION OF THE ASPECT SYSTEM AND THE ACCURACY
WITH WHICH THE EXPERIMENT COULD LOCATE X-RAY SOURCES WAS EETTER THAN PLUS OR
MINUS 0.25 DEC. THE DETECTOR %AS CONNECTED TC A 4C0O-CHANNEL FULSE TIME
ANALYZER WHICH -wAS SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE SPIN PERICC TC GIVE A 2-CEG SPATIAL
RESOLUTION IN THE SPIN DIRECTION. THE WHOLE CELESTIAL SPHERE WAS SURVEYED
EVERY SIX MONTHS.
ON 07/00/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DAIA ACQLISITICIN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 07/00/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME TH-E EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICN PATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD,
** 444444***** * ***** ** * ***
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAVE- APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP NSSDC ID 71-063C
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO 15C, ALSEP 15, LEN E15. ROVER 15 05346
LAUNCH DATE- 07/26/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- 12700. KG




SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R. PETRONE NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON* DC
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE APOLLC 15 LUNAR MODULE (LM) CCNSISTED OF A LUNAR LANDING CRAFT, A
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV), AND AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
(ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT ON THE MCON AFTER
COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF THE NISSION. THE LM LANDEC IN THE NORTH
CENTRAL PART (IF THE MOON (26 DEG 4 MIN 54 SEC N LATITUDE, 3 CEG 39 MIN 30
SEC E LONGITUDE), AT THE FOCT CF THE APENNINE MOUNTAIN RANGE. THE ALSEP WAS
DEPLOYED AT THE LANCING SITE. T7E LRV WAS USED DURING THE EXTRAVEHICULAR
ACTIVITIES (EVA) TO EXTEND THE RANGE OF MANNED LUIAF EXPLORATION. THE
NUCLEAR POWERED ALSEP CONTAINED SEISMIC. WAGNETIC FIELDS, LUNAR ATMOSPHERE
COMPOSITION, ION COMPOSITION. LUNAR ODLST, SOLAR wIND CCWPCSITION, HEAT LOSS.
AND SOLAR CELL RADIATION DAMAGE EXPERIMENTS.
ON 07/30/71, THE EATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL. AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PASSIVE SEISMIC NSSCC IC 71-063C-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - G.V. LATHAM U OF TEXAS GALVESTCh. TX
01 - W.M. EWING CCLUMBIA L NEW VCRK. NY
0I - F. PRESS MIT CAMBRIDGE* MA
01 - G. SUTTON L OF HAWAII HChCLULU, HI
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (PSE). PART CF TI-E APCLLC LUNAR SURFACE
EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP), MEASURED SEISMIC SIGNALS FROM BOTH EXTERNAL AND
INTERNAL SOURCES OF SEISMIC ENERGY ON THE MOON. THE MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED
HAVE BEEN USED TC DETERMINE THE INTERNAL STRLCTURE CF TH-E CCNs THE RATE CF
ENERGY RELEASE, AND THE NUMBERS AND MASSES OF METEOROIDS IMPACTING THE LUNAR
SURFACE. THE LUNAR SURFACE IMPACTS OF THE SPENT S-IVB AND LM ASCENT STAGES
WERE USED AS EXTERNAL CALIBRATILN SOURCES FOR THE SEISMOMETERS. THE KNOWN
MASS AND VELOCITY OF THESE STAGES AT SURFACE IMPACT AND THE LUNAR IMPACT
POINT COORDINATES ENAELED THE COMFUTATICN CF ENERGY GENERATED AT IMPACT AND
THE POINT OF ENERGY APPLICATION. (THE CALIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS WERE
DETERMINED BY MEASURING SEISMOMETER RESPONSE TO THESE ENERGY SOURCES.) THE
EXPERIMENT. WHICF WAS DEPLOYED 110 M WEST CF THE LMs CONSISTED OF TWO
SEISMIC ASSEMBLIES -- A LONG PERIOD (LP) SEISMUMETER (TRIAXIAL* ORTHOGONAL)
WITH A SEISMIC FFEQUENCY RESPONSE FROM C.004 TO 3 H2 (80-D8 DYNAVIC RANGE)
AND A SHORT PERIOD (SP) SEISMOMETER (UNIAXIAL, VERTICAL MCTION) WITH A
SEISMIC FREQUENCY FROM 0.05 TC 20 HZ (80-CE CYINAWIC RANGE). THE MINIMUM
3ETECTABLE SIGNAL OF THE.PSE SEISMOMETERS WAS 0.3 MICRON AT A FREQUENCY OF 1
HZ. THE SEISMOMETERS WERE HOUSED IN A DRLW-SHAPED ENCLCSURE RCUNDOEC IN THE
BOTTOM. THIS ENCLOSURE RESTED ON A SUPPORT STRUCTURE (STOOL) AND WAS COVERED
BY A THERMAL SHFOUD AFTER DEPLOYMENT OF THE EXPERIfENT. THE SEISMOMETERS
wERE OPERATING NCRMALLY AS OF AUGUST 1972. THE APCLLC 15 SEISfOMETER WAS
PART UF A TRIANGULAR NETWORK OF SEISMOMETERS THAT INCLUDED THE APOLLO 12 AND
14 SEISMOMETERS. (TH-E APOLLO 11 SEISMOMETERCEASEC FUNCTIChNIG ABCUT 2
MONTHS AFTER DEFLOYMENT ON JULY 2C. 196G). FCUR MAJOR DISCCVERIES HAVE
RESULTED FROM THE SEISMOMETER EXPERIMENTS -- (1) THE EXISTENCE OF A CRUST
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AND MANTLE, (2) DEPTH OF FOCUS OF CYCLIC MOON QUAKES AT 800 KM. (3) SWARMS
OF NON-CYCLIC MCONOUAKES9 AND (4) EFFICIENT SCATTERING OF ENERGY IN A
NEAR-SOURCE REGION.
ON 07/30/71, THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD*
ON 07/31/71. THE CATE OF TIE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD*
EXPERIMENT NAME- SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR NSSOC ID 71-063C-05
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.W. FREEMAN RICE U HOLSTCN, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ALSEP SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT MEASUREC IONS GENERATED
FROM ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATION OF THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE AND FROM THE FREE
STREAMING SOLAR WINC/LUNAR SURFACE INTERACTIC N. FLUX. FUMNBEF DENSITY.
VELOCITY. AND ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE WERE CETERMINED FRUM THE CATA OBTAINED.
A CURVED PLATE ANALYZER AND E CROSS e VELCCITY SELECTOR DETECTED ICNS WITH
NORMAL VELOCITIES FROM 0.4 TO S3.5E KM/SEC AND ENERGIES FRCM 0.2 TC 48.6 EV.
SPECIES DISCRIMINATION OF MASSES UP TO 120 AwU WAS FCSSIBLE, A SEPARATE
CURVED PLATE ANALYZER COUNTED SOLAR WINC FRCTCNS IN SELECTED ENERGY
INTERVALS FROM 10 TO 300 EV. OPERATION WAS NCRMAL UNTIL LUNAR NCCN ON
UECEMBER 16* 1971, WHEN SENSOR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 85 DEG C. OPERATION WAS
CURTAILED DUE TC POWER SUPPLY ARCING. CAIA FRCM CTHER PERICCS CF CPERATION
WERE NCRMAL.
ON 07/30/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NCRMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/16/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMVENT StATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION PATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FEAT FLOW NSSDC ID 71-063C-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - M.G. LANGSETH LAMONT-DOHERTY GEO LeS FALISACES. NY
01 - S. CLARK YALE U NEW HAVEN. CT
EXPERIMENT aRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT (HFE), WHICH WAS PART OF THE ALSEP9 WAS
DESIGNED TO DETERMINE T-E RATE OF HEAT LCSS FROM THE LLUNAR INTEPICR. THE
EXPERIMENT DETECTED LUNAR TEMPERATURES CF THE FOLLCING TYPES AFC RANGES.
WITH CORRESPONDING ACCURACIES NOTED IN PARENTHESES -- HIGH-SENSITIVITY
MEASUREMENTS OF FLUS OR MINUS 2 DEG C (C.CC3 DEG C) TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE.
LOW-SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF PLUS OR MINUS 20 DEG C (0.03 DEG C)
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCEs PROBE AMBIENT TEMPERATURES FRCM 200 DEG K TO 250 DEG
K (0.1 OEG K), THERMOCOUPLE REFERENCE TEMPERATURE FRCM -20 DEG C TC -60 DEG
C (0.1 UEG C), ANC PROBE CABLE AMBIENT TEMPERATURES FRC 90 DEG K TO 250 DEG
K (0.3 DEG K). THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF TWO 1.2-M PROBES THAT WERE
INSERTED INTO TH-E LUNAR SURFACE, A SPECIAL TCCL FOR FRCEE INSERTICKs AND AN
ELECTRONICS PACKAGE THAT wAS CABLE-CONNECTED TO THE PROBES AND THE CENTRAL
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STATION. TO ENAELE PLACEMENT OF THE PROBES INTO THE LUNAR SURFACE. TO 3-M
HOLES WERE DRILLED IN THE SURFACE BY ASTRONAUT SCCTT USING THE APOLLO LUNAR
SURFACE DRILL (ALSD). THE ALSD WAS EQUIPPED WITH CORE STEk CAFS AND
RETAINERS. CORE STEMS* CORE BITS. A BORE BIT/DRILL ADAPTERe A TREADLE. AND A
BORE STEM/CORE STEM WRENCH* THE BORE STEM ASSEMBLIES USED IN DRILLING
REMAINEC IN THE HOLES TO PROVIDE A CASING TO PREVENT CCLLAFSE OF THE HOLE
WALLS DURING INSERTION OF THE PROBES. PRELIMINARY RESULTS CF THE EXPERIMENT
INDICATE A LUNAR HEAT FLOW OF 3.3 TIMES 10 TO THE MINUS 6 W/CM SQO WHICH IS
ONE-HALF THAT OF THE EARTh. THE RATE OF TEMPERATURE INCREASE AS A FUNCTION
OF DEPTH IS 1.75 DEG K PER M. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS WERE ALSC CETAINED
DURING LUNAR NIGHT AND DURING A TOTAL ECLIPSE ON AUGUST 69 1971.
ON 07/30/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 07/31/712* THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT NSSDC ID 71-063C-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRo CI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.S. . JOHNSON U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
01 - D.E. EVANS NASA-JSC HOLSTON. TX
EXPERIMENT. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ALSEP COLD CATHODE GAUGE EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE DENSITY OF
NEUTRAL ATOMS AND DETERMINED PRESSURES CF THE AMBIENT LLhAR ATMCSPHERE FROM
10 TO THE -6 POWER TO 10 TO THE -12 POWER TORR. THE DATA OBTAINED
COMPLEMENTEC MEASUREMENTS MADE BY THE ALSEP SUPRATHEROAL IC. DETECTOR. DATA
WERE NORMAL UNTIL DECEMBER 12# 171 WHEN A POWER SUFFLY ARCING CURTAILED
OPERATION WHEN SENSOR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 85 DEG C. OTHER DATA WERE USABLE*
ON 07/30/71* THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/16/71* THE CATE OF'THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR DUST DETECTOR NSSDC D10 71-063C-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTh-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.R. BATES NASA-JSC HOUSTON* TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE FUNCTION OF THE ALSEP LUNAR CUST DETECTOR EXPERIMENT WAS TO
SEPARATE AND MEASURE HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION DAMAGE TO THREE SOLAR CELLS. TO
MEASURE RECUCED SOLAR CELL CUTPLUT DUE 1TO CLST ACCUMULATION., AND TC MEASURE
REFLECTED INFRARED ENERGY AND TEMPERATURES FOR USE IN COMPUTING LUNAR
SURFACE TEMPERATURES. THE DUST DETECTOR HAD TWG CCMFCNENTS -- SENSOR PACKAGE
MOUNTED TO THE TCP CF THE CENTRAL STATICN SUN SHIELD, AND A FFINTEC CIRCUIT
BOARD LOCATED WITHIN THE CENTRAL STATION THAT INTERFACED WITH THE POWER
DISTRIBUTION UNIT OF THE ALSEP DATA SUBSYSTEM. THE EXFERINENT WAS SIMILAR TO
THAT DEPLOYED CN APOLLO 12 AND 14.
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ON 07/30/71s THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 07/31/71. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD*
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 050 7 
NSSCC ID 71-083A
ALTERNATE NAMES- OSO-H. C5491
LAUNCH DATE- 09/29/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 
635. KG





EPOCH DATE- 10/02/71 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERICC- 93.40 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 571.000 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 323.000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 
33.13 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/04/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 91.769 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 424.71 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 297.88 KM ALT INCLINATION- 
33.127 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.H. PICHARD NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
PS - S*P. MARAN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE OSO SATELLITE SERIES %ERE TC PERFCRP SOLAR
PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS ABOVE TI-E ATMOSPHERE CURING A CCMPLETE 
SCLAR CYCLE AND
TO MAP THE ENTIRE CELESTIAL SPHERE FOR DIRECTION AND INTENSITY OF UV LIGHT
AND X-RAY AND GAMMA RACIATION. THE CSO 7 FLATFOR CCENSISTED CF A SAIL
SECTION. WHICH PGINTED TWO EXPERIMENTS CONTINUALLY TCWARD THE 
SUN, AND A
WHEEL SECTION. WHICH SPUN ABOUT AN AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE POINTING
DIRECTION OF THE SAIL AND CARRIED FOUR EXPERIMENTS. ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT 
WAS
PERFORMED BY GAS JETS AND A MAGNETIC TOROLING CCIL. A PCINTING CCNTRCL
PERMITTED THE POINTED EXPERIMENTS TO SCAN THE REGION OF THE SOLAR DISK IN A
40- BY 40-ARC-MIN RASTER PATTERN. IN ACCITION. THE PCINTED SECTION COULD 
BE
COMMANDED TO SELECT AND SCAN ANY 7*5- BY 7-ARC-MIN REGION NEAR THE SCLAR
DISK. DATA WERE SIMULTANEOUSLY RECORDED ON TAPE AND TRANSMITTED BY PCM/PM
TELEMETRY. A COMMANC SYSTEM PROVIDED FOR AT LEAST 155 GFCUNC-BASEC 
CCMMANDS.
REAL TIME DATA h-AS ONLY BEEN RECEIVED SINCE MAY 1?73. WHEN THE SECC ND TAPE
RECORDER FAILEC.
ON 05/18/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-RAY ANC EUV SPECTROHELIOGRAPH (2 TC NSSDC ID 71-083A-01
400 A)
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.M. NEUPERT NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
I01 - J.H. UNDERWOOD NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
01 - ReD. CHAPMAN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT9 MD
I01 - R.V. THOMAS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO DETERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF
MATTER AND TEMPERATURE IN THE CORONA ABOVE SOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS AND
DETERMINE HOW THIS MATTER Ci-ANGES CURING SOLAR FLARES. FCUR CISTINCT
INSTRUMENTS WERE USED. THE FIRST WAS A GRAZING-INCIDENCE SPECTRCMETER WITH A
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF 1.0 At USED TO COVER THE RANGE 170 TO 400 A. THE
VARIOUS DISCRETE WAVELENGTHS WERE DETECTEC BY THREE BENCIX ELECTRCN
MULTIPLIERS MCUNTED ON A MOVING CARRIAGE. SECOND. A LONG X-RAY
SPECTROHELIOGRAFF- WITH A BANDPASS OF 2 A WAS USED TO COVER THE RANGE 8 TO 15
A. THE THIRC INSTRUMENT 'AS A SHORT X-RAY SPECT;HELIOGRAPFH USED TO COVER
THE RANGE 1.7 TC 2.5 A. BOTH SPECTROHELIOGRAPHS USED THE BALANCED FILTER
METHOD. FOURTH, A PCLARIMETER USING THE SCATTERING TECHNIQUE WAS USED TO
COVER THE 20 TO 40 KEV RANGE. THE SPATIAL RESCLLTICON OF THE EUV
SPECTROHELIOGRAPH WAS 10 X 20 ARC SECONDS. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTICN OF X-RAY
SPECTROHELIOGRAFI-S WAS 20 X 20 ARC SECCNDS. THE SHORT EUV DETECTOR FAILED IN
MARCH 1972. THE MEDIUM EUV DETECTOR SENSITIVITY STARTEC DROPPING CURING
OCTOBER 1972s AND BY MARCH 1973 WAS 60 PERCENT OF THE ORIGINAL VALUE. THE
LONG EUV DETECTOR DEGRACED TO THE POINT THAT IT NC LCNGEF PROCUCEC USEFUL
SCIENTIFIC DATA AS UF MAY 1973. ONLY REAL-TIME DATA WERE OETAINEC AFTER MAY
18, 1973 WHEN THE SPACECRAFT TAPE RECCFDEf FAILED.
ON 05/18/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/18/739 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- WHITE-LIGHT CORONOGRAPH ANC EXTREME NSSCC ID 71-083A-02
ULTRAVIOLET CORONOGRAPH
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICTOR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R. TOUSEY NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTCN. DC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED (1) TO STUDY THE MORPHOLOGY CF THE CORONA
IN wHITE LIGHT AND THE EXTREME UV IN RELATION TO ACTIVE PHENOMENA, SUCH AS
PLAGES AND FLARES IN THE LOWER SOLAR ATMOSPHERE, ANC (2) TC CCRRELATE THE
WHITE LIGHT CORCNA WITH THE EXTREME UV CORONA AND WIlH SOLAR AND
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS. THE INSTRUMENTATION WAS LOCATED WITHIN THE
POINTED SECTION OF THE SPACECRAFT AND CONSISTED OF (I) A WHITE LIGHT
COjRCNAGRAPH FOR USE IN THE POINTED MODE TO RECORD THE OLTER CORCNA CF THE
SUN FROM APPROXIMATELY 3 TO 10 SOLAR RADII IN THE VISIBLE BAND OF 3900 TO
6500 A AND (2) AN EXTREME UV CORONAGRAPH FCR USE IN THE RASTER MODE TO
RECORD THE UPPER CHROMOSPHERE AND LOWER CORONA FULLY TO TWO SOLAR RADII AND
PARTIALLY TO FIVE SOLAR RADII IN THE BAND FROM 170 TO 550 A. THE WHITE LIGHT
INSTRUMENT WAS A MODIFIED LYOT CORONAGRAPh THAT ARTIFICIALLY ECLIPSED THE
SUN WITH A SPAR-MOUNTED EXTERNAL OCCULTING DISC ASSEMBLY MOUNTED
APPROXIMATELY 76 CM I.N FRONT OF THE INSTRLMENT. THE FAINT CUTER CORONA COULD
THEN BE OBSERVED AGAINST THE BLACK SKY OF SPACE. THE IMAGE WAS STORED IN A
SEC VIDICON TUBE WITH 256 PICTURE ELEMENTS AND AN ANGULAR RESOLUTICN OF 1.25
ARC-MIN. THE EXTREME UV CORONAGRAPH REQUIRED NO OCCULATICh DEVICE SINCE THE
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SOLAR DISC WAS NCT AN OVERWi-ELMING SOURCE OF EXTREME LV RADIATION. 
THERE
WERE FOUR OPEN-TO-VACUUM CHANNEL PHOTOMULTIPLIER DETECTORS 
IN THE IMAGE
PLANE BEFIND THE APERTURE PLATE. THE SLK-CENTEREC AFERTLRE 
CETECTCR HAD A
SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF 20 ARC-SEC. THE REMAINING APERTURE 
DETECTCR
COMBINATIONS WERE OFFSET. EXCLUDING THE CISC* AND HAD A 
RESOLUTION OF 60
ARC-SEC. IN A LARGE RASTER MOCE, THE SCANNED AREAS CVERLAPPEC. 
THE
EXPERIMENT OPERATED NORMALLY UNTIL MARCH I72. WHEN IT BECAME 
PARTIALLY
OPERABLE. THE EXTREME UV CORONAGRAPH CEGRADED UNTIL 
IT BECAME USELESS IN
SEPTEMBER 1973.
ON 05/18/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANhGE 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
ON 09/00/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC X-RAY EXPERIMENT NSSCC 
IC 71-083A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, oI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.E. PETERSON U OF CALIFCRhNIA, SO LA JCLLA, 
CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE INSTRUMENT MEASURED INTENSITY, PCSITION, AND SPECTRUM 
CF CCSMIC
X-RAY SOURCES IN THE 10- TO 30C-KEV RANGE. THE BASIC DETECTOR WAS A LARGE
SODIUM IODtDE SCINTILLATION CRYSTAL WITH AN ANTICCINCIDENCE SHIELD
COLLIMATOR WHICH PROVIDED APPROXIMATELY A 3-DEG HALF-ANGLE FIELD 
OF VIEW.
EACH EVENT WAS ANALYZED WITH A 128-CHANNEL PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZER. 
THE WHCLE
CELESTIAL SPHERE WAS SURVEYED EVERY 6 MONTHS.
ON 05/18/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATIS CHANGE, THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICK RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/18/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXFERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC X-RAY SCURCES IN THE RANGE NSSDC ID 
71-083A-04
1 .5 TO 9 A
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G.W. CLARK MIT CAMERIDGE, MA
01 - H.V.OD. ERACT MIT CAMERICGE, MA
I01 - W.H*G. LEWIN MIT CAWBRIDGE, MA
DE - HoW. SCHNOPPER MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO SURVEY THE ENTIRE SKY FOR COSMIC
X-RAY SOURCES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 1 TO fO KEV WITH AN ANGLLAR RESOLUTION CF
ABOUT 1 DEGo AND PERFORM SPECTRAL ANALYSIS IN 5 BROAD BANDS. EACH PORTION 
OF
THE SKY WAS VIEWED SEVERAL TIMES DURING EACH YEAR OF OPERATION. TWO
MULTICOMPARTMENTED PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS EQUIPPED WITH HCNEYCCME CCLLIMATOFS
(3.5 SQ OEG SCLIC ANGLE) WERE MOUNTED IN ONE SEGMENT OF THE CSO WHEEL
SECTION, WITH THE CENTERS OF THEIR FIELDS-OF-VIEW ORIENTED 15 DEG ABOVE AND
15 DEG BELOW THE SPACECRAFT EQUATOR. X FANS WERE CETECTED IN ONE OR ANOTHER
OF FOUR COMPARTMENTS DEPENDING UPON THEIR ENERGY* LOW-ENERGY PHCTCNS WERE
STOPPED IN THE FIRST COMPARTMENT. HIGHER-ENERGY PHOTONS PENETRATED TO THE
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SECOND CCMPARTMENT, PHOTONS OF EVEN HIGHER ENERGIES PENETRATED THSOUGH THE
FIRST AND SECOND COMPARTMENTS TO THE THIRD AND FCURTH COMPARTMENTS. THE
ENERGY BANDS WERE LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISFACED. A SEPARATE SIIGLE CCMPARTMENT
COUNTER WITH A THIN ALUMINUM WINDOW DETECTED PHOTONS EETWEEN 1.0 AND 1.5
KEV. COUNTS FROM EACH COMPARTMENT WERE STORED IN ONE OF 256 ACCUMULATORS
CORRESPONDING TO A CIVISION OF THE SPACECRAFT SPIt INTC 256 SECTCPS.
IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATICN WAS PROVIDEC BY PERIODIC EXRFCSUFE TO A RACICACTIVE
SOURCE. ACCURATE ASPECT INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED BY A STAR SENSOR.
CN 05/18/73, THE DATE OF Tf-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 05/18/73, THE CATE OF TtE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT-THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HARD SOLAR X-RAY MONITORING NSSOC ID 71-083A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTt-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.E. PETERSON U OF CALIFORNIA, SO LA JOLLA. CA
EXPERIMENT bRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT MEASURED HARD SOLAR X-RAY BURSTS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2
TO 300 KEV. TFE DETECTOR WAS A LARGE SCDIUW IODIDE SCINTILLATION CRYSTAL
WITH AN ANTICOINCIDENCE COLLIMATOR-SHIELD HAVING A FAN-SHAFEC APERTURE OF
ABOUT 0.1 STER. X-RAY EVENTS WERE PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZEC INTO 10
LOGARITHMICALLY EOUISPACED CHANNELS WITH A TIME RESCLLTICN WHICH WAS EGUAL
TO THE SPIN PERICO (APPROXIMATELY 2 SEC).
ON 05/18/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 09/29/73* THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
*******************tt**t**t**s****** ****
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 45 NSSDC ID 71-096A
ALTERNATE NAMES- SSS-A. S-CUBED As CCESe
LAUNCH DATE- 11/15/71 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 48. KG




EPOCH DATE- 09/04/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 438.06 MIN
APOAPSIS- 25175.8 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 281.2S KM ALT INCLINATION- 3.539 DEG
RECENT ORdIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/06/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 438.06 MIN
E3
APOAPSIS- 25175.E KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 2E1.29 KM ALT INCLINATION- 
3.539 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER* PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. 
RD
PS - ReA. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT 
PD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
EXPLORER 45 WEIGHED APPROXIMATELY ICO LB. IT WAS DESIGNED TO PERFORM 
A
VARIETY OF MISSICNS wITHIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE. EXFLCRER 45 WAS DESIGNED 
TO
INVESTIGATE THE PARTICLE FLUXES, ELECTRIC FIELDS* AND MAGNETIC 
FIELDS OF THE
MAGNETOSPHERE. ITS OBJECTIVES WERE TO STUDY THE RING CURRENT AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE MAIN PHASE MAGNETIC STORM, THE ACCELERATICN CF CHARGED PARTICLES
WITHIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE, AND THE TIME VARIATIONS CF THE CHARGEC PARTICLE
POPULATION. EXPLCRER 45 FAD THE CAPABILITY FOR COMPLETE INFLIGHT CCNTROL OF
THE DATA FORMAT THRCUGH THE USE OF AN ONECARD SET CF STCRED PRCGRAM
INSTRUCTIONS. THESE INSTRUCTIONS GOVERNED THE CCLLECTION OF DATA AND 
WERE
REPROGRAMMABLE VIA GROUND COMMAND. THE AITENNA SYSTEM CONSISTED OF FCUR
DIPOLE ANTENNAS. THE TRANSMITTER HAD TWC DIFFERENT &CDES--A HIGH-POWER 
MODE
(1A4080 BPS. FOR USE WHEN THE DATA WERE BEING TRAFISMITTED FROM THE TAPE
RECORDER) AND A LOw-POWER MODE (440 BPS. FOR USE WHEN THE DATA WERE EEING
TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME). THE BIT RATE INTO THE TAPE RECCRDER WAS 440 BPS.
THE TAPE RECORDER HAD A CAPACITY OF 6.8 HR. COVERING MOST OF THE PLANNED
7-HR ORBIT. THE SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM CONSISTED CF A RECHARGEAELE BATTERY
AND AN ARRAY CF SOLAR CELLS. THE SPIN RATE WAS TC BE 4 RF09 AND THE SPIN
AXIS WAS TO LIE IN THE PLANE OF THE ORBIT. THE INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE
WAS TO BE TfWARC THE MICNIGPT MERIDIAN.
ON 11/15/71o THE DATE OF T-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACGLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CHANNEL ELECTRON MLLTIPLIERS WITH NSSDC ID 71-09EA-01
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, GI=CTOHER INIVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.A. F-OFFMAN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. OD.
01 - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO
01 - J.F. AREN-AS NASA-GSFC STANFCRD. CA
01 - L.R. DAVIS NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo WD
01 - D.S. EVANS NOAA GREENBELTo MD
01 - A. KONRACI NASA-JSC HCLSTCK, TX
01 - J.H. TRAINCR NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSCN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT USED CYLINDRICAL CURVED-PLATE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS
IN CONJUNCTION WITH CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS TC STUDY PROTON AND
ELECTRON DIRECTIONAL INTENSITIES IN e CR IE CONTIGLOLS ENERGY INTERVALS IN
THE ENERGY RANGE 80O EV-25 KEV. UNDER NCRMAL CPERATIC, THE VOLTAGE STEPS
WERE SYNCHRONIZED TO EITHER THE HALF ROLL OR FULL ROLL OF THE SATELLITE.
DUAL DETECTOR SYSTEMS WERE USED TO EXTEND THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE
INSTRUMENT. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS WAS OBTAINEC EVERY 64 SEC. THIS
PERIOD WAS REPROGRAMMABLE. THERE WERE TwC ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WHICH
LOCKED ALONG THE SPIN AXIS. BOTH WERE CAFABLE CF MEASURING PROTCNS OR
ELECTRCNS AS SELECTED BY GROUND COMMAND. ONE MEASLRED FARTICLES AT 2 KEV.
THE OTHER AT C KEV.
ON 11/15/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE9 THE STATUS BECAME
E4
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME Ti-E SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 11/15/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERL.WENT STATUS CHANGE. THI-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANOARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ZINC SULFIDE THIN-FILM SCINTILLATOR NSSOC ID 71-096A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - T.A. FRITZ NOAA BOULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF TWO SCLID-STATE CETECTCRS FCR MEASURING
PROTONS AND ALPHAS OVER THE RANGE 25-872 KEV. ONE TELESCOPE COVEREC THE
RANGE 25-300 KEV, THE OTHER 3EC-E72 MEy.
CN 11/15/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICK RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 11/15/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DAIA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCLID-STATE DETECTORS NSSDC IC 71-096A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGACOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER* CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ELECTRON INTENSITIES IN TH-E RANGES 35 TO 70 KEV, 70 TO 140 KEV. 140 TO
250 KEV. AND 250 TO 4CC KEV WERE MCNITCREC BY FCUR 300-MICRONs 0.25-SQ CM
SURFACE BARRIER DETECTORS.
CN 11/15/71. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED FSPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITIC N RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 11i/15/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER NSSCC IC 71-096A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L-J. CAHILL. JR. U OF MINNESCIA MINNEAPCLIS, MN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTEC OF Thn PERPENCICULAR SEARCF CCIL
MAGNETOMETERS, EACH MOUNTED ON A El-CM RADIAL BOOM. THE PLANE OF CNE
MAGNETCMETER WAS PERPENCICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS, AND THE PLANE OF
THE OTHER WAS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THIS SYSTEM MEASURED
MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS BETWEEN 1 AND 300C HZ. THE SEARCH COIL OUTPUTS WERE
ROUTED TO SETS OF FILTERS, EACH OF WHICH WAS NOMINALLY SAMPLED CNCE EACH
SEC. THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED NORMALLY UNTIL THE LATTER PART OF MARCH 1973
WHEN A SWITCH IN THE SPACECRAFT ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (WHICH EFFECTS ANALOG TO
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DIGITAL CONVERSICN) BEGAN TO FAIL. AFTER THIS TIWE, THE CNLV FELIAELE 
CATA
wERE ANALOG BRC[E-B3ANL DATA.
ON 11/15/71, THE CATE 'F THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/01/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMVENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THI-E STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- AC ELECTRIC FIELC MEASURENENT NSSDC ID 
71-096A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI1
= O TH ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.A. GURNETT U CF IOWA IOWA CITY, 
IA
01 - N.C. MAY 1ARD . NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 
MC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THE ELECTRIC FIELD ANTENNA CONSISTED LF TWG 5-1/2-IN.-CIAM METAL
SPHERES MOUNTED ON THE ENDS OF TWO BCONS VITH A 16-FT TIF-TC-TIF 
SEPARATION.
OETERMINATICN OF THE POTENTIAL CIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SFHERES YIELDED
_LECTRIC FIELDS WITH A SENSITIVITY OF 0.1 MILLIVCLT/METEF. SIXTEEN NARROW
BAND FILTERS COVEREC THE FREQUENCY RANGE 20 HZ TC 200 (HZ. THE SAME ANTENNA
wAS USED IN EXPERIMENT -Ce.
.N 11/15/71, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EFACECRAFI STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 05/01/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDEKTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATULS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- HEOS 2 NSSCC ID 
72-005A
ALTERNATE NAMES- HEOS-A2, 05814
LAUNCH DATE- 01/31/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT It' CRBIT- 117.2 KG





EPOCH DATE- 01/31/72 ORBIT TYPE- GECCENTRIC CFBIT PERIODC- 7835. MIN
APOAPSIS- 248161. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 43S.000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 90.17 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCh DATE- 08/I./73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CREIT PERIOC- 7510.3 MIN
APOAPSIS- 23642S. KM ALT FERIAPSIS- 4905.32 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 87.903 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PS - B.G. TAYLOR EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NOCRDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
BE
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
HEOS 2 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED SPACECRAFT WITH A HIGHLY ECCENTRIC ORBIT
WHOSE APOGEE OCCURRED AT HIGH LATITUDE. ITS PRIMARY SCIENTIFIC MISSION WAS
THE INVESTIGATION OF INTERPLANETARY SPACE AND THE HIGH-LATITUDE
MAGNETOSPHERE AND ITS BOUNDARY IN THE REGION ARCUND THE NORTHERN NEUTRAL.
POINT. HEOS 2 PROVICED NEW DATA ON THE SOURCES AND ACCELERATION MECHANISMS
OF PARTICLES WHICH ARE FOUND IN THE TRAPPED RADIATION BELTS AND IN THE POLAR
PRECIPITATION REGIONS AND ALURORAL ZONES. IT MONITCRED SOLAR ACTIVITY AND
COSMIC RADIATION. TH-E SATELLITE CARRIED A MAGNETOMETER AND PARTICLE
DETECTORS WHICH COVERED A BROAC RANGE FROM THERMAL TC CCSMIC-RAY ENERGIES.
THE SATELLITE HAD THREE ANTENNAS TO STUDY ELF WAVES AND CARRIED A SENSITIVE
MICROMETEORITE DETECTOR.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE.BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER NSSCC ID 72-005A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR* OI=CTHER INVESTIGATGR)
PI - H. ELLIOTT IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDCN. ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A THREE-AXIS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WAS USED TO MEASURE WAGNETIC FIELDS
OF UP TO PLUS OR MINUS 16 GAMMAS WITH A DIGITAL RESOLUTION OF PLUS OR MINUS
0.125 GAMMA. ANC FROM PLUS CR MINUS 16 GAMMAS TC FLLS OFR MINUS 150 GAMMAS
WITH A PLUS OR MINUS 1-GAMMA RESOLUTION. CONTINUOUS FIELD SAMPLING OCCURRED
AT A RATE OF ONE VECTOR PER 32 SEC. FASTER ADDITIONAL RATES ARE AVAILABLE IN
A LIMITED DUTY CYCLE WHEN CORE BUFFER STCRAGE IS USED. RNS NOISE MEASURMENTS
FOR ONE FIELD COMPONENT IN A FREQUENCY BAND FROM 1 TO 5 HZ WERE ALSO MADE,.
THE INSTRUMENT WAS SIMILAR TO THAT USED FCR EXPERIMENT 68-109A-02 CARRIED ON
HEOS-Al.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED. SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON MEASUREMENTS (20 NSSDC ID 72-005A-02
EV--O KEV)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORe OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G. PIZZELLA U OF ROME RCME% ITALY
OI - A.M. BONETTI U OF FLORENCE FLCRENCEs ITALY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE DETECTOR OBSERVED ELECTRON AND PROTON DIRECTIONAL AND DIFFERENTIAL
INTENSITIES IN SIX ENERGY LEVELS BETWEEN 29 EV AND 50 KEV. A SPECTRUM WAS
OBTAINED IN 2.4 &IN. AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER,. TiC CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS. AND
TWO FARADAY CUPS PERMITTED DETERMINATION OF THE BLLK VELOCITY VECTOR OF THE
PLASMA.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQLISITION RATE EECAME STANDARD.
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ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR VLF OBSERVATION 
NSSOC ID 72-005A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHEP 
INVESTIGATOR)
Ps - B. PETERS DANISH INST 
SPACE RSCH COPENHAGEN* DENMARK
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
RADIATION AT 5 DISCRETE LOGARITHMICALLY EGUISPACED INTERVALS BETWEEN
20 AND 500 HZ WAS MEASURED USING A 1*5-SC-M LOOP 
AND TWO SPHERICAL WIRE CAGE
ANTENNAS. THE DYNAMIC RANGE WAS APPROXIMATELY 50 
CB. THE EXPERIMENT
OBJECTIVES WERE TO MEASURE VLF RADIATION IN THE 
SCLAR bIND AND
MAGNETOSPHERE.
ON 01/31/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQO ISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF TI-E LAST IDENTIFIED EXFERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PARTICLE COUNTER TELESCOPE 
NSSDC 10 72-005A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCRI
PI - DeE. PAGE EUR SPACE TECH CENTER 
NOORDWIJK. HOLLAND*
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
A TWO-ELEmENT SOLID-STATE DETECTOR TELESCCPE AND ANTICOINCICENCE 
GUARD
SCINTILLATOR WAS USED TO IDENTIFY UNAMBIGUOUSLY AID TO 
DETERMINE THE
ENERGIES OF ELECTRONS. PROTONS. AND ALPHA PARTICLES 
IN THiE RANGES 0.45 TO
3.2 MEV, 6.2 TO 23 MEV, AND 26 TO 132 REV* RESPECTIVELY. 
CTHER ENERGY RANGES
COULD ALSO BE MEASURED BUT WITH LESS CERTAIN IDENTIFICATION. 
THE GEOMETRIC
FACTOR OFTHE INSTRUMENT WAS 1 CM SO STEe RATES CF 0.01 
TC 10.000 PARTICLES
PER SEC COULD BE MEASURECo A SPECTRUM WAS OBTAINED It 2 IN.h 
INFCRMATION WAS
ALSO OBTAINED ON THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE FLUXES.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRONS 
NSSDC IC 72-005A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - CoO. DILWORTHI- U OF MILAN tILAN9 ITALY




THE FLUX AND ENERGY OF ELECTRONS IN THE RANGE 10 MEV TO 600 MEV WERE
MEASURED USING A FOUR-ELEMENT TELESCCPE CCNSISTING CF A GAS CERENKOV
DETECTOR. A SOLIC-STATE DETECTOR. A LEAD-GLASS CERENKGCV DETECTOR. AND A CAF
SCINTILLATOR. THE TELESCOPE HAD A GEOMETRIC FACTOR OF APPROXIMATELY 0.4 CM
SQ STER AND WAS TO DETECT AND ANALYZE CHNE EVENT AFPRCXIMATELY EVERY 2 MIN.
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS WAS PERFORMED ON THE OUTPUTS FRCN THE GLASS CERENKOV
AND SCINTILLATOR DETECTORS. THE INSTRUMENT WAS SIMILAR TO THAT USED FOR
EXPERIMENT 68-1-;A-07 ON HEOS-Al.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGEo THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 01/31/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS (230 EV-16 KEV) NSSCC 10 72-005A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - H.R. ROSENEAUER M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING. W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A OUADISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WITH 11 CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS
WAS USED TO STUCY THE VELOCITY DISTRIBLTIGCh FUNCTICN CF THE PCSITIVE SOLAR
WIND IONS . ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE WAS MEASURED IN 28 CHANNELS SPREAD
LOGARITHMICALLY BETWEEN 230 EV AND 1I KEB. A CCWFLETE SPECTRUM WAS
DETERMINED EVERY 4 MIN. DETAILED INFORMATION ON THE DIRECTICN OF INCIDENT
PARTICLES WAS OBTAINED WITH 11 CHANNELS IN ELEVATION AND 18 CHANNELS IN
AZIMUTH. A SECOND SENSOR WAS USED FOR MEASLREWENTS WITHIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE.
MEASUREMENTS WERE PERFORMED IN 13 ENERGY CHANNELS COVERING THE RANGE 100 EV
TO 50 KEV FOR EOTH PROTONS AND ELECTRONS. ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS WERE ALSO
PERFORMED.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 01/31/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAM4E
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MICROMETECROID DETECTOR NSSCC IC 72-005A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=CTHIER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - He FECHTIG M.PLANCK INST.HEIDELEG HEICELBERG. WEST GERMANY
01 - W. GENTNER M.PLANCK INST*HEICELEG HEICELBEFGo FORGM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE FLUX. MASS. AND VELOCITY
OF MICROMETEOROIDS AS A FUNCTION OF EARTH DISTANCE. THE INSTRUMENTATION
CONSISTED OF AN ION COLLECTOR CENTERED IN A HEMISPHERICAL CCNTAINER THAT WAS
LOCATED IN THE CCTAGONAL-TUEE CENTER STRLCTURE OF THE SPACECRAFT. DUST
PARTICLES IMPACTING ON THE HEMISPHERE CREATED SECONDARY IONS ON THE
COLLECTOR. COMBINATIONS OF GRIDS HAVING %OLTAGES EETWEEN -100 V AND 4+300 V
WERE LOCATED IN FRONT OF THE DETECTOR TO COUNTERACT ANY EFFECTS DUE TO SOLAR
WIND CHARGED PARTICLES. DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM BOTH THE INTERPLANETARY
REGION AND THE HIGH-LATITUDE PORTION OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE (400 TO 245*000
89
KM). THE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO OPERATE FOR AT LEAST I YR.
ON 01/31/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFI 
STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT 
DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 01/31/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT 
DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAMIE- PIONEER 10 
NSSCC IC 72-012A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-F. PL-723D, 
CtE60
LAUNCH DATE- 03/03/72 SPACECRAFT %EIGHT 
IN ORBIT- 231. KG





EPOCH DATE- 03/OE/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 
89.5 MIN
APOAPSIS- 316. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 
210. KW ALT INCLINATION- 65. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.F. HALL NASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELD* CA
PS - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELC, CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PIONEER 10 WAS THE FIRST CF TWO 231-KG. SPIN-STABILIZED*
EARTH-POINTING SPACECRAFT CESIGNED TO PRO'IOE 
INFCRMAIICN Ch THE
INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE ASTEROID BELT. 
AND THE NEAR-JUPITER ENVIRONMENT.
THIS JUPITER FLYEY SPACECRAFT 
kAS POtERED BY A RADICISCTCFE 
THERMCELECTRIC
GENERATOR AND A EATTERY. THE SATELLITE INSTRUMENTATION 
kAS TC STUDY THE
INTERPLANETARY AND POSSIBLE JOVIAN MAGNETIC 
FIELDS. THE SOLAR WIND AND
POSSIBLE JOVIAN EOW SHOCK AND MAGNETOPALSE 
BOUNCARIES. SCLAR AND GALACTIC
COSMIC RAYS, INTERPLANETARY CHARGED PARTICLES 
AND POSSIBLE JOVIAN TRAPPED
RACIAT ION. JOVIAN THERMAL ENERGY FLUX9 ZODIACAL 
LIGHT. ASTEROIDS AND
METEOROIDS. AND INTERPLANETARY AND JOVIAN LLTRAVIOLET 
RADIATION. AN S-EAND
OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT AND A JUPITER IMAGING 
AND PHOTOPOLARIZATION
EXPERIMENT WERE FERFORMED. THE SPACECRAFT WAS EXPECTED TO REACH JUPITER
BETWEEN 600 AND 750 DAYS AFTER LAUNCH. AFTER FLYBY* 
11 *AS TO HAVE A
TRAJECTORY OF ESCAPE FROM THE SOLAR SYSTEM. THE 
CELESTIAL MECHANICS,
THERMOPILE RADIOMETERS. AND S-BAND OCCULTATION 
EXPERIMENTS WERE IN AN -
OPERATIONAL OFF MODE AS OF MARCH 15, 1973. THE SFACECRAFT 
APPARENTLY
SUFFERED NO ILL EFFECTS IN PASSING THROUGH THE 
ASTEROID BELT*
ON 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS 
NSSDC ID 72-012A-01
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E.J. SMITI NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
oI - U.S. COLEURN NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELC, CA
OI - P. CYAL NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
0l - C.P. SONETT NASA-ARC WCFFETT FIELD* CA
01 - P.Jo COLEMAN, JR. U OF CALIFORNIA, LA LOS ANGELES, CA
GI - L. CAVIS CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
01 - D.E. JONES BRIGHAM YLNG U PRCVC, UT
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MAGNETOMETER ON PIONEER 10 WAS A TRIAXIAL HELIUM MAGNETOMETER WITH
SEVEN DYNAMIC RANGES, FROM PLUS OR MINUS 2.5 GAMMAS TO PLUS OR WINUS 10
GAUSS. THE LINEARITY WAS 0.1 PERCENT. AND THE NCISE THRESHOLD WAS 0.01 GAMMA
RMS FOR 0-1 HZ. THE ACCURACY WAS 0.5 PERCENT OF FULL SCALE RANGE.
ON 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION NSSC IC 72-012A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGC CHICAGCO, IL
01 - J.J. CO' GALLAGHER U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK, ND
01 - A. TJZZOLINO U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO. IL
EXPERIME NT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE CHARGE COMPOSITION USING THREE
TYPES OF DETECTORS 
- (1) A SEVEN-ELEMENI SOLID-STATE DETECTCR TELESCCFE, (2)
A HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON DETECTOR (EGG), AND (3) A HIGH-ENERGY PRCTCN DETECTOR(FISSICN FOIL). THE FIRST DETECTOR WAS TO MEASURE PROTONS (450 KEV TO 150
MEV), ELECTRONS (2CC KEV ITO 30 MEV), AND PARTICLES FFOM HE (2 = 2) TO 0 (Z =
16) (8 TO 150 MEV/NUCLEON). THE SECOND DETECTOR WAS 0TO MEASURE
BREMSSTRAHLUNG RACIATICK FROM ELECTRCNS AND ELECTRONS DIRECTLY (E.GT. 9 MEV)
AND IS DESIGNED TO EXCLUDE PROTONS OF ENERGIES LESS THAN 50 MEV. THE THIRD
DETECTOR WAS TO MEASURE PROTONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 50 NEV. THE
DETECTOR SAMPLE TIME WAS TO BE SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AND
SHOULD BE 1/8 SPACECRAFT ROTATION OR ABOUT 1-1/2 SEC.
CN 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE EECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ASTEROID/METEOROID ASTRONOMY NSSCC ID 72-012A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.K. SBERMAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO VALLEY FCRGE, FA
OI - H.A. ZOOK NASA-JSC HCLSTCh, TX
G I
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT SEARCHED FOR PARTICLES WITH MASSES LARGER THAN ABOUT
ONE MICROGRAM EY OBSERVING THE SOLAR LIGHT THEY REFLECTED AND 
SCATTERED.
FOUR INDEPENDENT TELESCOPIC SUBSYSTEMS tITH FC UR CVERLAPPING 
FIELDS CF VIEW
WERE USED. WITH THE ENTRY AND DEPARTURE TIMES OF THE LIGHT 
FROM THE
PARTICLES BEING LSEC TO DETERMINE THE RANGE AND VELECITIES OF 
THE PARTICLES
THEMSELVES. THE OPTICAL SUBSYSTEMS WERE CCMPCSED CF 
8-hIN. RITCHEY-CRETAIN
TELESCOPES WITH A IC-IN. FOCAL LENGTH AND A 0.2-RAD FIELD 
OF VIEW.
ON 03/0.3/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METEOROID DETECTORS NSSDC IC 
72-012A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
pI - W.H. KINARD NASA-LARC HARPTCh, VA
01 - R.E. TURNER NASA-MSFC HLNTSVILLE, AL
01 - J.M. ALVAREZ NASA-LARC LANGLEY FIELD, 
VA
01 - D.H. HUMES NASA-LARC LANGLEY 
FIELD, VA
01 - R.L. OONEAL NASA-LARC LANGLEY FIELD9 VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE NUMBER OF IETEOROID
IMPACTS ON THE PIONEER 10 SPACECRAFT BY MVEANS OF 12 PANELS. 
EACH CONTAINING
18 PRESSURIZED CELLS, MOUNTED ON THE BACK CF THE ANTENNA DISK. 
THE TOTAL
EXPOSED AREA WAS 0.465 M SO. EACH PANEL CF GAS-FILLED CELLS CONSISTED 
OF A
1-MIL-THICK AND A 2-MIL-THICK SHEET OF STAINLESS STEEL WELDED 
TCGETHER IN
SUCH A WAY THAT MANY SMALL POCKETS OF GAS WERE LEFT BETWEEN THEM. WHENEVER A
POCKET WAS PUNCTUREC, THE GAS ESCAPED AND A COLD CATHCCE DEVICE 
DETECTED THE
LOSS. THE RATE OF PRESSURE LOSS INDICATED THE SIZE CF THE HCLE 
WADE, AND
THUS THE PARTICLE'S MASS AND INCIDENT ENERGY COULD BE DETERMINEC. THE
COMBINATION OF THESE DATA WITH TRAJECTC
R Y DATA PRCVIDEC AN INCICATICN OF THE
SPATIAL DENSITY CF THE PARTICLES. THE 1-MIL-THICK SIDE CF THE GAS 
FANEL WAS
EXPOSED TO THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM, AND PENETRATIONS OF THE CELLS FROM
THAT SIDE INCICATED ENCCONTERS WITH PARTICLES HAbING WASSES CF 1 NANCGRAM CR
MORE. SOME 300 TO 400 HITS kERE EXPECTED BY THE TINE THE SPACECRAFT
COMPLETED ITS 200-DAY JOURNEY THROUGH THE ASTEROID BELT, AFTER PIONEER 10
ENTERED THE ASTEROID BELT BETWEEN MARS AND JUFITER C JULY 1, I72. 
THE
METEOROID EXPERIMENT DETECTED UNUSUALLY LARGE NUMBERS CF NETECRCICS AND DUST
PARTICLES .
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 03/03/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICh RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION NSSDC ID 72-012A-05
S2
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRo CI=CTER INVESTIGATCF)
Pt - R.w. FILLIUS U OF CALIFCPtIA, SD SAN DIEGC. CA
OI - C.E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIFORNIA. SD SAN DIEGO* CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF FOUR DETECTORS. A CERENKOV COUNTER
MEASURED ELECTRONS ABOVE 3, 7, AND 10 ME'b. A SOLID-STATE ELECTRCN SCATTER
DETECTOR USED THREE DISCRIMINATION LEVELS TO MEASLRE ELECTRONS BETWEEN 100
KEV AND 3 MEV. A DC SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR MEASURED THE SUM OF 25- TO 250-KEV
ELECTRONS AND 800-KEV TO 25C-MEV PROTONS. A SECOND SCLIC-STATE CETECTOR
SEPARATELY MEASURED OMNIDIRECTIONAL EC- TO 250-ME% PROTONS AND MINIMUM
IONIZING PARTICLES. TI-E FIRST THREE DETECTORS LOOKED PERPENDICULAR TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. EAC. DETECTOR HAD A 30 DEG HALF-ANGLE APERATURE, AND
EACH MADE EIGHT MEASUREMENTS PER SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD. WHILE THIS
EXPERIMENT IS PRIMARILY DESIGNED FOR ENCCUNTER. DATA WERE OBTAINED AT A LOW
RATE IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANCGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
GN 03/03/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY NSSCC IC 72-012A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - .D.L. JUDGE USC LCS ANGELES, CA
o01 - R.W. CARLSCN USC LCS ANGELES, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT, CONSISTING OF A BROADBAND PHOTOMETER SENSITIVE
BETWEEN 200 AND 800 A. OBSERVED EVIDENCE OF HELIUM. WHICH IN TURN INDICATED
INTERACTIONS EETWEEN CHARGED PARTICLES AND NEUTRAL HYDCCEN. DURING THE
CRUISE PHASE OF THI-E MISSION, THIS EXPERIMENT WAS LSEC TO SEARCH FCR THE
SUPERSONIC TO SUESONIC TRANSITION REGION IN THE SOLAR WIND. DURING THE
JOVIAN ENCOUNTER. THIS EXPERIMENT WAS LSED TC LOCK FOR EVICENCE OF AN
AURORAL OVAL ON THE JOVIAN DAYSIDE. TO FIND THE RATIO OF HYDROGEN TO HELIUM
IN THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE, AND TO FIND THE TEMPERATURE OF THE OUTER PORTION
OF THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 03/03/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IMAGING PHOCTO POLARIMETER NSSDC IC 72-012A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T. GEHRELS U OF ARIZCNA TUCSCN, AZ
01 - J.L. WEINBERG DUDLEY CBS ALEAPYs NY
OI - D.L. COFFEEN U OF ARIZONA TUCSON, AZ
01 - J. HAMEEN-ANTILLA U OF ARIZChA TUCSCN AZ
OI - C.E. KENKNIGHT U OF ARIZONA TUCSCho AZ
53
OL - R.F. HUMMER SANTA BARBARA 
RSCH CEN SANTA BARBARA* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A PCINTABLE 1-IN. MAKSUTOV 
TELESCOPE
EQUIPPED WITH TWC COLOR DETECTCRS (RED, EeoC TO 7CCO As AtNC 
ELUE, 3900 TO
4900 A) AND A POLARIZATION MEASURING CAPABILITY. THE FIELC 
OF VIEW COULD BE
SELECTED FOR ZOCIACAL LIGI-T STUDIES (32 x 40 NILLIRAC). 
FHCTCFOLAPIMETRY (8
X b OR 12 X 12 MILLIRAD), OR IMAGING (C.S X C.5 MILLIRAD). CURING 
THE CRUISE
PORTION OF THE MISSION THIS E)PERIMENT WAS USED TC CBSERVE ZODIACAL 
LIGH-T TO
ASSESS THE QUANTITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICULATE PATTER IN 
INTERPLANETARY
SPACE. UPON APPPCACHING JUPITER, THIS EXPERIMENT 
VAS LSED FOR PHCTCMETRIC
AND POLARIZATION STUDIES OF JUPITER AND ONE OR MORE 
OF ITS SATELLITES.
DURING JOVIAN ENCOUNTER, TH-E EXPERIMENT %CLLD TAKE 
ACVIANTAGE CF THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN IN GRDER TO MAKE TWO COLOR IMAGES CF 
JUFITER WITH A
RESULUT ION OF 200 KM ON THE JOVIAN SURFACE.
ON 03/03/72* THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFRARED RADIOMETERS 
NSSDC ID 72-012A-8O
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOP9 01=OT-ER 
INVESTIGATOR)
PI - Go MUNCH CAL TECH PASADENA* 
CA
CI - Go NEUGEEAUER CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
I01 - S.C. CHASE, JR. SANTA BARBARA RSCH CEN GOLETAv CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO REASURE THE IRRADIANCE CF JUPITERGS
ATMOSPHERE AND SURFACE IN TWO RANGES OF THERMAL (IR) WAVE-LENGTHS -- 14 TO 25
MICRONS AND 19 TC 56 MICRONS. THESE MEASUREMENTS FRCVICED DATA GN THE NET
THERMAL ENERGY FLUX OF JUPITER AND ITS DEVIATION FROM A ELACKBCDY 
SPECTRUM.
IN ADDITION. DETAILED INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED ON THE ATMOSPHERIC 
THERMAL
STRUCTURE ANC CHEMICAL COMPCSITION OF THE PLANET. THE INSTRUMENTATION 
FOR
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS SIMILAR TO THAT CARRIED ON THE MARINER PARS 
1969 FLIGHTS
BUT HAD HIGHER RESOLUTION. IT wAS A TWO-CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER EMPLOYING 
A
PAIR OF 88-CHANNEL, THIN-FILM BIMETALLIC THERMOCCLPLES, ILLUMINATED 
THRCUGH
APPROPRIATE OPTICS BY A 7.62-CM REFLECTING CASSEGRAIN TELESCCPE WITH A 1-DEG
BY 0.3-DEG FIELD OF VIEW, ANALYSIS OF THE DATA WAS TO HELP RESOLVE 
-- (1)
WHETHER JUPITER IS RACIATING A SIGNIFICANT AMCONT OCF INTERNAL ENEFGY. 
(2)
THE EXISTENCE OF A FROZEN METHANE POLAR CAP. (3) THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
ON THE DARK HEMISP-EREs AND (4) THE EXISTENCE OF THERMAL DISCONTINUITIES IN
THE ATMOSP-ERE.
CN 03/03/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE EECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE EECAME ZERO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS NSSCC ID 72-012A-09
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL. (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, Ol=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA.
01 - G.W. NULL NASA-JPL FASADENA. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION.
TWO-WAY DOPPLER TRACKING OF THE SPACECRAFT IAS USED TO MAKE MORE
PRECISE DETERMINATIONS OF PLANETARY MASSES* THE HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT OF
JUPITER, AND THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS CF THE SUN, JUPITER, AND THE GALILEAN
SATELLITES.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- S-BAND OCCULTATION NSSCC IC 72-012A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.J. KLIORE NA-SA-JPL PASADENA* CA
I01 - G. FJELDBC NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
01 - D.L. CAIN NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - B.L. SEIDEL NASA-GISS NEW YCRK, NY
1O - S.I. RASOOL NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTCN, DC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT UTILIZED RADIO REFRACTION EFFECTS ON THE SPACECRAFT'S
BAND RADIO SIGNAL TO DETERMINE THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL AND
IONIZED SPECIES IN THE JCVIAN ATMOSPHERE.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT NSSCC IC 72-012A-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA IGwA CITY, IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS-DESIGNED TO MEASLRE PARTICLES IN THE VICINITY OF
JUPITER USING THREE SETS OF DETECTORS 
-- (1-) A THREE-ELEMENT GEIGER TUBE
TELESCOPE, (2) A THREE-ELEMENT TRIANGULAR ARRAY OF DETECTORS, AND (3) A
LOW-ENERGY GEIGER TLUBE DETECTOR. THE FIRST DETECTCR IS TC MEASURE ELECTRONS(E.GT. 2 MEV) ANC PROTONS (E.GT. 10 MEV), THE SECOND IS TO MEASURE ELECTRCNS
(E.GT- 10 MEV), AND THE THIRD IS ALSO TO MEASURE ELECTRONS (E.GT. 50 KEV).
THE DETECTOR SAMPFLE TIME IS TO BE SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY
SYSTEM AND WCULC DEPEND UPON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE,. I.E., THE SAMPLE TIME
MAY RANGE FRCM 2/32 SEC TO 12 SEC.
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ON 03/03/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 03/03/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA 
NSSCC ID 72-012A-12
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOR, OI=CTHER 
ItVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.B. MCDONALD NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, 
MD
01 - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE 
ADELAIDE* AUSTRALIA
UI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMFSHIRE 
DURHAM. NH
I01 - E.C. ROELOF U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DLRHAM, NH
01 - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, MD
OI - B.J. TEEGARCEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 
MC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF THREE PULTIELEMENT SOLIC-STATE
TELESCOPES. ALL LOOKING NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE 
HIGH-ENERGY
TELESCOPE (HET) CONSISTED OF FIVE COLINEAR SENSCRS AND MEASURED 
STCPPING
PARTICLES (Z = 1 TO 8) IN THE ENERGY RANGE 20 TC 50 MEV/NUCLEON AND
PENETRATING PARTICLES IN THE RANGE 50 TO OO NEV/NLCLECN. CHARGE 
RESCLUTtGION
FOR PENETRATING PARTICLES WAS POSSIBLE LP TO 200 MEV/NUCLEGN. 
THE FIRST
LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE (LET-I) HAD FOUR ELEMENTS AND MEASURED STOPPING 
Z = 1
TO 8 PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 3 TC 32 MEV/hLCLECN. THE SECCND
LOw-ENERGY TELESCOPE (LET-II) HAD THREE ELEMENTS AND MEASURED STCFFING
ELECTRONS BETWEEN 50 AND 1000 KEV AND STOPPING PROTONS BETWEEN 
50 KEV AND 20
MEV. FOR EACH TELESCOPE, COUNT RATES WERE CBTAINEC FCR EACH CF SEVERAL
SENSOR COINCIDENCE-ANTICOINCIDENCE MODES. SOME OF THE RATES FROM 
EACH
TELESCOPE WERE SECTORED INTO EIGHT OCTANTS IN THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PLANE. 
IN
ADDITION, THREE-SENSOR PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS, WITH FRICFITY SCHEMES FAVORING
THE ANALYSIS OF HEAVIER PARTICLES, WAS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH TELESCCPE.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 03/02/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA EXPERIMENT NSSDC 
ID 72-012A-13
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=O0HER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. 
CA
01 - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA IOWA CITY, 
IA
0I - R. LUST M.PLANCK INSTsGARCHING GARCHING, 
W. GERMANY
I01 - U.S. INTRILIGATOR tSC LCS ANGELES, CA
OI - D.D. MCKIBBIN NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELC, 
CA
01 - V.T. ZAVIENTSEFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT 
FIELD, CA
OI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP PECCNCC BEACH, CA
OI - H.R. COLLARD NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
OI - W.C. FELDMAN NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELD, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
9e
TwO OUACRISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WERE USED TO STUDY THE
DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF SOLAR WINO IONS AND ELECTRCNS. THE DETECTCRS WEREUSED TO OBSERVE A POSSIBLE JOVIAN BOW S-CCK, MAGNETOSHEATH. AND
MAGNETOPAUSE. THE INSTRUMENTS STUDIED POSITIVE IONS IN 32 ENERGY/CHARGE
STEPS BETWEEN 1CC V AND 18 KV, AND ELECTRCNS IN 16 STEPS EETWEEN 100 V AND
18 KV.
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD,
ON 03/03/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIMETHE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
*************************** ***** *******
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TC IA NSSOC ID 72-014A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-72IE, TD I 05879
LAUNCH DATE- 03/12/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHIT IN ORBIT- 472. KG




EPOCH DATE- 03/12/72 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 95.291 MINAPOAPSIS- 541.; KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 523.43 KM ALT INCLINATION- 97.555 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/05/73 OREIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERICC- 95.141 MINAPUAPSIS- 535.90 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- E2.19I KM ALT INCLINATION- 97.569 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE TD-I SPACECRAFT WAS ESSENTIALLY CONPOSED CF TWO BOXES. THE UPPERBOX CONTAINEC THE EXPERIMENTS AND THE LCWER BCX CCNTAINEC THiE SPACECRAFT
EQUIPMENT. THE EXPERIMENT CCMPARTMENT %AS BLILT ARCLND THE TWC LARGETELESCOPES (26 AND 30 CM IN DIAM) AND THE SPARK CHAmBER. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
SOLAR POWERED. AND CURING THE SUNLIT PHASE OF ITS CRBIT WAS ATTITUDE
CONTROLLED TC AEGBOUT I MIN OF ARC. ONE AXIS %AS POINTED TO WITHIN CNE ARC-MIN
OF THE SUN, AND ANOTHER AXIS LAY WITHIN 0.5 DEG CF THE PLANE OF THE SUN,
EARTH, ANC SPACECRAFT (I.E., THE SPACECRAFT Z AXIS ALAYS PCINTEC TOWARDSTHE EARTH). BCTH TAPE RECORDERS FAILED WITHIN TC MONCTHS CF LAUNCH, CAUSING
DATA RECOVERY TO DROP FROM 95 PERCENT TO LESS THAN 25 PERCENT, IN OCTOBER
1972. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN HIBERNATICN FOR AECLT FCUR MCONTHS SINCEIT COULD NOT WITHSTAND. FOR ANY LENGTH, PERICDS OF SPACECRAFT NIGHT WHILE IN
ACTIVE USE. IN FEBRUARY 1973 THE SPACECRAFT WAS SUCCESSFULLY REACTIVATED ANDREAL-TIME TELEMETRY COVERAGE WAS INCREASED TC ABOLT 70 PERCENT. THE COSMIC
X-RAY SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT (S-77) CALSED ABNORMAL READCUTS IN THEHOUSEKEEPING TELEMETRY CHANNELS AND HENCE WAS NOT OPERATED UNTIL JULY.
1973.
ON 02/14/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE9 THE STATUS BECAME
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NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACO.ISITICN RATE 
BECAME SUB-STANCARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- STELLAR UV RADIATION EXPERIMENT NSSDC 
ID 72-014A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER IKVESTIGATCF)
PI - L.N. HOUZIAUX U CF MONS LIEGE, 
EELGIUM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 1.4-M TELESCOPE WITH A SPECTROMETER BOX
ATTACHED TO IT. AN CFF-AXIS PARABOLOID MIRROR (F/3.5, CIAN 275 MM) REFLECTED
STARLIGHT ONTO A SYSTEM OF TWO SLITS SITLATED IN THE FRINE FCCAL PLANE, ONE
OF THE TWO SLITS FED THE STELLAR LIGHT INTO A SINGLE PHOTOMETRIC 
CHANNEL
WITH A FILTER LIMITING THE PASSBAND TO 4CC A CENTERED AT 2750 A. THE 
CTHER
SLIT WAS MUCH WIDER (11.9 X 17 ARC-MIN), AND LED INTO THE THREE-CHANNEL
GRATING SPECTROMETER. ONCE PER ORBIT* THE TELESCOPE, ALIGNED ALONG THE 
Z
AXIS. SCANNED A GREAT CIRCLE OF THE SKY. BECALSE CF THIS MCTICON ACROSS THE
SKY, THE PRIMARY IMAGE OF A CERTAIN STAR ENTERING THE TELESCOPE'S FIELD 
CF
VIEW MOVED ACRCSS THE PHOTOMETER AND SPECTROPHOTOMETER SLOTS. WHILE THE 
STAR
IMAGE TRAVERSED THE WIDE SPECTRCPHOTOMETER SLCT. ITS CCRRESPCNDING SFECTRUM
MOVED IN THE FOCAL PLANE OF THE SPECTROGRAPH ACROSS THE THREE EXIT SLITS,
BEHIND WHICH THERE WERE THREE PULSE-COUNTING PHOTCMULTIPLIERS. BY EMPLOYING
THE SCANNING MOTION OF THE SATELLITE, A SPECTRUM SCANNING ACTION WAS
ACHIEVED WITHOUT THE NEED FOR MOVING PARTS. THE THREE EXIT SLITS CF THE
SPECTROPHOTOMETER WERE FIXED AT THE FOLLCWING WAVELENGTHS -- 1350 TO 1760 A9
1760 TO 2160 A AND 2150 0TO 2550 A. THE wAVELENGTH REGION FROM 1350 TO 2550 A
WAS FULLY COVERED BY THE THREE CHANNELS IN 3.3 SEC9 YIELDING A TCTAL OF
ABOUT 50 DATA PCINTS. IN EACH CHANNEL THE SPECTRUM WAS SCANNED AT 19.4-A
INTERVALS. THE EFFECTIVE PASSBAND DURING EACH INTEGRATION INTERVAL HAVING A
FULL-wIDTH HALF-MAXIMUM OF 35 TO 40 A. JUST BEFORE THE TELESCOPE WAS
INTEGRATED INTO THE SATELLITE, THE INSTRLMENT WAS EXTENSIVELY CALIBRATED IN
ORDER TO ACHIEVE AN ABSOLUTE PHOTOMETRIC ACCURACY BETWEEN 10 AND 20 PERCENT.
A RELATIVE PHOTCMETRIC ACCURACY WITHIN 10 PERCENT ANDC A WAVELENGTH
CALIBRATION ACCURATE TO A FEW ANGSTROMS. THIS EXPERIMENT %AS TC DETECT
20,000 STARS* OF WHICH 6000 SHOLLD HAVE GIVEN USEFUL UV SPECTRA. IT WAS ABLE
TO MEASURE STARS OF MAGNITUDE 10.5. TWO MAJOR OBJECTIVES WERE THE STUDY OF
INTERSTELLAR EXTINCTION AND THE PREPARATICK OF A LV STAR CATALOG.
CN 02/14/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQULISITICK RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/14/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDAROD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- UV STELLAR SPECTRCMETER NSSDC ID 72-014A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATORD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE (PRIMARY MIRROR 26
CM IN DIAM) AND A GRATING SPECTROMETER WHICH CPERATED IN THREE PASSBANDS
(2260 TO 2155 A, 24S5 TO 2590 A, AND 2775 TO 2865 A). WHEN A STAR OF
SUFFICIENT BRIGFTNESS APPEARED IN THE TELESCOPE, THE TELESCOPE LOCKED ONTO
IT WITH A SELF-CCNTAINED GUIDANCE SYSTEM AND THEN SCANNED THREE 100-A
PASSBANDS IN 0.5 A INCREMENTS WITH AN OVERALL ACCURACY OF 1 A ANC SPECTRAL
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RESOLUTION OF 1.8 A.
ON 02/14/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/14/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITIC RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPECTROMETPY OF PRIMARY CHARGED NSSDC ID 72-014A-03
PARTICLES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J, LABEYRIE CEN GIF-StR-YVETTE, FRANCE
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE CHARGE SPECTRUM CF PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS BY
USING A CHAPGEO PARTICLE TELESCOPE AND COINCIDENCE TECHNIQUES, THE TELESCCPE
WAS MOUNTED ALONC THI-E MAIN AXIS OF THE SATELLITE. WHICH WAS ALWAYS PCINTEC
TOWARD THE CENTER OF THE SUN.
ON 02/14/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 02/14/73, 'THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPECTROMETRY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL X RAYS NSSDC IC 72-014A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J. LABEYRIE CEN GIF-SUR-YVETTE, FRANCE
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
A 100-SQ-CM PRPPCRTIONAL COUNTER WAS USED TC MEASURE THE SPECTRA OF
COSMIC X-RAY SUURCES IN 10 CHANNELS BETWEEN 3 AND 3C KEV. THE PROPORTIONAL
COUNTER WAS LOCATED BEHIND A CROSSED PAIR CF SLOT CCLLIMATORS WHICH TOGETHER
YIELDED A 5- BY 1- DEG FIELD OF VIEW. THE PROPCRTILNAL COLNTER HAC A 0.5-MM
BERYLLIUM WINDOW AND A XENON FILLER GAS. IT WAS CONSTRLCTED IN TWO PARTS,
WHICH wERE THEN ANTICCINCIDENCED TO REMCVE THE BACKCGCUND DUE TO COSMIC-RAY
PARTICLES. DUE TO OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES, THIS EXFERIMENT WAS TURNED OFF
SCON AFTER IT WAS TURNED ON, AND WAS NCT TURNED ON AGAIN UNTIL JULY 2. 1973.
ON 02/14/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 07/02/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITIC RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR GAMMA RAYS IN THE 50- TC 50C-MEV NSSCC ID 72-014A-05
ENERGY RANCE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCP)
PI - G. OCCHIALINI U OF WILAN WILAN, ITALY
S 1
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A COMBINATION OF SCINTILLATORS AND PHOTENULTIFLIERS WERE 
USEC TO
DETECT SOLAR GAMMA RAYS (PHOTON ENERGY *LT. !C AND .GT. 500 REV) 
WHILE
DISCRIMINATING AGAINST Cl-ARGED PARTICLES. A DIRECTICNAL ACCURACY 
OF A FEW
DEG WAS ACHIEVEC. THE EFFECTIVE AREA OF 100 SQ CM ALLOWED A EACKGROUND 
OF 10
TO THE -5 PHOTONS/SC CM-SEC TO BE OBTAINEC WHILE THE DYNAMIC RANGE 
ALLOWED
FLUXES UP TC 10 TO THE -2 TC EE MEASURED CLRING SCLAR 
FLARES.
CN 02/14/73. THE CATE OF TFE LAST IDENTIFIED FSPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECOME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN 
RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 02/14/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITION RATE 
BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCLAR X-RAY MONITOR 
NSSCC IC 72-014A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C. DE JAGER UTRECHT U UTRECHT* 
NETHERLANDS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS FXPERIMENT CBSERVEO HARD X RAYS EMITTED BY THE SUN, DIVIDING
PULSES OBTAINED FRUt A CESIUM InDIDE (CSI) CRYSTAL INTO 12 LOGARITHMICALLY
EQUISPACED ENERCY INTERVALS BETWEEN 24 AND 00 KE%. THE EXPERIMENT TCOK
ADVANTAGE OF THE CONTINLOLS SUN PCINTING. A TIME FESOLUTION OF 
1.2 SEC WAS
ACHIEVED FOJ THE FJUR CHANNELS BETWEEN 24 AND 90 KEV. THE RESOLUTION 
WAS 4.8
SEC FUR THE OTHER CHANNELS.
ON 02/14/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL ANU AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
CN 02/14/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
EXPLRIMENT NAME- GAMNA-FAY MEASUREMENT NSSCC IC 72-014A-07
EXPERIMENT PERS;NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIC-ATCR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J. LABFYRIE CEN GIF-SUR-YVETTE, 
FRANCE
EXPERIMENT EPIEF CESCRIFTION
AN OPTICAL SPARK CHAMBER WITH COUNTERS AND A VIDICON SYSTEM WAS USED
TO.MEASURE GAMMA RAYS IN THE 70- TO 300-MEV ENERGY RANGE. THE SENSITIVE AREA
OF THIE CETECTtR WAS 200 EO CM, AND THE EFFICIENCY FCr GAMMA RAYS WAS 16
PERCENT. ALL OF T E SKY WAS SCANNED IN f MONTHS %ITH A SENSITIVITY CAPABLE
OF DETECTING A FLUX OF GREATER THAN, 10 TC THE -6 PHOTONS/SO CM-SEC.
CN 02/14/73. THE DATE OF TH-E LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACQLISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
CN 02/14/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- APOLLO It LM/ALSEP NSSOC ID 72-031C
ALTERNATE NAMES- ALSEP 16. LEM 16, RCVER 169 06005, APOLLO 16C
LAUNCH DATE- 04/1 l/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CReIT- 16400. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY. UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 5
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OMSF
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PR OJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE APOLLO 1- LUNAR MODULE (LM) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR LANDING CRAFT. A
LUNAR ROVING VEFICLE (LRV). AND AN AFPCLLC LUNAR SULRFACE EXPFERIMEKT PACKAGE
(ALSEP) THAT CCNTAINEC SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT CN THE LUNAR
SURFACE AFTER COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF THE MISSION. THE LM LANDED
IN THE DESCARTES I-IGHLANC REGION JLST NCRIH CF THE CRATER CCLLANC AT 8 DEG
59 MIN 5$ SEC S LATITUDE. AND 15 DEG 31 MIN 12 SEC E LONGITUDE. THE ALSEP
WAS CEPLOYED AT THE LANCING SITE. THE LRV WAS USED DURING EXTRA VEHICULAR
ACTIVITIES (EVA) TO EXTEND THE RANGE OF vNAINEC LUNAR E> FLCRATION. THE
NUCLEAR POWEREC ALSEP PACKAGE CONTAINED SEISMIC. MAGNETIC FIELD. HEAT FLOW.
LUNAR SGIL COMPCSIT ION, SOLAR WIND* ANC COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENTS.
ON 04/21/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PASSIVE SEISMIC NSSDC ID 72-031C-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=P.RINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=CTHIER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G.V. LATHAM L JF TEXAS GALVESTON* TX
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIFTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMVENT (PSE) (S-031), WHICH WAS
PART OF THE ALSEP, WAS TO MEASURE SEISMIC SIGNALS FRC ALL EXTERNAL AND
INTERNAL SOURCES OF SEISMIC ENERGY ON THE WCCN. THE CATA FRCN THIS
EXPERIMENT WILL EE USED TO DETERMINE THE INTERNAL LUNAF STRUCTURE. RATE OF
ENERGY RELEASE. AND NUMBERS AND MASSES CF IMPACTING WETECRS. THIS EXPERIMENT
USEC THE DATA FPCM EXPERIMENTS ON THE IPPACTS OF THE S-IV B AND LM ASCENT
STAGES AS EXTERNAL CALIBRATION SOURCES. THE INSTRUMENT PACKAGE REPRESENTED
THE FOURTH ACTIVE INSTRUMENT AVAILABLE hIN THE LUNAR SEISPIC NETGWORK AND WILL
ENABLE SCIENTISTS TO LOCATE REGIONS OF SEISMIC AC TI-%ITY VCRE PRECISELY * THE
INSTRUMENT PACKAGE WAS COMPOSED OF TwO ASSEMBLIES -- (1) A LONG-PERIOD,
TRIAXIAL, GRTf-GC-CNAL SEISMOMETER WITH A SEISWIC FFECLENCY RESFONSE FRCM
0.004 TO 3 HZ (80 C8) DYNAMICAL RANGE AND (2) A SHORT-PERICO. UNIAXIAL.
VERTICAL MOTION SEISMOMETER WITH A SEISMIC FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROM 0.05 TO
20 HZ (80-CE) CYNAMICAL RANGE AND THE MINIM UM DETECTABLE SIGNALS CN 0.3
MICRON AT A FREQUENCY OF 1 HZ. THE INSTRUMENT PACKAGE %AS CABLE-CCNNECTED TO
THE CENTRAL ALSEP POWER STATION WHICH WAS DEPLOYED BY THE ASTRONAUTS.
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ON 04/21/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAWE STANDARD.
ON 04/21/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ACTIVE SEISMIC NSSCC ID 72-031C-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.L. KOVACh STANFORD L STANFCRD, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (ASE) (S-033) %AS TO
ACQUIRE DATA TO CETERMINE THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR SURFACE AND
SUBSURFACE MATERIALS. BOTh- NATURAL AND ARTIFICIALLY PFCDUCEC SEISMIC WAVES
WERE MONITOREC. THE ARTIFICIAL WAVES WERE PRODUCED BY SHOTGUN-LIKE CHARGES
FIRED EY A 'THUMPER' CEVICE AND EXPLOSIVE GRENADE CHARGES FIRED FROM A
MCRTAR OflX ASSENELY BY AN ASTRONAUT. THE EQUIPMENT CCNSISTEC OF A
THUMPER/GEOPHONE ASSEMBLY,. A MORTAR PACKAGE ASSEMBLY. INTERCONNECTING
CABLES, AND AN ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY FCUSED IN THE CENTRAL STATION. THE ASE
GENERATED AND MCNITCRED SEISMIC WAVES IN THE RANGE 3 TO 250 HZ WITH A
FREQUENCY RESPCONSE CF PLUS CR MINUS 3 OF IN THE FREQLENCY RANGE CF 3 TC 100
HZ. NATURAL SEISMIC WAVES WERE ALSC MONITCRED WITHIN THIS RANGE WHILE THE
ALSEP STATION WAS OPERATING IN THE ASE MOCE. THE DATA-GATHERING INTERVAL WAS
SMALL BECAUSE T-HE CENTRAL STATION OPERATED IN THE ASE MODE ON THE AVERAGE OF
ONLY 30 MIN/WEEK. THE THUMPER CONTAINEC 21 STANDARD INITIATCRS MOUNTED
PERPENDICULAR TO ITS BASE PLATE, WHICH WAS SELECTED AND FIXED BY AN
ASTRONAUT. THE TFUMPER WAS CABLE-CCNNECTED TC THE CENTRAL STATICN AND WAS
FIRED AT INTERVALS CF 5 M. THUMPER FIRINGS BEYCND AFFRCXINATELY 40 M
PRODUCED WEAK SIGNALS. ONE P-WAVE VELOCITY flF 114 M/SEC WAS MEASURED. THE
GEOPHONES WERE ELECTROMAGNETIC LISTENING DEVICES THAT WERE CAELE-CCNNECTED
TO THE CENTRAL STATION. WHERE THEY WERE AMPLIFIED, DIGITIZEDC. AND
TRANSMITTED TO EARTH. THEY WERE PLACED AT DISTANCES OF 3, 43, AND 93 M FROM
THE CENTRAL STATION. THE MORTAR BOX GRENADES WEFRE RCCKET-LAUNCHED EY EARTH
COMMAND. THEY INFACTED AT RANGES OF APPRCXIMATELY 150, 300. AND 900 M FRCM
THE DEPLOYEDL MORTAR BOX ASSEMBLY. THE DECISION NOT TO LAUNCH GRENADE NO. 1
(1500 M) WAS MALE 3ECAUSE THE LAUNCH ASSEMBLY PITCH-ANGLE SENSOR WENT
OFF-SCALE FIGH, MAKING THE PITCH POSITICON CF THE ASSENELY UNCERTAIN.
ON 04/21/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/21/72. THE. CATE rlF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIPENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPEQIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- ERTS I NSSCC ID 72-058A
ALTERNATE NAMES- EARTH RES. TECH SAT.-A, PL-724A, EFTS-At 06126
LAUNCH DATE- 07/23/'2 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 816. KG
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EPOCH DATE- 07/23/72 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERICD- 103.2 MIN
APOAPSIS- 912.000 KM. ALT PERIAPSIS- 912.000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 99.125 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/05/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC, ORBIT PERIOD- 103.15 MIN
APOAPSIS- 914.37 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- S'CC.80 KM ALT INCLINATION- 99.062 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - S. WEILAND NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
PS - W.P. NORDBERG- NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF, DESCRIPTION
THE EARTH, RESOURCES.TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ERTS) 1 WAS A MCDIFIEO
VERSION OF THE. IMBUS 4 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE* THE hEAR-FCLAF CRBITING
SPACECRAFT WAS DESIGNED TO SERVE AS A STABILIZED- EARTH-OFIENTED PLATFORM
FOR OBTAINING INFORMATION ON AGRICULTURAL AND FCRESTRY RESCUSCES. GEOLOGY
AND MINERAL RESOURCES. HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESCLRCES. GEOGRAPHY,
CARTOGRAPHY -ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION...OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARINE RESOURCES, AND
METEOROLOGICAL PHENOMENA. TO ACCOMPLISH THESE OBJECTIVES. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
EQUIPPED WITH (1) A FOUR-CH-ANNEL MLLTISPECTRAL SCAhNNER (MSS) AND A
THREE-GAMERA RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV) TO OBTAIN BOTH VISIBLE AND INFRARED
PHOTOGRAPHIC ANC..RACIOMETRIC IMAGES OF THE EARTH AND (2) A DATA COLLECTION
SYSTEM TO COLLECT INFORMATION FROM REMOTE. INDIVIDUALLY EQUIPPED GROUND
STATIONS AND TO RELAY THE DATA TO CENTRAL ACQUISITION STATIONS. ERTS 1
CARRIED TWO WIDE-BAND VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR) CAPABLE CF STORING UP TO
30 MIN OF SCANNER OR CAMERA DATA TO GIVE THE SPACECRAFT'S SENSORS A
NEAR-GLOBAL COVERAGE CAPABILITY. AN ADVANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
CONSISTING OF HORIZON SCANNERS, SUN SENSORS. AND A CCMMAND ANTENNA COMBINED
WITH A FREON GAS PROPULSION SYSTEM PERMITTED THE SPACECRAFT'S ORIENTATION TO
BE CONTROLLED TO WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 0.7 DEG IN ALL THREE AXES. SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATILNS INCLUDED A COMMAND SUBSYSTEM OPERATING AT 154.2 AND 2106.4
MHZ AND A PULSE CODE MODULATED (PCM) NARROW-BAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM,
OPERATING AT.2287.5 AND 137.8E MHZ. FOR SPACECRAFT HOUSEKEEPING* ATTITUDE.
AND SENSOR PERFORMANCE DATA. VIDEO DATA FROM THE THREE-CAMERA RBV SYSTEM WAS
TRANSMITTED IN BOTH REAL-TIME AND TAPE RECORDER MODES AT 2265.5 MHZ. WHILE
INFORMATION FROM THE MSS IAS CONSTRAINED TC A 20-MHZ RF BANDWIDTH AT 2229.5
MHZ. THE RBV WAS TURNED OFF 2 %EEKS AFTER LAUNCH WHEN AN EXCESSIVE POWER
DRAIN WAS OBSERVED IN THE SPACECRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. ONE WBVTR IS ALSO
INOPERABLE.
ON 07/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITIONC RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETURN BEAM VIDICCN (REV) CAMERA SYSTEM NSSDC ID 72-058A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, I=CTIHER INVESTIGATCOR)
PI - 0. WEINSTEIN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
OI - T.M. RAGLAND NASA-GSFC GREENEELTv ND
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ERTS 1 RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM CONTAINED THREE
INDEPENDENT CAMERAS COVERING THE THREE SPECTRAL BAhDS FROM ELUE-GREEN (0.47
TO 0.575 MICRON) THROUGH YELLOW-RED (0.5E TO 0.68 MICRON) TO NEAR INFRARED
(0.69 TO 0.83 MICRON). WHILE DESIGNED FRIMARILY TC CBTAIN INFORMATION FOR
EARTH RESOURCE TYPE STUDIES. THE RBV CAMERA SYSTEM WAS ALSO USED 
TO CONDUCT
METEOROLOGICAL STUDIESo I.E., TO INVESTIGATE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION AND TO
OBSERVE MESOSCALE PHENGMENA. WINTER MONSCCN CLOUDS (JAPAN), SNOW COVER. ETC.
THE THREE EARTH-CORIENTED CAMERAS WERE MOUNTED TC A COMMON BASE, 
WHICH WAS
STRUCTURALLY ISOLATED FROM THE SPACECRAFT TO MAINTAIN ACCURATE ALIGNMENTe
EACH CAMERA CONTAINED AN OPTICAL LENS9 A 5.08-CM FETURN BEAN VIDICON9 A
THERMOELECTRIC COOLER. DEFLECTION AND FOCUS CCILS. A MECHANICAL StUTTER.
ERASE LAMPS, AND SENSOR ELECTRONICS. THE CAMERAS %ERE SIMILAR EXCEPT 
FOR THE
SPECTRAL FILTERS CONTAINED IN THE LENS ASSEMBLIES THAT PRCVIDED 
SEPARATE
SPECTRAL VIEWING REGIONS. THE VIEWED GROUND SCENEo 185 BY 185 KM IN AREA.
WAS STORED ON TI-E PHOTOSENSITIVE SURFACE CF THE CAMERA TUEE. AND. 
AFTER
SHUTTERING, THE IMAGE WAS SCANNED BY AN ELECTRON EEAM TO FRCOUCE A 
VIDEO
SIGNAL OUTPUT* EACH CAMERA WAS READ OUT SEQUENTIALLY. REQUIRING ABOUT 3.5
SEC FOR EACH OF THE SPECTRAL IMAGES. THE CAMERAS WERE RESHUTTERED EVERY 
25
SEC TO PRODUCE CVERLAPPING IMAGES ALONG THE DIRECTION CF SPACECRAFT MOTION.
VIDEO DATA FROM THE RBV WERE TRANSMITTED (2265.5 MHZ) IN BOTH REAL-TIME AND
TAPE RECORDER MOCES. FROM A NOMINAL SPACECRAFT ALTITULDE CF 900 KM. THE RBV
HAD A HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF ABOUT 0.7 KM. DATA FRCW THIS EXPERIMENT ARE
HANCLED BY THE NASA DATA PROCESSING FACILITY. GSFCo GREENBELT. MD.* AND ARE
AVAILABLE TO APFROVED INVESTIGATORS AND AGENCIES THRCUGH ITS ERTS USERS
SERVICES SECTION. ALL OTHER INTERESTED PERSONS MAY CBTAIN DATA FRCM THE
EARTH RESOURCES DATA CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. SIOUX FALLS. S.D.
THE RBV PERFORMEC NCRMALLY AFTER LAUNC, BUT WAS PLACED GPERATIONALLY CFF ON
AUGUST 6, 1972, WHEN AN EXCESSIVE POWER DRAIN OCCURRED IN THE SPACECRAFT
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
ON 07/23/72. THE DATE OF THI-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 07/23/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHI-ANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) NSSDC ID 72-058A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRP CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ERTS 1 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) WAS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE
REPETITIVE DAYTIME ACQUISITION OF HIGH-RESOLUTION, PULTISPECTRAL DATA OF THE
EARTH'S SURFACE ON A GLOEAL BASIS AND TO DEMONSTRATE THAT REWCTE SENSING
-FROM SPACE IS A FEASIBLE AND PRACTICAL APPROACH TO EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF
THE EARTH'S RESOURCES. IN ACDITION TO OETAINING DATA FCR USE IN EARTH
RESOURCE TYPE STUDIES, THE MSS SYSTEM WAS LSED TO CONDUCT OCEANCGRAPHIC AND
METEOROLOGICAL STUDIES. I.E.. TO MAP SEA-ICE FIELDS. LOCATE AND TRACK MAJOR
OCEAN CURRENTS, MONITOR BOTH AIR AND WATER PCLLUTICho DETERMINE SNCW COVER*
INVESTIGATE SEVERE STORM ENVIRONMENTS. ETC. THE MSS CONSISTED OF A 22.86-CM
DOUBLE REFLECTOR-TYPE TELESCOPE, SCANNING MIRROR. FILTERS. DETECTORS. AND
ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. THE SCANNER OPERATED IN THE FCLLOWI G SFECTRAL
INTERVALS -- BAND le 0.5 TO 0.6 MICRON, BAND 2, 0.6 TO 0.7 MICRCN. BAND 3.
0.7 TO 0.8 MICROC, AND BAND 4. 0.8 TO 1.1 MICRONS. INCOMING RADIATION WAS
COLLECTED BY THE SCANNING MIRROR, WHICH CSCILLATED 2.89 OEG TC EITHER SIDE
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OF NADIR AND SCANNED CROSS-TRACK SWATHS 185 KM WIDE* THE ALONG-TRACK SCAN
WAS PRUCUCED BY THE ORBITAL MOTION OF THE SPACECRAFT. THE PRIMARY IMAGE
PRODUCED AT THE IMAGE PLANE OF THE TELESCCPE WAS RELAYED BY USE CF FIBER
OPTIC BUNDLES TO DETECTORS WHERE CONVERSION TO AN ELECTRONIC SIGNAL WAS
ACCOMPLISHED. OPTICAL FILTERS WERE LSED TC PRCDLCE THE DESIRED SPECTRAL
SEPARATION. SIX DETECTORS WERE EMPLOYED IN EACH OF THE FOLR SPECTRAL BANDS
-- BANCS 1 THROUGH - USED PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES AS DETECTORS, AND BAND 4
USED SILICON PHOTOCDIODES. A MULTIPLEXER INCLLDED IN THE OSS SYSTEM PROCESSEDTHE SCANNER'S 24 CHANNELS OF VICEO DATA. THE DATA WERE TINE-MILTIPLEXED AND
THEN CONVERTED TO A PULSE CODE MODULATED (PCM) SIGNAL BY AN A/D CONVERTER.
THE DATA WERE TI-EN TRANSMITTED (2229.5 MHZ) CIRECILY TC AN ACQUISITION
STATION OR, IN TH-E CASE OF REMOTE AREAS, STORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE FORSUBSEQUENT PLAYBACK THE NEXT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CAME WITHIN COMMUNICATION
RANGE OF AN ACQUISITION STATION. DATA FRCP THIS EXPERIMENT ARE HANDLED BYTHE NASA DATA PROCESSING FACILITY. GSFC, GREENBELT. MD.*, AND ARE AVAILABLE
TO APPROVED INVESTIGATORS AND AGENCIES THROUGH ITS ERTS USERS SERVICES
SECTION. ALL OTHER INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS MAY CBTAIN DATA THROUGH THE EARTHRESOURCES DATA CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
ON 07/23/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, TH-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 07/23/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITIC N RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) NSSDC ID 72-058A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPCSE OF THE ERTS 1 DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) WAS TC PROVIDE
USERS WITH NEAR REAL-TIME DATA COLLECTED FROM VARIOUS REMOTE LOCATIONS. THE
DCS WAS COMPOSEC CF OF THREE DISTINCT SLBSYSTEMS -- (1) THE DATA COLLECTION
PLATFORMS (DCPGS). (2) THE SATELLITE EQLIPMENT. AND (3) THE GROUND DATA
CENTERS* WHICH INCLUDED REMOTE RECEIVING SITES AND THE GROUND DATA HANDLING
SYSTEM AT GSFC. USE OF THE ERTS SPACEBORNE OCS PRCVIDED A CCNTINUAL FLOW CF
INFORMATION TO BE USED FOR MANAGEMENT OF WILDLIFE, MARINE. AGRICULTURE.
WATER. AND FORESTRY RESOURCES AND TO LEAD TO IMPROVED WEATHER FORECASTS,
POLLUTION CONTROL, AND EARTFQUAKE PREDICTION AND WARNING. THE ENVIRONMENTAL
SENSORS MOUNTED CN A DCP WERE SELECTED BY INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATCRS TOSATISFY THEIR PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS. FROM A NOMINAL ORBIT OF APPROXIMATELY
900 KM* THE SPACECRAFT WAS CAPABLE OF ACQUIRING DATA FROM DCP'S WITHIN A
RADIUS UF AROUND 3100 KM FROM THE SUBSATELLITE POINT. THUS ALLOWING DATA TOBE OBTAINED FROM ANY REMOTE PLATFORM AT LEAST ONCE EVERY 12 HR. THE OCPS*
TRANSMITTER FREQUENCY WAS 401.55 MHZ. LACMING INTERROGATION CAPABILITIES.
THE DCS EQUIPMENT IN THE SPACECRAFT WAS ESSENTIALLY A RECEIVER. THE DATAWERE SIMPLY RECEIVED AND RETRANSMITTED (AT 2287.5 MHZ) TO SELECTED GROUND
RECEIVING STATIONS. THERE WAS NO SIGNAL MULTIPLEXING CR DATA PROCESSING ON
THE SATELLITE. THE ERTS CCS WAS DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE UP TO 1000 DOPGS
DEPLOYEO THPOUGHOUT THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES. HOWEVER. THE DOCS
INITIALLY CONSISTED OF A PILOT GROUP OF ONLY SIX DCP'S, WITH USER AGENCIES
PROCURING. INSTRUMENTING, AND DEVELOPING ADDITIONAL PLATFORMS ACCORDING TO
THEIR NEEDS. DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT ARE HANDLEC AND DISTRIBUTED TO THE
VARIOUS PLATFORM INVESTIGATORS BY THE NASA DATA PRCCESSING FACILITY* GSFC.
GREENBELT. MDs
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ON 07/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 07/23/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOUISITICh RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 46 NSSOC IC 72-061A
ALTERNATE NAMES- METEC. MTS, 06142. METEORCID TECHNOLOGY SAT
LAUNCH DATE- 08/13/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 200. KG




EPOCH DATE- 09/04/72 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 97.65 MIN
APOAPSIS- 811. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 492. KM ALT INCLINATION- 37.7 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/10/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERICC- 97.593 MIN
APOAPSIS- 792.50 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 494.48 KM ALT INCLINATION- 37.691 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.V. WOERNER NASA-LARC HAMPTON.VA.
PS - W.He KINARC NASA-LARC HA*FTChN, VA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE METEOROID TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE WERE TO MEASURE
THE METEOROID PENETRATION RATES IN A BUMPER-PROTECTED TARGET. AND TO OBTAIN
DATA ON METEOROIC VELOCITY AND FLUX DISTRIBUTION* THE CENTRAL HUB OF THE
SATELLITE WAS 320 CW LONG AND CARRIED THE VELOCITY AND IMPACT EXPERIMENTS.
BUMPER TARGETS EXTENDED FROM THE SATELLITE. GIVING IT AN OVERALL WIDTH OF
701.5 CM. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN STABILIZED AT 3 RFMt AND SHOULD HAVE
OPERATED FOR A WINIWUM OF ONE YR. HOWEVER, TWO CF THE FOUR PRIMARY
EXPERIMENT BUMPER PANELS FAILED TO DEPLY., CAUSING THE SPACECRAFT TO REVOLVE
ABOUT AN AXIS DIFFERENT THAN THAT PLANNED. THIS ORIENTATICN CAUSED THE
TELEMETRY SYSTEM BATTERY TO OVERHEAT. AND NECESSITATED THE TURNOFF OF BOTH
SECONDARY EXPERIkENTS (EXPERIMENTS -02 AND -C3) WITHIN TO WEEKS AFTER
LAUNCH.
ON 08/27/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METEOROID PENETRATION NSSDC IC 72-061A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORs OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - W.He KINARD NASA-LARC HAMPTON9 VA
1045
01 - D.H. HUMES NASA-LAPC HAMPTON. VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE OEJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT hAS TO MEASLRE THE METEORCID
PENETRATION RATES OF A BUMPER-PROTECTED TARGET. PENETRATIONS WERE MEASURED.
USING T*ELVE 2-NIL STAINLESS-STEEL PRESSLRE CELLS LCCATED EEHINC 1-MIL
STAINLESS-STEEL EUMPERS. THESE 12 CELLS WERE MOLNTED OC FCUR EURPER PANELS
WHICH EXTENDED OUT FROM THE CYLINDRICAL SPACECRAFT BODY. DUE TO) A
MALFUNCTION. ONLY TWO OF THE FCLR BUMPER FANELS CEFLCYEC.
ON 08/27/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQ LISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 08/27/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DAIA ACQUISITION RATE EECAME SUB-STANDARD.
************************ ***** *s
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAVE- OAD 7 NSSDC ID 72-065A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-7010, CAG-C, CCFERNICUS, 06153
LAUNCH DATE- 08/21/72 SPACECRAFT AEIGHT IN CRBIT- 215C. KG




EPOCH DATE- 08/21/72 OREIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 99.7 MINAPOAPSIS- 751.000 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 7239.COC KN ALT INCLINATION- 35.012 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/05E/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CORBIT PERIOC- 99.709 MIN
APOAPSIS- 749.15 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 74C.10 KM ALT INCLINATION- 35.011 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J. PURCELL NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MDPS - J.E. KUPPERIAN. JR. NASA-GCSFC GREENEELI. NO
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
OAO-C CONTINUED THE MISSION OF THE OAO PROGRAM TO OBSERVE THECELESTIAL SPHERE FRCM AEBOVE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE. A SPECTROMETERMEASURED
HIGH-RESOLUTICN SPECTRA CF THE STARS, GALAXIES, PLANETS, NEBLLAE, THE SUN.
ETC., IN THE ULTFAVIOLET REGION OF THE SPECTRUM. THREE SMALL X-RAY
TELESCOPES STUCIED X-RAY RACIATION IN THREE PASSBANDS BETWEEN 3 AND 60 A.
THE UA,-C SPACECRAFT WAS A GR.UND-CCNTRCLLABLE SFACECRAFT ThAT WAS PLACED INA LOW-ALTITUDE EARTH ORBIT. THE SPACECRAFT SHAPE %AS THAT OF AN CCTAGONAL
CYLINDER WITH EXTENCABLE SOLAR PANELS. THE SILICON SOLAR CELL ARRAY SUPPLIED
30 W A)ND fO W PEAK POwER. DATA WAS TRANSMITTED IN BCTH REAL TIME AND DELAYED
TIME.
ON 08/21/72* THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NCRMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACGLISITIC RATE BECAME STANDARD.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH-RESOLUTION TELESCOPES NSSDC IC 72-065A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=GTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L. SPITZER PRINCETON L FRINCETChN. NJ
CI - J. ROGLRSCN. JR. PRINCETON 1. PRINCETCON. NJ
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTIUN
THE PRIMARY OEJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT %AS TO MAKE QUANTITATIVE
OBSERVATIONS OF THE INTERSTELLAR ABSCRPTION LINES IN THE SPECTRAL REGION
1000 TO 3300 A. THE SECCNDARY OBJECTIVE WAS TC DESERVE THE ULTRAVIOLET
SPECTRA OF SELECTED BRIGHTER STARS IN DETAIL. THE PRIME OPTICAL SYSTEM WAS
AN 80-CM DIAM CASSEGRAIN TELESCCPE WITH A 16-M FOCAL LENGTH (F/20). THIS
TELESCOPE WAS CCUPLED TC A PASCFEN-RUNGE SPECTRCNETEF CAPABLE OF 0.1-A
RESOLUTION IN FIRST ORDER AND 0.05-A RESCLLTION IN SECOND ORDER. THE PHOTCNS
WERE DETECTED BY FOUR EMR PHOTOT7BES, EACH EQUIPPED WITH ITS OWN EXIT SLIT.
AND MUVABLE IN PAIRS ALONG THE ROWLAND CIRCLE. A GUIDANCE ERROR SENSOR
ATTACHED TO THE PRIME OPTICS CCNTROLLEC THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE TC WITHIN
0.1 ARC-SEC. THIS GUIDANCE SYSTEM LUCKED CNTO A STAR AS WEAK AS 7TH
MAGNITUDE. THE OVERALL SYSTEM ClULD MAKE USEFUL MEASUREMENTS ON 0- AND
B-TYPE STARS OF 7TF MAGNITUDE.
ON 08/21/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 08/21/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOQUISITICh RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- STELLAR PHOTCMETRY NESSOC IC 72-065A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIC-ATCR. CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.L.F. BOYD U COLLEGE. LONDON LONDON. ENGLAND
01 - E.A. STEWARCSON U COLLEGE, LONDON LONDON. ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT 3GIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT USED THREE TELESCCFES AND A COLLIMATED PROPORTIONAL
COUNTER T, OBSERVE COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES BETWEEN I AND 70 A. EETWEEN 1 AND 3
ANGSTROMS A PROPCQTIONAL COUNTER LOCATED BEHIND A COLLIMATOR WAS USED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH PULSE-SHAPE DISCRIMINATION TO REJECT EACKGROUND COUNTS.
FROM 3 TO 9 A ArND , TO 18 A. PRflPORTIONAL COUNTERS LOCATED AT THE FOCUS OF
TWO GRALING-INCICENCE REFLECTING TELESCCPES (5.E SQ CM AND 12 SO CW.
RESPECTIVELY) WEREL LSED, WITH AN ANTICCINCIDENCE SCINTILLATC ALSO EMPLOYED
TU REJECT BACKGROUND COSMIC RAY COUNTS. AN OPEN CHAhNNEL MULTIPLIER LOCATED
AT THE FOCUS OF A GCAZING INCIDENCE TELESCCPE (23 SC CM) WAS USED TO OBSERVE
UETWEEN, 20 ANC 70 A. DATA FROM THIS EXPERINENT WAS LSEC TC DETERWINE THE
INTERSTELLAR ABSCRPTION OF SOFT X RAYS. THE 3- TC 9-A AND 6- TO 18-A
DETECTOiRS FAILEC IN JUNE 1973. THE 20- TO 70-A DETECTCR AFFEARS TC BE QUITE
NLJ I SY.
ON OB/21/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACGLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 06/00/73. THr DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
I-C I
SPACECRAFT. CrM"MMUN NAME- EXPLORER 47 NSSCC ID 72-073A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-713At IMP-H, IMP 7, 06197
LAUNCH DATE- 09/23/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT INh CRBIT- 390. KG




EPOCH- DATE- 09/25/72 OREIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFelRBIT PERICC- 7365. MIN
APOAPS IS- 2356 39. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 201599. KM ALT INCLINATION- 28.6 DEG
RECENT OREIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH CATE- 08/23/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORLBIT PERIOD- 17602. MIN
APOAPSIS- 233231. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 2C23C6. KM ALT INCLINATION- 8.566 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - P. BUTLER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
PS - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. NOD
SPACECRAFT uPIEF DESCRIPTION
IMP-H CONTINUED THE STUDY BEGUN BY EARLIER INF SPACECRAFT CF THE
INTERPLANETARY ANC MAGNETOTAIL REGIONS FRCN A NEARLY CIRCULAR ORBIT NEAR 37
EARTH RADII. THIS 16-SIDED DRLM-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WAS 157 CM HIGH AND 135 CM
IN DIAM. IT WAS CESIGNED TO MEASURE ENERGETIC PARTICLES*, FLASMA, AND
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS. THE SPIN AXIS %AS NCRINAL TO THE ECLIPTIC
PLANE, AND THE SPIN PERIOD wAS 1.3 SEC. THE SPACECRAFT WAS POWERED BY SOLAR
CELLS AND A CHEMICAL BATTERY. SCIENTIFIC DATA wERE TELENETEFED TC EARTH AT
1600 BPS (WITH A SECONDARY 400-BPS RATE AVAILABLE).
ON 09/23/72, THE CATE (F THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHtANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NCRMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA NSSCC IC 72-073A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.S. BRIDGE MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - A.J. LAZARUS WIT CAWERICCE, NA
OI - J.H. BINSACK MIT CAMBRIDGE, WA
01 - E.F. LYON MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A MODULATED SPLIT-COLLECTOR FARADAY CUP WHICH WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF POSITIVE
IONS AND ELECTRGNS IN THE SOLAR WIND, TRANSITION REGION, AND WAGNETOTAIL.
ELECTRONS WERE STUDIED IN EIGHT LCGARITHMICALLY ECLISPACED CHANNELS BETWEEN
17 EV AND 7 KEV. POSITIVE IONS IERE STUDIED IN EIGHT CHANNELS BETWEEN 50 EV
AND 7 KEV. A SPECTRUM WAS OBTAINED EVERY EIGHT SPACECRAFT REVOLUTICNS.
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ANGULAR INFCRWATION WAS OBTAINEC IN EITHER 15 EQLALLY EPACED INTERVALS
JURING A 30-lEC- REVOLUTION OF THE SATELLITE OR IN 15 ANGULAR SEGMENTS
CENTERED MORE CLCSELY AEOUT THE SPACECRAFT SUN LINE.
ON 09/23/72, THF DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATLS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICON RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 09/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERINENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITIC RATE EECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE NSSDC ID 72-073A-03
0.1 Tl 2 MEV
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK, MC
0I - C.Y. FAN L CF ARIZCNA TLCSCN. AZ
UI - O.K. HCVESTADT M.PLANCK INSEI.,GARCHING GARCHING, WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT EPIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE CCFCSITICN AND ENERGY
SPECTRA OF LOW-ENERGY PARTICLES ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAR ACTIVITY. THE
DETECTUS USED wERE (1) AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (TC SELECT FARTICLES CF
THE CESIGNATED ENERGY PER CHARGE) COMBINED VITH AN ARRAY OF WINDCWLESS
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS (TO MEASURE THE ENERGY LOSS) AND SURROUNDED BY AN
ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELCING AND (2) A PARTICLE TELESCCFE CCNSISTING CF A
SILICON SURFACE BARRIER DETECTOR AND A FLAT TWO-CHAMBER PROPCRTICNAL CCUNTER
ENCLOSED IN AN ANTICOINCICENCE SCINTILLATOR CUP. THE EXPERIMENT MEASURED
PARTICLE ENERGIES FRO'M 0.1 TO 2 MEV PER CHARGE IN 12 BANCS ANC UNIGUELY
IDENTIFIED PCSITRONS AND ELECTRONS AS WELL AS NUCLEI wITH CHARGES CF Z FROM
1 TO 8 (NO CHARGE RESOLUTION FOR Z GREATER THAN 8). TWO 1000-CHANNEL PULSE
HEIGHT ANALYZEPS, OFE FCR EACH ELEMENT OF THE TELESCFOPE, ERE INCLUOED IN
THE EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD. THE TELESCOPE FAILED CN NOVEMBER 25, 1972 WHEN THE
WINDOw ON THE PROPORTIONAL COUNTER WEAKENEC AND BURST CUE TO EXPOSURE TO UV
RADIATION.
ON 09/23/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITIC N RATE EECAME STANDARD.
ON 11/25/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF LCW-ENERGY PRCTONS ANC NSSCC IC 72-073A-04
ELECTRONS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHEP INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA ICA CITY, IA
EXPERIMENT bRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE ENERGY SPECTRA CF LC-ENERGY ELECTRGNS
AND PROLTONS IN THE GEOCENTRIC RANGE 30 TO 40 R(E) TC FLURTHER UNCERSTAND
GEOMAGNETIC STORMS, AURORA. TAIL AND NEUTRAL SHEET, AND OTHER MAGNETOSPHERIC
PHENOMENA. THE EETECTOR WAS A CLAL-CHANNEL CLRVED FLATE ELECTIRCSTATIC
ANALYZE.FR (LLPECEA - LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER)
WITH 16 ENEtGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 5 EV AND EO KEV. IT HAD AN ANGULAR FIELD OF
VIEW OF 9 DEG X 25 CEG IN FOUR CIRECTIONS PERPENCICLLAR TC THE SPACECRAFT
SPIN AXIS. THE DETECTOR WAS OPERATED IN ONE OF TkO MODES (1) ONE FROVIDING
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GOOD ANGULAR RESOLUTION (16 DIRECTICNS FOR EACH PARTICLE ENERGY EAND) ONCEEACH 272 SEC. AND (2) ONE PROVIDING GOOD TEMFORAL RESCLUTICON IN WHICH THEENTIRE ENERGY RANGE IN FOUR DIRECTIONS WAS MEASURED EVERY 68 SEC.
ON 09/23/72. THE CATE OF T-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 09/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS NSSDC IC 72-073A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - DeJ. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO01 - C.O. BOSTRCM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MD01 - J.C. ARMSTRONG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MO01 - JeH* TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE (1) TC STUDY THE PROPAGATIONCHARACTERISTICS CF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS THROUGH THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM OVERTHE ENERGY RANGES INDICATED BELOW. (2) TC STUDY ELECTRCN AND PROTON PATCHESTHROUGHOUT THE GEOMAGNETIC TAIL AND NEAR AND THROUG- THE FLANKS OF THEMAGNETOPAUSE. ANC (3) TC STUDY THE ENTRY CF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS INTO THEGEOMAGNETIC FIELD. THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED CF A THREE-ELEmENTTELESCOPE CONFIGURATION EMPLOYING SOLID-STATE DETECTORS AND A MAGNETIC FIELDTO DEFLECT ELECTRONS. TWO SIDE-MOUNTED DETECTORS AERE USED TO DETECT THEELECTRONS DEFLECTED BY THE MAGNET. TUO ADDITIONAL SCLIC-STATE DETECTORS WEREUSED TO DETECT VERY LOW-ENERGY (GREATER THAN 15 KEV) PARTICLES, ALPHAPARTICLES, AND Cf-ARGEC PARTICLES OF Z GREATER THAN 2. THE EXPERIMENT WASDESIGNED TO MEASURE (1) PROTON FLUXES FROM 30 KEY TC GREATER THAN 8.6 MEV INSIX RANGES, (2) ELECTRON FLUXES FROM 30 KEV TO GREATER THAN 450 KEV IN THREERANGES. (3) CARGED PARTICLES GREATER THAN 15 KEv. (4) ALPHA PARTICLESGREATER THAN 0.5 MEV, GREATER THAN 1.6 VEV* 2.2 TC 8.B MEV9 AND 8.8 TO 35MEV# AND (5) CHARGED PARTICLES OF Z GREATER THAN 2 AT E GREATER THAN 5 MEV.
ON 09/23/729 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT-THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD,
CN 09/26/72, THE CATE OF THEF LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM NSSDC ID 72-073A-06
ISCTOPES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OT-ER INVESTIGATOR)PI - E.C. STONE CAL TECH PASADENA. CA01 - R.E. VOGT CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT STUDIED (VIA DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRA) LOCALACCELERATION OF PARTICLES, ACCELERATION PROCESSES OF SCLASR PARTICLES,STORAGE IN THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM, AND SOLAR WCCULATION OF PARTICLES INTHE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE DETECTOR USED WAS A PULTI-ELEMENT. TOTALLYDEPLETED SCLID-STATE TELESCOPE WITH ANTICCINCIDENCE SHIELDING AND WAS
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OPERATED IN ANY CF THREE MOCES -- (1) THE ENERGY 
RANGE MODEs (2) THE
ELECTRCN MODE (1-O KEV TO 2.8 MEV)o AND (3) THE HYDROGEN AND HELIUM ISOTOPES
MODE (0.5 TO 40 MEV/NUCLEON). THE DETECTOR HAD 
AN ANGULAR RESCLUTION OF PLUS
TO MINUS 22 DEG.
ON 09/23/72o THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED 
SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGES THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT 
DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 09/23/72o THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE% THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA 
ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR FLARE I-IGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z 
NSSDC ID 72-073A-07
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR 
I=CTl-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PE - J.Ao SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGC9 IL
01 - MeGo MUNOZ U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO, IL
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTIONTHIS EXPERIMENT INCREASED THE UNDERSTANDING OF SOLAR FLARE PARTICLE
ACCELERATION ANC PARTICLE CONTAINMENT IN MAGNETIC 
FIELDS IN TE VICINITY OF
THE SUN. THE DETECTOR POINTED ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN 
AXIS. IT WAS A
uINDOWLESS DE/CX VS E TELESCOPE WITH ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING AND 
OPERATED
IN EITHER OF TWO MODES -- (1) THE HIGH 2 - LOW E MCDE 
HAVING AN ENERGY RANGE
0.5 TO 50 MEV/NUCLEON AND A CHARGE RANGE Z 5 TO 50 AND 
(2) THE LOW Z MODE9
HAVING AN ENERGY RANGE 6 TO 1200 MEV/NUCLEON (ISOTOPES - HYDROGEN,
DEUTERIUM, TRITIUM, HELIUM-39 HELIUM-4). THE ENERGY RANGE FCR ELECTRONS 
WAS
PRIMARILY 0.3 TO 10 MEV. THE ACCEPTANCE ANGLE OF THE DETECTOR 
WAS 50-DEG
FULL ANGLE.
ON 09/23/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
ON 09/23/72v THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITICN RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FRCPAGAT ION CHARACTER ISTICS OF SOLAR NSSDC 
ID 72-073A-08
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRo OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - SoM. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
SILVER SPRING. MD
01 - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS LAWRENCE, 
KS
I01 - J.A, VAN ALLEN L OF IObA ICWA CITY. IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THREE SOLID-STATE DETECTORS IN AN ANTICCINCICENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR
OBSERVED ELECTRONS BETWEEN 0.2 AND 2.5 MEV. PROTChS BETWEEN 
0.3 AND 500 MEVo
ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN 2.0 AND 200 VEV, HEAVY PARTICLES WITH ATCMIC 
NUMBERS
RANGING FROM 2 TC 5 WITh ENERGIES GREATER THAN 8 NEV. HEAVY FARTICLES 
WITH Z
VALUES RANGING BETWEEN 6 AND 8 WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 32 MEV. AND
INTEGRAL PROTONS AND ALPHAS OF ENERGIES GREATER ThAN 50 REV/hUCLECN, 
ALL
WITH DYNAMIC RANGES OF I TO ONE MILLION (FER SQUARE CM-SEC-STER). FIVE 
THIN
WINDOW GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES OBSERVED ELECTRONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 
15
KEV PROTONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 25C KEV, AND X RAYS 
WITH %AVELENGTHS
BETWEEN 2 AND 10 A, ALL WITH A DYNAMIC RANGE OF 10 TC 100 MILLION 
(PER
SQUARE CM-SEC-STER). PARTICLES AND X RAYS PRIMARILY OF SOLAR ORIGIN 
WERE
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STUDIED, BUT THE DYNAMIC RANGE AND RESCLUTICN OF THE INSTRUMENT PERMITTEC
COSMIC RAYS AND MAGNETOTAIL PARTICLES TO BE OBSERVED.
ON 09/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECFAFT STATUS Cl-ANGEs THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 09/26/72. THE DATE OF T-E LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES NSSCC IC 72-073A-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORs OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.B. MCDUNALC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, WO
01 - D.E. F-AGGE NASA-JSC HCUSTCN, TX.
01 - B.J. TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC GREEN8ELT, MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE GSFC COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT MEASURED ENERGY SPECTRA9 COMPOSITION.
AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC ELECTRONS. PROTONS, AND
HEAVIER NUCLEI UP TO Z = 30. THREE DISTINCT DETECTOR SYSTEMS WERE USED. THE
FIRST SYSTEM CONSISTED CF A PAIR OF SOLID-STATE TELESCOPES WHICH MEASURED
INTEGRAL FLUXES ABOVE 150. 350, AND 700 KEV AND CF FCROTONS AEOVE 0.5S .15.
.70. 1.0, 1.2, 2.0, 2.5, 5.0. IE, AND 25 MEV. EXCEPT FOR THE .05 &EV PRCTON
MODE, ALL COUNTING MOCES HAC UNIQUE SPECIES IDENTIFICATION. THE SECOND
DETECTOR SYSTEM WAS A SOLID-STATE DE/DX VS E TELESCCFE THAT LOOKED
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THIS TELESCOPE MEASURED NUCLEI.FRCM 1 TO 16
AMU WITH ENERGIES BETWEEN 4 AND 20 MEV/NLCLECN. CCUNTS CF FARTICLES IN THE
0.5 TO 4 MEV/NUCLEON RANGE, WITH NO CHARGE RESCLUTION. WERE OETAINED AS
COUNTS IN THE DE/DX, BUT NOT IN THE E. SE'SCR. THE THIRD CETECTOR SYSTEM WAS
A THREE-ELEMENT CSI SCINTILLATOR TELESCCFE WHOSE AXIS PACE AN ANGLE CF 39
DEG WITH RESPECT TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE INSTRUMENT RESFONDEC TO ELECTRONS
BETWEEN 2 AND 12 MEV AND NUCLEI FRCM 1 TG 30 AML IN THE ENERGY .RANGE 20 TO
500 MEV/NUCLECN. FOR PARTICLES BELOW 'E CMEV. THIS INSTRUMENT ACTED AS A
DE/DX DETECTOR. ABOVE 80 MEV. IT ACTED AS A BIDIRECTIONAL TRIPLE DE/CX
DETECTOR. FLUX CIRECTIONALITY INFORMATICON WAS OBTAINEC BY DIVIDING CERTAIN
PORTIONS OF THE DATA FROM EACH DETECTOR SYSTEM INTC EIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS.
ON 09/23/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQLISITION RATE 'BECAME STANDARD.
ON 09/26/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA KSSCC ID 72-073A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOSe NM
01 - J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMCS, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WAS USED TOSTUDY THE
DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND*
MAGNETOSHEATH, AND MAGNETOTAIL. IONS AS HEAVY AS CXYGEN WERE RESOLVED WHEN
THE SOLAR WIND TEMPERATURE WAS LOW, ENERGY ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY
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CHARGING THE PLATES TO KNOWN VOLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLOWING 
THEM TO DISCHARGE
WITH KNOWN RC TIME CONSTANTS. IN THE SOLAR WIND, POSITIVE 
ICNS FROM 200 EV
TO 5 KEV (15 PERCENT SPACING. 3 PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND ELECTRONS FROM 5 EV
TO 1 KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING. 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUDIED. 
IN THE
MAGNETOSHEATH. POSITIVE IONS FROM 200 EV O10 5 KEV (15 PERCENT 
SPACING. 3
PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND FROM 200 EV TO 2 KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING. 15
PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND ELECTRONS FROM 5 EV TO I KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING, 15
PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUDIED. IN THE MAGNETOTAIL. POSITIVE IONS FROM 200
EV TO 20 KEV (30 PERCENT SPACINGt 15 PERCENT RESOLLTION) AND ELECTRONS 
FROM
5 EV TO 1 KEV (3C PERCENT SPACING, 15 PERCENT RESCLUTICN) AND FROM 100 EV TO
20 KEV (15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUCIED.
CN 09/23/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CI-ANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 09/23/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT 
NSSDC IC 72-073A-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REOCNCC 
BEACH9 CA
01 - G.M. CROOK TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REDCNDC BEACH. CA
o - I.M. GREEN TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REDONDO 
BEACH, CA
I01 - R.W. FREDERICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP RECCNCC 
BEACH, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ELECTRIC FIELC COMPONENTS PERPENDICULAR TC THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN AXIS
AND THE MAGNETIC FIELC COMPONENT PARALLEL TO THAT AXIS WERE WEASURED BY AN
ELECTRIC DIPOLE ANTENNA AND A SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER. BOTH SENSORS WERE
MOUNTED ON A 3.C5-M BOOM. DATA WAS OBTAINED IN EIGHT FREQUENCY CHANNELS FROM
10 HZ TO 100 KHZ IN EITHER THE NORMAL MOCE OR THE SNAPSHOT MODE. 
TWO
CHANNELS. CENTERED AT 67 AND 600 HZ, HAD 10-B08 FALL-CFF POINTS OF 17 AND 150
HZ, AND 270 AND 810 HZ, RESPECTIVELY. THE REMAINING SIX CHANNELS 
WERE
NARROW-EANOWIOTHI- CHANNELS CENTERED AT 1.3. 2.3, 5.49 10.5* 30. AND 70 KHZ.
IN THE NORMAL MODE. THE ANTENNA wAS FIRST SAMPLED IN A GIVEN FREQUENCY
CHANNEL MANY TIMES DURING A GIVEN MEASUREMENT PERICC (CCMPARAELE TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD). DURING THE NEXT PERIOD, THE SEARCH COIL WAS SAMPLED
MANY TIMES IN THE SAME FREQUENCY CHANNEL. NEXT, THE ANTENNA WAS SAMFLEO IN
THE NEXT FREQUENCY CHANNEL, FOLLOWED BY THE SEARCH COIL IN THAT CHANNEL. THE
FREQUENCY CHANNELS WERE INCREMENTED. AND THE SAMPLEC SENSCRS WERE ALTERNATED
UNTIL A FULL SET OF DATA WAS OBTAINED IN 16 MEASUREMENT PERICDS
(APPROXIMATELY 20 SEC). IN THE SNAPSHOT MODE* ONLY ELECTRIC FIELC CATA WERE
TRANSMITTED, AS FOLLOWS. THE ANTENNA WAS FIRST SAWPLED IN A GIVEN FREQUENCY
CHANNEL MANY TIMES CURING A GIVEN MEASUREMENT PERICD. IN THE NEXT PERIOD.
THE ANTENNA WAS SAMPLED IN TWO SEQUENCES OF EIGHT FREQUENCY CHANNELS. THIS
TWO-PERIOD MEASUREMENT WAS EXECUTED EIGHT TIMES, EACH TIME INCREMENTING THE
FREQUENCY CHANNEL STUDIED IN EVERY OTHER PERIOD BY CNEo THUS, A FULL SET OF
DATA AGAIN REQUIRED 16 MEASUREMENT PERIODS. IN ADDITION. AN ANALOG MODE*
SAMPLING THE ANTENNA ANC SEARCH COIL FROM o10 TO 100o HZ. WAS USED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE SPECIAL PLRPOSE ANALOG TELEMETRY TEST TC BE CONDUCTED.
UNFORTUNATELY THIS NEW TELEMETRY SYSTEM DID NOT WORK WELL, AND LITTLE IF ANY
USABLE DATA WERE OBTAINED IN THIS MODE CF OPERATIGh. FOR THE DIGITAL MODES.
THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC THRESHOLDS WERE SET BY INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY THE
SOLAR CELL ARRAYS. THIS INTERFERENCE WAS DUE TO THE ASYMMETRIC SHEATH
RELATED TO THE NON-CONDUCTING SATELLITE SURFACE ANC THE SIX-SIDED GEOMETRY
OF THE SPACECRAFT PANELS. IT IS EXPECTED THAT THESE INTERFERENCE FROBLEMS
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WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT MOST AMBIENT FIELD OEASUREMENTS.
ON 09/23/72* THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITIOIN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 09/24/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THIE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION NSSCC IC 72-073A-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT.. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND WEIN-TYPE VELOCITY SELECTOR WERE USED TOGAIN EXPLORATORY DATA ON HEAVY ION COMPCSITION IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE BULKVELOCITIES OF 4HE++, 4HE+t 3HE++, AND 0 (ISOTOPES INDISTINGUISHABLE) IONS INALL IONIZATION STATES WERE SEPARATELY STUDIED. DURING 30 SUCCESSIVE
SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIODS. IONS OF A GIVEN SPECIES WERE STUDIED IN 30
LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED BULK VELOCITY CHANNELS FROM 200 TO 600 KM/SEC. ACOMPLETE SET OF.MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED ABOUT 10 MIN AND CONSISTD CF THIRTY1-STEP SEQUENCES FOR A FE++ IONS AND FIVE 30-STEP SEGUENCES FOR EACH OF THE
OTHER THREE SPECIES.
ON 09/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGEs THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 09/24/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY. SOLAR, AND NSSDC IC 7 2-073A-13
MACNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T.L. CLINE NASA-GSFC GREENeELT. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT STUDIED GALACTIC ACND SOLAR ELECTRCNS AND FCSITRONS INTHE KINETIC ENERGY RANGE 50 KEV TO 2 MEV. INFORMATION ON PROTONS BETWEEN 0.5
AND 4.0 MEV WAS ALSO DETAINED. A COLLIMATED STILBENE CRYSTAL SCINTILLATOR
LOOKING PERPENEICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS SERVED AS THE PRINCIPAL
DETECTOR. A SIMILAR. FULLY SHIELDED CRYSTAL SERVED TO DETERMINE THE
CONTRIBUTION TO THE PRINCIPAL DETECTOR COUNT RATE OF ELECTRONS AND PROTONSGENERATED WITHIN THE PRINCIPAL DETECTOR BY GAwMA FAYS AND NEUTRCNS,
RESPECTIVELY. A FULLY SHIELDED CSI CRYSTAL SERVED AS A GAMMA-RAY
SPECTRCMETER ANC WAS USED IN COINCIDENCE WITH THE PRINCIPAL DETECTOR TO
DISTINGUISH ELECTRONS FRCM POSITRONS. CCUNT RATES FROM EACH DETECTOR
OBTAINED IN EIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS PER REVOLUTION WERE TELEMETERED. INADDITION, THE AMFLITUDE AND SHAPE OF THE PULSE GENERATED IN THE PRINCIPAL
DETECTOR BY THE FIRST STOPPING PARTICLE IN EACH AFFRCFFIATE TELEMETRY FRAMEWILL BE STUDIEC. PULSE AMPLITUDE ANC SHAPE WERE TO YIELD ENERGY (10 PERCENT
RESOLUTION) AND PARTICLE SPECIES INFORMATION.
ON 09/23/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CH-ANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
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NORMAL AND AT TO-AT TIME TI-E SPACECRAFT DATA ACCLISITICh RATE EECAME STANDARD.
CN 10/13/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITIGN RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
** * * **** *** **** ** ****** **** * *****
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA 2 NSSDC ID 72-082A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-701J. ITOS-D. 06235
LAUNCH DATE- 10/15/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- 409. KG




EPOCH DATE- 10/15/72 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 114.9 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1453.'S KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 144E.18 KM ALT INCLINATION- 101.768 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFEIT PERIOD- 114.90 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1453.73 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 144E.37 KM ALT INCLINATION- 101.722 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J. SARGENT NASA-GSFC GREENEELT9 WD.
PS - I.L. GOLDBERG NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
SPACECRAFT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
NOAA 2 WAS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF RECONFIGURED ITOS-M SATELLITES
LAUNCHED wITH NEW METECROLOGICAL SENSORS ON BOARD TO EXPAND THE OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY UF T-E ITOS SYSTEM. N GAA 2 WAS NOT ECLIPPED WITH CCNVENTIONAL TV
CAMERAS BUT INSTEAD WAS THE FIRST OPERATIONAL WEATHER SATELLITE TC RELY
SOLELY UPON RACICMETRIC IMAGING TO OBTAIN CLOUDCOVER DATA. THE PRIMARY
OBJECTIVE OF NOAA 2 WAS TO PROVIDE GLOBAL DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME DIRECT
READOUT REAL-TIME CLOUCCOVER DATA ON A DAILY BASIS. THE SUN-SYNCHRCNCUS
SPACECRAFT WAS ALSO CAPABLE OF SUPPLYING GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
SOUNDINGS AND VERY HIC-GF RESCLUTION INFRARED CLCUDCOVER DATA FOR SELECTED
AREAS IN EITHER A DIRECT READOUT OR A TAPE RECORDER MODE. A SECCNDARY
OBJECTIVE WAS TO OBTAIN GLOBAL SOLAR PRCTCN FLUX DATA CN A REAL-TIME DAILY
BASIS. THE PRIMARY SENSORS CONSISTED OF A VERY -IGH RESCLUTION RACIOMETER
(VHRR)v A VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER (VTPR), AND A SCANNING
RADIOMETER (SR). TH-E VHRR, VTPR, AND SR WERE MOUNTED NCh THE SATELLITE
BASEPLATE WITH THEIR OPTICAL AXES DIRECTED VERTICALLY EAFTHWARC. THE NEARLY
CUBICAL SPACECRAFT MEASURED 1 BY 1 BY 1.,2 M. THE SATELLITE WAS EQUIPPED WITH
THREE CURVED SOLAR PANELS THAT WERE FOLDED DURING LAUNCH ANC DEFLOYED AFTER
ORBIT wAS ACHIEVED. EACH PANEL MEASURED OVER 4.2 W IN LENGTH WHEN UNFOLDED
AND WAS COVERED WIT- 342C SCLAR CELLS MEASURING 2 EV 2 CN. THE NCAA 2
DYNAMICS AND ATTITUDE CCNTROL SYSTEM MAINTAINED DESIRED SPACECRAFT
ORIENTATION THROUGH GYROSCOPIC PRINCIPLES INCCRPUPATED INTO THE SATELLITE
DESIGN. EARTH ORIENTATION OF THE SATELLITE BODY WAS RAINTAINEC EY TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF THE PRECESSION INCLUCED FROM A MCWENTLM FLYWHEEL SC THAT THE
SATELL1TE BODY PRECESSION RATE OF ONE REVOLUTION PER ORBIT PROVIDED THE
DESIRED EARTF-LOOKING ATTITUDE. MINOR ACJLSTMENTS IN ATTITUDE AND
ORIENTATION wERE MACE BY MEANS OF MAGNETIC CCILS AND BY VARYING THE SPEED CF
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THE MOMENTUM FLYWHEEL.
ON 10/15/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE EECAME STANDARD.
EXPLRIMENT NAME- SOLAR PROTON MONITOR NSSDC ID 72-082A-01
EXPERIMENT PEPSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OT-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.C. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THREE SOLID STATE CETECTORS MONITORED THE OMNIDIRECTICNAL FLUXES OF
SOLAR PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE 10, 30, AND 60 MEV. RESPECTIVELY. TWO
TELESCOPES CONSISTING OF SOLID STATE.DETECTORS EACH MEASURED DIRECTIONAL
FLUXES OF PROTONS BETWEEN 0.2? MEV AND 3.2 MEV (IN THREE INTERVALS). PRCTONS
BETWEEN 3.2 AND O60 MEV, PROTONS ABOVE 60 MEV, AND ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN
12.5 AND 32 MEV. IN THE POLAR CAP REGIC#, WHICH IS CF THE GREATEST INTEREST,
THE TELESCOPES VIEWED PARALLEL TO, AND PERPENDICULAR TC, THE LOCAL MAGNETIC
FIELD DIRECT ION. AN ADDITIONAL SOLID STATE DETECTOR MEASURED DIRECTIONAL
FLUXES OF ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 140 KEV. THIS DETECTOR LOOKED
IN A DIRECTION FERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBIT PLANE.
ON 10/15/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAWE STANDARD.
ON 10/15/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERINENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR) NSSDC ID 72-082A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND, MD.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE NOAA 2 SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR) SUBSYSTEN CCNSISTEC CF TC
SCANNING RADIOMETERS, A DUAL SR PROCESSOR. AND TWC SR FECORDERS. THIS
SUBSYSTEM PERMITTED THE DETERMINATION CF SLRFACE TENFERATLRES CF THE GROUNC,
THE SEA, OR CLCLE TOPS VIEWED BY THE RADICWETER. THE RADIOMETER MEASURED
REFLECTED RADIATION FROM THE EARTH ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM IN THE 0.52- TO
0.73-MICROIN BANC CURING THE DAY AND EMITTED RADIATICh FRCM THE EARTH AND ITS
ATMOSPHERE IN THE 10.5E- TO 12.5-MICRON BAND DURING THE DAY ANC NIGHT. UNLIKE
A CAMERA, THE SR DID NOT TAKE A PICTURE BUT INSTEAD FORMED AN IMAGE USING A
CONTINUUUSLY ROTATING MIRROR. THE MIRROR SCANNEL THE EARTH'S SURFACE
PERPENCICULAR TC THE SATELLITE'S ORBITAL PATH AT A RATE OF 48 RPM. AS THE
SATELLITE PROGRESSED ALONG ITS ORBITAL PATH* EACH ROTATION OF THE MIRROR
PROVIDED ONE SCAN LINE CF PICTURE. RADIATICN CCLLECTED EY THE MIRROR WAS
PASSED THROUGH A BEAM SPLITTER AND SPECTRAL FILTER TO PRODUCE THE DESIRED
SPECTRAL SEPARATION. UP TO TWO FULL ORBITS OF DATA (145 MIN) COULD BE STORED
ON MAGNETIC TAPE FOR SUESEQUENT TRANSMISSION (1f97.5 HZ) T AN ACCUISITION
STATION. THE DATA COULD BE TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME TO LOCAL APT STATIONS.
ONCE THE SIGNAL WAS RECEIVED BY THE GROUND STATION, A CONTINUOUS PICTURE WAS
FORMED BY USING A FACSIMILE RECORDER WHOSE SCAN WAS IN PHASE WITH THE
SATELLITE'S FORWARD MOTION. AT A NOMINAL SPACECRAFT ALTITUDE OF 1460 KM. THE
RADIOMETER HAD A GROUND RESOLUTION OF EETTER THAN 4 KM AT NADIR. THE
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RADIOMETER WAS CAPAELE OF YIELDING RADIANCE TEMPERAIURES EETEEN 185 AND 330
DEG K TO AN ACCURACY OF 4 AND 1 DEG K. RESPECTIVELY. DATA FROM THIS
EXPERIMENT ARE PRESENTLY MAINIAINEC AT NCAA-NESS, SLITLANC, PC. IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN ON ITOS-E. -F, AND -G.
ON 10/15/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CH-ANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 10/15/72. THE LATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIVENT STATUS CIANGE9 THIE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VERY IGFC RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR) NSSCC IC 72-082A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - NESS STAFF NDAA-NESS SUITLAND, MD.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE NOAA 2 VERY HIGH-RESOLUTION RADICMETER (VHRR) EXPERIMENT WAS
DESIGNED TO CONTINUOUSLY MEASURE SURFACE TEWPERATURES OF THE EARTH. SEA, AND
CLOUD TOPS IN DAYLIGHT AS WELL AS AT NIGHT AND TC TRANSMIT THE TEMPERATURE
DATA IN REAL TIMVE TO COMMANC AND DATA ACQLISITICN (CDA) STATICNS TFRCUGHOUT
THE WORLD FOR USE IN LOCAL WEATHER FORECASTING. THE SPACECRAFT COULD ALSO BE
PROGRAMMED TO RECORC UP TO S MIN OF DATA FCR REMCTE AREAS %HEN NO CCA
STATIONS WERE WITHIN RANGE CF THE SPACECRAFT, IITH THE RECCRDED DATA BEING
PLAYED BACK TO THE NEXT CDA STATION THAT THE SPACECRAFT PASSED. THE
EXPERIMENT INCLUDED TWO SCANNING RADIOMETERS. A MAGNETIC TAPE RECCROER. AND
ASSUCIATED ELECTRONICS. THE TWO-CHANNEL VFRR OPERATED SIMILARLY TL THE
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR) BUT WITH MUCH GREATER RESOLUTION (0.9 KM COMPARED
TO 4 KM FqR THE SR AT NADIR). ONE VHRR CHANNEL MEASLRED REFLECTED VISUAL
RADIATION FPCMV CLCUC TOPS IN THE LIMITED SPECTRAL RANGE CF 0.6 TC 0.7
MICRON. THIS PRUVIDED MORE CONTRAST BETWEEN THE EARTH AND CLOUDS THAN THE SR
BY REDUCING THE EFFECT 1F HAZE. THE SECCNC CHANNEL MEASUREC INFRARED
RALIATION EMITTED FROM THE EARTH,. SEA, AND CLOUD TOPS IN THE 10.5- TC
12.5-MICRON REGION. THIS SPECTRAL REGION PERMITTED BOTH DAYTIME AND
NIGHTTIME RACIANCE MEASUREMENTS. THE VHFR FORMED AN IMAGE BY USING A
SCANNING MIRROR TECHNIOUE SIMILAR TO THE SR EXCEPT THAT BOTH RADICMETERS
OPERATED SIMULTANEOUSLY. AS THE SATELLITE PROCEEDED IN ITS ORBIT9 THE
400-RPM REVfOLVING MIRRORS SCANNED THE EARTH'S SURFACE 180 CEG CLT OF PHASE
(ONE MIRROR AT A TIME) AND PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBIT PATH. THE VISIBLE AND
INFRARED DATA WERE TIME-MULTIPLEXED SO THAT THE SCAN OF THE INFRARED CHANNEL
TRANSMITTED FIRST. FOLLCwED BY THE EARTHI SCAN PCRTILN OF THE VISIBLE
CHANNEL. THIS PRCCESS WAS REPEATED 400 TIMES PER MINLTE, (EQUIVALENT TC THE
SCAN RATE). IF CNE CF THE RADICMETERS FAILED. THE SYSTEM WAS STILL CAPABLE
OF MEASURING PUTH VISIBLE AND INFRARED RACIATICH USING ONLY THE REMAINING
RADIUMETER. DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT ARE PRESENTLY MAINTAINED AT NCAA-NESS.
SUITLANC, MU. ICENTICAL EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN CK ITOS-Et -Ft AND -G.-
ON 10/15/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 10/15/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIPENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICKN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VERTICAL TEMPERATLRE PROFILE RADIGMETEF NSSCC IC 72-082A-04
lie
(VTPR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)P1 - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NOAA 2 VERTICAL PROFILE TEMPERATURE RADIOMETER (VTPR) SENSED THERADIANCE ENERGY FROM ATMOSPHERIC CARBON DIOXIDE IN SIX NARROW SPECTRAL.REGIONS CENTERED AT 15.0, 14.8. 14.4. 14.1. 13.8, AND 13.4 MICRONS. THEATMOSPHERIC GROSS WATER VAPOR CONTENT WAS DETERMINED FROM MEASUREMENTSCENTERED AT 18.7 MICRONS. MEASUREMENTS WERE ALSC TAKEN IN THE 12.0-MICRONSPECTRAL REGION TO DETERMINE SURFACE/CLOUD TOP TEPPERATURES. THE VTPRCONSISTED OF AN OPTICAL SYSTEM, A DETECTOR AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS, AND ASCANNING MIRROR. THE SCANNING MIRROR LOOKED AT THE EARTH'S SURFACEPERPENDICULAR TO THE SATELLITEOS ORBITAL PATH. AS EACH AREA WAS SCANNED, THEOPTICAL SYSTEM COLLECTED, FILTERED. AND DETECTED THE RADIATION FROM THEEARTH INTO THE EIGHT SPECTRAL INTERVALS. THE FIELD CF VIEW CCNTRIBUTING TOONE PROFILE WAS APPROXIMATELY 50 KM SO AT THE GRCUND. THE RADIOMETEROPERATED CONTINUOUSLY* TAKING MEASUREMENTS OVER EVERY PART OF THE EARTH'SSURFACE TWICE A DAY. THE DATA WERE RECCROED THROUGHCUT THE CRBIT AND PLAYEDBACK ON COMMAND WHEN THE SATELLITE WAS WITHIN CC'MUNICATION RANGE OF ACOMMAND AND ACQUISITION STATION. GROUND PERSCNNEL USED THE DATA TC COMPUTETEMPERATURE-PRESSURE PROFILES TO ALTITUDES AS HIGH AS 30 KM* DATA FRCM THISEXPERIMENT ARE PRESENTLY MAINTAINED AT NOAA-NESS. SUITLAND. MD. IDENTICALEXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN ON ITOS-E, 
-F. AND -G. AS CF DECEA'EER 1972,,THE'
RADIOMETER CONTINUES TO FUNCTION NORMALLY.
ON 10/15/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAF STATUS CH-ANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STAIDAR*
ON 10/15/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. TI-E STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANOARDo
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- ESRO 4 NSSCC ID 72-092A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-724C, 06285
LAUNCH DATE- 11/22/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- 
. 32. KG




EPOCH DATE- 11/22/72 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOD- 98.873 MINAPOAPSIS- 1169.9g KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 23S.54 KM ALT INCLINATION- 91.106 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CREIT PERIOC- 95.282 MINAPOAPSIS- 833.66 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 230.83 KM ALT INCLINATIDH- 91.083 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
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SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ESRO 4 SPACECRAFT WAS DESIGNED TO INVESTIGATE NEUTRAL PARTICLE AND
ION CONCENTRATIONS IN THE IONOSPHERE AND NEAR 
MAGNETOSPHERE, TO CETECT
AURORAL PARTICLES. AND TO MONITOR SOLAR PARTICLES 
IN ORDER TO DISCCVER THE
MECHANISM BY WHICH THEY PENETRATE AND DIFFUSE 
hIN THE mWAGNETOSPHERE. THE
SPACECRAFT WAS LAUNCHED INTO A POLAR OREIT WITH 
A NODAL REGRESSION RATE NEAR
ZERO, THUS PROVICING A COMPLETE SCAN ON LOCAL 
TIME IN 1 YEAR. TO PROVIDE AN
ALTITUDE SCAN OVER THE WHOLE GLOBE, THE PERIGEE 
PRECESSED AT A RATE OF -3.5
DEG/DAY. THE SPACECRAFT WAS CYLINDRICAL IN SHAPE (SIMILAR 
IN CONSTRUCTION TO
ESRO 2)s WAS SPIN STABILIZED, AND USED A PCM/PM TELEMETRY 
MODE TRANSMITTED
IN THREE FORMS -- REAL-TIME TELEMETRY AT e4 BPS, 
TAPE FECCRDER PLAYBACK. AND
HIGH-SPEED TELEMETRY AT 10e240 BPS.
ON 11/22/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA 
ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- POSITIVE ION SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC IC 72-092A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER 
INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.L*F. BOYD U COLLEGE. LONDON 
LONDON, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PRIMARY OEJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT, DESIGNATEC 
AS EXPERIMENT S45
IN ESRO PROJECT COCUMENTS. WAS TO MEASURE THE DENSITY 
AND TEMPERATURE OF
ELECTRONS AND IONS IN THE VICINITY OF THE SPACECRAFT, 
AND TO IDENTIFY THE
PROWINENT ION SPECIES PRESENT. THREE SPI-ERICAL PRCBES 
OF DIFFERENT SIZES
WERE FLOWN TO OETAIN THE DESIRED MEASUREMENTS. THE 
LARGEST ONE WAS 190 MM IN
DIAMETER. FUNCTICNEC AS AN ION MASS SPECTROMETER, 
AND WAS SURROUNDED BY A
SPHERICAL GRID 200 MM IN DIAMETER WHICI- WAS MAINTAINED 
AT A NEGATIVE
POTENTIAL TO REPEL ELECTRONS. APPLICATION OF A SUITABLE 
VOLTAGE SWEEP TC THE
PROBE ALLOWED SPECIES IDENTIFICATIONS TO BE MADE AND THEIR 
DENSITIES TO BE
MEASUREDe ONE CYCLE OF MASS SCAN WAS MACE EVERY 4.8 SEC. 
THIS SENSOR WAS
MOUNTED ON A RACIAL BOOM, APPROXIMATELY 1300 MM FROM THE 
SPACECRAFT'S SKINO
IN ORDER THAT IT HAVE A 360-DEG 'LOOK ANGLE.' AND THAT 
IT SAFMPLE THE
IONOSPHERE OUTSIDE THE SATELLITE'S CHARGE SHEATH. TC 
KEEP THIS ION MASS
SENSOR FROM CROSSING THE SATELLITE'S WAKE, THE SATELLITE'S 
ATTITUDE HAD TO
BE SUCH THAT THE VELOCITY VECTOR WAS KEPT INSIDE P CC NE CF APPRCXIMATELY 
55
DEG HALF-ANGLE AROUND THE SPIN AXIS. THE SMALL ELECTRON 
COLLECTING PROBE, 10
MM IN DIAMETER, WAS VOLTAGE SWEPT TO PRCVIDE ELECTRCh TEMPERATURE 
AND
DENSITY DATA. IN ADDITION. THIS LANGMUIR PROBE WAS NCUNTED 
RELATIVELY CLOSE
TO THE MAIN PROBE* I.E., APPROXIMATELY 300 MM AWAY FROM 
IT, SO THAT THE
SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL IT MEASURED COULD BE DIRECTLY APPLIED 
TC THE ION
SPECTROMETER, wITHOUT BEING AFFECTED BY INDUCED FIELDS. 
IT WAS NOT MOUNTED
CLOSE ENOUGH TO CAUSE MUTUAL INTERFERENCE. THE THIRD PROBE. 
90 MM IN
DIAMETER, WAS MOUNTED ON AN AXIAL BOOM PROTRUDING FROM THE 
SEPARATION PLANE
OF THE SATELLITE (I.E.. THE REAR) FOR APPROXIMATELY 350 MW, AND WAS 
FLOWN TO
MONITOR TOTAL ION DENSITY. THE MEASUREMENTS FROM THIS SENSOR 
WERE ALSO USED
TO BETTER INTERPRET AND EVENTUALLY CORRECT THE MEASLREMVENTS 
MADE WITH THE
MAIN PROBE. THIS EXPERIMENT REQUIRED A MINIMUM OF 5000 SQ CM CF CONDUCTING
AREA ON THE SATELLITE SKINg TO BE PROVIDED PRIMARILY BY TWO 
ADDITIONAL
SPHERES ON THE END OF BOOMS. TO MAINTAIN THE SATELLITE AT 
REASONAELE
POTENTIAL FOR TI-IS EXPERIMENT, THE POSITIVE SIDE OF THE SOLAR 
CELLS WAS
GROUNDED.
ON 11/22/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CH-ANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
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ON 11/22/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL MASS SPECTOMETER NSSOC 0I 72-092A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=C7-ER INVESTIGATCR),
PI - U. VON ZAHN U OF BONN BONN, w. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STUCY THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL
VARIATIONS OF T-E COMPOSITION AND MASS CENSITY OF THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE IN
THE ALTITUDE RANGE FROM ABOLT 300 TO 700 KN. TWO ELECTRONICS EOXES AND THE
MASS SPECTROMETER COMPLETED THE EXPERIMENT HARDWARE. THE ANALYZER. A
MONOPOLE. CONTA.INEC -- (1) AN ICN SOURCE AHERE NELTRAL PARTICLES WERE.
IONIZED BY A THERMALLY GENERATED AND MAGNETICALLY FOCUSED ELECTRON BEAM* (2)
THE RADIO FREQUENCY (RF) ANALYZING FIELD %HERE THE MASS SCANNING WAS
ACHIEVED BY SUITABLE CHANGES IN THE RF AMPLITUOES, (3) A TCTAL ION CURRENT
MONITOR THAT MEASURED THE TOTAL DENSITY OF PARTICLES INSIDE THE ION SOURCE.
AND (4) ION ANE ELECTRON COLLECTORS AND AN ELECTRCN PULTIFLIER. IT WAS
ORIENTED IN THE SPACECRAFT TO INSURE THAT THE ICN SCORCE -- (1) HAD A FIELD
OF VIEW OF 180 DEG AND (2) WAS ABOVE ANY OTHER PART OF THE SATELLITE
SURFACE, TO MINIMIZE THE NUMBER.OF CONTAMINANT PARTICLES (E.G,. THOSE DUE TC
OUTGASSING PROCESSES) ENTER ING THE SOURCE. LAUNCHED SEALED UNDER VACUUM. THE
ANALYZER WAS EXPOSED TO THE AMBIENT ATMOSPHERE IN ORBIT WHEN THE ION SOURCE
PROTECTIVE CAP WAS EJECTED BY MEANS OF A PYROTECHNIC SYSTEM. THE MASS RANGE
COVERED EXTENDED FROM 1 TO 44 AMU AND WAS SELECTED TO. INSURE THAT THE
CONCENTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS WERE DETERMINED.
SPECIFICALLY, THE MEASURED,SPECIES %ERE -- ATC MIC HYDRCGEN (1). HELIUM (4).
ATOMIC.OXYGEN (16). MOLECULAR NITROGEN (2E). AND ARGON (40). IN ADDITION
BACKGROUND GASES WERE EVALUATED AND THREE CALIBRATION STEPS AT 5.5-,AMU
INTERVALS WERE INCLUDED. IT WAS POSSIBLE TO CORRECT UNF.CRESEEN CUTPUT DRIFTS
BY COMMAND. PRICR TO LAUNCH,. THE SPACECRAFT SURFACES IN THE REGION OF THIS
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE WERE SEALED TO MINIMIZE OUTGASSING. THE NEUTRAL
COMPOSITION AND DENSITY DATA WERE CORRELATED WITH MEASURENENTS OBTAINED FROM
THE POSITIVE ION EXPERIMENT (72-092A-01).
ON 11/22/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 11/22/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID 72-092A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - BeK.G. HULTQUIST KIRUNA GEOPHYSICAL OBS KIRUNA. SWEDEN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PRECIPITATION OF LOw-ENERGY PARTICLES AND THE WECHANISM OF THIS
PRECIPITATION WAS INVESTIGATED BY MONITORING PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
PARTICLES IN VARIOUS ENERGY RANGES AND WAS CORRELATED 1ITH GROUND-EASED
OBSERVATIONS. THE MAJOR PART OF THE EQUIPMENT WAS SWITCHED CN CLY IN THE
VICINITY OF NORTHERN SWEDEN. WHERE DATA WAS TRANSMITTED AT THE RATE OF
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10,240 BPS FOR ABOUT t MIN. MOST OF THE MEASLREPENTS %ERE PADE 
EY BANKS OF
CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS MOUNTED TO LOOK RADIALLY AND SET 
TC DETECT PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS MOSTLY IN THE C.15- TC 1I-KEV ENERGY RANGE* 
EUT ONE OF THE
INSTRUMENTS WAS SET TO COUNT ELECTRONS BETWEEN 0.1 AND 0.3 
KEV. IN ADDITION
SOME CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS WERE MOUNTED TO LCOK AXIALLY. 
THERE WERE ALSO TWO
GEIGER COUNTERS MONITORING ELECTRONS 1ITH ENERGIES GREATER 
TI-AN 40 KEV
TOGETHER WITH TIREE SOLID-STATE DETECTCRS TO COLNT PRCTCNS AND ELECTRONS IN
THE 50- TO 150-KEV RANGE.
ON 11/22/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 11/22/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOUTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE 
NSSDC ID 72-092A-04
SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORs OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C. DE JAGER U OF UTRECHT UTRECHT. THE NETHERLANDS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ENTRY OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES MAINLY OVER THE 
POLAR
CAPS WERE STUDIED USING TWO SOLID-STATE DETECTOR TELESCOPES. 
THE FIRST OF
THESE USED TWO SURFACE BARRIER DETECTORS AND DETECTED PROTONS 
IN THE ENERGY
RANGES BETWEEN 2.5 AND 20 MEV9 TOGETHER WITH ALPHA PARTICLES IN 
THE
CORRESPONDING RANGES. TH-IS TELESCOPE HAD A GEOMETRIC FACTOR 
OF ABOUT 0.55 CM
SO STER. THE VIEWING HALF-ANGLE WAS ABOUT 40 DEG. THE SECOND TELESCOPE
ANALYZED PROTONS IN THREE RANGES BETWEEN 20 AND 160 MEV AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES
IN THE CORRESPONDING RANGES. TWO SOLID-STATE DETECTORS IERE USED FCR THE
ANALYSIS, WITH A THIRD AS AN ANTICOINCICENCE SHIELD. THE GECMETRIC 
FACTOR
FOR THIS TELESCOPE WAS ABOUT 1.1 CM SQ STER9 AND THE VIEWING HALF-ANGLE WAS
ABOUT 40 DEG. THE CENTER OF THE VIEWING DIRECTION CF THESE TWO 
TELESCOPES
WAS TILTED AT 25 DEG TC THE SPIN AXIS CF THE SPACECRAFT IN At ATTEMPT 
TO
MINIMIZE THE EFFECT ON COUNTING RATES OF THE VARYING ANGLE EETWEEN 
THE SPIN
AXIS AND THE MAGNETIC VECTOR. IT WAS INTENDED THAT THIS EXFERIMENT
CONCENTRATE ON THE SOUTHERN POLAR CAP WHILE EXPERIMENT 72-092A-05 
CARRIED
OUT AN INVESTIGATION MOSTLY OVER THE NORTHERN POLAR CAP. THE INSTRUMENTS
BEING TURNED CN ALTERNATELY BY AN AUTOWATIC SWlTCH.
ON 11/22/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 11/22/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORM~AL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE EECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE NSSCC ID 72-092A-05
SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR OI=CTHI-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - Re LUST M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT HAD THIE SAME SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE AS EXPERIMENT
72-092A-04. I.E.,* TO STUDY THE ENTRY OF SCLAR PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES
OVER THE POLAR CAP REGIONS. THE DATA FRCP THE TWC EXPERIMENTS WERE
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CORRELATED. TWO TELESCOPES WERE USED BUT WITH A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT TECHNIQUETHAN FOR ESRO-4-C5. TH-E RANGE FROM ABOUT C.2 TO 8 WEV FC9 FRCTONS ANC 2.5 TO24 MEV FOR ALPHA PARTICLES WAS INVESTIGATED NITH THE AID CF TWO SILICONSURFACE BARRIER CETECTORS MOUNTED BELOW A TANTALUM COLLIMATOR THAT HAD AHALF-ANGLE OF AEGUT 22 DEG. THE GECMETRIC FACTOR CF THIS TELESCCFPE WAS ABOUT0.9 CM SO STER. A MAGNET OF 1.2 KGAUSS WAS USED TO PREVENT- THE ENTRY OFLOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS. TI-E SECONDTELESCOPE CONSISTED OF A STACK OF TWOSOLID-STATE CETECTORS MOUNTED AECBOVE A CESIUM IODICE SCINTILLATORe LIGHT FROMTHE CESIUM IODICE WAS COLLECTEC BY TWO LIGHT-SENSITIVE DIODES. THE WHOLEASSEMBLY WAS SURROUNDEC BY A PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR THAT WAS VIEWED BY APHOTOTUBE. SETTING THE CONE OF SENSITIVITY TO A HALF-ANGLE CF 30 DEG.THEGOEMETRIC FACTOR WAS APPROXIMATELY 1.5 CM SO STER, COVERING ENERGY RANGES OFd TO 90 MEV FOR PROTONS AND 24 TO 3O60 MEV FOR ALPHA PARTICLES.
ON 11/22/72, THE DATE OF TI-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITIClK RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 11/22/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS C-ANGES THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICK RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP NSSDC ID 72-096C
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO 17C, 06307, LEM 17. RCVER 17, ALSEP 17
LAUNCH DATE- 12/07/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNECY, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE-
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-CMSF
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)PM - R. PETRONE NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON# DC
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE -APOLLC 17 LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) WAS DEPLOYEDBY THE ASTROlNAUTS IN THE NORTHEASTERN PCRTIGN CF THE MOON (LATITUCE 20 DEG
10 MIN N, LONGITUCE 30 CEG 48 MIN E) ON THE SOUTHEASTERN RIM OF MARESERENITATIS IN A CARK. CEPOSIT BETWEEN MASS UNITS CF THE SCUTHWESTERN TAURUSMOUNTAINS SOUTH CF LITTRC* CRATER. THE ALSEP EXPERIMENTS WERE POWERED BY ANUCLEAR POWER SCURCE ANC INCLUDED PASSIVE LUNAR SOIL MECHANICS CBSERVATIONS.STUDY OF THE ATMCSPI-ERIC ANC ICNIC ENVIRCNMENT CF THE NCCNv HEAT LOSS FROMTHE LUNAR INTERIOR, FAR LV SPECTROMETER, IR SCANNING RACIOMETER. LUNARSCUNDER, TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER, LUNAR-EJECTA AND METECRITES, LUNAR SEISMICPROFILING, SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES, AND LLNAR SURFACE GRAVITCMETER.
ON 12/11/72, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORFMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPEkIMENT NAME- HEAT FLOW NSSCC IC 72-096C-01
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EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CI-ER 
INVESTIGATCF)
pI - M.G. LANGSETI- LAMONT-DOHERTY 
GEO OBS PALISADES. NY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPCSE OF THE HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT (S-C37) WAS TO DETERMINE THE
RATE OF HEAT LOSS FROM THE LUNAR INTERIOCFr. SPECIFIC 
OBJECTIVES WERE (1)
MEASUREMENT OF THE SUBSLRFACE VERTICAL TEPPERATURE 
GRACIENTS IN THE LUNAR
SURFACE LAYER AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, (2) MEASUREMENT 
OF THE ABSCLUTE
TEMPERATURE OF THE LUNAR SUBSLRFACE AS A FUNCTICN 
CF TIME. (3) CETERMINATION
OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE LUNAR SUBSURFACE 
MATERIAL, ANC (4)
MEASUREMENT OF THE ERIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE CF 
THE LOCAL LLNAR SURFACE.
MEASUREMENTS TAKEN OF THE HEAT FLUX THRCLGH THE 
UFFER 2.4 k CF THE SURFACE
WILL PROVIDE DATA ON THE LUNAR SOIL THERMAL ChCNDUCTIVITY, 
WILL CONTRIBUTE TO
THE RESOLUTION CF ISSUES CONCERNING LUNAR INTERNAL 
HEATING PROCESSES, AND
WILL ESTABLISH LIMITS OF CONSTRAINT ON 
THE INTERICR TEkFERATURE ANC
COMPOSITION OF THE MOON. THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED 
CF TWO PROEES, EACH ABOUT
1.2 M IN LENGTh, A SPECIAL TOOL FOR PROBE INSERTICK, 
RACIATICN SHIELCS FOR
EACH PROBE, ANC AN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE THAT oAS 
CABLE-CCNNECTED TC THE
PROBES AND THE ALSEP CONTROL STATIONo TWO HOLES 
WERE DrFILLED IN THE LUNAR
SURFACE ABOUT 10 M APART. THE BORE SYSTENS REMAINED 
IN THE PCLES TC PROVIDE
A CASING TO PREVENT WALL COLLAPSE. ONE PROBE WAS 
INSERTED INTO EACH HOLE.
AND THE DEPTH OF THE PROBE WAS RECORDEDo
ON 12/11/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/11/729 THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STALTUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES NSSDC 
ID 72-096C-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORo OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.E. BERG NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 
MO
EXPERIMENT EPBRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE APOLLO 17 LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITE EXFERIMENT MEASUREC 
THE
FREQUENCY WITH %-ICH THE MOCN IS IMPACTEC BY PRIMARY COSMIC GUST PARTICLES
AND THE EFFECT CF THE LUNAR EJECTA EMANATING FROW THE SITES CF 
NETECRITE
IMPACTS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE. THE EXPERIMENT HAD THE FOLLOWING 
SPECIFIC
OBJECTIVES -(1) TO CETERMINE THE BACKGRCUNO AND LChG-TERM VAPIATICNS 
OF
CUSMIC DUST INFLUX RATES IN CISLUNAF SPACE. (2) TC LETERWINE THE EXTENT AND
NATURE OF LUNAR EJECTA PRODUCED BY METEORITE IMPACTS 
CN THE LUNAR SURFACE,
(3) TO DETEIrMINE THE RELATIVE CONTRIBLITIC CF COMETS AhC ASTEROICS 
TC THE
EARTHS METECRCIC ENSEMELE, (4) TC STLOY FOSSIBLE CCRRELATICNS EETWEEN 
THE
ASSOCIATED EJECTA EVENTS AND THE "IMES OF THE EARTHOS 
CROSSING OF COMETARY
ORBITAL PLANES AND METEOR STREAMS, (5) TC DETERMINE THE EXTENT 
CF THE
CONTRIBUTION OF INTERSTELLAR PARTICLES TCWARD THE 
MAINTENANCE OF THE
ZODIACAL CLOUD AS THE SOLAR SYSTEM PASSES THROUGH GALACTIC 
SPACE, AND (6) TO
INVESTIGATE THE EXISTENCE OF AN EFFECT CALLEC GEARTH 
FCCLSING CF GUST
PARTICLES.- THE EQUIPMENT FOR THIS EXPERIMENT, WHICH WAS PART OF THE APCLLC
17 ALSEP, INCLUCED ONE DEPLUYABLE UNIT wITH DETECTOR PLATES. 
ALSEP CENTRAL
STATION ELECTROrICS, AND THE CABLE AND ASTRCMATE 
CCNNECTCR FCR MATING THE
EXTERNAL UNIT WITH THE CENTRAL STATION. THE EXTERNAL UNIT COMPCNENTS 
OR
SENSORS CONSISTEC UF SUPPRESSOR AND COLLECTOR PLATES, IMPACT PLATES, FILM
FRAMES, AND MICHCPHONES. THE SENSOR HAC A FIELD CF VIEW CF FLUS CR 
MINUS 60
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DEG AND AN ANGULAR RESOLLTION CF PLUS CR PINUS 26 DEG. IT MEASURED PARTICLE
IMPACTS IN AN ENERGY RANGE OF I TO 1000 ERGS WITH A PRIMARY FREQUENCY OF
MEASUREMENT OF 10 TC THE -4 POER IMPACTS/SG M/SEC. THE EXTERNAL UNIT WAS
ERECTED AND DEPLOYED ON THE LLNAR SURFACE ABOUT 8 M SOUTH OF THE ALSEP
CENTRAL STATION. THE UNIT WAS ALIGNED TC FLUS CR NINLS E DEG OF THE
SCAN-SHADOW LINE AND LEVELED TO PLUS OR MINUS 5 DEG..A CCVER FRCVICEC TC
SHIELD THE DETECTOR PLATES FROM DIRT PARTICLES PRCDUCED DURING LUNAR MODULE
ASCENT LIFTOFF WAS.JETTISONED BY EARTH CCNMAND AT A SLITABLE TIME AFTER
LIFTOFF.
ON 12/11/72. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 12/11/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS (FCHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT NSSCC ID 72-096C-06
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.L. KOVACH STANFORD U STANFORD, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE.LUNAR SEISMIC PRCFILING EXFERIMENT (S-203) WAS TO
ACQUIRE DATA ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR NEAR-SURFACE MATERIALS.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES INCLUDED MEASURING THE LUNAR SEISMIC SIGNALS PRCDUCED BY
DETONATION OF EXPLOSIVE CHARGES ON THE SLRFACE, NCNITCFING NATURAL SEISMIC
ACTIVITY RESULTING FROM MOON QUAKES OR METEORITE IMFACTS, RECORDING THE
SEISMIC SIGNALS RESULTING FROM THE ASCENT OF THE LP. ANC RECORDING THE
SEISMIC SIGNALS RESLULTING FROM THE IMPACT OF THE SPENT LN ASCENT STAGE. THIS
EXPERIMENT YIELDED DETAILED INFORMATION CN LUNAR GECLLGIC CHARACTERISTICS TO
DEPTHS UF 3 KM. THE EQUIPMENT CONSISTED OF FCUR GECFHCNES. WARKER FLAGS, A
GELPHONE MODULE WIT- A MARKER FLAG, AN ELECTRCNICS PACKAGE IN THE ALSEP
CENTRAL STATION, A TRANSMITTER. AN ANTENNA, AND EIGHT EXPLOSIVE PACKAGES.
THE EXPLOSIVE PACKAGE MAJOR CCMPONENTS WERE A RECEIVING ANTENNA, A RECEIVER.
AN EXPLOSIVE TRAIN, A SIGNAL PROCESSOR, AND A FIRING PULSE GENERATOR. THE
CREw DEPLOYE.D THE GEOPHONES AND THE GEOPHONE MODULE MARKED WITH FLAGS AND
THEN FHLTOGRAPHEC TFEM DURING EVA 1. THE ANTENNAS AND ELECTRCNICS PACKAGE
WERE ALSO DEPLCYED AND CONNECTEC TO THE ALSEP CENTRAL STATICN. THE EXPLOSIVE
PACKAGES WERE DEPLOYED AT DESIGNATED SITES DURING THE LUNAR TRAVERSES.
ON 12/11/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/11/72, THE DATE OF ThE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION NSSDC ID 72-096C-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. HOFFMAN L OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE OCEJECTIVES OF THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC CCMFCSITION EXPERIMENT
INCLUDED (1) CETAINING DATA TO IDENTIFY THE GASES IN THE NATIVE LUNAR
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ATMUSPHERE AT THE LtAAR SURFACE AND DEIERIFINING 
THEIR CCNCEt T ATICNSt (2)
OBTAINING DATA TO DETERMINE THE VARIATIONS 
IN THESE GAS CONCENTRATIONS OVER
TWO OR MCRE LUNATIUNSo AND (3) OBTAINING DATA ON 
SHORT-TERM TRANSIENT
CHANGES IN THE LUNAR ATWGSP-ERIC COMPCSITION. 
THE LLNAF SURFACE MASS
SPECTROMETEP UNIT INCLUDED A MINIATURE ANALYLER 
THAT SIMLLTANEOUSLY SCANNED
THE MASS RANGES (EXPRESSED IN ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AMU)) 
1 TO 4o 12 TO 48, AND
27 TO 110. THE REMAININC COMPCNENTS CF THE MASS 
SFECTRCElER UNIT WERE THE
ELECTRONICS, I-EATERS, DEPLOYABLE DUST COVER, 
AND A RIBBON CABLE CONNECTOR TO
THE ALSEP CENTRAL STATICN. A CREWMAN TRANSFERRED 
AND EMPLACED THE MASS
SPECTRCMETER UNIT ON TthE LUNAR SURFACE APFROXIMATELY 
15 W NCRTHEAST CF THE
ALSEP CENTRAL STATION. LEVEL TO IT TO WITHIN 
PLUS OR MINLS 15 DEG, AND RATED
THE CABLE TO THE CENTRAL STATIGON.
GN 12/11/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CH-ANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL ANE AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA 
ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/14/729 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA 
ACQLISITICI RATE BECAME UNKNOWN.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER 
NSSCC ID 72-096C-09
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=C HER 
INVESTIGATCOR)
Pi - J. WEBER U OF MARYLAND 
COLLEGE PARK* MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER EXPERIMENT (S-207) WAS TO
OBTAIN HIGHLY ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS OF TH-E LUNAR 
SLFFACE GRAVITATICNAL
ACCELERATION AND ITS TEMPORAL VARIATIONS AT A 
SELECTED POINT CN THE SURFACE.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES wERE DETERMINATION OF THE 
VALUE OF LUNAR GRAVITY
RELATIVE TO EARTH GRAVITY (%ITH AN ACCLRACY CF ABCL I 
FPART IN 10 TO THE
FIFTH POWER). CETERRINATION OF THE MAGNITLDE OF LLNAR SURFACE 
DEFCRMATICN
DUE TO TIDAL FORCES, MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL COMPONENTS 
OF LUNAR NATURAL
SEISMICITY, AND MUNITORING CF FREE OLSCILLATICNS CF THE MCCN 
THAT MAY BE
INDUCED BY GRAVITATIONAL RACIATION FROM COSMIC 
SOURCES. PRECISE MEASURES CF
ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY OVER.A PERIOD OF SEVERAL 
MONTHS ESTABLISHED THE
DEFORMATICN DUE TU TIDAL FORCES AND CONTRIBUTED 
TC CONCLUSIONS ABCUT THE
INTERNAL CONSTITUTILN OF THE MOON. THE EQUIPMENT CONSISTED 
OF ELECTRONICS.
SENSORS (SPPING -ASS SUSPENSICN CAPACITCR FLATES). A SUNSHIELD9AND 
A RIBBON
CABLE TO THE CENTIAL STATI.h ELECTRUNICS. THE CREW 
CEFLOYED THIS EXPERIMENT
ABCUT 8 M W OF TH-E ALSEP CENTRAL STATION. THIS PROCEDURE 
CONSISTED OF
LEVELING WITHIN PLUS CR MINLS 2 DEG. ALIGNMENT WITHIN 
PLUS OR MINUS 3 DEG
USING THE SUNSHIELD SHADCW. AND MATING THE CABLE 
TC THE CENTRAL STATION.
GN 12/11172, THE DATE OF TH-E LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT 
STATUS CHANGE, TH-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICN 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 12/12/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST ILENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS. BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
** * 444#4##**************** *** *******
SPACECRAFT CCMMIUN NAME- NIMBUS 5 
NSSCC ID 72-097A
126
ALTERNATE NAMES- NIMBUS-E. PL-721B. 06305
LAUNCH DATE- 12/11/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 681. KG




EPOCH DATE- 12/11/72 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PERIOD- 107.16 MINAPOAPSIS- 1101.27 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1Ceg52' KM ALT INCLINATION- 99.945 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT PERIOC-'107.16 MINAPOAPSIS- 1101.33 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- IC9.42 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 99.933 DEG
SPACECRAFT .PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - S. WEILAND NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD.PS - W*P. NORDBERG NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS 5 R AND D. SATELL ITE WAS DESIGNED TO SERVE AS A STABILIZED,EARTH-CRIENTEC FLATFORM FOR THE TESTING OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS FOR SENSING ANDCOLLECTING :METECROLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL DATA ON A GLOBAL SCALE. THEPOLAR-ORBIT ING SPACECRAFT CONSISTED OF THREE MAJOR STRUCTURES 
-- (1) AHOLLOW RING-SHAPED SENSOR MOUNT. (2) SOLAR PADDLES. AND (3) A CONTROLHOUSING UNIT THAT WAS CONNECTED TO THE SENSOR MOUNT BY A TRIPOD-TRUSSSTRUCTURE. CONFIGURED SOCMEWHAT LIKE AN CCEAN BUOY. NIMBUS 5' WAS NEARLY 3.7 MTALL, 1.5 M IN CIAMETER AT THE BASE. AND'ABOUT 3 W WIDE WITH SOLAR PADDLESEXTENDED. THE SENSOR MOUNT, WHICH FORMED THE SATELLITE BASE, HOUSED THEELECTGNICS EQUIPMENT ANC BATTERY MODULES. THE LOWER SURFACE OF THE TORUSPROVIDED MOUNTING SPACE FOR SENSORS AND ANTENNAS. A BOX-BEAM STRUCTUREMOUNTED WITHIN THE CENTER OF THE TORUS PROVIDED SUPPORT FOR THE LARGERSENSOR EXPERIMENTS. MOUNTED ON THE CONTRCL HOUSING UNIT, WHICH WAS LOCATEDON TOP OF THE SPACECRAFT, WERE SUN SENSORS. HORIZCE SCANNERS, ANC A COMMANDANTENNA. AN ADVANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM PERMITTED THE SPACECRAFTORIENTATION TO EE CONTROLLED TO WITHIN PLUS OF MINUS 1 CEG IN ALL THREEAXES. PRIMARY EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED (1) A TEMPERATUFE-HUMICITY INFRAREDRADIOMETER (THIR) FOR MEASURING DAY AND NIGHT SURFACE AND CLOUDTOPTEMPERATURES, AS WELL AS THE WATER VAPOR CCONTENT CF THE UPPER ATmCSPHERE(2) AN ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (ESMF) FOR MAPPING THETHERMAL RADIATICN FROM THE EARTH'S SURFACE AND ATDCSPHERE, (3) AN INFRAREDTEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER (ITPR) FCR, OBTAINING VERTICAL FROFILES OFTEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE, (4) A NIMBUS-E MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (NEMS) FORDETERMINING TROPOSP+ERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILES. ATICSPHERIC %ATER VAPORABUNDANCES. ANC CLOUD LIQUID WATER CONTENTS, (5) A SELECTIVE CHCPPERRADIOMETER (SCR) FOR OBSERVING THE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF THEATMOSPHERE. ANC (6) A SURFACE COMPOSITION MAPPING RADIOmETER (SCNR) FORMEASURING THE DIFFERENCES IN THE THERMAL EWISSICK CHARACTERISTICS CF THEEARTH'S SURFACE. TRANSMISSION OF USEFUL DATA FROM THE SCMR WAS TERMINATED ONJANUARY 4, 1973. ANC THE ITPR IS OPERATING IN A RESTRICTEC WCDE.
ON 01/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFRARED TEMPERATLRE PROFILE RADIOMETER NSSCC' IC 72-097A-01
127
( ITPR )
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR., CI=cTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.L. SMITH NOAA-NESS 
SUITLAND. MD
01 - D.O. WARK NOAA-NESS 
SUITLANC. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS E INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RACIOMETER (ITPR) EXPERIMENT
WAS DESIGNEC TC TEST THE FEASIBILITY AND OPERATIChAL 
AFPLICATIOhS CF A
REMOTE SOUNDING TECHNIQUE USING SIMULTANEOUS MEDIUM-RESOLUTION 
(32 KM)
MEASUREMENTS IN NINE SPECTRAL INTERVALS. 
THE RADICWETEF SENSED SIX INTERVALS
IN THE 15-MICRON CARBON DIOXIDE BAND. ONE INTERVAL 
IN THE WATER VAPOR
ROTATIONAL BAND NEAR 20 MICRONS. AND TWO SPECTRAL 
INTERVALS IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC WINCOW REGIONS NEAR 3.E AND 11 
MICRONS. THE ITPR VIEWED THE
EARTH SUCCESSIVELY AT VARIOUS ANGLES DISTRIBUTED SYMMETRICALLY 
ABCUT NADIR
IN A PLANE NORMAL TO THE ORBITAL TRACK. FORTY-TWO 
GEOGRAPHICALLY INDEPENDENT
SCAN SPOTS WERE TAKEN ALONG A SINGLE STRIP. 
AS THE SATELLITE FRCGRESSED
ALONG ITS ORBITAL PATH. THE RACIOMETER OBSERVED 10 SULCH 
*42-SPOTO STRIPS TO
FORM A 42 BY 10 MATRIX OF INDEPENDENT SCAN SPOTS. 
EACH MATRIX WAS PRODUCED
IN 222 SEC wITH THE WHOLE SCANNING SEQUENCE REPEATED 
EVERY 240 SEC. THE
MATRIX DATA WERE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE FOR SUBSEQUENT PLAYBACK 
TO A
GROUND ACQUISITION STATION* MATRIX MEASUREMENTS TAKEN IN 
THE CARBON DIOXIDE
AND WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION BANDS WERE USEC TO CALCLLATE 
TEMPERATURE PROFILES
AND TOTAL WATER VAPOR CONTENT IN THE TROPOSPHERE AND LOWER 
STRATOSPHERE. THE
TWO WINDOW MEASUREMENTS HELPED TO DETECT AND ELIMINATE 
CLOUD CONTAMINATION
OF THE RADIANCES. THUS PERMITTING ACTUAL DETERWINATION 
OF PROFILES OCWN TO
THE EARTHOS SURFACE IN ALL BUT COMPLETELY OVERCAST AREAS. 
THE RADIOMETER WAS
INITIALLY SUCCESSFUL, BUT AFTER APPROXIMATELY 50 ORBITS THE 
SCAN MOTION
BECAME ERRATIC. AS OF JANUARY 1973. THE RACIOMETER 
WAS OPERATING BUT WITH
ONLY 40 PERCENT OF ITS NORMAL SCAN CYCLE.
ON 01/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 01/00/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS 
CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL ANC AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SELECTIVE CHOPPER RACIOMETER (SCR) NSSDC ID 72-097A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAITOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.T. HOUGHTON OXFORD U CXFCRC. 
ENGLAND
01 - S*D* SMITH HERIOT-WATT U EDINBURGH* 
ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS S SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (SCR) WAS DESIGNED TO (1)
OBSERVE THE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE CF THE ATNCSFHERE 
UP TC 50 KM IN
ALTITUDE* (2) MAKE SUPPORTING OBSERVATIONS OF *ATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION. AND
(3) DETERMINE THE DENSITY OF ICE PARTICLES IN CIRRUS CLOUDS. TO ACCOMPLISH
THESE OBJECTIVES. THE SCR MEASURED EMITTEC RADIATICN IN 16 SPECTRAL
INTERVALS SEPARATED INTO THE FOLLOWING FCLR GROUPS -- (1) FOUR CARBON
DIOXIDE CHANNELS BETWEEN 13.8 AND 14.8 MICRONS. (2) AN IR WINDOW CHANNEL 
AT
11.1 MICRONS ANC A WATER VAPOR CHANNEL AT le.6 MICRCNS, 
(3) TWO CHANNELS AT
49.5 AND 133.3 MICRONS, (4) CHANNELS AT 2.08t 2.5Sg9. 2.65, AND 3.5 MICRCNS.
FROM AN AVERAGE SATELLITE ALTITUDE OF 1100 KM. THE PACIOMETER VIEWED 
A 48-KM
CIRCLE ON THE EARTH$S SURFACE WITH A GRCUCND RESOLUTION OF ABOUT 13 KM AT
NADIR. THE RECUCED TEMPERATURE FIELDS HAD AN ACCURACY 
OF ABOUT PLUS CR MINUS
I DEG C. A SIMILAR EXPERIMENT WAS FLOWN CN NIMBUS 4.
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ON 01/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/11/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICON RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NIMEUS-E MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (NEWS) SSOC 0ID 72-097A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.H. STAELIN MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
CI - F.T. BARATF NASA-JPL PASACENA. CA01 - N.E. GAUT ENVIRON RES + TECH INC STAMFORC. CT
OI - W.P. NODRDBERC NASA-GSFC 
-GREENBELT9 MD01 - P. THADDEUS NASA-GISS NEW YCRK, NYI01 - W.B. LENOIR NASA-JSC HOUSTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-E MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (NEMS) WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO
DEMLNSTRATE THE CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATICNS OF MICRCAVE SENSORS FCR
MEASURING TROPOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE PROFILES. WATER VAPCF ABUNCANCES, CLOUDLIQUID WATER CONTENT9 AND EARTH SURFACE TEMPERATURES. A SECONDARY PURPOSE
WAS TO OBTAIN SUCH DATA FOR WEATHER PRECICTION FPLRFPCSES. THE NEMS COULD
CONTINUOUSLY MCNITOR EMITTED THERMAL RADIATION AT WAVELENIGTHS OF 11.1o 9.55.5.58. 5.46, ANC 5.10 AM. THE THREE CHANNELS NEAR THE 5-MM OXYGEN ABSORPTION
BANC WERE USEC PRIMARILY TO DETERMINE THE ATMCSPHERIC TEMFERATURE PRCFILE.
NEMS WOULD PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS FOR USE IN DERIVING TEMPERATURE PRCFILESEVEN IN CLOUCCOVER CONDITIONS THAT NORMALLY RESTRICT THE USEFULNESS OF
CONVENTIONAL IR CATA IN SUCH SITUATIONS. THE TWC OATEF VAFCR CHANNELS NEAR
10 MM PERMITTED THE WATER VAPOR AND CLOUD LIQUID UATER CONTENT CVER OCEANS
TO BE ESTIMATEC AND ALSO YIELDED AN ESTIMATED TEMPERATURE ONCE THE SURFACE
EMISSIVITY HAC EEEN CALIBRATED By COMPARISCN WITH CIRECT MEASUREMENTS. THETHREE OXYGEN CHANNELS SHARED A COMMON SIGNAL AND REFERENCE ANTEN A.' BOTH
WATER VAPOR CHANNELS IAD THEIR OWN SIGNAL AND REFERENCE ANTENNAS. FROM ANAVERAGE SATELLITE HEIGHT OF 11C0 KM. THE IEMS VIEWED A 180-NM CIRCLE ON THE
EARTH'S SURFACE. NEMS DATA WERE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE FOR SUBSEQUENT
PLAYBACK TO A GRCUND ACQUISITION STATION. A SOMEWHAT SIMILAR EXPERIMENT IS
PLANNED FOR NIMEUS-F.
ON 01/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGEs THE STATUS BECAMEPARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICN fATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/11/72. THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICRCWAVE NSSCC IC 72-097A-04
RADIOMETER (ESMR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. Ct=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T.T. WILHEIT, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENEELT MDOI - P. GLOERSEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. ND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THE NIMBUS-5 ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (ESMR) WERE (1) TO DERIVE THE LIQUID WATER CONTENT OF CLOUDS FROM
12S
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES OVER 
OCE ANS. (2) TC CBSERVE DIFFERENCES 
BETWE.N 
.EA
ICE AND THE OPEN SEA OVER THE POLAR CAPS, 
AND (3) TL TEST THE FEASIBILITY F
INFERRING SURFACE COMPOSITION AND SOIL 
MCISTULRE. TO ACCOMPLISH THESE
OBJECTIVES. THE ESMR WAS CAPABLE OF 
CONTINUOUS GLCeAL APRING OF THE 1.E5-CM
(19.36 GHZ) RADIO THERMAL (MICROWAVE) RAIATICh 
EMITTED BY THE
EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM AND COULD FUNCTICN 
EVEN IN THE PRESENCE CF CLOUD
CONDITIONS THAT BLOCK CONVENTIONAL 
SATELLITE INFRARED SENSCRS. A 90- BY
90-CM RADIOMETER ANTENNA SYSTEM* DEPLOYED 
AFTER LAUNCH. SCANNED THE EARTH
SUCCESSIVELY AT VARIOUS ANGLES IN 
A PLANE pERPENICULAR TC THE SPACECRAFT
ORBITAL TRACK. PRODUCING A 
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE PAP 
CF THE SURFACE OF THE
EARTH AND ITS ATMOSPHERE. THE SCANNING PROCESS 
WAS CONTROLLEC BY A COMPUTER
ON BOAR AND CONSISTED OF 7e SYMMETRICALLY DISTRIEUTEC 
INCEPENDENT SCAN
SPOTS EXTENING 50 DEG TO EITHER SIDE OF NADIR. 
ANGULAR SEPARATICN CF THE
SCAN SPOTS ALLOWED FOR AN 8E.5 PERCENT OVERLAP 
BETWEEN VIEW POSITIONS. FROM A
MEAN ORBITAL L-EICHT OF 1100 KM, THE RACIOMETER HAC 
AN ACCURACY CF ABOUT PLUS
OR MINUS 1 DEC C WITH A SPATIAL RESOLUTICh OF 
ABOUT 25 KM. THE ESMR DATA
WERE STORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
FOR TRANSMISSION TO GROUND ACQUISITION
STATIONS. A SIMILAR EXPERIMENT 
%ILL BE FLCN CN NINBLS-F.
ON 01/04/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST 
IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS 
CHANGE@ THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME 
THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION 
RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 12/11/729 THE DATE OF THE 
LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT 
STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE 
EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY 
INFRARED RACICNETER NSSCC 10 72-097A-08
(THIR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.*. MCCULLOCH NASAGSFC 
GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTIONTHE NIMBUS 5 TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED RADCIOMETER 
(THIR) WAS
DESIGNED TO DETECT EMITTED THERMAL RAEDIATICN 
IN BCTH THE 10.5- TO
12.5-MICRON REGION (IR WINDOW) AN 
D THE 65- TO 7.0-PICRON REGION 
(WATER
VAPOR). THE WINCCW CHANNEL MEASURED 
CLCUDTCP TEMPERATURES AND WAS 
CAPABLE CF
PRODUCING CLOUCCCVER AND THERMAL 
GRADIENI ON LANC AND %ATER SURFACES 
IN
CLOUD-FREE AREAS DURING BOTH THE DAY AND NIGHT PCRTICNS 
OF THE ORBIT. THE
OTHER CHANNEL OPERATED PRIMARILY AT NIGHT TC MAP THE WATER 
VAFOR
DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER TROPOSPHERE AND STRATCSPHERE. 
SENSCR DATA FROM
THESE TWO CHANNELS WAS PRIMARILY USED 
TO SUPPORT THE O 5THER. MORE
SOPHISTICATFC METEOROLOGICAL ExPERIMENTE 
GN BCARD NIMBUS 5. THE INSTRUMENT
CONSISTED OF A 12.7-CM CASSEGRAIN 
SYSTEM* A SCANNING MIRROR CCMMCN 
TC BOTH
CHANNELS, A BEAM SPLITTER. FILTERS, AND TWO GERMANIUM-IMMERSED 
THERMISTOR
BOLOMETERS. IN CONTRAST TO TV NO IMAGE %AS FORMEC WITHIN 
THE RADIOMETER.
INCOMING RADIANT ENERGY WAS COLLECTED BY A FLAT SCANNING 
MIRROR INCLINED AT
45 DEG TO THE OPTICAL AXIS. THE MIRROR ROTATED AT 48 RPM 
AND SCANNED IN A
PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT VELCCITY. THE ENERGY 
WAS FOCUSED CN A
DICHROMATIC BEAM SPLITTER, WHICH DIVIDED THE ENERGY SPECTRALLY 
AND SFATIALLY
INTO THE TWO CHANNELS. BOTH CHANNELS OF THE THIR SENSOR 
TRANSFORMED THE
RECEIVED RADIATION INTO AN ELECTRIC OUTPLI (VOLTAG-ES)o WHICH WAS 
RECORDED ON
MAGNETIC TAPE FOR SUBSEQUENT PLAYBACK TO A GROUND ACQUISITION STATION. 
A
SIMILAR EXPERIMENT IS PLANNED FOR 
NIMBUS-F.
ON 01/04/73, THE GATE OF THE LAST 
IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
PARTIAL AND AT THAT TIME THE 
SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
BECAME STANDARD.
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ON 12/11/72, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT.TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITIChN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 11 NSSOC ID 73-019A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-G, PL-733C
LAUNCH DATE- 04/06/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 231. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS-CENT
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.F. HALL NASA-ARC MGFFETT FIELD* CA
PS - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC NCFFETT FIELD. CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
PIONEER 11 IS THE SECONC OF TWO 231-KG, SPIN-STABILIZED EARTH POINTING
SPACECRAFT DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE
ASTEROID BELT AND TIE. NEAR-JUPITER ENVIRONMENT. THIS JUPITER FLY-BY
SPACECRAFT IS POWERED EY A RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR AND A
BATTERY. THE SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTATION WILL STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY AND
POSSIBLE JOVIAN MAGNETIC FIELDS. THE SOLAR WIND AND PFCSSIEBLE JCVIAN BOW
SHOCK AND MAGNETOPAUSE BOUNDARIES* SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS,
INTERPLANETARY CH-ARGEC PARTICLES AND POSSIBLE JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATIONe
JOVIAN THERMAL ENERGY FLUX, ZODIACAL LIGHT* ASTERCIDS AND METEORCICS. AND
INTERPLANETARY AND JOVIAN ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION. AN S-BAND OCCULTATION
EXPERIMENT AND A JUPITER IMAGING AND PHOTOPOLARIZATION EXPERIMENT WILL BE
PERFORMED. THE SPACECRAFT WILL FLY BY JUPITER BETWEEN 600 ANC 750 DAYS AFTER
LAUNCH AND MAY, CEPENDING ON THE AMOUNT OF THRUSTER FUEL LEFT AFTER THE
JUPITER ENCOUNTER. CONTINUE ON TO ENCOUNTER WITH SATURN APPROXIMATELY 7
YEARS AFTER LAUNCH.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SFACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS NSSDC ID 73-019A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E.J. SMITH NASA- JPL PASADENA* CA
01 - D.S. COLBURN NASA-ARC 1CFFETT FIELD. CA
OI - P. DYAL NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELC. CA
01 - C.P. SONETT NASA-ARC VCFFETT FIELD. CA
OI - P.Jo COLEMAN, JR. U OF CALIFCRNIA, LA LCS ANGELES, CA
01 - L. DAVIS CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
DI - OD.E. JONES BRIGHAM YCLNG U FRCVC, UT
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MAGNETOMETER ON PIONEER 11 IS A TRIAXIAL HELIUM MAGNETOMETER WITH
SEVEN DYNAMIC RANGES. FROM PLUS OR MINUS 2.5 GAMNA TO PLUS 
OR MINUS 10
GAUSS. THE LINEARITY IS Ol PERCENT. THE NOISE THRESHOLD IS 0.01 GAMMA RMS
FOR 0-1 HZ. THE ACCURACY IS 0.5 PERCENT OF FULL SCALE RANGE.
GN 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIPENT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- C-ARGEC PARTICLE COMPOSITION NSSCC 
IC 73-019A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO. IL
01 - J.J. CCGALLAC GHER U OF MARYLAND CCLLEGE PARK. MD
OI - A. TUZZOLIhC U OF CHICAGO CHICAGC. IL
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE CHARGE COMPOSITION USING THREE
TYPES OF DETECTORS -- (1) A 7-ELEMENT SOLID-STATE DETECTOR TELESCOPE* (2) A
HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON DETECTOR (EGG). AND (3) A HIGH-ENERGY PROTON DETECTOR
(FISSICN FOIL). THE FIRST DETECTOR WAS TO MEASURE PROTONS (450 KEV TO 150
MEV). ELECTRONS (200 KEV TO 30 MEV). AND PARTICLES FROM H(Z=2) TO O(Z=16) (6
TO 150 MEV/NUCLEON). THE SECOND DETECTOR WAS TO MEASURE BREMSSTRAHLUNG
RADIATION FROM ELECTRONS AND ELECTRONS DIRECTLY (E.GT. 9 MEV) AND WAS
DESIGNED TO EXCLUDE PROTONS OF ENERGIES LESS THAN 50 MEV. THE THIRD DETECTOR
WAS TO MEASURE PROTONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 50 MEV. THE DETECTOR SAMPLE
TIME WAS TO BE SYNCVRONIZED WITH THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AND SHOULD BE .EO. 1/8
OF A SPACECRAFT ROTATION OR ABOUT 1-1/2 SEC.
ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS 
BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE 
STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ASTEROID/METEOROID ASTRONOMY NSSCC IC 73-019A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 01=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.K. SOBERMAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO VALLEY FORGE. PA
01 - H.A. ZOOK NASA-JSC HCLSTCN. TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL SEARCH FOR PARTICLES WITH MASSES LARGER THAN
ABOUT ONE MICROGRAM BY OBSERVING THE SOLAR LIGHT THE PARTICLES REFLECT AND
SCATTER. FOUR INCEPENCENT TELESCOPIC SUBSYSTEMS wITH FOUR OVERLAPPING FIELDS
OF VIEW WILL BE USED* WITH THE ENTRY AND DEPARTURE TIMES OF THE LIGHT FROM
THE PARTICLES BEING USED TO DETERMINE THE RANGE AND VELOCITIES CF THE
PARTICLES THEMSELVES. THE OPTICAL SUBSYSTEMS ARE CCwFCSED OF 8-IN.
RITCHEY-CHRETIEN TELESCOPES WITH A 10-IN. FOCAL LENGTH AND A 0.2-RAD FIELD
OF VIEW.
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ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUI.SITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METEOROID DETECTOR NSSOC 10 73-019A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.H. KINARC NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PIONEER-G METEOROID DETECTION EXPERIMENT WILL. ATTEMPT TO DETECTTHE DISTRIBUTION IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE CF METECRCIDS TOO SMALL TC BE SEENBY LIGHT SCATTERING TECHNIQOLES. TbELVE PANELS, EACH CCNTAINIIG 18PRESSURIZED CELLS# ARE MOUNTED ON THE BACK OF THE SPACECRAFT ANTENNA DISH.THE PRESSURIZED CELLS CONSIST OF A 2-MIL-THICK STAINLESS STEEL CUTER LAYERWELDED TO A 1-MIL-TIICK STAINLESS STEEL INNER LAYER WITH A LARGE NUMBER OFSMALL POCKETS OF GAS TRAPPED BETWEEN THEM. LOSS CF GAS PRESSURE FROM ANY OFTHE CELLS WILL INDICATE A HIT, AND THE RATE OF GAS LCSS WILL INDICATE THESIZE OF THE HOLE MACE. THUS THE MASS AND INCIDENT ENERGY CF THE METECROID
PARTICLE CAN BE OBTAINED AND* WHEN COMBINED WITH TRAJECTORY DATA. WILL ALLOWTHE SPATIAL DENSITY OF THE METEOROIDS TO EE DETERMINED. THE PANELS WILLDETECT IMPACTS, WITH PARTICLES HAVING A MASS OF GREATER THAN 10 TC THE -8GM. THE:PANELS WILL COVER 0.4f M SQ OF EXPOSED AREA ON PIONEER-G. RESULTSFROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE COMBINED WITI THCSE FRCM A SIAILAR EXPERIMENTFLCWN ON PIONEER 10 TO DETERMINE THE RANGE IN MASS OF SMALL PARTICLES ON
BOTH THE INNER ANC OUTER BOUNDARIES AND WITHIN THE ASTEROID BELT.
ON 04/06/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS ,CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATLS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITICh RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION NSSDC ID 73-019A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATOR)PI - R.W. FILLIUS U OF CALIFCRNIA. SD SAN DIEGO. CA01 - C.E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIFCRNIA, SD SAN DIEGO* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF FOUR DETECTORS. A CERENKCV COUNTER WILL
MEASURE ELECTRONS AEOVE 3. 7, AND 10 MEV. A SCLID-STATE ELECTRON SCATTER
DETECTOR WILL USE THREE DISCRIMINATION LEVELS TO MEASURE ELECTRONS BETWEEN100 KEV ANC 3 MEV. A DC SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR %ILL REASLRE THE SUM OF 25- TO250-KEV ELECTRONS AND 80O-KEV TO 250-MEV FROTONS. A SECOND SCLIC-STATEDETECTOR WILL MEASURE SEPARATELY OMNIDIRECTIONAL 60- TO 250-MEV PROTONS ANDMINIMUM IONIZING PARTICLES. THE FIRST THREE DETECTORS LCCK PERPENDICULAR TOTHE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. EACH DETECTOR HAS A 30-DEG HALF-ANGLE APERTURE.
AND EACH MAKES EIGHT MEASUREMENTS PER SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOOD WHILE THISEXPERIMENT WAS CESIGNED PRIMARILY FCR ENCCLNTER* IT DCES OBTAIN CATA AT ALOW RATE IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
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ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS C-ANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY 
NSSDC IC 73-019A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - D.L. JUDGE USC LCS ANGELES, 
CA
01 - R.W. CARLSCh USC LOS ANGELES, 
CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT. A BROACBAND PHIOTOMETER SENSITIVE BETWEEN 200 AND 800
A. OBSERVES EVIDENCE OF HELIUM. WHICH IN TURN INDICATES INTERACTIONS 
BETWEEN
CHARGED PARTICLES AND NEUTRAL HYDROGEN. CURING THE CRUISE PHASE 
OF THE
MISSION THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE USED TO SEARCH FOR THE SUPERSONIC TO
SUBSONIC TRANSITION REGION IN THE SOLAR WIND. DURING THE JOVIAN ENCOUNTER*
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE USED TO LOOK FOR EVICENCE CF AN AURORAL OVAL ON 
THE
JOVIAN CAYSIDE, TO FIND THE RATIO OF HYDROGEN TO HELILM IN THE JOVIAN
ATMOSPHERE. AND TO FIND THE TEMPERATURE CF THE CUTER PCRTION OF THE JOVIAN
ATMOSPHERE.
ON 04/06/73, THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER NSSDC IC 73-019A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - T. GEHRELS U OF ARIZGNA TUCSCN. AZ
01 - J.L. WEINBERG DUDLEY OBS ALBANY, NY
O - D.L. COFFEEN U OF ARIZONA TUCSON, AZ
01 - J. HAMEEN-ANTILLA U OF ARIZCNA TLCSCN* AZ
01 - C.E. KENKNIGHT U OF ARIZONA TUCSON* AZ
01 - R.F. HJMMER SANTA BARBARA RSCH CEN SANTA BARBARA, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CCNSISTS OF A POINTABLE 1-IN* MAKSUTOV TELESCOPE
EQUIPPED WITH TG COLOR DETECTORS (RED, 5800 TO 7C00 A. AND ELUE, 3900 TQ
4900 A) AND A POLARIZATION MEASURING CAPABILITY. THE FIELD OF VIEW CAN BE
SELECTED FOR ZOCIACAL LIGHT STUDIES (Z2 X 40 OILLIRAD), PHOTOPOLARIMETRY (8
X 8 OR 12 X 12 VILLIRAD), OR IMAGING (0.5 X 0.5 MILLIRAD). CURING THE CRUISE
PORTION OF THE RISSION THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE ZCDIACAL
LIGHT TO ASSESS THE QUANTITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF FARTICULATE MATTER IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE. UPON APPROACHING JUPITER, THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE USED
FOR PHOTOMETRIC AND POLARIZATION STUDIES OF JUPITER AND ONE OR 1ICRE OF ITS
SATELLITES. DURING JOVIAN ENCOUNTER, THE EXPERIMENT WCULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN IN ORDER TO MAKE TWC COLCA IwAGES OF JUPITER WITH A
RESOLUTION OF 2C0 KM GN THE JOVIAN SURFACE.
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ON 04/06/731 THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD*
ON 04/06/73s THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFRARED RACIOMETER NSSDC ID 73-019A-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. DI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. MUNCH CAL TECH PASACENA* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PIONEER G INFRARED RADIOMETER EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE THE JOVIAN
THERMAL BALANCE* TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE CUTER ATNCSPHERE. GENERALSURFACE COMPOSITION* INCLUDING THE OVERALL HYDROGEN-TC-HELIUM RATIC9 ANDDARK SIDE TEMPERATURE. THE INSTRUMENT WILL CONSIST OF A 7.62-CM (3-IN.)
REFLECTING CASSECRAIN TELESCOPE WITH A 1-CEG BY 3-DEG FIELD-CF-VIEW THATILLUMINATES A PAIR OF 88-CHANNEL, THIN-FILM BIMETALLIC THERMOPILES IN TWOBANDS OF THE IR SPECTRUM (14 TO 25 MICRONS AND 19 TO 56 MICRONS) TOMEASURE
THE IRRACIANCE. THE TWO-CHANNEL RADIOMETER %ILL BE SIMILAR TC THCSE FLOWN ONMARINER 6 AND 7, BUT WILL BE MORE ACCURATE AND WILL HAVE BETTER SPATIAL
RESOLUTION.
ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* TH-E STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73* THE CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERINENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE eECAME ZERO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS NSSOC ID 73-019A-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, DI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)P1 - J.D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
TWO-WAY DOPPLER TRACKING OF THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE USED TO MAKE MOREPRECISE DETERMINATIONS OF PLANETARY MASSES. THE HELIGCENTRIC CREIT OFJUPITER, AND THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS OF THE SUN* JLPITER. AND THE GALILEAN
SATELLITES.
ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIWENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 5-EAND OCCULTATION NSSDC ID 73-019A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
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P1 - A.J. KLICRE NASA-JPL FASADENA. CA
01 - G. FJELDBO NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
Ot - DoL* CAIN NASA-JPL FASADENA, CA
01 - BeL. SEIDEL NASA-GISS NEW YORK. 
NY
01 - S.I. RASOOL NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON* DC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL UTILIZE RADIC REFRACTION EFFECTS ON THE
SPACECRAFTOS BANC RADIO SIGNAL TO DETERMINE THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
NEUTRAL AND IONIZED SPECIES IN THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHEREe
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STAONDARD.
ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANOARD*
EXPERIMENT NAME- JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT NSSDC IO 73-019A-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN L OF IOWA ICIA CITY9 IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE PARTICLES IN THE VICINITY OF
JUPITER USING TI-REE SETS OF DETECTORS -- (1) A THREE-ELEMENT GEIGER TUBE
TELESCOPE, (2) A THREE-ELEMENT TRIANGULAR ARRAY OF CETECTCPFS. AND (3) A
LOW-ENERGY GEIGER TUBE DETECTOR. THE FIRST DETECTOR ILL MEASURE ELECTRONS
(E.GT. 2 MEV) ANC PROTONS (E.GT. 10 MEV). THE SECOND WILL TO MEASURE
ELECTRONS (E.GT. 10 MEV), AND THE THIRD WILL ALSC MEASURE ELECTRONS (E.GT.
50 KEV). THE DETECTOR SAMPLE TIME IS TO BE SYNCHRONIZED WITH THE SPACECRAFT
TELEMETRY SYSTEM ANC WILL DEPEND UPON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE# I.E.* THE
SAMPLE TIME MAY RANGE FROM 3/32 SEC TO 12 SEC.
ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSWIC-RAY SPECTRA NSSOC IC 73-019A-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - FB8. MCDONALD NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
DI - KoG.. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE ACELAIDE, ALSTRALIA
01 - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE DURHAM, NH
01 - E.C. ROELOF U OF NEW HARFSHIRE CLRhAM NH
01 - 8.J. TEEGAROEN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
01 - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT CCNSISTS OF THREE 3-ELEMENT TELESCOPES. ALL LOOKING
NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. A EI-CIRECTIONAL TELESCCPE WILL MEASURE
20- TO 800-MEV/NUCLEON PARTICLES WITH 5 TO 10 PERCENT ENERGY RESOLUTION.
ANOTHER TELESCOPE WILL MEASURE 3- TO 22-MEV/NUCLEON PARTICLES WITH 5 PERCENT
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RESGLUTION. THESE TWO TELESCOPES WILL MEASURE PARTICLES WITH Z VALUES
BETWEEN 1 AND 8. THE THIRD TELESCOPE WILL MEASURE 50-KEV TO 1-MEV ELECTRONS
AND 50-KEV TO 20-MEV PROTONS WITH 20 PERCENT RESCLUTICN.
CN 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLQUISITICON RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE CATE OF TH-E LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND;AT THAT TIME T-E EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE EECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA EXPERIMENT NSSCC IC 73-019A-13
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
01 - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA IOwA CITY. IA
01 - R. LUST M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING MUNICHI W. GERMANY
01 - D.S. INTRILIGATOR USC LOS ANGELES, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO QUADRISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS ARE LSED TO STUDY THE
DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF SOLAR WIND IONS AND ELECTRCNS. THE DETECTORS ARE
ALSO USED TO OBSERVE A POSSIBLE JOVIAN EC1 SHCCK. NAGNETOSHEATH, AND
MAGNETOPAUSE. TIE INSTRUMENTS WILL STUDY FCSITIVE IONS IN 32 ENERGY/CHARGE
STEPS BETWEEN 100 V AND 18 KV, AND ELECTRCNS IN 16 STEPS BETWEEN 100 V AND
18 KV.
ON 04/06/73, THE CDATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE# THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
CN 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- JOVIAN MAGNETIC FIELD NSSDC 0ID 73-019A-14
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N*F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MDO
I01 - MeHe ACUNA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, WD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER IS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE JOVIAN
MAGNETIC FIELD. EACh SENSOR WILL OPERATE IN THE RANGE 0.01- TO 10-GAUSS,
WITH 0.1 PERCENT DIGITIZATION ACCURACY. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT ONE VECTOR
MEASUREMENT WILL EE OBTAINED EACH Z6 SEC.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQLISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 04/06/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE* THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE.EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITIC RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SKYLAB 
NSSCC IC 73-027A
ALTERNATE NAMES-
LAUNCH DATE- 05/14/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT INt ORBIT- 
90607. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY* UNITED STATES 




EPOCH DATE- 05/14/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT 
PERIOD- 93.4 MIN
APOAPSIS- 442. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 434. KM 
ALT INCLINATION- 50.0 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 05/14/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CRBIT 
PERICC- 93.4 MIN
APOAPSIS- 442. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 434. KM ALT 
INCLINATION- 50.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (FM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - O.G. SMIT H, NASA-JSC 
HOUSTON* TX
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SKYLAE WAS A MANNED. CRBITING SPACECRAFT COMPOSED 
OF FIVE PARTS*
THE APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT (ATM). THE MULTIPLE CCCKING ADAPTER (MCA)* 
THE
AIRLOCK MODULE (AM)* THE INSTRUMENT UNIT (IU), AND THE ORBITAL WORKSHCP
(OWS). THE SKYLAB WAS IN THE FORM OF A CYLINDER9 wITH THE ATM BEING
POSITIONED 90 DEG FROM THE LONGITUDINAL AXIS AFTER INSEFTION 
INTO ORBIT. THE
ATM WAS A SOLAR CBSERVATORY, AND PROVIDED ATTITLDE CONTROL 
AND EXPERIMENT
POINTING FOR THE REST OF THE CLUSTER. IT WAS ATTACHED 
TO THE MDA AND AM AT
ONE END OF THE OWS. THE RETRIEVAL AND INSTALLATION OF 
FILM USED IN THE ATM
WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY ASTRONAUTS DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
(EVA). THE MDA
SERVED AS A COCK FOR THE COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULES, 
WHICH SERVED AS
PERSONNEL TAXIS TO THE SKYLAB. THE AM PPCVIDEC AN AIRLOCK 
EETWEEN THE MDA
AND THE OWS, AS WELL AS CONTAINING CONTRCLS AND INSTRUMENTATION. 
THE IU WAS
USED ONLY DURING LAUNCH AND THE INITIAL PHASES OF CFERATICN, 
AND PRGVIDED
GUIDANCE AND SEQUENCING FUNCTIONS FOR THE INITIAL DEFLOYMENT OF THE 
ATM,
SOLAR ARRAYS, ETC. THE OWs WAS A MODIFIED SATURN 4E STAGE SUITAELE FCR LONG
DURATICN MANNED FABITATION IN ORBIT. IT CCNTAINED FRCVISIONS AND CREW
QUARTERS NECESSARY TO SUPPORT THREE-MAN CREWS FCR PERIODS OF UP TO 56 
DAYS
EACho ALL PARTS WERE ALSO CAPABLE OF UNMANNED, IN-CRBIT STCRAGE9
REACTIVATION AND REUSE.
ON 09/25/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. 
THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME 
SUB-STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH 
NSSCDC ID 73-027A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - Re MACQUEEN U OF COLORADO BOULDER. CO
l01 - G. NEWKIRK, JR, L OF COLORACC BCLLDER. CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT. LOCATED IN THE ATM. USED Ah EXTERNALLY OCCULTED
CORONAGRAPH TO MONITOR. BETWEEN 4000 AND e000 A. THE BRIGHTNESS* FCRM. 
AND
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POLARIZATION OF THE SOLAR CORONA AT RACIAL DISTANCES CF 1.5 TC 6.0 SCLAR
RADII.
ON 09/25/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOLISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/25/73. THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIvENT STATUS CHANGE. TH-E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-RAY SPECTROGRAPHIC TELESCCFE NSSOC ID 73-027A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - R. GIACCCNI HARVARD COLLEGE CBS CAMBRICGE, MA
01 - M. ZCOMOECK AS+E CAMERICGE, MA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT, LOCATED IN THE APOLLO TELESCCPE MOUNT, OESERVED SOLAR
X-RAY EMISSIONS IN THE 2- TO iC-A RANGE %ITH HIGH SPATIAL. SPECTRAL (0.5 A),
AND TEMPORAL RESOLUTION.
ON 09/25/73, THE CATE IF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
ON 05/25/73. THF CATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPER IMENT DATA ACQULISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- UV SCANNING NSSCC IC 73-027A-06
POLYCHROMATOR/SPECTROHEL IOMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L. GOLDBERG HARVARD COLLEGE OBS CAMBRIDGE, MA
OI - E.M. REEVES HARVARD COLLEGE CBS CANERICGE, NA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE UBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT, WHICH WAS LCCATED ON THE APOLLO
TELESCOPE MbUNT, WAS TO OBTAIN EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET (ELV) OBSERVATICNS OF A
VARIETY OF STRUCTURES IN THE SOLAR CHRCMCSFHERE, CORONA, AND
CHRUMLSPHERIC-CCRONAL TRANSITION LAYFR. AN ULTRAVICLET SCANNING
POLYCHROMATUR SFECTFOHELIOMETER OPERATEC IN A SPECTRAL RANGE OF 296 TO 1350
A WITh A RESOLUTION OF 1.5 A. THE INSTRUMENT HAC THREE BASIC OBSERVING
MODES, FIRST. A MIRROR RASTER SCANNING MCCE WAS USED IN WHICH
SPECTROHELIOGRAMS OF A 5.5- BY 5-ARC-MIN-SC AREA WERE ACQUIRED IN UP TC
SEVEN WAVELENGTHS SIMULTANEOUSLY. EACH SCAN TOOK APFRCXINATELY 5.5 MIN TO
COMPLETE. SECONU. A MIRROR LINE SCANNING NOCE ACCUIRED LATA FOR SEVEN
WAVELENGTHS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN AN AREA 5 ARC-SEC BY 5.5 ARC-MIN. THIS TOOK
APPROXIMATELY 5.5 SEC. THIRD, A GRATING WAVELENGTH SCANNING WCDE WAS USED,
IN WHICH THE SPECTRUM OF A 5- BY 5-ARC-SEC-SO AREA WAS SCANNED IN 3.8 MIN.
THE SCAN CONSISTEC OF 5270 OATA PCINTS. THE INSTRLNENT CO LD EE CPERATED
DURING MANNED. UNATTENCEC. OP UNMANNED FERICDS CF. THE SKYLAB WISSICN. CCUNT
DATA wERE RECORDED AND THEN TRANSMITTED TO EARTH EVEFY OReIT.
ON 09/25/73. THE CATE OF THE LAST ICENTIFIED SPACECPAFT STATUS CHANGE. THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME SUB-STANDARD.
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ON 05/25/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMEsT STATUS CHANGE. Te E STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
SPACECRAFT CCMNCh NAME- EXPLORER 4r KSSCC IC 73-039A
ALTERNATE NAMES- RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER, PL-6938, RAE-B, 06686
LAUNCH DATE- 06/10/7' SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 250. KG




EPOCH DATE- 0/21/73 ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENTRIC C9BIT PERIODC- 221.17 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1063.84 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- IC2.98 KM ALT INCLINATICh- 38.721 DEG
RECENT ORBIT PARAMETERS
EPOCH DATE- 09/07/73 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CFBIT PEFICC- 221.91 MIN
APOAPSIS- 1070.2Z KM ALT PERIAPSIS- ICSE907 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 38.676 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERStNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. FPE=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.T. SHEA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
PS - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
SPACECRAFT ERIEF DESCRIPT ION
THE RAE-B SPACECRAFT MEAELSURED WITH CIRECTIVITY THE INTENSITY OF
CELESTIAL RADIO SOURCES AS A FLNCTION OF TIME, DIFECTICN, AND FREQUENCY
(0.03 TO 20 MHZ). Tt-REE RAPID-BURST RECEIVERS, TWO R LE-VONEERG RECEIVERS*
AND AN IMPEDANCE PROBE CCNNECTED TC TWO 750-FT-LCG *Vl ANTEhNNAS ANC A
120-FT-LONG DIPULE ANTENNA WERE USED. THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN A LUNAR ORBIT.
ON 06/10/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITION RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- STEP FREQUENCY RADIOMETERS NSSCC IC 73-039A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, LI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREEENBELT, MD
I01 - R.R. WEBER NASA-GEFC GREENEELT1, MO
01 - L. BROWN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
TWG RYLE-VCNBERG RADIOMETERS wERE EACH CONNECTED TO A 750-FT. ACUTE
ANGLE 'V" AETENNA. EACH RACIOWETEP WAS SLCCESSIVELt TUNED TC NINE DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES IN THE BAND 0.02 TO 20 MhZ. PRECISE., ALTOMATIC, AND CCNTINUOUS
CALIBRATION WAS INHERENT IN THIS TYPE OF CESIGN.
CN 06/10/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATLE CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACQUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
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CN 06/10/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICK RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RAPIC-EURST RECEIVERS NSSCC ID 73-039A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MO
Cl - J.K. ALEXANCER, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
DI - J. FAINEERG NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, RD
01 - J.F. CLARK NASA-C-SFC GREENBELT, MD
01 - H. MALITSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A 32-CHANNEL STEP FREQUENCY RADIOMETER WAS CONNECTED TO EACH ANTENNA(2 'V' ANTENNAE, 7C-FT LONG,. I1 DIPOLE, 120-FT LCNG) AND MEASUREC TH-EAMPLITUDES, RATES OF CHANGE OF FREQUENCY, AND DECAY TIMES OF SOLAR BURSTSAND OTHER RAPIDLY VARYING NOISE IN THE 0.025 TO I. MHZ BAND. OPERATING IN
TWO SENSITIVITY MODES, THESE qECEIVERS MVEASURED SIGNALS UP TO 60 CB ABOVETHE COSMIC BACKCROUND LEVEL. THE 32 CHANNELS WERE CYCLED EVERY 1.28 SEC.
ON 06/10/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIED SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAMENORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT CATA ACOQLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 06/10/73, THE DATE OIF THE LAST IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACOLISITICK RATE BECAME STANDARD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CAPACITANCE PROBE NSSDC D10 73-039A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESIIGAICR, CI=CT HEHR INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD0I - J.L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MO
I01 - J.E. GUTFRIE NASA-GSFC GAEENEELT, ND
01 - JeA. KANE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
o01 - R.C. SOMERLOCK NASA-GSFC GREENBELT9 MD
EXPERIMENT BiRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ANTENNA AND SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONED AS TWO CAPACITOR PLATES WITH THEAMBIENT PLASMA ACTING AS THE DIELECTRIC. FREQUENCY SHIFTS II TWC CCUPLECOSCILLATORS CONNECTED TO THE ANTENNA INDICATED CHANGES IN ANTENNA
CAPACITANCE CAUSED EY VARIATICNS IN THE AMBIENT ELECTRON DENSITY.
CN 06/10/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC SPACECRAFT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE SPACECRAFT DATA ACOUISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
ON 06/10/73, THE DATE OF THE LAST IDENTIFIEC EXPERIMENT STATUS CHANGE, THE STATUS BECAME
NORMAL AND AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT DATA ACQLISITICN RATE BECAME STANDARD.
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Planned Spacecraft and Experiments
SECTION 2 - DESCRIPTIONS OF PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
Section 2 contains descriptions of all planned space science space-
craft and experiments pertinent to this Report for which NSSDC has at
least minimal documentation. This section is similar in format to
Section 1. All descriptions included in this section are ordered
alphabetically by NSSDC ID Code, which appears in the upper right-hand
corner of the description.
The heading for each spacecraft description in this section
includes a set of planned orbit parameters (orbit type, orbit period,
apoapsis, periapsis, and inclination), a planned launch date, launch
site, launch vehicle, spacecraft weight in orbit, spacecraft common
and alternate names, funding country and agency, and spacecraft
personnel (project manager and project scientist). The last reported
status of the spacecraft project is given at the end of the spacecraft
brief description and is repeated at the end of each experiment brief
description. This status information is based on information received
from the various spacecraft project offices and other sources. The
spacecraft status is given as "APPROVED MISSION," or "PROPOSED MISSION."
The header for an experiment entry indicates the experiment name and the
name and address of each investigator associated with the experiment.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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NTICNAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
SPACECRAFT COMMDON NAME- AC-A NSSCC IC AC-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPL-A, AD-A
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- O5/0C/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CERBIT-' 40. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANCENEERG AFe, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCCUT
FUNCING AGENCY
UNITED STATES N ASA-OSS
PLANNED ORUIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- 122. MIN
APCAPSIS- 1500. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 400. KN ALl IbCLINATION- 90. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=Pr-CJECT MANAGER. PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.E. CANADY, JR. NASA-LAPC HAMFTC,, 'VA
PS - E.J. PRIOR NASA-LAFC HAMPTON. VA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT AC-A (DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLORERF, A) WILL CONSIST OF A
7-CM-L)IAM SPHERE DESIGNED TO YIELD GLCbAL DENSITY PEASLREWENTS OF THE UPPERTHERMOSPHERE. TFI[S EXPERIMENT WILL BE PLACED IN A COPLANAR ORBIT WITH THESECUNU SATELLITE IN THE SYSTEM, AD-B (DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLORER B), USING ASINGLE SC'jUT LAUNrCH VEFICLE. VALUES CF ATNCSPHERIC CENSITY %ILL BE OBTAINED
FROM SATELLITE CFAG ANALYSIS NEAR PERIGEE (APPROXIMATELY 400 KM), AND FROM
COMPOSITICN MEASUPEMENTS TAKEN BY AN CNEOARD MASS SPECTROMETER. THE
SATELLITE WILL EE F UIPPED k-ITH A RACI. BEACCN TC FACILITATE TRACKING. ALL
DATA WILL BE TELLMETERED IN REAL TIME.
ON 12/0U/72, THL SPACECFAFT WISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATM',SPFERIC DRAG DENSITY NSSDC ID AD-A 
-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATC., CI=CTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G.M. K ATING NASA-LARC HAMPTON. VA
oI - E.J. PRIOR NASA-LARC 
-HAWFTCNv VA
EXPERIMcNT BPIEF CESCRIFTION
THE ATMCSPHERIC DRAG DENSITY LXPERINENT ON AD-A IS DESIGNED TOPROVIDE
INDIRECT MEASUPLMENTS OF UPPER THEPRMAOSPHERIC DENSITY NEAR SATELLITE PERIGEE(APPR'JXIMATELY 400 KM). THE EXPEPIMENT WILL HAVE NC UNIGUE CNEDARD HARDWARE.
THE DENSITY VALUES kILL BE DERIVED FROM SEQUENTIAL CBSERVATICNS OF THE
SATELLITE'S PUSITION. THE EXPERIMENT WILL YIELD SYSTEMATIC VALUES OF
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF LATITUDE. SEASCN. AND LCCAL SCLAR TIME.
UN 12/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.




PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 0I=CThER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.O.C. NIER U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS, MN
1O - K. MAUERSEERGER U OF MINNESCTA MINNEAPOLISo MN
01 - E.J. PRIOR NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT TO BE FLOWN ON AD-A IS DESIGNED TO
PERFORM COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS IN THE UPPER THERMCSPHERE (APPROXIMATELY
400 KM). THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE A OOUBLE-FOCUSING MATTAUCH-HERZCG
SPECTROMETER, AND WILL MEASURE THE DISTRIBUTION OF SUCH ATMOSPHERIC
CONSTITUENTS AS OXYGEN. NITROGEN, HELIUM, HYDROGEN9, NECN, AND ARGON. ALL
DATA WILL BE TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME.
ON 12/00/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVEOD
***********'t**************************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AD-8B NSSOC ID AD-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- DUAL AIR DENSITY EXFL-B
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 05/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 43. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 122. MIN
APOAPSIS- 1500. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 400. KM ALT INCLINATION- 90. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PRGJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.E. CANADY, JR. NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
PS - E.J. PRIOR NASA-LARC HAWFTCN, VA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT AO-B (DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLOROR-E) WILL CONSIST OF A
3.66-M INFLATABLE SPHERE DESIGNED TO YIELD GLOBAL DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF
THE LOWER EXOSPI-ERE. THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE PLACED IN A COPLANAR ORBIT WITH
AD-A (DUAL AIR DENSITY EXPLORER A), THE CTHER SATELLITE IN THE SYSTEMs BY A
SINGLE SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE. VALUES OF ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY WILL BE OBTAINED
FROM SATELLITE CRAG ANALYSIS NEAR PERIGEE (APPROXIMATELY 700 KM), AND FROM
COMPOSITICN MEASUREMENTS TAKEN BY AN GNBCEARD MASS SPECTROCMETER. THE
SATELLITE WILL BE EQUIPPED WITH A RADIO BEACON TO FACILITATE TRACKING. ALL
DATA WILL BE TELEMETERED IN REAL TIME.
ON 02/27/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITY NSSDC 0ID AD-B -01
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G.M. KEATING NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
145
01 - E*J. PRIOR NASA'-LARC HAMPTON, VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THE ATMOSPHERIC DRAG CENSITY EXPERIMENT ON AD-8B IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE
INDIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF LOWER EXOSPHERIC DENSITY NEAR SATELLITE PERIGEE(APPROXIMATELY 700 KM). THE EXPERIMENT WILL HAVE NO LNIGUE CNBOARO HAROWARE.
THE DENSITY VALUES WILL BE DERIVED FROM SEQUENTIAL CBSERVATICNS OF THE
SATELLITE*S POSITION. THE EXPERIMENT WILL YIELD SYSTEMATIC VALUES OF
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF LATITUDE. SEASCN. AND LCCAL SOLAR TIME.
ON 02/27/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION MASS NSSDC ID AD-B 
-02
SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.O.C. NIER U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPCLIS, MN01 - K. MAUERSEERGER U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS. MN
01 - EOJ. PRIOR NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT TC BE FLOWN ON AC-E WILL PERFORM
COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS IN THE LOWER EXOSPHERE (APFFUROXIMATELY 700 KM). THEINSTRUMENT IS A COUBLE-FOCUSING MATTAUCH-FERZOG SPECTROMETER AND WILL
MEASURE THE DISTRIBUTION OF SUCH ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS AS OXYGEN.
NITROGEN, HELIUM. HYDROGEN, NEON. AND ARGCN. ALL CATA WILL EE TRANSMITTED IN
REAL TIME.
ON 02/27/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-C NSSCC ID AE-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- S 6E. PL-721C, ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-C
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 12/00/73 SPACECRAFT %EIGHT IN CRBIT- 660. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 129. m IN
APCAPS IS- 425E6. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 157. KM ALT INCLINATION- 68.1 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER* PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.W. GRIMES NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MDPS - N.~W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ONE OBJECTIVE OF AE-C WILL BE TO INVESTIGATE THE PHOTOCHEMICAL
PROCESSES ACCOMPANYING THE ABSORPTION CF SOLAR LV RACIATION I'N THE EARTH*S
ATMOSPHERE BY MAKING CLOSELY COCRCINATED MEASUREMENTS CF REACTING
147
CONSTITUENTS* THE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE ORIENTED 
PRIMARILY TO THE LARGELY
UNEXPLORED LOW-ALTITUDE REGION BETWEEN 
120 AND 300 KM. HOWEVER* PROPERTIES
ABOVE 300 KM WILL ALSO BE EXTENSIVELY INVESTIGATED. 
THE EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
WILL INCLUDE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE MEASUREMENT 
OF SOLAR EUV RADIATION.
NEUTRAL PARTICLE CONPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE, 
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY. ION
COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATUREs ELECTRON.CONCENTRATION 
AND TEMPERATURE* AIRGLOW
EMISSIONS. PARTICLE FLUXES, AND THE PHOTOELECTRON 
ENERGY SPECTRUM. THE
SATELLITE WILL BE A SHORT (1 M). CYLINDRICAL PRISM 
WITH A DIAMETER CF
APPROXIMATELY 1.4 M. IN THE SPIN-STABILIZED 
MODE. THE SPACECRAFT'S SPIN AXIS
WILL BE PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBIT PLANE. 
POWER WILL BE SUPPLIED BY A SOLAR
CELL ARRAY. THE SPACECRAFT WILL USE A PCM TELEMETRY 
SYSTEM THAT CAN OPERATE
IN A REAL-TIME OR TAPE RECORDER MODE. AN 
ON-BOARD PRCPLLSION SYSTEM WILL BE
USED FOR MAKING ALTITUDE CHANGES. THE SATELLITE 
IS EXPECTED TO HAVE A 1-YR
LIFETIME. MORE DETAILS CAN BE FOUND ON PP. 
263-269 CF 9AADIC SCIENCE'. VOL.
Be NO, 4. APRIL 1973.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRCN TEMPERATURE AND CGNCENTRATICN 
NSSDC 10 AE-C -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=CTHER 
INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, MD
01 - R.F. THEIS NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE WILL BE A RETARDING POTENTIAL
(LANGMUIR TYPE) PROBE THAT MEASURES THE CURRENT FLCWING 
TO THE COLLECTOR FOR
A KNOWN SAWTOOTH VOLTAGE PATTERN APPLIED. FROM 
THIS RETARDING POTENTIAL
(CURRENT VS VOLTAGE) CURVE, ELECTRCN DENSITY AND ELECTRCh 
TEMPERATURE CAN BE
DERIVED. THIS PROBE WILL CONSIST OF A COLLECTOR 
ELECTRODE EXTENDING FROM THE
CENTRAL AXIS OF A CYLINDRICAL GUARD RING. THE GUARD 
RING WILL EXTEND 23 CM
FROM THE SPACECRAFT9 AND THE ELECTRODE WILL EXTEND 
ANCTHER 10 CM FURTHER
OUTWARD FROM THE END OF THE GUARD RING. TWO IDENTICAL 
PFOBES WILL BE MOUNTED
PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS (SPIN AXIS WILL BE PERFENOICULAR 
TO THE
ORBIT PLANE). ANC THE OTHER PROBE WILL BE MOUNTED PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SPIN
AXIS. IN ADDITION TO ONBOARD ANALYSES OF THE RETARDING 
POTENTIAL CURVES.
WHICH PROVIDE TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES. THESE CLRVES 
WILL EE TELEMETERED.
ON 12/18/72o THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DRAG 
NSSCC IC AE-C -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.S.W. CHAMPION AFCRL 
BEDFORDOt MA
OI - F.A. MARCOS AFCRL 
BEDFCROs VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ATMOSPI-ERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER EXPERIMENT WILL 
OBTAIN DATA ON
THE NEUTRAL DENSITY OF THE ATMOSPHERE IN THE ALTITUDE 
RANGE 120 TO 400 KM BY
THE MEASUREMENT OF SATELLITE DECELERATION DUE TC AEFODYNAMIC 
DRAG. THE
EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF THREE SINGLE AXIS ACCELEROMETERS. 
TWC CF THE
UNITS WILL LIE ALONG THE SPACECRAFT X AXIS* AND THE THIRD 
WILL BE ALIGNED
WITH THE Z AXIS. EACH INSIRLMENT WILL MEASURE THE ELECTROSTATIC 
FORCE
REQUIRED TO RESTRAIN A HOLLOW. CYLINDRICAL MASS UNDER EXTERNAL ACCELERATION*
14E
THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF EACHI UNIT AILL BE IC TO THE -6 TC 10 TC THE -12 GRAMS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER NSSCC IC AE-C 
-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.P. DOERING JOHNS HOPKINS U EALTIMNRE, ND
OI - C.O. BOSTRGM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB. SILVER SPRING, MD
01 - J.C. ARMSTRONG . APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE THE INTENSITY AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF
THE PHOTOELECTRON FLUX IN THE THERMOSPHERE IN THE RANGE 2 TO 500 EV. THE
INSTRUMENTATION WILL CONSIST OF TWO OPPOSITELY DIRECTED
HEMISPHERICAL-ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTORS COUPLED TOSEPARATE ELECTRON
MULTIPLIER DETECTORS. THE PHOTOELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM WILL EE SCANNED BY
1-SEC SWEEPS OF THE VOLTAGE BETWEEN THE TWO HEMISPHERICAL DEFLECTION
ELEMENTS OF EACH CEFLECTOR.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS APFRCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION TEMPERATURE NSSDC ID AE-C 
-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. G.I=CTFER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - W*B. HANSON U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
01 - D.R. ZUCCARO SW CNTR AD STUDIES DALLAS. TX
01 - S. SANTINI U CF TEXAS DALLAS, TX.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PLANAR IGN TRAP, A RETARDING PCTENTIAL TYPE CF INSTRURENT, WILL
MEASURE CURRENT FLOWING TO A COLLECTOR FOR A KNOWN LINEAR VOLTAGE SWEEP TO
BE APPLIED TO THE COLLECTOR. THE ION TEMPERATURE, ION DENSITY# COMPOSITION.
SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON FLUXES. AND SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRCN TEMPERATURES WILL BE
DETERMINED FRCM THIS RETARDING POTENTIAL CURVE AND KNOWLEDGE CF THE VCLTAGE
ON SUPPRESSOR GRICS BETWEEN THE INSTRUMENT APERTURE AND THE COLLECTOR. THE
EXPERIMENT WILL OPERATE IN ONE MODE WHILE THE SPACECRAFT IS SPINNING AND IN
A SECOND MODE WFEN THE SPACECRAFT IS NOT SPINNING. A COMPLETE VCLTAGE SWEEP
(BOTH DOWN AND UP -- +23 TO 0 TO +23 V) COULD BE ACCOMPOLISHED IN 3 SEC. IN
THE NONSPINNING MODCE, AN ADDOCITIONAL 3-SEC 'OUCT' MODE WILL OPERATE TO
PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS FROM WHICH FRACTIONAL ION CONCENTRATION CHANGES AS
SMALL AS 0.001 IONS/CC PER 130 M ALONG TRACK TRAVEL COULD BE MADE.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER NSSDC ID AE-C -05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.F. HEATP NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD




THE ATMOSP-ERE EXPLORER C SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER EXPERIMENT WILL
HAVE TWO PRIMARY OBJECTIVES -- (I) TO MONITOR SOLAR EUV FLUX IN SIX
WAVELENGTH INTERVALS FROM 4C TO 11C0 A ANC (2) TO MEASLgE 
ThE BRCACEAND
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDL)E TO DETERMINE EFFECTIVE
IONIZATION RATES FOR MOLECULAR NITROGEN AND 
ATOMIC OXYGEN. SECONDARY
OBJECTIVES WILL BE TO PROVIDE COVERAGE OF TEMPORAL 
SOLAR EUV VARIATICNS FOR
THE SELECTED GRATINC SPECTRUMETER EXPER IMENT AND TO PROVIDE 
A CHECK CF THE
LONG-TERM STABILITY OF THE EUV SPECTROMETER. 
THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE COMPOSED
OF FOUR BENDIX SPIRAL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS, THREE Ft-CTCCIODES, 
ANC A STEPPED
EIGHT-POSITION FILTER w-EEL THAT WILL CCNTAIN SIX LNBACKED 
METALLIC FILTERS
THAT ARE TRANSPARENT IN ThE VICINITY OF THE PLASMA FRECUENCY. 
THE FILTER
PHOTOMETER WILL HAVE A TRANSPARENT POSITION, A CALIBATIGN 
POSITION, AND AN
OPAQUE POSITION. SINCE EACH OF THE FILTERS IS AED TO EACH OF 
THE DETECTORS.
THIS CONFIGURATION WILL PROVIDE AN INFLIG-T RELATIVE CALIBRATION 
OF ALL THE
DETECTORS. THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE RIGIDLY MOUNTED CN THE 
+Z AXIS. THE TILT
ANGLE WILL BE OPTIMIZEC, CEPENDING ON THE SELECTED SPACECRAFT 
ORBITAL
PARAMETERS, FOR MAXIMUM SUN VIEwING TIME FCR BOTH 
THE SPINNING AND THE
EARTH-ORIENTED SPACECRAFT OPERATING MODES. ADEQUATE TEMPORAL 
COVERAGE OF THE
SUN WILL BE PROVIDEC BY T-E LARGE INSTRUMENT FIELC 
CF VIEW (FLUS CR MINUS 30
DEG).
ON 12/Id/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPPCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCLAR EUV SPECIROPI-OTOMETER 
NSSCC IC AE-C -06
EXPERIMENT PERSk'NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIC-AICR, CI=CH-ER 
INVESTIGATCR)
PI - H.E. HINTEREGCER AFCRL 
BEDFCRD MA
01 - D.E. BEDO AFCRL 
BEDFORD, MA
CI - L.A. HALL AFCRL 
BECFCRC, NA
OI - C.W. CHAGNON AFCRL 
BEDFORD, WA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTIIJN
SIX GRAZING-INCIDENCE GRATING MONOCHROMATORS, WHICH %ILL COMPRISE THE
EUV SPECTROPHOTCMETEPR WILL PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS OF 
THE SOLAR EUV FLUX IN
THE 170- TO 1700-A HANGE. TI-IS INSTRUMENT WILL FAVE CDERATE SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION (2 A AT 300 A) AND WILL BE CAPABLE OF SCANNING THE ENTIRE RANGE
OR SELECTING SIX NAPROw BANGS FCR CONTINUOUS HICH TIME RESOLUTION
MONITORING. THE INsTRUMENT, wHICH WILL BE PCINTED 
TCwAFCS THE SUN WITH AN
ACCURACY OF 2 ARC-MIN, wILL PROVIDE DATA REFLECTING THE SOLAR INPUT 
AND DATA
INDICATING ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION.
ON 12/1B/72, THE SPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS APPCROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID 
AE-C -07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.O.C. NIER U OF MINNESOTA NINNEAFCLIS, 
MN
01 - F.J. HEYDEN MANILA OBS 
THE PHILLIPINES




THE OEJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO CONTRIBUTE TO A STUDY OFTHE CHEMICAL. DYNAMIC, AND ENERGETIC PROCESSES THAT CONTROL THE STRUCTURE OFTHE THERMOSPHERE, BY PRCVIDING CIRECT IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF CCNCENTRATIONSOF BOTH THE MAJOR AND MINOR NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS HAVING MASSESIN THE RANGE FROW 1 TO 48 ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AMU). A CGUBLE-FOCUSINGMATTAUCH-HERZOG MAGNETIC DEFLECTION MASS SPECTROMETER kITH AN IMPACT IONSOURCE WILL BE USED. TWO ION COLLECTORS WILL BE INCLUCED TC MEASURE IONSDIFFERING IN MASS BY A FACTOR (F EIGHT. I.E., THE TWO MASS RANGES COVEREDWILL BE 1 TO e AMU AND 7 TO 48 AMU. AN CPEN fCN SCURCE WILL EE USED TOMINIMIZE THE LOSS OF REACTIVE SPECIES SLCH AS ATOMIC OXYGEN. NORMALLY, A100-MICROAMP BEAM OF 75-EV ELECTRONS WILL BE USED FOR PFRODUCING THE IONS. INVIEW OF THE OVERALL GEOMETRY OF THIS INSTRUMENT. FOR MCLECULAR NITROGEN GAS,APPROXIMATELY 10 TO THE -5 AMP OF RESOLvEO MASS -2E IONS WILL APPEAR AT THECOLLECTOR WHEN THE PRESSURE IN THE SOURCE IS EQUAL TO i TDRR (1.33 MB). ONCOMMAND, THE ELECTRON ACCELERATING VOLTAGE CAN BE RECUCEC TC 25 EV, AT THISLOWER ENERGY, THERE SHOULD NOT BE ANY DISSOCIATICN CF MOLECULAR NITROGEN,AND THEREFORE, IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO MEASURE ATMOSPHERIC ATOMIC NITROGEN.ELECTRUN MULTIPLIERS IN THE CCLNTING MODE WILL BE LSEC AS DETECTORS FOR BOTHHIGH AND LOw-MASS ION COLLECTORS. A 50 PERCENT TRANSMISSION GRICt MOUNTEDBETWEEN THE HIGC--MASS COLLECTOR SLIT AND ITS MULTIPLIER DETECTOR, WILLINTERCEPT HALF TI-E BEAM. THIS GRIC WILL BE CONNECTEC TC AN ELECTROMETERAMPLIFIER, AND TI-EREFORE, THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE WEASUREMENTS WILL BEEXTENDED BY ALLOWING SENSIBLE READOUTS AT ION CURRENT MAGNITUDES TOO LARGEFOR THE ELECTRON MULTIPLIER OPERATI:N. PLANNED UVERLAP IN THE RANGES OF THETWO MEASURING TECHNIQUES WILL PERMITA CHECK OF THE GAIN CHARACTERISTICS OFTHE MULTIPLIER TC BE MACE. SEVERAL MEASUREMENT MODES WILL BE POSSIBLE ANDWILL BE SELECTED BY GROUND CiWMAtND. USLALLY THE MASE SPECTROMCNETER WILL BESTEPPED FROM CNE MASS OF INTEREST TO ANCTHER UNDER THE CONTROL OF A 32-STEPREAC-ONLY MEMORY DEVICE. THERE ARE EIGHT OF THESE 32-STEP PROGRAMS WHICHFALL INTO THE FCLLQwINC FOUR CATEGORIES 
-- (1) NCFMAL PROGRAMS THATCONCENTRATE ON THE PEAKS OF GREATEST ABUNDANCES, ELCH AS MOLECULAR ANDATOMIC OXYGEN, .MOLECULAR NITROGEN. HELIUM, AND ARGON, ( 2) MINOR CONSTITUENTPROGRAMS THAT OMIT MEASUREMENTS OF THE OCNINANT SFECIES TO PERMIT THEELECTRON MULTIPLIER TO OPERATE AT LOWER ALTITUDES THAN OTHERWISE POSSIBLE,(2) A LOW MASS FROGRAM THAT CONCENTRATES CON MASSES FROM I TO 5 AMU, AND (4)A NITROGEN hXIDE PROGRAM THAT MEASURES THIS WASS -30 CONSTITUENT NEARLYCONTINUOUSLY. IN AOCCITICN, AN OPTION WILL BE AVAILABLE TO COMMAND THESPECTROMETER TO SCAN THE MASS RANGE IN 0.25-AMU STEFS. ABUNCANT CONSTITUENTS
WILL BE MEASUREL APPRIXINATELY ONCE EACH HALF-SEC. COFRRESPONCING TO ASPATIAL RESOLUTICON CF ABOUT 5 KM ALCONG THE SATELLITE TRACK. THE RANGE OFOPERATION FOR THE ELECTROMETER IS APPROCIMATELY 2.5 BY 10 TC THE -14 TO 4.8DY 10 TO THE 
-9 AMP AND FOR THE MULTIPLIER THE UPPER LIMIT IS 3 BY 10 TO THE+6E COUNTS/SEC. MCRE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FCUD IN 'THE OPEN SOURCENEUTRAL-MASS SPECTROMETER ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-C. 
-Co AND -E.' A. C. NIERET AL*, RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. So NO. 4, PP,271 (1973).
ON 12/id/72,.THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLCSED SCURCE NELTRAL MASS SFECTRCMETER NSSCC IC AE-C -08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - D.T. PELZ NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD01 - C.A. REBER NAEA-GSFC, GREENEELT. PD
I01 - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBCR, NI
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTICON
151
THIS EXPERIM'.ET WILL MEASURE IN SITU THE SPATIAL 
DISTRIEUTIUN AND
TEMPORAL CHANGES OF T-E CONCENTRATICNS CF THE NEUTRAL 
ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES.
IN ADDITION, NEW INSIGHT INTO IN SITU PEASUREMENT TECHNICUES 
MAY BE CBTAINEC
FROM COMPARISONS OF THESE MEASUREMENTS WITH THOSE CBTAINED FROM 
OTHER
ON-BOARD EXPERIMENTS, NAMELY -- OPEN SCURCE SPECTRCMETEF 
(AE-C -07), SOLAR
EUV SPECTROPHOTMNETER (AE-C -06), AND DENSITY-ACCELERCWETER 
(AE-C -02).
THE MASS-SPFCTRUMFTER SENSOR WILL INCLUDE A GOLD-PLATED STAINLESS 
STEEL
THERMALIZING C-AMUER AND ION SOURCE, A HYPERBOLIC RCO CLACRUPCLE 
ANALYZER,
AND AN OFF-AXIS ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. APPRCXIMATE UPFER 
ALTITUCE LIWITS OF
MEASUkz-MENT, DETERMINED PRIMARILY BY GAS/SURFACE INTERACTIONS AND
INSTRUMENT-SENSITIVITY LIMITATICNS, ARE -- 250 KM FCPF NMCLECULAR OXYGEN, 
300
KM FOR ARGON, 55C KM FOR MOLECULAR NITRCGEN. 700 KM FCR ATCWIC 
CXYGEN.* AND
1000 KM FOR HELIUM. FIVE DIFFERENT SEQUENCES OF MASS SELECTIONS WILL 
BE
AVAILAULE AkC, EXPRESSEC IN ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AML), APE -- CA) GEOPHYSICAL
- I. 2. 4, TCTAL, 16. 2e# 32, SELECTED, 40, (B) ANALYTICAL - 12, 14. 18 9 20.
229 30, 44, CALIBRATE. ZERO, (C) INDIVIDUAL - SELECTED, SELECTED, 
SELECTED*.
* . (ANY MASS I T:' 44), (C) SWEEP DIGITAL - It 2, 3. 4. 5, . . . 45 
(IN 3/16
AMU STEPS), (E) SWEEP ANALOG - 2, 3, 4. E. . . . 45 (CCNTINLCLS). THE FIVE
OPERATIONAL FORMATS USED CAN BE SELECTED BY GROUND COMMAND, 
AND EACH ONE
WILL C6NTAI' A CIFFERENT COMBINATION OF THE FIVE PASS SELECTICN 
SEGUENCES
LISTED ABOVL, W-EN OPERATING IN THE ANORMAL FORMAT' THE 
ANALYZER WILL
MEASURE ALL MASSES IN THE RANGE 1 TO 44 WITH EMPHASIS ON HYDROGEN, 
HELIUM.
OXYGEN, NITROGEN, AND ARGON. ANOTHER FORMAT WILL BE CFTIMIZEC 
FOR MINOR
CONSTITUENT STUCIES OF ANY INDIVIDUAL GAS SPECIES IN THE MEASURED 
RANGE.
SPATIAL RESOLUTION WILL BE DETERMINED PRIMARILY BY THE 
MODE OF SPACECRAFT
OPERATION. WFEN THE SPACECRAFT IS SPINNING AT 4 PFM, NEASUREMENTS 
CF THE
PRINCIPAL ATMCSFI-ERIC SPECIES WILL BE OBTAINED AT 12-KM INTERVALS 
(1.5 SEC)
ALONG THE. SATELLITE TRACK. WHILE THE INSTRUMENT IS FACING FORWARD. 
USING
,NORMAL FORMAT'. ALL VEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE AT 12-KM INTERVALS WHEN THE
SPACECRAFT IS DESPUN. IN ORBIT, THE PRESEALED SPECTROMETER WILL BE CPENED,
AND THE ATMOSPHERIC CCNSTITUENTS WILL PASS THROUGh A KNIFE-EDGED ORIFICE
INTJ THE THERMALIZATION CHAMBER AND ION SOURCE. SELECTED IONS 
WILL LEAVE THE
QUADRUPOLE ANALYLER THROUGH A WEAK FOCUSING LENS AND WILL ACCELERATE INTO 
A
14-STAGE ELECTRCN MULTIPLIER. W-ERE THEY WILL BE TURNEC 90 CEG TO 
STRIKE THE
FIRST DYNODE. FOR EACH IMPACTING ION. THE MULTIPLIER OUTPUT WILL BE A PULSE
OF 2 X 10 TU TFE SIXTH POWER ELECTRONS. THESE OLTPLT PLLSES WILL CCNSTITUTE
THE MEASUREMENT, AND THE COLNT RATE WILL eE PRCPCFTICNAL TO THE CHAMBER
UENSITY OF THE SELECTED SPECIES. THESE DENSITY VALUES WILL THEN BE 
CONVERTED
TO AMBIENT CONCENTRATIONS. THE ANALYZER WILL NORMALLY OPERATE AT A
RESOLUTION OF 1 AMU OVER THE MASS RANGE. SC THAT A PASS PEAK CNE THOUSANDTH
THE AMPLITUDE OF AN ADJACENT PEAK CAN BE MEASURED. FOR THE DYNAMIC 
RANGE
REQUIRED, PULSES OCCURRING DUPING 0.01E-SEC INTEGRATICK INTERVALS WILL BE
ACCUMULATED IN A 16-BIT COUNTER. MULTIPLE INTEGRATICh PERIODS (UP TO 16)
WILL BE ASSIGNED TO EACH MEASUREMENT FOR LESS DENSE ATMOSPHERIC 
SPECIES.
AUTOMATICALLY SELECTED RANGES OF IONIZING ELECTRCN CURRENTS WILL BE 
USED.
THE OVERALL CYNAMIC RANGE OF THE MEASUREMENTS IS GREATER THAN 10 TC THE
SEVENTH POWER. THERE IS PROVISION FOR THE INSTRUMENT ORIFICE TO BE COVERED
DURING SPACECRAFT TFRUSTER OPERATIONS. NCRE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN 
BE FOUND
IN. 'A NEUTRAL-ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT FCR THE ATMOSPHERE 
EXPLORER
-C. -D -E'** D. T. PELZ ET AL, RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 8, NO. 4, PP. 272
(1973).
CN 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND NSSDC ID AE-C -09
CONCENTRATION
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EXPERIMENT PERSOCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - N.W SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo MDI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN AREOR. MI
EXPERIMENT. ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TJ MEASURE THE KINETIC TEMPERATURE OF THENEUTRAL ATMOSPFEPE EY DETERMINING THE INSTANTANECLS.GENSITY OF NCLECULARNITROGEN IN A SPHERICAL Cf-ABER CCUPLEC TC THE ATECSPHERE THRCUGH AKNIFE-EDGED ORIFICE., ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURED N CLECULAR NITROGEN CENSITYVARIATION OVER A SPIN CYCLE WITH A KNCWLECGE OF THE SATELLITE'S MCTION ANDORIENTATION WILL LEAD TO A DETERMINATICN CF THE AMBIENT TEMFERATURE.INDEPENDENT OF SCALE HEIGHT. A MEASUREMENT OF THE AMBIENT NITROGEN DENSITYWILL ALSO BE OBTAINED. AN ALTERNATE MEASLFEMENT OF NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE WILLALSO BE UNCERTAKEN, USING A BAFFLE INSERTED IN FRCKT CF THE CPIFICE TCINTERCEPT A PORTION OF THE GAS PARTICLE STREAM ENTERING THE CHAMBER. WHENTHE SATELLITE IS IN THE DESPUN MODE, THE BAFFLE WILL BE PACE TC CSCILLATE INTHE STEPWISE FASHION IN ORDER TO INTERRLPT THE PARTICLE STREAM SEEN BY THEORIFICEC CHAMBER. THESE CHAMBER DENSITY VARIATIONS CAN BE INTERPRETED TOYIELD THE NEUTRAL GAS KINETIC TEMPERATURE ALSO. A DLAL-FILANENT ION SOURCEWILL SAMPLE THE TFEHRMALIZED MOLECULAR NITROGEN IN THE CHAMBER AND.WILL
PRODUCE AN ION EEAM DENSITY PROPORTIONAL TO THE NITROGEN CHAMBER DENSITY.FROM THE SURCE. THIS ICNIZED NITPCGEN EEAW %ILL BE DIRECTEC FRCM AOUADRUPOLE ANALYZER, TUNED TO PASS THOSE PARTICLES WHOSE MASS-TC-CHARGERATIO (M/E) IS 289 ON TO AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. THE OUTPUT PULSES WILL BEAMPLIFIED ANC CCUNTED IN A 16-BIT ACCUMLLATOR. WHEN THE SATELLITE IS IN THESPINNING M-ODE. THE NITROGEN DENSITY WILL BE MEASURED ONCE PER SPIN PERIOD.NOMINALLY EVERY 15 SEC. THE NITROGEN KINETIC TEMPERATURE WILL BE MEASUREDTWICE EACH SPIN PERIOC (WITHOUT THE BAFFLE OPERATING) AND CNCE FER SPINPERIOD WITH EAFFLE OPERATION. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THE DESPUN MCDE, THENITROGEN DENSITY WILL BE MEASURED NEARLY CONTINUOUSLY, EXCEPT WHEN THEPARTICLE STREAM IS INTERRUPTED BY TFE BAFFLE EACH. 2.0 SEC. IN TFIS CASE. THENITROGEN TEMPERATURE WILL BE MEASURED EACH 2.0 SEC AS THE BAFFLE SCANS. THESENSOR WILL BE VACUUM-SEALED PRIOR TO LAUNCH AND OPENEC TO THE ATMOSPHEREAFTER THE SPACECRAFT IS IN ORBIT. MO)RE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN.STHE NaUTRAL-ATMCSPFERE TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENT, * N, A. SPENCER ET AL,RADIO SCIENCE. V,L. 8, NOC. , PP. 287-29" (1973).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APrRCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID AE-C 
-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - J.H. HOFFMAN L OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
EXPERIMENT. ENIEF CESCRIFTION
A MAGNETIC TOr MASS SPECTROMETER WILL BE FLCWK TC WEASURE IN SITU THECONCENTRAT IONS OF THE AMFIENT ION SPECIES IN THE MASS RANGE FROM 1 TO 90ATUMIC MASS UNITS (AMU). MOUNTEC CN THE SATELLITE EGCLATCP NCRNAL TO THE SPINAXIS, THE ENTRANCE APERTURE WILL FACE FCRWARD WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THEDESPUN MODE. TH , ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS WILL BE ARRANGED TO PRODUCE AMASS SPECTRUM ALONG THE FGCAL PLANE FCLLChWING THE MAGNETIC ANALYZER. THREESLITS WILL bE PLACED ALONG THE FOCAL PLANE IN APPROPRIATE PLACES TOSIMULTANEOUSLY CCLLECT IONS IN THE MASS PATIOS 1 TO 4 TO 16 AMU. IONOSPHERIC
IONS WILL LE ACCELERATED INTO THE ANALYZER SYSTEM BY A NEGATIVE VCLTAGE THATWILL VARY FiCM -1050 TO -225 V. THE THREF MASS RANGES MEASURED
SIMULTANEOUSLY WILL BE I TO 49 4 TO It! AND 16 TO 64 AMU. FOLLOWING EACHSLIT WILL BE AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER ANC A LOGARITHMIC ELECTROWETER-AWPLIFIER
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DETECTOR. THE DETECTOR OUTPLT COULD BE MEASURED DIRECTLY FOR AN ANALOG
OUTPUT. OR IT COULD BE FED TO A 'PEAK* CIRCUIT THAT WILL DETERMINE 
THE
AMPLITUDE OF EACf PEAK IN T-E SPECTRUM. ONLY THE AMPLITUDE CF EACH PEAK WILL
BE TELEMETERED IN THE PRIMARY PEAKS MODE, AND IN THIS MODE THE TIME 
REQUIRED
TO SIMULTANEOUSLY SWEEP ALL THREE MASS RANGES WILL EE 1 SEC. CTI-ER 
MCDES CF
OPERATION WILL BE POSSIBLE. IN TI-E ANALOG SHORT MCDE9 THE THREE MASS RANGES
WILL BE SWEPT IN 3 SEC. ALTERNATING WITH 1-SEC OPEAKS' MODE SCANS. AN 8-SEC
SWEEP TIME IS REQUIRED IN THE ANALOG LONG MODE, AGAIN ALTERNATING WITH 1-SEC
PEAKS MODE SCAN. AN OPTION WILL EXIST IN THE LOCKED NCDE TO CONTINUOUSLY
MEASURE ANY SET OF MASS NUMBERS IN THE RATIO I TO 4 TO 16 TO GIVE HIGH
SPATIAL RESCLUTICN. THIS MODE, WHICH WILL ALSO INCLUDE AN CCCASICNAL 
1-SEC
SWEEP OF THE MASS SPECTRUM IN THE PEAKS MODE. WILL BE MOST USEFUL IN THE
DESPUN SATELLITE ORIENTATION. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAIL CAN BE FOUND IN @THE
MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLCRER', J. H. HCFFMAN* 
ET
AL.. 'RADIO SCIENCE'
, VOL. 8, NO. 4. PP.315I-322. (APRIL 1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC IC AE-C 
-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. LI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.C. BRINTON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
1O - L.R. SCOTT NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MO
01 - M.W. PHARO NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
01 - H.A. TAYLOR, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. NO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE FLOWN TO MEASURE. TRHCUGHOUT THE AE ORBIT, THE
INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATIONS OF ALL THERMAL ICN SPECIES IN THE MASS RANGE 1 TO
72 ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AMU), AND IN THE AMBIENT DENSITY SANGE FRCM 5 IONS PER
CC TO 5 MILLION IONS PER CC. ANY CCMBINATICN OF THE FCLLCWING THREE MASS
RANGES, wHICH APE EXPRESSED IN AMU. CAN BE SELECTED BY GRCOND CCMMAND --
RANGE A - 4 TO 1. RANGE B - 18 TO 2, RANGE C - 72 TC 8. EACH RANGE WILL
NURMALLY BE SCANNED IN 1.6 SEC (APPROXIMATELY 12 KM ALChG CREIT). BUT THE
SCAN TINE PER RANGE CAN EE INCREASED TO 5.1 SECONDS BY CCMMAND. NCRMAL
OPERATION WILL CONSIST IN SEQUENCE ABCABC (72 TO I AMU IN 4.8 SEC), BUT
OTHER CLMBINATIONS SUCH AS BCBC AND CCCC MAY BE LSEC. LABCRATCRY AND
INFLIGHT DETERMINATION OF SPECTROMETER EFFICIENCY AND MASS DISCRIMINATION
WILL PERMIT DIRECT CONVERSION OF MEASURED ION CURRENTS TO AMBIENT
CUNCENTRATIuNS. CORRELATION OF THESE MEASURED DATA WITH THE RESULTS FROM
COMPANION EXPERIMENTS, 'ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (AE-C -01)' AND 'RETARDING
POTENTIAL ANALYZER (AE-C -04).' SHOULD PERMIT INDIVIDUAL ION
CONCENTRATINS TC BE DETERMINED WITH AN ACCURACY CF FLLS CF MINUS 10
PERCENT. THE EXPERIMENT'S FOUR PRIMARY MECHANICAL COMPONENTS WILL BE --
GUARD RING ANC ION-ANALYZER TUBE. COLLECTOR AND PREAMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY. VENT.
AND MAIN ELLCTRCNICS HOUSING. THE GUARD RING WILL NORMALLY BE AT GROUND
POTENTIAL. OUT IT CAN BE PLACED AT -6 V BY COMMAND IF DESIRABLE. E.G.. IF
THE SPACECRAFT ACOU IRED A POSITIVE CHARGE. A THREE-STAGE BENNETT TUBE WITH 7
TO 5 CYCLE DRIFT SPACES WILL BE FLOWN AND WILL BE MCCIFIED TC PERMIT ION
CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS TO BE OBTAINED DOWN TO 120-KM ALTITUDE.
SPECIFICALLY* A VENT WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE REAR OF THE SPECTROMETER* AND
THE USUAL FLAT-CISK ION-CURRENT COLLECTOR WILL BE FEFLACED WIlTH A STACK OF
WIRE-MESH GRICS. THE FREQOUENCY OF THE 30 V PEAK-TO-PEAK R.F. VOLTAGE WILL.
VARY WITH THE MASS RANGE MEASURED -- RANGE A - 10 MHZ. RANGE B - 5 MHZ. AND
RANGE C - 2.5 MHZ. INTO THE VACUUM TIGHT ALUMINA-CEFAMIC CYLINDRICAL
ANALYZER TUBE A SERIES CF 16 PARALLEL TUNGSTEN-MESH, GRIDS WILL BE BRAZED.
THE BALANCE BETWEEN ION-CURRENT SENSITIVITY AND MASS-RESCLUTICN IN A BENNETT
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SPECTROMETER MAY BE ALTERED BY CHANGING APPROPRIATE VOLTAGES. THESE VOLTAGECHANGES CAN BE CONTROLLED INDEPENDENTLY BY GROUND COMMAND FOR EACH ONE OFTHE THREE MASS RANGES. PRIMARY ANALOG INSTRUMENT CLTFUT %ILL BE A COMPRESSEDION CURRENT SPECTRUM WHICH DISPLAYS THE FULL DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE AMPLIFIERSYSTEM ON A SINGLE TELEMETRY CHANNEL. ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING WILL PROVIDE
A READ-UUT OF PRIMARY EXPERIMENT DATA IN THE FORM OF TIC DIGITAL WORDS FOREACH PEAK IN THE ION SPECTRUM. ONE EIGHT-BIT WORD WILL INDICATE PEAK
AMPLITUDE (CURRENT) AND THE OTHER EIGHT-BIT WORD WILL IDENTIFY SWEEP
POSITION. I.E.. SPECIES IDENTIFICATION. THE WORDS WILL EE READ CUT IN PAIRSAT THE MAIN'FRAME TELEMETRY RATE OF 16 SAMPLES PER SECOND. INSTRUMENT
CONFIGURATION SELECTED FOR A PARTICULAR PASS WILL DEPEND PRIMARILY ON THE
DATA REQUIREMENTS OF THE SCIENCE PROBLEM UNDER INNES1IGATION ANC ON THESPACECRAFT SPIN MODE. MORE COMPLETE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FCUND IN THE
PAPER ITHE BENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER CN ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER -C AND -E94
H. C. BRINTON ET AL, RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 8, NC. 4. FP. 323-332 (1q73).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS NSSDC IO AE-C 
-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
oI - D.S. EVANS NOAA BOULCER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT tWILL BE TC STUDO (1) THE ENERGYINPUT TO THE THERMOSPHERE. (2) THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTSIN THE TRANS-AURORAL ZONE* AND (3) THE MAGNETOSPHERIC SUBSTORM
PRECIPITATIFN. Tt-E INSTRUMENT, WHICH WILL NEASURE ELECTFCNS IN THE ENERGYRANGE 0.2 TO 25 KEV, WILL CONSIST OF DETECTORS. EACH CCNSISTING OF AN
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND A CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. THERE WILL BE TWOMODES OF UPERATICN
, 
THE MONITOR MODE ANC THE DATA OCCE. IN THE MONITOR MODE,THERE WILL BE GCCD ENERGY RESOLUTION, MODERATE TEMPORAL RESOLUTION, ANDREDUCED PITCH ANGLE MEASUREMENTS. THE DATA ACOUISITION IN THIS MODE WILL BESIMULTANEOUS WITIH THE PRIMARY AERONOMICAL AND IONOSPHERIC EXPERIMENTS WHENTHE SATELLITE IS EITHER IN THE SPINNING OR DESPLN MODES. THE DATA MODE WILLPROVIDE SUFFICIENT ENERGY, PITCH ANGLE, AND TEMPORAL RESOLUTION TO
COMPLETELY CHARACTERIZE THE ELECTRON RACIATION ENCOLNTERED IN THE AURORALAND TRANS-AURORAL REGIONS. DATA ACQUISITION WILL OCCUR ON A LOW-DUTY CYCLEDURING TIMES WHEN THE H-EAVY EXPERIMENT POWER LOAD IS OFF* ESPECIALLY IN THE
DESPIN MODE TO ALLOW MEASUREMENT OF THE PITCH ANGLE. DLPING SOME APOGEEPERIODS IN THE CESPIN MODE THE DETECTORS WILL LOOK DOWN TOWARD THE EARTH
ALONG FIELD LINES.
UN 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NITRIC OXIDE AIRGLOW NSSDC ID AE-C 
-13
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OCI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO BOULDER. CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF C'ESCRIPTION
THIS ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE EXPERIMENT (LNC) WILL CCNSIST OF ATWO-CHANNEL FIXED-GRATING EBERT SPECTROMETER WHICH WILL MEASURE THE AIRGLOW
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IN THE (1. 0) CANMA BAND IN A 12-A REGICN CENTERED AT 2150 A. TH-E OBSERVED
INTENSITY WILL BE PRrODUCED BY RESCNANCE FLUORESCENCE OF SUNLIGHT 
BY THE
NITRIC-OXIDE MOLECULES IN THE INSTRUMENT'S FIELD OF VIEIA. THE INTENSITY
PROFILES OBTAINED WILL YIELD ALTITUDE PROFILES CF hITRIC-CXICE DENSITY 
AS A
FUNCTION OF TIME AND LOCATION. PROFILES WILL BE WEASURED 
ALONG THE TRACK OF
THE SATELLITE AT ALL TIMES W'HEN IT IS CN THE SUNLIT SIDCE OF THE EARTH. THE
RENCTE SENSING CHARACTER OF THE UVNO EXPERIMENT WILL PERMIT MEASUREMENTS 
CF
NITRIC-OXIDE TO BE MADE AT ALTITUDES BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW SATELLITE PERIGEE.
AS THE SPACECRAFT SPINS, THE SPECTROMETER, WHICH LCCKS CUTWAFD 
THRCUGI- THE
RIM OF THE SATELLITE, WILL REPEATEDLY HAVE ITS FIELD CF VIEW CARRIED 
DOWN
THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE UNTO THE EARTH'S LI B, AND ALTITUDE PROFILES OF THE
EMITTED AIRGLOW INTENSITY WILL BE OBTAINEC. BELCW SCIvE ALTITUDE 
THE MEASURED
SIGNAL AT 2150 A WILL BE CONTAMINATED 6Y RAYLEIGH SCATTERED SUNLIGHT. TC
CORRECT FOR THIS CONTAMINATION, A SECOND CHANNEL WILL MEASURE ONLY SCATTERED
LIGHT INTENSITY IN A 12-A REGION CENTERED AT 2190 A. THE TWC 
CHANNELS WILL
BE OPTICALLY ANC ELECTRICALLY INDEPENDENT. NITRIC-CxICE AIRGLCW 
INhTENSITY
WILL BE DETERMINED BY TAKING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE TWO MEASUREMENTS.
FROM THE COPRECTEC SIGNAL, NITRIC-CXIDE DENSITY PRCFILES WILL 
BE CETAINED
BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY B0 KM AND 250 KM. THE SENSOR'S SPHERICAL FUSED QUARTZ
TELESCOPE MIRROR WILL HAVE A 125-MM FOCAL LENGTH, AND WILL FOCUS INCIDENT
LIGHT ON THE ENTRANCE SLIT CF THE SPECTRCOETER. FCRO THIS SLIT THE LIGHT
WILL STRIKE ONE FALF OF THE EBERT MIRROR AND WILL BE CCLLIATIED CNTC THE
GRATING. THE ?600-LINES-PER-MM GRATING WILL RETURN IT COLLIMATED TO 
THE
UTHER HALF )F THE EBERT MIRROR, AND THE LIGHT WILL EE FCCUSEC ON TWO EXIT
SLITS. THE SPECTROMETER FIELD OF VIEW IS ZERO DEG FIFTEEN MIN BY FOUR DEG
THIRTY NINE MIN. IN NORMAL OPERATION EACH CHANNEL IS INTEGRATED FOR 20.8
MSEC AND IS REAC OUT ALTERNATELY AT 10.4-MSEC INTERVALS. THE INSTRUMENT 
HAS
LINEAR RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS, AND THE OBSERVATION OF A 1-KR EMISSION RATE
WILL PRCDUCE, CN THE AVERAGE. 100 COUNTS PER INTEGRATION PERIOD IN THE
2150-A CHANNEL AND -50 COUNTS IN THE 219C-A CHANNEL. THE CAPABILITY 
EXISTS TO
INHIBIT OPERATICN OF THE 2190-A CHANNEL. WHEN THIS IS DONE, THE INTEGRATICN
TIME OF THE 2150-A CHANNEL IS HALVED AND THE ALTITUDE RESOLUTION OF 
THE
NITRIC-OXIDE MEASUREMENT IS DOUBLED. THIS CAPABILITY WOLLD EE USEC WHEN IT
IS DESIRED TO MEASURE THE NITRIC-OXIDE PROFILE WELL ABOVE THE RAYLEIGH
SCATTERING LAYER IN THE ATMOSPHERE. THE DARK CURRENT CORRESPONDS TO ONE TO
THREE COUNTS PER INTEGRATION PERIOD AND WILL NOT SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT
EXPERIMENT ACCURACY. THE INSTRUMENT IS PROTECTED AGAINST CONTAMINATICN FRCM
INTERNAL SCATTERING OF OFF-AXIS UNDISPERSEC LIGHT. THE CONTAMINATION IS NOT
EXPECTED TO BE MUCH GREATER THAN 10 PERCENT OF THE AIRGLOW SIGNAL, AND IT
CAN BE ACCURATELY SUBTRACTED CUT AFTER FLIGHT DATA FROM NEAR APCGEE HAS 
BEEN
USED TO MEASURE THE INSTRUMENT'S SCATTERING FUNCTICN. wCRE EXPERIMENT
DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN, 'THE LV NITRIC-OXIDE EXPERIMENT FOR THE 
ATMOSPHERE
EXPLORER', C. A. BARTh. ET AL, RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. e, NO. 4, PP, 379 (1973).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER NSSCC IC AE-C -14
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - P.B. HAYS U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBCR. MI
01 - G.G. SHEPHERD YORK U TCRCNITC's CNTARIO, CANADA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONTAIN A FILTER PHOTOMETER DESIGNED TC MCNITOR
VARIOUS AIRGLOW AND AURCRAL FEATURES WHICH LIE IN THE SPECTRAL RANGE BETWEEN
3000 A AND 7500 A. THE PRIMARY INFORMATICN OBTAINED FROM THIS EXPERIMENT
WILL BE THE RATES OF EXCITATION OF THE ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR CONSTITUENTS OF
1~c
.THE THERMOSPHERE. FOR THE AE-C MISSION, THE FCLLCWING SIX SPECIFIC LINES AND
BANCS WERE CHOSEN FOR STUCY SINCE THEY PLAY AN IMFCRTANT ROLE IN THE
PHOTOCHEMICAL ENERGY BALANCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE,-- 3371 A. 4278 A. 5200 A,
5577 A. 6300.A, AND 731 9 TO 7330 A. TWO OPTICAL SYSTEMS %ILL VIEW AT RIGHT
ANGLES TO EACF OTHER. EACF ONE WILL EMPLOY A COMBINATICN CF A SIMFLE
OBJECT IVE LENS AND FIELD STOP TO DEFINE THE FIELD OF VIEW, AND EACH WILL
CONTAIN A MULTISTAGE LIG-T BAFFLE.: THE WIDE-ANGLE HIGH SENSITIVITY SYSTEM
(DESIGNATED CHANNEL 2) WILL HAVE A FIELD OF VIEth OF 3 DEG HALF-ANGLE. AND,
WILL BE USEC TO MEASURE THE NIGHTGLOW, DAYGLOW ABOVE THE SATELLITE, AND
OTHER WEAK EMISSION FEATURES. THE LESS SENSITIVE SVSTEM (CESIGNATEC CHANNEL
1) WILL HAVE A FIELD OF VIEW OF APPROXIMATELY 3/4 DEG HALF-ANGLE, AND WILL
BE USED FOR DAYGLUW AND NIGHTGLOW HORIZON MEASUREMENTS AS WELL AS DISCRETE
AURURAL FEATURES WHICH SFOW STRONG SPATIAL GRADIENTS..FCR CHANNEL 1 THE
THRESHOLD WILL BE APPROXIMATELY IE RAYLEIGHS, AND FOR CHANNEL 2 IT WILL BE
0.5 RAYLEIGH. BOTH CPTICAL CHANNELS WILL HAVE A DIAMETER OF 2.2 CM. THEY
WILL SHARE A FILTER W-EEL ThAT WILL CCNIAIN 6 INTERFERENCE FILTERS AT THE
WAVELENGTHS ICENTIFIED ABOVE, AND TWO OTHER POSITIONS.-ONE WILL BE A DARK
POSITION FOR NOISE MEASUREMENTS, AND THE OTHER WILL BE A CALIBRATE POSITION.
THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE 10 TL THE 6 POWER RAYLEIGFS. IN
ORDER THAT THE SENSORS EE ABLE TO RESPOND IN A FRACTION OF A SECCND TC LARGE
CHANGES IN SURFACE ERIGHTNESS WITHOUT ANY NOTICEAELE ENHANCEMENT IN THE
BACKGROUND COUNT RATE, EACH ONE WILL CCONTAIN A 1/100 ATTENUATOR AND AN
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT TO BACK-BIAS THE CATH.OCE. IiTH THESE PROTECTIVE FEATURES
IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO MEASURE A DARK FEATURE WITH NC APPARENT ENHANCEMENT
IN BACKGROUND WITHIN 120 MSEC AFTER A DIRECT VIEW OF THE SUN. PHOTONS
REACHING THE CATI-ODE WILL BE RECO.RDED USING A PLL-SE-COUNTING SYSTEM. THE
INTEGRATION TIME WILL BE 33 MSEC FOR CHANNEL 1 AND 132 NSEC FOR CHANNEL 2.
PRIMARY COMMAND AND TELEMETRY FORMATTING SYSTEMS wILL BE SHARED BY THE TWO
CHANNELS. THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE COMMANDED INTO AN' CONE CF SEVERAL OPERATING
MODES DEPENDING CN THE SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS AND SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE. FOR
EXAMPLE, IN THE FILTER-WHEEL MODE THE EXPERIMENT CAN OPERATE -- (1) FIXED
FILTER - WHERE ANY CNE OF 8 POSSIBLE FILTER 1HEEL PCSITIC S IS IN.PLACE, (2)
FILTER CYCLING. WHERE FILTERS ARE SEQUENCED AT CNE OF THE FCLLOWING RATES -
(A) ONCE PER NADIR, (8) ONCE PER 2 NADIR, (C) ONCE PER 4 SEC, (D) ONCE PER 8
SEC* (E) ONCE PER 16E SEC, (F) ONCE PER 32 SEC* ANC (3) IFMPULSIVE GO STEP --
IF LOGIC IS LOST. IN GENERAL, WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THE CRIENTED MODE.
THE FILTER CYCLING COMMAND WILL PROBABLY BE USED. FOR AURORAL STUDIES AND
SPATIALLY VARYINC FEATURES. THE UBSERVATICNS WILL FRCBAELY EE MADE WITH
FIXED FILTERS. WHEN SPACECRAFT IS IN THE SPINNING MCDE, EITHER FIXED FILTER
OR FILTER CHANGE ON NADIR WILL PROBABLY BE USED. FOR MORE EXPERIMENT
DETAILS, SEE 'THI-E VISIBLE-AIRGLOW EXPERIMENT CN ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER,' P. E.
HAYS, ET AL., RAr.IO SCIENCE, VOL. 8, NO. 4, PP. 369 (1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COLD CAT-OCE ION GAUGE KSSOC IC AE-C -15
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - V.L, CARTER AEROSPACE CORP EL SEGUNDO, CA
GI - C.J. RICE AEROSPACE CORP EL SEGUNDO, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE COLO CATHODE ION GAUGE TO BE FLOWN ON AE-C WILL BE PRIMARILY AN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT TO PROVIDE DATA ON SPACECRAFT OPERATION. HOWEVER,
DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE CORRELATED %ITH ACCELEROMETER AND
CAPACITANCE MANOMETER DATA TO EVALLATE SATELLITE DRAG PERFORMANCE. THE ION
GAUGE, ALSO -REFERRED TO AS PRESSURE SENSOR A (PSA), WILL MEASURE ATMOSPH-ERIC
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PRESSURE IN T rE REGION BETWEEN 120 AND 370 KM ABOVE THE EARTH'S SURFACE FOR
VALUES OF ATMOSP-ERIC PRESSURE BETWEEN 1.3 E-3 TO 1.3 E-7 MB. THE ESTIMATED
ACCURACY OF T-E PSA WILL BE PLUS OR MINUS 20 PERCENT. THE CYLINDRICALLY
SHAPED SENSOR PACKAGE WILL CONSIST OF A WEDGE-SHAPED ORIFICE, A CATHODE NEAR
GRCUND POTENTIAL. A ANCODE OPERATING AT AECUT 130C VDC. ANC A PERMANENT
MAGNETIC FIELC CF ABOUT 1600 GAUSS. THE GAUGE WILL CONTAIN NO PRINARY SOURCE
OF IONIZING ELECTRONS. THE DISCHARGE WILL BE INITIATED BY FIELD EMISSION AND
WILL BE SELF-SUSTAINING AT A PRESSURE AECVE 1.3 E-7 MB. THE ION CURRENT WILL
BE COLLECTED AT THE CATFODE. TH-E SENSOR WILL BE MOLNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT,
,ITH THE ORIFICE PEPPENCICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SFIN-AXIS WHICH WILL BE
NORmAL TO THE ORBITAL PLANE. THE INSTRUMENT CAN BE CPERATEC IN TWO MODES.
SPINNING OR DESPUN. wREN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN A SPINNING MODE* THE PSA WILL
ALTERNATELY SAMPLE THE RAM AND WAKE PRESSURE. WHEN TI-E SPACECRAFT IS IN THE
DESPUN MODE, THE PSA WILL FACE 30 CEG FRCN THE DIRECTION OF MOTION. DATA
FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL NOT BE TAPE RECCORDED. ELT OBSERVEC IN REAL TIME.
ON 12/1d/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CAPACITANCE MANOMETER NSSCC IC AE-C -16
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. oI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - V.L. CARTER AEROSPACE CORP EL SEGUNOCC CA
01 - C.J. RICE AEROSPACE CCRP EL SEGLNCC CA
EXPERIMENT bRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE CAPACITANCE MANOMETER TO BE FLOWN ON AE-C wILL BE PRIMARILY AN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT TO PROVIDE DATA ON SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS. HOWEVER,
DATA FRCM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL ALSO BE CCRPELATED WITH ACCELEROMETER AND ION
GAUGE DATA IN EVALUATING SATELLITE DRAG. THE MANOMETER, ALSO REFERRED TO AS
PRESSURE SENSOR E (PSa). WILL PROVIDE A DIRECT MEASURE OF ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE IN THE REGIiU BELOW 200 KM. THE ACCURACY CF THE PSE GAUGE WILL VARY
FROM AdOUT 10 PERCENT AT 1-0 KM TO ABOUT 4C PERCENT AT 180 KM. THE PSB WILL
CONSIST OF T*O SPHERICAL, THERMALLY CONTROLLED CHAMfERS, SEPARATED BY A THIN
MENERANE STREACHEC FLAT ANO UNDER RADIAL TENSION. ANY CEFLECTICK CF THE
DIAPHRAGM CAUSEC dY A PRESSURE CIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE TWO SIDES WILL CAUSE
A CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE BETWEEN T-E DIAPHRAGM AND AN ADJACENT ELECTRODE
WHICH IS MEASURFC EY AN AC ORIDGE CIRCUIT. AIR WILL BE PERMITTEC INTO ONE OF
THL CHAMBERS T-POUG- TWO PORTS 180 DEG APART AND PERPENDICULAR TC THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THUS, T-E WAKE-RAN PRESSURE CIFFERENTIAL WILL BE
SANPFLED TWICE EACH EPACECRAFT REVCLUTICN.
ON 12/1d/72, THE SPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCLED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-D NSSCC IC AE-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- S rC, PL-723d. ATCEPFERE EXPLCRER-C
PLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- 03/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 4.33.6 KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 129. MIN
APOAPSIS- 4000.00 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- IEC.COC K ALT INCLINATICN- 98. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.W. GRIMES NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
PS - N.w. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, kD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ONE OBJECTIVE OF AE-D WILL BE TO INVESTIGATE THE CHEMICAL PROCESSES
AND ENERGY TRANSFER MEC-ANISMS THAT CONTRCL THE STRLCTURE AhC BEHAVICR OF
THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE AND IGNOSPHERE THROUGH THE REGION OF HIGH SOLAR
ENERGY ABSOFPT.IC. MEASUREMENTS WILL BE CRIENTED FRIMAFILY TO THE LARGELY
UNEXPLORED LOW-ALTITUDE REGION BETWEEN 120 AND 30C KM. HCWEVER, PROPERTIES
ABOVE 300 KM WILL ALSO BE EXTENSIVELY INVESTIGATED. THE EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
WILL INCLUDE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE MEASLREMENT CF SCLA9 EUV RADIATION,
NEUTRAL PARTICLE COUPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE. ATMCSFHERIC DENSITY, ICN
COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE. ELECTRON CONCENTRATICN AND TEMPERATURE.
ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS, PARTICLE FLUXES, ICOOSPHERE CURRENTS, AND THE
PHOTOELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM. THE SATELLITE WILL EE A SHCRT (1 M)
CYLINDRICAL PRISM WITH A DIAMETER OF APPROXIMATELY 1.. M. IN THE
SPIN-STAEILIZEE MODE, THE SPACECRAFT'S SPIN AXIS WILL EE PEFPENDICULAR TO
THE OReIT PLANE. POWER WILL BE SUPPLIEU BY A SCLAF CELL ARRAY. THE
SPACECRAFT WILL USE A PCM TELEMETRY SYSTEM THAT CAN OPERATE IN A REAL-TIME
OR TAPE RECIURCER MVCE. AN ONB3OARD PROPULSICN SYSTEM WILL BE USED FCR MAKING
ALTITUDE CHANGES. THE SPACECRAFT IS EXPECTED TO HAVE A 1-YR LIFETIME. MORE
DETAILS CAN BE FOUND ON PP. 213-2& OF 'RADIO SCIENCE', VOL. 8, NO. 4.
APRIL, 1973.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION NSSDC ID AE-D -01
EXPERIMENT PERSV;NNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATnR D01=0THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, ND
0I - 4.F. THE IS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFPTION
THE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PRCBE WILL PE A RETARDING PCTENTIAL
(LANGMUIR TYPE) F ROUE TFAT WILL MEASLRF THE CURRENT FLEWING TC THE CCLLECTOR.
FOR A KNUAN SAWTCOTH VOLTAGE PATTERN TL EE APPLIEC. FRCM THIS RETARDING
POTENTIAL (CU RENT VS VCLTAGE ) CURVE, ELECTRCN DENSITY ANC ELECTRCON
TtMPERATUE WILL EE DERIVED. THIS PPCEBE WILL.CCNSIST CF A COLLECTOR
EL-CTROOE EXTENDING FROM THE CENTRAL: AXIS OF A CYLItDRICAL GUARE RING. THE
GUARD RING wILL EXTENC 23 CM FRCM THE SPACECRAFT, ANC THE ELECTPCCE WILL
EXTENU ANOTHER 1.0 CM FURTHER FROM THE END CF THE CLARC RING. TWC ICENTICAL
PROd-ES wILL FBE MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SFIrt AXIS (SPIN AXIS WILL
BE PERPENCICULAr TO THE ORBIT PLANE), ANC THE OTH-ER PRCEE WILL EE MCUNTED
PELkPENDICUJLAR TC THE SPIN AXIS. IN ADDITIEN TO CNECARC ANALYSES CF THE
RETARDING POTENTIAL CURVES, WHICH PROVIDE TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES. THESE
CURVES WILL 9E TELEMETEFED.
ON 12/13/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXP-RIMNT NAME.- ATFCP .PEPIC CRAG 
NSSDC ID AE-D -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOFR, 010h ER INVESTIGATCR)
Pt - K.S.W. CHAMPICN AFCRL EECFORDCo 
MA
01 - F.A. MARCOS AFCRL EECFORDC, 
MA
EXPEINLENT EHIEF- CESCRIFTION
THE ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER EXPERIMENT WILL 
DETAIN DATA ON
THE NEUTRAL DENSITY OF TI-E ATMOSPHERE IN THE ALTITUDE 
RANGE 120 TC 400 KM BY
ThE MEASUREMENT CF SATELLITE CECELERATIC DOLE TC AEfCCYNANIC 
CRAG. THE
EXPLRIMENT wILL CONSIST OF THREE SINGLE-AXIS ACCELEROMETERS. 
TWO OF THE
UNITS WILL LIE ALONG THE SPACECRAFT X AXIS AND TIFE THIRD 
WILL EE ALIGNED
WITrH THE Z XIS. EACH INSTRUMENT wILL WEASURE THE ELECIRCETATIC FCRCE
REuUIRED TO RFSTFAIN A HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL MASS UNDER EXTERNAL 
ACCELERATION.
THE DYANIC RAI'CGE )F EAC- UNIT WILL BE IC TO THE -6 IC IC TC THE -12 GRANS.
ON 12/18/72. THF SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMNJT NAME- PFCTOFLECTRON SPECTROMETER NSSCC 
IC AE-C -03
EWXPERIMEIT PERSONFEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.P. D1E t-G JOHNS HGPKINS L EALTINCRE, O
I01 - C.O. UOSTR CRM APPLIED PI-YSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, ND
01 - J.C. ARM-ISTRCNG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, 
MD
EXPERIMENT LRIEF CESCHIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL MEASLRE THE INTENSITY Ac' ENEFGY CISTRIBUTION 
OF
THE PHJTOELFCTR0N FLUX IN THE THERM"SPHERE IN THE RANGE 2 TO 500 EV. THE
INSTRUMENTATICN WILL CCNSIST CF TWC CPFCSITELY CIRECTEC
HEMISPHERICAL-ELECTROSTATIC OEFLECTCRS CCLPLED TC SEFAFATE ELECTRCN
MULTIPLIER DETECTORS. THE PHOTIELECTROIN ENERGY SPECTRUM WILL EE SCANNED 
BY
1-SLC SWEEPS CF THE VCLIAGE BETAWEEN THE TwC HEISPFHERICAL CEFLECTICK
ELNEENTS OF EACf- CEFLECTOR.
ON 12/18/7L. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCECD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ITN TEMPERATURE NSSDC ID AE-D -04
EXPERIMENT PERSi'NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - W.8. HANSON L OF TEXASi DALLAS, TX
o01 - D.R. ZUCCARO SW CNTR AD STUDIES DALLAS, TX
oI - S. SANTINI L OF TEXAS CALLAS, TX.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TI-F PLATAR I. TRAP. A RETARDING PCIENTIAL TYPE CF INSTRUMENT. WILL
M-ASURE CJRP-ENT FLOWINC TO A COLLECTOR FOR A KNOWN LINEAR VOLTAGE SWEEP TO
BE APPLIELO TO THE CELLECTOP. THE ICN TEMPERATURE, ION DENSITY, COMPOSITION
SUPRATHEPMAL ELECTR;N FLUXES, AND SUPRATHERMAL ELECTPCN TEMPERATURES WILL BE
DETERMINED FROM THIS RF.TARDING POTENTIAL CURVE AND FROM KNOWLEDGE CF THE
VOLTAGE ON SUPPRESSOR GRIDS BETWEEN THE INSTRUMENT APERTURE AND THE
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CGLLECTCR. THE EXPEPINJ.ENT.WILL CPERATE IN CNE MCDE WHILE THE SPACECRAFT ISSPINNING AND IN A SECOND MODE WHEN THE SPACECRAFT ,IS NT SPINNI NG. A
COMPLETE VOLTAGE SWEEP (3GTH DOWN AND LF -- 23 TC C TC +23 V) CCULO BE
ACCWvPLISHEC IN THREE SEC IN THE NONSPINNING WODE, AN ACDITICh AL 3-SEC
*vUCT' MUDE WILL OPERATE TO PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS FRCM WHICH FRACTIONAL IUN
CENCENTRATIIN CANGES AS SMALL AS C.CC1 ICNS/CC PER 13C N ALCNG TRACK TRAVEL
COULD BE MACE.
ON 1 2/id/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSILN WAS AFFRZ\ED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR FUV FILTER P-GTOWETER NSSCC .IC AE-C -05
EXPERI lENT PERS NNEL (PI=PRIfINCIPAL INVESTIGAT:CP, I=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.F. HEATF NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MO
CI - J. OSANTOWSKI NASA-GSFC GREENBELTi MD
EXPERIMENT tFRIEF CESCRIFT ION
THE ATMOSPFI-RE EXPLORER D SCLAF EUV FILTER PH-CTCNvETER EXPERIMENT WILL
HAVE TwO PRIMARY.OBJECTIVES 
-- (1) TC ,ONITCR SCLAF EUV FLUX IN SIX
WAVELENGTH INTERVALS FROM 40 TO 11CC A ANC (2) TC MEASLRE Tt-E BRCADBAND
ATMCSPRI-ERIC AESU;PTION AS A FLNCTICN OF ALTITLDE TC OETERlvINE EFFECTIVE
IONIZAT ION RATES AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE FCR NELECULA. NITRJGEN AND ATOMIC
OXYGEN. SECGNDAFY JEJECTIVES WILL BE- TC PRCVIDE CCVERACGE CF TEMPCRAL SOLAR
(UV VARIATICNS FOR THE SELECTEC GRATING SPECTRC.'ETEF EXPERINENT ANC TO
PROVIDc A CHECK CF THE LONG-TERM STABILITY "F THL EUV SPECTROMETER. THE
INSTRUMENT AILL E COMPCSED OF FOUR EENCI) SPIRAL ELECT CI NULTIFLIERS,
THRFEE PHCTDDICDES, ANC A STEPPEC EIGHT-FCSITICN FILTER WHEEL THAT WILL
CONTAIN SIX UNBACKED METALLIC FILTERS THAT WILL DE TRANSPARENT IN THE
VICINITY OF TH-E FPLASMA FREOLENCY. THE FILTER rHCTCWETEF WILL HAVE A
TFRANSPARENT PCSITICN. A CALIBRATION POSITICN, AND AN CFAGLE PCSITICN. SINCE
EACh,.OF THE FILTERS WILL BE WED TO EACH OF THE DETECTORS, THIS CONFIGURATION
WILL PRcVIDE AN INFLIGHT RELATIVE CALIBRATION OF ALL THE CETECTCRS. THE
EXPERIMENT WILL EE FIGOLY MOLNTED ON THE +Z AXIS. THE TILT ANGLE WILL BE.OPTIMIZEE, DEPENLING ON THE SELECTED SPACECRAFT ORBITAL PARAMETERS, 'FOR
MAXIMU, SUI-VIEWIAC TIME FOR BO]TH THE SPINNING ANC THE EARTH-CRIENTEC
SPACECRAFT CPFRATINC MCLES. ACEQUATE TEMPORAL COVERAGE OF THE SLN WILL BE
PROVIDEC HY Tt-E LARGE INSTRUMENT FIELD OF VIEW (PLUS OR MINUS 30 DEG).
CN 12/13/72, THE SPACECFAFT MISSION wAS APPROVED.
EXPERIME1NT NAME- SOLAR EUV SPECTROPFOTOMETER KESEC IC AE-C 
-06
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=P'INCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - H.E. HINTERECCGGER AFCRL BEDFORD, MA
o01 - D.C. BECL AFCRL EECFORC, NAA
DIo - L.A. HALL AFCRL BEDFORD. NA
01 - C.w. CHAGNON AFCPL EECFORC. MA
01 - J.E. MANSON AFCPL EECFORC, MA
EXPERIVLNT BFIEf CESCRIFTION
SIX GPRAZ ING-INCIDENCE GRATING MUNCCHRO IATERS, WHICH WILL COMPRISE THE
LUV SPECTROPHCTtMETEF 
. wILL PPCROVIDE WEASLREMENTS CF THE SCLAF EUV FLUX IN
THE 170- TO 170C-A RANGE. THIS INSTRLMENT WILL HAVE WCDERATE SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION (2 A AT 3CC, A) AND WILL BE CAPABLE OF SCANNING THE ENTIRE RANGE
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OR SELECTING SIX NARROW BANDS FOR CONTINUOUS HIGH TIME RESOLUTION
MONITORING. THE INSTRUMENT, WHICH WILL BE POINTED TCWARDS THE 
SUN WITH AN
ACCURACY OF 2 ARC-MIN. WILL PROVIDE DATA REFLECTING ITHE SOLAR INPUT 
AND DATA
INDICATING ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID AE-D 
-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.O.C. NIER U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS. 
MN
OI - F.J. HEYDEN MANILA OBS THE PHILLIPINES
01 - K. MAUERSEERGER U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS, 
MN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO CCNTRIEUTE TO 
A STUDY OF
THE CHEMICAL. DYNAMIC, AND ENERGETIC PROCESSES THAT CCNTICL THE STRUCTURE 
OF
THE THERMOSPHERE, BY PROVIDING DIRECT IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF CONCENTRATIONS
OF bOTI-H THE MAJOR AND MINOR NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC CChSTITLENTS HAVING MASSES
IN THE RANGE FRCM 1 TO 48 ATOMIC MASS LNIIS (AMU). A DCUBLE-FCCUSING
MATTAUCH-HERZOG MAGNETIC DEFLECTION MASS SPECTROMETER WITH 
AN IMPACT ION
SOURCE WILL BE USED. TWO ION COLLECTORS WILL BE INCLUDED 
TO MEASURE IONS
DIFFERING IN MASS BY A FACTOR OF EIGHT, I.E.. THE TWC MASS RANGES COVERED
WILL BE 1 TO 8 AMU AND 7 TO 48 AMU. AN OPEN ION SOURCE WILL 
BE USED TO
MINIMIZE THE LOSS OF REACTIVE SPECIES SUCH AS ATOMIC OXyGEN. 
NCRMWALLY, A
100-MICRGAMP BEAM OF 75-EV ELECTRONS WILL BE USED FOR PRCDUCING THE IONS. IN
VIEW OF THE OVERALL GEOMETRY OF THIS INSTRUMENT, FOR MOLECULAR 
NITROGEN GAS.
APPROXIMATELY 10 TO THE -5 AMP OF RESOLVEC MASS -28 IGNS WILL 
APPEAR AT THE
COLLECTOR WHEN THE PRESSURE IN THE SOURCE IS EQUAL TO 1 TORR (1.33 MB). ON
COMMANC, THE ELECTRON ACCELERATING VOLTAGE CAN BE REDUCED TO 25 EV. AT THIS
LOWER ENERGY, THERE SFOULC NOT BE ANY DISSOCIATION CF MCLECULAR 
NITROGEN.
AND THEREFORE, IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO MEASURE ATMOSPHERIC ATOMIC NITROGEN*
ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS IN THE COUNTING MOCE WILL BE USED AS DETECTORS FOR BOTH
HIGH AND LOW-MASS ION COLLECTORS. A 50-PERCENT TRANSMISSION GRIC, MOUNTED
BETWEEN THE HIGH-MASS COLLECTOR SLIT AND ITS MULTIPLIER DETECTOR, WILL
INTERCEPT HALF THE EEAM. THIS GRID WILL BE CCNNECTEC TO AN ELECTROMETER
AMPLIFIER, AND THEREFORE, THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE MEASUREMENTS WILL 
BE
EXTENDED BY ALLCWING SENSIBLE REACOUTS AT ION CURRENT MAGNITUDES TCC LARGE
FOR THE ELECTRON MULTIPLIER OPERATION. PLANNED OVERLAP IN THE RANGES OF THE
TWO MEASURING TECHNIQUES WILL PERMIT A CHECK OF THE GAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE MULTIPLIER TC BE MACE. SEVERAL MEASUREMENT MOCES WILL BE AVAILABLE AND
WILL BE SELECTEC BY GROUND COMMAND DURING FLIGHT. USUALLY THE MASS
SPECTROMETER WILL BE STEPPED FROM ONE MASS OF INTEREST TO ANOTHER 
UNDER THE
CONTROL OF A 32-STEP READ-ONLY MEMORY DEVICE. EIGHT OF THESE 32-STEP
PROGRAMS FALL INTO THE FOLLOWING FOUR CATEGORIES -- (1) NCRNAL FACGRAMS THAT
CONCENTRATE ON THE PEAKS OF GREATEST ABUNDANCES. SUCH AS MOLECULAR AND
ATOMIC OXYGEN, CMOLECULAR NITROGEN, HELILN, AND ARGON. (2) MINCR CCONSTITUENT
PROGRAMS THAT OMIT MEASUREMENTS OF THE COMINANT SFECIES TC PERMIT THE
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER TO OPERATE AT LOWER ALTITUDES THAN OTHERWISE POSSIBLE.
(3) A LOW-MASS FROGRAM ThAT CONCENTRATES CN MASSES FROMCW 1 TC 5 AMU. AND (4)
A NITROGEN OXIDE PROGRAM THAT MEASURES THIS WASS -30 CCNSTITLENT NEARLY
CONTINUOUSLY. IN ADDITION. AN OPTION WILL BE AVAILABLE TO COMMAND THE
SPECTROMETER TO SCAN THE MASS RANGE IN C.25-AMU STEPS. ABUNCANT CcONSTITUENTS
WILL BE MEASURED APPROXIMATELY ONCE EACH HALF-SEC, CGRRESFCNCING TO A
SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF ABOUT 5 KM ALONG THE SATELLITE TRACK. THE RANGE 
OF
OPERATION FUR THE ELECTROMETER %ILL BE APPROXIMATELY 2.5 EY 10 TO THE 
-14 TO
4.8 BY 10 TO THE -9 AMP, AND FOR THE MULTIPLIER THE UPPER LIMIT WILL BE 3 BY
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10 TO THE +6 CCUNTS/SEC. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN -THE OPEN
SOURCE NEUTRAL-MASS SPECTROMETER ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLCRER-C. 
-C. AND -E.' A.0. NIER ET AL. RADIC SCIENCE. VOL. 8. NC. 4, PP.271 (1973).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLCSED SCURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC 10D AE-D -08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.T. PELZ NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
OI - C.A. REBER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MCOI - GeRe CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR, MI
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE IN SITL THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION ANDTEMPORAL CHANGES OF THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES.
IN ADDITION. NEW INSIGHT INTO IN SITU MEASUREMENT TECHNICLES MAY BE CETAINEDFRCM COMPARISONS OF THESE MEASUREMENTS IITH THOSE CBTAINED FROM OTHER
ONBOARD EXPERIMENTS* NAMELY -- OPEN SOURCE SPECTROMETER (AE-D -07). SOLAREUV SPECTROPHOTO ETER (AE-D -C6), AND DENSITY-ACCELERCMETER (AE-D 
-02).
THE MASS-SPECTROMETER SENSOR WILL INCLUOE A GOLD-PLATED STAINLESS STEEL
THERMALIZING CHAMBER AND ION SOURCE* A HYPERBOLIC ROD QUADRUPOLE ANALYZER,
AND AN OFF-AXIS ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. APPROXIMATE UPPER ALTITUDE LIMITS CF
MEASUREMENT* CETERMINED PRIMARILY BY GAS/SURFACE INTERACTIONS AND INSTRUMENT
SENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS. WILL BE -- 250 KM FOR MOLECULAR OXYGEN. 300 KM FORARGONs, 550 KM FCR MOLECULAR NITROGEN* 7CC KM FOR ATCMIC GXYGENt. AND 1000 KMFOR HELIUM. FIVE DIFFERENT SEQUENCES OF MASS SELECTION WILL BE AVAILABLE
AND. EXPRESSED IN ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AMU)* WILL BE -- (A) GEOPHYSICAL 
- 1.2, 4. TOTAL, 16, 28, 32. SELECTED, 40, (B) ANALYTICAL 
- 12s 14. 18, 20, 22*30, 44s CALIBRATE, ZERO, (C) INDIVIDUAL - SELECTED, SELECTEOD, SELECTED, . .
* (ANY MASS 1 TO 44), (C) SWEEP DIGITAL - 1. 29 3. 4. 59 . . . 45 (IN3/16-AMU STEPS). (E) SWEEP ANALOG 2. 3. 4. 5. 45 (CONTINLOUS). THE FIVEOPERATIONAL FORMATS USED CAN BE SELECTED BY GROUND COMMAND. AND EACH ONEWILL CONTAIN.A CIFFERENT COMBINATION OF T-E FIVE MASS SELECTION SEQUENCES
LISTED ABOVE. WHEN CPERATING IN THE 'NORMAL' FORMAT, THE ANALYZER WILLMEASURE ALL MASSES IN THE RANGE 1 TO 44 WITH EMPHASIS ON HYDROGEN. HELIUM.OXYGEN, NITROGEN, AND ARGON. ANOTHER FORMAT WILL BE CPTIMIZED FOR MINOR
CONSTITUENT STUDIES OF ANY INDIVIDUAL GAS SPECIES IN THE MEASURED RANGE.SPATIAL RESOLUTION IS DETERMINED PRIMARILY BY THE MODE OF SPACECRAFT
OPERATION. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS SPINNING AT 4 RPM, WEASURENENTS OF THEPRINCIPAL ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES WILL BE OBTAINED AT 12-KM INTERVALS (1-5 SEC)ALONG THE SATELLITE TRACK, WHILE THE INSTRUMENT IS FACING FCFWARO. USING
'NORMAL' FORMAT. ALL MEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE AT 12-KM INTERVALS WHEN THESPACECRAFT IS DESPUN. -IN ORBIT, THE PRESEALED SPECTROMETER WILL BE OPENED,
AND THE ATMOSPHIERIC CONSTITUENTS WILL'PASS THROUGH A KNIFE-EDGED CRIFICE
INTO THE THERMALIZATION CHAMBER AND ION SOLRCE. SELECTED ICS WILL LEAVE THEQUADRUPOLE ANALYZER THROUGH A WEAK FOCUSING LENS AND WILL BE ACCELERATED
INTO A 14-STAGE ELECTRON MULTIPLIER, WHERE THEY WILL EE TURNEC 90 CEG TCSTRIKE THE FIRST DYNODE. FOR EACH IMPACTING ION. THE MULTIPLIER CUTPUT WILL
BE A PULSE OF 2 X 10 TO THE SIXTH POWER ELECTRONS. THESE OUTPUT PULSES WILLCONSTITUTE THE MEASUREMENT, AND THE COLNT RATE IILL BE PRCPCRTICNAL TO THECHAMBER DENSITY OF THE SELECTED SPECIES. THESE DENSITY VALUES WILL THEN BECONVERTED TO AMEIENT CONCENTRATIONS. THE ANALYZER WILL NORMALLY OPERATE AT ARESOLUTION OF 1 AMU OVER THE MASS RANGE, SO THAT A MASS PEAK CNE-TI-CUSANDTHTHE AMPLITUDE OF AN ACJACENT PEAK CAN RE MEASURED. FOR THE DYNAMIC RANGE
REQUIRED. PULSES OCCURRING DURING 0.015-SEC INTEGRATION INTERVALS WILL BEACCUMULATED IN A 16-BITCOUNTER. MULTIPLE INTEGRATIC FERICDS (UP TO 16)
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WILL UE ASSIGNED TO EACH MEASUREMENT FOR LESS DENSE ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES.
AUTOMATICALLY SELECTED RANGES OF IONIZING ELECTRCON CURRENTS WILL BE USED.
THE OVERALL RANGE OF THE MEASLREMENTS %ILL BE GREATER THAN 10 TC THE 
SEVENTH
POWER. THERE IS A PROVISION FOR THE INSTRUMENT ORIFICE TO BE COVERED DURING
SPACECRAFT THRUSTER OPERATICNS. MCRE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN EE FCUNC 
IN *A
NEUTRAL-ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT FOR THE ATMCSPHERE EXFLCRER -C,
-D -E,' D. T. PELZ ET AL, RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 8, NC. 4, PP. 272 (1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE ANC NSSCC IC AE-D 
-09
CONCENTRATION
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MC
I01 - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBCR, kI
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASLRE THE KINETIC TEMPERATURE OF THE
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE EY DETERMINING THE INSTANTANEOUS DENSITY CF MOLECULAR
NITROGEN IN A SPFERICAL CHAMBER COUPLED TO THE ATMOSPHERE THROUGH A
KNIFE-EDGED ORIFICE. ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURED MGLECULAR NITRCGEN DENSITY
VARIATION OVER A SPIN CYCLE WITF A KNOWLEDGE OF THE SATELLITE'S MOTIGN AND
ORIENTATION WILL LEAD TO A DETERMINATION OF THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE.
INDEPENDENJT OF SCALE P-EIGHT. A MEASUREMENT OF THE AMBIENT NITROGEN DENSITY
WILL ALSO BE OETAINED. AN ALTERNATE MEASUREMENT OF NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE WILL
ALSO BE UNDERTAKEN, USING A BAFFLE INSERTED IN FRONT OF THE ORIFICE TO
INTERCEPT A PORTION OF THE GAS PARTICLE STREAM ENTERING THE CHAMBER. WHEN
THE SATELLITE IS IN THE DESPUN MODE, THE BAFFLE WILL BE MADE TO CSCILLATE IN
THE STEPWISE FASFION IN ORDER TO INTERRUPT THE PARTICLE STREAM SEEN BY THE
ORIFICED CHAMBER, THESE CHAMBER DENSITY VARIATICONS CAN BE INTERPRETED TO
YIELD THE NEUTRAL GAS KINETIC TEMPERATURE ALSO, A DLAL-FILAMENT IGN SOURCE
WILL SAMPLE THE THERMALIZED MOLECULAR NITRCGEN IN THE CHAMBER AND WILL
PRODUCE AN ION BEAM DENSITY PROPORTIONAL TO THE NITROGEN CHAMBER DENSITY.
FRGM THE SOURCE, THIS ICNIZED NITROGEN EEAM WILL BE DIRECTED FRCM A
QUADRUPOLE ANALYZER, TUNED TO PASS THOSE PARTICLES WHCSE MASS-TO-CHARGE
RATIO (M/E) IS 2E, CN TC AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. THE CUTPUT PULSES WILL BE
AMPLIFIED AND CCUNTED IN A 16-BIT ACCUMULATOR. WHEN THE SATELLITE IS IN THE
SPINNING MODE, THE NITROGEN DENSITY WILL BE MEASURED CNCE PER SPIN PERIOD
NOMINALLY EVERY 15 SEC. THE NITROGEN KINETIC TENPERATURE WILL BE MEASURED
TWICE EACH SPIN PERIOD (WITHIOLT THE BAFFLE OPERATING) AND ONCE PER SPIN
PERIOD WITH BAFFLE OPERATION. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THE DESPUN MODE, THE
NITROGEN DENSITY WILL BE MEASURED NEARLY CONTINUOUSLY, EXCEPT WHEN THE
PARTICLE STREAM IS INTERRUPTED BY THE BAFFLE EACH 2.0 SEC. IN THIS CASE. THE
NITROGEN TEMPERATURE WILL BE MEASURED EACH 2.0 SEC AS THE BAFFLE SCANS. THE
SENSOR WILL BE VACUUM-SEALED PRIOR TO LAUNCH AND OPENED TO THE ATMOSPHERE
AFTER THE SPACECRAFT IS IN ORBIT, MORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FCUND IN
'THE NEUTRAL-ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENT*' N. W. SPENCER. ET AL. RADIO
SCIENCE. VOL. 8. NO. 49 PP. 287-296 (1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION COMPOSITION AND CONCENTRATION NSSCC ID AE-0 -t10
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CThEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J*H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A MAGNETIC .ION MASS SPECTROMETER WILL BE FLCN TC MEASURE IN SITU THE
CONCENTRATIONS OF THE AMBIENT ICN SPECIES IN THE PASS RANGE, FROM 1 TO 90
ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AMU). MOUNTED ON THE SATELLITE EQUATOR NORMAL TO THE SPIN
AXIS, THE ENTRANCE APERTURE WILL. FACE FCRWARD WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THE
DESPUN MODE. THE ELECTRIC'ANC MAGNETIC FIELDS WILL BE ARRANGEC TC PRODUCE A
MASS SPECTRUM ALONG THE FOCAL PLANE FOLLOWING THE MAGNETIC ANALYZER. THREE
SLITS WILL ,BE PLACEC ALONG THE FOCAL PLANE IN APPRCFRI ATE PLACES TC
SIMULTANEOUSLY COLLECT IONS IN THE MASS RATIOS .1-4-16 AMU. ICNOSPHERIC IONS
WILL EE ACCELERATED INTO THE ANALYZER SYSTEM BY A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE.THAT WILLVARY FROM -1060 TO -225 V. THE THREE MASS RANGES NEASUREC SIMULTANECUSLY
WILL BE 1 TC 4. 4 TO 1, ANC 16 TO 64 AML. FOLLOWING EACH SLIT WILL BE AN
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER AND A.LOGARITHMIC ELECTROMETER-AMPLIFIER DETECTOR. THE
DETECTOR OUTPUT COULD BE MEASURED DIRECTLY FOR AN ANALCG OUTPUT, OR IT COULD
BE FED TO A 'PEAK* CIRCUIT THAT WILL DETERMINE THE AMPLITUDE OF EACH PEAK IN
THE SPECTRJM. ONLY THE AMPLITUDE OF EACH PEAK WILL BE TELEMETERED IN THE
PRIMARY PEAKS MCCE, AND IN THIS MODE THE TIME REQUIRED TO SIMULTANEOUSLY
SWEEP ALL THREE MASS RANGES WILL BE 1 SEC. OTHER MODES OF OPERATICN WILL BE
POSSIBLE. IN .THE ANALOG SHORT MODE, THE THREE MASS. RANGES WILL BE SWEPT IN.3
SEC. ALTERNATING WITH 1-SEC 'PEAKS' MOCE SCANS. AN B-SEC SWEEP TIME WILL EREQUIRED IN THE ANALOG LONG MODE. AGAIN ALTERNATING ITH 1-SEC PEAKS MODE
SCAN. AN OPTION WILL EXIST IN THE ,LOCKED MODE TO CONTINUOUSLY MEASURE ANY
SET OF MASS.NUMEERS IN THE RATIO 1-4-16 TC.GIvE HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION.
THIS MODE. WHICH WILL ALSO INCLUDE AN OCCASIONAL 1-SEC SWEEP OF THE WASS
SPECTRUM IN THE PEAKS MODE, WILL BE MOST USEFUL IN THE DESPUN SATELLITE
ORIENTATION. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAIL CAN BE FOUND IN 'THE MAGNETIC ION-MASS
SPECTROMETER ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER, J. H. HOFFMAN* ET AL9 RADIC SCIENCE,
VOL. 8. NO. 4. PP.315-322, (APRIL 1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NITRIC OXIDE AIRGLOW NSSDC ID AE-D -11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADC BCULDER. CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE EXPERIMENT (UVNC) CCNSISTS CF A
TWO-CHANNEL FIXED-GRATING EBERT SPECTROMETER WHICH WILL MEASURE THE AIRGLOW
IN THE (1, 0) GAMMA BAND IN A 12-A REGICh CENTEREC AT 2150 A. THE.CBSERVED
INTENSITY IS FROCUCED EY RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE OF SUALIGHT BY THE
NITRIC-OXIDE MOLECULES IN THE INSTRUMENT-S FIELD OF VIEW. THE INTENSITY
PROFILES OBTAINEC WILL YIELD ALTITUDE PROFILES OF NITRIC-CXICE DENSITY ASA
FUNCTION OF TIME ANC LOCATION. PROFILES WILL BE MEASURED ALONG THE TRACK 'OF
THE SATELLITE AT ALL TIMES WHEN IT IS ON THE SUNLIT SIDE OF THE EARTH. THE
REMOTE SENSING CHARACTER OF THE UVNO EXPERIMENT PERMITS MEASUREMENTS OF
NITRIC-DXIDE TO EE MACE AT ALTITUDES BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW SATELLITE PERIGEE.
AS THE SPACECRAFT SPINS,. THE SPECTROMETER, WHICH WILL LOOK OUTWARD THROUGH
THE RIM OF THE SATELLITE. WILL REPEATEDLY HAVE ITS FIELD OF VIEW CARRIED
DOWN THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE ONTO THE EARTH'S LIMB, AND ALTITUDE PRCFILES OF
THE EMITTED AIRGLOW INTENSITY WILL BE OBTAINED. BELOW SOME ALTITUDE THE
MEASURED SIGNAL AT 2150 A WILL BE CONTAMINATED BY RAYLEIGH SCATTERED
SUNLIGHT. TO CORRECT FOR THIS CONTAMINATION, A SECOND CHANNEL WILL MEASURE
ONLY SCATTEREC LIGHT INTENSITY IN A 12-A REGION CENTERED AT 2190 A. THE TWO
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CHANNELS WILL BE OPTICALLY AND ELECTRICALLY INDEPENDENT. 
NIIPIC-OXIDE
AIRGLOW INTENSITY WILL BE DETERMINED BY TAKING THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE
TWO MEASUREMENTS. FROM T-E CORRECTED SIGNAL, NITRIC-OXICE 
CENSITY FROFILES
WILL BE OBTAINEC BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY eo KM AND 
25C KM. THE SENSCR'S
SPHERICAL FUSED QUARTZ TELESCOPE MIRROR WILL HAVE A 125-MM FOCAL 
LENGTH, AND
WILL FOCUS INCICENT LIGHT ON THE ENTRANCE SLIT CF 
THE SFECTROMETER. FROM
THIS SLIT THE LIGHT WILL STRIKE ONE-HALF CF THE EBERT 
MIRRCR AND WILL BE
COLLIMATED ONTO THE GRATING. THE 3600-LINES-PER-MM GRATING 
WILL RETURN THE
LIGHT COLLIMATEC TO Tt-E OTHER HALF OF THE EBERT WIRRCR, ANC FCCUS 
IT ON TWC
EXIT SLITS. THE SPECTROMETER FIELD OF VIEW WILL BE ZERC DEG 
FIFTEEN MIN BY
FOUR DEG CHIRTY NINE MIN. IN NORMAL OPERATION EACH CHANNEL 
WILL BE
INTEGRATED FOR 2C.0 MSEC AND READ OUT ALTERNATELY AT 10.4-WSEC 
INTERVALS.
THE INSTRUMENT WILL HAVE LINEAR RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS, 
AND THE
OBSERVATION OF A I-KP EMISSION RATE WILL PRODUCE, ON 
THE AVERAGE, 100 COUNTS
PER INTEGRATILN PERIOD IN THE 2150-A CHANNEL AND 60 CCLNTS 
IN THE 2190-A
CHANNEL. THE CAPABILITY WILL EXIST TO INHIBIT OPERATION 
OF THE 2190-A
CHANNEL. WHEN THIS IS CONE, THE INTEGRATION TIME OF THE 
2150-A CHANNEL IS
HALVED ANC THE ALTITUCE RESCLUTION OF THE NITRIC-OXIDE NEASUREMENT IS
DOUBLED. THIS CAPABILITY WOULD BE USED WHEN IT IS DESIRED 
TO WEASURE THE
NITRIC-OXIDE PROFILE WELL AEOVE THE RAYLEIGH SCATTERING 
LAYER IN THE
ATMOSPHERE. THE EARK CURRENT CORRESPONDS TO CUNE TC THREE 
COUNTS PER
INTEGRATION PERIOCE ANC WILL NOT SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECI E)PERIMENT ACCURACY.
THE INSTRUMENT %ILL BE PROTECTED AGAINST CCNTAMINATION FROM 
INTERNAL
SCATTERING )F OFF-AXIS UNDIEPERSEC LIGHT. THE CCNITAWINATION IS NOT EXPECTED
TO BE MUCH GREATER THAN 10 PERCENT OF THE AIRGLOW SIGNAL, 
AND IT CAN BE
ACCURATELY SUETRACTEC CUT AFTER FLIGHT DATA FROM NEAR APOGEE 
HAS BEEN USED
TO MEASURE THE INSTRUMENT'S SCATTEPING FUNCTICN. OCRE EXPERIMENT 
DETAILS CAN
BE FCUND IN 'THE UV NITRIC-CXIDE EXPERIMENT FOR THE ATMOSPHERE 
EXPLORER,' C.
A. BARTH, ET AL, RADIO SCIENCE, VOL. 8, NC. 4, PP. 379 (1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENEC-GY ELECTRLONS NSSDC ID AE-D -12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, 
MD
01 - D.S. EVANS NOAA BOULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT wILL BE TO STUDY (1) THE ENERGY
INPUT TL TH-E TFERMOEPFERE FRCM ELECTRONS IN THE ENEFGY RANGE 
0.2 TC 25 KEV,
(2) THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FIELC-ALIGNED CLPURRENTS IN THE TRANS-AURORAL ZONE.
AND (3) THE WAGNETOSP-EFIC SUBSTORM PRECIPITATION. THE INSTRUMENT WILL
CLNSIST OjF 19 DETECTORS, EACH CONSISTING CF AN ELECTRCSTATIC ANALYZER AND A
CHANNEL ELECTRCN MULTIPLIER., THERE WILL BE TWO MODES OF OPERATICK, 
THE
MGNITOP MODE AND TH-E DATA MODE. IN THE MONITOR MODE, THERE WILL BE 
GOOD
ENERi-GY RESJLUTICI, WMOCERATE TEMPORAL RESOLUTICh, ANCD REOLCEC FITCH ANGLE
MEASUREMENTS. TI-E DATA ACQUISITION WILL BE SIMULTANEOUS WITH THE PRIWARY
AERONOMICAL AND IONOSPHERIC EXPERIMENTS WHEN THE SATELLITE IS EITHER 
IN THE
SPINNING OR DESFUN VOES. THE DATA MOCE WILL PROVIDE SUFFICIENT ENERGY.
PITCH ANGLE, ANC TEMPORAL RESOLUTION TG COMPLETELI CHARACTERIZE THE 
ELECTRON
RADIATION ENCOUNTERED IN THE AURORAL AND TRANS-AUROGRAL REGIONS. DATA
ACQUISITION WILL I)CCUR ON A LOW-DUTY CYCLE DURING TIMES WHEN THE HEAVY
EXPERIMENT POWER LOAD IS OFF, ESPECIALLY IN THE DESPIN MODE TO ALLOW
MEASUREMENT OF THE PITCH ANGLE. DLRING SCWE APOGEE PERICODS IN THE CESPIN
MODE. THE DETECTORS WILL LOCK TOWARD THE EARTH ALONG FIELD LINES.
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ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCf ED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER NSSCC IC AE-C -13
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATOR)P1 - P.u. HAYS U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR, PI01 - G.G. SHEPHERC YCORK U TORONTO* ONTARIO, CANADA
EXPERIMENT LRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE VISIELE AIRGLOW EXPERIMENT WILL PROVIDE VCLUME EMISSIC RATES FORSEVERAL DAYGLOw, NIGHTGLOW, AND AURORAL OFTICAL EHISSION FEATURES. APHOTOMETER CONTAINING TWO SEPARATE CPTICAL CHANNELS WILL BE USEC. SPECTRALSELECTION WILL EE ACCOMPLISI-ED WITH A COMWCN FILTER WHEEL THAT WILL CONTAINSIX INTERFERENCE FILTERS AND A DARK AND CALIBRATE FCSITION. ANY ONE OF EIGHTPOSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF FILTERS CAN BE SELECTED FCF THE TUC CHANNELS TFATARE SEPARATEC IN ANGLE BY SC DEC. ONE CHANNEL WILL HAVE A LARGE FIELC OFVIEW (3 DEG HALF-ANGLE) FOR HIGH SENSITIVITY, NORMALLY POINTING TOWARD THELOCAL ZENITh, ANC TH-E SECOND CHANNEL WILL HAVE A SMALL FIELD CF VIEW (0.7EDEG HALF-ANGLE) FOR HIGH SPATIAL RESOLLTION, PCINTING TANGENT TC THE SURFACEOF THE EARTH- WHEN THE SATELLITE IS IN THE DESPUN MODE. BOTH CHANNELS WILL BEPRLTECTEC FROM STRAY LIGCFT CONTAMINATICN CLRING DAYTIME EY PLLTISTAGE BAFFLESYSTEMs. PHOTONS THAT HAVE BEEN SPECTRALLY AND SPATIALLY SELECTED WILL BESENSED BY A PULSE-COUNTING PHOTOMULTIPLIER SYSTEM CAPABLE OF COUNTING AT ARATE OF 5 TIMES 10 Tl THE 6 COUNTS/SEC. THE FILTERS CAN BE CPERATEC INSEVERAL MOCES, E.G., FIXED FILTER AND ALTCMATIC FILTER CHANGES CAN BESYNCHRONIZEC EITHER TO SATELLITE ORIENTATION OR TO A FIXED-TIME BASE. BASICDATA ANALYSIS WILL YIELC VOLUME EMISSICh RATE ALCNG THE SATELLITE TRACK, ANDTHE NARROW CHA NEL WILL PROVICE DATA TO OBTAIN VOLUME EMISSICN RATES VSALTITUDE THROUGFOUT THE ENTIRE PERIGEE REGION. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CANBE FUUND IN 'THE VISIBLE-AIRGLOW EXPERINENT CN ATMOSPHERE EXFPLORER.* P. 8.HAYS, ET. AL.. 'PADIO SCIENCE,' VOL. E, NC. 4, PP. 365 (1973).
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT IvISSICN wAS APFRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CAPACITANCE MANOMETER NSSCC IC AE-D 
-14
EXPERIMENT PERS'NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - V.L. CARTER AEROSPACE CORP EL SEGUNDO, CA01 - C.J. RICE AEROSPACE CCRPF EL SEGUNCOP CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION




'G AT A PRESSURE AECVE 1.3 E-7 Mb. TH'E ION CURRENT WILL
BE CCLLECTED AT THE CATFODE . THE SENSOR WILL BE 
MOLNTEC ON THE- SPACECRAFT,
WITH Tt-E ORIFICL PFPPECICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN AXIS, WI-ICIH WILL EE
NORMAL TU THE OPEITAL PLANE. THE INSTRUMENT 
CAN BE CPERATEC IN TWO MODES,
SPINNING OR DESPLN. wFEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN A 
SFINNING MODE. THE PSA WILL
ALTERNATELY SAMPLE THE PAM AND WAKE PRESSLRE. WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT IS IN THE
DESPUN MODE, THO PSA WILL FACE 30 DEG FRCM THE 
DIPECTILN OF MOTION. DATA
FROM THIS EXPERIMENT wILL NCT BE TAPE 
FECORDED, BLT CBSERVEC IN REAL TIME.
ON 12/13/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAMEF- COLE CATHODE ICN GAUGE 
NSSCC IC AE-D -15
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHE
R INVESTIGATOR)
PL - V.L. CARTER AEROSPACE 
CCORF EL SEGUNCC, CA
01 - C.J. RICL AEROSPACE CCRP 
EL SEGUNDEC CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CEECRIPTION
THE CAPACITANCE MANOMETER TO BE FLOWN ON AE-D IS PRIMARILY 
AN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT TC PRCVIDL)E DATA ULN SPACECRAFT 
OPERATIONS. HOWEVER*
DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL ALSC EE CIRRELATED 
1ITH ACCELERGWETER AND ION
GAUGE CATA IN EVALUATING SATELLITE DRAG, lHE MANOMETER, 
ALSO REFERRED TC AS
PRESSURE SENSOR E (PSE), WILL PROVIDE A CIRECT MEASURE OF ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE IN THE REGION BELOW 200 KN. THE ACCURACY CF THE 
PSE GAUGE WILL VARY
FROM AEOUT 1.0 PERCENT AT 120 KM TO ABOUT 4C PERCENT 
AT 180 KM. THE PSB WILL
CONSIST OF TWO SPHERICAL, THERMALLY CCNTRCLLEC C-AmEERS9 
SEPARATED BY A THIN
MEMBRANE STRETCHED FLAT AND UNDER RACIAL 
TENSION. ANY CEFLECTION OF THE
OIAAPHRAGM CLOSOED EY A PRESSURE CIFFEPENTIAL EETWEEN THE TWO SIDES 
WILL CAUSE
A CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE BETWEEN THE DIA/PHRAGM AND 
AN ACJACENT ELECTRODE
WHICH WILL BE MEASURED BY AN AC BRIOLGE CIRCUIT. AIR WILL 
E ALLUWEC INTO ONE
OF THE CHAMbERS Tt-RCUGH TWO PORTS 1EC CEG APART AND PERPENDICULAR 
TC THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. TF-US THE WAKE-RAN PFESSLRE 
DIFFERENTIAL WILL BE
SAMPLED TWICE EACH SPACECRAFT RIEVULUTIC .
ON 12/1r/72, THL SFACECFAFT MISSION WAS APFRECED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- AE-E 
NSSDC ID AE-E
ALTERNATE NAMES- S ED, ATMOSPHERE EXFLCRER-E
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 09/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT 
IN ORBIT- 453.6 KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 129. WIN
APUAPSIS- 4000.00 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 15C*GCO0 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 
22. DEG
1EE
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (FM=PROJECT MANAGER. FS=PfCJECT SCIENIIST)
PM - D.W. GRIMES NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
PS - N.W. SPENCEP NASA-GSFC GREENEELT; MC
SPACECRAFT WRIEF DESCRIPTION
LNE 78JECTIVE 'IF AE-E WILL BE TO. IIVESTIGATE THE CHEMVICAL PRCCESSES
AND ENERGY TRANSFEP MECHANISMS THAT CONTPCL THE STRLCTURE AND BEHAVICR CF
THE EARTH'S ATMOSI-EPEr AND IONOSPHERE THROUGH THE REGION OF HIGH SOLAR.
ENERGY AESOUPTICt, VEASUREVENTS WILL BE RFIENTED FRIWARILY TC THE LARGELY
UNEXPLORED LCOW-ALTITUDE REGION BETWEEN 120 AND 30C KM. HOEVER, rRCPERTIES
ABOVE 300 KM. WILL ALSC EBE EXTENSIVELY INVESTIGATEO. THE EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
WILL INCLUDE INSTRUWENTATION FOR THE MEASLPEMENT CF SCLAR EUV RADIATION.
NEUTRAL PARTICLE COMPOSITION ANC TEMPEPATURE, ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY, IC,
COMPOSITION ANC TEMPERATUPE ELECTRON CONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE.
ATMjSPHERIC EMISSI!,NS, PAPTICLE FLUXES, IN CSPHERE CLP-RENTS. ANC THE
PHCTOELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM. THE SATELLITE WILL LE A SHORT (1 M)
CYLINORICAL PRIEsW .ITh- A CIAMETER CF AFFPCXIMATELY 1.4 MeI. IN THE
SPIN-STABILIZED DE, TFE SPACECRAFT'S SPIN AXIS %ILL EE PERPENCICULAR TO
THE OREIT PLANE. PCE ~ WILL BE SUPPLIED SY A SOLAR CELL ARRAY. THE
SPACECAFT WILL LSE A PCW TELEMETRY SYSTEN THAT CAN OPERATE IN A REAL-TIME
OR TAPE RECjPOEP MJCE. AN ONBEAPD PR'iPULSI:N SYSTEM WILL BE USEC FOR MAKING
ALTITUDE CHANGES. T-HE SPACECRAFT 'IS FXFECTED TO HAVE A 1-YR LIFETINE. 'MCRE
DETAILS CAN FE FGUNC ON PP. 2E3-2e9 CF. FADIC SCIENCE,' VCL. 8, NC. 4,
APRIL, 1973.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCLED.
LXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTPCN TEMPERATURE AND CCNCENTRATICN NSSCC IC AE-E -01
EXPERIMENT PERSCNEL (PI=P;<INCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTF'E INVESTIGATCR)
PI - L.H. rPACE NASA-GSFC GREENFBELT, MD
I01 - R.F. THEIS NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, PC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCPIPT ION
THE CYLIN CICAL ELECTROETATIC PR LE WILL UE A RETARDING PCTENTIAL
(LAN(MUIP TYPE) F-O E TI-AT WILL MEASUPE THE CURRENT FLOWING TO THE CCLLECTOR
FOC A KNCWN SAWvTCOTH VOLTAG-E PATTERN Tb BE APPLIED. FROM THIS RETARDING
PCTENTIAL (CURRENT %S V(LTACE) CURVE. ELFCTR~N CE.SITY ANC ELECTRCN
TEMPERATUPE WILL FE DERIVED. THIS P'OEBE WILL CONSIST OF A COLLECTCR
ELECTROCE FXTENCING F,7CW THE CENTRAL AXIS OF A CYLINDRICAL GUARD RING. THE
GUAU RINlu *ILL EXTENL 23 CV FRCM THE SPACECRAFT, ANC ITHE ELECTRCCE WILL
EXTENO ANUTHEF 10 CM FUJ7JTHER FROM THE END OF THE GLARD RING. TwC IDENTICAL
PROLUES WILL HE MCUNTED PARALLEL TC THE SPACECPAFT SPIN AXIS (SPIN AXIS WILL
BE PERfPENr)ICUL.P T,, THE ORP IT FLANE) . A.C THE CTHER FEOBE WILL EE MOUNTED
PERPENDICULAP TC T-HE SPIN AXIS. IN ADDITION TO _iNEOARD ANALYSES CF THE
RETARCING POTENTIAL CURVES, WHICH WILL PRCVIDE TEMPERATURES AND CENSITIES,
THESE CUPVES WILL BL TELEMETEREC.
ON 12/1/72, THE SFACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATNOSPHERIC CRAG NSSDC ID AE-E -02
EXPERIMLNT PERSONNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESIIGATCR, OI=CFHER INVESTIGATC )
16S
Pi - K.S.W. CHAMPION AFCRL BEDFORD. MA
Ol - F.A* MARCOS AFCRL 
BEDFORD* MA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTIONTHE ATMOSPIERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER EXPERIMENT WILL OBTAIN DATA ON
THE NEUTRAL DENSITY OF THE ATMOSPHERE IN THE ALTITUDE 
RANGE 120 TO 400 KM BY
THE MEASUREMENT OF SATELLITE DECELERATION ODUE TO AERODYNAMIC 
DRAG. THE
EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF THREE SINGLE-AXIS 
ACCELEROMETERS. TWO OF THE
UNITS WILL LIE ALONG THE SPACECRAFT X AXIS, AND T-E 
THIF WILL EE ALIGNED
WITH THE Z AXIS. EACH INSTRUMENT WILL MEASURE THE ELECTROSTATIC 
FORCE
REQUIRED TO RESTRAIN A HOLLOW CYLINDRICAL WASS UNCER EXTERNAL 
ACCELERATION.
THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF EACH UNIT %ILL BE 10 TO THE 
-6 TO 10 TO THE -12 GRAMS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PpCIOELECTRCN SPECTRCMETER 
NSSDC ID AE-E -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOCR, OI=CTI
7 HER INVESTIGATOR)
pL - J.P. DOERING JOHNS HOPKINS U 
BALTIMORE, MC
01 - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAe 
SILVER SFRING. MC
01 - J.C. ARMSTRONG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 
SILVER SPRING. MC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTIONTHIS EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE THE INTENSITY AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF
THE PHGTOELECTRON FLUX IN T-HE THERMOSPHERE IN THE RANGE 2 TO 500 
EV. THE
INSTRUMENTATION WILL CCNSIST CF TCO CPFCESITELY CIRECTEC
HEMISPHERICAL-ELECTROSTAT IC CEFLECTORS COLPLED TO SEPARATE ELECTRCN
MULTIPLIER CETECTORS. THE PHOTOELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM WILL 
BE SCANNED BY
1-SEC SWEEPS OF THE VOLTAGE BETWEEN THE TlC HEMISPHERICAL 
CEFLECTICN
ELEMENTS OF EACH CEFLECTOR.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSILN wAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION TEMPERATURE 
NSSCC IC AE-E -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXAS DALLAS, 
TX
01 - D.R. ZUCCARO SW CNTR AC SUILDIES 
CALLAS* TX
I01 - S. SANTINI U OF TEXAS CALLAS, 
TX.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PLANAR ION TRAP, A RETARDING POTENTIAL TYPE OF INSTRUMENT, 
WILL
MEASURE CURPENT FLOWING TO A COLLECTOR FOR A KNCWN LINEAR 
VCLTAGE SwEEP TO
BE APPLIED TO THE CULLECTOR. THE ION TEWPERATURE, ICN CENSITY. COMPOSITION,
SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON FLUXES, AND SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURES 
WILL BE
DETERMINED FROM THIS RETARDING POTENTIAL CURVE AND KNCALECGE 
CF THE VOLTAGE
ON SUPPRESSOR GCR[CS BETWEEN TE INSTRUMENT APERTURE ANC THE COLLECTOR. THE
EXPERIMENT ILL OPERATE IN ONE MODE WHILE THE SPACECRAFT IS SPINNING AND 
IN
A SECONC MOCE WI-EN THE SPACECRAFT IS NOCT SPINNING. A CCPLETE 
VCLTAGE SWEEP
(BUTH DOJWN ANC UP -- 423 TO 0 TO +23 V) COLLD BE ACCOMPLISHED IN 3 SEC. IN
THE NONSPINNING MOCE, AN ADDITIONAL 3-SEC 'DUCT' MODE WILL OPERATE TO
PRUVICE MEASUREMENTS FROMN WHICH FRACTIONAL ICON CONCENTRATIC CHANGES AS
SMALL AS 0.001 IONS/CC PER 130 M ALONG TRACK TRAVEL COULD BE MADE.
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ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER NSSCC 10 AE-E 
-05
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=CTHER IhVESTIGATCR)PI - D.F. HEATH NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MCO - J. OSANTOWSKI NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER E SOLAR EUV FILTER PHCTCNETER EXPERIMENT WILLHAVE TWO PRIMARY OBJECTIVES ' (1) TO MCNITOR SOLAR EUV FLUX IN SIXWAVELENGTH INTERVALS FROM 40 TO 1100 A AND (2) TO MEASURE THE BROADBANDATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE IC DETERMINE EFFECTIVEIONIZATION RATES AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE-FOR MOLECULAR NITROGEN AND ATOMICOXYGEN. SECONCARY OEJECT IVES WILL BE TO PROVIDE COVERAGE OF TEMPORAL SOLAREUV VARIATIONS FOR THE SELECTED GRATING SPECTRCMETER EXPERIkENT ANC TOPROVIDE A CHECK CF THE LONG-TERM STABILITY OF THE ELV SPECTROMETER. THEINSTRUMENT WILL EE COMPOSED OF FOUR BENDIX SPIRAL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS,THREE PHOTUDIOCES. ANC A STEPPED EIGHT-FOSITION FILTER %HEEL THAT WILLCONTAIN SIX UNBACKED METALLIC FILTERS THAI WILL BE TRANSPARENT IN THEVICINITY OF THE PLASMA FREQUENCY. THE FILTER PHOTOMETER WILL HAVE ATRANSPARENT POSITION, A CALIBRATION POSITION, AtD AN OPAQLE PCSITIN. SINCEEACH OF THE FILTERS WILL BE WED TO EACH OF THE DETECTORS, THIS CCNFIGURATICNWILL PROVIDE AN INFLIGI-T RELATIVE CALIBRATION OF ALL THE DETECTORS. THEEXPERIMENT WILL BE RIGIDLY MOLNTED ON THE +Z AXIS. THE TILT ANGLE WILL BEOPTIMIZED, DEPENINC ON THE SELECTED SPACECRAFT ORBITAL PARAMETERS, FORMAXIMUM SUN VIEWING TIME FOR BOTH THE SFINNING ANC-THE EARTh--ORIENTEDSPACECRAFT OPERATING MODES. ADEQUATE TEMPORAL CCVERAGE OF THE SUN WILL BEPROVIDECG BY TIE LARGE INSTRUMENT FIELD OF VIEW (PLLS OR MINUS 30 DEG).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.,
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER NSSCC IC AE-E 
-06
EXPERIMENr PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHES INVESTIGATOR)PI - H.E. HINTERECCER AFCRL EECFCRO, PA01 - D.E. BECO AFCRL EECFCRC9 NA01 - L.A. HALL AFCRL BEDFORD, MA01 - J.E. MANSON AFCRL EEEFCRC, MA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
SIX GRAZINC--INCIDENCE GRATING MOCCHROMATORS* WHICH WILL CCMPRISE THEEUV SPECTRCPHCTCMETER, WILL PROVIDE MEASUREMENTS OF THE SOLAR EUV FLUX INTHE 170- TO 1700-A RANGE. THIS INSTRUMENT WILL HAVE MODERATE SPECTRALRESULUTION (2 A AT 0C A) AND WILL BE CAPABLE OF SCANNING THE ENTIRE RANGEOR SELECTING SIX NARROW EANCS FOR CONTINUOLS HIGH TIME RESOLLTICMCN'ITORING. THE INSTRUMENT* WHICH WILL BE POINTED TOWARDS THE SUN WITH ANACCURACY UF 2 ARC-MI , WILL PROVIDE DATA REFLECTING THE SOLAR INPUT AND DATAINDICATING ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- OPEN SCURCE NELTRAL. 
MASS SPECTRCMETER NSS C IC AE-E 
-07
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (pI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER 
INvESLIGATCR)
PI - A.O.C. NIER 
U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS, 
MN
O. - FJ. -EYCEN MANILA OBS THE FPi-ILLIFINES
01 - K. MAUERSEERGER U OF 
MINNESOTA MIN1EAFCLIS9 MN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTIONTHE OEJECT IVE OF TIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO CONTRIBUTE TO A STUDY CF
THE CHEMICAL, CYNAMIC. AND ENERCETIC PRCCESSES 
TEAT CONTROL THE STRUCTURE OF
THE THERMOSPHERE, eY PR.VIDING DIRECT, 
I SITU MEAU REVENTS OF
CONCENTRATIONS CF BOTP THE MAJOR AND MINOR 
NELTRAL ATMOSPHERIC CChSTITUENTS
HAVING MASSES IN THE RANGE FROM 
1 TO 48 AMU. A COUELE-FOCUSING
MATTAUCH-HERZUG MAGNETIC DEFLECTION MASS 
5PECTRCMETEF wITH AN IMPACT ION
SOURCE WILL BE USED. TWO ION COLLECTORS 
wILL BE INCLUDED TO MEASURE
SIMULTANEOUSLY ICNS DIFFERING IN MASS EY A FACTOR OF 
EIGHT, I.E.* THE TWO
MASS RANGES COVERED WILL BE I TC 
8 AMU AND 7 TC 48 AMU. AN OPEN ION 
SOURCE
WILL BE USED TC MINIMIZE THE LOSS 
CF REACTIVE SPECIES SUCH AS ATCMIC 
OXYGEN.
NOAMALLY, A 100 MICkOAMPERE EAM OF 
75 EV ELECTRCNS WILL BE USED FOR
PRODUCING THE IONS. IN VIEW nF THE IVERALL 
GECMETFY CF THIS INSTRUMENT,
APPROXIMATELY 10 TO THE -5 AMPERE OF RESCLVE
D MASS 28 IONS %ILL APPEAR  T
THE CCLLECTOR FCR MOLECULAR NITROGEN 
GAS HEN THE MNCLECLLAR NITRCGEN
PRESSURE IN THE SOURCE IS EQUAL TO I TCRR 
(1.33 ME). THE ELECTRON
ACCELERATING VCLTAGE CAN EE RECCED TO 
25 EV CN CCNAN
C
. AT THIS LCWER
ENERGY. THERE S-CULC NOT BE ANY DISSOCIATIN 
OF .CLECLLAR NITROGEN, AND,
THEREFORE IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO TRY TO 
NEASURE ATMOSPHERIC ATOMIC
NITROGEN. ELECTRCN MULTIPLIERS IN 
THE CCNTING OE WILL E USED AS
DETECTCRS FOR EBTH FIGH- AND LOW-MASS ICN 
COLLECTCS. A 50-FERCENT
TRANSMISSION GRIU. MOUNTED BETWEEN 
THE HIGH-MASS COLLECTOR SLIT AND ITS
MULTIPLIER CETE(TOR, WILL INTERCEPT HALF 
THE BEAM. THE GRID %ILL EE
CONNECTEC TO AN ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER, 
AND. THEREFCRE, THE CYNAMIC RANGE OF
THE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE EXTENDED BY ALLOWING 
SENSIBLE READOUTS AT ION
CURRENT MAGNITUCES TIO LARCE FCR 
TI-E ELECTRON MLLTIPLIE CPERATICN. 
PLANNED
OVERLAP IN THE RANGES OF THE TWO MEASURING 
TECHNIQES WILL PERMIT A CHECK OF
THE GAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MULTIPLIER 
TO BE MADE. SEVERAL MEASUREMENT
MODES WILL PE AvAILABLE AND WILL EE SELECTED 
BY GRCLNC CCMMAND CURING
FLIGHT. USUALLY THE MASS SPECTROMETER WILL BE 
STEPPED FROM ONE MASS CF
INTEREST TO ANOT HER UNDER THE CONTROL OF A 32-STEP 
READ-ONLY MEMORY DEVICE.
EIGHT OF THESE 32-STEP PROGRAMS FALL 
INIC THE FOLLOWING FCUR CATEGCRIES 
--
(1) NOCRMAL PROGCAMS T-AT CONCENTRATE ON THE 
PEAKS OF GREATEST ABUNDANCES
SUCH AS MOLECULAR AND ATOMIC oXYGEN. MOLECULAR 
NITROGEN, HELIUM* AND ARGON,
(2) MINOR C'.NSTITUENT PROGRAMS THAT OMIT 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE COMINANT
SPECIES TO PERMIT THE ELECTRON MULTIPLIER 
TO OPERATE AT LOWER ALTITUDES THAN
OTHERWISE POSSIELE, (2) A LCW-MASS PROGRAM 
THAT CONCENTRATES ON MASSES FROM
I TO 5 AMU, ANIE (4) A NITRCGEN OXIDE PRCGrAM 
THAT MEASLRES THIS MASS-30
CONSTITUENT NEARLY CONTINUOUSLY. IN ADCITION, 
AN OPTION WILL BE AVAILABLE TO
COMMAND THE SPECTROMETER TO SCAN 
THE MASS RANGE IN 0.25-AMU STEPS. ABUNDANT
CONSTITUENTS WILL BE MEASURED APPROXIMATELY 
CCE EACH HALF-SEC,
CORRESPONOING TC A SPATIAL RESOLUTION CF APPROXIMATELY 
5 KM ALONG THE
SATELLITE TRACK. THE RANGE CF OPERATION 
FCR THE ELECTROMETER WILL BE
APPROXIMATELY 2.4 TIMES 10 I0 THE -14 TC 4.8 
TIMES 10 TO THE -9 AMP, AND FOR
THE MULTIPLIER THE UPPER LIMIT WILL BE 3 TIMES 
10 10 THE 5 COUNTS/SEC. MORE
EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FCUND IN 'THE 
CFEN SCLRCE KELTRAL-MASS
SPECTROMETER ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-C, 
-D. AND -Es' A,.C. NIER ET AL. RADIO
SCIENCE, VOL. E. NO. 4. PP. 271 (IS73),
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ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLCSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SFECTRCMETEF' NSSCC IC AE-E -08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTI.GA1OR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.T. PELZ NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD01 - C.A. REBER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NC01 - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR. I
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT %ILL MEASURE IN SITL THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION ANDTEMPORAL CHANGES OF THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE NEUTRAL ATMCSFPHERIC SPECIES.IN ADDITION, NEW INSIGHT INTO IN SITU MEASUREMENT TECHNICUES MAY EE nBTAINEDFRCM COMPARISONS OF THESE MEASUREMENTS VITH THCSE CETAINEC FFOM CTHERONBCARD EXPERIMENTS. NAMELY -- CPEN SCLURCE SPECTRCMETER (AE-E 
-07), SOLAREUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER (AE-E -06). AND DENSITY-ACCELEROMETER (AE-E 
-02).THE MASS-SPECTRCMETER SENSOR WILL INCLUDE A GCLD-FLATEC STAINLESS STEEL.THERMALIZING CHAMBER AND ION SOURCE. A HYPERBOLIC RCD GCUACRPCLE ANALYZER,AND AN OFF-AXIS ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. APPROXIMATE UPPER ALTITUDE LIMITS OFMEASUREMENT. CETERMINED PRIMARILY BY GAS/SURFACE INTERACTICNS AND INSTRUMENTSENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS, WILL BE -- 25C K FCAR AoCLECULAR CXYCEN. 300 KM FORARGON, 550 KM FOR MOLECULAR NITROGEN, 700 KM FOR ATOMIC OXYGEN* AND 1000 KMFOR HELIUM. FIVE DIFFERENT SEQLENCES OF MASS SELECTICN %ILL EE AVAILABLEAND. EXPRESSED IN ATOMIC MASS UNITS (AMU), WILL BE -- (A) GECPHYSICAL 
- 1,2v 4. TOTAL, 16. 28o 32, SELECTED, 40, (B) ANALYTICAL 
- 2s 14, 18. 20, 22,30. 44, CALIERATE. ZERO, (C) INDIVICUAL 
- SELECTEC, SELECTED, SELECTED,. 
. .(ANY MASS I TO 44), (C) SWEEP DIGITAL 
- 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, . o . 45 (IN 3/16-A JSTEPS), (E) SWEEP ANALOG 2w 3o 4# 5, 45 (CONTINUOUS). THE FIVE OPERATIONALFORMATS USED CAN BE SELECTED BY GROUND COMNMAND, AND EACH ONE WILL CCNTAIN ADIFFERENT COMBINATION OF THE FIVE MASS SELECTION SEQUENCES LISTED ABCVE.WHEN OPERATING IN THE 8NORMAL' FORMAT. THE ANALYZER WILL MEASURE ALL MASSESIN THE RANGE 1 TO 44 WITh EMPHASIS ON HYCRCGENs, HELILM, CXYGEN, NITROGEN.AND ARGON. ANCTiER FORMAT WILL BE OPTIMIZED FOR MINOR CONSTITUENT STUDIES rFANY INDIVIDUAL GAS SPECIES IN THE MEASURED RANGE* SPATIAL RESOLUTION WILL BEDETERMINED PRIMARILY BY THE MCDE OF SPACECRAFT CPERATION. IHEN THESPACECRAFT IS SPINNING AT 4 RPM, MEASUREMENTS OF THE PRINCIPAL ATWMCSPHERICSPECIES WILL BE OBTAINED AT 12-KM INTERVALS (1.5 SEC) ALONG THE SATELLITETRACK, WHILE THE INSTRUMENT IS FACING FCRWARD. USING "NCFMAL* FORMAT, ALLMEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE AT 12-KM INTERVALS WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS DESPUN.IN ORBIT. THE PRESEALED SPECTROMETER WILL BE OPENED, AND THE ATMOSPHERICCONSTITUENTS WILL PASS THROUGH A KNIFE-EDGED CRIFICE INTO THE THERMALIZATIONCHAMBER AND ION SOURCE. SELECTED IONS WILL LEAVE THE QUADRUPOLE ANALYZERTHROUGH A WEAK FOCUSING LENS AND WILL BE ACCELERATED INTO A 14-STAGEELECTRON MULTIPLIER* WHERE THEY WILL BE TURNED 90 CEG TC STRIKE THE FIRSTDYNODE. FOR EACH IMPACTING ION, THE MULTIFLIEP CUTPLT WILL BE A PULSE CF 2 X10 TO THE SIXTH POWER ELECTRONS. THESE CLTPUT PULSES WILL CCNSTITUTE THEMEASUREMENT# AND THE COUNT RATE WILL BE PROPORTICNAL TO THE CHAMBER DENSITYOF THE SELECTED SPECIES. THESE DENSITY %ALLES WILL THEN BE CONVERTED TOAMBIENT CONCENTRATIONS. THE ANALYZER %ILL NARMALLY CPERAIE AT A RESOLUTIONOF 1 AMU OVER THE MASS RANGE, SO THAT A MASS PEAK CNE-THOUSANCTF THE
AMPLITUDE OF AN ADJACENT PEAK CAN EE MEASLURED. FOR THE CYNAMIC FANGEREQUIRED, PULSES OCCURRING CURING O.01E-SEC INTEGRATIGN INTERVALS WILL BEACCUMULATED IN A 1G-BIT COUNTER. MULTIPLE INTEGRATION PERIODS (UP TO 16)WILL BE ASSIGNED TO EACH MEASUREMENT FC9.LESS DENSE ATMCSPHERIC SPECIES.AUTOMATICALLY SELECTED RANGES OF IONIZING ELECTRCN CURRENTS imILL BE USED.THE OVERALL DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE GREATER THAN 10 TO THESEVENTH POWER. THERE IS PROVISION FOR THE INSTRUMEnT C9IFICE TO EE CCVERED
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DURING SPACECRAFT THRUSTER OPERATIONS. NCRE EXPERIMENT 
DETAILS CAN BE FOUND
IN A NEUTRAL-ATMOSPHERE COMPCSITION EXPERIMENT FOR THE ATMOSPHERE 
EXPLORER
-C, -D. -E.* C. T. PELZ ET AL, RACIC SCIENCE. VCL. 89 NC. 4. PP. 
272 (1973).
ON 12/16/729 THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND NSSDC 
ID AE-E -09
CONCENTRATION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 01=OTFER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELTe MD
01 - GR. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN 
ANN AREOR, MI
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE KINETIC TEMPERATURE 
OF THE
NEUTRAL ATMnSPHERE EY CETERMINING THE INSTANTANECLS 
CENSITY CF kCLECULAR
NITROGEN IN A SPFERICAL CFAMBER COUPLED TO THE ATWCSPHERE IHPCUGH 
A
KNIFE-EGGEC ORIFICE. ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURED MULECULAR NITROGEN 
DENSITY
VARIATION OVER A SPIN CYCLE WITH A KNCOWLECGE OF THE SATELLITE'S MCTICN 
ANC
ORIENTATION WILL LEAD TO A DETERMINATION CF THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE,
INDEPENDENT OF SCALE FEIG-T. A MEASUREMENT OF THE AMBIENT NITROGEN 
DENSITY
WILL ALS BE CETAINED. AN ALTERNATE MEASLREMENT CF NELTRAL 
TEWFERATURE WILL
ALSO BE UNDERTAKEN, USING A BAFFLE INSERTED IN FRONT OF THE ORIFICE TC
INTERCEPT A PCRTION OF THE GAS PARTICLE STREAM ENTERING THE CHAMBER. 
WHEN
THE SATELLITE IS IN THE DESPUN MODE, T-E BAFFLE WILL tE NACE TO CSCILLATE 
IN
A STEPWISE FASFICN IN ORCER TO INTERRUPT THE PARTICLE STREAM SEEK BY 
THE
ORIFICEC CHAMEER. THESE CHAMBER DENSITY VARIATIONS CAN BE INTERPRETED 
TO
YIELD THE NEUTRAL GAS KINETIC TEMPERATURE ALSO. A OLAL-FILAMENT ICK SOURCE
WIlLL SAMPLE THE THERMALIZED MOLECULAR NITROGEN IN THE CHAMBER 
AND WILL
PRODUCE AN ION EEAM DENSITY PROPORTIONAL TC THE NITROGEN 
CtAMBER DENSITY.
FRO. THE SOURCE, THIS ICNIZED NITROGEN EEAN WILL BE DIFECTEC INTO A
QUADRUPOLE ANALYZER. TUNED TO PASS THOSE PARTICLES WHOSE MASS-TC-CHARGE
RATIO (M/E) IS 2E, CN TC AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. THE OUTPUT PULSES WILL BE
AMPLIFIED AND CCUO4TED IN A 16-BIT ACCUMULATOR. WHEN THE SATELLITE IS IN THE
SPINNING MODE, THE NITROGEN DENSITY WILL EE MEASURED ONCE PER SPIN PERIODeW,
NOMINALLY EVEFY 15 SEC. TIE NITROGEN KINETIC TENFEPATURE WILL BE MEASURED
TWICE EACH SPIN PERIOD (WITHOLT THE BAFFLE OPERATING) AND ONCE PER SPIN
PERIOD WITHl EAFFLF CPERATION. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THE CESPUN NCDE, THE
NITROGEN DENSITY wILL BE MEASURED NEARL( CCNTINLCLSLY, EXCEFT WHEN THE
PARTICLL STREAM IS INTERRUPTED BY THE BAFFLE EACH 2.0 SEC. IN THIS CASE, THE
NITHOGEN TEMPERATURE WILL BE MEASURED EACH 2.0 SEC AS THE EAFFLE SCANS. 
THE
SENSOR WILL BE VACUUM-SEALEC PRIOR TC LAUNCH AND CFENED TO THE 
ATMOSPHERE
AFTER THE SPACECRAFT IS IN ORBIT. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN.
*ThE NEUTRAL-ATMCSPHERE TEMPERATURE INSTRLMENT,' N. W. SPENCER. ET AL..
RALIO SCIENCE, VCL. B, NO. 4. PP. 2E7-2SE (1573).
ON 14/18/72, THE SPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIM-cNT NAME- ION COMPOSITION ANC CONCENTRATICN NSSCC 10 AE-E -10
EXPERINLNT PEPS:NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGACTOR CI=CITHER INVhESTIGATCR)
PI - H.C. LRRINTCN NASA- G
S F C GREENEELT, MD
01 - L.R. SCOTT NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
GI - M.W. PHAR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NO
01 - H.A, TAYIOR, JR. NASA-GSFC GPtENBELT, MD
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE FLOWN TO MEASURE, THRCUGHOUT THE AE ORBIT. THE
INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATIONS OF ALL THERMAL ICN SPECIES IN THE NASS RANGE 1 TO
72 ATCWIC MASS UNITS (AMU). AND IN THE AMBIENT DENSITY RANGE FRCM 5 IONS PER
CC TO 5 MILLION IONS PER CC. ANY COMBINATION OF THE FOLLOWING THREE MASS
RANGES. WHICH ARE EXPRESSED IN AML, CAN EE SELECTEC BY GROUNC CCNWAND --
RANGE A - 4 TO 19 RANGE B - 18 TO 2. RANGE C - 72 TC 8. EACH RANGE WILL
NORMALLY BE SCANNED IN l.6 SEC (APPROXIMATELY 12 KM ALONG ORBIT). BUT THESCAN TIME PER RANGE CAN BE INCREASED TO 5.1 SEC BY CCNNAND. KCRMAL CPERATION
WILL CONSIST OF SEQUENCE ABCABC (72 TO 1 AMU IN 4.E SEC), BUT CTHER
CCMBINATIONS SUCF AS BCBC AND CCCC MAY BE USED. LABORATORY AND IN-FLIGHT
DETERMINATION OF SPECTROMETER EFFICIENCY AND MASS CISCRININATION WILL PERMIT
DIRECT CONVERSION OF MEASURED ION CURRENTS TO AMBIENT CONCENTRATICONS.
CORRELATION OF THESE MEASURED DATA WITH THE RESULTS FROM COMPANION
EXPERIMENTS. *ELECTRuSTATIC PROBE (AE-E 
-01)' ANC "RETAROCING FCTENTIAL
ANALYZER (AE-E -04).' SHOULD PERMIT INDIVIDUAL ION CONCENTRATIONS TO BE
DETERMINED WITH AN ACCURACY OF PLUS OR MINUS 10 PERCENT. THE EXPERIMENT'S
FOUR PRIMARY MECHANICAL COMPONENTS WILL BE -- GUARC RING ANKC ICN-ANALYZER
TUEE. CULLECTOR AND PREAMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY. VENT. AND MAIN ELECTRCICS
HOUSING. THE GUARD RING WILL NORMALLY EE AT GROUND POTENTIAL, BUT IT CAN BE
PLACED AT -- VOLTS FY CrWMAND IF DESIRAELE, E.G.. IF THE SPACECRAFT ACQUIRED
A POSITIVE CHARGE. A THREE-STAGE BENNET TUBE WITH 7 TO S-CYCLE DRIFT SPACES
WILL BE FLCwN. ANC AS EEEN MCCIFIED TO PERMIT ION CONCENTRATION
MEASUREMENTS TO EE OBTAINED DCrwN TU 120 KM ALTITUCE. SPECIFICALLY, A VENT
WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE REAR OF THE SPECTROMETEP. AND THE USUAL FLAT-DISK
ION-CUPRENT COLLECTOR WILL EE REPLACED EY A STACK CF WIRE-MESF GRIDS. THE
FREQUENCY OF THE 30 V PEAK-Tl-PEAK P.F. VOLTAGE WILL VARY WITH THE MASS
RANGE MEASUREC -- RANGE A - 10 MHZ, RANGE E - 5 MHZs AND RANGE C - 2.5 MHZ.
INTO THE VACUUM TIGHT ALUMINUM-CERAMIC CYLINCFICAL ANALYZER TUEE WILL BE A
SERIES OF 16 PARALLEL TUNGSTEN-MESH GRICS. THE BALANCE BETWEEN ION-CURRENT
SENSITIVITY AND NASS-RESCLUTION IN' A BENNETT SPECTROMETER MAY BE ALTERED BY
CHANGING APPROPRIATE VOLTAGES. THESE VOLTAGE CHANGES CAN BE CCNTROLLED
INDEPENDENTLY BY GROUND COMMAND FOR EACH CNE CF THE THREE MASS PANGES.
PRIMARY ANALOG INSTFUMENT OUTPUT WILL BE A CCMPRESSED ICN CURRENT SPECTRUM
WHICH wILL DISPLAY THE FULL DYNAMIC RANGE CF THE ANFLIFIER SYSTEM C N A
SINGLE TELEMETRY CHANNEL. ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING WILL PROVICE A REACOUT OF
PRIMARY EXPEPIPENT CATA IN THE FORM CF TiC DIGITAL CRCS FCR EACH PEAK IN
THE ICN SPECTRUM. ONE EIGHFT-BIT WORD WILL INCICATE FEAK APFLITUCE (CURRENT)
AND THg OTHER EIGHT-BIT WORD WILL IDENTIFY SWEEP POSITICN. I.E., SPECIES
IDENTIFICATION. THE WORDS WILL BE READ CLI IN PAIRS AT THE WAIN FRAME
TELEMETRY RATE CF 1_ SAMPLES PER SEC. THE INSTRLPENT CCNFIGURATICK SELECTED
FOR A PARTICULAR PASS WILL DEPEND PRIMARILY ON THE DATA REQUIREMENTS OF THE
SCIENCE PROIBLEM UNCER INVESTIGATION AND C THE SPACECRAFT SPIN NCOE. MORE
COMPLETE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FOUND IN THE PAPER 'THE EENNETT ICN-MASS
SPECTROMETEP ON ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER -C AND -Eo" H. C. BRINTON ET AL, RADIO
SCIENCE, VUL. E, 1O. 4. PP. 223-322 (1I73).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- AIROGLOw PHOTOMETER NSSDC IC AE-E -11
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAT UR OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - P.E. HAYS U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARECFR. NI
01 - G.G. SHEPHERC YORK U OODINSIEW, CTARIO. CANADA
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESC' IPT ION
THIS EXPENIMFNT WILL PROVIDE VOLUME EVISSICN 9ATES FOR SEVERAL DAYGLOW
ANC NIG-TGLOW OPTICAL EMISSICN FEATURES. A PHCTCMIER IILL EE USEC, 
WHICH
WILL CONTAIN TWC SEPAiATE OPTICAL CHANNELS. SPECTRAL SELECTICK wILL 
EE
ACCUMPLISHED WITH A FILTEP WHEEL THAT WILL CONTAIN SIX INTERFERENCE 
FILTERS
ANC A DARK ANE (AL IERATE POSITICN. THE 1wC CHANNELS oILL BE SEPARATEC IN
ANGLE dY 90 CEC. ONE CHANNEL WILL FAVE A -DEG HALF-ANGLE CCNE FIELD CF VIEW
FUR HIGH SENSITIVITY AND WILL NORMALLY POINT TOWARD THE 
LOCAL ZENITH. THE
SECONC CHANNEL WILL HAVE A FIELC OF VIEW OF C.?7-CEG HALF-ANGLE CCNE 
FOR
HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION POINTING TANGENT TO THE SLRFACE CF THE EARTH 
WHEN
THE SATELLITE IS IN THE ORIENTED MODE. BOTH CHANNELS WILL BE PROTECTED FROM
STRAY LIGHT CONTANINAT
I -.1 DURING THE DAYTIME WITH WLLTISTAGE BAFFLE SYSTEMS.
ENTERING PHOTONS WILL BE MEASURED WITH A PLLSE COLNTING PHCTCWMULTIFLIER
SYSTEM CAPAeLE CF COUNT ING AT A RATE OF S TIMES 10 TO THE 6 COUNTS/SEC. 
THE
SYSTEM DESIGN WILL FERMIT THE PFCTOMETERS TC MAKE \ALIC DAYGLCW MEASUREMENTS
wITHIN 200 MSEC AFTER HAVING THE SUN IN THE FIELD OF VIEW. FILTERS CAN BE
OPERATED IN SEVEPAL MOCES INCLUCING FIXED FILTER AND AUTOMATIC FILTER 
CHANGE
SYNCHRqj.IZEC TL SATELLITE OPIENTATION. THE TAL SEFAPATE CFTICAL CHANNELS
WILL BE MCNITCRDEC AT TIME INTERVALS CONSISTENT WIT H THEIR ANGLLAR RESCLUTICN
IN THE SPINNING WCODE. THE NARRCW CHANNEL WILL HAVE AN INTEGRATION PERIOD OF
30 MSEC AND THE wIOF CHANNEL A PE lED CF 120 MSEC. BASIC CATA ANALYSIS 
WILL
YIELD THE VOLUME EMISSION RATE ALONG THE SATELLITE TRACK. AND THE NARROw
CHANNEL WILL PRCVICE VOLUME EMISSICN RATES VS ALTITUDE THRUUGHOUT 
THE ENTIRE
PERIGEE REGION. W ORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE FLUhC IN 'THE VISIELE-AIRGLOW
EXPERIMENT ON ATMOSPHFRE EXPLCRER.' P. E. HAYES. El AL. RADIO SCIENCE. VOL.
B, NO. 4. PP. 3 - (I73).
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APPRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CAPACITANCE MANOMETER NSSOC 10 AE-E -12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATER, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATGR)
PI - V.L. CARTER AEROSPACE CCRP EL SEGLNDC, CA
01 - C.J. RICE AEROSPACE CORPF EL SEGUNCO. CA
EXPERIMENT URIEF CESCRIPTION
THE COLD CATHLDE-ION GAUGE TO BE FLOWN ON AE-E WILL BE PRIMARILY AN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT TO PROVIDE DATA CN SPACLCFAFT CFERATICN. HCWEVER.
DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL HE CORRELAITED WITH ACCELERCWETER AND
CAPACITANCE MANOMETER DATA TO EVALUATE SATELLITE DRAG PERFORMANCE. THE ION
GAUGE. ALSO REFERRED TO AS PRESSURE SENSOCR A (PEA), WILL MEASURE ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE IN THE REGION eETWEEN 120 TO 7C KM ABOVE THE EARTH'S SURFACE FOR
VALUES OF ATMOSPHE IC PRESSURE BCTwEEN 1.- E-3 TO 1.3 E-7 MB. THE ESTIMATED
ACCUmACY F THE PSA WILL BE PLLS CR vItLs 2C PERCENT. THE
CYLINDRICALLY-SHFA-EC SFNSOR PACKAGE WILL CONSIST OF A wEDGE-SHAPED CRIFICE.
A CATHOCE NFAP C-GROUND FOTENTIAL. AN ANODE OPERATING AT ABOUT 1300 VOC, AND A
PERMAIENT MAGNETIC FIELD (F ABOUT 10GC GALSE. THE GALGE WILL CCNTAIN NO
PRIMAKY SOUECE CF ION IZING ELECTRONS. THE DISCHARGE WILL BE INITIATED BY
FIELD) EMISSION AND AILL EE SELF-SUSTAINING AT A PRESSURE ABOVE 1.3 E-7 MB.
THE ION CURRPENT WILL BF CCLLECTED AT THE CATFCDE. THE' SENSOR WILL BE MOUNTED
ON THE SPACECRAFT, wITH THE ORIFICE PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS, WHICH WILL BE NORMAL TO THE ORBITAL PLANE. THE INSTRUMENT CAN BE
OPERATED IN TWO MODES, SPINNING OR DESPUN. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN A
SPINNING MOCE, THE PSA WILL ALTERNATELY SAMPLE THE RAP ANC WAKE FRESSURE.
WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN THE CESPUN MODE, THE PSA WILL FACE 30 DEG FROM THE
DIRECT ION OF MOTION. CATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL NGT BE TAPE RECORDED$
BUT OBSERVEC IN REAL TIME.
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ON 12/18/72, THE EPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS AFFI:CED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COLC CATF-OEE ION GAUGE NEDSOC D10 AE-E -13
EXPEFIVENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, GI=OTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - V.L. CARTER AEROSPACE CCRP EL SEGUNCC, CA
OI - C.J. RICE AEROSPACE CCRP EL SEGUNCOn, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
TH-E CAPACITANCE MANOMETER TO BE FLOWN ON AE-E IS PRIMARILY AN
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT TO PROVICE DATA CN SPACECRAFT CPERATICNS. FCWEVER.DATA FROM THIS EXPEFIMENT WILL ALSO BE CORRELATED bl TH ACCELEROMETER ANC ICNGAUGE DATA IN EVALUATING SATELLITE DRAG. THE MANOMETERe ALSO REFERRED TO ASPRESSURE SEfNSOR E (PSE). WILL P ORVIDE A CIRECT WEASLRE CF ATMCSPI-ERIC
PRLESSURE IN TFE REGION BELOW 2CC KM. THE ACCLRACY OF THE PEB GALGE WILL VARY
FROM AECUT 10 PERCENT AT 120 KM TO ABOUT 40 PERCENT AT 180 KM. THE PSB WILL
CCNSIST CF TWO SPHERICAL, THERALLY CCNTRCLLEOC CH-ANEERS, SEFARATEC BY A THINMEMBRANE STRETCf-EC FLAT ANC UNCER RADIAL TENSION. ANY CEFLECTION OF THEDIAPHRAGM CAUSEC BY A PRESSURE CIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE TWO SIDES WILL CAUSE
A CHANGE IN CAPACITAFCE BETWEEN THE DIAFH;AGM ANC AN AC;ACENT ELECTROCEWHICH WILL BE MEASURED EY AN AC BR IDGE CIRCLIT. AIR WILL BE ALLCWED INTO ONEOF THE CHAMBERS THRCUGH TWO PORTS 1DO CEG APART AND PERPENDICULAR TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. T-LS THE WAKE-RAN PRESSLRE CIFFERENTIAL WILL BESAMPLED TWICE EACH SPACECRAFT REVOLUTION.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT mISSIOCN WAS AFFRrCVEO.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AEWOS- NSSCC IC AERCS-B
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- 07/0C/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRIT- 125. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANCENPERG AFU, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
FUNDING AGENCY
FEL. REP. OF GERPWANY UNKNOWN
PLANNLD OFRIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICCD- 95. WIN
APOAPSIS- 960 KM ALT RERIAPSIS- 240. KN ALT INCLINATION- 97. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=P.OJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - C.L. WAGNERF JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
PM - H. SCHREIBER, JR. GSCHAFT FLER kELTFCRSC eCNE. w. GERMWANY
PS - P. LAEMMERZA-L M*PLANCK INST,HEIDELEG HEIGLEBERG W. GERMANY
PS - S.J. BAUFP NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE AEROS E SATELLITE WILL HAVE A CYLINDRICAL SHAPE* A DIAMETER OF0.'14 M, AND A FEIG-T CF 0.71C M. IT WILL BE LALNCFEC INTC AN ELLIFTICAL.
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POLAR, NEARLY SUN-SYNCHRONOUS EARTH ORBIT. THE SPACECRAFT 
WILL BE
SPIN-STABILIZED AT 10 RPM AND ORIENTED WITH THE SPIN AXIS TOWARD THE 
SUN.
THE PURPOSE OF THE WISSION WILL BE TO SILCY THE STATE ANC EEHAVICS 
CF THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERIC F RADIATION, ESPECIALLY WITH REGARD 
TO THE
INFLUENCE OF ThE SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET REGICN. FIVE EXFERIMENTS WILL 
PRCVIDE
DATA WHICH WILL INCLUCE Th-E TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY CF ELECTFCNS. IONS. 
AND
NEUTRAL PARTICLES, THE COMPOSITION OF IONS AND NEUTRAL PARTICLES, AND SOLAR
ULTRAVIOLET FLUX.
ON 09/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MASS SPECTROMETER (MS) NSSCC IC AEROS-B-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, O=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.K.H. KRANKOWSKY M.PLANCK INSTHEIDELEG HEICELEERG, W. 
GERMANY
01 - P. LAEMMERZA-L M.PLANCK INSTHEIDELBG HEIDELBERG* W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE FLOWN TO PROVIDE MEASLREMENTS OF NEUTRAL AND
IONIZED ATMOSPHI-ERIC SPECIES IN THE MASS RANGE FROM 1 TO 44 AMU. THE
QUADRUPOLE MASS ANALYZER. WITH ITS *SEMI-OPEb* IC SCLFCE, WILL BE SEALED
UNDER VACUUM ANC OPENED IN ORBIT. FOR AN ATMOSPHERE WITH AN ExOSPHERIC
TEMFERATURE OF APPRCXIMATELY 1500 DEG K, THE UPPER ALTITUCE LIMITS OF
NEUTRAL MEASUREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT GAS SPECIES WILL BE -- MOLECULAR NITROGEN
- 6 0 KM. MOLECLLAR OXYGEN - 500 KMv ATCMIC OXYGEN - 800 KM, ARGC - 250 
KM9
AND HELIUM - 860 KM. ION DENSITIES FROM 1 PER CC TC 10 TC THE 6 PER CC CAN
BE MEASURED THROLGHOUT THE CRBIT. THE ICN SOURCE WILL BE OPERATED IN TWO
MCDES. NEUTPAL GAS SPECIES WILL BE PARTLY IONIZED Et A REGULATED
100-MICROAMPERE EEAM OF 75-EV ELECTRONS PRODUCED BY EITHER OF TWO REDUNDANT
HOT FILAMENTS TPHAT CAN BE SELECTED BY GROLNO CCMMAND. THE ICNS WILL BE
FOCUSED INTO THE MASS ANALYZER BY AN ICON LENS SYSTEM COMPOSED OF A REPELLING
GRID AND TWO ACCELERATION LENSES. IN THE ION MODEs THE AMBIENT IONS DRIFTING
INTO THE ION SOLURCE REGION WILL BE ATTRACTEC BY A NEGATIVELY-EIASEC GRID AND
SUBSEQUENTLY FCCUSED INTO THE ANALYZER. THE MASS RESOLLTION WILL BE ADJUSTED
TO BE 30, AND A SWEEP THROUGH THE ENTIRE MASS RANGE WILL TAKE 1.22 SEC.
AFTER LEAVING THE MASS ANALYZER, THE INDCIVIDOLAL ICN CLrRENTS WILL BE
DETECTED BY A PARTICLE MULTIPLIER FOLLCWED BY A LOGARITHMIC ELECTRCMETER,
AND BY A GRID CURRENT FED INTO A LINEAR ELECTROMETER. THE VOLTAGE OUTPUT OF
THE LOGARITHMIC ELECTROMETER WILL REPRESENT A GUANTITATIVE MEASURE OF THE
CORRESPONDING PARTICLE NUMBER DENSITIES OF NELTRALS WITHIN THE ICh SOURCE.
THE VOLTAGE OUTPUT CF THE LINEAR ELECTRCMETER WILL REPRESENT A QUANTITATIVE
MEASURE OF THE CORRESPONDING ION CURRENT (IONS/SEC) OF AMBIENT IONS ENTERING
THE EQUIPMENT. TFE UPPER LIMIT CF CURRENT THAT CAN BE MEASURED BY THE LCG
AMPLIFIER WILL BE 5 TIMES IC TO70 THE -6 AMP, CCRRESFCNCING TC A O-V TELEMETRY
OUTPUT SIGNAL. AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION ANC REZERGING SIGNALS WILL BE INCLUDED.
THE EXPERIMENT %ILL WEIGH 7.0 KG9 AND THE AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATED CVER AN
ORb T WILL BE 8 W.
ON 09/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCbED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND NSSOC ID AERCS-6-02
ELECTRONS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
17e
PI - K. SPENNER WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIeLRG, W. GERMANY -
l01 - A. CUMBS WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIBURG, W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
A RETARCING POTENTIAL ANALYZER WILL MEASURE THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF
ELECTRONS AND IOINS. TH-E CORRESPONDING TEMPERATURES CAN BE DERIVED FROM THESE
DISTRIBUTIONS. THI-E EXPERIMENT MILL OPERATE IN Ah ELECTRON MOCE AND IN AN ION
MODE. THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE ESSENTIALLY A COLLECTOR, SHIELDED BY PARALLEL
PLANE GRIDS..EY SWEEPING THE RETARDING VOLTAGE OF TtE GRIC, THE ENERGY
SPECTRA OF THE IONOSPHERIC CHARGED PARTICLES CAN EE OBTAINEC. THE PARTICLES
WILL CNLY PASS T-ROUGH T-E GRIC AND REACH THE COLLECTOR IF THEIR KINETIC
ENERGY EXCEECS THE RETAROING POTENTIAL.
ON 09/00/73,. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVEOD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON CONCENTRATION IN THE IONOSPHERE NSSDC ID AERCS-B8-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, GCI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - E. NESKE WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIBLRG. we GERMANY
01 - R. KIST WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIBURG, Wo GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OESCRIPTION
THE IMPEDANCE PROBE AND VEHICLE BODY WILL COMPRISE TWO PLATES. OF A
CONDENSER. IMPECANCE. CANGES OLE TO THE CHANGE IN DIELECTRIC (PLASMA)
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE -CONDENSER WILL BE CBSERVED BY MEASURING NESDNANCE
FREQUENCIES BETWEEN THE CAPACITATOR AND VARIABLE FEEDING FREQUENCIES. THE
ELECTRON DENSITY CAN. BE COMPUTED FROM THE OBSERVED RESCNANCE FREGUENCY.
FREQUENCIES WILL RANGE FROM 0.6 TO 10 MHZt WHICH MILL CORRESPOND TC ELECTRON
DENSITIES FROM S X O10E3 TO 10EC ELECTRONS/CM CUBED.
ON 09/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUX AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBLTICN OF SOLAR tSSCC ID AEROS-e-04
EUV RAD AND THEIR TEMP AND SPATIAL VAR
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. SCHMIDTKE WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIBURGo W. GERMANY
I01 - W. SCHWEIZER WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIBLRG. W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICIG
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A GRATING SFECTROMETER, A SOLAR
COLLIMATOR, ANC A PHOTOMULTIPLIER. IT WILL OPERATE IN 2 CHANNELS, 150 TO 510
A. AND 300 TO IC70 A, AND WILL BE USED TC MEASURE THE FLUX AND SPECTRAL
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCLAR ELY RADIATION AND ITS TENFCFAL ANC SPATIAL
VARIATIONS.
ON 09/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPIHERE TEMPERATURE NSSCC IC AEROS-8-05
EXPERIMENT
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAToR, I=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
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PI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
01 - D.T. PELL NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. WD
OI - G.P. NEWTON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
1O - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR. MI
OI - H.B. NIEMANN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. 0D
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL PROVIDE IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF THE TOTAL GAS
DENSITY* THE KINETIC TEMPERATURE OF MCLECLLAR NITROGEN IN THE THERPOSPHERE.
AND THE MOLECULAR NITROCEN DENSITY. THE LSEFUL ALTITUDE RANGE OF THE
EXPERIMENT WILL EE DETERMINED AT THE UPPER LIMIT BY THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
RATIO, AND AT THE LCWER LIMIT EY THE MAXINLM INTERNAL NUMBER DENSITY AT
WHICH THE ION SCURCE CAN PROPERLY OPERATE CN BY THE UPPER LIMIT CF DETECTION
CAPABILITY. THE ION SOURCE SENSITIVITY CAN BE REDUCEC UP TO A FACTOR OF 10
ON COMMAND. MOUNTED AT THE SATELLITE PERIPHERY WILL EE A SPHERICAL
ANTECHAMBER WITF A KNIFE-EDGED ORIFICE FACING NOCRWAL 1C THE SPIN AXIS. THIS
CHAMBER, SEALED UNDER VACUUM BEFORE LAUNCH, WILL BE OPENED TO THE ATMOSPHERE
ON COMMAND W-EN THE SPACECRAFT IS IN CRBIT. THE INCCING ATNCSPHERIC SPECIES
WILL UNDERGO COLLISIONS WITH THE CHAMBER WALLS. ANC SCOME CF THIS THERMALIZED
GAS WILL ENTER A SMALL DUAL-FILAMENT ION SOURCE, THAT PRODUCES AN ION BEAM
PROPORTIG4AL TO THE CFAMBER DENSITY. THE EEAM WILL BE DIRECTEC INTC A
QUAURUPOLE ANALYZER, TFAT TRANSMITS IONS WITH A IASS-TC-CHARGE RATIO OF 28.
TO AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER WHERE INDIVIDUAL IONS AT THE INPUT WILL BE
CONVERTED TO PULSES 3F ELECTRONS WHICH %ILL BE CCLNTED AT THE WLLTIPLIER
OUTPUT. THESE CUTPUT PULSES WILL BE AMPLIFIED AND SENT TO A DATA PROCESSOR
THAT WILL PROVICE DIGITAL OUTPUT SIGNALS. IN THE PROPER FORMAT, TO THE
TELEMETRY SYSTEI, TFUS, THE IOBeJECTIVE CF THE MEASLREMENT SYSTEM WILL BE TO
PROVIDE A DIGITAL OUTPUT THAT IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE INSTANTANECUS DENSITY
OF NEUTRAL MOLECULAR NITROGEN IN THE SPHERICAL ANTECHAMBER. A TURN-ON
SEQUENCE WILL PROVICE THE NECESSARY VOLTAGES TO MEASURE THE CCNCENTRATICNS
OF SPECIES WITF MASS-TO-CHARGE RATIOS OF 4, 12, 14, 16, 18. 32 , 40 AND 44.
TOTAL DENSITY MEASUREMENTS CAN ALSO BE OBTAINED. THE INSTANEOUS VALUE OF THE
NITRUGEN DE'SITY WILL BE SAWPLED A TOTAL CF 44 TIMES FER SPACECRAFT SPIN
PERIOD, WITH INCREASEC TIME RESOLUTION IN THE REGION OF THE SPIN PCSITICN
WHERE THE ORIFICE NORMAL IS NEARLY PERPENCICULAR TO THE SATELLITE VELOCITY
VECTOR.
ON 09/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN %AS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPFERIC DRAG ANALYSIS NSSDC ID AEROS-B-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. GI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - M. RUEMER U OF EBNN BONN, *. GERMANY
01 - C. WULF-MATHIES U OF BONN BONN, W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE AEROS ATMCSPHERIC DRAG DENSITN EXPERINENT WILL FPRCVIDE INDIRECT
MEASUREMENTS CF UPPER ATMOSPMERIC DENSITY NEAR SATELLITE FERIGEE. THE
EXPERIMENT WILL HAVE NO UNIQUE HARDWARE ON BOARD. THE DENSITY VALUES WILL BE
DERIVEC FROM SEQUENTIAL OBSERVATICNS OF THE SATELLITE'S PCSITICN. TO BE
LAUNCHED INTO AN FLLIPTIC (APOGEE E64 KM. PERIGEE 218 K1) NEAR-FPOLAR CREITs
THE AEROS SATELLITE IS EXPECTED TO YIELD SYSTEMATIC CHANGES IN DENSITY AS A
FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE. LATITLDE, AND TIME. THE DATA CETAINEC MILL EE
CORRELATED WITH DENSITY VALUES SIMULTANECLSLY DERIVED FRCM DIRECT PARTICLE
DETECTION USING AN ONBOARD NEUTRAL DENSITY GAUGE.
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ON 09/00/73,.THE SPACECRAFT WISSION WAS APPRCVEC.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ANS NSSCC 10 ANS
ALTERNATE NAMES- ASTRO NETHERLAND SAT
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- Ce/OC/74 SPACECRAFT %EIGHT IN CFEIT- 125. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 96. MIN
APOAPSIS- 550.00C KM ALT PERIAPSIS- SC.COO KM ALT INCLINATICh- 98.DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - W. BLOEMENCAL FOKKER VFW N.V. SCHIFHCLCL-CCST
PM - R.K. BRCWNINC .NASA-GSFC GREENEELI, kD
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE ASTRONCMICAL NETHERLANOS SATELLITE (ANS) WILL BE AN EARTH-CRBITING
SUN-SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE* CESIGNED FOR USE AS AN ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY.
THE SPACECRAFT WILL HAVE A NEAR-CIRCULAR CRBIT Ah WILL BE
ATTITUCE-CCNTRCLLED BY MAGNETIC COILS REACTION WHEELS, AND A YC-YC.
ATTITUDE SENSING WILL BE CARRIED OUT BY SOLAR SENSORS. HORIZON SENSORS, AND
STAR SENSORS. TWO GUICE STARS NEAR THE CEJECT BEIhNG CBSERVEC WILL SERVE AS
THE FINAL POINTING REFERENCES. EXPERIMENTS ON BOARD WILL OBSERVE CELESTIAL
OBJECTS IN UV ANC X-RAY WAVELENGTIS.
ON / / * THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- UV TELESCOPE NSSDC ID ANS -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OT-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.J. VANCUINEN KAPTEYN OBS GRCNINGEN9 THE NETHERLANDS
OI - J. BORGMAN U OF GRCNINGEN FOCEN, NETHERLANCS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS FXPERIMENT, WHICH WILL REQUIRE A POINTING ACCURACY OF I ARC-MIN
WILL CONSIST OF A SMALL CASSEGRAIN TELESCCFE CCLFLEC TC A GRATING
SPECTROGRAPH. THE SPECTROGRAPH WILL COVER FIVE WAELENGTH BANCS BETWEEN 1500
AND 3295 At USING PHOTOMULTIPLIERS AS DETECTORS. THE EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED
TO BE SENSITIVE ENOUGH TO OBSERVE STARS LF TO THE 10TH MAGNITUDE.
ON / / * THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
let
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY X-RAY EXPER IMENT NSSDC ID ANS 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C. CE JAGER U OF UTRECHT UTRECHT* THE NETHERLANDS
EXPERINENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A IYLAR-WINCCW FACPCRTICNAL COUNTER
(44- TO 55-A PASSBAND), LOCATED AT THE FOCUS OF A GRAZING INCICENCE RING
PARABOLOIC TELESCOPE. AND A TITANIUM-WINCC* PFOFCATICNAL CCUNTEP 
(FASSBANCS
OF 27- TO 35-A, 4- TO 12-A, AND 2- IC 4-A) LCCATEC EEHINC A HCNEYCCME
COLLIMATOR. THE EXPERIMENT, wHICH WILL OBSERVE X RAYS FCROM 
CUSMIC SOURCES.
WILL REQUIRE AN INSTRUMENT POINTING ACCURACY CF 0.1 CEG.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH ANGULAR AND SPECTRAL RESCLUTICN NSSCC 
IC ANS -03
OBSERVATIONS OF COSMIC X-RAY SCURCES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. GURSKY HARVARD CCLLEGE CBS CAEBRIDGE, 
VA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMFNT IS CESIGNED TL OBSERVE HARD ) RAYS FACW CCSMIC SOURCES
IN THE 2- TO 40-KEV ENERGY REGION. THE INSTRUMENTS WILL CONSIST OF TWO
BERYLLIUM-WINCCWED PRCPCRTIONAL COUNTERS AND A TWO-CRYSTAL BRAGG
SPECTROMETER MCLNTEC OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL EGSCUARE TLEE NEAR THE TCP CF 
THE
SATELLITE. THE FROPORTIONAL COUNTERS WILL EACH HAVE AN APPROXIMATELY 100-CM
SO COLLECTING AREA ANC AN ANGULAR RESOLUTION OF PLUS OR MINUS 6 ARC-MIN. THE
CRYSTAL SPECTROPETERS WILL FCINT WITH FLUS CR INhLE 1 ARC-MIN ANGULAR
RESCLUTICN. THE CETECTION LIMITS FOR THE PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS *ILL BE ABCUT
3 X 10 TO THE MINUS THREE PHOTONS/S-C-SEC (CR AEOUT 3 X 10 TO THE MINUS
FIVE TIMES THE CESERVEC FLLX CF SCORPIUS X-1). THE ERAGG SPECTROMETER WILL
DETECT IRON EMISSIONS CF GREATER THAN 1 PERCENT IRON IN A SOURCE 0.01 OF
SCORPIUS X-1.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS
************************ ***************
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- ASTP NSECC I ASTP
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 07/15/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTPIC ORGI1T PERICL;- kIN
182
APOAPSIS- 230. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 230. KP ALT INCLINATION- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - L. CASEY NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON, CC
PS - BUSI-EYEV LNhKNCWN USSR
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE APOLLC-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT (ASTP) WILL BE THE FIRST INTERNATIONALMANNED SPACE FLI(I-T. IT WILL TEST A DOCKING AND RENDE2VCUS SYSTEW
CONTRIBUTING TO OEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESCUE CAPABILITY ANDFUTURE COr-PERATION IN MANNEC SPACE MISSICNS. THE SFPACECRAFT WILL CARRY FOURASTRONCMY ANC SFACE PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS. FIVE LIFE SCIENCES EXPERIMENTS, AND
EIGHT SPACE APPL ]CATIONS EXPERIMENTS.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECFRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EXTREME LLTRAVIOLET ASTRChCfv't NESCC IC ASTF -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=0THER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.S. EOWYER U OF CALIFORNIA, BERK BERKELEY, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFT ION
THIS ASTP EXPERIMENT WILL BE PERFCFtED TC SEARCH- FORSOURCES OFEXTREME ULTFAVIC'LET RACIATICN (EUV) IN THE NIGHT SKY. THE PRINCIPALINSTRUMENT VILL EE A FLUX-CCLLECTING GRAZING-INCIDENCE TELESCCPE WITH AN EUV
DETECTOR AT ITS FOCAL PCINT, NCLNIEC OLTSICE THE SFACECRAFT.
CN 09/0o/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFgCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FELIUM GLOW NSSDC ID ASTF 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCR, CI=CT-HER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.S. BOWYER U OF CALIFCRNIA, BERK EERKELEY. CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CEECRIFTION
ThIS ASTF EXPERIMENT WILL BE PERFCRNED TO NEASLRE THE INTENSITY AND
SPATIAL DISTPIBUTIUN OF HELIUM-F.UORESCENT RADIATION IN SELECTED REGIONS OF
THE NIGHT SKY. THE WEASUPEMENTS COLLD GIVE THE CISTRIBLTICN CF HELIU* ININTERPLANETAPY SPACE, AND INDICATE THE PENETRAlICN CF INTERSTELLAR HELIUMINTO THE SOLAR SYSTlM. MEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE WITH A NARROW-PASSBAND
PHCTJMETER, SE SITIVE T- HELILM RACIATICh AND PCINTEC TC AN ACCURACY CF 4
DE,.
ON 09/0,,/73, THE SPACFCRAFT NISSIC WAS APFACVEC.
EXPERIvENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET ATMOSPHERIC ABSCRPTICN NSSCC IC ASTF -03
EXPERIVENT PERSZNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL I4VESTIGATrR. Ol=CTIHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - T.N. OCNA-UE U OF PITTSBURGH PIITSDOLRGH. PA
EXPERIMENT eRIEF CEECRIPTION
THIS ASTP EXPERIMENT WILL BE PERFORMED TC WEASURE THE CNCENTRAT ION OF
ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS, ESPECIALLY AICNIC CxYGEN ANDC NITRCCGEN, IN THE
ATMOSPI-EPE EY ULTRAVIOLET AESCRFTICN AND RESSEANCE-SCATTERING SFECTRCSCCPY.
UTILIZING THlE SPACE IETWEEN THE TWO SPACECRAFT, ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT FROM
RESLNANCE LINE SCURCES ILL PE SENT eY A TELESCCFE VCLNTEC Ct TI-E AFCLLC TO
AN ARRAY OF CORNER CUEES ON THE SOYLZ AND RETURNED 7C A SCANNING
SPECTRUMETEk/DETECT'-,P ON THE APOLLO. THE EXPERIMENT WILL INTRODUCE A NEW
TEC-NIGUE F R MEASUFING ATMOSPFERIC CONSTITUENTS. THE CISTANCE EETWEEN THE
T,. SPACECRAFT wILL RE VARIED TO ELIMINATE ABSORP.'PICN EFFECTS CF
CUNTAMINANTS ARCUND EITHER SPACECRAFT.
CN 09/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SKY-EAkRTH X-RAY CBSERVATICNS NSSCC IC ASTP -04
EXPERIMENT PEPSONNEL (PI=PQINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=THER INVESTIGATCR)
Pl - H. FRIECMAN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON, DC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS ASTP EXPERIMENT %ILL BE PERFCR NED TO PROCUCE A CETAILED MAP OF
CELESTIAL SOFT X-RAY EVISSIECNS IN THF 0.1- TC I.0-KFV FANGE. ROCKET
OBSERVATIONS HAVE CETECTED A CIFFUSE BACKGROUND OF SOFT X-RAY RADIATION, BUT
A SYSTEMATIC SKY SURVEY FAS NEvER BEEN MACE IN THE 0.1- TC 1.0-KEV ENERCY
RANGE. SATELLITE OBSERVATIINS wILL PROVIDE FINER ANGULAR RESOLUTION AND
STATISTICS NEECEC TC CETERMINE THE VARICUS SCLRCES THAT CONTRIBUTE. THE
THIN-WINDOW, SOFT X-RAY DETECTOR %ILL EE NCLNTED IN A EAY CF THE AFCLLO
SERVICE MODULE.
ON 09/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SURFACE TENSION INDUCED CCNVECT ION IN NSSDC ID ASTP -05
ENCAPSULATED LIQUIC METALS IN ZERO G
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - R.E. REED OAK RIDGE NATL LAB CAK RICCE, TN
01 - F.J. BRUNI OAK RIDGE NATL LAB CAK FICCE. TN
EXPERIMENT LRIEF DESCRIPTION
PAIREC SPECIMENS OF ALLCYS CONTAINING SRALL ANCLNTS CF COLC WILL BE
MLLTED IN I PON AND (FAPHITE CAPSULES AND ALLOWED IC NI . AFTER THE PETALS
HAVE SOL IDIFIEC AND BEEN RETURNED TO EARTH, THEY wILL BE CUT INTO THIN
SLICES ANC THE SECTIONS ANALYZEC FOR DISTRIBLTICh CF GCLD TC CETERVINE THE
PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF CONVECTIVE EFFECTS CALSED BY VARIATICNE IN SURFACE
TENSION DURING THE I-EATING.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFLUENCE OF wEICGHTLESSNESS CN THE NSSCC IC ASTF -06
IMMISCIBILITY OF MONOTECTIC ALLOY SYSTEMS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI-=CHER INVESTIGATCOR)
1E4
Pl - C.Y. ANG NCRTHRCP CC9F LAE I-AATHORNE, CA
EXPERIMENT JRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPECIMENS CF Two DIFFERENT ALLOYS WILL EBE ELTED ANh SANPLES WITHCRAWN
AFTER VARY ING PEFI)CS TO ASSESS HOW THE LACK CF STRATIFICATIC, IN WE IGHTLESS
MIXTURES OF LIOUIDS OF DIFFERING DENSITIES MAY INFLUENCE THE APPRrACH TO
EQUILIBRIUM IN THE FJPMATICN CF INTERMETALLIC CCNFCLNDS.
ON 09/05/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ROLE OF CONVECTION IN S 0 LIDIFICATICN NSSCC IC ASTP -07
FFOCE-SS IN FIGF COERCIVE STRAIGHT MAGNET
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORe OI=CTHER INVESTIGATUR)
PI - G. LARSCN GRUMMAN AERCSFACE BETHPAGE, NY
UI - T.L. KATTAPIS U OF CCNNECTICUT STCFRS. CT
EXPERIMENT EPRIEF CESCFRIPTION
MAGNETIC MATERIALS WILL BE WELTED AND RESOLIDIFIED AT CONTRCLLED RATES
TO SrEL wHETHER CAST MATERIALS WITH IMPROVED PROPERTIES CAN BE MADE UNDER
WEIGHTLESS CLNCITImNS.
ON 09c/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS APFRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CETERMINATION OF ZERO-GRAVITY EFFECTS ON NSSDC ID ASTP 
-08
ELECTPRENIC MATERIALS PRrCESSING
EXPERIMLNT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.C. GAT;S VIT CAMERICGE. NA
OI - A.F. WITT MIT CAMBRIDGE. MA
EXPERIMENT DRIEF DESCRIPTION
A CYLINDCRICAL CRYSTAL OF COPED GERMNANIUM WILL BE PARTLY WELTED AND
THEN RESCLIDIFIFEC. CURING SCLICIFICATICN, ARTIFICIAL GRCWT EANCS WILL BE
INTODUCED INTO THE CRYSTAL BY ELECTRICAL PULSES AT 5-SEC INTERVALS, AND
WILL PROCUCE FEATING AT T-E SCLID/LIOGUIC INTERFACE. ITHE BANCS WILL PRCVIDE A
TIME REFERENCE FO)R CETERMINATION OF MICRCSCCPIC GPCITH RATES. THIS
INFORMATION, ANC MEASUREMENTS OF THE DISTRIE3UTICt CF MATERIAL WITHIN THE
CRYSTAL, WILL MAK- FPOSSIBLE CFTAILED ANALYSIS CF THE GRCWTH FRCCESS.
ON 09/U6/73, TFL SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CRYSTAL GRCWTH FROM THE VAFOR PHASE IN NSSCC IC ASTP 
-09.
ZER-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. WIEDEMEIEP RENSSALAER FCLY INST RCCHESTER, NY
EXPERIM.NT URIEF CESCRIPT ION
T-REE EXPEcIMENTS WILL BE PERFCMEC CN THE GRCT- CF SEICCNDUCTOR
CRYSTALS IN THE FURNACE, USING CIFFERENT MATERIALS, TO SEE HOW THE GROCWTH
PFOCESS IN wEIGI-TLESSNFSS DIFFERS FROM CRYSTAL GRCWTH ON EARTH,
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ON 09/06/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ZERO-GRAVITY SOLICIFICATICh CF hACL-LIF 
NSSCC IC ASTP -t10
EUTECTIC
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.S. YUE U OF CALIFCRNIA, LA 
LCS ANGELES, CA
I01 - C.W. YEH U OF CALIFCRhNIAt LA 
LCS ANGELES. CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
SAMPLES OF A SOCIUM-CHLOR IDE AND LITHIUM-FLUORIDE CCWFCSITION WITH A
LOW MELTING POINT WILL BE MELTED IN THE FURNACE AND 
THEN SOLIDIFIED. THIS
MATERIAL SOLICIFIES IN THE FORM OF FIBERS OF LITHILN-FLLCRICE 
ENEEDDED IN
SODIUM-CHLORIDE THAT CAN ACT AS AN IMAGE-TRANSMITTING MEDILW FOR INFRARED
LIGHT. THE EXPERIMENT WILL ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE SAMPLES WITH A FIBER
DISTRIBUTION SI-OINC A HIGH DEGREE GF cRIENTATICN, PEGLLARITY, ANC FIBER
CONTINUITY.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APFPCVEOD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRCPt-ORESIS 
NSSOC ID ASTF -11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORs OI=CI-EF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K. HANNING MAX PLANCK INST WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TC ANALYZE. PURIFY, AND
ISOLATE SAMPLES FOR MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH. IT MAY CCNTRIBUTE
TOWARD DEVELOPMENT OF SEPARATION METHODS FCR PRODUCING VACCINES AND SERUMS
IN SPACE FOR MECICAL USE ON EARTH. HUMAN AND RABBIT ELCCC CELLS 
WILL BE
INTROCUCED CONTINUOUSLY INTO A EUFFER FLLID WHICH WILL FLC% THRCUGH 
AN
ELECTRICAL FIELD. THE CELLS WILL BE SEPARATED INTC THEIR CONSTITUENTS AT
VARIOUS ANGLES AS THEY MIGRATE THRCUGH THE BLFFER FLUID. THE 
SEFARATED
CONSTITUENTS CF THE CELLS CAN BE ANALYZED AND CCLLECTED. THE ZERC-G SPACE
ENVIRONMENT WILL ALLOW HIGHER FLOW RATE AND BETTER YIELD OF 
SEPARATION THAN
CAN BE ACHIEVED IN EARTH'S GRAVITY. FACTORS LIKE HEAT CCKNVECTICN,
SEDIMENTATICN, AND BUOYANCY LIMIT EFFECTIVE SEPARAIICN IN EARTH'S GRAVITY.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIC N WAS APFFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPACECRAFT-TO-SPACECRAFT DCFFLER NSCC IC ASTF 
-12
TRACKING
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G.C. WEIFFENEACH SAD CAMBRIDGE, NA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE APOLLC-SOYUZ VHF RANGING SYSTEM AILL BE LSED TO MEASURE CHANGES IN
THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TWO SPACECRAFT AS INDICATIONS OF LOCAL ANOMALIES OF
EARTH@S GRAVITY FIELD. THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH 'S GRAVITY FIELD IS CF
SCIENTIFIC INTEREST BECAUSE IT IS ONE OF THE CLUES 10 INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION
OF THE LARTH*S MASS, DATA ON GRAVITY ANOMALIES WILL CONTRIBUTE TO GEOLOGICAL
AND GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES OF CUTINENTAL DRIFT, EARTHCLAKES. VOLCANIC
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ACTIVITY* AND MINERAL RESOURCES.
ON 09/06/73. THE SFACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PCLYMCRPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTE RESPONSE TC KSSDC IC ASTP -13
INFECTION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - R.R. MARTIN BAYLOR U HOUSTON. TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO STUDY POSSIBLE EFFECTS OFWEIGHTLESSNESS ON THE FUNCTION OF PCLYMCRFHONLCLEAR LELKCCYTES. ELOCSAMPLES WILL BE TAKEN FROM THE ASTRONAUTS BEFORE AND AFTER THE MISSION ANDCOMPARATIVE STUCIES WILL BE MADE OF WHITE CELL RESPONSE TO BACTERIA. THE
DATA WILL PROVICE ACOITIONAL INFOPMATICN CN THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF A
LONG-DURATION SPACE MISSION ON RESISTANCE TO BACTERIAL INFECTIONS.
ON 09/06/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGHT ON THE CELLULAR NSSCC IC ASTF 
-14
RESPONSE OF MAN
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGCATCR. GI=CTER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - B.S. CRISWELL BAYLOR U HOLSTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO STLODY THE EFFECTS CF SPACE
FLIGHT ON THE RESPONSE CF LYMPHOCYTE CELLS TC INFECTIOUS AGENTS. STUDIES
WILL BE MADE FROM LYMPHOCYTES IN BLOOD SANPLES TAKEN FROM THE ASTRONAUTS
BEFORE AND AFTER THE MISSION. THE DATA CAN BE COORCINATED WITH THAT OBTAINED
ON THE POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LELKCCYTE CELL EXPERIMENT.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFFPCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MICROBIAL EXCHANGE TEST NSSDC ID ASTF 
-15
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCOR)
PI - G.R. TAYLOR NASA-JSC HCUSTCN, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPCSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO OLANTITATIVELY MCNITCR THE
MICROBIAL LOAC CF CREWMEN AND THE DEGREE OF MICROBIAL EXCHANGE BETWEENCREWMEN. MICROEIOLCOGICAL SAMPLES WILL EE COLLECTEC WITH SAES FROM THE
ASTRONAUTS AND COSMONAUTS AND FROM THE INTERIOR OF THE APOLLO AND SOYUZSPACECRAFT AT SPECIFIED TIMES BEFORE. DURING. AND AFTER THE FLIGHT. INFLIGHT
SAMPLES WILL EE COLLECTED BY THE CREWMEN WHILE THE TC SPACECRAFT ARE
DOCKED. COMPARISONS BETWEEN SAMPLE PERIODS. INDIVIDLALS, AND COLLECTION
SITES WILL ESTAELISH MICRCBIAL EXCHANGE PATTERNS.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- 8ICSTACK NSSCC 
IC ASTP -16
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR# OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. BUCKER L OF FRANKFLRT 
FRANKFURT, WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL PROVIDE DATA ON THE EFFECTS CCSMIC RAYS AND CTHER
SPACE FLIGHT RADIATION MAY HAVE ON DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED 
BIOLCGICAL
MATERIALS. SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS WERE FLOWN ABOARD THE APOLLO 16 AND 17
SPACECRAFT. LAYERS rF BACILLUS SUBTILIS SFCRES (EACTERIA SPCRES), COLPODA
CUCULLUS CYSTS (PROTOZOA CYSTS), ARABIDCPSIS THALIANA SEEDS (WATERCRESS
SLED), VICIA FAEA RACICULEA (BEAN ROOTS)* ARTEMIA SALINA EGGS (BRINE
SHRIMP), AND T-IEOLLUM CASTENEUM EGGS (BEETLE EGGS) WILL EE STACKED
ALTERNATELY WIT- LAYERS OF OIFFERENT TRACK DETECTORS (NLCLEAR EwULSIONS.
PLASTICS, AND SILVER CHLORIDE CRYSTALS). THE STACK WILL EE SEALED IN A SMALL
CONTAINER AND PLACED ABOARD THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT. AFTER RECOVERY, A
COMPARISON WILL EE NADE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES WITH
BALLOON AND GROUNC-EASED IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS. ANY MUTATION OR OTHER
DEVELOPMENT ANOMALIES WILL BE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST. DATA WILL 
CONTRIBUTE
TOWARD ESTIMATINC RADIATION HAZARDS DURING SPACE FLIGHT.
ON 09/06/73# THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LICGHT FLASHI-ES AND OTHER SENSATICNS FRCV NSSCC 
IC ASTF -17
COSMIC PARTICLES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.A. TOBIAS LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB LIVERMORE, CA
0I - TeF. BUDINGER L OF CALIFCPbNIA, BERK EERKELEY, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO ASCERTAIN THE FREQUENCIES AT
WHICH CUSMIC RAYS CAN BE DETECTED BY FLIGHT CREWS IN EARTH ORBIT, AND THE
LATITUDES AT WHICH THE PHENCMENON OCCURS. CRING AFCLLC PISSICNS, ASTRCNAUTS
REPORTED SEEING FRIGHT FLASHES AND STREAKS OF LIGHT DLRING TOTAL DARKhESS.
THE FLASHES ARE THOUGHT TO BE HEAVY PARTICLES FROM GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
INTERACTING WIT- TISSUE IN CR NEAR THE RETINA OF THE EVE. HChEVER,
OBSERVATIONS BY THE APOLLO CREWS wERE NOT CONSISTENT AS TO THE FREGUENCY THE
PHENOMENON OCCURRED. WHILE CARRYING OUT THE EXPERIMENT ON THE ASTP MISSION.
CREWMEN WILL OCN A SPECIALLY-FITTED FULL HEAD MASK WHICH WILL BE SOUNDPROOF
AND LIGHTPRGOF. THE MASK WILL BE WORN FOR PERIODS OF ONE TO TWO HOURS WHILE
REPORTING LIGHT FLASH PHENOMENA OR SENSATIONS OF SOUND, TASTE, AND SMELL
WHICH MIGHT BE CCNSIDERED UNUSUAL IN CCNNECTION WlTH THESE LIGHT FLASHES.
COSMIC PARTICLE DETECTORS, LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES, AND A SPEAKER SYSTEM FOE
COMMUNICATION PURPOSES WILL BE BUILT INTO THE MASK. DATA WILL CONTRIBUTE TO
LABORATORY STUCIES FOR DETECTION OF COSMIC RAYS AND ESTIMATING RADIATION
HAZARDS DURING SPACE FLIGHT.
ON 09/06/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
****** ****************4 4***************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ASTP-APOLLO NSSDC ID ASTP-A
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 07/15/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CReIT- KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- 230. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 230. KM ALT INCLINATICh- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSUNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - LEE NASA HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON, DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE UNITEC STATES AND TH-E U.S.S.R. WILL LAUNCH AN AFCLLC SPACECRAFT(ASTP-A) AND A SOYUZ SPACECRAFT (ASTP-S). RESPECTIVELY AS A JCINT EFFORT
CALLED THE APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT (ASTP). THE SOYUZ SPACECRAFT WILL BE
LAUNCHED FIRST. WITH A TWO-MAN CREW WHC WILL WANEUVER THEIR SPACECRAFT INTO
A DECKING ORBIT. THE APOLLO SPACECRAFT UILL BE LALKCHED 7 1/2 HP LATER, WITH
A THREE-MAN CREW WHO WILL PLACE THEIR SPACECRAFT INTO A PROPER CONFIGURATION
FOR DOCKING WITH THE SOYUZ SPACECRAFT,. THE DCCKING CF THE T%C SPACECRAFT IS
TO OCCUR ABOUT TWO DAYS INTO THE MISSION. AFTER DOCCKING, CREW TRANSFERS WILL
TAKE PLACEs WITH THE APOLLO CREW FIRST VISITING THE SOYUZ. THE COMBINED
APOLLO-SOYUZ CREWS WILL PERFORP JCINT EXPERIRENTS AND FRESENT RADIC AND TV
REPORTS. AFTER THE JOINT EXPERIMENTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED, THE SPACECRAFT
WILL DISENGAGE ANC EACH WILL CONTINUE ITS SEPARATE MISSION.
ON 09/06/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
*******************4#**** *********4******
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ASTP-SOYUZ NSSCC ID ASTP-S
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 07/15/7E SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREBIT- KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- 230. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 230. KM ALT INCLINATICN- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE UNITED STATES AND THE U.S.S.R. WILL LAUNCH AN APOLLO SPACECRAFT
(ASTP-A) AND A SOYUZ SPACECRAFT (ASTP-S), RESPECTIvELY, AS A JCINT EFFORT
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CALLED THE APCILLC-SOYUZ TEST PRCJECT (ASTF)- THE. 
SCYLZ SPACECRAFT *ILL BE
LAUNCHE FIST. wITI- A TWO-MAN CREW WHO WILL MANELVER THEIR SPACECRAFT INTO
A CCCKING OREIT. ThE APCLLC SPACECRAFT 
WILL BE LAUNCHEC 7 1/2 HR LATERs WITH
A THREE-MAN CfEw WH " wILL PLACE THEIR 
SPACECRAFT IrTC A PROPER CONFIGURATION
FOR CKING WITI- T-E SOYUZ SPACECRAFT. THE LOCKING 
OF THE TO SPACECRAFT IS
TO CCCUR ABOUT TAO CAYS INTO THE MISSIC 
. AFTER OCCKINGv CREW TRANSFERS WILL
TAKE PLACE, wITF THE APCLLC CREW FIRST 
VISITING THE SCYUZ. THE COMBINED
APOLLO-SOYUZ CREWS AILL PERFORM JOINT EXPERIMENTS ANC PRESENT RADIC 
AND TV
REPORTS. AFTER TeE JCINT EXPERIMENTS HA\E BEEN 
CCOFLETEC. THE SPACECRAFT
wILL DLISENGAGE AND EACH wILL CONTINUE ITS SEPARATE MISSION.
UN 09/0t/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS APFPCvED.
SPACECRAFT COMMOC)N N'AME- ATS-F 
NSSDC ID ATS-F
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-7 21A
PLANNED LAUNCH LATE- ./00/74 SPACECRAFT wEIGHT 
IN CREIT- 930. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY. LNITEC STATES 




ORBIT TYPE- C-EE;CEVTrIC OR6IT PEFICC- 
144Co N
APuAPSIS- 35700. KM ALT PER IAPS IS- 570o. KM ALT INCLINATICh- 
0.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSN-NNEL (PM=PRCJECT MAI4ACER. PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
pm - J. I. THOLE NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD
PS - R.w. ROCI-ELLF NASA-CSFC 
GREENEELT. MC
SPACECkAFT ERIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE PIMARY (,JECTIVES OF ATS-F (APPLICATICNE TLCHNGLCGY SATELLITE)
WILL bE TO ERECT IN OR'BIT A LARGE HIGH-GAIN STEERABLE ANTENNA 
STRUCTURE
CAPABLE CF PROVICING A GO0OD QUALITY TV SIGNAL TC A GRCLND-EASED 
RECEIVER ANC
TO MEASURE NthC FVALATEF THE PERFORMANCE CF SLCH 
AN ANTENNA. A SECCNCARY
OBJECT IVE WILL tE TU DEMO,4STRATE NEw CONCEPTS 
IN SPACE TECHNOLOGY IN THE
AREAS UF AIRCPAFT CUNTRDCL, LASER COMLNICATICNS, 
ANhC VISUAL AND INFRAREC
MAPPING OF THE EARTt/ATMIOSPHEPRF SYSTEM. THE SPACECRAFT 
WILL ALSC EE CAPABLE
OF (1) MEASURINC PACIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE IN 
SHARED FREQUENCY BANDS AND
PHRLPAGATIOIN CARACTEF ISTICS OF NILLIMETER 
WAVES, (2) PERFCRWING
SPACECRAFT-TC-SFACECRAFT COMMUNICATION AND 
TRACKING EXPERIMENTS. AND (3)
MAKING PARTICLE ANC RADCIATION MEASUPEMENTS OF THE GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ENVIRLNMENT. CuNFIGUREC SGMEwFAT LIKE AN CFEN FARASCL. 
THE ATS-F SPACECRAFT
wILL CGNSIST CF FCUF MAJOR ASSEMBLIES -- (1) A 9.15-M-DIAM DISH 
ANTENNA, (2)
TWC SOLAR CELL FACCLES MOUNTEC AT RIGHT ANGLES TO EACH 
OTHER ON OPPOSITE
SIDES .;F AN UPPER EGUIPvENT MCDLLE. (3) AN EARTH-VIEWING 
ECLIFVENT MCOULE
(EVMI CONNECTED EY A TUEULAR MAST TO THE UPPER EQOLIPMENT 
MODULE, AND (4) AN
ATTITUCE CONTROL ANC STABILIZATION SYSTEM. THL 
EVM, IN ADDITION TO HOUSING
THE EARTH-VIEW IN( EXPERIMENTS. WILL PRCVICE SUPFCFT 
FCF THE PROFULSICN
SYSTEM AND TANKS, EATTERIES, A MULTIFREQUENCY TRANSPONDER, 
AND THE
TELEMETRY, COMMANC, AND THERMAL CCNTROL SYSTEMS. 
THE UPPER EQUIPMENT MODULE
WILL PROVIDE A FLATFIUR F'R THE SPACE-VIEWINC 
ExPERIMENTS. INERTIA WHEELS
WILL BE THE PRINE MEANS FOR TC)RQUINC THE SPACECRAFT. 
WITH BOTH HYDRAZINE AND
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AMMONIA MULTIJE TIR USTER SYSTEMS INCLLDED TC PRCICE THE NECESSARY TCRGUESFUR UNLOACING TI-E WEELS.
UN 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT CF LCU-ENERGY FRCTCNS 'SSCC IC ATS-F -01
EXPERIMENT PERSINNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CITHE IKVESTIGATCI)PI - A. KU tKACI NASA-JSC HOLSTON. TX0I - T.A. FRITZ NOAA BOULDER, CO01 - D.J. WILLIAMS NAA-ERL CLOULDE* CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICK
SJLID-STAT- ODETECTORs WILL MEASURE THE CIRECTIUNAL FLUXES OF PROTONSIN THE RANGE OF 2-O- TC 200-KEV IN SIX ENERGY STEPS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAMiE- kACNETrMETER EXPERIMENT NSSCC ID ATS-F 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PVINCIPAL INVESTICATCR, CIE=CTFE INVESTIGATOR)P1 - P.J. COLEMAN. JR. U OF CALIFCRIA, LA LCS ANGELES, CAEl - W.U. CUMMINGS GRAMBLING CCLLEGE GFAPABLIGC LA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTIONTHE MAGNETIC FIELC WILL BE MEASURED LSING THREE CRTHCGCKAL FLUXGATESENSORS. THE ACCURACY WILL BE 1/8 GAMMA WITH A RANGE OF 1024 GAMMA. THETELEMETRY PATE iILL F 45C PS.
ON 12/1/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENEkGY PROTON/ELECTRON EXPERI MENT NOSCC IC ATS-F 
-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRIjCIPAL INVE"STIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)FI - R.L. ARNELCY L tF NEW F-ANFSHIRE CRHAP, NF
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRfIFTION
A CHAtNFLTRC1N PRECEDEC BY At, ELECTRCSTATIC ANALYZER %ILL BE USED TOMEASURE ELECTRONS FFC7M 2 TO 25 KEV IN 11 DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY WINDCWS ANDPKLTONS FROM 20. TO 00 KEV AT TWO CIFFERENTIAL FITCH ANGLES.
CN 12/18/7'2. THE SPACEC;AFT MISSICN WAS APFFCVED.
EXPERIMeNT NAME- FAFTICLE ACCELERATION MECHANISMS AND NSSDC ID ATS-F 
-04DYNAMICS OF THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION
EXPERI WENT PERSONNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIcAATOR, OI=GTHER INVESTIGATCR)Pl - J.R. WINCKLER L OF MINTNESCTA MINNEAPOLIS, MN
1






THIS EXPF IENT WILL INVESTIGATE THE ORIGIN OF THE VAN ALLEN TRAPPED
RADIAT ION, IT WILL CONSIST OF A MAGNETIC DEFLECTION SEPARATION SYSTEM 
AND A
SULIoSTATE PARTICLE CCLNTEP SYSTEM. 
It-E PARTICLE CCL NTEgS WILL 1AVE
)IRLCTICNAL CAPAEILITIES .,0 Tt-AT PARTICLE PITCH ANGLES 
MAY BE DETERMINED.
THE SYSTEM &ILL RESPOND TC PRCTONS IN ThE RANGES 20 TO 50 KEV 5O TO 150
KEV. AN.G 150 T.'l 1400 KEV. ANr TC ELECTRCfS IN THE 
RANGES 20 7C 4C KEV, 100 TG
200 KEV, ANO 1e.0 TO 1 .5 MEV.
ON 12/16/72, THE. SPACFCPAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVEO.
EXPEIMEN4T tAME- AUP-'RAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT 
NSSDC IC ATS-F -05
EXPERI M4T p ERSi'N EL ($I=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR CI=CTFEP 
INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - C.L. MCILWAIN U OF CALIFCRNIA, 
SD SAN DIEGO* CA





-ICCAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND ASSCCIATEC C-ANNELTRCN
wILL Mr-ASUPE ELECTRqNS AND PROTONS FROM THER AL ENERGIES 
TO 70 KEV IN 62
OVERLAFPPING STEPS OvE
P A RANGE CF DIFFERENT PITCH ANGLES.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR CtSMIC RAYS AND GEONAGNETICALLY 
NSSCC IC ATS-F -06
TR APPLO P A CIAT ION
EXPERIMLNT PERSONNEL (PI-PPINCIPAL INVCSTIGATOR, OI=CTtER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - A.J. MASLEY MCCONNFLL-CCLGLAS 
HUNTINGTCK LEACH, CA
01 - P.R. SATTERBLCM MCCONNELL-DCLGLAS 
HLNTINGTCN EEACH, CA
EXPERIMENT 6RIEF CESCPIFTIrr
TwO SULIC-STATE TELESCOPES, ONE DIRECTED PERPENDICULAR 
TO AND THE
OTHER DIRECTEC PARALLEL TO THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTION, WILL EACH
MEASURE PROTONS FRL C.2 T0 3CC ME IN 12 ENERGY INEFRALE 
AND ALPHA
PART I CLES FRCM 1 .- TC 15O MEV IN 1C ENERGY INTERVALS. 
ThO MAGNETIC ELECTRON
SPECTPCMETERS, CRIENTEC PARALLEL TO THE TwO TELESCOPES. 
wILL MEASURE
ELECTROi4S FROM E C T- O00 KE IN FOUR ENERGY INTERVALS.
CN 12/16/72, THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER 
NSSOC ID ATS-F -07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATCOR CI
= OT-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - U. BLAKE AERLSPACE (C' P EL SEGUNCO., CA
01 - J.B. PAULIKAS AEROSPACE CORP EL 
SEGLNOC# CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTIUN
THE PURPOSE OF TF IS EXPERIMENT wILL EE 10 MEASLRE THE CNNIDIRECT[CNAL
FLUXES AND SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS AND PRCICKS. FCLR CETECTCRS 
WILL CCUNT
1 2
PROTONS FROW 2 Cr 3 TO 10 MEV, 10 TO 21 MEV, 20 TO 40 MEV, AND 40 TC 60 MEV.
THEY wILL ALSO CCUNT, RESPECTIVELY, ELE.TRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 80
KEV AND 250 KEV, t10C KE, 1.2 MEV, ANC 4 fEV.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN AS APFFPCVECL.
EXPERIMENT NAM!4E- CEJSYNCHRONOUS VERY HIGH RESOLUTION NSSDC ID ATS-F -08
RACIOMrETE (GVHFRP)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOF, Of=OTER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - w. SHENK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
CI - A.w. MCCULLCCF NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
I01 - I.L. GOLCEEPC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE GEOSYNCHRCNOUS VERY -IGH RESCLOTICON RACICVETEF (GVFFR) EXPERIMENT
WILL PROVIDE BOTH DAY AND NIGHT CLOUDCOVER IrFCPWATICN FOR CETERMINING CLOUD
MCTIONS, T ROPICAL AND EXTRATRCPICAL STCFN LIFE CYCLES, ANC NESCSCALE
PHENOMENA. THEY WILL ALSO BE LEED FOr FCR CLCOD CLIMATCLCGY STUCIES. THE
GVHRR WILL HAVE UNE INFRARED CHANNEL (10. TO 12.:5 MICRCNS) AND ONE VISIBLE
CHANNEL (0.55 TO 0.75 MICRON). THE INSTIAN TANECLS FIELD CF VIE% WILL EE 0.3
MIL..IRACIAN FOR Th-E INFRAREC CHANNEL (IC.E-KM RESCLLTICN AT SUESATELLITE
POINT) AND 0.15 MILLIRADIANS FOR THE VISIBLE CHANNEL (5.4.-KM RESOLUTION AT
SUBSATELLITE POINT). THE CYNAMIC RANGE FCR THE INFRAREC CHANNEL WILL BE FRCM
0 TO 340 DEG K ANL I TO 100 PERCENT ALBEDC FOR THE VISIBLE CHANNEL. THE
INFRAREC CHANNEL WILL HAVE A NOISE EGUIVALENT TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE OF 1.5
DEG C AT 200 DEC K AIC .5 DEG C AT -CC DEG K. L;ATA FCk TIHIS EXFPERIMENT
WILL dt USED TC CETFRMINE SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND HORIZONTAL WIND VECTORS
BASED ON CLCUC .MGT IONS CERIVED FROM SEQUENTIAL IMAGES FORMED BY BOTH
CHANNELS .F THE -VHF.
ON 12/l1/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISEICK WAS APFFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PAD I' BEACON NSSDC ID ATS-F -09
EXPERIMENT PERSENNEL (FI=PPINCIPAL INVFSTIGATCR, OI=OTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K. DAVIES N;AA BOULCER, CO
01 - R.E. FRITZ NOAA-ERL BOLLDER , CC
OI - E.P. SCHIFFMACHER NLUAA-ERL BOULCER, CO
Ol - R.N. GRUB IN'AA BOULCER, C'
EXPERIMNENT &RIEF CESCRIPTION
A FADIO T;ANSMITTER WILL RADIATE PLANE-POLARIZED PHASE-RELATED
TRANSMISSIONS NEAk 40, 41. 12C, AND 3(C NI2. CCNDITICNE EETWEEN THE
SATELLITE ANC A GROJUNC-EASEC PECEIVER THAT CAN E- CESERVEC VbILL EE TOTAL
ELECTPRON CONTENT ALONG THE TRANSMISSION PATH, IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES.
ILNOSPHERIC SCINTILLATICNS, AND ICNESPHERIC ABSCRETIChN. DATA CN THESE
CONDIT ICNS MAY EE DER IVEC UY ANALYSIS CF THE CHANGES IN SIGNAL
CHA RACTEPISTICS (POLARIZATION ROTATIONo PHASE CHANGE* SIGNAL STRENGTH LOSS.
ETC.) EETwEEN TFE TPANSNITTER AND THE RECEIVER. FTHE FURFCSE CF THIS
EXPERIMENT vILL FE TO STUDY THE VARIATION OF THESE PHENOMENA WITH TINE,
SOLAR ACTIV ITY, ANC MAGNETIC ACTIVITY AND THE RELATION OF THESE VARIATIONS
TO IONCSPHERIC FRCFSSES.
1G3
ON 12/18/72# THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- CAS-B NSSOC IC CAS-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- FR-28. PL-702Ao COOPERATIVE APPLICA.SAT.
PLANNLED LAUNCH CATE- / / SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 934. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- 113. PIN
APOAPSIS- 900.000 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- SCC.00C KM ALT INCLINATIGCN- 50. OEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. FS=PROJECT -CIENTIST)
PM - M. TRCUBLE CEN GIF-SUR-YVETTE, FRANCE
PS - P. MOREL CEN GIF-SUR-YVETTEe FRANCE
PS - W.R. BANDEEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. NO
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
CAS-A WILL BE A GRAYITY-GRACIENT STABILIZED SATELLITE W-ICH WILL
FUNCTION PRIMARILY AS A COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE TO RELAY WEATHER
OBSERVATIONS OF ALTITUDE. PRESSLRE9 TEPFERATUREs NCISTUgEs ANC BALLOON
LOCATION FROM CONSTANT DENSITY BALLO ONS. AN ACDITICNAL PURPOSE WILL BE TO
OBSERVE SUCCESSI'E BALLCON POSITICES IN CRCER TC MAKE VLNCS AT BALLOCN
LEVEL. SATELLITE SPIN IS EXPECTED TO BE NEAR ZERC RFPM IN CREIT, ANC THE
ATTITUDE WILL BE STABLE WITHIN 9 DEG OF LCCAL VERTICAL. MAGNETOMETERS AND
SOLAR SENSORS WILL EE ON BOARD FOR DETERMINATION CF ATTITUCE. DATA WILL BE
STORED CN ECARC TI-E SPACECRAFT AND LNLOADED ON CCNMANO %HEN THE SPACECRAFT
IS IN RANGE OF THE GROUND STATION.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- CAS-C NSSDC ID CAS-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- CCOPERATIVE APPLICA.SAT.
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 11/00/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN OREIT- KG






ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- MIN
APOAPSIS- 29622.C KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 2S622.0 KM ALT INCLINATION- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN LNKNCWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS SPACECRAFT IS DESIGNED AS A TEST VEHICLE TC SUFPCORT TECHNOLOGICAL
EQUIPMENT RELATING TO A I-IG--FREQUENCY COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE. EXPERIMENTS
WILL INCLUDE A 12-G-Z COMMUNICATIONS TV AND VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM DESIGNED TO SERVE ISOLATED ANC CR SMALL CCMMUNITIES, A
TRANSMITTER POWEF TUBE TEST, A SOLAR CELL ARRAY TEST, AN ELECTRIC SPACECRAFT
PROPULSION TEST, ANC A SPECIALIZED SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION SYSTEM TEST. THE
SATELLITE IS TO EE INSERTED IN GEOSYNCHRCNCUS CRBIT IN 1974.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- CORSA NSSCC IC CORSA
ALTERNATE NAMES- COSMIC RAY SATELLITE
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 00/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 70. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- IN
APOAPSIS- 6878. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- fE7Z. KM ALT INCLINATION- 30. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. FS=PRCJECT SCIEINTIST)
PM - M. ODA U OF TOKYO TCKYCo, JAPAN
PS - S. HAYAKAWA NAGOYA U NAGOYA# JAPAN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE COSMIC RACIATION SATELLITE WILL HAVE A CYLINDRICAL SHAPE. A
DIAMETER UF 75 CM, AND A i-EIGHT OF EO60 Ch.. THE SFACECRAFT WILL BE STABILIZED
WITH THE SPIN AXIS CONTROLLED TO POINT IN A NORTH-SCOLTH DIRECTICN. SIX
THOUSAND SOLAR CELLS MCUNTED CN THE SIDE SURFACE WILL PROVIDE A TOTAL
ELECTRIC POWER OF 15 W. THE PRIMARY OEjECTIVES OF THE SATELLITE WILL BE TO
MEASURE VARIOUS COSMIC RADIATIONS IN ORDER TO STLDY THE ORIGIN AND
PROPAGATION MECHANISMS OF SUCH- QUANTA.
ON 05/00/71. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSED.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMCN havE- CCS-E .SECC I CCS-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- COSMIC RAY SATELLITE-B, PL-7418
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 02/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CrBIT- 100. KG
LAUNCH SITE- LAUNCH VEHICLE- 
EURCPA 2
FUNDING AGENCY
INTERNAT I CNAL ESRO
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 2230. MIN
APOAPSIS- 100000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- _E0,000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 20. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (FM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT BRIEF OESCRIPTION
TI-E COS-B SPACECRAFT WILL BE USED PRIMARILY 7C STUDY EXTRATERRESTRIAL
GAMMA RAOIATICN. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE CCS-B NISSICI WILL BE (1).TC
ESTABLISH THE INTENSITY OF THE AVERAGE GAMMA-RAY FLUX, (2) TO EXAMINE THE
LARGE-SCALE ANISOTROPY OF RACIATICK CVER ANGLLAR REGIChS CCFRESFCNCING TO
GALACTIC FEATURES, (3) TO SEARCi- FOR AND EXAMINE 9ADIG ANC X-rAY SCURCES OF
SMALL ANGULAR SIZE, ESPECIALLY THOSE SUCH AS SUPERNCVA REMNANTS AND QUASARS.
(4) TO MEASURE TH-E ENERCY SPECTRA CF ThE FADIATICN, ANC (5) TO SEARCH FCR
LONG-TERY TIME VARIATIONS, AS OBSERVED IN SCWE X-RA' SCURCES. AND FOR THE
SHORT-TERM VARIATIONS CHARACTERISTIC OF PULSARS. THE CYLINDRICAL SPACECRAFT
WILL BE SPIN STAEILIZE[;, WITH THE GAMMA-RAY TELESCCFE CSIENTEC ALONG THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. TI-E SPACECRAFT WIbLL BE LAUNCHED INTC A HIGHLY
ECCENTRIC ORBIT SO TFAT IT WILL SPEND MOST OF THE TIME OUTSIDE THE RADIATION
BELTS.
ON 01/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICON WAS APFRCVED.
*4*************te**************** ******
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DAUGHTER NSSCC IC CAUGHTR
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-K PRIME, IME-D
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 11/00/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CAORBIT- 120. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- tIN
APOAPS IS- 131000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 500. KO ALT .INCLINATION- 28. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECT SCIENIIST)
PM - A. HAWKYARD EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NOORDWIJK. THE NETHERLANDS
PS - D.E. PAGE EUR SPACE TECH CENTEF NCCEIClIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
Ise
THE EXPLORER CLASS CALGI-TER SPACECRAFT IS FART CF THE
MOTHER/DAUGHTER/HELIOCENTRIC MISSION. THE PURPOSES CF THE MISSION WILL BE --
(1) TO INVESTIGATE SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL RELATICK SHIFS AT THE OUTERMCST
BOUNDARIES CF T-E EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE. (2) TC EXAMINE IN DETAIL THE
STRUCTURE OF THE SOLAR WIND NEAR EARTH AND THE SHCCK WAVE THAT FORMS THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN T-E SOLAR WINO AND EARTH, AND (3) TC CCKTINUE THE
INVESTIGATION OF COSMIC RAYS AND SOLAR FLARES IN THE IN TEFFLANETARY REGION
NEAR 1 AU. THE MISSION WILL THLS EXTEND THE INVESTIGATIONS OF PREVIOUS IMP
SPACECRAFT. THE MOT-ER/OAUGhTER PORTION CF THE VISSICN WILL CCNSIST CF TWO
SPACECRAFT WITH A STATION-KEEPING CAPABILITY IN A HIGHLY ECCENTRIC EARTH
ORBIT WITH APOGEE FROM 18 TO 23 EARTH RADII. THE SPACECRAFT WILL MAINTAIN A
SMALL SEPARATICN DISTANCE, AND WILL WAKE SINWLTANECLS CCCRCINATED
MEASUREMENTS TO PERMIT SEPARATION OF SPATIAL FRCM TEMPCRAL IRREGULARITIES IN
THE NEAR-EARTH SOLAR WIND, THE BOW SHOCKo AND INSIDE THE MAGNETOSPHERE.
ON 01/09/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 50EO-EV TO 40-KEY PROTON ANC 5-EV TC NSSDC ID CAUGHTR-01
20-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER IhVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. PASCI-MANN MAX PLANCK INST GERMANY
01 - W.C. FELDMAN NASA-ARC NCFFETT FIELD. CA
I01 - E.W. HONES LOS ALAMOS.SCI LAB LOS ALAMCS, NM
CI - K. SCHINCLER MAX PLANCK INST GERMANY
oI - H. MIGGENRIECER WAX PLANCK INST GERMANY
01 - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
O - H. VOLK M.PLANCK INSTeGARCHING GARCHING, W. GERMANY
o01 - H.R. ROSENEAUER M.PLANCK INSTsGARCHING GARCHING. W. GERMANY
01 - M.D. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE PLASMA VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
AND THEIR SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATICKS IN THE SCLAR WINC, EOW SHOCK.
MAGNETOSHEATH. MAGNETOPAUSE, AND MAGNETOTAIL (WITHIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE).
ONE-. TWo-, AND THREE-DIMENSIOKAL VELOCITY DISTRIELIIONS FOR POSITIVE IONS
AND ELECTRONS %ILL EE MEASURED USING TbO 90-DEG SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC
ANALYZERS WITH CHANNELTRON ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS AS DETECTORS. IN CONJUNCTION
WITH SIMILAR INSTRUMENTATION PROVIDED BY S. J. BAME/LASL FOR THE MOTHER
SPACECRAFT. PROTONS FROM O50 EV TO 40 KEY (AND ELECTRCNS FRCN .5 EV TO.20 KEV|
WILL BE MEASURED WITH 10 PERCENT ENERGY RESOLUTICK IN TWO RANGES EACH.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PRCPCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 50-EV TO 25-KEV ION AND 35-EVy TC 7-KEV NSSCC IC CAUGHTR-02
ELECTRON PLASMA PROBES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - A. EGIDI U OF ROME ROME. ITALY
c01 - G. MORENO L CF RCME RCPE, ITALY
o01 - P. CERULLI U CF ROME ACWE, ITALY
O0 - V. FORMISANO U OF ROME ROME, ITALY
01 - S.C. CANTARANO U OF ROME ACNE. ITALY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
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THE OEJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE 7C GAIN A BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF THE INTERACTION OF THE SOLAR WIND 
WITH THE EARTH@S MAGNETIC
FIELD BY MEASURING ION AND ELECTRON FLUXES AS FUNCTICNS 
OF OtDIRECTICN AND
ENERGY. ONE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND FIVE FARADAY 
CLFS WILL BE USED TO
MEASURE THE ION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FROP 50 EV TC 25 
KEV PER UNIT CHARGE.
TWO FARADAY CUPS WILL BE USED TO MEASURE THE ELECTRCN DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION
FROM 36 EV TO 7 KEV, THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WILL HAVE 
SEVERAL NARROW
ENERGY WINDOWS TO MAP THE PARTICLE (ION AND ELECTRON) DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION
IN DETAIL. EACI- OF THE FIVE FARADAY CUP-CHANNELTRCh 
DETECTCRS WILL SERVE AS
FLUX DETECTORS TC SIMULTANEOUSLY MAP THE ICN DISTRIEUTICh 
FUNCTION TO A
COARSE ENERGY RESOLUTION. EACH OF THE TWO FARADAY CUP-CHANNELTRON 
DETECTORS
WILL SERVE AS A FLUX DETECTOR TO MAP THE ELECTRON DISIRIBUTICN 
FUNCTION TC
COARSE ENERGY RESOLUTION.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS PROPCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HOT PLASMA 
NSSCC IC CAUGHTR-03
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=CT-ER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA
01 - V.M. VASYLIUNAS MIT CAMBRIDGEP 
MA
I01 - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALIFORNIA, LA LOS ANGELES, 
CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY, BY MEANS OF IDENTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION ON THE MCTHER/DAUGHTER SPACECRAFT. THE SPATIAL AND 
TEMPORAL
VARIATIONS OF THE SOLAR wINO AND MAGNETCSFEATH ELECTRONS ANC IONS. 
PROTONS
AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM I EV TO 50 KEV WILL EE MEASURED 
IN 63
CONTIGUOUS ENERGY EANDS wITH AN ENERGY RESOLUTION (CELTA E/E) OF 0.17. A
QUADRISPHERICAL LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER
(LEPEDEA)o EMPLOYING SEVEN CONTINUOUS CHANNEL ELECTRCN MULTIPLIERS IN EACH
OF ITS TWO (ONE FOR PROTONS AND ONE FOR ELECTRONS) ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS
WILL BE FLCWN CN BOTH MCTHER AND DAUGHTER SPACECRAFT. ALL BUT 2 PERCENT 
OF
THE FOUR PI STER SOLID-ANGLE WILL BE COVERED FOR PARTICLE VELOCITY VECTORS.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PRCPCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS NSSCC ID 
DAUGHTR-04
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICRs CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.T. RJSSELL U OF CALIFORNIA. LA LOS ANGELES. 
CA
01 - R.L. MCPHERRON U OF CALIFERNIA, LA LCS ANGELES, 
CA
OI - HEDGECOCK IMPERIAL COLLEGE LCNCCN9 ENGLANC
EXPER'IMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A BOOM-MOUNTED TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE
MAGNETOMETEP THAT WILL MEASURE THE STEADY MAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS
LOW-FREQUENCY VARIATIONS. THREE FIELD AMFLITUDE RANGES (MINUS TC PLUS 16.
64, AND 2048 GAMMAS) WILL BE AVAILABLE WITH RESOLUTION OF MINUS TC PLUS
1/32. 1/4, 1/16 GAMMA, RESPECTIVELY. THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE WILL BE 0 TO 10
HZ. AN ICENTICAL INSTRUMENT WILL BE FLCWN ON THE CTHEF SPACECRAFT.
PERMITTING SEPARATION OF TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL MAGNETIC FLLCTUATICNS.
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ON 01/09/739 THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PRCPCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 10-HZ TO 10-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO NSSDC ID DAUGHTR-05
20C-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD MONCAXIAL PROBES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CT-HER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA IOWA CITY. IA
01 - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP RECONCO BEACH. CA
01 - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - R.W. FREDERICKS TRb SYSTEMS GROUP REDCONDO EEACH, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IN THIS EXPERIMENT, A SINGLE-AXIS SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER WITH A HIGH
PERMEAEILITY CORE AND A SINGLE ELECTRIC FIELD DIPOCLE (RELATIVELY SHORT) WILL
MEASURE WAVE PH-ENOMENON OCCURRING WITHIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE AMD SCLAR WIND IN
CONJUNCTION WITH- A SIMILAR EXPERIMENT FLOWN ON THE MOTHER SPACECRAFT. THE
TIME REQUIRED FOR A 16-CHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS IN A RANGE CF 10 HZ TO 10
KHZ FROM THE SEARCH COIL WILL BE 100 MS. THE TIME REQLIREO FOR A 16-CHANNEL
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS IN A RANGE OF 10 HZ TO 200 KHZ FROM THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE
WILL ALSO BE 100 MS. THE DIPOLE WILL BE NCLNTED PERFENCICLLAR TC THE SPIN
AXIS.
ON 01/09/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PRCPCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RAEIO PRUPAGATION RECEIVER NSSCC IC CAUGHTR-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.C. HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY PARIS, FRANCE
01 - R. GENDRIN CNET FARISo FRANCE
01 - J.R. MCAFEE NOAA BOULDER. CO
I01 - M. PETIT CNET FARIS, FRANCE
01 - D. JONES EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCRDWIJK* THE NETHERLANDS
01 - J.M. ETCHETO CNET. PARIS, FRANCE
GI0 - R.J.L. CRARD EUR SPACE TECH CENTEF NCCRCIlJK, THE NETHERLANDS
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF AN RF TRANSMITTER ON THE MOTHER
SATELLITE AND A RECEIVER ON THE DAUGHTER SATELLITE. THE TRANSMITTER WILL
EMIT SIGNALS WITH A KNOWN PHASE RELATIONSHIP AT TWO CLOSELY SPACED
FREQUENCIES NEAR 30C MFZ. THE REALTIVE PHASE DELAY CF THE LCIER FFEQUENCY
WILL BE OBSERVED BY THE RECEIVER. THIS PHASE DELAY IS CAUSED BY THE
DIFFERENT EFFECT OF THE ELECTRONS ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH ON THE TWO
DIFFERENT SIGNAL FREQUENCIES INVOLVED. THESE PHASE CELAY CESERVATIONS WILL
BE CONVERTED INTO TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT BETWEEN IHE TWO SPACECRAFT, AND
THEN NORMALIZEC TO A STANCARD LENGTH PATH.
ON 01/09/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENEFGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS NSSDC IC CAUGHTR-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER INVESTIGATOR)
Pi - D.J. WILLIAMS NCAA-ERL ECLLDER. 
CC
01 - T.A. FRITZ NOAA BCLLCER# 
CO
OI - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER 
SPRING* MD
01 - E. KEPPLER M.PLANCK INST.LINDAU LINDCAU. 
U GERMANY
01 - e. WILKEN M.PLANCK INESILINDAU LINCAU, %. 
GERMANY
01 - G. WIBBERENZ U OF KIEL KIEL* W. 
GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS CESIGNED TO IDENTIFY AND TO STUDY PLASMA
INSTABILITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCELERATICh, SOLRCE AND LCSS WECHANISMS. AND
BOUNDARY AND INTERFACE PHENOMENA THROUGHOLT THE ORBITAL RANGE 
OF MWCTHER/
DAUGHTER SATELLITES. A PROTCN TELESCOPE AND AN ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 
WILL BE
FLOWN ON EACH SPACECRAFT TO MEASURE DETAILED ENERGY SPECTRA ANC 
ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTIONS. T-ESE DETECTORS WILL USE SILICON, SLRFACE-BARRIER, 
TOTALLY
DEPLETED SOLIDC-STATE CEVICES CF VARIOUS TICKNESSES AREAS, AND
CONFIGURATIONS. PROTONS IN 4 AND 1E CHANNELS BETWEEN 25 KEV AND 2 
NEV AND
ELECTRONS IN A AND 16 C-ANNELS BETWEEN 2C KEV AND 2 MEV WILL BE MEASURED.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRCNS AND PRCIONS NSSDC IC 
CAUGHTR-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.A. ANDERSON U OF CALIFCRNIA* BERK BERKELEY. CA
aI - C.I. MENG L OF CALIFORNIA* BERK EERKELEY. CA
o01 - J.M. BOSOUED PAUL SABATIER U TOULOUSE, FRANCE
01 - R. PELLAT PALL SABATIER U TCLLCUSE. FRANCE
01 - F.V. CORONITI L GF CALIFCRNIA, LA LCS ANGELES. CA
I01 - H. REME PAUL SABATIER U TCULOUSEv FRANCE
01 - R.P. LIN L OF CALIFORNIA. BERK EERKELEV. CA
OI - G.K. PARKS L OF WASHINGTON SEATTLE. %A
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO DETERWINE. BY USING
IDENTICAL INSTRUMENTATION ON THE MOTHER/DAUGHTER SPACECRAFT* THE SPATIAL
EXTENT. PROPAGATION VELCCITY. AND TEMPCRAL BEHAVICR OF A WICE VARIETY OF
PARTICLE PHENOMENA. ELECTRONS WILL BE MEASt;RED IN TWO INTERVALS OVER THE
ENERGY RANGE FROM 8 TO 200 KEV. AND PROTONS WILL BE MEASURED IN THREE
INTERVALS OVER THE ENERGY RANGE FRCM lC TO 380 KEl. IDENTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION CN EACH SPACECRAFT WILL CONSIST OF A PAIR OF SURFACE BARRIER
SEMICONDUCTOR CETECTOR TELESCOPES (ONE WITH A FOIL AND ONE WITHOUT A FOIL)
AND FOUR FIXED-ENERGY ELECTRIC FIELD PARTICLE ANALYZERS. THESE ANALYZERS
WILL BE USED TC MEASURE ELECTRONS AND PROTONS SEPARATELY AT 2 AND 6 KEVe
ON 01/09/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PROFCSED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DIAPO NSSCC ID CIAPFC
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 12/00/7t SPACECRAFT WEIGHT Il CFBIT- KG
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ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC URBIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- 2500. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 3CO. KM ALT INCLINATICN- 80. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (FM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTICh
THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PART OF FRANCE'S CCNTRIBUTION TO THE
INTERNATIONAL AGNETOSPP-ERIC STLDY. ITS CBJECTIVES WILL EE TC STUCY THE
ORIGIN AND ACCELERATION MECHANISMS OF PAGNETCSPHEAIC IONS (1) BY MEASURING
THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCES AND THE ANGULAR AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF SINGLY
IONIZED HYDROGEN ANC HELIUM, DOUBLY IONIZED HELILh, AND CXYGEN (6 PLUS) IONS
AND (2) EY CCMFAFING THE RESULTS WIT THE IONCSPHERIC AND SCLAR WIND
COMPOSITION. ADDITIONALLY, A STUDY OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUBSTORMS IS PLANNED
WITH MEASUREMENTS OF THE ANGULAR AND ENERGY DISTFIELTICN CF ELECTRCNS FRCM
0S EV TO 1 MEV, COMPLEMENTEC WITH VLF AND MAGNETIC FIELD NEASUREMENTS.
ON 05/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRFCCSED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- bUAL-A NSSDC ID DUAL-A
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- o0/OC/7E SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNDISC
FUNDING AGENCY
U.S ,S .R.
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO SATELLITES. DUAL-A AND DUAL-Al, WILL BE LAUNCHED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY
THE U.S.S.R. ANC WILL EE PLACED IN ELONGATED ORBITS ITH THE DIRECTION CF
THE LINE OF APSICES TOWARD THE NEUTRAL POINTS OF THE PAGNETCSPHERE. THE
SATELLITES WILL BE PART OF THE U.S.S.R. CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL
OAGNETUSPHEPIC STUDY. THEY WILL PERFCRk CESERVATIChS SIMULTANECUSLY IN
CRITICAL REGIGNS OF THE EARTH'S PLASMA ENVIRONMENT. THE INSTRUMENTATICN WILL
INCLUDE MAGNETOMETERS AND PLASMA AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS.
ON 01/10/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS UNKNOWN.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- DUAL-At NSSCC 10 DUAL-Al
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNOISC
FUNDING AGENCY
U.S.S.R.
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT ERIEF DESCRIFT ION
TWO SATELLITES* DUAL-A AND DUAL-Al, WILL BE LAUNCHED SIMULTANEOUSLY BY
THE U.S.S.R. AND WILL BE PLACED IN ELONGATED ORBITS WITH THE CIRECTION OF
THE LINE OF APSICES TOWARD THE NEUTRAL FCINTS OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE. THE
SATELLITES WILL EE PART OF THE U.S.S.R. CCNTRIBUTICN TO THE INTERNATIONAL
MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDY. THEY WILL PERFORM CBSERVATIChS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN
CRITICAL REGIONS OF THE EARTH'S PLASMA ENVIRONMENT. THE INSTRUMENTATION WILL
INCLUDE MAGNETCMETERS AND PLASMA AND ENERGETIC PARTFICLE DETECTORS.
CN 01/10/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS LNKNChA.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- ERTS-E NSSOC ID ERTS-E
ALTERNATE NAMES- EARTH RES. TECH SAT.-B, PL-733D
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 11/00/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 816. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 103. MIN
APCAPSIS- 912.000 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- S12.OOC KM ALT INCLINATION- 99.088 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. FS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - S. WEILAND NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
PS - W.P. NORODEERC- NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLCGY SATELLITE ERTS-E WILL EE A MCCIFIED
VERSION CF THE NIMBUS 4 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE. THE NEAR-FCLAR CORBITING
SPACECRAFT WILL SERVE AS A STABILIZED, EARTH-ORIENTED FLATFORM FOR OBTAINING
INFORMATION ON AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESOURCES, GECLOGY AND MINERAL
RESOURCES, HYCROLOGY ANC WATER RESGLRCES, GECGRAFPfY, CARTCGRAPHY,
ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION, OCEANOGRAPHY AND MARINE RESOURCES. AND
METEOROLOGICAL FPHENCMENA. TO ACCOMPLISH TH-ESE OBJECTIVES THE SPACECRAFT WILL
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BE EQUIPPED WITH (1) A FOUR-CHANNEL MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) ANC A
--- THREE-CAMERA RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV) TO OBTAIN BOTH VISIBLE AND INFRARED
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND RADICMETRIC IMAGES OF THE EARTHe (2) A DATA COLLECTION
SYSTEM TO COLLECT INFORMATION FROM REMOTE INDIVIDUALLY EQUIPPED GROUND
STATIONS AND TO RELAY T-HE DATA TO CENTRAL ACQUISITION STATIONS. ERTS-B WILL
CARRY TWO WIDE-EAND VID'EO TAPE RECORDERS (WBVTR) CAPABLE OF STORING UP TO 30
MIN OF SCANNER OR CAMERA DATA TO GIVE THE SPACECRAFTS SENSORS A NEAR-GLOBAL
COVERAGE CAPABILITY. AN ADVANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM CONSISTING CF
HORIZON SCANNERS, SUN SENSORS9 AND A CCOMAND ANTENNA COMBINEC WITH A FREON
GAS PROPULSION SYSTEM WILL PERMIT THE SPACECRAFT'S CRIENTATION TO BE
CONTROLLED TO WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 0.7 CEG IN ALL THREE AXES. SPACECRAFT
COMMUNICATIONS WILL INCLUDE A COMMAND SELBSYSTEM OPERATING AT 154.2 AND
2106.4 MHZ AND A PULSE CODE MODULATED (PCM) NARRCW-BAND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM,
OPERATING AT 2267.5 AND 137.84 MlHZ, FOR SPACECRAFT HCUSEKEEPING. ATTITUDE.
AND SENSOR PERFORMANCE CATA. VIDEO DATA FRCM THE THREE-CAMERA REV SYSTEM
WILL -BE TRANSMITTED IN BOTH REAL TIME AND FROM THE WIDE-BAND RECORCER SYSTEM
AT 2265.5 MHZ. WHILE INFORMATION FROM 1hE MSS WILL EE CCNSTRAINED TO A
20-NHZ RF BANCIhWICTH- AT 2229. NMHZ.
ON 00/00/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCEDC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETURN BEAM VIDICCN (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM NSSCC ID ERTS-B -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR GI=CTHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - 0. WEINSTEIN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* ND
OI - TeM. RAGLANC NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
THE ERTS-E RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM WILL CONTAIN THREE
INDEPENDENT CAMERAS COVERING THE THREE SPECTRAL BAbDS FFOM ELUE-GREEN (0.47
TO 0.575 MICRON) THROUGH YELLOW-RED (0.5E TO C.68E MICRON) TO NEAR INFRARED
(0.69.TO 0.83 MICRON) .WHILE CESIGNED PRIMARILY TC OETAIN INFORMATION FOR
EARTH RESOURCE TYPE STUDIES. THE RBV CAMERA SYSTEM WILL .ALSO EE USED TO
CCNDUCT METEOROLOGICAL STUDIES. I.E.. TO INVESTIGATE ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
AND TO OBSERVE MESOSCALE PHENOMENA, WINTER MONSCON CLCUDS (JAPAN), SNOW
COVER, ETC. THE THREE EARTH-ORIENTED CAMERAS WILL BE MOUNTED TO A COMMON
BASE. STRUCTURALLY ISOLATED FROM THE SPACECRAFT TO MAINTAIN ACCURATE
ALIGNMENT. EACH CAMERA WILL CCNTAIN AN OPTICAL LENS, A 5.08-CM RETURN BEAM
VIDICON. A THERMOELECTRIC CCOLER DEFLECTION AND FOCUS COILS. A MECHANICAL
SHUTTER, ERASE LAMPS, AND SENSOR ELECTRONICS. THE CAMERAS WILL EE SIMILAR
EXCEPT FOR THE SFECTRAL FILTERS CONTAINEC IN THE LEhS ASSEMBLIES THAT
PROVIDE SEPARATE SPECTRAL VIEWING REGIONS. THE VIEWED GROUNC SCENE, 185 BY
185 KM.IN AREA, WILL BE STORED CN THE PFHCTCSENSITIVE SUFFACE CF THE CAMERA
TUBE. AND, AFTER SHUTTERIN-G, THE IMAGE WILL BE SCANNEC EY AN ELECTRON BEAM
TO PRODUCE A VIDEO SIGNAL OUTPUT. EACH CAMERA WILL BE READ OUT SEQUENTIALLY,.
REQUIRING ABOUT 2.5 SEC FOR EACH OF THE SPECTRAL IMAGES. THE CAMERAS WILL EE
RESHUTTERED EVERY 2E SEC TO PRODUCE OVERLAPPING I MAGES ALCNG THE DIRECTION
OF SPACECRAFT MOTION. VIDEO DATA FROM THE RBV WILL BE TRANSMITTED (2265.5)
IN BOTH REAL-TIME AND TAPE RECORDER MODES. FROM A NCMINAL SFACECRAFT
ALTITUDE OF 912 KM9 THE REV WILL HAVE A HORIZCNTAL RESCLUTICN OF ABOUT 0.7
KM. OATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED BY THE NASA DATA PROCESSING
FACILITY. GSFC (CREENBELT, MD.. AND WILL EE MADE A1AILABLE TC APPRCVED
INVESTIGATORS ANC AGENCIES THROUGH ITS ERTS USERS SERVICES SECTION. ALL
OTHER INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS WILL BE ABLE TO OBTAIN DATA THROUGH THE EARTH
RESOURCES DATA CENTER, CEPARTWENT OF THE INTERICR, SICLX FALLS. S..C.
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ON 00/00/68. THE SPACECRAFT MISICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) NSSOC ID ERTS-B -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN LNKNOIWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ERTS-E MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) WILL PRCVICE REPETITIVE
DAY/NIGh-T ACQUISITION OF HIGH-RESOLUTION MULTISPECTRAL DATA OF THE EARTH'S
SURFACE CN A GLCEAL BASIS. WHILE ITS PRIMARY FUNCTICON WILL BE TC CBTAIN
INFORMATION IN VARIOUS AREAS SUCH AS AGRICULTURE. FCRESTRY. GEOLCGY, AND
HYDROLOGY, Tt-E MSS SYSTEM WILL ALSO BE USED FOR OCEANCGRAPHIC AND
METEOROLOGICAL PURPCSES, I.E., TO MAP SEA-ICE FIELDS. LCCATE AND TRACK MAJOR
OCEAN CURRENTS, MONITOR BOTF AIR AND WATER POLLUTION. DETERMINE SNCW COVER,
INVESTIGATE SEVERE STORM ENVIRONMENTS* ETC. THE MSS WILL CONSIST OF A
22.86-CM DOUBLE REFLECTOR-TYPE TELESCCPE, SCANNING MIRACR. FILTERS.
DETECTORS, AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. THE SCANNER %ILL OPERATE IN THE
FOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- BAND 1 - 0.5 TO 0.6 MICRON. BAND 2 - 0.6 TO
0.7 MICRON, EANC 3 - 0.7 TO 0.8 MICRON EAhCND 4 - 0.8 TC 1.1 NICRCNS, AND
BAND 5 - 10.4 TC 12.6 MICRONS, THIS LAST BAND, WHICH LIES IN THE THERMAL
(EWISSIVE) PART OF THE SPECTRUMW WILL GIVE ERTS-e NIGHTTIME SENSING
CAPABILITIES, A FEATURE LACKING IN THE MSS Oh ERTS 1. INCOMING RACIATION
WILL BE COLLECTEC BY THE SCANNING MIRROR, WHICH WILL OSCILLATE 2.89 DEG TC
EITHER SIDE OF NADIR AND SCAN CROSS-TRACK SWATHS 185 KM WIDE. THE
ALONG-TRACK SCAN WILL BE PRODUCED BY THE ORBITAL NCTION OF THE SPACECRAFT.
THE PRIMARY IMAGE PRODUCED AT THE IMAGE PLANE WILL BE RELAYED BY USE OF
FIBER-OPTIC EUNCLES TO DETECTORS WHERE CCNVERSICN TC AN ELECTRONIC SIGNAL
WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED. OPTICAL FILTERS WILL BE USED TO PROCUCE THE DESIRED
SPECTRAL SEPARATION. SI) DETECTORS WILL BE EMPLOYED IN EACH OF THE FIRST
FOUR SPECTRAL EACNDS AND TWO IN THE FIFTF BAND -- EANDS 1 THRCUGH 3 WILL USE
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES AS DETECTORS, BAND 4 WILL USE SILICON PHOTOCIOCES* AND
BAND 5 WILL USE MERCURY-CADMIUM-TELLURICE DETECTCRS. A MLLTIPLEXER INCLUDED
IN THE MSS SYSTEM WILL PROCESS THE SCANKERP*S 26 CHAhNELS CF DATA. THESE DATA
WILL BE TIME-MULTIPLEXED AND THEN CONVERTED TO A FULSE-COCE MODULATED (PCM)
SIGNAL BY AN A/C CONVERTER. THE DATA WILL THEN BE TRANSMITTEC (2229.5 MHZ)
DIRECTLY TO AN ACQUISITION STATION OR STCRED CN MAGNETIC TAFE FCR SUESEQUENT
PLAYBACK THE NEXT TIME THE SPACECRAFT COMES WITHIN COMMUNICATION RANGE OF AN
ACQUISITION STATION. DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED EY THE NASA
DATA PROCESSING FACILITY. GSFC* GREENBELT MOD.* AND WlLL EE MADE AVAILABLE
TO APPROVED INVESTIGATORS THROUGH ITS ERTS USERS SERVICES SECTION. ALL OTHER
INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS WILL BE ABLE TO CBTAIN DATA THRCUGH THE EARTH
RESOURCES DATA CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERICR, SICUX FALLS. S.D.
ON 00/00/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS APFRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA CCLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) NSSCC 10 ERTS-B -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGACTOR. 01=IHER IhVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ERTS-E DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) WILL PROVIDE USERS WITH NEAR
REAL-TIME DATA COLLECTED FROM VARIOUS REMOTE LOCATIONS. THE DCS WILL BE
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COMPOSEG OF THREE DISTINCT SUBSYSTEMS 
-- (1) THE DATA CCLLECTICN PLATFCRMS(OCP*S), (2) THE SATELLITE EQUIPMENT, AND (3) THE GROUND DATA CENTERS, WHICHINCLUDE REMOTE RECEIVING SITES AND THE GRCLNO DATA HANCLING SYSTEM AT GSFC.USE OF THE ERTS SPACEEORNE CCS WILL FROVIDE A CCNTINLAL FLC CF INFCRMATICNFOR BETTER MANAGEMENT OF WILDLIFE, MARINE, AGRICULTURE, WATER AND FORESTRYRESOURCES AND WILL LEAD TO IMPROVED WEATHER FCRECASTS, POLLUTIC AND FORESTRYLAND EARTQUAKE PREDICTION AND WARNING. THE ENVIRCNMENTAL SENSCRS TC EEMOUNTED ON A CCP W ILL BE SELECTED BY INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS TO SATISFYTHEIR PARTICULAR PEGUIREMENTS. FROM A PLANNED CR8I CF 512 KM, THESPACECRAFT WILL EE CAPAELE OF ACQUIRING DATA FROM DCP'S ITHIN A RADIUS OF3143 KM FROM THE SUESATELLITE POINT, THUS ALLOWING DATA TO BE OBTAINED FROMANY REMOTE PLATFORM AT LEAST CONCE EVERY 12 HR. THE CF S ILL TRANSMIT AT401.55 MHZ. LACKING INTERROGATION CAPABILITIES, THE CCS EQUIPMENT IN THESPACECRAFT IS ESSENTIALLY A RECEIVER. THE DATA WILL BE SIMPLY RECEIVED ANDRETRANSMITTED (AT R2e7. MHZ) TG SELECTEC GROUND RECEIVING STATICNS. THEREWILL BE NO SIGNAL MULTIPLEXING OR DATA PROCESSING ON THE SATELLITE. THE ERTSODCS WILL BE CESICNEC TO ACCCMMOCATE UP TO 1000 DCPS DEPLOYED THROUGHOUT THECUNTINEtNTAL UNITED STATES. FOWEVER, THE CS PRCBAELY %ILL CCNSIST CF CNLY ASMALL NUMBER CF INITIAL CCPS, AND USER AGENCIES WILL BE ABLE TC PROCURE.INSTRUMENT, AND CEVELOP ADDITIONAL PLATFORMS ACCORDING TO THEIR NEEDS. DATAFROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED AND CISTRIIUTEC TO THE VARIOUS PLATFORMINVESTIGATORS eY THE NASA DATA PROCESSING FACILITY, GSFC, GREENBELT* MD.
ON O0000/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ESGEO 
NSSCC IC ESGEDALTERNATE NAMES- Gecs, ESRO GEOS
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 08/OO/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CReIT- 260. KG




CRBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 144C. NINAPOAPS IS- 41878. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 41878. KN ALT INCLINATION- 1. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)PM D.E MJLL INGER ESRO NOORDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDPS -- K. KOTT ESRO NCCROFIJK9 THE NETHERLANDS
SPACECRAFT EPBRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE ESRO SPACECRAFT GEOS IS DESIGNED TO MAKE INTEGRATED SCIENTIFICSTUDIES OF THERMAL PLASMA DISTRIBUTION. ENERGETIC PARTICLES (EXCLUDING
GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS), FIELDS. AND WAVES. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE PUT INTO A
GEOSTATIONARY EGCATCRIAL ORBIT AND WILL BE SPIN SIAEILIZEC WITH ITS SPINAXIS ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBITAL PLANE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE
ATTITUDE STABILIZED USING THREE-AXIS THRUSTERS WITH A HYCRAZINE PROPULSIONSYSTEM. A LNGITUDINAL SHIFT MANEUVERING EETWEEN 15T DEG W AND 50 CEG E ISANTICIPATED. THE PLANNED SPIN RATE OF THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE BETWEEN 10 AND60 RPM. NORMALLY# THE SPACECRAFT WILL EE LCCATED SCMEWHERE EETWEEN THEPLASMAPAUSE AND THE INNER EDGE OF THE PLASMA SHEET. IT IS EXPECTED TOWEVER,
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THAT UNDER EXTREMELY QUIET CONDITIONS THE 
PLASMASPHERE WILL EXTEND BEYOND
6.6 RE. THERE WILL BE NO ONBOARD TAPE 
RECCRDERs AND SCNE EXPERIMENTS WILL
REQUIRE ONLINE CCMPUTER CONTROL.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS 
APFRGVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON 
PITCH ANGLE NSSCC IC ESGEO 
-01
DI STR I EUT ION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVES7IGAICOR OI
= CThER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. PFOTZER M.PLANCK INSTLINDAU 
LINDAUs W* GERMANY
OI - E. KEPPLER M.PLANCK INST.LINDAU 
LINDAUt W. GERMANY
01 - B. WILKEN M.PLANCK INS1,LINDAU 
LINCAUs W. GERMANY
01 - A. KORTH MoPLANCK 
INST•LINDAU LINDAU. W. GERMANY
01 - J. MUENCH M.PLANCK 
INSToLINDAU LINDAU9 W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL STLDY THE ENERGY-DEPENCENT 
FITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTION FOR ELECIRCNS FROM 30 TO 200 
KEV AND FC PROTON FLUXES FROM 40
KEV TO 1.4 MEV IN TWO DIRECTICNS. THE 
EXPERIMENT WILL LSE A NAGhETIC
DEFLECTION SYSTEM ANC TWO PARTICLE 
TELESCOPES. THE VIEING ANGLE CF THE
SYSTEM WILL BE 0 TO 120 DEG RELATIVE TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
ON 12/1b/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCvED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TI-ERNAL FLASMA FLOW 
NSSCC IC ESGEO -02
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOCR, OI=CThER 
INVESTIGAIOR)
Pt - R.L.F. BOYD U COLLEGE, 
LONDON LONDON. ENGLANC
I01 - K. NORMAN U COLLEGE, LChDCh LCNCChN, ENGLANC
01 - W.J. RAITT t COLLEGE. LChDCh LCNCCh. ENGLANC
01 - G.L. wRENN U COLLEGE* 
LONDON LONDON, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTIONTWO ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WILL BE USED TO STUDY THE THERMAL PLASMA
AMBIENT IN THE REGION OF A GEOSIATIONARP 
CRBIT. PCLNTEC CN AT LEAST A TWC-M
BOOM, THE SENSORS WILL EE ORIENTED SO THAT ONE DEIECTOR LOOKS PARALLEL TO
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND CNE DETECTOR 
LOOKS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY ION COMPOSITION 
NSSDC 10 ESGEO -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCR. CI=CT
F ER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - J. GEISS U OF BERNE 
BERNE, SWITZERLAND
01 - P.X. EBEkI-ARET U OF EERNE 
BERNE, SWITZERLAND
01 - H.R. POSENBeAUER M.FPLANCK 
INST.GARCIHING GARCHING w. GERMANY
OI - H. BALSIGER U OF BERNE 
EERNE, SWITZERLAND
01 - P. HIRT U CF BERNE 
EERNEs SWITZERLAND
O - A. CHIELMETTI U CF 
BERNE EERhE• SWITZERLAND




THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY ION COMPOSITION, ENERGY SPECTRA,AND THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF LOW-ENERGY PARTICLES USING AN ELECTROSTATIC
ANALYZER FOLLOWEE BY A COMBINEC ELECTROSTATIC MAGNETIC ANALYZER. THEDETECTOR WILL EE LOCATED ON THE SATELLITE BODY. POINTED PERPENDICULAR TO THESPIN AXIS, I.E.. IN THE SPACECRAFT ORBITAL PLANE.
ON 12/18/729 THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH NSSDC ID ESGEO -04
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - B.K*G. HULTOUIST KIRUNA GEOPHYSICAL CBS KIRUNA, SWEDEN
OI - H. BORG KIRUNA GEOPHYSICAL CBS KIFUNA. SWECENOI - L.A. HOLMGREEN KIRUNA GEOPHYSICAL OES KIRLNA, SWEDEN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STLCY THE PITCH ANGLE OISTRIBUTICN OFELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN THE 0.2- TO 2C-KEV ENERGY RANGE USING 10ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS. THE DETECTORS WILL BE LOCATED ON THE SPACECRAFT
BODY AND WILL FAVE VIEWING ANGLES BETWEEN C AND 180 DEG RELATIVE TO THE SPINAXIS. EMPHASIS WILL BE PUT ON ANGULAR. RESOLUTION.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VLF FIELD ANTENNA NSSCC IC ESGEO -05
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAlOR, CI=CI-ER IKVESTIGATOR)
PI - M. PETIT CNET PARIS, FRANCE0I - C. BEGFIN GRI ORLEANS* FRANCE
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
A 20-M BALANCED DIPOLE NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WILL BE USEDTO DETECT VLF PLASMA RESONANCES EXITED BY SIGNALS EMITTED FROM THE SAMEANTENNA. THE INSTRUMENT IS DESIGNED TO CAPACITIVELY COLPLE TO THE THERMAL
PLASMA.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS NSSDC 0ID ESGEC -06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHIEF; INVESTIGATOR)PI - R. GENORIN CNET FARIS, FRANCE
DI - J.M. ETCHETO CNET PARIS, FRANCE01 - E. UNGSTRUP DANISH INSI SPACE RSCH LYNGBY, DENMARK
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORTHOGCNAL SHCRT ELECTRIC DIPOLE AND MAGNETIC PETAL CCRE SEARCH COILSYSTEMS. DESIGNED TO OBTAIN ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA WAVE MEASUREMENTS. WILL BELOCATED CN THE TIPS OF FOUR 8OOMS MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE SATELLITE SPIN
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AXIS. T-E ELECTRIC ANTENNA SYSTEM WILL CPEFATE 
BETWEEN 30 HZ AIC to Kt4Z. AND
THE MAGNFTIC SYSTEM wILL OPERATE BETWEEN 0.1 HZ AND 
3.5 KHZ.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS A-PFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CC FIELDS 
NSSDC ID ESGEO -07
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIIGAICR, CI=I HER INVEETIGATCR)
PI - A. PETERSEN EUR SPACE TECH 
CENTER NOURDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
CI - 0. JONES ELR SPACE TECH CEINTEF NCCFDIJK, 
THE NETHERLANDS
l - K. KNOTT EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCPDWIJK. THE NETHERLANDS
01 - R.J.L. GRAFD EUR SPACE TECH CENTER 
NOORDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
EXPERIM ENT BRIEF DES(RIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL OBSERVE DC ELF AND VLF FIELDS BY 
MEANS OF A
RECEIVER/ANTENNA SYSTEM. THE ANTENNA WILL CChSIST CF A FAIR 
CF SPHERES
MOUNTEC ON THE ENDS OF A 20-M BOOM TIHAT WILL EXTEND IN 
OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS
FRCM THE SPACECFAFT . THE ANTENNA WILL BE PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SPIN AXIS OF
THE SPACECRAFT.
ONI12/1/?72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVEO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CC ELECTRIC FIELD AND GRADIENT B 
NSSDC ID ESGEO -08
ELECTRCN BEAM CEFLECTION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER INVESTIGATOR)
PL - F. MELZNEP M.PLANCK INST,GARCHING 
GARCHING, W. GERMANY
CI - H. VOLK M.PLANCK INST,GARCHING 
GARCHING, w. GERMANY
o - G. METZNER M.PLANCK INST,GARCHING 
GARChING, W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
ELECTPON EEAMS EMITTED FROM BOCW-NCLNTED GLNS WILL EE DETECTED 
FRCM
THE MAIN SATELLITE TO DETERMINE, BY BEAN DEFLECTICN, THE CC 
ELECTRIC FIELD
AND GRADIENTS IN THE CC MAGNETIC FIELDS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL FLLXGATE WAGNETCNETEP NSSCC IC ESGEO -09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F. MARIANI L OF AGLILA AGUILA. ITALY
01 - M. CANDICI NATL RSCH CNCL ITALY RCNE, 
ITALY
EXPERIMENT eRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL STUDY DC AND AND VLF MAGNETIC FIELDS USING 
A
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER LOCATED AT THE END OF A 2-M BOOM.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMC-N N/ME- EXCS-A 
-SSCC IO EXCS-AALTERNATE NAMES- EXOSPFERIC SAT A
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 00/00/77 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN OREIT- 75. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- MINAPOAPSIS- 3000.00 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 2E0.000 KM ALT INCLINATION- 60. DEG
SPACLCRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PPOJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - K. HIPAO UNIVERSITY CF TCKYC TCKYO, JAPAN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PART CF JAFAKOS CCKIRIELTICN TC THE
INTERNATIONAL MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDY. THE CBJECTIVE WILL BE TO STUCY THE POLAR
AURORA AND IONCSFttEFE. TkE PAYLCAD %ILL CCKSIST CF AN AURCRAL XUV TELEVISIONCAMERA AND MASS SPECTROMETER DESIGNED TC STUDY THE ELECTRCN AND ION CENSITYAND TEMPERATURE. THERE WILL ALSO BE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS CESIGNED TO
STUDY THE FLUX CF ELECTRCNS IN THE ICNCSPFERE.
ON 03/OO/73J THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IONOSPHERIC PROBES NSSCC IC EXOS-A -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORt OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNCWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT eRIEF CESCRIPTICN
IONOSPHERIC PPRBES WILL OBSERVE ELECTRON DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE IN
ADDITION TO ION CENSITY9 COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATLRE.
ON 03/00/73t THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFPCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTCRS NSSDC IC EXCS-A 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CZI=CTFEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASLRE THE FLLX CF ELECTRCNS ANDPROTONS IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE, USING ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS, ESPECIALLY
IN THE POLAR REGIONS.
ON 03/00/73, THE SFACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
2CS
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-RAY ANC LTRAVIOLET AURCRAL TELESCCPES 
NSSCC IC EXGS-A -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATGR. CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
EXOS-A IS A JAPANESE SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE TF-AT AILL BE LAUNCHED DURING
THE INTERNATIONAL MAGNE
T CSPI-ERIC STUCY. 1976-1978. THIS EXPERIMENT WILL
CONTRIBUTE TO ONE OF THE SATELLITE'S OBJECTIVES CF EXFLORING THE POLAR
IONOSPHERE, EY MEASURING AURORAL EMISSICNS WITH X-RAY ANO ULTRAVICLET
AURCRAL TELESCOPES.
ON 03/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETCMETER NSSDC ID EXCS-A 
-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1CR, CI=CiHEER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNCWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTICN
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASLRE THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD,
ESPECIALLY OVER THE POLAR REGIONS. USING MAGNETOMETERS.
ON 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
** * ** ** * **** *** **** *** ***** * **
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- EXOS-8 NSSCC IC EXOS-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- FXCSPHERIC SAT B
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- 00/00/7E SPACECRAFT wEIGHT IN CREIT- 60, KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 480. MIN
APOAPSIS- 30000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- CO. KM ALT INCLINATION- 30. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - T. OBAYASHI UNIVERSITY CF TOKYO TIKYC. JAPAN
SPACECRAFT dRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PART CF JAFAN'S CCNI9RIELTICN TC THE
INTERNATIONAL WA(NETOSPFERIC STUDY. THE SAIELLI lE AILL STUDY THE
PLASMASPHERE UP TO CEOCENTRIC DISTANCES OF 309000 KM. ITS PLASMA EXPERIMENTS
WILL STUDY THE ELECTRON AND ICN DENSITY ANC TEMPERAILURE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL
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CARRY ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS* TO STUCY THE ELECTFON AND PROTON FLUX IN
THE ENERGY RANGE 10 TO 10.000 EV, AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATION
DETECTORS.
ON 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETOSPIERIC PLASMA PROBE NSSDC ID EXCS-8 -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. OI=CTHER IhVESTIGATCR)
P1 - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL USE PLASMA PROBES TO MEASURE THE NAGNETOSPHERIC
ELECTRON (AND ICN) DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE UP TO AN ALTITUDE OF 30t000 KM.
ON 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENEFGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS NSSCC ID EXCS-8 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=CTHER INtESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASLRE ELECTRCN AND FRCTON FLUXES IN
THE MAGNETOSPHERE IN THE ENERGY RANGE 10 EV TO 10 KEV, ESPECIALLY IN THE
PLASMASPFERE REGION.
ON 03/00/73. ThE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATICh NSSCC IC EXOS-B -03
DETECTORS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNCN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS CESIGNED TO MEASLRE ELECTSRCMAGNETIC FIELC
FLUCTUATIONS THRCUGIOUT THE PLASMASP-ERE.
ON 03/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MACNETOSPHERIC PLASMA NSSCC IC EXCS-8 -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, 01=CIFER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TC MEASLPE MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA TC OBTAIN
ELECTRON AND TON CENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES THRCUGCHCUT THE FLASMASPHERE.
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ON 03/00/73# THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NA.E- EXnS-C 
SSCC ID EXCS-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXOSPHERIC SAT C
PLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- 01/00/7e SPACECRAFT IEIGHT IN OFEIT- 
10C. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GECCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- MIN
APOAPS IS- 500. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- E00. KM ALT INCLINATION- 50. 
DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - M. ODA U CF TOKYC TOKYO, JAPAN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS SPACECRAFT WILL BE TO WCNIICP CHARGEC PARTICLES
AND X-RAY, GAMMA-RAY, UV, AND IR RADIATICh FRCM THE SUN ANC GALAXIES. THE
SPACECRAFT wILL BE PUT INTO A CIRCLLAR CREIT CF 5C0-KN ALTITUDE AC WILL EE
CAPABLE CF PRECISE ATTITUDE CCNTROL. FILE CETECTCF; SYSTENS WILL BE USED TC
ATTAIN THE GOALS OF THIS MISSION -- X-RAY TELESCOPES, A GAMMA-RAY TELESCOPE.
A UV TELESCOPE, AN IR TELESCOPE, AND ENERGETIC PAFTICLE CETECTCDPS.
CN 03/00/73# THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-RAY AND GAMA-FAN ASTRONCMICAL NSSCC IC EXOS-C -01
TELESCOPES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=GTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNLWN LNKNCDN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICN
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CBSERVE ASTRCNCMICAL SCLFCES WITH x-RAY AND
GAMMA-9AY TELESCOPES.
ON 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LLTRAVILLET TELESCCPE NSSCC IC EXGS-C 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, 01=CTHEP INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
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THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE ASTRONOMICAL OBJECTS IN THE UVREGION OF THE SPECTRUM.
ON 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFRARED TELESCOPE NSSDC ID EXOS-C -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI1 - UNKOCWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIWENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE ASTECNCMICAL OEJECTS IN THE
INFRAREC RECION OF THE SPECTRUM.
CN 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES NSSCC IC EXOS-C 
-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNK !OWN LNKNC WN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT IS TC MEASUFE ENERGETIC CHARGEDPARTICLES CF BCTF SOLAR AND GALACTIC ORIGIN.
ON 03/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVEC.
* *** * ***** * *** ********* *** * *** * * * *4444
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GEOS-C NSSCC IC GECS-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEODETIC SATELLITE-C
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 07/0C/74 SPACECRAFT tEICHT If CREIT- 241.0 KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 1C3.5 NINAPOAPS IS- 9f4. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 890. KN ALT INCLINATION- 115. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.M. RADOS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
PS - J.H. BERbERT NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. NC
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
THE SPACECRAFT WILL CCNSIST CF AN GCTAHEDRO TCFFEC BY A TRUNCATEDPYRAMID, WITH A PARABOLIC REFLECTOR FOR A RADAR ALTIMETER ON THE FLAT BCTTOM
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SIDE. A METAL PIEEON BoCw wlTH END MASS 'AILL EXTENC LFWAFC 
AFFFCXIWATELY 20
FT FROM THE TOP OF THE PYRAMIC. PASSIVE LASER RETRCFLECTER CUEES 
WILL BE
MOUNTED IN A RING AROUND THE PARABOLIC REFLECTOR WITH THE NORMAL VECTOR 
FROM
EACH CUBE FACE 45 CEG OUTWARD FROM THE EARTH DIRECTICN 
CF THE BeCGWM AXIS. A
TURNSTILE ANTENNA FOR VIF ANC FF FREQUENCIES AND SEPARATE ANTENNAS 
FOR
EARTH-VIEWING 324-MHZ DOPPLEP, C-UANDO. AND S-BAND TRANSPONDERS WILL 
BE
MLUNTEC SEPAIRATELY ON FLAT SURFACES NE'T IC THE PARAECL1C REFLECTC9. 
THE
DIMENSICN ACROSS THE FLATS OF TE OCTAHEDRON WILL BE 48 INh., ANC 
THE
SPACECRAFT W ILL BE 43.7c IN. HIGH WITH A TOTAL WEIGHT OF 530 LBS. THE
MISSION WTLL PRCVICE TFE STEPPING STONE eETEEN FTHE ChGCING 
NATICNAL
GEODETIC SATELLITE FROGRAM (NGSP) AND TIF EMERGING EARTH AND CCEAN PHYSICS
APPLICATION PROGRAM. IT WILL PROVIDE DATA WITH WHICH TO 
REFINE THE GEODETIC
AND GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS OF THE NGSP ANC WILL SER4E AS A TEST FOR NEW
SYSTEMS. MISSICN OBJECTIVES WILL BE TO PERFORM A SATELLITE ALTINETRY
EXPERIMENT IN CREITo TO FURTHER SUPPORT THE CALIBRATION AND POSITION
DETERMINATIIN CF NASA ANC 'OTHER AGENCY C-EANC RACDAR SYSTENS, ANC TC 
PERFORM
A SATELLITE-TC-SATELL ITE TRACKING EXPEP IMENT WITH THE ATS-F SPACECRAFT 
USING
AN S-BAND TRANSFCNCER SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM wILL ALSO BE USED FOR PERIODIC
GLUS-C TELEMETRY DATA RELAY THROUGH ATS-F, TC FLRTHEF SLPPCRT THE
INTERCOMPARISON CF TRACKING SYSTEMS, TO INVESTIGATE THE SOLID-EARTH 
DYNAMIC
PHENOMEN A THROUCI- PRECISION LASER TRACKING. TO FURTHER REFINE ORBIT
DETERMINATION TECHNIOUES . TEF DETERWINATICN CF IITERCATLM TIES, ANC GRAVITY
MODELS, ANC TO SUPPORT THF CALIBRATION AND POSITIUN DETERMINATLCK CF
NASA-STCN S-BANC TRACKING SYSTEMS.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS
* ** * ** * *** **************** 
** ** ****** *
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- GOES-E NESSCC 
0ID GCES-B
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 07/00/7 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 243. KG







ORBIT TYPF- GEOCENTRIC ORBIt PORIED- IS-40. MIN
APOA'PSIS- 35700. KM ALT PFQIAPSIS- 35C00. KM ALT INCLINATION- 0.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.V. FUIRCYCE NASA-GEFC GkEENEELT. ND
PS - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MO
SPACECRAFT LRIEF CESCRIFTION
GOES-L WILL BE A NASA-CEVELOPED. NOAA-OPERATEU SPACECRAFT. THE
SPIN-STABILIZED , EARTH-SYNC-RCDNCUS SPACECRAFT WILL CARRY (1) A
VISIBL--IF;-'AREC SPIN-SCA- RACIGMET-; (VIESSEP) Ti FUVICE HIGH-QLALITY
DAY/NIUHT CLOUCCLVER DATA AND TO TAKE RADIANCE TEMPERATURES OF THE
EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM, (2) A NETFCOLCGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSIOP1 SYSTEM TO' RFLAY PRgCSSED CATA FROM CENTIFAL WEATHER FACILITIES
TU SMALL APT-EGUIPPC RCGIONAL STATIONS ANC TO COLLECT AND RETRANSMIT DATA
FROM REMOTELY LCCATED FARTH-BASED PLATFCRNS. ANOC (3) A SPACE ENVIRONMENT
MONITOR (SEMi SYSTEM TO MEASURE PROTCN. ELECTRON, AfD SCLAR X-RAY FLUXES ANDMAGNET IC FIELCS. THE CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WILL MEASURE 190.5 CMIN CIAM AND 23C CM IN LENGTh, EXCLLSIVE CF A MAGNEICNEIER THAT WILL EXTENCAN ADDITIONAL 83 CM BEYONC THE CYLINDER SHELL. THE PRIMARY STRUCTURALMEMBERS WILL EE A HONEYCOMBED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND THRUST TUBE. THE VISSRTELESCOPE WILL EE MCUNTED ON THE EOLIPPENT SHELF ANC %ILL VIEW THE EARTHTHROUGH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUPPORT STRUCTURE
WILL EXTEND RACIALLY OUT FRCM THE THRUST TUBE AND WILL BE AFFIXED TO THESCLAR PANELS, W-ICH WILL FOiRM THE CUTER WALLS CF TIhE SPACECRAFT AND FRCVICETHE PRIMARY SOURCE CF ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE ANNULUS-SHAPED SPACEBETWEEN THE THRUST TUBE AND THE SCLAR PANELS WILL EE STATIONKEEPING ANDDYNAMICS CONTROL EQUIPMENT. BATTERIES, ANC NEST UF THE SEN EUUIPMENT. PROPERSPACECRAFT ATTITUrCE AND SPIN RATE (APPRCXIMATELY 1CC RPM) WILL BE NAINTAINED
BY TWO SEPARATE SETS CF JET THRUSTERS MCUNTEC AROUNC THE SPACECRAFT'S
EQUATOR AN.D ACTIVATED BY GRCUND C MMANC. THE SPACECRAFT WILL USE BOTH
UHF-BANC AND S-EAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SUBSYSTEM. ALOW-POWER VHF TRANSPONDER WILL PRCVIDE TELEMETRY ANC CCMMANC CURING LAUNCHAND THEN WILL SERVE AS A BACKLP FUR THE PRIMARY SUBSYSTEM CNCE THE
SPACECRAFT HAS ATTAINEC SYNCHPCNCUS CREIT.
ON 06/00/73 , TH- SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VISIBLE- INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RACICNETEF NSSCC IC GCES-B -01
(V ISSR )
EXPERIMENT PEPSJNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=LTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN NOAA-NESS SLITLANC, MC
EXPLR IMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADICMETER (ISSER) TC BE FLCw ENCGUES-E WILL BE CAPARLE OF PROVIDING BOTH DAY AND NIGHT CUSERVATICES CF CLOUDCOVER AND EARTF/CLOUD RADIANCE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMLNTS FROM A SYNCHRONOUS,SPIrN-STAUILIZEC, CGE.STATICN4ARY SATELLITFE FCR LESE IN CFEFATICNAL WEATHERANALYSIS ANDI FCECASTINC. THE TWO-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT WILL BE ABLE TC TAKEBOTH FULL ANC PART IAL PICTURES OF THE EARTH'S DISC. BOTH THE INFRAREDCHANNEL (10.5 T-y 12.5 MICRON S) AND THE ISIBULE CHANNEL (0.55 TO 0.75 MICRCN)WILL USE A COVMCN 
-- TICS SYSTEM. INCCMING RADIATION WILL BE RECEIVED BY ANELLIPTICALLY-SHAPEC; SCAN MIRRCR AND COLLECTED BY A RITCHEY-CHRETIEN OPTICALSYSTEM. THE SCAN MIRi R WILL EE SET AT A ECNINAL ANGLE OF 45 CEG TC THEVISSR UPTICAL AXIS, W-ICh WILL BE ALIGNED PARALLEL 10 THE SPIN AXIS CF THESPACECRAFT. THE SPINNINTG MOTICN OF THE SPACECRAFT (APPROXIMATELY 100 RPM)WILL PRVICE A WEST-TO-EAST SCAN N ;TICN WHEN THE SEprIN AxIS OF THE SPACECRAFTIS ORIENTED PARALLEL WITH THE EARTP'S AXIS. THE LATITLDINAL SCAN WILL BEACCCMPLISHED EY SEQLENTIALLY TILTING THE SCANNING MIRRCR NORTH TO SOUTH ATTHE COMPLETION tF EACH 0DIN. A FULL PICTURE WILL TAKE 18.2 MIN TO COMPLETE
AND ABUUT 2 MIN TO PETRACE. DURING EACH SCAN. EIGHT VISIBLE-SPECTRUM
DETECTURS WILL SWEEP THE EA-TF, WITH A GCRCUND RESCLUTICN OF 0.9 KM AT ZERO'NADIR ANGLE. A VERCURY-CAOMIL" TELLURICE CETECTCR WILL SENSE THE INFRAREDPCRTION OF THE SPECTRUM ITF A HORIZCNTAL RESOLUTION OF APPROXIMATELY 9 KMAT ZERC NADIR A GLE. THE INFRARED PCPTIEN OF THE DETECTER WILL NEASURE
RADIANCE TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 180 AND 315 DEG K WITH A FROPOSED SENSITIVITYDETWEEN 0.4 ANC 1.4 DEC K. THE VISSA CUTFLT WILL EE DIGITIZEC AND
TRANSMITTED TG THE NOAA CCMWAND DATA ACCLISIlICN STATICN, WALLCFS ISLANDVA. THERE'THE SIGNAL WILL BEF FED INTE A 'LINE STRETCHERF.* WHERE IT WILL BESTOUED AND TIME-STRETCHEr FCR TRANSMISSION EACK TC THE SATELLITE AT PECUCEDBANDwlOTH FOR REEFOACCAST TC APT LSER STATIONS. AS illH ALL CPERATIONAL TYPEDATA, THE VISSR DATA WILL BE HANDLED BY NJAA AND EVENTUALLY SENT TO THENATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER AT ASHEVILLE, NCTH CAPELINA. FCF ARCHIVING.
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GN 05/00/73, TilE SPACECfAFT V ISS ICN wAS APPRDVEC.
EXPkERI MENT NAME- ENEIGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR NESOC ID GCES-8 -02
EXPE IMENT PERSLNNEL (PI=PP INCI AL INVESTIGAlOP, 01=01HER INVESIIGATCR)
pi - O.J. WILLIAME NCAA-ERL EOULCER, CO
EXPERI ME.NT ErFI F CEESEC IFTI
O
N
A NUM'EP CF SEPAPATE SILICON SGLIC-ETATE DETIECTICFS, EACh wITH A
TAILURLd MODERATO'P THICKNESS AND A SFPARATE ELECTREMICS UNIT FOR PULSE
AMPLIFICATI)N ANC PULSE--FIC-HT DISCPIMINATION, HILL EE LSEC TC CETAIN TI-E
FOLLOwING PPRTICLE TYPE ANC E:NERGY MEAELFEWENTS -- SEVEN C-ANhELS WILL
MEASJR PR<UTUNS IN THE RANGE 1 TO bOO MEV, SIX CHANNELS WILL MEASURE ALPHA
PARTICLES INI TfE RANGE TO 4CC MEV, ANC CNE CHANNEL KILL NEASURE ELECTFONS
GRzATEri Ti-AN 0.5 MEV.
LN 01/00/73, THL SPACECFAFT NISSICN wAS APFFC'EC.
EXPERIMaNT NAME- SCLAR x-RAY MONITCR NSSCC IC GCES-E -03
EXPERIMENT PEfS H'tEL (PI=P# INCIFAL INVEESTIC-ATCR, CIZCIFEIR INVESTIGATCF)
P1 - D.J. wILL IAM'S NJAA-ERL EBOLLDER. CC
EXPERItrItl L-f-CEv CESCF.IRTI"N
THE FiOR(DEC x-RAY COUNTER WILL. bE COMPOSED OF A COLLINATCR, TWO
IONILATICN (HAMtERS, ANC TwC ELECTROWETPS. A SMALL ANGULAR APERTURE HAS
DEE CH;S-fi F;R Hfi TE-LESCCP
- C'LLIWATCPF , wHICH WILL EE RI.LNTEC SO T-AT TiE
DECLINATICN Of- 11S AX IS CAN HE CONTUQOLLFE,; Y GR OUND COMMAND TC ENSURE THAT
THE SUN IS VIEWEC bY THEL TELESCCPC ONCE CURING EVERY VEF-ICLE ROTAT ION. ONE
IUN CHAMH F WILL aE FILLED wITH ARGONI AT I ATNf(.SPFERE F(. CETECTION OF 1- TO
-A X RAYS ANC wILL HAVE A 5-VlL BERYLLIUN wINDOh TO EXCLLCE X PAYS CF
LONt-R WAVLLENGTiFS. ThE CTHER CHAMEER WILL HE FILLELD wITi XENC, AT 1.5 TO 2
ATMOSPH ET, AND WILL HAVE A 50-WIL -ERYLLIUN WINDCw FLF. MEASUREMENTS OF X
RAYS IN THE WAVELENCTF RANGF 0.E-TC 3-A.
ON UC/00/7., THE- St-ACE CRAFT MISSION wAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NARE- VAGNETIC FIELC M :IT(R NESCC IC GOES-B -04
EXPERIMfE-NT PEI'S:NNLL (PI=PfINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, DI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNO-WN LNNC WN
EXPERIMENT ER IEFF CESCE I&T ION
A EIAAIAL, CLT.SEC-LC':P. FLUXGATE AGNETCVETER PAS BEEN SELECTED FCR
THIS MCNITOO. THE TO SENSORS WILL RE ALIGNED AT RIGHT ANGLES TC CNE ANCTHER
SO THAT AFTER MCUNT INC ON A SPURT BOOM (APPROXIMATELY 2 FT) ONE SENSOR WILL
BE ALIG(NED PARALLEL T] ThE SPACECRAFT EFI, AXIS AC THE CTHER PERPENCICULAR
TO THIS AXIS. EACH SENSOR WILL FAVE A SELECTABLE RANGE (50, 100, 200. CR 400
GAMMAS). AN OFFSET FIELD CAPABILITY (PLUS OR MINUS 1200 GAMMAS IN 40-GAMMA
STEPS), AND A1 IAFLIi"-T CALIBRATION CAPABILITY.
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LN GC,/06/73, THE EPACEC-AFT MISSIC\ WAS APF:C EC.
LXPEPI MENT NAMiE- WETECRCLOGICAL DATA CCLLECTICN AND NSSCC ID GCES-B -05
TRANSMISSICN SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT PERSON\FL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTI-EF IbVESTIC-ATCF)
Pi - UNKNCWN LNKNCN
EXPERkIENT E RIEF CEISC;IPTICt
THE MtTECPCLOCICAL DATA COLLECTICN AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEN HILL BE AN
EXPERIMENTAL CCNvUNICATICThNS ANE DATA HANDLING SYSTEM DESIGNED TO RECEIVE AND
PRJCLSS WETEC.CLi:GICAL CATA CELLECTED FFC, REMOTELY LCCATEC EARTH-EASEC DATA
CCLLE-CTICN (CESFVAT ION ) PLATFORMS (DCP). THE COLLECTEL DATA WILL BE
RETAANiMITTFC FVCM ThtE SATELLITE TO SMALL* GROUND-3ASED, REGIONAL DATA
UTILIZATION CENTE.S. CAIA FW"M UP TO, IC.CCC DCP STATICNS CAN EE HANCLED BY
Ti E SYSTEM. THE SYST,-M ILL ALSO ALLW FOR THE REThRANSMISSION OF PARRCw-BEAND
(WEFAX TYPE) DATA FiC; CENTRALIZEC WEATHER FACILITIES TO EXISTING SMALL.
GRLUND-dASED APT RECEIVI STATIrtS. THIS CINNUF ICATIONS SYSTEM WILL JPERATE
ON S- GAND F EGUENC IFS . THE MIN IUV DATA CCLLECTION SYSTEM FOR G NE SIALL
MJTELCkELOGICAL SATELL ITE WILL CCNSIST CF AFF-CXIMATELY 3f00 CCP STATIONS TObL CONTACTED I4 / '-HR PEIi o THE T(!TAL PN UNT CF DATA C ;LLECTEC CURING THE6-HR FEFI DO WILL EFE bETWF-N 35OK AND fCCK EITE, DEPENDING ON THE CCODING
TLChNIGUES. GAT/ iECEIVEc F'Ot INDIVI'UAL STATIChS WILL VARY FROM 50 TO 3000
B ITS, DEHPEr4L ING UN tiK TYPE AtD VARIE TY F EENSC S USEC AT AN INCIVICUAL DCP
STA TI CN.
UN 0/OO/7 , TH -PACLC-,AFT tAMISSIOiN WAS APP OVEY,
*k*** **************,.*****4,i444i-s
SPACECAFT 
. N NA, vF- GL -C EcSSCC IC GCES-C
ALTERNAT NAWtvS-
PLA;NEC LAU'CH FATE- 11i/00/7 SPACECRAFT AEIGHT IiN CVEIT- 243. KG
LtAUNCH SITE- CA-E KEhNFL;Y, LNITEC STATES LAUNCh VEFICLE- DELTA
FUNDING AGN;\CY
UNIT-O .. j TTEK iELPTDFCCW
PLAtI4LL ,RL ILT FAP AME!ERS
kouIT TYPF- CECCEITRIC 00,' IT PEP ICU- 14. C. WI N
AP(APSlIS- 
- 700. KM ALT PEPIAPSIS- 
-)E700. KM ALT INCLINATIJN- 0.0 DE6
SPACECRAFT PE'SCN EL (PM=PkOJECT MANAGF , PE=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - L.V. FOR LYCE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
P5 - .E. SPE K NASA-CSFC GREENBELT, NC
SPACECPAFT L- IEF CF S C;: IFT ICN
OE S-C WILL BE A tASA-DE-VELCPEO,* 'AA- PERATEC SPACECRAFT.* THE
Sf-IN-STAHILIZ,, FAPTH-SYNCHRCNOJS SPACECRAFT ILL CARRYF (1) A
VISIuLE-I F-A:EC SPIN-SCAN RACICMETER (vISSR) Tc- FOCVICE FIGF-QUALITY
DAY/NiIGHT CL UUDCVER DATA AtD T, TAKE RACIA CE TEMFE FATU6ES OF THE
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EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM. (2) A METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM TO RELAY PROCESSED CATA FROM CENTRAL hEATHER 
FACILITIES
TO SMALL APT-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STATIONS AND TO COLLECT AND RETRANSMIT DATA
FROM REMOTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED PLATFORMSo AND (3) A SPACE ENVIRONMENT
MONITOR (SEM) SYSTEM TO MEASURE PROTON. ELECTRCho AND SCLAR X-RAY FLUXES AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS. THE CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WILL MEASURE 190.5 CM
IN DIAM AND 230 CM IN LENGTF- EXCLUSIVE OF A MAGNETOMETER THAT WILL 
EXTEND
AN ADDITIONAL E3 CM BEYOND THE CYLINCER SPELL. THE FRIMARY STRUCTURAL
MEMBERS WILL EE A HONEYCOMBED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND THRUST TUBE. THE VISSR
TELESCOPE WILL EE MCUNTED ON THE EQUIPMENT SHELF AND WILL VIEW THE EARTH
THROUGH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUPPORT STRUCTURE
WILL EXTEND RACIALLY OUT FROM THE THRUST TLBE AND WILL BE AFFIXED TO THE
SOLAR PANELS, WHICH WILL FORM THE CUTER WALLS CF THE SPACECRAFT AND PROVIDE
THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE ANNULUS-SHAPED 
SPACE
BETWEEN THE THRUST TUBE AND THE SOLAR FANELS WILL EE STATIONKEEPING AND
DYNAMICS CONTROL EQUIPMENT. BATTERIES* AND MOST CF THE SEM EQUIPMENT. PROPER
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE (APPROXIMATELY 100 FPM) WILL EE MAINTAINED
BY TWO SEPARATE SETS OF JET THRUSTERS MCUNTEC AROLNC THE SPACECRAFT'S
EQUATOR AND ACTIVATED BY GROUND COMMAND. THE SPACECRAFT wILL USE BOTH
UHF-BAND AND S-BAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SUESYSTEM. A
LCW-POWER VHF TRANSPONDER WILL PRCVIDE TELEMETRY AND CCMRAND DUING 
LAUNCH
AND THEN WILL SERVE AS A BACKLP FCR THE FRIMARY SLESYSTEM CNCE THE
SPACECRAFT HAS ATTAINED SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT.
ON 06/00/73. THE SFACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RACICNETER NSSCC IC GOES-C 
-01
(VISSR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHER [INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THE VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER (VISSR) TO BE FLOWN ON
GOES-C WILL BE CAPAeLE CF PROVIDING BOT- DAY AND hIGHT CBSERVATICNS CF CLOUD
COVER AND EARTh/CLOUD RADIANCE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM A SYNCHRCNCUS.
SPIN-STABILIZED, GECSTATIONARY SATELLITE FOR USE IN OPERATIONAL WEATHER
ANALYSIS AND Ff'RECASTING, TI-E TWO-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT %ILL EE ABLE TC TAKE
BOTH FULL AND PARTIAL PICTURES OF THE EARTHOS DISC. BOTH THE INFRARED
CHANNEL (10.5 TC 12.5 MICRONS) AND THE VISIBLE CHANNEL (0.55 TO 0.75 MICRON)
WILL USE A COMMCN OPTICS SYSTEM. INCOMING RADIATION WILL EE RECEIVED BY AN
ELLIPTICALLY-SHAPED SCAN MIRRCR AND COLLECTED BY A RITCHEV-CHRETIEN OPTICAL
SYSTEM. THE SCAN MIRROR WILL BE SET AT A NCMINAL ANGLE OF 45 CEG TO THE
VISSR UPTICAL AXIS, WHICH WILL BE ALIGNED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS OF THE
SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING MOTION OF THE SPACECRAFT (APPROXIMATELY 100 RPM)
WILL PROVIDE A IEST-TO-EAST SCAN NOTICN WHEN THE SPIN AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT
IS ORIENTED PARALLEL WITH THE EARTH'S AXIS. THE LATITUDINAL SCAN WILL BE
ACCCMPLISHED EY SEQUENTIALLY TILTING THE SCANNING MIRROR NORTH TO SOUTH AT
THE COMPLETION OF EACH SPIN. A FULL PICTURE WILL TAKE 18.2 MIN TC COMPLETE
AND ABOUT 2 MIN TO RETRACE. DURING EACH SCAN, EIGHT VISIBLE-SPECTRUM
DETECTORS WILL SWEEP THE EARTP, WITH A GRCUND RESCLLTICN CF 0.9 KM AT ZERC
NADIR ANGLE. A MERCURY-CADMIUM TELLURICE CETECTCR UILL SENSE THE INFRARED
PORTION OF THE SPECTRUM *ITH A HORIZONTAL RESCLUTIC N OF APPROXIMATELY 9 KM
AT ZERO NADIR ANGLE. THE INFRARED PCRTICN CF THE CETECICR WILL NEASURE
RADIANCE TEMPERATURES EETWEEN 180 AND t DEG K WIIH A PRCPFCSED SENSITIVITY
BETWEEN 0.4 AND 1.4 DEG K. THE VISSR OUTPUT WILL BE DIGITIZED AND
TRANSMITTED TO THE NUAA COMVAND DATA ACLISITION STATIC, WALLCFS ISLAND.
VA. THERE THE SIGNAL AILL BE FED INTC A 'LINE STRETCHER,' WHERE IT WILL BE
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STORED AND TIME-STRETCHED FOR TRANSMISSION BACK TO THE SATELLITE AT REDUCED
BANDWIDTH FOR REEROADCAST TO APT USER STATIONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATIONAL TYPE
DATA* THE VISSR DATA WILL BE HANDLED BY NCAA Alc EVENTLALLY SENT TO THE
NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER AT ASHEVILLEs NORTH CAROLINA. FOR ARCHIVING.
ON 06/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFROVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR KSSDC IC GCES-C -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULOER. CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OESCRIPTION
A NUMBER OF SEPARATE SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTCRS. EACH WITH A
TAILORED MODERATOR THICKNESS AND A SEPARATE ELECTRONICS UNIT FOR PULSE
AMPLIFICATION AND PULSE-HEIGHT DISCRIMINATION* WILL BE USED TO OBTAIN THE
FOLLOWING PARTICLE TYPE AND ENERGY MEASURENENTS -- SEVEN CHANNELS WILL
MEASURE PROTONS IN THE RANGE I TO 500 MEV, SIX CHAhNELS WILL MEASURE ALPHA
PARTICLES IN THE RANGE 4 TO 400 MEV, AND ONE CHANNEL WILL MEASURE ELECTRONS
GREATER THAN 0.5 MEV.
ON 06/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR NSSDC IC GOES-C -03
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR9 OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BCULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PROPOSED X-RAY COLNTER WILL BE COMPCSED CF A COLLIMATOR, TWO
IONIZATION CHAMEERS, AND TWO ELECTROMETERS. A SMALL ANGLLAR APERTURE HAS
BEEN CHOSEN FOR THE TELESCOPE CCLLIMATOr, WHICH WILL BE MOUNTED SO THAT THE
DECLINATION OF ITS AXIS CAN BE CONTROLLEC EY GRCUFC CCMMAND TO ENSURE THAT
THE SUN IS VIEWED BY THE TELESCCPE ONCE DLURING EVERY VEFICLE ROTATICh. CNE
ION CHAMBER WILL BE FILLED WITH ARGON AT I ATMOSPHERE FCR DETECTION OF 1- TO
8-A X RAYS AND WILL HAVE A 5-MIL BERYLLIUM WINDOCW TO EXCLUDE X RAYS OF
LONGER WAVELENGTHS. THE CTHER CHAMBER WILL BE FILLED WITH XENON AT 1.5 TO 2
ATMOSPHERES, ANC WILL I-AVE A EC-MIL BERYLLIUM AINCCW FCF NEASUREMENTS OF X
RAYS IN THE WAVELENGTH RANGE 0.5 TO 3-A.
ON 06/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR NSSCC IC GOES-C -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR. OI=CTHER lNVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
A 81AXIAL. CLOSED-LOOP, FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR
THIS MCNITrfP. THE TWO SENSORS WILL BE ALIGNED AT RIGHT ANGLES TC CNE ANOTHER
SO THAT AFTER MCUNTING ON A SPORT 80CM (APPROXIMATELY 2 FT) CNE SENSCR WILL
BE ALIGNED PARALLEL TO TE EPACECRAFT 5FIN A).IS AINC THE CTI-E FERPENDICULAR
TO THIS AXIS, EACh SENSCR WILL #-AVE A SELECTABLE RANGE (50, 100. 200, OR 400
GAMMAS). AN OFFSET FIELD CAPABILITY (PLUS OR MINUS 1200 GAMMAS IN 40-GAMMA
STEPS). AND AN IKFLIGIhT CALIBRATION CAPABILITY.
CN 06/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND NSSCC IC GOES-C -05
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN LNKNCHN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE METEORI)LOGICAL DATA CCLLECTICN AND TRANEtNISSICN SYSTEN %ILL BE AN
EXPERIMENTAL COMWUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING SYSTEM DESIGNED TC RECEIVE AND
PROCESS WETECRCLCGICAL CATA COLLECTED FROM REMOTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED DATA
CtOLLECTIC-N (OBSERVATIUN) PLATFORMS (DCFr). THE Cf;LLECTEC DATA WILL EE
RETRANSMITTEC FPCM THE SATELLITE TO SMALL, GROLND-BASEC, REGIONAL DATA
UTILIZATION CENTERS. DATA FRGM UP TO 10,000 CCP STATIONS CAN BE HANDLED BY
THE SYSTEM. TFE SYSTEM WILL ALSC ALLOW FCR THE RETRANSMISSION CF NARRCW-BAND
(WEFAX TYPE) DATA FROM CENTRALIZED wEATFER FACILITIES TO EXISTING SMALL.
GROUND-BASEU APT RECEIVING STATIONS. TI-IS CCMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WILL OPERATE
CN S-BAND FREQUENCIES. TFE MINIMUM DATA CCLLECTICN SYSTEM FOR ONE SMALL
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE WILL CONSIST OF APPROXIMATELY 3500 DCP STATICNS TC
BE CCNTACTED IN A E-t-R PERICO. THE TOTAL ANCUNT CF DATA COLLECTED DURING TI-E
6-HR PERIOD WILL BE BETWEEN 39OK AND 00K BITS. DEFENCING ON THE CODING
TECHNIQUES. DATA RECEIVED FPOM INDIVIDUAL STATIONS WILL VARY FRCM 50 TO 3000
BITS* DEPENDING CN THE TYPE AND VARIETY CF SENSCRS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL CCP
STATION.
DN 06/00/73. THE SPACECFAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVEDC.
#** * ** * ** * ** ******* ** *********
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GP-A NSSDC ID GRAVR-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- GRAVITATIONAL REDEOSHIFT P, GRA;VR-A, RELATIVITY
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 02/00/75 SPACECRAFT wEIGHT IN CORBIT- 70. KG
LAUNCH SITE- WALLOPS ISLAND. UNITED STATES LALNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-CSSA
SPACECRAFT PERSrNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIEJNTIST)
PM - J.S. STONE NASA-MSFC HLNTSVILLE, AL
PS - R.F.C. VESSOT SAD CAMBRIDGE, MA
SPACECRAFT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS SPACECRAFT WILL CARRY CNE EXPERIMENT ON A FLIGHT OF ABOUT 3.5 HR
TO AN ALTITUDE NEAR 18.*530 KM. THE SPACECRAFT WILL WEIGH AEOUT 60 KG. UPGN
COMPLETION OF THE FLIGHT. THE SPACECRAFT SHOLD IMPACT IN THE ATLANTIC CEAN
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NEAR BERMUDA. THE SPACECRAFT AILL BE PRCVIDED WITH CCNI NLCLS TRACKING AND
TELEMETRY FROM WALLOPS ISLAND AND BERMLOA. IT IS PLANNED TC STUDY
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT ON TIME MEASUREMENTS (RELATIVISTIC OR EINSTEIN
REDSHIFT) BY LSE OF A HYDROrGEN NASER OSCILLATCR SEYSTEN (CLCCK). ThIS IS TC
VERIFY CNE OF THE RESULTS EXPECTED FROM EINSTEIN'S GENERAL THECRY OF
RELATIVITY. THE SPACECRAFT SUPPORT EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF AN S-BAND
TELEMETRY TRANSFCNCER, A BATTERY. AND A CCCLING SYSTEM.
ON 08/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFF;OVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL AS A FUNCTION NSSDC ID GRAVR-A-01
OF TIME
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR', DI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.F.C. VESSOT SAC CAkEFICGE, MA
01 - M.W. LEVINE SAD CAMBRIDGE, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS INTENDED TO STUDY THE PELATION BETWEEN TIME PASSAGE
AND GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL. ACCORDING TC THE EINSTEIN GENERAL THEORY, TIME
(FREQUENCY OF AN OSCILLATOR) PASSES SLOWER IN A STRCNG GRAVITATIONAL FIELD,
THAN IN A WEAKER FIELD (FREGUENCY SHIFT TCWARD THE RED* OR SLOWER FREQUENCY,*
END OFTHE VISIBLE SPECTRUM). FREQUENCY CCMPARISCtS CF EGUIVALENT HYDROGEN
MASER OSCILLATORS ON THE SPACECRAFT AND CN THE EAFTH SHOULD PROVIDE
OBSERVATIONAL SLPPORT OF THIS EFFECT. RELATIVISTIC FREQLENCY SHIFTS ARE
EXPECTED TO OCCLR AS A RESULT CF BOTH VEHICLE VELCCITY AND CHANGE IN
GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL. TWC SEPARATE SYSTEMS WILL BE USED TO MEASURE THESE
SHIFTS. ONE SYSTEM WILL MEASURE THE ELAFSED PHASE CHANGES IN THE
TRANSMISSION PATF, THE CTHER WILL MEASLRE THE PHASE CF THE SPACECRAFT
OSCILLATOR AS RECEIVED VIA THE TRANSMISSICN PATH AND CCMPARED TO THE
EARTH-BASED OSCILLATOR. PHASE CHANGES IN THE TRANESNISSICK PATH CUE TC
ATMCSPHERIC EFFECTS, IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS, AND RANGE VARIATICh WILL BE
AUTOMATICALLY AND COHERENTLY CORRECTED.
ON 08/00/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
4***************************************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HAWKEYE NSSDC ID HAWKEYE
ALTERNATE NAMES- INJUN-Fs NEUTRAL PCINT EXPLORER, INJUN 6
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 11/00/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 27.2 KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 1S2C. WIN
APOAPSIS- 89222.0. KM ALT PERIAPS IS- 2CC.000 KM ALT INCLINATICh- 90. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
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PM - J. ROGERS U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA
PS - J.A. VAN ALLEN U CF IOwA ICA CITY. 
IA
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
HAWKEYE WILL EE PART CF THE U.S. CCNiRIBUTIC TC iHE IthTERNATICNAL
MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDY. IT WILL STUDY THE NELTRAL POINT 
REGION OF THE
MAGNETOSPHERE. THE EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE PARTICLE AND 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
AND LOw-FNEPGY PLASMA STUDIES RELEVANT ICT THE DYNAMICS 
CF SCLAR WIND
INJECTION INTC T-E MAGNETOSPHERE.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL FLLXGATE MAGNETCNEIER 
KSSCC IC -AWKEYE-01
EXPERIMENT PERS.INNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U DF IOWA 
IOWA CITY, IA
01 - M.N. OLIVEN L CF IOWA 
ICWA CITY. IA
EXPERIMLN T URIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CGONSISI OF A TRIAXIAL FLLXGAIE NAGNETCMETER
CAPABLE OF CPERATION AT TWO LEVELS, LCW GAIN AND HIGH GAIN, 
IN THE HIGh-GAIN
MODE THE MAGNETCMETER RANGE IS FRCM AEOUT 0.1 TC ICC GAMMA 
(STRAY SATELLITE
MAGNETIC FIELDS ARE TO EE CONSTRAINED IC LESS THAN C.1 GAMMA). IN THE
LOW-GAIN MODE THE MAGNETOMETER RANGE IS FROM 100 TC ABOUT 1000 
GAMMA. TIHE
EXPERIMENT wILL SURVEY THE MAGNETIC FIELCS IN THE NAGNETCSFHERE, 
ESPECIALLY
NEAR THE PCLAR CLSPS.
ON 12/18B/72, TH.E SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS AFFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LCW-ENE FGY PROTONS AND ELECTCNS NSSCC 
ID HAWKEYE-O2
EXPERIMENT PERS_.NEL (PI=PP.INCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CiFEF INVESTIGATCF)
PI - L.A, FRANK U OF IOWA ICWA CITY. 
IA
CI - J.0. CRAVEN U OF IOWA IOWA CITY, IA
EXPERIL-ENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS LXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF ONE LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON
DIFFERENTIAL EiERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA) ~RIENTED FERFENCICULAR TC THE
SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. TFE LEPECEA WILL MEASURE PROIONS AND 
ELECTCNKS IN 16
CHANNELS OVER AN ENERGY RAN-CE. CF 50 EV TO O50 KEV. THE EXPERIMENT WILL SURVEY
THt PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT CF THE MAGNETCSPFERE, ESFECIALLY NEAR 
THE PCLAR
CUSPS.
ON 12/13/72, THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS APPRlVEC.
EXPEKIWENT NAMAF- ELF/VLF RECEIVERS sSSCC IC FAWKEYE-03
EXPERIMcNT PFPSu)NlEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.A. GJPRNETT U CF ICwA IOWA CITY. IA
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF TWO DETECTORS 
-- (1) A 16-CHANNELSPECTRUM ANALYZER COVERING THE FREQUENCY RANGE FROM 10 HZ TO 178 KhZ WITHLOGARITHMIC SPACING AND (2) A WIDE-BAND RECEIVER COVERING THE FREGUENCYRANGE FROM 10 HZ TO 10 KhZ. TI-E SIGNALS FROM THE FIRST DETECTOR WILL BE SENTTC GROUND STATIONS DIRECTLY IN DIGITAL FflRPJ. WHEREAS ThE CLTPUT FRCM TlHESECOND DETECTOR WILL EE TRANSMITTED TO GRCLND STATIONS IN ANALOG FCRW. BOTHDETECTORS CAN EE USED IN CONNECTION WITh EITHER OF TWO ANTENNAS 
-- ANELECTRIC DIPOLE AB]UT 42 METERS IN LENGTH FRCP TIF TC TIP ANC A SEARCH- COILANTENNA. THE EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE PLASMA WAVES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE
ESPECIALLY NEAR THE POLAR CLSPS.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFCVED.
** ********~******** ******** ******##et
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- HELIOS-A NECC ID HELIC-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- HELIO-A. PL-741A
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/74 SPACECPAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 210. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY. LNITEC STATES LALNCf- VEHICLE- TITAN-CENT
FUNDING AGENCY
FED. REP. OF GERMANY
PLANNEC ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 192. DAYSAPOAPSIS- AU RAC PERIAPSIS- C.3 AL RAD INCLINATICN- 0. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)PM - A. KUTZER GSCHAFT FLR *ELTFORSCH CNN, W. GERMA YPM - G.W. OUSLEY NAEA-CSFC GREENBELT, MD
PS - H. PORSCHE MAX PLANCK INST WE GERMANYPS - J.H. TRAINUR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, WC
SPACECRLAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE HELIOS A SPACECRAFT IS DESIGNED AS A SCLAF FFCEE TO CARRYSCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS ON AN INTERPLANETARY MISSION APPROACHING TC ABCUT 0.3AU OF THE SUN. T-E EXPEPIMENTS WILL BE FRCVICED BY A GROUP OF GERMAN ANDAMERICAN SCIENTISTS, WITH NASA SUPPLYINGC THE ATLAS CENTALR LAUNCH VEFICLEAND wEST GERMANY SUPPLYING THE SPACECRAFT.
ON 12/18/72a. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETODE R FOCR FIELD NSSCC IC HELIO-A-01
FLLCTUAT IONS
EXPERIMENT PERS .IEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATuJR)pi 
- F.M. NEUBAUER BRAUNSCHW IG TECH L BRALNSCHEIG, W. GERMANY01 - A. MAIER RAUNSCHwEIG TECH U ERAUNSC'WEIG, W. GERMANY
EXPEkIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTICK
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A TtIAXIAL FLUXCATE MAGNETCWETER WILL 
MEASLRE %oEC'CF CCkFCNEFTS CF T-E
MAGNETIC FIELD vITH MAGNITUDE UP TO IC2.4 GAMMAS 
(RESOLLTION 0.4 GAMMA) AND
WITH MAGr, ITUDES UP TO 09 . GAMMAS (RESOLUTION. 1.2 GAMMA). 
ONE VECTOR
MEASUREMENT PER 2 SEC wILL OE 'BTAINEC IN THE hCFNAL 
MODE. EIGHT
MEASUREMENT- PER SEC WILL EE OPTAINLD IN THE SHOCK MODE TO BE USED FCR
INTLRVALS OF AEOUT 3 MIN. TEUS. THE QUASI-STATIC COMPONENT AND FLUCTUATING
CitMP.NENTS .'F TIE IVTERFLANETARY MAGNETIC 
FIELD WILL EE STOCIEC.
ON 12/1/
7 2
, TFL EFPCECRAFT WISSICK WAS AFFPCED.
EXPERkIMLNT NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR 
AVERAGE FIELDS NSSDC ID HELIO-A-02
EXPER INENT PprS.NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR , CI=CTFEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N.F. NE-, SS N ASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT. ME
01 - F. MARIANI U CF AGUILA AQLILA. ITALY
01 - L.F. URLAGA NASA-GSFC GREEKEELTs MC
OI - S.C. CANTAR ANO U OF RfOME RfME,. ITALY
EXPERIMENT eRIEF CEECPIFTI(ONA TTIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WILL MEASURE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC
FIELD DIR"-CTIUtS AN'E MACNITLDEE IN TFE FCLLOIIG 
7IHrEE SANGES LAND
ACCURACIES) -- 2r: GAMMAS (0.1 GAMMA). 75 GAMMAS (0.3 GANMA) 
, 225 GAMMAS (0.9
GAMMA). AT LOW TELEMETRY BIT RATES. AVERAGES AND VARIANCES 
WILL BE COMPUTED
ONE~CARD FR TRANEMISSICN TO EARTH.
GN 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN wAS APPFFROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAMrIE- SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER 
NSSDC ID HELIOU-A-03
EXPERIMENT P-RSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.M. NEUEAUEP ERAUFMSCHWE IG IECh 
L BRAtNSCHWEIG, W. CERMANY
Ol - G. UEHMEL 9RAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 
BRALNSCHEIG, %. GERWANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS IN THE FREGUENCY RANGE 
5 H2 TO 3 KHZ WILL BE
MEASUREU UY A TRIAXIAL SEARCE-CCIL MAGNEICNETER. FCR THE 
AXIS PARALLEL TO
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXLE, SPECTRAL RESCLUTICN WILL EE 
CETAINEC. BECAUSE OF
THEI LCw DATA RATE AVAILABLE, SHCRT-TEW FIGH-RESCLLTICN DATA ON EVENTS
(SHOCKS) WILL EE ACCOWPLISHED USING ONECARD DATA SEICRAGE.
0N 12/18/72. TFE SPACECMAFT WMISSICN WAS APFRC.ED.
EXPERI MENT NAME- COARSE FREoUENCY, FINE TIME RESOLUTION 
NSSEDC ID HELIO-A-04
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
EXPERI ~NT PtRSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTI-ER 
INVESTIGATCR)
PL - D.A. CURNETT L CF IOWA 
ICOA CITY, IA
OI - P.S. KELLOGG U OF MlNNESCTA 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
1O - S.J. BAUER NASA-GSFC 
FLAGSTAFF, AZ




THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO OESERVE ELECTRCSTACTIC ANC ELECTROMAGNETIC
wAVE PHENOMA OVER THE FREQUENCY RANGE FROM I.C HrZ TO 2 MHZ IN INTERFLANETARY
SPACE BETWEEN I AND 0.2 AU. Tf-E ANTENNA FCR THIS EXPERINENT WILL CONSIST OF
AN ELECT-IC DIPCLE WITH A TIP-TC-TIP LENGTH CF LEAST FIVE TIMES THE
SPACECRAFT CIAMETER. THREE SPECTRUM ANALYZERS WHICH JOINTLY COVER THE
FkEQUENCY PANGE OF INTEREST (HELIO-A-04, HELIC-A-05, ANC HELIC-A-06) WILL EE
USED. THE ANALYZER IN EXPERIMENT HELIG-A-04 WILL EE A 16-CHANNEL SPECTRUM
ANALYZER FCE CCIRSE FREQUENCY RESOLUTICN (30 PERCENT) ANC FICH TINE
RESCLUTION (.LT. I SEC) OVER THE FRECLENCY RANGE FRCM 10 HZ TC 100 KHZ.
(IOwA)
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCbED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FINE F EQUENCY, COARSE TIME RESCLUTICI NSSCC IC HELIO-A-05
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
EXPERFIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTI-ER IVESTIGATOPR)
P1 - DL.A. GUPHETT U OF IOWA IiWA CITY, IA
ul - P.S. KELLOGG U CF MINNESCOTA MINNEAFCLIS, MN
I01 - S.J. FBA-UER NASA-GSFC FLAGSTAFF. A2
U1 - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS FXPEPIMENT WILL 8E TO OBSERVE ELECTROSTATIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVE PhE?;OtMENA IVER TFE FREQUENCY RANGE FROM 10 H2 TC 2 MHZ IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE EETWEEN I AND C.2 AL. THE ANTENNA FOR THIS EXPERIMENT
WILL CCNSIST F AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE wITH A TIP-TO-TIP LENGTH OF AT LEAST FIVE
TIMES THE SPACECRAFT EIAMETEP. THREE SPECTRUM ANALYZERS WILL BE USED WHICH
JCINTLY COVE.R TI-F FPEQUENCY RANGE OF INTEREST (HELIO-A-C04, HELIC-A-05, AND
HELIC-A-05). TIF ANALYZER FOR HELIO-A-OE WILL BE A NARROw-BAND SWEEP
FRE UENCY SPECTLU" ANALYZER FCR FINE FREQUENCY FEECLLTICN (4 PERCENT) AND
LCOW TIm RESOLUTION (LESS TFAN 1 MIN) OVER THE FREOLENCY RANGE FRC 10 HZ TO
100 KHZ. (MINNESCTA)
ON 12/1d/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIWENT NAME- 50KFZ-2MPZ RADIO WAVE NSSDC ID HELIC-A-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATC , CI=07H.ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.A. GURNETT U CF IOWA ICWA CITY, IA
DI - P.S. KELLOGG U OF VINNESCTA MINNEAPOLIS, MN
I01 - S.J. BAUER NASA-GSFC FLAGSTAFF. AZ
01 - R.G. STONE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS FXPEFIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A CLAL STEP-FREQUENCY RADICMETER (5
KHZ BANDWIDTH), OPERATING BETWEEN. 50 KHZ AND 2 MHZ IN A VARIABLE NUMBER OF
STEPS. THE RA.ICMETER WILL BE COUPLEO IC A DIPCLE ANTENNA SHAEC WITF TWO
OTHER SPECTRUM ANALYZERS, WHICH WILL CCLER THE 10 HZ TC 100 KHZ SPECTRAL
RANGE. THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO STUDY TYPE III SOLAR RADIO
BURSTS.
ON 12/18/72. THE SFACECRAFT NISSIC WAS APFPCVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES NSSOC ID HELIC-A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHES INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G, WIBBERENZ U OF KIEL KIEL9 W. GERMANY
01 - Go GREEN U OF KIEL KIEL, WEST GERMANY
CI - R. MUELLER U OF KIEL KIEL, WEST GERWANY
OK - M. ITTE U OF KIEL KIELo %EST GERMANY
01 - He KUNOB U OF KIEL KIEL, WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVE OF ThIS EXPERIMENT0 IDENTICAL TO ONE PROPOSED FOR
HELIOS-Be WILL EE TO GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT (1) PARTICLE FLOW. ENERGY, AND
DIRECTION AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM THE SUN# AND (2) GALACTIC CCSMIC
RAYS, E.G.. TO MEASURE SOLAR PARTICLES CLOSE TO THE SUN. TO STUDY THE
PRUPAGATION CfHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR PRCTONSe ALPHA PARTICLES, AND
ELECTRONS. TC MEASURE THE SPATIAL GRADIENT AND CHARGE SPECTRUM CF GALACTIC
COSMIC RAYS ETC. THE DETECTOR TO BE USEC WILL CONSIST OF A SEMICONDUCTOR
COUNTER. A CSI (TL) SCINTILLATORv AND A QLARTZ CEFENKOd COUNTER ENCLCSED BY
AN ANTICOINCICENCE CYLINDER, AND WILL BE CAPABLE OF DETECTING PARTICLES FRCM
1 TO 1000 MEV/NLCLEON. THE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE CORRELATED WITH OTHER
ONBUARD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND WITH CATA FROM SATELLITES IN EARTH ORBIT.
ON 12/18/72. ThE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS NSSDC ID HELIO-A-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
I01 - E.C. ROELOF U CF NEW HAMPSHIRE CURl-AM, NH
01 - B.J. TEEGARCEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. NO
01 - F. . MCDONALD NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
OI - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE ACELAICEs AUSTRALIA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF THREE PARTICLE TELESCCPES DESIGNED TO
MEASURE THE ENTIRE ENERGY RANGE OF 0.1 TO ABOUT 8CO MEV FCR FCPROTCNS ANC
HEAVIER PARTICLES (Z LESS THAN 10) AND OF 0.05 TO 5 MEV FOR ELECTRONS.
ENERGY SPECTRA, ANC CHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC C WPCSITICN CF GALACTIC AND SCLAR
COSMIC RAYS WILL BE STUDIED. ACOITIONALLY, AN X-RAY CCUNTER WILL MCNITOR THE
SOLAR X-RAY EMISSION. THE THREE TELESCOPES WILL BE CONSTRUCTED FROM
SULID-STATE CETECTORS. THE TELESCOPES ANC THE X-RAY CCLhTER WILL LCCK INTO
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE.
UN 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCLED,
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA DETECTORS NSSCC IC FELIC-A-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. UI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.Ro RCSENBAUER M.PLANCK INST.GARCHING GARCHING, W. GERMANY
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01 - He PELLKOFER M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING. W*GERMANY
01 - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE DETECTORS WILL EE USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTICNAL INTENSITY OF THE
PROTONS, ALPHA PARTICLES, AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. A QUADRISPHERICAL
ANALYZER WITH AN ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE CF 231 V TO Id KV. AN ANGULAR
RESOLUTION OF 5 CEG IN AZIMUTH AND 5 DEG IN ELEVATIONs, AND A TINE RESOLUTION
OF 30 SEC WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES. A
HEMISPHERICAL ANALYZER WILL ALSO BE USEC TO DETECT FRCTCNS ANC ALPHA
PARTICLES. ANOTHER HEMISPHERICAL ANALYZER WITH C10 ENERGY/CHARGE STEPS
BETWEEN 16 V ANC 1 KV, WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE ELECTRONS. MEASUREMENTS WILL
BE MACE IN EIGHT EQUAL AZIMUTHAL SECTORS (45 DEG). THE INTEGRATION ANGLE IN
ELEVATION WILL BE AEOUT 100 DEGC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTCR ISSCC IC HELIO-A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CT-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E. KEPPLER M.PLANCK INST.LINDAU LINDAU. %. GERMANY
OI - B. WILKEN M.PLANCK INST.LINDAU LINCAU9 W. GERMANY
01 - O.Jo WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES BETWEEN 40 KEV AND 1 MEV WILL EE
ENERGY-SELECTED EY TWO PERMANENT MAGNETS AND COUNTEC EY SEMICONDUCTOR
DETECTORS. PROTONS WILL BE DEFLECTED ANC COUNTED SEFARATELY. THE POINTING
DIRECTION WILL BE WITHIN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE WITH AN APERTURE ANGLE OF ABOUT
20 DEG. THE TIME RESOLUTION WILL BE CN THE CRDER CF NINUTES.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOMETER NSSDC IC HELIO-A-I1
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - C. LEINERT LAND CBS HEIDELBERG, W. GERMANY
I01 - E. PITZ LAND CBS HEIDELBERG, W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF THREE PHOTOMETERS LOOKING AT 15 DEGo
30 DEG* AND 90 CEG FROM THE ECLIPTIC. THESE PHOTOMETERS WILL OBSERVE THE
INTENSITY AND POLARIZATION OF THE ZODIACAL LIGHT IN LV. BLUE. AND VISUAL
BANDS. THE PURPCSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO OBTAIN INFORMATIC ABCUT
THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION, SIZE. AND NATURE OF INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MICROMETEOROID DETECTOR AND ANALYZER NSSDC ID HELIC-A-12
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. FEC-TIG M.PLANCK INSI,HEIDELEG HEIcELBERG, WEST GERMANY
01 - J. WEIFRAUCH M.PLANCK INSI,HEIDELBG HEIDELeEFG, I. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO INVESTIGATE SOME THECRIES ABOUT
THE INTERPLANETARY CUST INCLUDING WHETFER -- (1) THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES
INCREASES TU WARE TFhE SUN, (2) THE CUT-CFF FOR SMALL PARTICLES IS DEPENDENT
ON THE CISTANCE FROM THE SUN BECAUSE SOLAR PRESSURE INCREASES NEARER THE
SUN, AND (3) THE NUMBER CENSITIES OF PARTICLES CHANGE NEAR THE ORBITS OF
PLANETS. THE KINETIC ENERGY 1iF DUST PARTICLES HITTllING A TARGET WITH FIGH
VELOCITY (SEVERAL KM/SEC) WILL CAUSE THE MATERIAL TO VAPORIZE AND BECCME
PARTIALLY IONIZEC. THE GENERATED PLASMA CLCUC CAN THEN EE SEPARATED BY
APPROPRIATE VOLTAGES INTO ITS NEGATIVE (ELECTRCN) FART AND INTO POSITIVE
ICNS. THE MASS ANC THE ENERGY OF THE DUST PARTICLES WILL BE DETERMINED FROM
THE IMPULSE HEICGH-TS. A TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTRCNETEP IN CONNECTION WITH
THE TARGET wILL ALLJW THE SWALL IGN CLOUC TO BE ANALYZED. IN THIS WAY THE
INVESTIGATION OF THE CHEMICAL CCMPCSITION OF THE CLST PARTICLES WILL BECOME
POSSIBLE. THE THRESHOLD FOR THE DETECTICN CF A FPARTICLE WILL EE AEOUT 10 TO
THE MINUS 1 GM. MASS AND ENERGY DETERMINIATION WILL BE POSSIELE FOR
PARTICLES LARGER THAN ABOUT 10 TO THE INULS 14 GM. FOR PARTICLES LARGER THAN
10 TO THE MINUS 13 GM* A MASS SPECTRUM MAY BE GATHERED.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS AFFRCED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- HELIOS-B NSSCC D10 HELIC-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- HELIO-B. PL-751A
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 11/00/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 210. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITEC STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN-CENT
FUNDING AGENCY
FED. REP. OF GERMANY
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 192. DAYS
APOAPSIS- AU RAC PERIAPSIS- C.3 AL RAO INCLINATICN- 0. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - A. KUTZER GSCHAFT FLR WELTFORSCH B ENN, . GERMANY
PM - G.W. CUSLEY NASA-GSFC GREENBELT WMD
PS - H. PORSCHE MAX FLANCK INST W. GERMANY
PS - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTIGON
THE HELIOS-B SPACECRAFT IS DESIGNED AS A SOLAR FFCEE TO CARRY
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS CN AN INTERPLANETARY MISSION APPROACHING TC ABOUT 0.3
AU OF THE SUN. THE EXPERIMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED BY A GCUP CF GERMAN AND
U.S, SCIENTISTS, WITH NASA SUPPLYING THE ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE AND
WEST GERMANY SUPPLYING THE SPACECRAFT.
ON 12/18/72# THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR FIELD NSSCC IC HELIC-B-01
FLUCTUATIONS
EXPEkIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - F.M. NEUBAUER BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U BRAUNSCHWEIG. W. GERMANY01 - A. MAIER BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH L ERALNSCHEIG, We GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
A TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER UILL MEASURE VECTCR CCWPCNENTS OF THEMAGNETIC FIELC WITH MAGNITUDE UP TO 102.4 GAMMAS (RESOLUTION 0.4 GAMMA) ANDWITH MAGNITUDES UP TO 409.t GAMMAS (RESOLUTION. 1.2 GAMMA). ONE VECTORMEASUREMENT PER 2 SEC WILL BE OBTAINEC IN THE NCRhAL MOCE. EIGHT.MEASUREMENTS PER SEC WILL BE OBTAINED IN THE SHOCK MODE TO BE USED FORINTERVALS OF ABOUT 3 MIN. THUS. THE QUASI-STATIC COMPONENT AND FLUCTUATINGCCMFONENTS 'IF THE INTERFLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD WILL EE STUCIEC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICK WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELDS NSSDC ID HELIO-B-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTER INVESTIGATOR)PI - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD01 - F. MARIANI U CF AQUILA AQLILA, ITALY01 - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC GREENEELTo MD01 - S.C. CANTARANQ U OF ROME RnME, ITALY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
A TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WILL MEASURE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETICFIELD DIRECTIUNS, AND MAGNITUDES IN THE FCLLCWING THREE RANGES (ANCACCURACIES) 
-- E5 GAMMAS (0.1 GAMMA). 7C GAMMAS (0.3 GAWA) , 225 GAMMAS (0.9GAMMA). AT LOW TELEMETRY BIT RATES. AVERAGES AND VARIANCES WILL BE COMPUTED
ONBOARC FOR TRANSMISSION TO EARTH.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT WISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER NSSDC ID HELIO-8B-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - F.M. NEUEAUER BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH BRALtNSCHWEIG, W. GERMANYOI - G. DEHMEL BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U BRALNSCHWEIG, W, GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE 5 HZ TO 3 KHZ WILL BEMEASURED BY A TRIAXIAL SEARCh-COIL MAGNETCETER. FCR THE AXIS PARALLEL TOTHE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS, SPECTRAL RESCLUTION WILL BE OBTAINEC. BECAUSE OFTHE LOW DATA RATE AVAILABLE, SHORT-TERW I-IGH-RESCLUTICN DATA ON EVENTS(SHOCKS) WILL BE OBTAINED USING ONBOARC CATA STORAGE.
ON 12/18/72* TI-E SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVEO.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- COARSE FREQLENCY, FINE TIME 
RESCLUTIC- NSSC IC HELIO-8-04
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORo 
01=OCTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D,Ao CUR'IETT L CF 
IOWA IChA CITY. IA
01 - P.S. KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA NIIhbEAFCLIS, ON
i01 - S.J. EAUER NASA-GSFC FLAGSTAFF, AZ
0I - RG. STOUE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, PC
EXPERIMENT EI EF LESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPER IN'T W ILL BE TO CBSERVE ELECTRCSTATIIC ANC ELECTROACGNETIC
WAVE PHENOMENA OVER TA-E FREQUENCY RANGE FROM 
10 HZ TO 2 MHZ IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE EEThEEN I AND 0.- 
AU, THE ANTENNA FOR Te-IS EXPERIMENT
WILL CCNSIST CF AN
, ELECTRIC CIPC.LE WITi- A TIP-TC-TIr LENGTH 
OF AT LEAST FIVE
TIMES THE SPACECRAFT CIAMETER. THREE 
SPECTRUM ANALYZERS %ILL BE USED WHICH
JOINTLY COVER TI-E FREQUENCY RANGE OF INTEFEST 
(HELIC-- 0 4 C I-ELIO-B-05 AND
HELIO--On). THE ANALYZER IN EXPERIMENT hELIC-B-04 
WILL BE A 16-Ci-ANNEL
SPECTRUM ANALYZEr FCR CCARSE FPEQUENCY RESCLUTION 
(20 PERCENT) AND HIGH TIME
RESCLUTION (.LTo I SECOND) OVER THE FRECLENCY RANGE 
FRCN 10 KZ TO 100 KHZ.
( IOwA)
UN 12/18/12, THt- SPACECkAFT MISSION WAS APPRCOEO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FINE FPEt;UENCY. COARSE. 
TINE PESCLUTICf NSSCC IC I-ELIO-B-05
SP-CTR M' ANALYSIS
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICRo 
CI=CliE INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.A. GURNETT U OF 
IOWA IUWA CITY* IA
01 - P.S. KELLO U CF INNESCIA MINNEAFCLIS, 
N
01 - S.J. BAUUE R NASA-GSFC 
FLAGSTAFF, AZ
01 - R.G, STONE NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD
EXPERI IEILNT t3IEF DESCKIPTIOt4
THIS XXPEPTIMFNT WILL BE TO Oi3BSERVE ELECTRUSTATIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVE P-Ei< NIKFtA f.VEP Tt-E FREQUENCY RANGE FRCM 10 H2 
TC 2 P-Z IN
INTLRPLANET qY SPACF EETWEEN I AND 0.2 AU. 
THE ANTENNA FOR THIS EXPERIMENT
wILL CCNSIST OF AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE wITi- A TIP-TO-TIP 
LENGTH OF AT LEAST FIVE
TI ES TIHE SPACECRAFT CIAETER. THREIE SFECTPUMV ANALYZERS 
%ILL BE USED WHICH
JOINTLY CUV.R TI-E FPEQUENCY RANGE OF INTEREST (HELIO-B-C4, HELIC-B-05, 
AND
HELIC--0E). TIE ANALYZER FOR HELIO-B-O WILL BE A NARROW-BAND 
SWEEP
FkEQUENCY SPECTPUM, ANALYZER F--R FINE FvEUCENCY RESCLLTION 
(4 PERCENT) AND
LCW TIML RESOLUT ILON (ABcUT 1 MINUTE) OVER THE FPEOLENCY RANGE 
FRCP 10 HZ TC
100 KHZ. (MINNESOTA)
ON 12/Id/72, TH
- SPACFCRAFT MISSICN WAS APFPCVEC.
EXPERINENT NAME- I0KFZL-2MHZ RALIO WAVE 
NSSDC ID HELIG-B-06
EXPERIMENT PERS'NNEL (pI=PFRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRo 
CI=OTHiER INVESTIGATCR)
P1 - D.A. GUPNETT U CF IOA 
ICWA CITY, IA
01 - P.,. KELL OGG U OF fINNESCTA 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
01 - S.J. BAUFk NASA-GSFC 
FLAGSTAFF, AZ




THL EXPERIMEN T WILL CCNSIST CF A DUAL STEF-FECUENCY RACIOMETER (5 KHZBANDWIDTH), OPERATING ETWEEN 50 KHZ AND 2 MHZ IN A ARIABLE NUMBER CFSTEPS. THE PACICMETER WILL BE CCUPLEC TC A CIPCLE At TE, A SHARED WITF TWOOTHER SPECTRUM ANALYZERS WHICH WILL CCVER THE 10-F-Z To 100-KHZ SPECTRALRANGE., THE PUPCSE OF T-E EXPERIMENT WILL BE To STLCY "YPE III SOLAR RADICBURSTS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVEDo
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSVIC-PAY PARTICLES NSSDC ID HELIC-B-07
EXPERIMENT PERS-NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INIESTIGAICR, CI=CFER INVESTIGATCR)PI - G. WleBERENZ L OF KIEL KIEL, E GERMANY01 - G. GREEN U OF KIEL KIELO WEST GERMANY01 - P. MUELLER U CF KIEL KIEL, WEST GERMANY01 - M. ITTF U OF KIEL KEL, WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCPIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT. IDENTICAL TO ONE PROPOSED FOR HELIOS-B. WILL BE TOGATHER INFORM ATICN ABOUT (1) PARTICLE FLDWA ENERGY, AND DIRECTION AS AFUNCTIL.:N fF DISTANCE FREM T-E SUN, AND (2) GALACTIC COSMIC PAYS, E.G., TOMEASURE SOLAR PtPTICLES CLOSE TO THE SUN. TO STLY 7HE PROPAGATICNCHARACTERISTICS CF SOLAR PRCTONS, ALPHA FARTICLES AND ELECTRONS, TO MEASURETHE SPATIAL GRADIENT AND CHARGE SPECTRUM CF GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS. ETC. THEDETECTUR TO BE USED WILL CONSIST CF A SEMICONDLCTCR COLNTER, A CSI (TL)SCINTILLATOP. ANC A QUAPTZ CERENKOV COUNTER ENCLCSED BY AN ANTICOINCIDENCECYLINDER AND WILL BF CAPABLE CF DETECTING PARTICLES FRCM I TO 1000MEV/NUCLEON. TIE MEASLREMENTS WILL OE CCRRELATEC WITH OTHER ONBCARDEXPERIMENTAL. RESLLTS AND WITH DATA FROM SATELLITES IN EARTH CREIT.
UN 12/18/?, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCED.
EXPEkIMENT NAME- CALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS NSSDC ID HELIO-B-OS
EXPER IMENT PEPSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INfES-TIGAICP# CI=CTHER IAVESTIGATCR)PI - J.H. TPAINOR NASA-GSFC GREEN EELT, MDUI 
- EeC. ROELOF U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE DURHAM, NHCI - E.J. TfEGAPCEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NDo0 - F.d. MCDONALC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. NO01 - K.G. MCCRACKEN U OF ADELAIDE ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF THREE PARTICLE TELESCOPES DESIGNED TOMEASURE THE ENTIRE EtHERCY RANGE OF 0.1 1C. AEULT eCC NEV FCR FRCTCNS ANDHEAVIER PARTICLES (Z LESS ThAN 10) AND CF O.C5 TO 5 MEV FOR ELECTRCNS.ENERGY SPECTRAt AND CHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF GALACTIC AND SOLARCOSMIC RAYS WILL EE STUDIED. ACCITICNALLY, AN X-RAY CCLNTEP WILL MCNITCR THESOLAR X-RAY EMISSION. THE T-REE TELESCCPES WILL BE CONSTRLCTED FRCMSOLID-STATE CETECTCrS. THE TELESCOPES AND THE X-RAY COUNTER WILL LOOK INTOTHE ECLIPTIC PLANE.
ON 12/18/
7
2, THt. EPACECRAFT MIS5ICN WAS 
APFrR'vED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLASMA DETECTO)fS 
NSSDC ID HELIG-B-09
EXPERIMENT PEP SUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INESTIGAICR, 
CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCOR)
Pl - H.R. UOSENEAUER M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING 
GARCHING,. W. G.ERMANY
01 - H. PELLKCIFEP 
M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING, 
W. GERMANY
CI - J.H. w)LFE NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELC, 
CA
I *F , )
EXPERIMENT -RIEF CESCFIPTION
THESE DETECT S ILL RE USED TC SILCY THE CIRECTICNAL INTENSITY 
OF THE
PROTONS. ALPHA FARTICLES, AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND, A QUADRISFHERICAL
ANALYZER WITH AN ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE OF 231 V TO 1I KV, AN ANGULAR
RESLUTICN .F F. CEC It AZIMLT- ANC E CEC IN ELEVAIION. ANC A 
TIME RESCLUTICN
OF 30 SEC WILL EE USED TO OFSERVE 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES. A
HEMISPHERICAL ANALYZER %ILL ALSO 
BE USEC TC DETECT PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES. ANOTHER HEMISPHERICAL 
ANALYZER WITH IC ENERGY/CHARGE STEPS
BETWEEN It- V AN 1 KV. wILL BE USED TO CBSERVE ELECTRONS. MEASUREPENTS WILL
BE MAE IN E IGHT EQUAL AZIMLT-AL SECTORS (4E DEG).* THE INTEGRATION ANGLE IN
ELEVATIJN WILL EE ABUUl 100 OEG.
ON 12/1:/72, TH-E EPACECPAFT MISSICN 
WAS APFRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENEPGETIC ELECTRON 
DETECTOR NSSDC ID 
HELIO-B-10O
EXPERIMENT PEFSLjNNFL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVF ElIGAICR, CI=CTHER 
INVESTIGATC))
Pi - E. KEPPLEP M.PLANCK INSTLINDOAU 
LINCAU, W. GERMANY
01 - U. WILKEN M.PLANCK 
IE I.LINOAL LINEAL, W. CERNANY
01 - D.J. WILLIAMS NCAA-ERL 
ECLLDEP, CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF IESCPIPTION
ELECTPONS WITI- ENERGIES BET%%EEN A.C KEV 
AND 1 NEV WILL BE ENERGY
SELEi.CTEO e3Y TWO PERMANENT MAGNETS AND 
COUNTED BY SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS.
PRLTONS OILL FE CEFLECTEC ANCD CCUNTED 
EEPARATELY. IFE FEINTING CIRECTION
WILL LBE WITF4IN TFE ECL IPTIC PLANE WITH 
AN APERTLRE ANGLE CF ABOEUT 20 DEG.
THE TIME RESOLUTION WILL IF ON THE ORDER 
OF MINUTES.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS 
APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ZCEIACAL LIGC-T pI-OTOMETER 
NESSCC IC HELIC-B-11
EXPERIMLNT PERSCNNEL (PI=PiINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATER)
Pl - C. LEINERT LAND OBS 
HEIDELBERG, W. GERMANY
CI - E. PITZ LAND (TeS 
-EICELEERC, W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CEECRIPTIC,
THIS FXPENIMPf-qT WILL CONSIST IF T-REE Pt-CTCMETERS LOOKING AT 15 DEG,
30 DEG AND qO CEC FROM THE ECLIPTIC. Tt-ESE 
PHOTOMETERS WILL OBSERVE THE
INTENSITY AND POLAP IZATICN GF THE ZOCIACAL LIGHT 
IN WHITE LIGHT AND IN UV.
BLUE, AND VISUAL BANDS. THE PLRPlSE OF THIS EXPERINENT 
WILL EE TO OBTAIN
INFORMATION AEOLT THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIC, 
SIZE, ANC NATURE OF
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INTERPLAN ETPRY [LEST PARTICLES.
ON 12/16/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENiT NAME- MICROMETEOROID DETECTOR AND ANALYZER NSSDC IC HELIJ-B-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. FECHTIG V.PLANCK INSTHEICELEG HEIDELEERPC-., W. GERMANY
CI - J. WIFRAUC- M.PLANCK INSTI.HEIDELEG HEIDELBERG. I. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT UPIEF DESCRIPTINr,
THE AIM CF THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO INVESTIGATE SOME THECRIES ABCUT
THE INTERPLANETAFY CUST INCLLLiNG IHETHER -- (1) THE NUMEER OF PARTICLES
INCREASES TOWARC TiHE SUN. (2) THE CUT-CFF FCR SNALL PAFTICLES IS CEPENDENT
ON THE DISTANCE FROM THE SUN BECAUSE SCLAR PRESSURE INCREASES NEARER THE
SUN, AND (3) THE NUNfER CENSITIES OF PARTICLES CHANCGE NEAR THE OREITS OF
PLANETS. THE KINETIC ENERGY :F DUST PARTICLES HITTING A TARGET WITH HIGF
VELOCITY (SEVERAL KN/SEC) WILL CAUSE THE MATERIAL TO VAPORIZE AND BECCME
PARTIALLY IC'NIZED. THE GENERATED PLASMA CLCLD CAN THEN EE SEPARATED BY
APPROPRIATE VOLTAGES INTO IT S NEGATIVE (ELECTRCN) FART AND INTO POSITIVE
IONS. FROM THE IMPULSE FEIGFTS, THE NASS AND THE ENERGY CF THE DUST
PARTICLES WILL EE DETERMINED. A TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTRCNETEF IN
CONNECTION wITH THE TARGET MILL ALLOW THE SMALL ICN CLCUD TO EE ANALYZED. IN
THIS WAY THE INVESTIGATICN OF THE CHEMICAL CCMPCSITICN CF THE DUST PARTICLES
WILL HcCOME PCSSIBLE. T-HE THRESPOLD FCP THE DETECTICN CF A PARTICLE WILL EE
ABOUT 10 TO THE MINUS I*- GM. MASS AND ENERGY DETERMINATIIN WILL BE POSSIBLE
FUR PARTICLES LARCGE TI-AN ABOUT IC TO TH-E MINLE 14 GN. FCF PARTICLES LARGER
THAN I TO THE MINUS 1I GM. A MASS SPECTRLtv WAY BE GATHERED.
LN 12/1 1/72, THE SPACECRAFT !vISSI(N WAS APFRCED.
********************** ***********4*****
SPACECRAFT CCMMLN NAME- FEL IOCENTRIC NSSDC ID HELCCTR
ALTERNATE NAMES- STP PROEE. IME-H
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- CC/CC/T78 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CEIT- 465. KG




ORBIT TYPE- HELICCENTR IC OREIT PEPICC- 3E5. CAYS
APOAPSIS- 1. AU PAC FERIAPSIS- 1. AU RAD INCLINATION- 0. DEG
SPACECRAFT PEPSiNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FPS=FPCJECT SCIEtTIST)
PM - J.J. MADDEN 'NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MO
PS - K. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
PS - T.T. VON RCSENVI GE NASA-GSFC %ASHINfGTCN, DC
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SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THE EXPLORER CLASS HELIOCENTRIC SPACECRAFT WILL BE PART OF THE
MOTHER/DAUGHTER/HEL IOCENTRIC MISSION. THE PURPOSES OF THE MISSION WILL BE
(1) TO INVESTIGATE SOLAR/TERRESTRIAL RELATIONSHIPS AT THE OUTERMOST
BOUNDARIES OF THE EARTh'S MAGNETOSPHERE. (2) TC EXAMINE IN CETAIL TtE
STRUCTURE OF THE SOLAR WIND NEAR THE EARTH AND THE SHOCK WAVE THAT FORMS THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN THE SOLAR WINC AND EARTH. AND (3) TO CONTINUE THE
INVESTIGATION OF COSMIC RAYS AND SOLAR FLARES IN THE INTERPLANETARY REGION
NEAR 1 AU. THE MISSION WILL THUS EXTEND THE INVESlIGATIONS OF PREVIOUS IMP
SPACECRAFT. THE LAUNCH OF THREE COORDINATED SPACECRAFT IN ThlS MISSION 
WILL
PERMIT THE SEPARATION OF SPATIAL AND TENPCRAL EFFECTS. THE HELIOCENTRIC
SPACECRAFT WILL EE FLACED NEAR A LIBRATION POINT IN THE EARTH/SUN
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD, ALLOWING IT TO REMAIN BEYOND THE NAGNETOSPHERIC 
CAVITY
IN THE SOLAR WIND. IT WILL THUS CONTINUCUSLY NCNITCR CHANGES IN THE
NEAR-EARTH INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. BECAUSE BOTH THE MOTHER ANC DAUGHTER
SPACECRAFT WILL FAVE ECCENTRIC GEOCENTRIC ORBITS, IT IS HCPED THAT THIS
MISSION WILL MEASURE THE CALSE/EFFECT RELATIONSHIPFS BETWEEN THE INCIDENT
SOLAR PLASMA ANC THE MAGNETOSPHERE. FINALLY, THE HELICCENTRIC SPACECRAFT
WILL ALSC PROVICE A NEAR-EARTH EASE FOR MAKING CCSNIC RAY AND OTHER
PLANETARY MEASUREMENTS FOR COMPARISON WITH COINCIDENT MEASUREMENTS FROM
DEEP-SPACE PROBES.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 150-EV TC 7-KEV PROTON ANC 5-EV TO NSSOC IC HELOCTR-01
2.5-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PRCBE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAMCS, NM
OI - J.R. ASBRID-E LOS ALAMGS SCI LAB LCS ALANCS, NM
01 - E.W. HONES LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS. NM
01 - M.D. MONTCGOMERY LCS ALAMCS SCI LAB LCS ALAPCS. KM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MAKE AN INTEGRATED STUDY OF THE NATURE,
ORIGIN AND EVCLUTION OF STRUCTURE IN THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. ALSO, THE
TERMAL STATE OF THE INTERPLANETARY PLASMA WILL BE STUDIED# UNPERTURBED BY
THE EARTHIS BOW SFOCK. IN THE EXPERIMENT PROTCN ANC ELECTRCN SCLAR PLASMA
WILL BE MEASURED FROM 150 EV TO 7 KEV AND 5 EV TO 2.5 KEV IN 12 AND 16
ENERGY STEPS, RESPECTIVELY. PROCTONS WILL EE MEASURED BY A 135-DEG SPHERICAL
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER IN BOTH TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS. STEP ENERGY
RESOLUTION FOR EACH ENERGY WINDOW WILL BE 4.2 PERCENT. ELECTRONS WILL BE
MEASURED BY A 90-DEC SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER, ALSO IN TWO AND THREE
DIMENSIONS, THE ENERGY WINDOW PER STEP FOR ELECTRCNS WILL BE 10 PERCENT.
CHANNELTRON ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS WILL BE USED AS DETECTORS FOR EACH CF THE
ANALYZERS.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MACNET IC FIELDS NSSDC ID HELCCTR-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL FASADENA. CA
01 - L. DAVIS CAL TECH PASACENA, CA
0I - G.L. SISCOE L GF CALIFCRNIA, LA LOS ANGELES. CA
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I - 0D.E. JONES BRIGHAM YOthLG U PROVCo UT01 - B.T. TSURUTANI NASA-JPL PASADENA* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF ABOOM-MCUNTED. TRIAXIAL VECTOR HELILM MAGNETOMETER. MEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADEOF THE STEADY MAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS LOW FREQUENCY VARIATIONS* SEVEN FIELDAMPLITUDE RANGES (MINUS TO PLUS 4. 14, 42, 640. 4000, 229000o AND 140,000GAMMAS) WILL EE AVAILABLE. THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE %ILL BE 0 TO 3 HZ WITH 3BANDS (0.1 TO 1, 1 TO 3, 3 TO 10 H2) FOR MEASURENENTS OF FLUCTUATIONS
PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS.
ON 01/09/73* THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION NSSCC IC hELOCTR-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - D.K. hOVESTACT M.PLANCK INSTsGARCHING GARCHING, WEST GERMANY01' - J.j. CcGALLAG-ER U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE FARK. MD
O0 - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA TUCSON, AZ01 - G.e GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND CCLLEGE FARK. NOOf - M. SCHOLER M.PLANCK INST.GARCHING GARCHING. W. GERMANY0I - L.A. FISK NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY. BY MEANS OF IDENTICALINSTRUMENTATION ON THE HELIOCENTRIC AND NOTHER SPACECRAFT, THIE NUCLEAR ANDIONIC CHARGE AS WELL AS ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF INTERPLANETARY ANDMAGNETOSPHERIC HEAVY PARTICLES. MEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE OF THE FOLLOWINGSPECIES IN THE CESIGNATEC RANGES 
-- (1) SCLAR WIND IRON (5 KEV/CH ARGE TO 20
MEV/NUCLEON). (2) SUPRATHERMAL MULTIPLE-CHARGED IONS (2 *LE. 26 IN THEENERGY RANGE 5 TC 50 KEV/ NLCLEON), (3) LCW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS (0.05 TO 20MEV/NUCLEON). AND (4) TRAPPED PARTICLES (0.05 TC 46 AEV/NUCLEON). THE
INSTRUMENTATION WILL CONSIST CF TWO SENSORS ON EACH SPACECRAFT THAT WILL USEELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION TECHNIQUES, THIN WINDCW FRCFCFTIONAL COUNTERS. ANDPOSITION SENSITIVE SOLID-STATE DETECTORS. THE SENSORS WILL HAVE LARGEGEOMETRICAL FACTCRS OVER THE ENTIRE ENERGY RANGE. I.E., 0.04 SQ CM STEP FOR
THERMAL AND SUPRATHERNAL SOLAR WIND MEASEREMENTS AND 3 S S CI STER FOR
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAY MEASUREMENTS.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PRCPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR, GALACTIC, AND MAGNETCSFHERIC NSSCC IC iELOCTR-04
ENERGETIC PARTICLES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR. CI=cH-ER INVESTIGATCR)PI - T.T. VON ROSENVING NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MCoI - L.A. FISK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. PCCI - F.B. MCCONALC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. PC
O - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MO
o01 - M.A.l. VAN HOLLEBEKE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STY THE CO MPCSIIICN CF SCLAR CCOSMICRAYS FROM HYDRCGEN THROUC2 IRON AND THE ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCE CF GALACTIC
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COSMIC RAYS. TI-REE PARTICLE TELESCOPES FLLS 
A PSOPORTIONAL COUNTER- FCR
MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRONS AND X RAYS, WILL CCMPRISE THE INSTRUMENTATICN.
NUCLEI WITH Z BETWEEN 1 AND 26 %ILL BE PEASURED IN VARIOUS ENERGY WINDOWS 
IN
THE RANGE 0.5-5CC MEV PER NUCLEON. ISOTCFES IN THE 2 RANGES 1 TC 2, 3 
TO 7.
AND b TC 16 WILL eE MEASURED IN THE ENERGY RANGES 4 TC 80, 8 TO 120, AND 10
TO 200 MEV PER NUCLEON. RESPECTIVELY. 
ELECTRGhS WILL BE MEASUREC IN THE
ENERGY RANGES 0.C7 TO C.2 MEV AND 0.3 
IC 12 MEV.
ON 01/09/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS 
PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC 
RAYS NSSCC IC FELOCTR-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* 
OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.H. HECKMAN 
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAE EERKELEY9 CA
al - C. GREINER U OF CALIFCRNIA, BERK BERKELEY, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTIONTHIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE ISOTOPIC ABUNDANCE IN THE
PRIMARY COSMIC PAYS FOR HYDROGEN THROUGF 
IRON. THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE A
iO-ELEMENT SOLID-STATE PARTICLE TELESCOPE CONSISTING 
OF LITt-IUM DRIFTED
SILICON DETECTCRS. ENERGY RANGES MEASURED 
WILL RUN FROM 31 TO 110 NEV FOR
Z=1, AND FROM 12E TC 445 MEV FOR Z=2E. 
ISOTOPIC RESOLUTION WILL BE LESS THAN
0.15 AMU FOR Zz1 THROUGH 26. DIRECTION 
CF INCIDENT NLCLEI WILL EE OBTAINED
FROM A PAIR OF MULT I-WIRE PROPROT IONAL COLNTERS 
WITH 2 DEG RESOLUTICN.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT RESSICK WAS PRCFCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- COEIC-RAY ELECTRONS 
AND NUCLEI NSSCC IC ELCCTR-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 
CI=CT-EF INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - P. MEYER U OF 
CHICAGC CHICAGO* IL
01 - p. EVENSON L OF CHICAGC 
CHICAGC IL
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTICNTHIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO SITLDY PARTICLE FRCPAGATICN WITHIN THE
SOLAR SYSTEM AND THE PROPERTIES OF 
THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE FOLLOWING
SPECIES WILL BE RESOLVED -- (1) ELECTRCKS 
(DIFFEREITIAL SPECTRUM FRCN 5 TO
400 MEV). (2) PRCTONS (DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM 
FRCN 3E IC 13,000 NEV AND
INTEGRAL SPECTRUM ABOVE 13 GEV)v (3) HELIUM THROUGH SULFUR 
(Z FROM 2 THROUGH
16, DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM FRO 60 TO S.ICCC 
MEV/LCLECN, AND INTEGRAL
SPECTRUM ABCVE 12 GEV/NUCLEON). AND (4) THE IRON 
GRCUP (Z FRCf 26 THROUGH
289 DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM FROM SO TO 13,000 
MEV/NUCLEON AND INTEGRAL
SPECTRUM ABOVE 12 GEV/hUCLECN). A CHARGEC 
PARTICLE TELESCCFE WILL EE USED TC
MAKE THESE MEASUREMENTS. IT WILL CONSIST CF A 
CUR%ED SOLID-STATE DETECTOR. A
GAS CENENKOV COUNTERs A SOLID-STATE DETECTOR, 
A CESIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION
DETECTOR, A PLASTIC SCINTILLATION 
COLN'TER, ANC A GLARTZ CERENKCV COUNTER.
THE DESIGN OF THE TELESCOPE IS BASED ON TI-AT 
USED IN EXPERIMENT 68-014A-09
FOR OGC 5.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS FRCFCSED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- 20-HZ TO I-KHZ MAGNETIC ANC 20-HZ TC NSSCC IC HELOCTR-07
100-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTCRS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHEFR INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.L. SCARF TR% SYSTEMS GROUP RECCKCC EEACh, CA
01 - D.A. GURNETT U CF IOWA ICWA CITY, IA
Of - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL PASADENA,CA
OI - R.W. FREDERICKS TRW SYSITEMS GRCUF RECCNCC BEAChCA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO PRCVICE DATA FCR PLASMA %AVE STUDIESUNDERTAKEN TO GAIN A EETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE %AVE PARTICLE INTERACTION
AND PLASMA INSTABILITIES whICH LEAD TO THE EQUIVALENT COLLISION PHENOMENA
THAT PRODUCE APPARENT FLUIC-LIKE BEHAvICR IN THE SCLAF WIND NEAR 1 AU. ANELECTRIC DIPOLE ANC MAGNETIC SEARCH COIL, BOCM-MOUNTED AND ALIGNED ALCNG THESPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS, WILL BE USED TC MEASURE MAGNETIC FIELD WAVE LEVELSFROM 20 HZ TO 1 KHZ IN EIGHT CHANNELS AND ELECTRIC FIELD LEVELS FROM 20 HZ
TO 100 KHZ IN 16 CHANNELS.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC FPROTCNS NSSDC IC HELCCTF-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. ELLIOTT IMPERIAL CCLLEGE LONDON, ENGLAND
01 - J.J. VAN ROqICJEN SPACE RESEARCH LAB LEICEN, THE NETHERLANDS
01 - J.N. VAN GILS SPACE RESEARCH LAB LEICEN, THE NETHERLANDS
01 - R.M. VAN DEN NIEUWENFOF SPACE RESEARCH LAB LEICEN. THE NETHERLANDS
01 - K.P. WENZEL EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCRDIIJK, THE NETHERLANDSOI - L.D. DE FEITER SPACE RESEARCH LAB LEICEN, THE NETHERLANDS
OI - A.C. DURNEY EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCPCAIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
OI - TR. SANDERSON EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCRCRIJK. THE NETHERLANDS
01 - R.J. HYNDS IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, UNITEC KINGDOM
OI - V. DOMINGC EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCRCWIJK, THE NETHRLANDS
01 - VoE. PAGE EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NCCRFCWIJKN. THE NETHERLANDS
I01 - A. BALOGH IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON* UNITED KINGDOM
.UI - Co CE JAGER SPACE RESEARCH LAB LEICEK, THE NETHERLANDS
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED T( STLCY PARTICLE ACCELERATION AND
PROPAGATI CN PROCESSES IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE AND IN
INTERPLANETARY SPACE. MEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE OF PROTONS FROM 0.03 TO 1.40MEV AND ALPHA PARTICLES FRQM 1.40 TO E.CC MEV USING THREE TWC-ELERENT
TELESCGPES. ONE TELESCOPE WILL LOOK PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS
WHILE THE OTHERS WILL SCAN IN EIGHT SECTORS MOUNTED AT e0 DEG AND 120 DEG
TO THE SPIN AXIS.
ON 01/09/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-FAYS AND ELECTRONS NSSDC ID HELOCTR-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTFER INVESTIGATCP)
PI - K.A, ANDERSON U OF CALIFLRhIA, BERK EERKELEY, CA
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01 - k.P. LIN U OF CALIFORNIA* 
BERK BERKELEY9 CA
uI - D.F. SMITH HIGH ALTIILCE OBS eCLLDER, CC




THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY AND SCLAR
ELECTRCNS (2 TO 1000 KEV) IN THE TRANSITICN ENEFGY RANGE BETWEEN 
SOLAR WIND
AND LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS, AND TC STUCY SOLAR X SAYS 
(8 TO 72 KEy). THE
ELECTRONS WILL EE MEASURED BY A PAIR OF PASSIVELY 
COOLED. SURFACE BARRIER
SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTOR TELESCOPES AND EY A HEVISPH ERICAL 
PLATE ELECTROSTATIC
ANALYLER WITH CHANNEL-MLLTIPLIER DETECTORS. 
THE X RAYS WILL EE MEASURED BY A
PROPORTIONAL COLNTER WITH A SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATOR.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 2C-K-Z TC 3-MhZ RADIC, WAPFIN C NESCC 
IC -ELCCTR-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATORI)
PI - J.L. STEINEERC MEUDCN C65ER 
'ATOAY CHALATS NEUDCNI FRANCE
0I - P. COUTURIER WFLOCN CeSEPATORY CHALAIS NEUCCN, FRANCE
01 - R. KNOLL MEUDON OB3SERVATCRY 
CHALATS MEUCON, FRANCE
CI - J. FAINEER" NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT, NO
01 - R.G, STONE NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT, MC
OI - S.R. MOSIER NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, MD
EXPERI WENT ERIEF GESCR IPT IONTHIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF FOUR SELF-CALIBRATING RADIOMETERS THAT
STEP THRIUGH 16 FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 2C KZ AN I PHZ. T-ESE 
PACICNETERS ARE
CONNECTED TC CIPCLE ANTENNAS. TYPE. SCLAR 
RADIO BLRSTS WILL BE LSED TC MAP
MAGNETIC LINES CF FORCE IN ANC OUT OF THE ECLIPTIC BETWEEN 
0.05 AND 1 AU,
TH-EREBY PRiOCUCING A TFREE-DIMENSILNAL CESCRIPTIO.N OF TI-HE 
SCLAR WIND.
ON 01/01/73, THE SFACECRAFT MISSIC wAS FRCFCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MASS SPECTROMETER FOP A'70 TO 10,500 EV 
NSSOC ID HELCTR-11
PEN CI-ARGE AND 1 TO 5 6 AWL FER CHARGE
EXPEkIMcNT PEPSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHE
R INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.W, TcILV IE NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT, ND
CI - J. GEISS U OF BERNE 
BERNE, SWITZERLAND
01 - M.H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT* MD
I01 - M.A. C iPLAN U LF MARFYLANC 
CULLEGE PARK, ND
LI - D.L. LIND NASA-JSC 
HOLSTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF GESCRIPTIONTHIS LXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF AN ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY ANALYZER AND A
wlEN VELOCITY FILTER CCNFIGLREC AS A MASES SPECTFRCNETE TC 
CETERNINE THE
CHANGE STAT-: AND ISOTOPIC CONSTITUTIVN LF THE SCLAR WINC. 
THE INSTRUMENT
WILL HAVE AN ENEPCGY PER UNIT CHARGE RANGE CF 0.17 TC 10 5 KEY 
ANC A PASS PER
UNIT CHARGE RANGE CF ! TC 5.E.
ON 01/09/73, THC SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS PRCFCSE .
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EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION NSSDC ID HELOCTR-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E.C. STONE CAL TECH PASADENA. CAGI - R.E. VOGT CAL TECH PASADENA. CA
EXPERIMENT 8RIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUCY THE ISOTOPIC CONSTITUTICN CF
SOLAR MATTER ANC GALACTIC CCSMIC-RAY SCLRCES, THE FPCCESSES CF
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS IN THE SUN AND IN THE GALAXY, AND THE ASTRQOPHYSICAL PARTICLE
ACCELERATION PROCESSES. THE FOLLOWING SFECIES APE 7C EE RESCLVEC 
-- LITHIUM
THROUGH NICKEL (Z FROM 3 THROUGH 2E ANC A FRCN 6 THFCLGH 64) IN THE ENERGY
RANGE FROM 2 TO 200 MEV/NUCLEON. THE CORRESPCNOING MASS RESOLUTION IS 0.065
TO 0.083 PROTON MASS FOR LITHIUM, AND C.IE TL 0.22 FRCTCN MASS FCR IRCN. THE
ISOTOPIC ABUNOANCES ANC ENERGY SPECTRA WILL BE MEASLREC EY A HEAVY ISCTOPE
SPECTROMETER TELESCOPE THAT USES SOLID-STATE CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTORS.
ANTICCINCIDENCE GUARD RINGS ANC SGLIC-SlATE MATRIX HCCCSCCFE DETECTCFS ARE
EMPLOYE; TO INPF CVE MASS ANC ENERGY PESCLLTICN.
CN 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSECD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR ANC INTERPLANETARY NAGoNETIC FIELCS NSSCC IC HELCCTR-13
(CCRRELATIVE STUCY)
EXPERIMENT PERS,-INNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CIFER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - J.w. WILCOX STANFORD U STANFCRC, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTIC,
THIS EXPEORIMENT WILL CONSIST OF THE MEASLPEMENT OF LARGE SCALE SOLAR
MAGNETIC AND VELCCITY FIELOS WITH THE STANFORD GROUND-BASED SOLAR TELESCOPE.
AND THE CLO PARISCN 'F THESE MEASUREMENTS WITH NEASLFEMENTS OF THE
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELO AND SOLAR WIND MADE BY OTHER EXPERIMENTS CN
THIS SPACECRAFT. THE PURPOSE OF THE EXFERIMENT WILL EE TO STUDY THE LARGE
SCALE STRUCTURE (F THE SULAR MAGNETIC FIELC AND ITS EXTENSION INTO
INTERFLANETARY SPACE BY THE SCLAP WINC.
ON 01/09/739, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIIN WAS PRFPCSED.
SPACECRAFT CMMUN NA.1E- HELCS NSSDC IC FELCS
ALTERNATE NAMES- HI.ECCEN.LLN.OCCLL *SAT.
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- C8/CC/7S SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- KG





ElBiT TYPE- CF' CENTR IC UREIT PEPICO- IN
APOAPbIS- "0000. KM ALT PER IAPSIS- KM ALl INCLINATICN- 
60.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERPSUNNFL (PMPPCJECT MAiIAGER, FS=F RCJECT SCIENTIST)
Pw - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
PS - UNKNCWf L KNC N
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIFTICt,
THE CDJECTIVES OF THIS MISSION *ILL BE THE NEASLEMWENT CF THE
POS ITIlN, STRUCTURAL FEATURES, SPECTRAL, AND TEMPCRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CjSM,,IC X-RAY SOLPCES. TFE POSITION ArND CIANETER CF CCSIWIC X-RAY SCURCES WILL
EL DETE~MINLC UY TFE CBSERVATION OF TH-E TIME AND SPLED WITH MWHICH THE
SOURCES D ISAPPEAR bFHIND THE MfnJN DUPING LUNAR OCCULTATIUNS. THE ABILITY TO
CLRRECT iJT- TFE F PEIT ANC TI-FE CRIENTAIICI CF THE SPFACECRAFT, CCUFLEC WITH
THE HIGHLY-.CCENTFIC ORBIT. WILL ENABLE THE SPACECRAFT TO CBSERVE ANY
PURTILN OF THE SKY FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME. TEMPCRAL VARIATIONS ON SCALES
RANGINC F i TEISS 'F IMICr CSECrC''S T.
" 
TENS CF HCLRE WILL EF CESERVAELE, AS
WELL AS ENFPGY SPECTRUM OBSEkVATIONS AND ABSOLUTE FLLX MEASUREMENTS OF
ObJECTS w ITH AN INTENSITY GREATEk THAN E TIMES 10 TO THE -5 THAT OF THE CRAB
NEBULA. F.RIGFT S-URCES AILL iE LJCATABLE IC ITHIN ARC-SEC It, PCSITICN.
ON 01/00/73 , TH,< SPACECFAFT WISSICN wAS FPCFCSEC.
EXPER IMENT NAME- MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY PACKAGE NSSDC ID HELOS -01
EXPERIMENT PERSNNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATOP, OI=0T-ER INVESTIGATOR)
FI - UJK.-t:wN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT t RIEF CESCRIFTICI
THIS EXPFRIMENT, WHICH wILL CBSERVE CCSVIC X-FAY SOURCES IN THE ENERGY
kANE Or 1. TC 'O KEv, %ILL CCNSIST CF FFCPCPTIONAL COLNTERS LCCATED BEHIND
MOGIFIEr, F-ONEYCCNB COLLIMATCRS.
CN 01/00/73. TI-- SPACECRAFT VISSICN WAS PRCPCEFCD.
EXPLRI VNT NAME- LOw-ENERCY COSMIC X-RAY PACKAGE NSSOC ID HELCS -02
EXPERIMENT PE.-SNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTI-Ej INVESTIGATC;)
PI - UNKNCWN LNKNC N
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CES(FRIPTIJf
THIS eXPERIMENT, .HICH WILL OBSERVE COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES IN THE 0.1-
TO E-KtV PANGEs wILL UTILIZF TFIN-WINDOW. POSITIUN-SENSITIVE PROPORTIONAL
CCU!YTEFb, L;OCATEC REFINC GRAZING-INICIDENCE MIfRPJRS.
CN 01/0U/7., THt SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS PRCFCSEC.
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SPACECRFAFT CCM cN NpAME- IMP-J NSECC ID IMPF-J
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-723A
PLANNED LAUNCH LATE- 1I/UU/7. SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN OROIT- 270. KG




ORbIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT P1-RIOD- 17760. MIN
API'APSIS- 243622. KM' ALT FERIAPSIS- 1~2?* Kl ALT INCLINATICK- 29. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PPCJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST )
PM - W..-. LIMUEFIS NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
PS - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
SPACECRAFT aPIEF DESCRIPTION
I1iP-J THE LASI SATELLITF CF THE INP SERIES, IS A CRLM-SPAPED
SPACECRAFT' 1-S.t CM ACRC5S AND 1E7.4 CN HIGH, IKNSTELENTED FC STUCIES CF
COSMIC RAYS, ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLLS . PLASWA. ArC ELECTRIC ANC MAGNET IC
FIELDE. ITS NEAPLY CIPCULAR CDRIT AT C iC A0 EART I- FACII WILL PERMIT
ObSERVATIONS IN NEAR INTERPLANETARY SPACE AND IN THE EARTH'S NAGNETCTAIL.
THL SPACFCPARFT SPIN AXIS IS TO BE NORMAL TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE, ANC THE SPIN
RATE IS TO BE 2- RPM. MCST CHARACTEPISTICS CF THE INP-J NISSICN ARE SIMILAR
TO THGS. OF THE STILL ACTIVE IMP-7, THE FREVILOUS SPACECRAFT IN THE
SUCCESSFUL IMP SEPIES. IT IS PLANNED THAT IMP-J AND IMP-7 WILL BE ABOUT 180
DECG OUT OF PHASE IN THEIR SIMILAR CDReIS. IMP-J WAS SLCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED
OCTObER 26, 1Sg7 (UT) AND WAS CESIGNATED EXPLCRER 5C0.
Oi 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCVEE.
EXPERIMLNT NAME- MACNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS NSSCC IC IMPF-J -01
EXPERIMENT PEPRSNNEL (PI=PINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - N.F. NESS NA !A-GSFC GREENBELT, FD
01 - C.S. SCEAPCE NASA-GEFC GREENtELT9 MD
1 - J.e. SEEK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. ND
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTICK
THIS EXPER IMENT WILL CLNSIST CF A EC-NCUNTEC TFIAXIA L FLUXC-ATE
MAGNETCDMETER CESIGNEDC TO STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY AND GEOMAGNETIC TAIL
MAGNETIC FIEL _S. EACH SENSOR hILL HAVE THREE DYNAMIC RANGES, PLUS OR MINUS
12. PLUS R MINUS E , AND PLUS CR MINUS IOE GANNAS. hITH THE AIC OF A BIT
COMPACTION' SCHEML (CELTA MODULATION), THERE hILL HE 25 VECTOR MEASUREMENTS
MALE ANL TELEMETE;EC PEP SECONC.
ON 12/18/72,. THFE SPACECRAFT MISSICN hAS APFrDrCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA NSSOC ID IMF-J 
-02
EXPEKIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL IN%ESTIGATCR, CI=CITHEF, INVESTIGATCR)
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PI - H.S. ERICGE MIT CAVERICGE, 
9.A
o01 - A. J LAZARUS MIT CAMBRIDGE, WA
01 - J.Ho BINSACK MIT CAMBRIDGE. 
MA
aI - E.F. LYON MIT 
CAMERIDGEvMASS.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
A MODULATEC SPLIT-COLLECTOR FARADAY CUP WHICH WILL EE PERPENCICULAR 
TO
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WILL BE USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY 
OF
POSITIVE IONS ANC ELECTRONS IN THE SCLAP WIND. TRANSITION REGION. 
AND
MAGNETOTAIL. ELECTRONS WILL BE STUDIEC IN EIGHT LCGAFITHMICALLY 
EQUISPACED
ENERGY CHANNELS EETWEEN 17 EV AND 7 KEV. POSITIVE IONS MILL BE STUDIED IN
EIGHT CHANNELS EETWEEN 0SO EV AND 7 KEV. A SPECTRUM WILL 
EE OETAINEC EVERY
EIGHT SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS. ANGULAR INFORMATICh WILL BE OETAINED 
IN EITHER
15 EQUALLY SPACEC INTERVALS DURING A 3eC-CEG REVOLTION OF THE SATELLITE 
CR
MORE CLOSELY ABOUT THE SPACECRAFT SUN LINE.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLIC-STATE DETECTORS NSSDC 
ID IMP-J -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, GI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
P1 - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND CCLLEGE PARK, 
MD
I01 - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA TUCSON. AZ
01 - D.K. HOVESTACT M.PLANCK INS1,GARCHING GARCHING, 
WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE COMFCSITICh AND ENERGY
SPECTRA OF LOW-ENERGY PARTICLES OBSERVED DURING SOLAR FLARES AND 27-DAY
RECURRENT EVENTS. TH-E DETECTORS TO BE USED WILL INCLUDE (1) AN ELECTROSTATIC
ANALYZER (TO SELECT PARTICLES OF THE DESIRED ENERGY PER CH-ARGE) CCWBINEC
WITH AN ARRAY CF WINDOWLESS SOLID-STATE DETECTORS (1TO MEASURE THE ENERGY
LOSS) AND SURROUNDED EY AN ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING AND (2) A THIN WINDOW
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER, SCLID-STATE PARTICLE TELESCCPE. THE EXPERIMENT WILL
MEASURE PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM 0.1 TO C10 MEV PER CHARGE IN 12 BANDS ANDo WILL
UNIQUELY IDENTIFY PCSITRONS AND ELECTRONS AS WELL AS NUCLEI WITH CHARGES OF
Z FROM I TO 8 (NO CH-ARGE RESOLUTION FOR Z GREATER TI-AN 8). TUC 1000-CHANNEL
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS, ONE FOR EACH DETECTOR. WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE
EXPERIMENT PAYLCAD.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PRCTONS AND NSSDC 10 IMF-J -04
ELECT RONS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTH-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - L.A. FRANK L OF IOWA ICWA CITY. IA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS CESIGNED TO MEASLRE THE ENERGY SPECTRA CF
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN THE GEOCENTRIC RANGE 30 TO 40 R(E) TO
GIVE FURTHER CATA ON GECMAGNETIC STORMS. AURCRA, TAIL AND NEUTRAL SHEET, AND
OTHER MAGNETOSPI-ERIC PHENOMENA. THE DETECICR WILL BE A CUAL-CHANhEL CURVED
PLATE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (LEPEDEA - LOW ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER) aITH 14 ENERGY INTERVALS EETEEN 5 EV AhC 50 KEV. IT
WILL HAVE AN ANGULAR FIELD OF VIEW OF 9 DEG X 25 DEG. THE DETECTCR MAY BE
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OPERATED IN ONE OF TWO MODES (1) ONE PROVIDING GOOD ANGULAR RESCLUTICN (16
DIRECTIONS FOR EACH PARTICLE ENERGY BANC) CNCE EACH 272 SEC. AND (2) ONE
PROVIDING GOOD TEMPORAL RESOLUTION IN WHICH THE ENTIFE ENERGY RANGE IN FOUR
DIRECTIONS WILL EE MEASURED EVERY e68 SEC.
ON 12/18/72e THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PRCTCNS NSSCC IC IMP-J -05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D*J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BCULDER. CO
01 - C.O. BCSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING. MD
01 - J.C. ARMSTRONG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING. MD
I01 - JoH. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. NO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF. DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSES CF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE (1) TC STUDCY THE FRCPAGATION
CHARACTERISTICS CF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS THROLGH THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM OVER
THE ENERGY RANGES INDICATED BELOW. (2) TO STUDY ELECTRON AND PROTON PATCHES
THROUGHOUT THE GEOMAGNETIC TAIL AND NEAR AND THALOUGH THE FLANKS CF THE
MAGNETCPAUSE, ANC (3) TO STUDY THE ENTRY OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS INTC THE
GEOMAGNETIC (FIELC. THE INSTRUMENTATION WILL CONSIST OF A THREE-ELEMENT
TELESCCPE CONFIGURATION EMPLOYING SOLIC-STATE DETECGTORS AND A MAGNETIC FIELD
TO DEFLECT ELECTRONS. TWO SIDE-MOUNTED DElECTORS SILL BE USED TC DETECT THE
ELECTRONS DEFLECTED BY THE MAGNET. TWO ACCITIONAL SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WILL
BE USED TO DETECT VERY LOW-ENERGY (GREATER THAN 15 KEV) PROTONS. ALPHA
PARTICLES, AND CH-ARGEC PARTICLES OF Z GREATER THAN 2. THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE
DESIGNED TO MEASURE (1) PROTON FLUXES FRCOM 30 KEV TO GREATER THAN 8.6 MEV IN
SIX RANGES, (2) ELECTRON FLUXES FROM 30 KEV TC GREATER THAN 450 KEV IN THREE
RANGES. (3) CHARGED PARTICLES GREATER THAN 15 KEV. (4) ALPHA PARTICLES IN
FOUR RANGES,. GREATER THAN 0.5 MEV, GREATER THAN 1.6 MEVo 2.2 TO 8.8 MEVY AND
8.8 TO 35 MEV. AND (5) CHARGED PARTICLES CF Z GREATER THAN 2 AT E GREATER
THAN 5 MEV.
ON 12/18/72 THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRONS AND HYCROGEN AND HELIUM NSSCC IC IMP-J -06
ISOTOPES
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 01=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E.C. STONE CAL TECH PASADENA. CA
I01 - R.E. VOGT CAL TECH PASADENA. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY (VIA DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRA)
LOCAL ACCELERATION OF PARTICLES; ACCELERATION PROCESSES OF SOLAR PARTICLES.
STORAGE IN THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM* AND SCLAR MCCLLATICh CF PARTICLES IN
THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE DETECTOR TO BE USED IS A MULTI-ELEMENT.
TOTALLY DEPLETED SOLIC-STATE TELESCOPE WITH ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELDING AND IS
TO BE OPERATED IN ONE OF THREE MODES -- (1) THE ENERGY RANGE MCDE. (2) THE
ELECTRCN MODE (150 KEV TO 2.8 MEV), AND (3) THE HYDROGEN AND HELIUM ISOTOPES.
MODE (0.5 TO 40 MEV/NUCLEON). THE DETECTOR WILL HAVE AN ANGULAR RESOLUTION
OF PLUS TO MINUS 22 DEG.
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ON 12/18/729 THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCLAR FLARE F-IGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z NSSOC ID IMF-J -07
EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CITI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.A. SIMPSON L CF CHICAGC CHICAGC IL
01 - M.G. MUNOZ U OF CHICAGO CHICAGO. IL
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO INCREASE THE UNDERSTANDING OF SOLAR
FLARE PARTICLE ACCELERATION AND PARTICLE CCNTAINNENT It' MAGNETIC FIELDS IN
THE VICINITY CF THE SUN. THE CETECTOP WILL POINT ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
AXIS. IT WILL EE A WINDOWLESS DE/DX VS E TELESCOPE WITH ANTICOINCIDENCE
SHIELDING AND CAN BE OPERATED IN EITHER CF T%C WCCES - (1) A HIGH-Z, LOW-E
MODE HAVING AN ENERGY RANGE FROM 0O5 TO EC MEV/NLCLEON AND A CHARGE RANGE Z
FROM 5 TO 50 AND (2) A LOW MODE HAVING AN ENERGY RANGE 6 TO 1200 MEV/NUCLEON
(ISOTOFES - HYCROCGEN, DELTERIUM, TRITIUN, HELIUM-3, HELIUM-4). THE ENERGY
RANGE FOR ELECTRONS WILL BE PRIMARILY C.3 TO 10 ME . THE ACCEPTANCE ANGLE OF
THE DETECTOR WILL BE EE 50 DEG FULL ANGLE.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FRCPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS CF SOLAR NSSDC ID IMP-J -08
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OT0HER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MD
I01 - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS LAWRENCE, KS
01 - JA. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA IOWA CITY, IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THREE SOLIC-STATE DETECTORS IN AN ANTICCINCICENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR
WILL OBSERVE ELECTRCNS EETWEEN 0.2 AND 2.5 MEV, PRCICNS BETWEEN 0.3 AND 500
MEV, ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN 2.0 AND 200 NEV, HEAVY FAFTICLES WITH Z VALUES
RANGING FROM 2 TO 5 WIT- ENERGIES GREATER THAN 8 NE'v hEAVY FARTICLES WITH Z
VALUES RANGING EETWEEN F AND E WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 32 REVs AND
INTEGRAL PROTONS AND ALPHAS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 50 MEV/NUCLEOJN, ALL
WITH DYNAMIC RANGES OF 1 TO ONE MILLION (FER SLQUARE CM-SEC-STER). FIVE THIN
WINDOW GEIGER-MUELLER TUEES WILL CBSERVE ELECTRCNS CF ENERGY GREATER THAN 15
KEV PROTONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 250 KEV, AND X RAYS WITH WAVELENGTHS
BETWEEN 2 ANC 10 A, ALL WITH A CYNAMIC RANGE CF IC TC 100 PILLICN (PER
SQUARE CM-SEC-STER). PARTICLES AND X RAYS FRIMARIL't CF SOLAR CRIGIN WILL BE
STUDIED. BUT THE DYNAMIC RANGE AND RESOLUTION OF THE INSTRUMENT WILL PERMIT
COSMIC RAYS AND MAGNETCIAIL PARTICLES TC EE CBSERNEC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAN PARTICLES NSSCC IC IMP-J -09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORP OI=0THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - F.8. MCDONALC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
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Ul - D.E. HAGGE NASA-JSC HCUSTON, TXCI - B.J. TEEGARCEN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, RD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE GSFC COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT WILL BE DESIGNEC TC MEASURE ENERGYSPECTRA. COMPOSITION, AND ANGULAR DISTRIBLIICNS OF SOLAR AND GALACTICELECTRONS, PROTONS, AND HEAVIER NUCLEI UP TO Z = 30. THREE DISTINCT DETECTORSYSTEMS WILL BE USEC. THE FIRST SYSTEM WILL CCNSIST CF A FAIR CF SCLIO-STATETELESCCPES WHICH MEASURE INTEGRAL FLUXES OF ELECTFCNS ABeOVE 150. 350, AND700 KEV AND OF PROTONS ABOVE *059 .15t .509 .70 1.0, 1.2, 2.0, 2.5, 5.0,15. AND 25 NEV. EXCEPT FOR THE .05 MEV FRCTON MCOE, ALL CCUNTING MCDES WILLHAVE UNIQUE SPECIES IDENTIFICATION. THE SECOND DETECTCR SYSTEM WILL BE ASOLIO-STATE CE/CX VS E TELESCOPE THAT LOOKS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS.THIS TELESCOPE WILL MEASURE Z = 1 TO 16 FLCLEI WITH ENECRGIES BETWEEN 4 ANC20 MEV/NUCLEON. COUNTS OF PARTICLES IN THE 0.5 TO 4 MEV/NUCLECN RANGE, WITHNO CHARGE RESOLUTION, WILL BE OBTAINED AS COUNTS IN THE DE/DX BUT NOT TN THEE SENSOR. .THE THIRD DETECTOR SYSTEM WILL EE A THREE-ELEMENT TELESCOPE WHOSEAXIS MAKES AN ANGLE OF 39 DEG WITh RESPECT TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE MIDDLEELEMENT WILL EE A CS I SCINTILLATOR WHILE THE OTHER TWO ELEMENTS WILL BESOLID-STATE SENSORS. THE INSTRUMENT WILL RESFOND TO ELECTRCNS BETWEEN 2 AND12 MEV AND TC Z = 1 TO 20 NUCLEI IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2C TO 500 WEV/NUCLEON.FOR PARTICLES BELOW 80 MEV9 THIS INSTRUMENT WILL ACT AS A DE/DX DETECTOR.
ABOVE 80 MEV, IT WILL ACT AS A BICIRECTIONAL TRIPLE CE/CX CETECTCR. FLUXDIRECTIONALITY INFORMATION WILL BE OBTAINED BY DIVIDING CERTAIN PORTIONS CFTHE DATA FROM EACH CETECTOR INTO EIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS APPFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA NSSOC ID IMFP-J -10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - S.J. BAME LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALAMOS, NMOI - J.R. ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LLS ALAMOS, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WILL BE USED TO STUCY THEDIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF POSITIVE IONS ANC ELECTRCNS IN THE SCLAR WIND,MAGNETCSHEATH, ANC MAGNETOTAIL, IONS AS HEAVY AS CXYGEN WILL BE RESOLVEDWHEN THE SOLAR WIND TEMPERATURE IS LOW. ENERGY ANALYSIS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHEDBY CHARGING THE FLATES TO KNOWN VOLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLCIAING THEN TODISCHARGE WITH KNOWN RC TIME CONSTANTS. IN THE SOLAR WIND, PFOSITIVE IONSFROM 200 EV TO 5 KEV (15 PERCENT SPACING, 3 PERCENT RESOLUTION) ANDELECTRONS FROM S EV TO 1 KEV (2C PERCENT SPACING, 15 FERCENT RESCLUTICN)WILL BE STUDIEC. IN THE MAGNETOSHEATH, POSITIVE IONS FRCM 200 EV TC 5 KEV(15 PERCENT SPACING* 3 PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND FROM 200 EV TO 20 KEV (30PERCENT SPACING, 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) ANC ELECTRCNS PRFCW 5 EV TC 1 KEV (30PERCENT SPACING, 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WILL BE STUDIED. IN THE MAGNETOTAIL.POSITIVE IONS FROM 200 EV TO 20 KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING, 15 PERCENT
RESOLUTION) ANC ELECTRONS FROM 5 EV TO 1 KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING. 15 PERCENTRESOLUTION) ANC FROM 100 EV TO 20O KEV (15 PERCENT RESOLLTION) WILL BE
STUDIEC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVEO.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 
NSSCC IC IMP-J -11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 
OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT. MD
01 - J.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT* ND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CEECRIPTIO.NA BIAXIAL ANTENNA SYSTEM WITH ELECTROMETERS 0TO MEASURE THE POTENTIAL
DIFFERENCE UETWEEN THE TWO -ALVES CF EACH ANTENNA 
WILL DETERMINE THE VECTOR
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD WITH A SENSITIVITY CF 0.1 MV 
FER METER. ONE ANTENNA WILL
LIE ALCNG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND THE OTHER 
%ILL BE NORWAL TC THIS
AXIS. MEASUREMENTS %ILL BE MACE IN THE SCLAR WIND* 
IN TH-E TRANSITION REGIONS
AND IN THE GEOMAGNETIC TAIL.
ON 12/18/72. T-E SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRCSTATIC WAVES AND RADIC 
NOISE NSSDC ID IMP-J -12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTI-ER 
INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.A. GUPNETT U CF IOWA 
ICWA CITY, IA
01 - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT9 PC
UI - G.AW. PFEIFFER L OF IOWA 
ICIA CITY, IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
A wIDE-BANC RECEIVER WILL BE USED TC OBSERVE HIGH-RESCLLTICN
FREQUENCY-TIME SPECTRA, AND A SIX-CHANNEL NARROW-BAND RECEIVER 
WITH A
VARIAELE CENTER FRECUENCY WILL BE LSED TC COBSERVE AVE CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE
RECEIVERS WILL CFEPATE FROM THREE ANTENNA SYSTEMS. 
THE FIRST SYSTEM %ILL
CONTAIN A PAIR OF LONC DIPOLE ANTENNAS (ONE, EXTENDABLE TO 
400 FT, NORMAL TO
THE SPACECRAFT SFIN AXIS AND ThE OTHER ANIENNA, ENITENCAELE 
TC 20 FT. ALChG
THE SPIN AXIS). THE SECOND SYSTEM WILL CONTAIN A BOOM-MOLNTED 
TRIAD CF
ORTHOGCNAL LOOP ANTENNAS. THE THIRD SYSTEM WILL CONSIST 
OF A BOOM-MOUNTED
20-IN. SPIN AXIS DIP.LE. THE MAGNETIC ANC ELECTRIC FIELC 
[INTENSITIES AND
FREQUENCY SPECTRA, FOLARIZATION, AND DIRECTION CF ARRIVAL OF 
NATURALLY
OCCURRING RACIC NOISE IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE WILL BE OBSERVED, 
PHENOMENA TO BE
STUCIEC APE THE TIME-SPACE CISTRIBLTION*. CRIGIN, FRCPAGATIC6, 
CISFERSION
AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO NOISES OCCURRING 
ACROSS AND Ch EITHER
SIDE OF THE MAGNETOSPEERIC ECUNCARY REGION. THE FREQUENCY RANGE 
FOR ELECTRIC
FIELDS WILL BE C.3 HZ TC 200 KHZ AND F(R NAGNETIC FIELOS, IT 
WILL BE 20 HZ
TO 200 KIIZ.
ON 12/1 /72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPPCVED.
44444** * ******** ***** ***** *
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INCIAN SCIENTIFIC SATI. 
NSSCC IC INCASAT
ALTERNATE NAMES-








ORBIT TYPE- CEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- 600. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- CCO. KM ALT INCLINATIC- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=PRUJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE MILL BE THE FIRST SATELLITE WHCLLY
DESIGNEC AND FABICATEC IN INDIA. IT WILL BE LAUNCHED BY THE LSSR AND WILL
CARRY EXPERIMENTS COVERING THREE AREAS 
-- X-RAY ASTRONCMY, SOLAR NEUTRON ANDGAMMA PAYS, ANC I NCSPHERIC PHYSICS. TFE SATELLITE WILL BE SPIN STABILIZED
AND WILL BE LAUNCHEC INTO A NEAR-CIRCULAR CRBIT. THE NECESSARY GRCUND
TELEMETRY ANC TELECOMMAND STATIONS WILL BE ESTABLISHED AT SR[HARIKOTA.
GN 10/30/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS UNKNCN.
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-RAY ASTRONOMY KESCC IC INCASAT-01
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS LXPERIMENT WILL LSE A NAI (TL) SCINTILLATCR ANC A FRCPCRTIONAL
COUNTER TO MEASURE X RAYS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2 TC 100 KEV FROM BOTH
CELESTIAL SCUPCES AND CCSMIC EACKGRCUNC.
ON 10/30/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS UNKNOWN.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR NELTRON AND GAMMA RAYS NSSCC IC INCASAT-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATUR)
PI - UNKNOWN LNKNOAN
EXPERIMLNT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS CESI NED TE DETECT EIESICEN CF ENERGETIC NEUTRCNS
FROM 10 TO 500 MEV ANC GAMMA RAYS FrOM 2CC KEy TO 20 MEV ASSOCIATED WITH
VIOLENT OUTEURSTS ON THE SUN.
ON 10/30/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS UNKNOWN.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IONOSPFERIC ELECTRON TRAP AND LV NSSOC IC INOASAT-03
CHAMBERS
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 1O=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
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LXP NIMENT oRIEF CESCP:IPTIUN
THIS EXPEP IMENT WILL LSE AN ELECTRCN TRAP TC EPSLRE ELECTRCN ENERGIES
UP TU 100 EV. ALCNG WITH UV CHAMBERS TO NCHlI TOR THE SCATTERED 
LYNAN-ALPHA
RADIAT ION AND OXYGEN EMISSIONS IN THE NIGHT 
SKY.
ON 10/30/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS UNKNCWN.
** 444** **************** **********4***
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- INTASAT 
NSSOC 10D INTASAT
ALTERNATE NAMES- INTA SATELLITE
PLANNED LAUNCH LATE- 07/0C/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT It 
CrBIT- 24.5 KG






ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC OR1BIT PERIOD- 
MIN
APOAPSIS- 1000. Kv ALT FERIAPSIS- 1000. KM ALT 
INCLINATION- 100. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSNNE-'EL (PM=PPCJECT WANAGR. FE=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.M. DURACO CNIE-INTA 
YCFREJCN9 SPAIN
PS - L.S. MUNIOSGUREN CNIE-INTA 
NACFIC, SPAIN
PS - J.E. JACKSCN NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELT, WO
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
lNTASAT, THE FIkSI SPANISH SATELLLTEs *ILL EE A SNALL, WAC-NETICALLY
STABILIZED SPACECRAFT WHICH WILL CARRY A BEACCN EXFERINENT FCR STUOY 
CF THE
ION]SPHERE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE A 12-SIDED RIGHT PRISMs 44.5 
CM ACROSS
UPPUSITE FLAT SICES, ANC 45 CM HIGH. THE ATTITUDE CENIRCL 
PAGNET WITH
DAMFING DARS WILL PROVICE ALIGNMENT TO THE LOCAL NAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR TO
PLUS OR MINUS 10 DEC WITHIN 10 DAYS OF LAUNCH. THE 16-V POWER 
SYSTEM WILL BE
LPERFATED BY 12 NICKEL-CACMILM BATTERIES CHARGEC B SCLAF CELLS Ch THE SIDES
OF THE SATELLITE. THE OREIT PLANNED WILL BE ESUN-NCHRONOUS, 
WITH ECUATOR
CRUSSINGC- INIT IALLY OCCURRING AT NOIN AND MIDNIGHT LOCAL 
TIME. IT IS EXPECTED
THAT MANY GEDUNI OBSERVERS ( 7 PLAN CBEERATICNS AS CF SEFTEMBER 1973) 
WILL
USE THE EXP RIMENT FOR TONOSPHEkIC STUDY. TELEMETRY iILL 
BE PRCVIDED FOR
MONITURING ANE (CNTROL OF SPACECRAFT CONDITION.
ON 10/30/73, THC SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS UNKNCN.
EXPERIVENT NAME- ICNOSPHERIC EEACON 
KSSCC IC INTASAT-01
EXPERLIMENT PERSLONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER IN'VESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS HEACCN EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST CF A TWC-FRECLENCY (40.0100 AND
40.0102E MHZ) TPANSMITTIER, THAT WILL CCNTINUCUSLY FRADIATE LINEARLY
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POLARIZEDO. STAELE AND UNMODULATED SIGNALS AT A MINIMUM POWER LEVEL OF '200
Mw. THE T Wf?-REACr. iNIJP:LE ANTENtJA, ONE EEACON FCR EAC - FREGUENCY. WILLEXTENC FRON TH-E TOP AND POTTOM OF TI-HE SPACECRAFT ALONG THE SPACECRAFT AXIS.PRESENTLY, 77 EXPEP IMENTERS IN 21 CIFFEPENT COUNTRIES ARE PLANNING TO
PAHTICIPATE, ANE ACCITIONAL PARTICIPATICN 15I EXPECITC. THE EXPERIMENTERS
WILL CALCJLATE TCTAL. ELECTRON CONTENT ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH FRcOSATELLITE TO GPCUNC. ANC WILL CBSERVF IONCSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES AND
SCItT ILLATI(NS.
CN 10/30/73, TIHE- SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS LNKNCIN.
SPACECPAFT COMMON NAME- IS NSSCC IC ISS
ALTERNATE NAMELS- ICNCSPHERE SULNDINC SAI
PLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- 02/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CRBIT- 8F. KG




LRII TYPE- GECCENTRIC CR11T POiDICC- IN
APCAFSIS- 1000.CC KM ALT PEF;IAPSIS- ICCC.00 KM ALl IKCLINATICN- 70. DEG
SPACECi-AFT FERSiNJFL (PM=PACJECT MANAGE5R, FPE=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - K. TAO RQL TCKYC. jAPAN
PS - K. TAO RRL TOKYCo JAPAN
SPACECKAFT EI EF VESCRIPT ION
THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PART OF JAPAN'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE
INTERAr4ATIONrL MA( NETOSPFERIC STUDY. THE IS CBJFC7I0E *ILL EE TC CBSERVE THEWUPLDwICLE DISTRIeUTIONi OF THE VIRTUAL RANGE VS THE FR OLENCY (OUTAIN
ICNOGRAMiS) (F TI-FE TCPS ICE ICNCSPHER-, ANC TO OBSERVE THE WORLDWIDE
DISTkIpUTIO ,t F tACID NfISE. TIHE IONOSPhERIC BSER'vATIlON WILL EE IN TH-EGELNRAL PANGE OF I TO 15 MHZ. SEVERAL SUPPLEMENTAL GESERVATIONS CF IN SITUPLASMA CHARACTEF ISTICS WILL ALSC BE CCNCUCTEC ALCNG THE SATELLITE ORBIT.
THESE t-,SERVATI,)rS WILL INCLLDE LENSITY ANC TEMFEFATUFE CF ELECTRONS, IONSMEASUREU PY A RETAPOING POTENTIAL TRAP. AN ION MASS SPECTROMETER. AND
OBSERVATIiN OF TI-r EARTFI'S MAGNETIC FIELC. THE SATELLITE WILL EE SPINSTAoILIZEL)D WITH ITS SFIN AXIS NrRNAL T( THE ECLIFTIC FLANE.
ON 12/1 /72, TI-H, SFACECF-AFT MISSICN WAS AFFRC EC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SWEEP FttQUENCY SCUNDErF NSSDC ID ISS 
-01
EXPERIMENT PEF-ELN NEL (PI=PrINCIPAL INVESTIGAICP. CI=CIEFR INVESTIGATCR)
EXPERIMENT &RIEF FESCIFTION
TI-IS LXPEPIMENT'S OPJECTIVE WILL HE TC CBTAIN A ICRLCICE DISTRIBUTION
OF THL VITJAL I-FFIGHT VS. FREQUENCY C,HARACTERISTICS OF THE TOPSIDE
IGNOSPHERE-
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RACIO NOISE 
NSSDC ID ISS -02




THIS EXPERIMENTS OBJECTIVE WILL BE TO OBTAIN A WORLCDWICE DISTRIBUTION
OF RACIC NOISE CAUSED BY ATMOSPHERICS.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT NISSICON WAS APPRCLEC,
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETARCING POTENTIAL PROBE 
NSSCC IC ISS -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* CI=CTHE
R INVESTIGATCP)
PI - S. MIYAZAKI RRL TOKYCv JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
NO INFORMATION IS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE ON THIS PROBE BLT IT 
IS PROBABLY
AN ION TRAP. SUC TRAPS USUALLY USE ONE OR MORE SCREEN GRIDS MOUNTED 
IN
FRONT OF A COLLECTOR. TE SCREENS WILL HAVE A VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
PATTERN
APPLIED TO PERMIT EIT-ER ELECTRON OR ION CLRRENTS. FOR A GIVEN 
SCREEN
VOLTAGE* A VOLTAGE PRCFILE PROVIDED TO THE CCLLECTCP WILL PROCUCE 
A
CURRENT/VOLTAGE PROFILE. ANALYSIS OF THIS PROFILE CAN FPROVICE TEMPERATURE*
COMPOSITION, ANC CENSITY DATA FOR IONS ANC/OR ELECTRONS.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION PASS SPECTRUMETER 
NSSCC 10 ISS -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N. FUGONO RRL TCK'fO* JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BEING FLOWN TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE SLPPLEMENTAL CESERVATICNS 
CF IN SITU
PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS. T1IS EXPERIMENT %ILL MEASLRE THE AMBIENT ICN
CONCENTRATIONS WITH AN ION MASS SPECTROMETER USED AS THE SENSOR.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
*4************* 4***************** ******




PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 10/le/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 409g. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 115.2 POINAPOAPSIS- 1460.OC KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1460.00 KM ALT INCLINATION- 102. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J. SARGENT NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
PS - I.L. GOLCEERC- NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ITOS-F IS ONE IN A SERIES OF IMPROVEC TIROS-M TYPE SATELLITES THATWILL BE LAUNCHED WITH NEW METEOROLOGICAL SENSORS ON BOARD TO EXPAND THE
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE ITOS SYSTEM. THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE
ITOS-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE WILL BE TO PRCVIDE GLOBAL DAYTIME AND
NIGHTTIME DIRECT READOUT CLOUCCOVER DATA ON A DAILY BASIS. THE
SUN-SYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAFT WILL ALSO BE CAPABLE OF SUPPLYING GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE SCUNDINGS AND VERY HIGH RESOLUTION INFRAREDCLOUDCOVER DATA OF SELECTED AREAS IN EITHER A DIRECT READO.UT OR A TAPE
RECORDER MODE. A SECONDARY OBJECTIVE WILL BE TO DETAlN GLCBAL SOLAR PROTON
FLUX DATA ON A ROUTINE DAILY BASIS. THE PRIMARY SENSGORS WILL CONSIST OF AVERY HIGH RESCLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR). A VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PRCFILE
RADIOMETER (VTPR), AND A SCANNING RADICMETER (SR). THE VHRR, VTFR. AND SRWILL BE MOUNTED ON THE SATELLITE BASEPLATE WITH THEIR OPTICAL AXES DIRECTEDVERTICALLY EARTHWARC. THE NEARLY CUBICAL SPACECRAFT WILL MEASURE 1 BY 1 BY1.2 M. THE SATELLITE WILL BE EGUIPPED WITF THREE CURVEC SOLAR PANELS THATWILL BE FOLDED DURING LAUNCH AND DEPLOYED AFTER ORBIT IS ACHIEVED. EACH
PANEL WILL MEASURE OVER 4.2 M IN LENGTH %HEN UNFOLDED AND WILL EE COVEREDWITH 3420 SOLAR CELLS MEASURING 2 BY 2 CM. THE ITCS DYNAMICS AND ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM WILL MAINTAIN DESIRED SPACECRAFT CRIENTATION THROUGH
GYRCSCOPIC PRINCIPLES INCORPORATED INTC TE SATELLITE CESIGN. EARTHORIENTATION OF THE SATELLITE BODY WILL BE WAINTAINEC EY TAKING ADVANTAGE OFTHE PRECESSION INDUCED FROM A MOMENTUM FLYWHEEL SO THAT THE SATELLITE BODYPRECESSION RATE OF ONE REVOLUTICN PER CBIT WILL FRCVIDE THE DESIRED *EARTHLOCKING' ATTITUCE. MINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN ATTITUDE AND CRIENTATIKON WILL BEMADE BY MEANS OF MAGNETIC COILS AND 8Y VARYING THE SPEED OF THE MOMENTUM
FLYW EEL.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PROTON MONITOR NSSDC ID ITOS-F -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THREE SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WILL MONITOR THE LMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OFSOLAR PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE 10, 3C. AND 60 MEV, RESPECTIVELY. TWOTELESCOPES CONSISTING OF SOLID-STATE DETECTORS 1ILL EACH PEASURE CIRECTIONALFLUXES OF PROTONS BETWEEN 0.27 MEV AND 3.2 NEV (IN THI EE INTERVALS). PROTONS
BETWEEN 3.2 AND 60 MEVv PROTONS ABOVE EC MEV. AND ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN
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12.5 ANC 32 MEV. IN THE POLAR CAP REGICh WHICH IS OF THE GREATEST 
INTEREST.
THE TELESCOPES tILL VIEW PARALLEL TO. AND PERPENDICULAR TO, THE LCCAL
MAGNETIC FIELC CIRECTION. AN ACCITIONAL SOLID-STATE DETECTOR 
WILL MEASURE
DIRECTIONAL FLUXES CF ELECTRONS OF ENtERGIES GREATER THAN 
140 KEV. THIS
DETECTOR WILL LCOK IN A DIRECTION PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
ORBIT PLANE.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCANNING RACIOMETEP (SR) NSSCC IC ITCS-F -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHE- INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND. MDO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ITOS-F SCANNING RADIOMETER (ER) SUBSYSTEM %ILL CCbSIST CF TWO
SCANNING RADIOMETERS, A CUAL SR PRCCESSCR, AND TWC SR RECCROERS. 
THIS
SUBSYSTEM WILL PERMIT THE DETERMINATION OF SURFACE TEMPERATURES OF 
THE
GROUND, THE SEA, OR CLCOUD TCPS VIEWEC BY THE RACICMETER. THE RACICMETER WILL
MEASURE REFLECTEC RADIATION FROM THE EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM IN THE 0.52- TO
0.73-MICRON CHANNEL DURING THE DAY AND EMITTED RADIATION FROM THE EARTH AND
ITS ATMOSPHERE IN THE IC.5- TO 12.5-MICRCN CHANNEL DLSING THE DAY ANC 
NIGHT.
UNLIKE A CAMERA, THE SR WILL NOT TAKE A PICTURE BLT INSTEAD WILL FCRW AN
IMAGE USING A CONTINUOUSLY ROTATING MIRROR. THE MIRROR WILL SCAN THE 
EARTH'S
SURFACE PERPENCICULAR TO THE SATELLITE'S CRBITAL FATH AT A RATE CF 48 RPM.
AS THE SATELLITE PROGRESSES ALONG ITS CRBITAL PATH. EACH RCTATICN OF THE
MIRROR WILL PROVICE ONE SCAN LINE OF PICTURE. RADIATION COLLECTED BY THE
MIRROR WILL BE PASSED T-ROUGH A BEAM SPLITTER ANC SPECTRAL FILTER TC PRODUCE
THE DESIRED SPECTRAL SEPARATION. UP TO TWC FULL ORBITS OF DATA (145 MIN) CAN
BE STORED ON MAGNET IC TAPE FOR SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION (1697.5 MHZ) TO AN
ACQUISITI')N STATION. THE CATA CAN ALSO EE TRANSITTEC IN REAL TIME TC LCCAL
APT STATICNS. CNCE THE SIGNAL IS RECEIVED BY THE GROUND STATION, A
C NTINUOUS PICTURE WILL BE FORMED BY USING A FACSIMILE RECORDER WHOSE SCAN
IS IN PHASE WITI- THE SATELLITE*S FORWARC OTICNh..FRCM A PLANNEC ALTITUDE CF
1460 KM. THE RACIOMETER WILL HAVE A GROUND RESOLLUTION OF APPROXIMATELY 4 KM
AT NADIR AND WILL BE CAPABLE CF YIELDING RADIANCE TEMPERATURES BETWEEN 185
AND 330 DEG K TO AN ACCURACY OF 4-4 ANC -1 CEG K, RESEFECTIVELY. ALL
OPERATIONAL DATA FRCM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED BY NOAA AND EVENTUALLY
ARCHIVEC AT THE NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER, ASHEVILLE9 NORTH CAROLINA.
IDENTICAL EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLC WN ON ITCS-C, -E. ANC -G.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VERY FIGF RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR) NSSDC ID ITOS-F -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INESTIGATICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NESS STAFF NCAA-NESS SUITLANC. MD.
EXPERIMENT URIEF CESCRIPTION
THE ITOS-F VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR) EXPERIMENT IS
DESIGNED TO CONTINUOUSLY MEASLRE SURFACE TEMPERATLRES CF THE EARTH, SEA, AND
CLOUD TOPS IN CAYLIGHT AS WELL AS AT NIGHT AND TC TRAt'SMIT THE TEMFERATURE
DATA IN REAL TIME TO COMMAND AND DATA ACQUISITION (CDA) STATIONS THROUGHOUT
THE WCRLD FCR USE IN LOCAL WEATHER FORECASTING. THE SPACECRAFT CAN BE
PROGRAMMEC TO RECORC UP TO S MIN OF DATA FOR REMOTE AREAS WHERE NC CDA
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STATICN IS WITHIN RANGE OF THE SPACECRAFT, WITH THE RECORDED DATA BEING
PLAYED BACK TO THI-E NEXT CDA STATION THAT THE SPACECRAFT PASSES. THE
EXPERIMENT WILL INCLUDE TWO SCANNING RACICETERS. A MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER,
AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. THE TWO-CHANNEL VHRR WILL OPERATE SIMILARLY TO
THE SCANNING RACIOMETER (SR) BUT WITH MUCH GREATER FESCLUTION (0.9 KM
COMPARED TO 4 KM FOR THE SR AT NADIR). ONE VHRR CH-ANNEL WILL MEASURE
REFLECTED VISUAL RACIATICN FROM CLCUD TCPS IN THE LIMITEC SPECTRAL RANGE
BETWEEN 0.6 AND 0.7 MICRON. THIS WILL PRCVIDE MCRE CChTRAST THAN THE SR
BETWEEN THE EARTH AND CLOLDS BY REDUCING THE EFFECT CF HAZE. THE SECOND
CHANNEL WILL MEASURE INFRARED RADIATION EMITTED FRCM THE EARTH, SEA, AND
CLOUD TCFS IN THE 10.5- TO 12.5-MICRON REGION. THIS SPECTRAL REGIOCN WILL
PERMIT BOTH DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME RADIANCE MEASUREWENTS. THE VHRR WILL FORM
AN IMAGE BY USING A SCANNING MIRROR TECFKIGUE SIMILAR TC THE SR. EXCEPT ThAT
BOTH RADIOMETERS WILL OPERATE SIMULTANECO LY. AS THE SATELLITE FRCCEEDS IN
ITS ORBIT. THE AO-RPM REVOLVING MIRRORS WILL SCAN THE EARTHOS SURFACE 180
DEG OUT OF PHASE (ONE MIRROR AT A TIME) AND PERPEtDICULAR TC THE CREIT PATH.
THE VISIBLE AND INFRARED DATA WILL BE TINE-MLLTIPLEXED SO THAT THE SCAN OF
THE INFRARED CHANNEL WILL BE TRANSMITTED FIRST, FOLLOWED BY THE EARTH SCAN
PORTION OF TiE VISIELE Ch-ANNEL. THIS PRCCESS %ILL EE REPEATEC 400 TIMES PER
MINUTE (EQUIVALENT TO THE SCAN RATE). IF CNE CF THE RADIOMCETERS FAILS. THE
SYSTEM WILL STILL BE CAPABLE OF MEASURING BOTH VISIBLE AND INFRARED
RACIATION USING ONLY THE REMAINING RADICMETER. ALL CFERATIChNAL DATA FROM
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANCLED BY NOAA AND EVENTLALLY ARCHIVED AT THE
NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER, ASHEVILLE* NORTH CAROLINA. IDENTICAL EXPERIMENTS
WILL BE FLCwN Chn ITCS-O, -E. ANC -G.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER NSSOC ID ITOS-F 
-04
(VTPR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NCAA-NESS SLITLANC. MNO.
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICKON
THE ITOS-F VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADICMETEF (VTPR) WILL SENSE
THE RACIANT ENERGY FROM ATMOSPHERIC CARBON DIOXIDE IN SIX NARROW SPECTRAL
REGICNS CENTERED AT 15.0, 14.8, 14.4, 14.19 13.8. AND 13.4 MICRONS. THE
GROSS ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPER CONTENT WILL BE DETERMINED FROM MEASUREMENTS
CENTERED AT 18.7 MICRONS. MEASUREMENTS WILL ALSO BE TAKEN IN THE 12.0-MICRON
SPECTRAL REGION TO DETERMINE SURFACE/CLCUCTOP TEMFERATURES. THE VTPR WILL
CONSIST OF AN OPTICAL SYSTEM. DETECTOR ANC ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. AND A
SCANNING MIRROR. THE MIRROR WILL SCAN THE EARTH'S SURFACE PERPENDICULAR TOTHE SATELLITE'S ORBITAL PATH. THE GROUNDC AREA COVERED BY CNE SAMPLE CF DATA
WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 50 BY 50 KM. AS EACH AREA IS SCANNEDC* THE OPTICAL
SYSTEM WILL COLLECT, FILTER, AND DETECT T-E RADIATION FFOM THE EARTH AND
SEPARATE IT INTO THE EIGHT SPECTRAL INTERVALS. THE RADIOMETER WILL OPERATE
CONTINUOUSLY. TAKING MEASUREMENTS OVER EVERY PART CF THE EARTH'S SURFACE
TWICE A DAY. THE DATA WILL BE RECORDED THRCOUGHOLT THE CBIT AND PLAYED BACK
UPON COMMAND WHEN THE SATELLITE IS WITHIN COMMUNICATICIN RANGE OF A CCMMAND
AND DATA ACQUISITION STATION. GROUND PERSONNEL WILL USE THE CATA TO COMPUTE
TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE PROFILES TO ALTITLCES AS HIGh AS 30 KX. ALL CPERATIONAL
DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED BY NOAA ANC EVENTUALLY ARCHIVED AT
THE NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER ASHEVILLE. NORTH CAROLINA. IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN ON IIOS-0, -E. AND -G.
ON 12/18/729 THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- ITOS-G 
NESCC IV ITCS-G
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 07/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 
409. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- Ilb.2 MIN
APUAFSIS- A1460.0C KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 14EC.0C KN ALl INCLINATIOCN- 
102. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J. SARGENT NASA-GSFC GREENEELTo D
PS - I.L. GOLCEERC NASA-GSFC GREENBELT# 
PD
SPACECRAFT EPIEF CESCPIFTION
ITOS-G W ILL BE ONE IN A SERIES OF IMPROVED TIROS-M TYPE SATELLITES
THAT wILL Bc LAUNCHED WITH NEW METEOROLCGICAL SENSCRS ON BOARD TO EXPAND 
THE
OPERATIONAL CAPAEILITY CF THE ITrS SYSTEM. THE PRIWARY OEJECTIVES OF 
ThE
ITUS-G METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE WILL BE TC PROVIDE GLOBAL DAYTImE AND
NIGHTTIME DIRECT READCUT CLOUCCOVER DATA CN A DAILY EASIS. 
T-HE
SUN-SYNCHRI.;'OUS SPACECRAFT WILL ALSC BE CAPABLE CF SUPPFFLYING GLOBAL
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE SOUNDINGS AND VERY HIGH RESOLLUTION INFRARED
CLLUDCOVER DATA OF SELECTED AREAS IN EITIER A DIPECT REACCUT OR 
A TAPE
RECORDER MODE. A SECONDARY OBJECTIVE WILL BE TO CBTAIN GLOBAL SOLAR PROTON
DENSITY DATA CN A ROUTINE DAILY BASIS. THE PRIMARY SENSORS WILL CCSIST OF A
VERY -IGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR), A VERTICAL TENFERATUPE FRCFILE
RADIOMETER (VTPR). AND A SCANNING RADIONETER (SR). THE VHRR, VTPR, AND SR
WILL BE MOUNTEC ON THE SATELLITE BASEPLATE WITH THEIR OPTICAL AXES DIRECTED
VERTICALLY EARTHWARD. ThE NEARLY CUBICAL SPACECRAFT %ILL NEASURE I BY 
I BY
1.2 M. THE SATELLITE WILL BE EQUIPPED WITH THREE CURVED SOLAR PANELS TIAT
WILL BE FOLLEG CLPING LAtNCF ANC CEFLO'YED AFTER CFEIT IS ACIIEVEO. EACH
PANEL wILL MEASURE EVER 4.2 M It, LENGTH tHEN LNFULCED ANC ILL BE COVERED
WITH 3420 SOLAR CELLS MFASURING 2 BY 2 CM. THE ITCS DYNAMICS ANC ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM WILL MAINTAIN DESIPED SPACECRAFT CRIENTATICN T-RCUGH
GYRCSCOPIC PRINCIPLES INCORPORATED INTC THE SATELLITE DESIGN. EARTH
ORIENTATION OF THE SATELLITE BODY WILL DE MAINTAINED BY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
THE PRECESSION INCUCEC FROM A MCMENTLM FLVYWHEEL SC THAT THE SATELLITE ECDY
PRECESSION RATE CF CNE REVOLUTION PER ,ORBIT ILL FRCVIOE THE DESIRED *'EARTH
LUUKING' ATTITUDE. MINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN ATTITUDE AND ORIENTATION WILL BE
MACL EY MEANS OF MAG-NETIC CCILS AND BY NAPYING THE SPEED CF THE MCENTUM
FLYwHEEL.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSILI. WAS APPPCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PRCTCN MONITOR NSSCC IC ITCS-G 
-01
254
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTIHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI.- C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONTINUE THE ITOS SERIES CF JHU/APL EXPERIMENTS,
WHICH ARE ALL TO BE THE SAME THROLGH ITCS-F. THREE SCLIC-STATE CETECTORS
WILL lCNITOR THE OMNICIRECTIONAL FLUXES CF SCLAR PRCTCNS WITH ENERGIES ABCVE
10. 30, AND 60 MEV, RESPECTIVELY. TWO TELESCOPES CONSISTING OF SOLID-STATE
DETECTORS WILL EACH MEASURE DIRECTIONAL FLUXES CF FFCTCNS EETWEEN 0.27 MEV
AND 3.2 MEV (IN THREE INTERVALS). PROTONS BETWEEN 3.2 ANC 60 NEV, FROTONS
ABOVE 60 MEV. AND ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN 12.5 AND 32 MEV. IN THE POLAR CAP
REGION WHICH IS CF THE GREATEST INTEREST, THE TELESCCFES WILL VIEW PARALLEL
TO. AND PERPENDICULAR TO, THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTICN. AN ACDITIONAL
SOLID STATE DETECTOR WILL MEASURE DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF ELECTRONS OF
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 14C KEV. THIS DETEC1CR WILL LCCK IN A OIRECTION
PERPENCICULAR TC THE ORBIT PLANE. THE EXPERIMENTER HAS NOT YET DETERWINED
WHETHER MINOR CHANGES WILL BE IMPLEMENTED FOR THIS ITOS-G EXPERIMENT.
ON 12/16/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SCANNING RACIOMETER (SR ) NSSCC IC ITCS-G 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=0IHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND, MD.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE ITOS-C SCANNING RADICNETER (SR) SUBSYSTEN WILL CCNSIST CF TWO
SCANNING RADIOMETERS, A DUAL SR PROCESSCR, AND TWC SF FECrRCERS. THIS
SUBSYSTEM WILL FERMIT THE DETERlINATICN CF SLRFACE TEMPERATURES CF THE
GPCUND. THE SEA, OR CLOUD TCPS VIEWED BY THE RACICNETEF. THE RACICRETER WILL
MEASURE REFLECTEC RADIATION FROM THE EARTH/ATMOSFHERE SYSTEM IN THE 0.52- TO
O.7-MICRON BANC CURING THE CAY AND EMITTED RADIATICN FRCM THE EARTH AND ITS
ATMOSPHERE IN T-E 10.5- TO 12.S-MICRCN PEGICN OLCRING THE CAY ANC NIGHT.
UNLIKE A CAMERA, THE SR WILL NOT TAKE A PICTURE BLT INSTEAC WILL FORM AN
IMAGE USING A CrNTINUOUSLY POTATING MVIRRCF. THE NIRRCR %ILL SCAN THE EARTH*'S
SURFACE PERPENCICULAR TO THE SATELLITE'S CFBITAL FATH AT A RATE CF 48 RPM.
AS THE SATELLITE PROGRESSES ALONG ITS ORBITAL PATH, EACH ROTATION OF THE
MIRR JR WILL PFOVICE ONE SCAN LINE CF PICTLRE. RACIATICN CCLLECTEC EY THE
MIRR UR 4ILL BE FASSED THROUGH A BEAM SPLITTER AND SPECTRAL FILTER TC PRODUCE
THE DES IRED SPECTRAL SEPARATION. UP TO TWO FULL ORBITS OF DATA (145 MIN) CAN
BE STOREC ON MACNETIC TAPE FOR SUESEOLENT TRANSWIESICK (If97.5 WHZ) TC AN
ACQUISITION STATION. THE CATA CAN ALSO BE TRANSMITTED IN REAL TIME TC LOCAL
APT STATIONS. ONCE THE SIGNAL IS RECEIVED BY THE GROUND STATION, A
CCNTINUUUS PICTURE WILL BE FORMED EY USING A FACSIPILE RECCrDER WNCSE SCANIS IN PHASE WITH THE SATELLITE'S FORWARD MOTION. FROM A PLANNED ALTITUDE OF
146O KM, THE RACIOMETER WILL -AVE A GROUND RESOLUTION OF APPROXIMATELY 4 KM
AT NADIR AND WILL BE CAPABLE OF YIELDING RADIANCE TEW FERATLRES EETWEEN 185
AND 330 VEG K TC AN ACCURACY OF +4 AND -I DEG K, RESPECTIVELY. ALL
OPEPATIONAL DATA FROM TI-HIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED BY NOAA AND EVENTUALLY
ARCHIVEC AT THE NATI'NAL CLIMATIC CFNTER, ASHEVILLE, NCRTH CARCLINA.
IDENTICAL EXPFRIMENTS WILL BE FLOWN ONoIO 110S-D, -E, AND -F.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVEE.
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EXPEkIMENT NAME- VErY Hl0-h RESCLUTICN AACICMETER (VHRF) NSSCC 
IC ITOS-G -03
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR, CI=CTHERf INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS 
SUITLAND, MO.
EXPERIMENT EFIEF CESCRIFTION
THE VFRY FIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR) EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO
CO['NTINUJUSLY MEASURE SURFACE TEMPERATURES CF THE EAFTh, SEA, ANC 
CLCUO TCPS
IN DAYLIGHT AS WELL AS AT NIGHT AND TO TRANSMIT THE 
TEMPERATURE DATA IN REAL
TIME TG COMMAND AND DATA ACCUISIT ION (CCA) STATIONS THROUGHOUT 
THE WORLD FOR
USE IN LCCAL WEATHER FCRECASTING. THE SPACECRAFT CA 
EE PRCGRAMNEC TC RECCRC
UP TO 9 MIN CF DATA FOR REMOTE AREAS w-ERE NO CDA STATION 
IS WITHIN RANGE CF
THE SPACECRAFT, wIT- THE PECORCED CATA EEING PLAYED 
BACK TO THE NEXT CDA
STATION THAI THE SPACECRAFT PASSES. THE EXPERINEI'T AILL 
INCLUCE TWO SCANNING
RADIOMETERS, A MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER, AND ASSOCIATED 
ELECTRONICS. THE
TwO-CHANNEL VFRR WILL OPERATE SIMILAFLY TC THE SCANNING 
RADIOMETER (SR) BUT
WIT-H MUCH GFEATER RFSOLLTION (0.9 KM COCFPARED TC 4 KM FUR THE SR 
AT NADIR).
UNE CHANNEL WILL MEASURE REFLECTED VISUAL RADIATION FROM 
CLOUD TCPS IN THE
LIMITED SPECTRAL RANGE EETwEEN 0.6 AND 0.7 NICRCN. THIS WILL PROVIDE MORE
CONTRAST THAN THE SR BETwEEN THE EARTH ANC CLCUDS BY RECUCING THE EFFECT 
OF
HAZE. THE SECCNC CHANNEL WILL MEASURE INFRARED FACIATION 
EMITTED FRCM THE
EARTH. SFA, ANC CLOUD TCPS IN ThE 10.5- TC 12.5-IvICRCI EGCICN. 
THIS SPECTRAL
REGION ,ILL PERMIT FiUTH DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME RADIANCE MEASUREMENTS. 
THE
VHPR WILL FCRN AN IMAGE BY USING A SCANNING MIRFC TECHNIQUE SIMILAR 
TO THE
SR, EXCEPT THAT ECTH RACIOMETERS WILL CPERATE SIILLTANECLSLY. 
AS THE
SATELLITE PF-.OCEECS IN ITS ORBIT, TW ) 400-FRPM REVCLVING MIRRORS WILL 
SCAN THE
EART-'S SURFACE 180 DEG OUT OF PHASE (CNE IRRORF AT A TIME) IN A LINE
PERPENLICULAR TO THE OREIT PATH. THE IEIELE AND INFRARED 
CATA WILL BE
TIME-MULTIPLEXED SO THAT THE SCAN OF THE INFRARED CHANNEL WILL 
EE
TRANSMITTEO FIRST, FOLLOWED BY THE EARITH SCAN PCRTICN CF THE VISIBLE
CHANNEL. THIS FPRCCESS WILL EE REPEATED 4CC TIMES FEF vINLTE (EGLIVALENT 
TC
THE SCAN RATE). IF ONE OF THE RADIOMETERS FAILS. THE SYSTEM WILL STILL BE
CAPABLE JF MEASURING BOTH VISIBLE AND INFRARED FACIATICN LSING CLY THE
REMAINING RADICMETER. ALL OPERATIONAL DATA FROM THIS EXPERIPENT 
WILL BE
HANDLED BY NOAA AND EVENTUALLY ARCHIVED AT THE NATIONAL CLIMATIC 
CENTER.
ASHEVILLE, nlRTH- CAR,'LINA. ICENTICAL EXPERIMVENTS WILL EE FLCW C, ITCS-E,
-F, ANC -G.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APrPRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE FADIGNETEP NSSCC ID 
ITCS-G -04
(VIPR)
EXPERIMENT PERS''tENEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICGATICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NFSS ESLITILAND, MD.
EXPERIVENT ERIEF CESCRIFPTION
THE ITOS-G VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER (VTPP) WILL SENSE
THE RACIANT ENERGY FROM ATMOSPHERIC CARECN DIOXIDE IN SIX NARROW SPECTRAL
REGIUNt CE,4TERED AT 15.0. I. 18,. , 14.1, 13.e. AND 13.4 MICRONS. THE
GRUSS ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPCR CONTENT WILL BE DETERMINED FROM MEASUREMENTS
CENTLEO) AT 1e.7 MICRCNS. MEASLREMENTS WILL ALSC BE TAKEN IN THE 12,0-MICRON
SPECTRAL REGION TU OETERMINE SLRFACE/CLEUCTUP TEWFEFATURES. THE VTPR WILL
CONSIST OF AN OPTICAL SYSTEM, DETECTRCH AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS. AND 
A
SCANNING MIRPCR. THE MIRROR WILL SCAN THE EARTH'S SURFACE FEFFRPENDICULAR 
TO
THE SATELLITE'S ORBITAL PATH. AS EACH AREA IS SCAINEC, THE OPTICAL SYSTEM
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WILL COLLECT. FILTER, AND DETECT THE RADIATION FROM THE EARTH AND SEPARATE
IT INT6 THE EICGHT- SPECTRAL INTERVALS. I-E GRCUNC AREA CCVEREC BY CN E SAMPLE
OF DATA WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 50 BY SC KM. THE RADIOMETER WILL CPERATE
CONTINUOUSLY. TAKING MEASUREMENTS OVER EVERY PART OF THE EARTH*S SURFACE
TWICE A DAY. TH-E DATA WILL EE RECCRCED TFRCULGHULT THE CREIT AND WILL BE
PLAYED aACK UPCN COMMANC WHEN T-E SATELLITE IS WITHIN COMMONICATICN RANGE OF
A COMMAND ANC C/TA ACQU IS ITION STATION. GROUND PERSCNNEL WILL USE THE DATA
TO COMPUTE TEMPFRATLRE-PRESSURE PR:FILEE TC ALTITLCES AS FIC- AS 30 KM. ALL
OPERATIONAL DATA FPOM THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE HANDLED BY NOAA AND EVENTUALLY
ARCHIVEL AT THE NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER. ASFEVILLE, NORTF CAROLINA.
IDENTICAL EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN CN ITCS-C, -E, AND -F.
ON 12/16/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICKN WAS APFFCLED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ITOS-H N'SSCC IC ITOS-I-
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- 12/00/7E SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CORBIT- 633. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GFOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- 120. fIN
APUAPSIS- l678.0C KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1678.00 KN ALT INCLINATION- 103. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (rFM=PROJECT MANAGER, PE=FPRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.A. STAMPFL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
PS - W. SPENK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NC
SPACECRAFT EPIEF CESCRIPTION
ITOS-H WILL BE THE SECOND IN A SERIES OF THIRC-GENERATICN SPACECRAFT
IN THE NATICNAL CPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE S'STEM (NCNSS). THE
SATELLITE WILL EF CES IGNED TO SERVE AS AN ECONOMICAL AND STABLE PLATFORM FOR
TESTING ADVANCE[ fPERATIrNAL SUBeSYSTEMS FCR LEE IN ,WEATHER ANALYSIS AND
FORtCASTING. PRIMARY SENSORS WILL INCLUDE AN ADVANCED oERY HIGH RESOLUTICN
RADICMETER (AVHRR) FOR CBSERVING DAYTIME ANC NICGH-TTIME GLOBAL CLOUD COVER,
AND A TIROS 13PEPATInNAL VERTICAL SOUNDER (TrIVS) FC CETAINING TEMPERATURE,
WATER VAPOR, ANC OZCNE PROFILES THROUGH THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE. SECCNDAPY
EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE THE SPACE ENVIRCNNENT NCNITOP (SEM), WHICH- WILL
MEASURE THE PP)OTr'N ANC ELECTRCON FLUX NEAR THE EAfRTFH. AND THE CATA COLLECTION
AND PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (CCS), WHICH WILL PROCESS AND RELAY TC CENTRAL
DATA ACQUISITION STATIONS VARICUS METECERCLCGICAL CATA RECEIVEC FROM FREE
FLOATING BALLOONS AND rCEAN BLOS DISTRIEUTEC AROCUND THE GLOEE. THE
SATELLITE WILL EE ABLE TO MAINTAIN AN EARTF-FCINTING ACCURACY OF BETTER THAN
PLUS OR MINUS 1 CEG IN ALL THREE AXES, WlT- YCTICf RATES CF LESS THAN 0.035
DEG/SEC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- ADVANCED VERY t-IGh RESOLLTICK NSSDC ID lTCS-H 
-01
RACIOMETER (AVHRR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHE-R INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SLITLAND, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ITOS-H ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESCLUTICN RACICMETEF (AVHRR) WILL BE
CAPABLE OF PROVICING GLOBAL DAYTIME ANC NIGHTTIME EARTH CLCUDCOVER PICTURES
ON A REGULAR DAILY BASIS FOR LSE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. THE
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING INSTRUMENT WILL CPERATE IN BECTH REAL-TIME AND TAPE
RECORDER MODES. THE FOUR-CHANNEL UNIT WILL USE THE FCLLCWING SPECTRAL
WAVELENGTHS -- CHANNEL 1 - 0.5 TD 0.7 MICRON (VISIBLE). CHANNEL 2 - 0.75 TO
1.00 MICRON (NEAR IR). CHANNEL 3 - IC.! 1C 12.5 MICRCNS (IR WINDCtW) AND
CHANNEL 4 - 6.5 TO 7.0 MICRONS (WATER VAPCR). THE VISIBLE, NEAR IR* AND IR
WINDOW CHANNELS HAVE A PLANNED GROUND RESOLUTION OF 1 KM. THE RESOLUTION OF
THE WATER VAPOR CHANNEL WILL BE SOMEWHAT LESS -- AECLT 4 KN AT NADIR. EACH
CHANNEL WILL HAVE ITS OWN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE CCNSISTING CF AN AMPLIFIER, AN
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERs AND OTHER AUXILIARY ELECTRONICS. IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN ON 0ITOS-I ANC -J.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SCUNDER NSSOC IC ITOS-HP -02
(TOVS)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLANC, MD.
OI - UNKNCWN METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE LONDON, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER (TOVS
) TO BE FLOWN CN ITOS-H IS
CESIGNED TO INDIRECTLY CETERMINE THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE#
WATER VAPOR, AND OZCNE EY MEASURING THE INFRAREC RACIATION EMITTEC FROM THE
EARTH ANC ITS ATMOSPHERE. THE TOVS TENTATIVELY CONSISTS OF TWO CPTICAL UNITS
INTEGRATED INTO A SINGLE SOUNDING SYSTEM. UNIT 1 WILL HAVE 14 CHANNELS AND
WILL VIEW THE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- CHAINEL 1 - THE 3.8-MICRON
WINDOW REGION, CHANNEL 2 - THE c.-MICRCN OZONE EANC, CHANNEL 3 - THE
11.1-MICRON WINCOW REGION, EIGHT CHANNELS IN THE 15-NICFCN CARBON CIOXIDE
BAND, AND THREE CHANNELS IN THE 18- TO 30-MICRCh RCTATIONAL WATER VAPOR
BAND. THE SFCONC UNIT WILL HAVE THREE CHANNELS CPERATING AT 14.97 MICRCNS
USING SELECTIVE ABSCRPTION BY PASSING THE INCOMING RACIATICt% THRCUGH THREE
DOUdLE CELLS CONTAINING GASEOUS CARBON DIOXIDE AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES. THE
SOUNCER WILL USE A STEP-SCAN DEVICE TC FR CVIDE PLLS CR MINUS 40 DEG CF
TRAVERSE SCAN, WHILE THE SPACECRAFT'S CREITAL MCTION WILL PRCVICE SCANNING
IN THE ORTHOGONAL DIRECTION. THE DESIGN WILL ALLOW SCUNDINGS TO BE TAKEN AS
CLOSE AS 400 KM APART, AS COMPARED TC THE 900-KO SEFARATICN THAT IS
PRESENTLY NEEOEC WITH THE SIRS-B EXPERIENT CN NIMEBUS 4. VERTICAL FRCFILES
OF TEMPERATURE# OZONE. AND WATER VAPOR WILL BE OBTAINED FROM THE REDUCED
RACIANCE MEASUREMENTS BY MATHEMATICAL INVERSICN TECHNICLES. THE RESULTING
TEMPERATURE PRCFILE WILL GO FROM THE SLRFACE TO 1 NB AND WILL HAVE AN
ACCURACY OF PLUS OR MINUS I DEG K. THE WATER VAPOR PROFILE FROM THE SURFACE
TO THE TROPUPAUSE WILL EE ACCURATE TO 2C PERCENT, WHILE THE CZGNE WILL BE
MEASURED TC WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 0.01 CM. THE ITOS-I TCVS WILL FRCBABLY
INCLUDE TWO ADCITIONAL INSTRUMENTS, ONE TO MEASURE INTERVALS IN THE
4,3-MICRON CARErN CIOXICE BANC AND THE CTHER A MICRCAVE CEVICE TC MEASURE
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RADIATION IN THE 5.5-MM OXYGEN BAND.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION NSSDC ID ITOS-H -03
SYSTEM (OCSI
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (DCS) WILL BE
DESIGNED TO MEET THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS CF THE UNhITED STATES AND TO
SUPPORT THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM (GARF). THE SYSTEM WILL
RECEIVE LOW DUTY CYCLE TRANSMISSIONS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FROM
FREE-FLOATING BALLOONS. OCEAN BUOYS. CTHER SATELLITES, AND FIXED
GROUND-BASED SENSOR PLATFORMS CISTRIBUTED ARCUND THE GLCBE. THE CESERVATIONS
FROM THESE RANDOMLY LOCATED SOURCES WILL BE ORGANIZED ON BOARD THE
SPACECRAFT ANC RETRANSMITTED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT CC'ES UITHIN RANGE CF A
COMMAND AND DATA ACQUISITION (CDA) STATION. FOR THE FREE-MOVING BALLCCNS,
THE DCPPLER FREQUENCY SHIFT OF THE TRANSMITTER WILL BE OBSERVED TO CALCULATE
THE LOCATION OF THE BALLOONS LATER. ALL INFORMATICN RECEIVED EY THE
SPACECRAFT WILL BE STORED IN A 320-KB SOLID-STATE BUFFER MEMORY. THE BUFFER
WILL BE DES IGNEC TO HANCLE AN AVERAGE OF 10 TRANSMISSIONS PER ORBIT FROM UP
TO 320 OBSERVATION PLATFORMS. THE SYSTEM WILL BE ELILT WITH A READCUT
CAPABILITY OF 0.8 KBS AS WELL AS AN 8-KBS CAPABILITY FOR DATA TRANSMISSION
TO A CDA STAT ICN. THE GSFC-DEVELOPED OCS SYSTEM WILL CONSIST OF THE RANDOM
ACCESS MEASUREMENT (RAM) SYSTEM. WHICH WILL ALSO BE USED IN THE TRCPICAL
WINDS ENERGY CCNVERSION AND REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (ThERLE) TC BE FLOWN
ON NIMBUS-F.
ON 12/18/72# THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MCNITOR (SEM) NSSDC ID ITCS-H -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCRP CI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W. SHENK NASA-GSFC GREEKBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS CESIGNED TO MONIICR DIRECTICNAL FLUXES CF (1)
PROTONS IN FIVE CONTIGUOUS INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.15 AND 40 MEV (INTERVAL
THRESHOLDS OF 0.15 O.30C 0.6C* I.a. AND 6.6 NEV), (2) FRCTCNS IN THE RANGES
400 TO 600 ANC 600 TO 1000 MEV, (Z) PROTONS ABOVE 1000 WEV. (4) ALPHA
PARTICLES IN FIVE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.6 AND 100 MEV
(INTERVAL THRESPOLDS OF 0.6C, C.90, 1.4, 3.5, AND 11 MEV). (5) ALFHA
PARTICLES BETWEEN 3.!0 AND 600 MEV, (6) ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 WEV, AND
(7) ELECTRONS ABCVE 250 KEV. OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF PROTONS ABOVE 10, 30,
AND 60 MEV WILL ALSO BE MONITORED.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- ITOS-I NSEOC ID ITCS-I
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 06/00/78 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 633. KG





ORBIT TYPE- C-EOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICD- 120. WIN
APOAPSIS- 1678.00 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1678.00 KM ALT INCLINATICN- 103. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.A. STAMPFL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MO
PS - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC GREENEELTo MC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
ITOS-I WILL EE THE THIRD IN A SERIES OF THIRD-GENERATICN SPACECRAFT IN
THE NATIONAL OPERATIONAL MEIEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE SYSTEM (NCMSS). THE
SATELLITE WILL BE DESIGNED TO SERVE AS AN ECCNOMICAL AhC STABLE PLATFORM FOR
TESTING ADVANCED OPERATICNAL SUBSYSTEMS FCR LEE IN %EATHER ANALYSIS AND
FORECASTING. PRIMARY SENSORS WILL INCLUDE AN ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR) FOR CBSERVING CAYTINE AND NIGHTTINE GLCEAL CLCUC CCVER
AND A TIROS FOPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER (TOVS) FOR CETAINING TEMFERATURE,
WATER VAPOR, AND OZONE PROFILES THROUGH THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE. SECONDARY
EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE THE SPACE ENVIRCNMENT NCNITCP (SEW), WHICH wILL
MEASURE THE PRCTCN AND ELECTRON FLUX NEAR THE EARTH AND THE DATA COLLECTION
AND PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (DCS), WHICH WILL PROCESS AND RELAY TO CENTRAL
DATA ACUUISITICN STATIONS VARIOLS METECRCLCGICAL CATA RECEIVED FREM
FREE-FLOATING BALLOONS AND OCEAN BUOYS DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE GLCBE. THE
SATELLITE WILL EE AELE TO MAINTAIN AN EARTH-POINTING ACCURACY OF BETTER THAN
PLUS OR MINUS 1 CEG IN ALL THREE AXES. *ITH NGTICN ATES CF LESS THAN 0.035
DEG/SEC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ACVANCED VERY I-IGH RESOLLIION NSSCC IC ITCS-I -01
RADIOMETER (AVHIRR)
EXPERIMENT PERS(ONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SLITLAND, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE ITOS-I ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTICN RACICMETER (AVHRR) WILL BE
CAPABLE OF PROVICING GLOBAL DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME EARTF CLCODCOVER PICTURES
ON A REGULAR DAILY BASIS FOR USE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. THE
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING INSTRUMENT WILL OPERATE IN BCTH REAL-TIWE AND TAPE
RECORDER MODES. THE FOUR-CHANNEL UNIT %ILL LSE THE FOLLClING SPECTFAL
WAVELENGTHS -- CHANNEL I - 0.5 TO 0.7 MICRON (VISIBLE), CHANNEL 2 - 0*75 TO
1.00 MICRON (NEAR IR), CHANNEL 3 - 10. TIC 12.5 MICRCOS (IR WINCCW), AND
CHANNEL 4 - 6.5 TO 7.0 MICRONS (WATER VAPOR). THE IISIELE. NEAR IR, AND IR
WINDOW CHANNELS HAVE A PLANNED GROUND RESOLUTION OF 1 KM. THE RESOLUTION OF
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THE WATER VAPOR CHANNEL WILL BE SCMEWHAT LESS. ABOUT 4 KM AT NADIR. EACHCHANNEL WILL HAVE ITS OWN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE CONSISTING OF AN AMPLIFIER, ANANALOG-TO-CIGITAL CCNVERTER, AND OTHER AUXILIARY ELECTRONICS. IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLCWN ON ITOS-H AND -J.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOLNDER NSSDC ID ITCS-I 
-02
(TCVS)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NCAA-NESS SUITLAND, MOO0 - UNKNOWN METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE LONCON, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER (TOVS) TO BE FLOWN ON ITOS-I ISDESIGNED TO INDIRECTLY DETERMINE THE VERTICAL OISIRIBUTICN CF TEMPERATURE*
WATER VAPOR, AND OZONE EY MEASURING THE INFRARED RADIATION EMITTED FROM THEEARTH AND ITS ATMOSPHERE. THE TOVS TENTATIVELY WILL CCNSIST OF TWO OPTICALUNITS INTEGRATEC INTO A SINGLE SOUNDING SYSTEM. UNll 1 WILL HAVE 14 CHANNELSAND WILL VIEW THE FCLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS 
-- CHANNEL 1 - THE 3.8-MICRON
WINDOW REGION. CHANNEL 2 - THE 9.-,4ICRON OZONE BAND. CHANNEL 3 - THE
11.1-MICRON WINCOW REGION, EIGHT CHANNELS IN THE 15-MICRCN CARBCN CICXIDEBAND, AND THREE CHANNELS IN THE I- TO 3C-MICRON ROTATIONAL WATER VAPORBANC. THE SECOND UNIT WILL HAVE THREE CHANNELS OPERATING AT 14.97 MICRONSUSING SELECTIVE ABSORPTION BY PASSING THE INCOMING RAOIATICn THROUGH THREEDOUELE CELLS CONTAINING GASEOUS CARBON DIOXIOE AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES. THESOUNDER WILL USE A STEP-SCAN DEVICE TO PROVIDE PLUS OR MINUS 40 DEG OFTRAVERSE SCAN, WHILE THE SPACECRAFT'S OREITAL MOTICN WILL PFRCVIDE SCANNINGIN THE ORTHOGCNAL DIRECTION. THE DESIGN WILL ALLOW SOUNDINGS TO BE TAKEN ASCLOSE AS A400O KM APART, AS CCMPARED TO THE 900-KM SEPARATION THAT IS
PRESENTLY NEECED WITH THE SIRS-8 EXPERIMENT CN NIMBLE 4. VERTICAL PROFILESOF TEMPERATURE. OZONE, AND WATER VAPOR WILL BE OBTAINED FROM THE REDUCEDRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS BY MATHEMATICAL INVERSION TECHNIQUES. THE RESULTING
TEMPERATURE PROFILE WILL GC FROM THE SURFACE TO 1 ME ANDC WILL HAVE ANACCURACY OF PLUS OR MINUS 1 DEG K. THE WATER APOR PROFILE FROM THE SURFACETO THE TROPOPAUSE WILL BE ACCURATE TO 20 FERCENT, WHILE THE OZONE WILL BE.MEASURED TU WITHIN PLUS CR MINUS 0.01 CM. THE TCVS WILL PROEAELY INCLUDE TWOADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTS. ONE TO MEASURE INTERVALS IN THE 4.3-MICRON CARBONDIOXIDE BAND AND THE OTHER A MICROWAVE DEVICE TC MEASURE IN THE 5.5-MM
OXYGEN BAND.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCOVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA CCLLECTION AND PLATFORM LCCATION NSSCC IC ITOS-I -03
SYSTEM (DCS)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)PI - UNKNOWN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (DCS) WILL BE
DESIGNED TO MEET THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS CF THE LNITED STATES AND TOSUPPORT THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM (GARP). THE SYSTEM WILLRECEIVE LOW DUTY CYCLE TRANSMISSIONS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FROMFREE-FLOATING BALLOONS, OCEAN BUOYS, OTHER SATELLITES, AND FIXED
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GROUND-BASED SENSOR PLATFORMS DISTRIBUTEC AFCUND THE OLOEE. 
THE OBSERVATIONS
FROM THESE RANCOMLY LOCATED SOURCES WILL BE CRGANIZEC 
ON BOARC THE
SPACECRAFT AND RETRANSMITTED WI-EN THE SFACECRAFT CCNES WITHIN 
FRANGE CF A
COMMAND AND DATA ACQUISITION (CDA) STATION. FCR THE FREE-MOVING BALLOONS,
THE DOPPLER FREGUENCY SHIFT CF THE TRANSWITTER %ILL EE CESEFVED 
TO CALCULATE
THE LOCATION OF THE BALLOCNS LATER. ALL INFORMATIC RECEIVEC 
BY THE
SPACECRAFT WILL BE STORED IN A 320-KB SOLID-STATE BUFFER 
MEMORY. THE BUFFER
WILL BE CESIGNED TO HANCLE AN AVERAGE CF 10 TRANSNISSICNS FER CREIT 
FROM UP
TO 320 OBSERVATICN PLATFORMS. THE SYSTEN WILL BE BLILT WITH 
A REACCUT
CAPABILITY OF 0.8 KBS AS WELL AS AN 8-KBS CAPABILITY FOR DATA TRANSMISSION
TO A CCA STATION. THE GSFC-CEVELOPED DCS SYSTEM %ILL CONSIST 
CF THE RANDCM
ACCESS MEASUREMENT (PAM) SYSTEM, WHICH WILL ALSC EE LSED IN THE TRCPICAL
WINDS ENERGY CONVERSION AND REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT 
(TWERLE) TO BE FLOWN
ON NIMEUS-F.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEN) NSSDC IC ITOS-I 
-04
EXPERIMENT PERSENNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=THER INVESTIGATOR)
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MCNITCR DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF (1)
PRUTUNS IN FIVE CuNTICUCUS INTERVALS BETWEEN C.15 AND 40 MEV (INTERVAL
THRESHOLOS OF 0.15, 0.30, 0.60, 1.Ev ANC E.6 MEV), (2) PROTONS IN THE RANGES
400 TU 600 ANC .CO TO 1000 WE' , (3) PRCTONS AECVE 1000 MEV, (4) ALPHA
PARTICLES IN FIVE CONTIGOLCUS ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.6 AND 100 MEV
(INTERVAL THRESHCLDS OF 0.60. 0.9C# 1.4, 3.5. AND 11 MEV), (5) ALPHA
PARTICLES BETWEEN 320 AND OO0 MEV, (6) ALFPHA PARTICLES AECVE 600 MEV. AND
(7) ELECTRONS ABOVE 250 KEV. OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES CF PROTONS ABOVE 10, 30,
AND 60 MEV WILL ALSO EE MONITCRED.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
SPACECRAFT CrMMU. NAME- ITOS-J NESOC ID ITCS-J
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- I2/00/7 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 633. KG





OREIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 120. MIN
APLAPSIS- 1678.00 KM, ALT PERIAPSIS- If7E.OC KN ALT INCLINATICh- 103. 
DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.A. STAMPFL NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
PS - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ITOS-J WILL EE THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF THIRD-GENERATION SPACECRAFT
IN THE NATIQNAL CPEPATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE S'YSTEM (NOWSS). THE
SATELLITE WILL EE CESIGNED TO SERVE AS AN ECONOMICAL AND STABLE PLATFORM FCR
TESTING ADVANCEC OPERATIONAL SUBSYSTEMS FOR USE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND
FORECASTING. PRIMARY SENSORS WILL I'CLLCE AN ACVANCEC VERY FIGH RESOLUTION
RAUIOMETER (AVHRR) FOR OBSERVING CAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME GLOBAL CLCUD COVER
ANC A TIROS OPERATICNAL VERTICAL SOUNDER (TOVS) FOR OBTAINING TEMPERATURE,
*ATER VAPOR, ANC OZONE PROFILES THROUGH THE EARTH*S ATMOSPPERE. SECCNDARY
EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE THE SPACE ENVIRCNMENT MONITOR (SEM) , WHICH WILL
MEASURE THE PROTON ANC ELECTRON FLUX NEAR THE EARTH, ANC THE DATA COLLECTION
AND PLATFORM LOCATICN SYSTEM (CCS), WHICH WILL FRCCESS AND RELAY TO CENTRAL
DATA ACQUISITIC STATIONS VARIOUS METECROLOGICAL DATA RECEIVED FRCM FREE
FLOATING BALLCONS AND OCEAN BLOYS DISTRIEUTED ARCUNC THE GLOEE. THE
SATELLITE WILL BE ABLE TO MAINTAIN AN EARTF-PCIFTI G ACCURACY OF BETTER THAN
PLUS OR MINUS 1 EEC IN ALL THREE AXES, WITH MOTION RATES OF LESS THAN 0.035
DEG/SEC.
ON 12/18/72, TH-F SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFR;CED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ACDANCED VERY FIGH RESOLUTION NSSDC ID ITCS-J -01
RACIOMETER (AVHRR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATCF)
PI - NESS STAFF NCAA-NESS SLITLAND. MD.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTI N
THE ITOS-J ADVANCEC VERY HIGH RESCLLTION RACIOMETER (AVHRR) WILL BE
CAPABLE OF PRUVICING GLOBAL DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME EARTH CLOUDCOVER PICTURES
ON A REGULAR CAILY EASIS FOR LSE IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FCFECASTING. THE
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING INSTRUMENT WILL CPERATE IN BOTH REAL-TIWE AND TAFE
RECORDER MCDES. THE FOUR-CHANNEL UNIT WILL USE THE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL
WAVELENGTHS -- CFANNEL 1 - C.5 TO 0.7 vICRO.N (VISIELE). CHANNEL 2 - 0.75 TC
1.00 MICRON (NEAR IP). CHANNEL 3 - IC. TO 12.5 MICRONS (IR INDCW), AND
CHANNEL 4 - E.5 TO 7.0 MICRCNS (WATER VAPOR). THE VISIBLE, NEAR IR. AND IR
wlN OW CHANIELS -AVE A PLANNED GRGUND RESCLUTICK CF 1 K N. THE RESCLUTICN CF
THE WATER VAPCPR CHANNEL WILL BE SOMEWHAT LESS. ABOLT 4 KM AT NADIR. EACH
CHANNEL WILL HAVE ITS CWN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE CONSISTING OF AN AMPLIFIER, AN
ANALOG-TC-CIGITAL CONVERTER, ANC OTHER AUXILIARY ELECTRLNICS. ICENTICAL
EXPERIWENTS WILL HE FLOWN ON ITOS-H AND -1,
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSILN WAS APPPCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TIRGS CPERATIONAL VERTICAL SCLNDER NSSCC IC ITCS-J -02
(TOVS)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (Pi=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NGAA-NESS SLITLAND. MD.
aI - UNKNCWN METECFOCLOGICAL CFFICE LCNDCN, ENGLANC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE TIPOS CPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOLNDER (TOVS) TC BE FLCN Ch ITOS-J IS
CESIGNED TO INDIRECTLY DETERMINE THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE,
2E. 3
WATER VAPOR, ANC CZCNE EY MEASLRING THE INFRAREC RACIATIUN EMITTED FROM THE
EARTH AND ITS ATO(.SPHERE. THE T7VS TENTATIVELY WILL CCNSIST OF TWO OPTICAL
UNITS INTEG ATEC INTO A SINGLE SOUNDING SYSTEM. LNII 1 WILL HAVE 14 CHANNELS
AND WILL VIEW Th-E FCLLOWING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- CHAhNNEL 1 - THE 3.8-MICRON
WINDOW REGI(N, CHANNEL 2 - THE 9.6--'ICRCh CZCNE BANC, CHANNEL 3 - THE
11.1-MI CRON wlNCOW RE:C-ION, EIGHT CHANNELS IN THE 15-MICRON CARBCh OICXIDE
BAND, AND THREE CHANNELS IN THE IE- TC 3C-NICFCN RCTATIONAL WATER VAPCR
BtAND. THE SECOND UNIT WILL HAVE THREE CHANNELS CPERATING AT 14.97 MICRONS
USINO SELECTIVE ABSCfPTION BY PASSING THE INCCMING RADIATION THRCUGH THREE
DOUBLE CELLS CCNTAINING GASEOUS CARBON CIOXIDE AT CIFFERENT PRESSURES. 
THE
SOUNDER wILL USL A STEP-SCAN DEVICE TO PROVIDE PLUS CR MINUS 40 CEG OF
TRAVERSE SCAN, WFILE THE SPACECRAFT'S CREITAL MCTICN %ILL PRCVICE SCANNING
IN THE ORTHCGONAL DIRECTION. THE DESIGN WILL ALLC SCUbNOINGS TO BE TAKEN AS
CLOSE AS 400 KM APART, AS COMPARED TO THE 900-Kk SEFARATION THAT IS
PRESENTLY NEECED WITH THE SIRS-e EXPERIMENT CN NINELS 4. VERTICAL FRCFILES
OF TEMPERATURE, CZONE, AND WATER VAPOR WILL EE CeTAINEC FFCk THE REDUCEC
RADIANCE MEASUREMENTS BY MATHEMATICAL. INVERSION TECHNIOUES. THE RESULTING
TEMPEFATURE PPOFILE WILL GC FROM THE SURLFACE TO 1 NE AcND WILL HAVE AN
ACCURACY CF PLUS Gq MINUS 1 DEG K. THE %ATER VAPOR PRCFILE FRCM THE SURFACE
TO THE TROPOPAUSE wILL BE ACCURATE TO 20 PERCENT. WHILE THE OZONE WILL BE
MEASURED TO WITHIN FLLS OR MINUS C.01 C. THE TOCVS WILL PRCEAELY INCLUDE TWO
ADLIT ICNAL INST UMENTS, ONE TO MEAESLRE INTERVALS IN THE 4.3-WICRCh CARECN
DIOXIDE BAND ANC THE OTHER A MICROWAVE DEVICE TO MEASURE RADIATION IN THE
5.5-MM JXYGEN EANC.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVEC.
EXPERIMLNT NAME- DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION NSSDC ID ITOS-J -03
SYSTEM (CCS)
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - UNKEOWN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MC
EXPERIMENT LPIEF CESCRIFT ICN
THE DATA CLLECTIONh AND PLATFORM LCCATION SYSTEM (CCS) WILL BE
DESIGNED TO MEET THE UETEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS OF THE LNITED STATES AND TC
SUPPURT THE GLC BAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH fRCGRAW (GAF). THE SYSTEM WILL
RECEIVE LOW DUTY CYCLE lRANEMISSIONS OF METECRCLOGICAL EOBSERVATIUNS FROM
FREE-FLOATING BALLGCNS, OCEAN BUOYS. CTHEF SATELLITES, AND FIXED
GROUND-BASED SENSOR PLATFORMS DISTRIELTEC ARCOUND THE GLCEE. THE CESERVATIONS
FROM THESE RANDOMLY LOCATED SOURCES WILL BE OGANIZEC ON EUARC THE
SPACECRAFT AND RETRANSMITTED WFEN THE SPACECRAFT CCMES WITHIN RANGE CF A
COMMAND AND DATA ACOUISITION (CDA) STATICN FOR THE FREE-NCMOVING BALLCCNS*
THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY SHIFT OF THE TRANSMITTER WILL BE CESERVEC TO CALCULATE
THE LOCATION UF THE BALLCONS LATER. ALL INFORMATICN RECEIVEC EY THE
SPACECRAFT WILL FE STORED IN A 32C-KB SCLIC-STATE ELFFER NENCMRY. THE EUFFER
WILL BE DESIGNED TO HANDLE AN AVERAGE OF 10 TRA(,SfISSICNS PER ORBIT FROM UP
TU 3LO ObSERVATICN FLATFORMS. THE SYSTEN WILL BE EUILT WITH A REACCDOUT
CAPABILITY OF O.6 KES AS WELL AS AN E-KBS CAFABILITY FC DATA TRANSMISSION
TO A CuA STATION. THE GSFC-DEVELOPED DCS SYSTEM WILL CONSIST OF THE RANDOM
ACCESS MEASUREMENT (RAW) SYSTEM, WHICH WILL ALSC EE LSEC IN THE TRCPICAL
WINUS ENEFGY CCNVERSION AND REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE) TC BE FLOWN
ON NIMBUS-F.
GN 12/16/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
2E4
.J
EXPERIMENT NAM!E- SPACE ENVIRINMENTAL VCNITU (SEN) NESDOC IC ITCS-J -04
EXPERIMEINT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTFEF INVESTIGATUR)
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTICN
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MONITOR DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF (1)
PROTONS IN FIVE CONTIGUCUS INTERVALS BEIIEEN 0.15 ANC 40 NEV (INTERVAL
THRESHOLCS CF 0.25. 0.30. 0.60, 1.E. AND 6.6 VEVJ) . (2) PRCTCNS IN THE RANGES
400 TO 600 AND 600 TO 1000 MEV, (3) PROTONS ABOVE 1000 MEV, (4) ALPHA
PARTICLES IN FIVE CCNTICLOCUS ENERGY INFTErALS 'ETIEEN 0.6 ANC 100 NEV
(INTERVAL THRESCLCS OF 0.60. C.90, 1.4, 3.5. AND 11 NEV), (5) ALFHA
PARTICLES BETWEEN 30 AND 600 MEV, (f) ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 600 MEV, AND
(7) ELECTR 'S AEOVE 25 C KEV. CWNIDIRECTICNAL FLLXE5 CF FRCTC S ABCVE 10. 30,
AND f0 WEV WILL ALSO EE MONITORED.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS APFPLLED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- LAGECS NSSOC ID LAGECS
ALTERNATE NAMES- LASER GECOYNAMIC SAT.
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- OC/OC/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGChI-T IN CFEIT- '82. KG




CREIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC OPEIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- 3700. KMA ALT PFEcRIaPSIS- 3700. KV ALT INCLINATION- 50. OEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PMN=PRCJECT MANAGER, PFS=FPCJECI SCIENTIST)
PM - R. DILLEP NASA HEAD)OUARTERS WASHINGTON, C
SPACLCiAFT R-PIEF DESCRNIFTION
LACEOE WILL BE" A VERY DENSE (HIGH MASS/AREA RATIO) LASER
RETR,.REFLECTL!. SATELLITE WF-ICF WILL PRCvIDE A PERNANENT REFERENCE PCINT IN A
VERY STALLE CFBIT FOP SUCH PRECISION EARIH-DYNAMI CS WEASURENENTS AS CRUSTAL
MUTIONS, IEGIONAL. STRAINS. FAULT MOTIONS, POLAR MOTION AND EARTH-ROTATION
VAPIATI.ENS. SCLIE EAPTF TIDES, AND OTH-EP KINEMATIC AND CYNANIC FPARAMETERS
ASSOCIATED w ITh EAPTCUAKE ASSESSMFNT AND ALLEVIATION. LAGEOS, IN
CCNJUNCT ION w ITF APPROPRIATE LASER TRACKING SYSTEMS, wILL PERMIT
EXTiwEME-PRECISI;ON RANG INC PEASLEENATS FOR BCTH CENETR7IC MCCE
(MULTILATERATICN) AND OREITAL DYNAMVIC MCDE DETRMINATIONS OF PCSITIONS OF
PCINTS CN THE EAtTF. IT wILL BE THE FIRST SPACECRAFT DEDICATED EXCLUSIVELY
TI HIh"-PRKECISICr, LASER RANGING AND WILL FfR vIOE ThE FIRST CFOFORTUNITY TO
ACGUI .E LASLRP-RANGING DATA THAT IS NOT DEGRADED [Y ERRORS ORIGINATING IN THE
TARET SATELL ITE. Th-E FIGH-ACCURACY PANGC-E MEASUFEMENTS FROM THIS PERMANENT
ORBITING PEFERENCE PI NT WILL BE USED TC ACCCPFLISNH MAN EXTREME-PRECISION
EARTH-LYNAMICS MEASUrEMENITS REQUIREb BY "THiE EARPTHOLAKE HAZARD ASSESSWENT AND
ALLEVIATION OEJECTIVES OF TF- EARTH AND CCEAN PHYSICS APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
(EPAP). THE PERFJRNANCE IN "'BIT OF LACECS WILL EE LIMITEC ONLY BY
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DEGRADATION OF THE RETROREFLECTORS. SO MANY DECADES OF USEFUL 
LIFE CAN BE
EXPECTED. THE I-ICH MASS-TO-AREA RATIO AND THE PRECISE, STABLE
(ATTITUDE-INDEPENDENT) GEOMETRY OF THE SPACECRAFT IN CCNCERT WITH THE
PROPOSEC ORBIT WILL MAKE THIS SATELLITE THE MOST PRECISE POSITION 
REFERENCE
AVAILABLE. BECALSE IT WILL BE VISIBLE IN ALL PARIS CF WHE CRLC ANhC 
WILL
HAVE AN EXTENDEC OPERATION LIFE IN ORBIT, LAGEOS CAN SERVE AS A FUNDAMENTAL
GLCBAL STANDARC FOR DECADES.
ON 00/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
4#*44444# **************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MARINER-J VENUS/MERCUFY NSSDC ID MARINJ
ALTERNATE NAMES- MARINER 73, PL-732A
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 10/00/73 SPACECRAFI WEIGHT IN CR2IT- KG




ORBIT TYPE- HELICCENTRIC ORBIT PEPICCD- DAYS
APOAPSIS- AU RAC PERIAPSIS- AU RAD INCLINATION- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - W.E. GIBSON NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
PS - N.W. CUNNINGHAM NASA HEAOGLAFTERS WASHINGTChN, OC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MARINER VENUS/MERCURY 73 5I DESIGNED TO CONDUCT EXFLCRATCRY
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PLANET MERCURY'S ENVIRONMENT. ATMOSPHERE, SURFACE, AND
BODY CHARACTERISTICS, AND TO CBTAIN ENVIRCKMENTAL ADC ATNCSFHERIC DATA FRCM
VENUS DURING THE FLYBY OF VENUS. THE SPACECRAFT'S SECCNDARY CEJECTIVE WILL
BE TO PERFORM INTERPLANETARY EXPERIMENTS WHILE THE SPACECRAFT IS ENROUTE
FRUM EARTH TO MEFCURY, AND TO OBTAIN EXPERIENCE WITH A DUAL PLANET GRAVITY
ASSIST MISSICN.
ON 07/11/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCLEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PFCTOGRAPHS OF MERCURY AND \ENLS NSSCC IC NAPINJ -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCR, GI=CITHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - B. C. MURFAY CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
CI - M.J.S. BELTON KITT PEAK NATL OBS TUCSON, AZ
01 - G.P. KUIPER U OF ARIZONA TUCZ0N, AZ
aI - V.E. SUOMI U OF WISCONSIN MADISON, WI
0I - N.J. TRASK, JR. US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MENLO PARK, CA
OI - D.E. GAULT NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELD, CA
01 - Bw. HAPKE U OF PITTSBURGH PITTSBURG, PA
CI - M.E. DAVIES RAND CORP SANTA MONICA, CA
0I - B.T. O'LEARY CORNELL U ITHACA, NY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL TAKE TELEVISION-VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY CF BCTH VENUS
AND MERCURY. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE - (t) TO MAP AND
IDENTIFY THE MAJOR PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES OF NERCURY, (2) TO DETERMINE THEORIENTATION OF THE SPIN AXIS OF MERCURY, (3) TO COMBINE ALL OF THE MERCURY
DATA TO ESTABLISh- A CARTOGRAPHIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. (4) TO INVESTIGATE THE
TIME-DEPENDENT PROPERTIES OF TI-E VENUS ULTRAVIOLET 'CLOUS.e ANC (5) TO
OBTAIN HIGH-RESCLUTION IMAGERY OF THE MAIN CLOUDS OF VENUS. THE INSTRUMENT
WILL BE A GEC I 'VICICON TUBE.$ IT WILL HAVE A 42-SEC FRAMING RATE AND A
0.48- BY 0.37-DEG FIELD OF VIEW AND WILL USE TWC SPHERICAL TELESCOPE 150-MM
OPTICS. IT IS PLANNED TI-AT APPROXIMATELY -350 PICTLRESs WITH A RESCLUTICN OF
100 Ms WILL BE CETAINEC.
ON 07/11/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- S- AND X-BAND RADIO PROPAGATION NSSDC ID NARINJ 
-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - H.T. HOWARD STANFORD U STANFCRD. CA
DI - G.S. LEVY NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - I.I. SHAPIRO MIT CANERICCE, NA
01 - G. FJELDBC NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA01 - A.J. KLIORE NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - J.C. ANDERSON NASA-JPL PASACENA, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL UTILIZE THE CNECARD S- ANC X-EAhC RADIO
SUBSYSTEMS TO CBTAIN INFORMATION ON THE MERCURIAN AND VENUSIAN NASSES.
GRAVITIES. HARMGNICS, EPHEMERIDES* IONOSPHERES9 ATMOSPHERES, RADII, AND
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS.
ON 07/11/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ENVIRONMENT NSSDC ID MARINJ -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=0TFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.S. BRIDGE MIT CAMERIDGE, MA
CI - J.H. EINSACK MIT CAMBRIDGE, NA
OI - A.J. LAZARUS MIT CAMERICGE, MA
01 - S. OLBERT MIT CAMERICGE, MA
01 - S.J. BAME LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALANOS, NM
OI - M.D. MONTGOMERY LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB LCS ALANCS, NM
OI - A.J. HUNDHAUSEN LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
OI - J.R. ASERICCGE LOS ALAMCS SCI LAB LCS ALAMCS, KM
OI - K.W. CGILVIE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT MDO
OI - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MC
I01 - R.E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NO
01 - C.W. SNYDER NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
OI - G.L. SISCOE U.OF CALIFORNIA. LA LOS ANGELES, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A SET OF HEMISPHERICAL ANALYZER PLATES AND AN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER, ALL
MOUNTED ON A SCAN PLATFORM, WILL BE PRCGRAMMEC WITH A SEGUENCE CF ANALYZER
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PLATE VOLTAGES TO DETERMINE THE DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
ANC THE ENERGY
SPECTRUM FOF ELECTRCNS FROM 4 TO 400 EV AND IONS FROM E0 
EV TO 8 KEV IN THE
SOLAR WIND BETWEEN 0.4 AND I AU DISTANCE FRCW THE SUN.
CN 07/11/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFFCVED.
EXPERIMVENT NAME- FLUXGATE MACNETOMETER NSSDC ID NARINJ -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESIIGAICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 
ND
01 - K.w. BEHANNON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, 
MD
oI - R.P. LEPPING NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 0O
OI - Y.C. WHANC CATHOLIC L WASHINGTCN DC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST CF TWO TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE NAGNETCMETERS
DESIGNED TO MAKE VECTOR MEASUREMENTS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE VICINITY
OF MERCURY ANC VENUS ANC IN THE INTERPLANETARY WECILI. EACH SENSCR WILL HAVE
UUAL OPERATING RANGES OF MINUS TO PLUS 16 GAMMAS AND 128 GAMMAS. BIAS CFFSET
CAPABILITY wILL EXTEND THI-E CPERATING RANGE TO MINUS TO PLUS 4096 GAMMAS.
ON 07/11/70. THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EUV SPECTROSCOPY NSSDC ID WARINJ -05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - A.L. BRCAOFCCT KITT PEAK NATL CBS TUCSONg AZ
I01 - M.B. MCELROY KITT PEAK NATL CBS TUSCON, AZ
01 - M.J.S. BELTON KITT PEAK NATL OBS TLCSON, AZ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TWO EUV GRATING SPECTROMETERS WILL EE LSED (1) TC DETECT THE PRESENCE
OF AN ATMOSPI-EE ON MERCURY AND DETERMINE ITS STRUCTURE AND CCWFCSITION. (2)
TO OBSERVE AND CETERMINE THE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION OF THE VENUSIAN
ATMOSP-HERE, (3) TO MAP THE DIFFLSE GALACTIC AND INTERFLANETARY EACKGRCUND
RADIATION, AND (4) TO OBSERVE THE EARTH GECCCRCNA, ESFECIALLY AT 584 AND
1216 A. THE EXISTENCE OF AN ATMOSPHERE ON MERCURY WILL BE DETERMINED BY
USING CNE OF THE SPECTROMETERS TO OBSERVE THE ATMCSFHERE CURING SCLAR
OCCULTATION IN FCUR CHANNELS -- 475 A, 74C A, 810 As AND 890 A -- EACH
HAVING-A 40-A BANDWIDTH. THE SECOND SPECTROMETER WILL BE USED TO OBSERVE
AIRGLOW EMISSIONS FROM TI-E EARTH, MERCURNv VENUS ANC EACKCRCLND SCURCES 
IN
NINE CHANNELS -- 304 A, E84 A, 744 A, 7-6 A, 867 0T 879 A, 1048 A. 1216 A.
1304 As 1657 A. FROM THESE DATA* THE MGST LIKELY CONSTITUENTS OF THE
ATMOSPHERES OF MERCURY AND VENUS WILL EE CETERMINEC.
GN 07/11/70, THE SPACECRAFT VISSICN WAS APPROVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER NSSDC ID MARINJ -06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTH-ER INVESTIGATOR)
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PI - S.C. CHASE. JR. SANTA BAREBARA RSCH CEN GCLETA. CA
OI - D. MORRISON U OF HAWAII BERKELEY. CA
I01 - G. MUNCH CAL TECH FASADENAP CA
I01 - G. NEUGEBAUER CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
01 - J.M. SAARI BOEING SCI RSCH LABS SEATTLE. WA
01 - E.C. MINER NASA-JPL PASADENA# CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
AN INFRAREC RADIOMETER HAVING TWC CHANNELS. 22 TC 39 VICRCNS (80 DEG K
TO 300 DEG K) ANC 10 TO 17 MICRONS (200 DEG K TO 650 DEG K). WILL BE USED TO
OBSERVE THE THERMAL EMISSION FROM VENUS AND MERCURY IN TWO BROAD SPECTRAL
BANDS. THE IR TH-ERMAL EMISSION FROM THE SLRFACE LF MEFCLR' EETWEEN LATE
AFTERNCCN AND EARLY MORNING (LOCAL TIME) AND DEVIATIONS FROM THE AVERAGE
THERMAL BEHAVICR OF THE SURFACE WILL BE MVEASURED. MEASUREMENTS WILL ALSO BE
MADE OF THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES OF VENUSIAN CLCUD TCPS ANC LIMB
DARKENING PHENOMENA.
ON 07/11/70, THE-SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENEFGETIC PARTICLES NSSCC IC MARINJ -07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - J.A. SIMPSON U CF CHICACC CHICAGO. IL
01 J.E. LAMPORT U CF CHICAGC CHICAGC, IL
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE THE CHEMICAL AND ISCTCPIC SPECIES OF
SOLAR CHARGEC PARTICLES BOMBARDING THE ATMOSPHERE AND SURFACE OF MERCURY.
THE MEASUREMENTS WILL ALSO INCLUDE A SEARCH FCR TFAFFEC HIGH-ENERGY
ELECTRONS AND PRCTONS IN THE POSSIBLE NAGNETOSPHERES OF MERCURY AND VENUS.
THE CHARGED PARTICLE TELESCOPE WOULD BE SENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
WITH ENERGIES E.GT. 2C0 KEV AND E.GT. ECC KEV, RESPECTIVELY.
ON 07/11/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
********************************* *******
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MARINER 77A NSSCC IC MARN77A
ALTERNATE NAMES- MARINER JUPITER/SATURN A, CUTER PLANETS A
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/77 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 70. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITEC STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN-CENT
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, FS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - H. SCHURME IER NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
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THE OVERALL UEJECTIVEE OF THE TWO SPACECRAFT. 
MAFINEF 77A ANC IARINER
775, WILL BE TC CONCUCT EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATIONS OF 
THE PLANETARY SYSTEWS
OF JUPITER AND SATURN ANC OF TIHE INTERPLANETARY 
MECIUM OUT TO SATURN.
PRIMARY EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED CN CEMFARATIVE 
STUCIES OF THESE TWO
PLANETARY SYSTEMS OY CBTAINING (1) MEASUREMENTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT.
ATMOSPHERE, ANC EODY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
PLANETS ANC ONE COR MORE OF THE
SATELLITES OF EACH PLANET, (2) STUDIES OF THE NATLURE 
CF THE RINGS OF SATURN,
AND (3) EXPLORATION OF THE INTERPLANETAPY (OR INTERSTELLAR) 
NEDIUM AT
INCREASING DISTANCES FROM TFE SUN. THESE 
CBJECTIVES WILL EE ATTAINEC BY
USING A VARIETY OF INSTRULMENTS AND METHCCS INCLUDING 
TV, A CO-ERENT S- AND
X-BAND RF RECEIVER, AN INFRARED INTERFERCNETER. LLTRAVIOLET 
SPECTRCMETER.
FLUXGATE MAGNETCNETERS, FARADAY CUPS, A PARTICLE 
ANALYZER, PARTICLE
TELESCOPES, THE SISYPHUS METHOD PHOTOPOLARIMETER, AfD A SWEEP FREQUENCY
RADIO RECEIVER. THE TWC SPACECRAFT WILL EE 
LAUNCHEC WITHIN A MONTt- OF EACH
OTHER.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TV PHOTOGRAPFY 
NSSCC ID MARN77A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=C1IER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - B.A. SMITH NEW MEXICO STATE U 
LAS CRUCES, NM
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CEECIPTICKTHE TV PFCTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENT WILL LSE A TWO-CAMERA SYSTEM., BASED ON
THE MARINER 9 TV SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM WILL INCLUDE 
ONE NARROW-ANGLE. LONG
FOCAL LENGTH CAMEPA ANC ONE WICE-ANGLE, SI-E .RT FOCAL LENGTH 
CAMERA. THE
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION ACIEVABLE WILL DEPEND GREATLY ON THE 
ACTUAL TRAJECTCRY
ON THIS MULTI-ENCCUNTER MISSICN. BUT THE RESOLUTION 
WILL BE AS HIGH AS 0.5
TU 1.0 KM UN T-E CLOSEST APPROACHES, AT JUPITEF ANC SATLFN 
TIFE RESCLUTICN
WILL BE 2O KM ANC 5 KM, RESPECTIVELY. THE OBJECTI ES OF THE 
EXPERIMENT WILL
BE TO FHOTOGRAPH GLOBAL MOTIONS AND CLCUC DISTRIOUTIONS ON 
JUPITER AND
SATURN, GROSS DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES, ZONAL ROTATICN, CPIENTATION 
OF SPIN
AXIS, ZONAL SHEPF, VERTICAL SFEAR, FLOW INSTABILITIES, SPOTS, 
AND SPECTRUM
OF SCALE OF ATMOSPHERIC MOTIONS IN TIME ANC SPACE. ADDITIONAL 
OEJECTIVES
WILL INCLUDE THE STUDY OF THE NCDE CF RELEASE CF IFTERNAL ENERGY FLUX
(SEARCH FOR CONVECTION CELLS AND RCLLS), STLDY OF GROW.TP. DISSIPATION.
MORPHOLOGY, ANC VEPTICAL STRUCTURE OF CLCLC CCNFLEXES, 
GRCSS CPTICAL
PROPERTIESs GLOBAL AND LOCALIZED SCATTERING FUNCTIOCN 
IN THE VISIBLE
SPEc.CTRUM, PULARIJNETRY, NATURE OF CHRClCFFCRES. THIN STRLCTURE 
ANC
DEVELOPMENT, ANC HIGH RESOLLTICN OF THE GREAT RED SPFCT. THE 
CEJECTIVES CF
THE SATELLITE ENCOUNTERS WILL INCLUDE -- (1) GROSS CHAFACTERISTICS 
- SIZE.
SHAPE, ROTATION, SPIN AXIS, CARTOGRAPHY, IMPRCVEC 
EPHENEPICES AND MASSES.
(2) GEOLOGY -- MAJOP PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES. IMPACT ANC \CLCANIC FEATURES,
LINEAMLENTS POLAR CAPS. EROSION PROCESSES, AND LCW- AND HIGH-CENSITY
SATELLITE COMPARATIVE STLCIES, CETFCTICN CF ATCSPHERES, 
FFCSTS, AND LIME
STRATIFICATION CF AEROSOLS, (Z) SUFFACE FPRCPERTIES - CCLCRIWETRY, 
SCATTERING
FUNCTION. NATURE OF BRIGHTNESS VARIATION (ESPECIALLY IAPETUS)* 
AND SEARCH
FUR IEW SATELLITES. STUCIES OF SATLPN*'S RINGS WILL 
EE CARRIEC GUT.
UBJECTIVES WILL INCLUCE -- (1) RESOLUTICN OF INOIIDUAL RING COCNPFCNENTS 
OF
CLUMPS GF MATERIAL. (2) VERTICAL AND RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
MATERIAL OF VERY
HIGH RESCLUTION, (3) SCATTERING FLNCTICN, (4) CCARSE PCLARIMETRY, 
(5)
UCCULTAT ION - OPTICAL CEPTH, AND (6) DIESTINGLISHING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
MATL;RIAL IN THE RINCS. OTHER OBJECTIVES wILL BE TO SEARCH FOR 
NEW COMETS.
ASTERi lIDS, ANE TARGETS CF COP(RTUNITY.
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ON 11/20/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CO-ERENT S- ANC X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND NSSDC ID WARN77A-O2
S-BAND RECEIVER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, OI=Ot-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN STANFORD L STANFCFC, CA
OI - J.D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL PASACENA, CA
01 - T.A. CROFT STANFORD U STANFORC, CA
01 - G.L. TYLER STANFORD L STANFCGRC, CA
01 - G. FJELDBO NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
01 - G.S. LEVY NASA-JPL PASADENA* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL LSE PROPAGATICK PATH EFFECTS CN THE SPACECRAFT
TELECOMMUNICATICNS SYSTEM TO INVESTIGATE SEVERAL AREAS CF INTEREST. S-BAND
UPLINK SIGNALS, ANC COFERENT X- AND S-BAND DOWNLINK SIGNALS WILL BE STUDIED.
AREAS OF STUCY WILL INCLUDE PLANETARY NELIRAL, ELECTRCN, ACND ICN CENSITIES.
TEMPERATURES, ANC CCMPOSITION. THEY WILL ALSO INCLLDE PHYSICAL PRCPERTIES OF
ASTEROICS, SATURN'S RINGS, ANC PLANETARY SURFACES. IN ADDITION, STUDIES WILL
BE MACE JF MAGNETIC FIELCS, INTERSTELLAR ANC SCLAR 'AINC ELECTRCN CENSITIES,
SOLAR CORONA STFLCTURE, PLANETARY 1!-CM RADIO EMISSIONS, AND RELATIVITY.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APFPCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFFAREC SPECTROSCOPY AND RACICNETFY NSSCC IC PARN77A-03
EXPERIMENT PERS-.NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CI-EF INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R. A. HANEL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
DI - B.J. CONFATI- NASA-GSFC GREENBELT# MD
OI - V.G. KUNDE NASA-GCSFC GREENEELT, MC
01 - P.D. LOWMAN, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. NOD
01 - W.C. MAGUIRE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT# MD
OI - J.C. PEARL NASA-GSFC GFEENEELT. MC
CI - J. PIRF-AGCLIA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
01 - R.E. SAMUELSCN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
OI - T.E. BURKE NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
i01 - P. GI EFASF CORNELL U ITHACA, NY
01 - C.A. FONNAMPEUMA L CF MARYLANC CCLLEGE FARK# MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THIS INVESTIGATION WILL BE CARRIED CLT USING AN INFRAREC PACICMETER
AND AN INTERFER<GMETEfF SPECTROMETER SIMILAR IN DESIGN TO THE MARINER-MARS-71
IRIS. COMBINEC INTO A SINGLE INSTR.MENT. THE INVESTIGATICN WILL STUCY ecBOTH
GLOEAL AND LCCAL ENERGY EALANCE. USING INFRARED SPECTRAL NEASUREMENTS IN
CONJUNCTION WITH ROAD-dAND MEASUREMENTS OF REFLECTED SOLAR ENERGY.
ATMOSPHERIC CIMFCSITICN WILL ALSO BE INVESTICATEC, INCLUDING DETERNIVATION
OF THL H2/HE RATIO. AND THE ABLNDANCE OF CH4 AND NH3. VERTICAL TEFMPERATURE
PRCFILES WILL EE UBTAINED ON THE PLANETS AND) SATELLITES WITH ATMOSPHERES.
STUCIES .iF THE CrNPCSITION, THERMAL PRCFERTIES, AND SIZE CF FARTICLES IN
SATURN'S RINGS WILL BE CONDUCTEC. THE INTERFEROMEIEP WILL HAVE A SPECTRAL
RANGE OF 200 TO I00 /CM, WHILE THE RADIOMETER RANGE WILL COVER 5000 TO
33,000 1/CM. THE IASTRUMENT WILL USE A SINGLE PRIMARY IRRC 51 CM IN DIAM.
WITH A FIELD OF VIEW OF 0.25 DEC.
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ON 11/ZO/7, Th- SPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS APFFC'.EC.
EXPERIMLNT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRCSCCPY NSSDC 
ID MARN77A-04
EXPERIMLNT PERSUNNEL (pI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=ClT-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - A.L. BROADFOCT KITT PEAK NATL CBS TUCSON, AZ
01 - ".w. MOCS JOt-NS HCPKINS L EALTINCFE, 
PC
1O - M.J.S. BELTCN KITT PEAK KATL CUS TUCSCh, AZ
01 - D.F. STROBEL KITT PEAK NATL CBS TUCSON, AZ
01 - T.M. CONA UE L CF PITTSELRGH PITTSEURG," 
FA
01 - M. . WCELRCY FARVARD U CANERICGE MA
GI - J.C. MCCONNELL HARVARD U CAMBRIDGE, MA
UI - f V.. C~I.CY HARVARD L CANEFICCE, NA
01 - A. LALCARKC hARVARD L CANBRIDGE, 
NA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF FESCRIPTICN
THIS INVESTIGATION WILL BE CARRIED OLT WITH AN ExTREME LLTRAVICLET
SPECTRO4ETLF, UT IL IZINC 12 CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS AS SENSORS AND COVERING
SELECTEL SPECTRAL LINES IN THE RANGE FRCP 40C TC 1800 A, SINILAR IN CESIGN
TC THE INST UNENT CUrENTLY BEING PROVIDED FOR THE MARINER \EKUS-NERCURY 73
MISSION. THL INVESTICGATICN WILL ANALYZE THE ATMOSPHERES OF JUPITER, SATURN
AND ENCOUN'TERED SATELLITES FOR THEIR MAJOR CChSTIIUENIES, INCLUCING ThE
)ETERMINATION OF TFE MIXING RATIO OF H2 AND HE AND IHE THERMAL STRUCTURE CF
THLE ATMOSIPHERE. AN ACCIIICNAL CEJECTIVF WILL BE TC STUCY THE CISTRIBUTION OF
H2 AND HE If- THL INTERPLANETAfY AND INTEPSTELLAR NECIUM.
ON 11/20/72, THF SPACECRAFT MISSICK WAS APFRCLED.
EXPERIVENT NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS NSSDC ID MARN77A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESIIGAICR, CI=CThER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - N.F. N_S. NASA-GbFC GREENEELT, MC
01 - N.H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, PC
CI - K.W. UEHANNON NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, PC
01 - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
CI - R.P. LEPPFING NASA-GSFC CREENEELT, ND
0I - F.M. NEURAUER BRAUNSCF WEIG TFCH L BRALNSCEWEIG, %. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCR IPTIrN
ThIS - XPERIMFNT IS CESIGNED T!- INLESTIGATE THE NAGNETIC FIELDS OF
JUPITER AND SATUPN, Tt-E SOLAR WIND INTERACTIUN WITH THE MAGNETOSPHERES OF
THLSE PLANETS, Ar'C THE INTERPLANETARY AG CETIC FIELC TC THE EXTENT CF THE
SOLAR WINO PCUNCARY wITh THE INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD AND BEYCND, IF
CROSSEL. THE INVESTIGATION WILL BE CARRIED OUT USING TWO HIGH-FIELD AND TWO
L A-FIELD TRIAXI/L FLLXCATE WAGNETCMETEFE. DATA ACCURACY CF ThE
INTERPLANLTARY FIELDS WILL BE PLUS CP MINLS 0.1 GAMMA, AND THE RANGE CF
MEASUREMENTS WILL PE FRCN 0.01 GAMMA TO 20 GAUSS, ThE INSTRUMENTATION WILL
WEIGH '.8 KG ANLE COl.SUME 5.2 WATTS.
ON 11/20/72, THF SPACECFAFT WISSICN WAS APFRCVEC.
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EXPERIMLNT NAME- PL/SMa NSSOC ID NARN77A-06
EXPERIMLNT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVLETIGATCR, CI=CI-ER INVESTIGATCFR)
PI - H.S. BRIDGE MIT CANERICCGE, MA
01 - J ,. bELC FEP MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
LI - J.H. UINSACK MIT CAMERICCGE, A
01 - A.J. LAZARUS MIT CAMBRIDGE, NA
oI - S. CLBERT MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - V.M. VASYLILNAS WIT CANEICCGE. NA
01 - L.F. EURLAGCA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
01 - R.E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
CI - K.W. UGILVIE NASA-GSFC GPEENEELT, NC
G - G.L. SISCUE U OF CALIFCRNIA, LA LOS ANGELES, CA
CI - A.J. HUNCFALSEN NATL CNTR ATMOS RSCH BOULDER. CO
EXPERIMENT ERIEF .CESCRIFTION
THE PLASMA INVESTICATION WILL MAKE LSE CF TWC FAFADAY CUP DETECTORS,
ONE POINTED ALONG THE EARTH-SPACECRAFT LINE AN) CNE AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THIS
LINE. TFE EARTF-POINTING DETECTGR SILL CEiTERINE THE NACRCSCCFIC PROGPERTIES
OF THE FLASMA ICNS, CETAINING ACCURATE LALLES OF THEIR LELCCITY, CENSITIES.
AND PRESSURE. THREE SEQUENTIAL ENERGY SCANS WILL BE EMPLOYED WITH CELTA E/E
EQUAL TG 29, 7.2, AND I.E PERCENT, ALLCING A CCVERAGE FRCN SLESCNIC TO
HIGHLY SUPERSCONIC FLCW. THE SICE-LCOKINC FARADAY CUP WILL WAKE NEASUREMENTS
OF ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 5 EV TO I KEV. THE INSTRUMENT WILL
WEIGH 5.5 KG ANC USE f. W OF PCEP.
ON 11/?0/72, T-F SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPER IMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND NSSCC IC MARN77A-07
TELESCOPE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRI.NCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=GTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.'. KRI.'ICIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAE SILVER SPRING, MD
O) - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZCNA TUCSCh. AZ
CI - G. CL ECKLER U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK, MD
UI - L.J. LAzElU7TTI EELL TELEPFCNE LAB MURRAY HILL, NJ
GI - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS LAWRENCE, KS
01 - *.I, AX.FOPRD U OiF CALIFOrNIA, SO SAN DIEGO, CA
01 - C. . L3STRrM APFLIED, PHYSICS LAU SILVER SPFRING, MC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE OBJECTIVE SF THIS EXPEP.IMENT WILL BE TO STUDY THE MAGNETOSPFERES
OF JUPITER AND SATU;N USING A LCW-ENERGY MAGNETOSPFERIC PARTICLE ANALYZER.
THIS DETECTOR WILL MAKE MEASLREMENTS IN (1) THE DISTANT MAGNETOSPHERE AND
BOW SHGCK OF JUPITER. (2) THE POSSI'LE MAGNETCSPHERE CF SATURN, ANC (3) THE
TRAPPEC PADIATICN BELTS IN THE VICINITY CF JLPITER. ACCITIONALLY, THIS
DETLCTOR WILL EE ABLE TC STLOY LOW-ENERGY PARTICLES IN THE INTERPLANETARY
MEDIUM. THE ENERGY RANGE CF THIS DETECTRCP WILL BE 10 KEV TO 1.1 MEV FOR
LEL-TRCNS AND IC KEV TC 150 MEV FORP. ICNS. CURING THE INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
PERIOD, PROTONS, ALFPHA PARTICLES, AND FEAVIER NLCLEI (2 FRCN 3 TC 26) WILL
BE SEPARATELY IDENTIFIED AND THEIR ENERGY WEASURED IN THE RANGE FROM 0.05 TO
30 MEV. USING A LOW-ENER CY PARTICLE TELESCCPE. HCEVER, SELECTICN CF THE
LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE IS CONCITICNAL ON CEWCNSTRATING THE FRCCLCTICK CF
SUFFICIENTLY UNIFORM DETECTORS TO EFFECT THE SEPARATION OF THE NUCLEI IN THE
LOW-ENERGY END CF THE PROPOSED INVESTIGATICN RANGE (LESS THAN 1.8
MEV/NUCLECN).
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ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCvED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- I-IC-- ANC MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY NSSDC D10 MARN77A-08
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRe OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.E. VOGT CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
OI - JeR. JOKIPII CAL TECH PASADENA9 CA
0I - E.C. STONE CAL TECH PASADENA. CA
0I - F.B. MCDONALD NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
01 - B.J. TEEGARCEN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* ND
OI - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELTo WD
I01 - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HANFSHIRE CURHAM, NH
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Th-IS EXPERIMENT IS TO DETERMINE, USING A HIGH-ENERGY TELESCOPE. THE
ENERGY AND IDENTITY OF NUCLEI FOR ENERGIES BETNEEN 6 AND 500 NEV AND FOR
NUCLEI RANGING IN ATOMIC NUMBER FROM 1 THROUGH 30. IN ADDITION. THIS
TELESCCPE WILL MEASURE ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES FROM 3 TO 10 MEV. THE ENERGY
AND IDENTITY OF NUCLEI WILL BE DETERMINEC FOR ENERGIES BETIEEN 0.15 AND 30
MEV AND ATOMIC NUMBERS FROM I THROUGH 3C LSING A LOW-ENERGY TELESCCPE. THESE
MEASUREMENTS WILL ALLOW AN UNDERSTANDING (1) OF THE NUCLEOSYNTHESIS OF
ELEMENTS IN COSMIC-RAY SOURCES AND (2) CF THE ORIGIN AN c ASSCCIATEC
ACCELERATION PROCESS AS WELL AS THE LIFE HISTORY AND DYNAMIC CCNTRIBUTION OF
COSMIC RAYS IN THE GALAXY. IN ADDITION. THE TRAPPED PLANETARY ENERGETIC
PARTICLE ENVIRONNENT WILL BE STUDIED. THESE MEASUREMENTS WILL ALSC ALLOW AN
UNDERSTANDING CF THE MODULATION OF COSMIC RAYS OVER AN EXTENDED REGICN OF
INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
ON 11/20/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLE MEASUREMENT NSSDC ID MARN77A-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.K. SOBERMAN DREXEL INST CF TECH PHILACELPHIA. PA
01 - B.A. LINDBLAC U OF LUND SWEDEN
o01 - E. GRUN MAX PLANCK INST GERMANY
CI - F.t. HOUSE DREXEL INST OF TECH PHILADELPHIA. PA
01 - H. FECHTIG WAX PLANCK INST hEICELBERG. WEST GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE MADE USING THE SISYPHUS CONCEPT. IN
WHICH SOLAR RACIATION REFLECTED FRCM THE PARTICLE IS LSED FCOR DETECTIGN.
RANGE, AND VELCCITY DETERMINATION. FCUR CFTICAL SYSTEMS HAVING CVERLAPPING
CONICAL FIELDS OF VIEW WILL DETECT SUNLIT PARTICLES PASSING THROUGH THE
OVERLAP REGION. THE TIMES OF ENTRANCE INTC AND EXIT FRCM THE CCONES WILL BE
USED TO COMPLETELY DETERMINE THE PARTICLEOS TRAJECTCRY RELATIVE TC THE
INSTRUMENT AND ITS ORBIT IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM. THIS INSTRUMENT WILL BE
SIMILAR TO THE ONE BEING FLCwN ON PICNEER 10. THE FIELDS CF VIEw WILL BE
2-DEG HALF-ANGLE, AND THE MIRRORS WILL BE 20 CM IN DIAN. THE WINIUM
DETECTIBLE PART ICLE RADIUS AT 1 AU WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 5 MICRONS. THIS
WILL INCREASE TC ABOUT 35 MICRCNS AT C10 AL. LIGHT FLASh AfC ACC USTICAL
MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE IMPACT WILL ALSO BE INCLLDED.
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ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SWEEP FREQUENCY (.02 TO 40 MHZ) RADIO NSSDC ID .MARN77A-10
RECEIVER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESIIGAICR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.W. WARWICK U OF COLOFADC EOULCER. CO
01 - J.K. ALEXANDER. JR. NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MC
1O - T.D. CARR L OF FLCRIDA GAINESVILLE, FL
I01 - F.T. HADDOCK U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR. MI
01 - DeH. STAELIN MIT CAPERIDGE, NA
I01 - A. BOISCHOT MEUDCN CBSERATORY PARIS. FRANCE
I01 - C.C. HARVEY MEUDON OBSERVATORY PARIS, FRANCE
01 - Y. LEBLANC MEUDON CBSER.ATCRY PARIS. FRANCE
01 - W.E. BRCWN NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - S. GULKIS NASA-JPL PASADENA* CA
01 - R. PHILLIPS NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A SEEP FRECUENCY RACIC RECEIVER
OPERATING IN BCTHI POLARIZATION STATES. BETWEEN 20 KHZ AND 40.5 MHZ. THE
SIGNAL WILL BE RECEIVED BY A PAIR CF ORTFOGONAL 10-M MONOPOLE ANTENNAE.
STUDY OF THE RACIO EMISSION SIGNALS FROM JUPITER ANC SATURN OVER THIS RANGE
OF FREQUENCIES WILL YIELD DATA CONCERNING THE PHYSICS OF MAGNETCSPHERIC
PLASMA RESONANCES AND THERMAL RADIO EWISSICNS FROM THESE PLANETARY REGIONS.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER, NSSOC D10 MARN77A-11
2200-7300 A
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OT1-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.F. LILLIE U OF COLORADC BCULDER, CO
01 - C.W. HORD U OF COLOPACC BOULDER. CO
0I - K. PANG U OF COLORADC BOLLDERv CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF AN E-IN F/1.1 TELESCCFE, WHICH CAN
SEND ITS OBSERVATIONS THROUGH A POLARIZER AND A FILTER FOR CNE CF EIGHT
BANDS IN THE 2200- TO 7300-A SPECTRAL REGION. THEN ON TO A PHOTOMULTIPLER
TUBE. BY STUCY CF THESE EMISSION INTENSITY DATA. INFCRPATICh CN SURFACE
TEXTURE AND CCMPCSITION OF DT- PLANETS (JLPITER AND SATURN) CAN BE
OBTAINED. ALONG WITH INFORMATION ON SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND COMPOSITION OF THE
SATURN RINGS, AND INFCRNATION ON ATMOSPFERIC SCATTERING FROPERTIES AN C
DENSITY FOR BCTH PLANETS. MOLECULAR SCALE HEIGHTS FOR BOTH PLANETS CAN ALSO
BE DETERMINEC FROM THESE DATA.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
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SPACECRAFT CCMMUN NAME- MARINER ?7E NSSCC ID MARN77E
ALTERNATE NAMES- MARINER JLPITER/SATLRN Bo CUTER PLANETS E
FLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- CS/OC/77 SPACECRAF1 WEIGHT IN CFEIT- 70. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN-CENT
FUNDING AGENCY
SPACECRAFT PERSCNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - H. SCHUIRMEIER NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OVERALL DEJECTIVES OF THE TWO SPACECRAFT, MARINER 77A AND MARINER
776, wILL BE TC CCNCUCT EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATICNSE CF THE PLANETARY SYSTEMS,
JUPITER AND SATURN, AND OF THt-E INTERPLANETARY MEDILM OL TO0 SATURN. PRIMARY
EMPHASIS WILL 2E PLACED ON COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF THESE TWO PLANETARY
SYSTEMS EY .ETAININC (1) MEASUREMENTS CF THE ENVIFONNENT, ATNCSFF-ERE, AND
BODY CHARACTERISTICS OF ThE PLANETS AND ONE OR MORE OF THE SATELLITES OF
EACH PLANET, (2) STUDIES CF THE NATURE OF THE RINGS CF SATURN* AND (3)
EXPLORATION OF ThE INTEPPLANETARY (WR INTERSTELLAP) MEDILM AT INCREASING
DISTANCES FROM THE SUN. THESE OBJECTIVES WILL BE OBTAINED LSING A VARIETY OF
INSTRUMENTS AND NET-ODS INCLUDING TV, A CCHERENT S- AND X-EAND RF RECEIVER9
AN INIFRARED INTERFERUVETER, AN ULTRAVICLET SPECTRCMETEF, FLUXGATE
MAGNETOMETERS, FAPRACAY CUPS. A PARTICLE ANALYZER, PARTICLE TELESCCPES. THE
SISYPHUS METHOD FHOTOPCLARIMETER, AND A SWEEP FRECUENCY RADIO RECEIVER. THE
TWO SPACECRAFT %ILL BE LAUNCHED WITHIN A vCNTh CF EACH OTHER.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TV PHOTOCRAFI-Y NSSDC ID MARN77B-01
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR,.CI=CTFER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - b.A. SMITH NEW MEXICO STATE U LAS CRUCES, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE TV PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENT WILL USE A TWO-CAMERA SYSTEM. BASED ON
THE MARINER 9 TV SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM WILL INCLUDE CNE NARRC-ANGLE, LONG
FOCAL LENGTH CAMERA AND ONE WICE-ANGLE, SHORT FOCAL LENGTH CAMERA. THE
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION ACHIEVABLE WILL DEPEND GREATLY ON THE ACTUAL TRAJECTORY
UN THIS MULTI-ENCOUNTER MISSION. BUT WILL BE AS FIGH AS 0.5 TC 1.0 KM CNO THE
CLOSEST APPROACHES. AT JUPITER AND SATURN, THE RESOLLTION WILL BE 20 KM AND
5 KM. RESPECTIVELY. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO PHOTOGRAPH
GLOBAL MOTIONS ANC CLOUD DISTRIBUTIONS Ch JUFITER AND SATLRN , GRCSS
DYNAMICAL PPROPERTIES, ZONAL ROTATION, ORIENTATION OF SPIN AXIS, ZCNAL SHEAR.
VERTICAL SHEAR. FLOW INSTABILITIESo SPOTS, AND SPECTRUM OF SCALE OF
ATMOSPHERIC MOTICNS IN TIME AND SPACE. ACITICNAL OEJECTIVES WILL INCLUDE
THE STUDY OF THE MODE OF RELEASE OF INTERNAL ENERGY FLUX (SEARCH FCR
CONVECTION CELLS AND ROLLS), STUDY OF GROWTH* OISSIPATION* MORPHOLOGY, AND
VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF CLOUD CCNPLEXES. GRCSS OPTICAL FROPERTIES, GLCBAL AND
LOCALIZED SCATTERING FUNCTION IN THE VISIBLE SPECTRLM. POLARIMETRY, NATURE
OF CHRCMCPHORES. THIN STRUCTURE AND DEVELCPMENT9 AND HIGH RESOLUTION OF THE
GREAT RED SPOT. THE OBJECTI ES OF THE SATELLITE ENCCUNTERS WILL INCLUDE --
(1) GROSS CHARACTERISTICS - SIZE. SHAPE, ROTATION. SPIN AXIS, CARTCGRAPHY,
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IMPROVED EPHEMERIDES ANC MASSES, (2) GECLCGY -- MAJCR PHYSICGRAFHIC
PROVINCES, IMPACT AND VOLCANIC FEATURES, LINEAMENTS* PCLAR CAPS, EROSION
PROCESSES, AND LOW- AND HIGH-DENSITY SATELLITE COMPARATIVE STUDIES,
DETECTION OF ATMCSP-ERES. FROSTS* AND LIMB STRATIFICATICN CF AEROSCLS, (3)
SURFACE PROPERTIES - COLORIMETRY9 SCATTERING FLNCTION. NATURE CF BRIGHTNESS
VARIATION (ESPECIALLY IAPETUS), AND SEARCH FOR NEw SATELLITES. STUDIES OF
SATURN'S RINCS WILL BE CARRIED OUT. OBJECTIVES WILL INCLUCE 
-- (1)
RESOLUTION OF INCIVIOUAL RING COMPONENTS OR CLUMPS OF MATERIAL. (2) VERTICAL
AND RACIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL OF VERY HIGH RESOLUTION. (3) SCATTERING
FUNCTION, (4) CCARSE FOLARIMETRY, (5) CCCLLTATICN 
- CFTICAL DEPTH, AND (6)
DISTINGUISHING DIFFERENT TYPES OF MATERIAL IN THE RINGS. OTHER CBJECTIVES
WILL BE TO SEARCH FCR NEW COMETS, ASTEROIDS, AND TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT.MISSION WAS APPROVED,
EXPERIMENT NAME- COHERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND NSSDC IC MANN77E-02
S-EAND RECEIVER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN STANFORD U STANFORD, CA
01 - G. FJELCBC NASA-JPL PASACENA, CA
GI - G.S. LEVY NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - T.A. CROFT STANFORD U STANFORD, CA
OI - G.L. TYLER STANFORD U STANFORD, CA
OI - J.D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL LSE PROPAGATICK PATH EFFECTS CN THE SPACECRAFT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM TO INhVESTIGATE SEVERAL AREAS CF INTEREST. S-BANDUPLINK SIGNALS wILL BE STUDIED. AREAS OF STUDY WILL INCLUDE PLANETARY
NEUTRAL, ELECTRCh, AND ION DENSITIES. TENPERATURES. AND CCMFPCSITICKN. TMEY
WILL ALSO INCLUDE PHYSICAL PROPERITES CF ASTEROIDS, SATURNIS RINGS. AND
PLANETARY SURFACES. IN ADDITIONs STUDIES WILL BE MADE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS,
INTERSTELLAR ANE SOLAR WIND ELECTRON DENSITIES. SCLAR CCRCNA STRUCTURE,
PLANETARY 13-CM PACIO EMISSIONSs AND RELATIVITY.
ON 11/20/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCvEDC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFFARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RACICPETRPY NSSCC ID PARN778-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICTOR, 01=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.A. FANEL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT MC,
01 - C.A. PONNAMPERUMA U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK, MDOf - T.E. BURKE NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
OI - P. GIERAS- CORNELL U ITHACA. NY
0I - J. PIRRAGLIA NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD01 - R.E. SAMUELSCN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, WD
01 - W.C. MAGUIRE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
01 - J.C. PEARL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
Of - V.G. KUNDE NASA-GSFC GFEENEELT, MO
Of - P.D. LOWMAN, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, WD
01 - BeJ. CONRATP NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
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THIS INVESICIGATION WILL BE CARRIED CLT LSING 
A, INFRAREC fACIGNETER
AND AN INTERFERCMETER SPECTROMETER SIMILAR IN DESIGN TC 
THE MARINER-MARS 71
IRIS, CUMBINEC INTO A SINGLE INSTRUMENT. 
THE INVESTIGATION WILL STUDY BOTH
GLLBAL AND LOCAL ENERGY EALANCE, LSING INFRARED 
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS IN
CONJUNCTION WITH ERCAC-BAND MEASUREMENTS OF REFLECTED SCLAR 
ENERGY.
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION WILL ALSO BE INVESTIGATED, INCLUDING 
DETERMINATION
OF THE H2/HL RATIO, ANC THE ABLNDANCE CF CH4 ANC hh3. 
VERTICAL TEMFERATURE
PROFILES WILL BE OBTAINEC ON THE PLANETS AND SATELLITES 
WITH ATMCSPHERES.
STUCIES OF THE COMPCSITICNo THERMAL PROPERTIES, AND SIZE 
OF PARTICLES IN
SATURN'S RINGS AILL BE CCNDUCTED. THE INTERFERGO
E I ER %ILL HAVE A SPECTRAL
RANGE OF 200 TO 3300 1/CM, WHILE THE RADICMETER RANGE 
WILL CCVER 5000 TC
33,000 1/CM. THE INSTRUMENT WILL USE A SINGLE PRIMARY 
MIRROR 51 CM IN DIAM.
WITH A FIELD CF VIEW OF 0.25 CEG.
ON 11/20/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY 
NSSDC ID MARN77B-04
EXPERIMLNT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CT-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PL - A.L. BROADFCCT KITT PEAK NATL CBS 
TUCSON, AZ
01 - A. CALGAFNO HARVARD U CAMBRIDGE, 
MA
o - J.C. MCCUNNELL HARVARD U CApeRIDGE, 
MA
01 - R.M. GOODY HARVARD U CAMERICGE, 
MA
OI - T.M. CONAHUE U CF PITTSEUPGH PITTSEURGH, 
PA
0 - M.B. MCELRCY -ARVARD L 
CANBRIDGE. MA
OI - M.J.S. BELTON KITT PEAK NATL CBS TUCSON. 
AZ
.01I - D.F. STROBEL KITT PEAK NAIL CBS ILCSCh, 
AZ2
01 - H.w,. NOOS JOHNS -CPKINS U 
EALTINCRE, MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICr%THIS INVESTIGATION WILL EE CARRIED CUT WITH AN EXTREME ULTRAVICLET
SPECTROMETER UT ILIZ ING 12 CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS AS SENSORS AND 
COVERING
SELECTEC SPECTRAL LINES IN THE RANGE FRC 40C T 18eCC 
A, SIMILAR IN CESIGN
TO THE INSTRUMENT CURRENTLY BEING PROVIDED FOR THE MARINER VENUS-MERCURY 
73
MISSION. THE INVESTIGATION WILL ANALYZE THE ATMOSPHERES OF JUPITER, 
SATURN
AND ENCUUNTEREE SATELLITES F:]R THEIR MAJCR CCKSTIILENTS, INCLUCING 
THE
DETERMINATION CF THE MIXING RATIO OF H2 AND HE AND IHE THERMAL 
STRUCTURE CF
THE ATMOSPHERE. AN ADDITICNAL OBJECTIVE WILL BE TO STUDY THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF
H2 AND HE IN THE INTERPLANETARY AND INTERSTELLAR ECDILM.
ON 11/20/72. THE SPACECFAFT MISSICN WAS AFFPCVED.
EXPERIVENT NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS NSSDC 
ID MARN77B-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATDR, CI=CT-EF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC , GREENEELT, 
MD
1O - R.P. LEPPING NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, 
MWO
GI - F.M. NEUEAUER BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH L BRAUNSCHWEIG, 
W. GERMANY
01 - K.W. BEHANNON NASA-GSFC GPEENEELT, MD
CI - L.F. EURLAGA NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 
N C




THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO INVESTIGATE THE MAGNETIC FIELDS CF
JUPITER AND SATURN, THE SOLAR WINO INTERACTION AlTH THE MAGNETOSPHERES OFTHESE PLANETS. ANC THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELC TO THE EXTENT OF THE
SOLAR WIND BOUNCARY WITH THE INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD, ANC BEYDNO. IF
CROSSED. THE INVESTIGATION WILL BE CARRIEC OLT LSING TWO HIGH-FIELD AND TWO
LOW-FIELD TRIAXIAL FLUXC-ATE MAGNETOMETERS. DATA ACCURACY OF THE
INTERPLANETARY FIELDS WILL BE PLUS OR WINUS 0.1 GAMWWA, ANC THE RANGE OFMEASUREMENTS WILL BE FROM 0.01 GAMMA TC 2C GAUSS. THE INSTRWUMENTATION WILL
WEIGH 5.8 KG AKC CONSUME E.2 WAITS.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA NSSDC ID NARK77B-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - H.S. BRIDGE MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA01 - A.J. LAZARUS MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - S. OLBERT WIT CANERIDGE, MA
Of - J.w. EELC-ER MIT CANBRIDGE. NA
01 - V.M. VASYLIUNAS MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC GREENEELTr, MD
01 - J.H. BINSACK MIT CAMBRIDGE, NA
01 - G.L. SISCOE U OF CALIFORNIA. LA LOS ANGELES. CA
OI - A.J. HUNCIAUSEN NATL CNTR ATOS RSCH ECULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICh
THE PLASMA INVESTIGATION WILL MAKE USE CF TWU FARADAY CUP CETECTORS,
ONE PCINTED ALONC-T-E EARTH-SPACECRAFT LINE AND ONE AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THIS
LINE. THE EART--POINTING DETECTOR WILL CETERMINEF THE MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES
OF THE PLASMA IONS. OBTAINING ACCURATE VALUES CF THEIR VELOCITY, CENSITIES,AND PReSSURE. TFREE SEQUENTIAL ENERGY SCANS WILL BE EMPLOYED WITH DELTA E/E
EQUAL TO 2,9. 7.2, AND 1.8 PERCENT, ALLCWING A CCVERAGE FROM SUBSONIC TO
HIGHLY SUPERSLNIC FLFW. THE SIDE-LOOKING FARADAY CUR WILL MAKE MEASUREMENTS
OF ELECTRONS IN THE ENERc-Y RANGE FRCM 5 EV TO I KEV. THE INSTRUMENT WILL
SWEIGH 5.5 KG ANC USE 6.5 W CF PCWER.
ON 11/20/72* THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY CFARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND NSSOC ID MARK77B-07
TELESCCPE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIG-ATCR. CI=CTHER INhVESTIGATCR)
PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PFYSICS LAB SILVER SRING. MC
01 - R.E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC GPEENEELT, MC
CI - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-CSFC GREENEELT, NC
01 - C.O. BOSTRCM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB SILVER SPRING, MC
01 - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS LAWRENCE. KS
oI - W.I. AXFoRC L OF CALIFCRNIA, SC SAN CIEGC, CA
01 - G. GLCECKLEP U OF MARYLAND COLLEGE FARK, MD
OI - L.J. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB MURRAY HILL, NJ
o01 - C.Y. FAN L OF ARIZCNA TLCSCN, AZ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCPIFTICN
THE LBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE T( STLOY THE MAGNETCSP-ERES
OF JUPITER ANC SATURN USING A LOW-ENERGY MAGNETOSPHERIC PARTICLE ANALYZER.
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THIS CETECTUR wILL WAKE MEASUREMENTS (I) It, T-E DISANIT WAGNETCSFHERE 
AND
BUW SHCCK CF JUFITER, (2 ) THE POSSIBLE NAGNETOSPHERE CF SATURN, ANO (3) THE
TRAPPEC RADIATICN BELTS IN THE VICINITY OF JUPITER. ADDITIONALLY, 
THIS
DETECTU'R WILL EE ABLE TC STLDY LOW-ENERCY PARTICLES IIN THE 
INTERFPLANETARY
MEDIUM. THE ENERCY PANGE OF THIS CETECOICR WILL BE 10 KEo TC 1.1 MEV FCR
ELECTRONS AND 10 KEV TO 150 MEV FOR IONS. DURING THE INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
PERIOD, PROTONS, ALF-A PARTICLES, AND HEA'IER NLCLEI (Z FRCM 3 TE 26) WILL
BE SEPARATELY ICENTIFIEC ANC THEIR ENERGY MEAS.RED IN THE RANGE FRCf 
0.05 TO
30 MEV USING A LOW-ENERCY PARTICLE TELESCOPE. HOWEVER, SELECTION OF 
THE
L W-Ei4ERGY TELESCOPE IS CONCITIGNAL CN CEMONSTRATINC Ti-E P:CCUCTICN 
CF
SUFFICIENTLY UNIFORM CETECTORS TO EFFECT THE SEPARATION OF THE NLCLEI IN 
THE
LCw-ENERGY ENC CF THE PPOPOSED INVESTIGATION RANGE (LESS THAN 1.8
MEV/iqUCLEON).
CN 11/20/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS APFFCVEOD.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FIGCI-- AND MODERATELY Low-ENERGY NSSDC 0ID MARN77B-08
Cf -ISIC-RAY TELESCOPE
EXPEHIMENT PERSC'NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATOPs OI=OTt-ER INVESTIGATOR)
Pl - R.E. VIGT CAL TECH PASACENA, CA
CI - J.R. JOKIPII CAL TECH PASADENA, 
CA
01 - L.C, STONE CAL TECH PASADENA# CA
Ol - F.b. MCDNALD NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, 
MD
GI - B.J. TEEGAREEN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. NO
GI - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC GREENEELT9 MD
OI - ,R. WEBRER U OF NEW -HAWFSHIE CURHAM, 
Nl-
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS TO DETERMINE THE ENERGY AND IDENTITY OF NUCLEI, FOR
ENEkGIES BETWEEN 6 AND SCC IEV ANC NLCLEI RANGING IN ATCNIC FUMEER FRCM 1
THROUGI 30, USING A HICH-ENERCY TELESCCFE. IN ALDITICN, THIS ITELESCCPE WILL
MEASURE ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES FROM 3 TO 10 MEV. THE ENERGY AND IDENTITY IOF
NUCLEI WILL EE DETERMINED WITH ENERGIES EET%EEN 0.5I ANDC 30 PEV AND ATCMIC
NUM8ERS FROM, 1 TDROUG- 20. LSING A LCA-ENERGY TELESCCFE. THESE NEASUREMENTS
WILL ALLOCW AN UNDERSTANDING (1) OF THE NUCLEOSYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN
COSMIC-RAY SOIURCES ANC (2) CF THE ORIGIN AND AS5CCIATEC ACCELERATIC, PROCESS
AS WELL AS THE LIFE HISTORY ANC DYNAMIC CCNTRIBILTICN CF CCSNIC PAYS IN THE
GALAXY. IN ADDITION, THE TRAPPED PLANETARY ENERGETIC PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT
WILL DE STUDIEC. THESE MEASLREMENTS WILL ALSC ALLCW AN LNCERSTANCING CF 
THE
MODULATION OF CCSMIC RAYS OVER AN ExTENDED REGION OF INTERPLANETARY SPACE.
ON 11/20/72, THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS AFFRCLEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INTERPLANETARY DLST PARTICLE IvEASURENENT SSCC IC RAFN77E-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICRe CI=CTI-ER LNVESTIGATCR)
PI - F.K. SOBLRMAN DREXEL INST CF TECH PHILADELPHIA. PA
CI - H.A. LINCELAC U OF LUND SWEDEN
01 - E. GCRUN MAX PLANCK IFST W. GERIANY
01 - F.U. HOUSE DREXEL INST OF TECH PHILADELPHIA, PA
01 - H. FECHTIG M.PLANCK INSTHEICFLECG HEIDELBERG, W. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
2EC
PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS WILL FBE PACE LEING THE SIS'PFUS CCNCEFT, IN
WHICH SOLAR RACIATION REFLECTED FROM THE PARTICLE IS LSED FCR DETECTION,
RANGE, AND VELOCITY DETERMINATION. FOUR OPTICAL SYSTEMS HAVING OVERLAPPING
CONICAL FIELCS CF VIEW WILL DETECT SUNLIT PARTICLES PASSING THRCUGH THE
OVERLAP REGICN. THE TIMES OF ENTRANCE INTO AND E IT FFRO THE CCNES wILL BE
USED TC DETERMINE COMPLETELY THE PARTICLE'S TRAJECTORY RELATIVE TO THE
INSTRUMENT ANC ITS CRBIT IN THE SULAR SYSTE. TI-IS INSIPFLNENT WILL BE
SIMILAR TO THE CNE EEING FLOWN ON PICNEEP 10. THE FIELDS OF VIEW WILL BE
2-DEG HALF-ANGLE, AND TEE MIRRORS WILL BE 20 CM IN DIAM. THE MINIMUM
DETECTIBLE PAPTICLE RACIUS AT I AL WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 5 WICRCNS. THIS
WILL INCREASE TC ABOUT 25 MICRONS AT C10 AL. LIGHT FLASH AND ACOUSTICAL
MEASUREMENTS OF PARTICLE IMPACT WILL ALSO BE INCLUDED.
GN 11/20/7-, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIGN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIPENT NAME- SWEEP FREQUENCY (.C2 TO 40 MH2) RADIC NSSDC ID MArN77e-10
RECEIVER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
Pi - J.W. WARWICK U OF COLORADOC BOULDER, CO
LI - w.E. BROw N NASA-JPL PASACEN A. CA
CI - S. GULK IS NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01i - C.C. HARVEY MEUDCN GESEPVATORY PARIS, FRANCE
o01 - Y. LEBLANC MEUDON CBSERVATCY PARIS, FRANCE
01 - D.H. STAELIN MIT CAMBRIDGE, A
OI - A. EUISCCT MEUDCN COSERVATCRY PARIS, FRANCE
01 - T.D. CAR.R U OF FLCRICA GAINSVILLE, FL
I01 - F.T. HADCOCK U CF MICFIGAN ANN ARBOR, PWI
0I - J.K. ALEXANCEF, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, wO
DI - R. PHILLIPS NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMVENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A SWEEP FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER
OPERATING IN GOTI- POLARIZATION STATES, EETHEEN 20 lFZ AND 40.5 MHZ. THE
SIGNAL WILL BE GECEIVEC BY A PAIR OF CRTHCGONAL 1 C-M NCPCLE ANTENNAS. THE
PHYSICS OF MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA RESONANCES AND THERMAL RADIC EMISSIONS FROM
THESE FLANETARY REGIONS WILL BE STULDIEC BY INVESIIGATICN CF THE RACIC
EMISSILN SIGNALS FROM JUPITER AND SATURN CoER THIS RANGE CF FPECLENCIES.
CN 11/20/72, THE EFSPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFPRCEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MLTIFILTER PHCTOPCLAPIMETE, NSSC IC PARN77E-11
22CC-7O0C A
EXPERIMENT PERS131NEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATICR, CI=CT-ER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - L.F. LILLIE U OF COLORADO BOULDER, CO
01 - C.w. HORD U OF COLORADO BOULDER* CO
I01 - K.. PANG U CF COLORACC BCLLDEF, CC
EXPERIMVENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF AN 8-IN. F/Il.1 TELESCOPE, WHICE WILL
SEND ITS OBSERVATIONS TFROUGH A POLARIZER AND A FILTER FOR ONE CF EIGHT
BANDS IN THE 22CC- TO 7300-A SPECTRAL REGICKN, THEI CN TC A PHOTOMULTIPLER
TUBE. BY STUDY OF THESE EWISSION INTENSITY CATA. INFCFOATION ON SURFACE
TEXTURE AND COMPCSITICN CF EOTH PLANETS (JUPITER ANC SATURN) CAN BE
OBTAINED, ALONG wITF INFORMATIC CF SIZE CISTRIBUTICK ANDC CCNFCSITION OF
2E1
SATURN'S RINGS. AND INFORMATION ON ATMOSPhERIC 
SCATTERING PRCFERTIES AND
DENSITY FOR BOTh- PLANETS . MOLECULAR SCALE HEIGHTS 
FOR BOTH PLANETS CAN ALSO
BE CETERMINED FFCM THESE DATA.
ON 11/20/72. THE SPACECRAFT WISSICH WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MOTHER 
NSSCC IC MOTIER
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-K, IME-M
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 11/00/77 SPACECRAFT 
WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 270. KG






ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICO- 
PIK
APOAPSIS- 131000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 500. 
KP ALT INCLINATION- 28. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PSE=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.J. MADDEN NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT* MD
PS - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC 
GREENEELTo MC
PS - K. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC 
WASHINGTCN. DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPLCRER CLASS MOTHER SPACECRAFT WILL BE 
PART OF THE
MOTHER/DAUGHTER/-ELIOCENTRIC MISSION. THE PURPOSES 
OF Ti-E MISSION WILL BE --
(1) TO INVESTIGATE SOLAR/TERRESTRIAL RELATIChSHIPS AT 
THE OLTERMOST
BOUNDARIES OF ThE EARTFIS MAGNETOSPHERE, (2) TO E XAMINE 
IN DETAIL THE
STRUCTURE OF ThE SOLAR WIND NEAR THE EARTI- AND 
ThE SHOCK WAVE THAT FORMS THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN THE SOLAR WIND AND EARTH, 
AND ( 3) TO CONTINUE THE
INVESTIGATION OF COSMIC RAYS AND SOLAR FLARES 
IN THE INTERPLANETARY REGION
NEAR 1 AU. THE MISSION WILL THLS EXTEND THE INVESTIGATICNS 
OF PREVIOUS IMP
SPACECRAFT. THE MOTHER/DALGHTER PORTION CF THE MISSICN 
WILL CONSIST OF TWO
SPACECRAFT WITh A STATION-KEEPING CAPABILITY IN 
A HIGHLY ECCENTRIC EARTH
ORBIT WITH APOGEE FROM 18 TC 23 EARTH RACII. THE 
SPACECRAFT WILL MAINTAIN A
SMALL SEPARATION DISTANCE, AND WILL MAKE SIMULTANEOUS 
COURDINATEC
MEASUREMENTS TO PERMIT SEPARATICN OF SFATIAL 
FRCM TEMPORAL IRREGULARITIES IN
THE NEAR-EARTH SOLAR WINC. THE BOW SHOCK. AND INSIDE THE 
NAGNETCSPFI-ERE.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSIC N WAS PRCFCSEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 50-EV TO 40-KEV PROTON AND E-EV 
TO NSSDC ID WCTHER -01
20-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PRCBE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INoESTIGATCR, CI
= CI FER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.J. BAME LCS ALAMOS SCI 
LAB LCS ALANCS, NM
OI - H. MIGGENRIEDER MAX PLANCK INST 
GERMANY
01 - K. SCHINCLER MAX PLANCK INST GERMANY
OI - J.R. ASBRIOCE LCS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
LGS ALAPCS. NM
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01 - He.R. ROSENEAUER M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING. W. GERWANY
01 - He VOLK M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING, W. GERMANY
OI - M.D. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS* NM
OI - Go PASCHMANN MAX PLANCK INST GERMANY
01 - W.C. FELDMAN NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD* CA
01 - E.W. HONES LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB LOS ALAMOS, NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED. IN CONJUNCTION WITH A SIMILAR INSTRUMENT
PROVIDED BY G. PASCHMANN OF MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE FOR FLIGHT CK THE DAUGHTER
SPACECRAFT* TO STUDY THE PLASMA VELOCITY DISTRIBUTICN AND ITS SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. BOW SHOCK, MAGNETOSHEATH.
MAGNETOPAUSE. MACNETOTAIL, AND MAGNETCSPHEPE. PROICS FRCk 50 EV TC 40 KEV
AND ELECTRONS FROM E EV TO 20 KEV WILL BE MEASURED IN CNE, TWOC AND THREE
DIMENSIONS BY T-REE 90-DEG SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS. THE
EXPERIMENT, Wg-IC1 WILL UTILIZE CHANNELTRCN ELECTRCh MULTIPLIERS AS
DETECTORS, WILL OPERATE IN TWO RANGES, MITH ENERGY RESOLUTICN FOR SEVERAL
STEPS IN EACH RANGE OF 10 PERCENT OF THE CENTER ENERGY LEVEL.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TiREE-CIMENSIONAL (SIX AXIS). e-EV TC NSSCC IC MCTHER -02
10-KEV ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT# MD
01 - J.C. SCUDDER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT* ND
EXPERIMENT eRIEF CESCRIFT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS TO STUDY THE TRANSPORT CCEFFICIENTS OF, AND
TURBULENCE IN* THE COLLISIONLESS PLASMA REPRESENTED BY THE INTERPLANETARY
MEDIUM AND MAGNETOSPI-EATH, LOW-ENERGY SCLAR ELECTRON EVENTS, AND BOW SHOCK
ASSOCIATED ELECTRONS. TWO TRIAXIAL SYSTEMS OF 127-CEG CYLINCRICAL
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WILL BE USED TO MAKE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENTS
OF THE ELECTRON CISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FRC 6 EV TC 10 KEV. MEASUREMENTS WILL
BE MADE IN.TWO ENERGY RANGES MITH AN ENERGY RESOLUTION OF 0.07. THE ENTIRE
SET OF SIX SIMULTANEOUS SPECTRNOMETER MEASUREMENTS WILL BE TAKEN WHILE THE
SATELLITE ROTATES T-RCUGH 60 CEC. EACH SPECTROVETER AXIS WILL CCNSIST OF THE
CURVED PLATE ANALYZER AND A CHANNELTRON CETECTOR.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HOT PLASMA NSSDC ID MOTHER -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCOR)
PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA IOWA CITY, IA
aI - V.M. VASYLIUNAS NIT CAERIDCGE. MA
01 - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALIFORNIA, LA LSEE ANGELES, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STUDY, BY MEANS OF IDENTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION ON THE MOTHER/DAUGHTER SPACECRAFT, THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL
VARIATIONS OF THE SOLAR WINC AND VAGNETGSEATH ELECTRCNS ANC IGONS. PROTONS
AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 1 EV TO EC KEV WILL BE MEASURED IN 63
CONTIGUOUS ENERGY EANCS WITH AN ENERGY RESOLUTION (DELTA E/E) OF 0.17. A
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GUAURISPHERICAL LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRCN DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER
(LEPEDEA), EMPLOYING SEVEN CONTINUOUS CHANNEL ELECTRCN MULTIPLIERS IN EACH
OF ITS TWO (ONE FOR PRCTONS AND ONE FOR ELECIRCNS) ELECTRCSTATIC ANALYZERS,
wILL BE FLCWN CK BOTH THE MOTHER AND DALGHTER SPACECRAFT. ALL BtT 2 PERCENT
OF THE FOUR-PI STER SOLID ANGLE FOR PARTICLE VELOCITY VECTORS WILL BE
COVERErC.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS NSSCC IC MOTHER 
-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.T. RUSSELL U LF CALIFCRhIA, LA LCS ANGELES, CA
01 - R.L. MCPHERf-CN U OF CALIFCRNIA. LA LOS ANGELES. CA
01 - FEOGECOCK IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON. ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A BCCM-MOUNTEC TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE
MAGNETOMETER THAT WILL NEASLRE THE STEACY NAGNETIC FIELC ANC ITS
LOW-FREQUENCY VAPIATICNS. THREE FIELD AMPLITLDE RANGES (MINLS TC PLUS 16.
64. AND 2048 GAMMAS) WILL BE AVAILABLE WITH RESCLUTION OF MINUS TO PLUS
1/32, 1/4. AND 1/16 GAMMA, FESPECTIVELY. THE FREGUENCY RESPONSE WILL BE 0 TO
10 HZ. AN IDENTICAL INSTRUMENT IS TO BE FLCWN ON THE CALGHTER SPACECRAFT.
PERMITTING SEPARATION CF TEMPORAL AND SPAIIAL MAGNETIC FLUCTUATICNS.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSEO.
EXPEkIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION NSSDC ID MCTHER -OS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.K. HOVESTACT M.PLANCK INSTGARCHING GARCHING, W. GERMANY
OI - J.J. O' GALLAGHER U UF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK, MO
CI - M. SCH LER M.PLANCK INSleGARCHING GARCHINGC, W. GERMANY
01 - L.A. FISK NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
01 - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA TUCSON, AZ
01 - G. GLUECKLER U OF MARYLAND CCLLEGE FARK, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STLC, BY MEANS CF ICENTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION GN THE hELIOCENTRIC AND MOTHER SPACECRAFT, THE NUCLEAR AND
IONIC CHARGE AS WELL AS ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF INTERPLANETARY AND
MAGNETUSPHERIC FEAVY PARTICLES. THE MEASLREMENTS MILL EE MACE OF THE
FOLLOWING SPECIES IN THE DESIGNATED RANGES -- (1) SOLAR *IND IRCN (5
KEV/CHARGE TO 20 MEV/NUCLEON). (2) SUPRATHERMAL MULTIPLE-CHARGED IONS (Z, 0
LESS THAN UR EQUAL TO 26 IN THE ENERGY RANGE 5 TC SC KEV/NLCLEON), AND (3)
TPAPPEO PARTICLES (0.05 TO 6 MEV/NUCLEON). THE INSETRLMENTATION WILL CCKNSIST
OF TWO SENSORS CN EACH SPACECRAFT WHICH WILL USE ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION
TECHNIQUES, THIN WINOCW PROPORTIUNAL COUNTERS, AND FCSITION-SENSITIVE
SOLID-STATE CETECTORS. THE SENSORS WILL HAVE LARGE GEOMETRICAL FACTCRS CVER
THE ENTIRE ENERGY RANGE, I.E., 0.04 CM SC STEP FOF THERMAL AND SUPRATHERMAL
SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS, AND 3 CM SO STER FOR LC.W ENERGY COSMIC RAY
MEASUREMENTS.
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ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CC TO 12-FZ ELECTRIC FIELD PRCBE NSSCC IC NCTHER -06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR9 OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - F.S. MOZER U OF CALIFORNIA, BERK BERKELEY. CA
I01 - M.C. KELLEY U OF CALIFCPNIA, BERK EERkELEY, CA
01 - U.V. FAHLESON RIT SWEDEN
01 - K. KNOTT EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NOORDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
0I - A. PETERSEN EUR SPACE TECF CENTER NOGROWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO STUDY THE QUASI-STATIC
ELECTRIC FIELC IN THE PLASMASPHERE, MAGNETCSPHERE, MAGNETOSFEATH. AND SOLAR
WINO. THE 4-IN.-CIAM SPHERES WILL BE MCLNTED AT THE END CF A 30-M BEOCM IN
THE SATELLITE SPIN PLANE. TO ATTEMPT TO OVERCCNE THE SPACECRAFT SHEATH (A
POTENTIAL PROBLEM WHICH PLAGUES MCST ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTCRS). AN ELECTRON
GUN IS INCLUDED ON THE SPACECRAFT BODY. THE INSTRLNENT IS TC EE SENSITIVE TO
FIELDS FROM THRESHOLD TO 5 MV/M IN THE FREQUENCY BAND OF 0 TO 12 HZ.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 10-HZ TO IC-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TC NSSCC IC MOTHER -07
200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD TRIAXIAL FRCO8ES
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA IOWA CITY, IA
01 - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTENS GROLP RECCNCC BEACH.F, CA
I01 - R.W. FREDERICKS TRW SYSTENS GROLP RECCNCC EEACH, CA
1O - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT9 IN CONJUNCTION WITH A SIMILAR EXPERIMENT FLOWN ON THE
DAUGHTER SPACECRAFT, IS DESIGNED TO NEASLRE WAVE PHENCENA CCCURRING WITHIN
THE MAGNETOSPFERE AND SOLAR WINDO TRIAXIAL SEARCH COILS WITH
HIGH-PERMEABILITY CORES AND TRIAXIAL ELECTRIC DIPOLES WILL BE USED. THE
SEARCH COILS WILL HAVE A FREQUENCY RESPhNSE CF 10 HZ TU 10 KHZ. THE TIME
REQUIRED FOR ONE 16-CHANNEL TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS WILL BE 100 MS.
BROADBAND DATA WILL ALSC BE AVAILABLE WITH A 10 KFZ BANDWIDTH ABOUT EVERY I
MS. ELECTRIC FIELDS WILL BE MEASURED BY TWO ORTHCGChAL 123-M TIP-TO-TIP
DIPOLES IN THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PLANE AND ONE C.5-M DIPOLE ALONG THE SPIN
AXIS. THE TIME REQUIRED FOR TRIAXIAL 12-CHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS FROM 10 HZ
TO 200 KHZ WILL ALSO BE 100 MS. BROADEANC DATA WILL ALSO EE AVAILABLE WITH A
10-KHZ BANDWICTH AND 1-MS TIME RESOLUTION.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PRCPCSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IMPEDANCE PROBE AND RACIO FROPAGATION ISSCC ID NCTHER -08
TRANSMITTER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHE; INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.C. HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY PARIS, FRANCE
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cI - M. PETIT CNET PARIS. FRANCE
01 - J.R. MCAFEE NOAA BCLLDER, CC
O0 - D. JONES EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NOORDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
aI - J.M. ETCHETO CNET FARIS. FRANCE
01 - R.J.L. GRARD EUR SPACE TECH CENTER NOORD%IJK, THE NETHERLANDS
I01 - R. GENDRIN CNET PARIS. FRANCE
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CBSERVE THE PLASMA DENSITY NEAR THE MOTHER
SATELLITE. AND WILL ALSC CBSERVE THE TOTAL ELECTRCh CONTENT IN THE
WAGNETOSPHERE EETWEEN TI-E MOTHER AND THE CAUGHTER SATELLITES. THESE DATA
WILL ALLOW STUDY OF THE TIME AND SPACE VARIATICNS CF ELECTRON DENSITY IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE. THE EXPERIMENT bILL CONSIST OF TWC DISTINCT PARTS. THE MOTI-ER
SATELLITE WILL CARRY A RESONANCE PROBE TO MEASURE LOCAL ELECTRON DENSITY* A
RESCNANCE PROBE TYPICALLY CBSERVES THE CLURRENT FLCWING TC AN ELECTRODE FROM
SPACE. WHEN THE ELECTRODE HAS AN RF VOLTAGE IMPRESSEC ON ITS FUNDAMENTAL DC
VOLTAGE, THE CURRENT WILL DEVIATE FROM ITS VALLE OESERVED FOR THE DC VOLTAGE
WITHOUT THE IMPRESSED RF. WHEN THE RF IS VARIED TI-RCUGH A RANGE CF VALUES. A
MAXIMUM DEVIATION OF CURRENT OCCURS WHEN THE RF ECUALS THE PLASMA FREQUENCY.
THE ELECTRON DENSITY IS DIRECTLY GBTAINEC FRCM THE RF VALUE WHEN THE CURRENT
DEVIATICN IS MAXIMUM. THE RF IFAT CAN BE LSED FOR THIS EXPERIMENT WILL RANGE
FROM 0 TO 256 KHZo WHICH bILL MEASURE ELECTRCN NUMBER DENSITIES UP TO
3200/CC. THt-E SECOND PART CF THIS EXPERIPENT IILL CCNSIST CF AN RF
TRANSMITTER CN THE MOTHER AND A RECEIVER CN THE DAUGHTER. THE TRANSMITTER
WILL EMIT SIGNALS WITH A KNOWN PHASE RELATIONSHIP, AT TWO CLOSELY SPACED
FREQUENCIES NEAR 300 MHZ. THE RELATIVE PHASE DELA'N CF THE LChER FFEGUENCY
WILL EE OBSERVED BY THE DAUGHTER RECEIVER. THE PHASE DELAY IS CALSEC BY THE
DIFFERENT EFFECT OF THE ELECTRONS ALONG THE PROPAGATION PATH, ON THE TWO
DIFFERENT SIGNAL FREQUENCIES INVOLVED. THESE PHASE DELAY DATA CAN EE
CONVERTED INTO TCTAL ELECTRON CONTENT BEThEEN THE TIC SPACECRAFT, AND TI-EN
NORMALIZED TO A STANDARD PATH LENGTH.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAMIE- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PRCICNS NSSCC IC MCTHER -09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO
01 - C.C. BfSTRGM APPLIED PHYSICS LAE SILVER SFPRING, MC
1O - B. 6ILKEN M.PLANCK INST,LINDAU LINDAL, GERMANY
0I - T.A. FRITZ NGAA BOULDERV CO
01 - G. WIBeERENZ U OF KIEL LINCDAbU Ao GERWANY
01 - E. KEPPLER M.PLANCK INST.LINDAU LINDAL, 0. GERMANY
EXPERIMENT ORIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY AND TO STLCY PLASMA
INSTABILITIES RESPON'SIBLE FOR ACCELERATIC , SOURCE AND LCSS WECHANISMS, AND
BOUNDARY ANt INTEPFACE PHENOMENA THP"UGHCUT THE CREITAL RANGE 3F THE
MOTHER/CAUGHTER SATELLITES. A PROTCN TELESCCFE ANC AN ELECTRON SPECTRCMETER
WILL BE FLOWN ON EACH SPACECRAFT TO MEASLRE DETAILEC ENERGY SFECTRUM AND
ANGJLAR UISTRIBUTIONS. THESE DETECTORS WILL USE SILICCN SURFACE EARRIER
TOTALLY-CEPLETEC SOLID-STATE DEVICES OF VARICLS THICKNESSES, AREAS, ANC
CONFIGUNATICNSo FPROTOjNS IN E CHANNELS EETWEEN 20 KEV A D 2 NEVY, AND
ELECTRONS IN d CHANNELS BETWEEN 20 KEV AND I NEV WILL BE MEASUREDC.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PRETCNS NSSCC IC NECTHER -10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCOR. OI=CTFER INVESTIGATCR)PI - K.A. ANDERSON U OF CALIFORNIA, BERK BERKELEY, CA
01 - C.I. MENG U OF CALIFORNIA. BERK BERKELEY, CADI - F.V. CORONITI U OF CALIFCRhNIA, LA LOS ANGELES* CA01 - J.M. BOSQOUEC PAUL SABATIER U TOLLOUSE, FRANCE
01 - R. PELLAT PAUL SABATIER U TOULOUSE, FRANCE
OI - G.K. PARKS U OF WASHINGTON SEATTLE, WA&I - R.P. LIN U OF CALIFORNIA. BERK BERKELEY, CA01 - H. REME PAUL SABATIER U TCULOUSE. FRANCE
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CEECRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO DETERWINE. BY LSING IDENTICAL
INSTRUMENTATION ON THE MOTHER/DAUGHTER SPACECRAFT, THE SPATIAL EXTENT,
PROPAGATION VELGCITY, AND TEMPORAL EEHA'VICS CF A VICE VARIETY CF FARTICLEPHENOMENA. ELECTFONS ARE TO BE MEASURED IN TIC INTERVALS CVER THE ENERGY
RANGE FROM B TO 200 KEV AND PROTONS ARE TO 8E MEASURED IN THREE INTERVALS
OVER THE ENERGY RANGE FRCM 10 0T 3E60 KEV. IDENTICAL INSTPUNENTATICN CN EACHSPACECRAFT WILL CONSIST OF A PAIR OF SURFACE BARRIER SEPICCNCUCTCp DETECTORTELESCOPES (ONE WITH A FOIL AND ONE WITHOUT A FOIL) AND FOUR FIXED-ENERGY
ELECTRIC FIELC PARTICLE ANALYZERS. THESE ANALYZERS WILL BE USED TC MEASUREELECTRCNS AND PRCTONS SEPARATELY AT 2 AND E KEV.
ON 01/09/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICh WAS PRC OFCSEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CC ELECTRIC FIELDS NSSCC IC WOCTHER -11
EXPERINMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOCR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - J.P* HEPPNER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, NODLI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
oI - N.C. MAYNARC NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, P'D
01 - OD.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA IOWA CITY. IA
OI - D.A. CAUFFMAN AEROSPACE CORP EL SEGUNDO* CA
EXPERIMENT tRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS INTENDED TO STUCY GUASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD AND
LOW-FREQUENCY PLASMA WAVES IN THE PLASMASPHERE, vAGNETUSPHERE,
MAGNETOSHFATH, ANC SOLAR WINDO. A 1~E-M TIF-TO-TIP CIPOLE ANTENNA WILL BE
USED TO MAKE DC AND AC ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREWENTS IN THE FOLLOWING NINE
FREQUENCY WINDOWS -- 0.1 TO 0.32 HZ. 0.32 TO 1 HZ. 1 TC 3.2 HZ, 3.2 TO 10
HZ. 10 TO 3 HZ, 32 TO 100 HZ. 100 TO 320 HZ, 320 TO 1000 FZ, AND 1000 TO3200 HZ. DC MEAELREMENTS WILL BE MADE IN ANY OF 256 ANGULAR SECTIONS THREE
TIMES OR 24 TIMES PER SEC. DEPENDING ON THE BIT RATE. CC MOCE MEASUREMENTS
WILL HAVE A TWC-STEP VARIABLE GAIN CCNTRCLLED FRCN THE GROCLNC. THE
RESULUTICN IN THE HIGHEST GAIN STATE WILL BE 0.12 MV WITH A DYNAMIC RANGE OFPLUS OR MINUS 0.S83 V. THE AC MEASUREMENT ELECTRLhICS WILL CONSIST OF TWO
AMPLIFIER SECTICNS. ONE AMPLIFIER WILL EE LUSED FCR LC-FRECCENCY CHANNELS,
ANE ONE FOR HIGH-FkEQUENCY CHANNELS. GAIN FOR EACH ANFLIFIER WILL EE
CONTRGLLABLE INDEPENDENTLY FROM THE GROUND. IN THE HIGHEST GAIN MOCEv EACH
ANALYZER CHANNEL WILL HAVE A SENSITIVITY CF 0.6 MICRCVCLTS RWS. THE
EXPERIMENT CAN EE RUN IN EITHER A SUN-SENKSCR SYNCHRCNI2ED CR FREE STATE ASCONTROLLED FROM THE GROUND. IN ADDITIONs THE AC PORTION CAN BE RUN IN AN
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AVERAGING MODE, CR AN ALTERNATING AVERACII'G 
AND PEAK AMPLITUCE DETECTION
MODE PER TELEMETRY READULT SEQUENCE,.
ON 01/O /73, THL SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSECo
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA CCMFCSITION 
NSSDC ID MOTHER -12
EXPERIMENT PERSL'NNEL (PI.PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHE-R INVESTIGATOF)
PI - ROD., SHAI-P LnCKHEED 
PALO ALTO9 CA
I01 - G. HAEF'ENOEL M*PLANCK I.STSCARCHING GAFCHING, W. GERMANY
OL - H.R. ROSENEALER M.PLANCK INSTGARCFING 
GARCHING, Wo GERMANY
01 - R.G, JOCHNSLN LOCKHEED 
PALO ALTO, CA
CI - EoG. SHELLFY LCCKHEED 
FEALC ALTC CA
01 - J. CEIsS U CF BERNE 
EERNEv ShITZERLANC
01 - Pox. EdE RHARCT U OF BPNE BERNE, 
SWITZERLAND
01 - H. EALSICGER U OF BEkNE EERNE9 ShITZERLAND
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPT ION
T-E IJECTIVE F THIS INVESTIGATI(N WILL BE TC DETERNINE THE ICK
COMPOSITI ON ANC ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE PLASMA WITHIN THE 
MAGNETOSPHERE,
MAGNETOSHEATP, AND SOLAR WINC AND TO DETERMINE THE ANGULAR 
DISTRIBUTION OF
THE PLASMA,. IN THE MAGNETSI-EAT-. AN FNERGETIC 
IL MASS SPECTRCMETER WILL BE
FLOWN THAT WILL I-AVE AN ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY ANALYZER 
FOLLOWED BY A CCMBINED
CYLINDRICAL, ELECTRCSTAT IC/MAGNETIC MASS ANALYZER. A 
COMBINATION OF ELECTRON
MULTIPLIERS WILL BE USEC AS THE DETECTLRS. THE ENERCY-FER-LNIT-CHARGE 
RANGE
MEASURED WILL EE FROM 0 TO 40 KEV THE MASE-PER-LNIT-CHARGE 
RANGE MEASURED
WILL EXTEND FRCN 1 TO 128 AMUo
ON 01/09/7-, THF SPACE-CRAFT WISSICN WAS PRCFCSEC.
EXPrRIMENT NAME- VLF WAVE INJECTION 
NSSODC ID WCTHER -13
EXPERIMENT PERSLNNEL (PI=PFINCIPAL INVESTIGCAIOR, 01=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.A. HELLIWELL STANFORD L STANFCPDo 
CA
EXPERIVENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS VXPE1IMENT IS INTENDED TO PRCVIDE DATA TIC STUDY INTERACTICNS
BETWEEN DISCRETE VLF wAVES AND ENERGETIC PARTICLES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE. 
THE
VLF *AVES WILL EE PROCUCED EY A GPCLND-BASED TRANSMITTER. 
INJECTICN OF THE
WAVE BEYCND THE IONOSPHERE WILL BE ASSLRED BY TRANSMITTER 
LCCATICN IN A
REGION WHERE THE MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE ARE OPEN. IN THIS 
CASE SIPLE
STATION, ANTARCTICA. THE INJECTED SIGNAL AND ANY 
STINLLATEC VLF EMISSIONS
WILL EE RECCRDED THROUGH A LOOP ANTENNA BY A 1- C 2C-KHZ 
BRCACEAND RECEIVER
UN THE SATELLITE. THE OUSERVED PARAMETERS WILL BE INTENSITY OF RECEIVED
RACID FRFOUENCY AS A FUNCTICN GF TIME,.
CN 01/09/73. THE SPACECFAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS NSSDC 
IC MOTHI-ER -14A
2EE
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCR. OI=O'ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.A. SIMPSON L OF CHICAGC CHICAGC, IL
OI - G.M. MASON U OF CHICAGC CHICAGO, IL
I01 - B. CARTwRICHT L OF CHICAGC CHICACC. IL
01 - W.G. MUNOZ L OF CHICACC CHICAGC, IL
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO STLDY A WIDE RANGE CF INTENSITIES
ENCOUNTERED IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE AND THE MAGNETOSPHERE FOR ENERGETIC
COSMIC RAY HUCLECNS. T-F ISOTOPES TO BE SEPARATED APE -'CFCGEN I, HYDRCGEN
2. HELIUM 3, AND HELIUM 4 FROM 10 TO IEC MEV/NUCLEON. DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY
SPECTRA ARE TO EE OBTAINED FOR HYDROGEN AND HELIUM FROM 0.5 TO 150
MEV/NUCLE'N ANC FOR LITFIUM THRCUGH COBALT (2 FFCN 2 ThRCLGH 27) IN THE
ENERGY MANGE FRECM 10 TO 700 MEV/NUCLEON. IHE INSTRUMENTATION WILL CCNSIST OF
AN EXTENDED RANGE TELESCOPE (ERT) FORMED BY A COMBINATION OF SOLID-STATE
DETECTORS, A CESIUN IO'CDICE SCI lILLATOR, AND A PLAESTIC ANTICCINCICENCE
SCI NT I LLAT CPR.
ON 01/0"/73, THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS PROPcSEDo.
SPACECRAFT COMMCN NAME- NIMEUS-F NSSDC ID NIlBS-F
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-72B
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- C0/CC/74 SPACECRAF! *EIGHT IN CFEIT- 585. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VA.DENjbERG AFBe. UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STAT E, NASA-OSSA
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORtIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 106. MIN
APOAPSIS- 1100.00 KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 1100.00 KM ALT INCLINATION- 100, DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. FSPEOPCJECT ECIENIISI)
PM - S. WEILAND NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
PS - w.P. NORCEERC NASA-C-EFC GREENEELT9 PD
SPACECRAFT ORIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-F R AND C SATELLITE WILL SERVE AS A STABILIZED.
EARTH-CDRIENTEC FLATFORM FOR THE TESTING OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS FCR SENSING AND
CCLLECT,ING MAETEOROLOGICAL DATA ON A GLOBAL SCALE. THE POLAR-ORBITING
SPACECRAFT WILL CONSIST CF THRFE MAJCR SiRLCTLURES -- (1) A FCLLCW
TURUS-SHAPED SENSCR MGUNT, (2) SOLAR PADDLES, AND (3) A CONTROL HCUSING UNIT
THAT IS CONNECTEC TO TFE SENSOR MOUNT BY A TRIPOD TRUSS STRUCTURE.
CONFIGURED SUMEwFAT LIKE AN OCEAN BUOY, NIMB LS-F WILL EE NEARLY 3.7 M TALL,
1.5 M, IN DIAMETER AT THE EASE. AND ABOUT - M WIDE WITH SOLAR PADDLES
EXTENDEu. THE SENSC RMOUNT THAT FORMS THE SATELLITE BASE WILL HOUSE THE
ELECTRoNICS EQUIPMENT AND BATTERY MODULES. THE LCEF SURFACE CF THE TORUS
WILL PROVIDE MCUNTING SPACE FOR SENSORS AND ANTENNAS. A BOX-BEAM STRUCTURE
MCUNTED WITHIN THE CENTER CF THE TORUS WILL PROVICE SUPPORT FOR THE LARGER,
SENSUP EXPERIMENTS. MOUNTED ON THE CCNTFCL HCUSING LNIT, HICH WILL BE
LUCATED ON TOP CF THE SPACECRAFT. WILL BE SUN SENSORS. HORI20N SCANNERS. AND
A CCMMAND ANTENNA. AN ACVANCEC ATTITUDE CCNTFCL SYSTEM WILL PERMIT THE
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SPACECRAFTOS ORIENTATION TO BE CONTROLLED TO WITHIN PLUS CR MINUS I DEG IN
ALL THREE AXES (PITCH* ROLL* AND YAW). NINE EXPERIMENTS HAVE BEEN SELECTED
FOR NIMBUS-F. TI-EY ARE THE (I) EARTH RACIATICN ELCGET (ERE), (2)
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (ESMR), (3) I-,IGH-RESCLUTICN
INFRARED RADIATION SOUNDER (HIRS), (4) LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION RADIOMETER
(LRIR). (5) PRESSURE MODULATED RADIONETER (PWR)t (6) SCANNING MICROWAVE
SPECTROMETER (SCAMS), (7) TEMPERATURE/HLMIDITY INFRARED RADICMETER (THIR).
(B) SATELLITE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY EXPERIMENT, AND (9) TROPICAL WIND
ENERGY CONVERSICON AND REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE). THIS COMPLEMENT
OF ADVANCED SENSORS WILL BE CAPABLE OF (1) MAPPING TRCFCSPHERIC TEMPERATURE*
WATER VAPOR ABUNrANCE, AND CLOUD WATER CONTENT, (2) PROVIDING VERTICAL
PROFILES OF TEMPERATURE. OZONE. AND WATER VAPOR. (3) TRANSMITTING REAL-TIME
DATA TO A GEOSTATIONARY SPACECRAFT (ATS-F), AND (4) YIELDING DATA CN THE
EARTH'S RACIAT ION BUDGC-ET.
ON 02/00/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRCPICAL WIND ENERGY CONVERSI CN AND NSSCC IC NINBS-F-01
REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - W.W. KELLOGG NATL CNTR ATMOS RSCH BOULDER, CO
0O - P. JULIAN NATL CNTR ATMOS RSCH ECULCER. CC
OI - V.E. SUCMI U OF WISCONSIN MADISON, 1I
OI - C.R. LAUGHLIN NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo MD
I01 - R.L. TALLEY PWI SILVER SPRING, MC
1O - W.R. EANCEEN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE GOALS OF THE NIMBUS-F TROPICAL WINO ENERGY CONVERSION AND
REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE) WILL EE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH THE
OBJECTIVES OF GARP AND WILL INCLUDE (1) MEASURING UPPER ATMOSPHERIC WINDS
OVER REMOTE REGIONS, (2) STUDYING THE RELATIVE AIR MOTION ALONG ISOBARIC
SURFACES TO DETERMINE THE RATE CF CONVERSICN CF ATMCSPHERIC FCTENTIAL ENERGY
INTO KINETIC ENERGY, AND (3) PROVIDING DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF VARIOUS
METEGROLOGICAL FARAMETERS THAT CAN SERVE AS REFERENCE POINTS IN ACJUSTING
INDIRECT TEMPERATURE SOUNDINGS MACE FRCM SATELLITES. THE EXPERINENT WILL
CUNSIST OF TWO BASIC COMPONENTS - (1) APPROXIMATELY 300 CONSTANT LEVEL
METEOROLOGICAL EALLCONS TO YIELC MEASUREMENTS OF WINCS, TEMFERATURE. AND
PRESSURE IN TFE TROPICS AND AT SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE NIDLATITLCES AT 150 MB
(ABOUT 13.6-KM ALTITUDE), AND (2) THE NIMBUS-F RANDLM ACCESS MEASUREMENTS
SYSTEM (RAMS) TO PROVICE DATA COLLECTICN AND LCCATICN CETERMNIATICNS FROM
THE BALLCONS. THE 3.5-M-CIAM POLYESTER-Nf'ILAR BALLCCOONS WILL EE EGUIPPED WITH
A TRANSMITTER PACKAGE, SOLAR POWER SUPPLY. DIGITIZER/MODULATOR. AND SENSORS.
THE SENSORS WILL CONSIST OF A RADIO ALTIMVETER THAT WILL HAVE AN ACCURACY CF
BETTER THAN PLUS OR MINUS 20 M, A BEAD THERMISTOR THAT WILL MCNOITCR THE
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATJRE TO AN ACCURACY OF PLUS OR MINUS 0.5 DEG C, AND A
PRESSURE SENSOR TO MEASURE THE 15C-MB FLIGHT ALTITLDE TC AN ACCURACY OF PLUS
OR MINUS 0.5 MB. A MAGNETIC CUTDOWN DEVICE WILL ALSO BE INCLUDED C EACH
BALLOON TO ELIMINATE ANY ACCIDENTAL OVERFLIGHTS INTO REGIONS OF THE NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE NORTH OF 2C CEG N LATITUDE. THE RAPS Ch ECARD THE SPACECRAFT WILL
HAVE NO COMMAND CR CONTROL CAPAEILITY OVER THE BALLOONS (THE BALLCCNS WILL
NOT BE INTERROGATED). IT WILL MERELY DETECT EACH BALLOON SIGNAL (401.2 MHZ)
AND EXTRACT THE CARRIER FRECUENCY, BALLCON ICENTIFICATICON. AND SENSOR DATA.
THIS INFORMATICON, ALONG wITh TIME REFERENCES, WILL BE STORED IN DIGITAL FORM
FOR SUBSEQUENT RELAY TO A GROUND ACQUISITION STATION. THE BALLOON'S POSITION
AND VELOCITY WILL BE DERIVED FROM THE RELATIVE I1ICN EETVEEN THE PLATFORM
AND THE SATELLITE BY MEASURING DOPPLER SHIFTS IN THE CARRIER SIGNAL RECEIVED
2SC
FROM THE BALLOON. ThERLE WILL BE CAPABLE CF A LOCATION ACCURACY CF 5 KM AND
A PLATFORM VELCCITY ACCURACY OF 1 M/SEC.
ON 02/00/68. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIG--RESOLUTION INFRARED RACIATICN NSSCC IC NIMBS-F-02
SCUNDER (HIRS)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=COTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - A.W. MCCULLOCH NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, WD
oI - W.L. SMITH NOAA-NESS SUITLAND. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-F P-IGH-RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION SOUNDER (HIRS) WILL
SUPPORT THE GARP CATA TEST SET BY PROVICING VERTICAL TEMFERATURE PROFILES
TWICE CAILY ON A GLOBAL EASIS, EXTENDING UP TO APPROXIMATELY 40 KM. AND
INFORMATION ON THE WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION IN THE TROPOSPHERE. THE HIRS
WILL MEASURE RACIANCES PRIMARILY IN FIVE SPECTRAL REGIONS -- (1) SEVEN
CHANNELS NEAR TH-,E 15-MICRON CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION BAND. (2) ThWO CHANNELS
IN THE IR WINDOW9 11.1 AND 3.7 MICRONS, (3) TWO CHANNELS IN THE WATER VAPOR
ABSORPTION BAND, 8.2 AND 6.7 MICRONS, (4) FIVE CHANNELS IN THE 4.3-MICRON
CARBON DIOXIDE EANC AND (5) ONE CHANNEL IN THE VISIBLE, O.69-MICRCN REGION.
THE SOUNDER WILL CONSIST OF A CASSEGRAIN TELESCCPE SCANNING MIRROR,
DICHROMATIC BEAM SPLITTER. FILTER WHEEL, CHOPPER, AND ASSOCIATEC
ELECTRONICS. THE HIRS WILL SCAN THE EARTH'S SURFACE IN A PLANE NCRMAL TO THE
SPACECRAFT'S ORBITAL PATH WITH A MAXIMLM SCAN ANGLE CF 30 DEG TO EITHER SIDE
OF NADIR.
ON 02/00/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICRCWAVE NSSCC IC NIMBS-F-03
RACIOMETER (ESMR)
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATC)
PI - T.T. WILHEIT. JR. NASA-GSFC GREENEELTo MC
Of - A.T. EDGERTON AEROJET ELEC1RCSISTEPS AZUSA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-F ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE RACICWETER (ESMR) WILL
MEASURE THE EARTH'S MICROWAVE EMISSION AT 37 GHZ. THE LIQUID WATER CONTENT
OF CLOUDS. THE DISTRIBUTION AND VARIATION OF SEA ICE COVER, AND GROSS
CHARACTERISTICS OF LAND SURFACES (VEGETAIICN. SCIL NCISTURE, ANC SNCW COVER)
WILL BE OBTAINED FROM THESE MEASUREMENTS. THE DICKE-TYPE RADIOMETER WILL
CONSIST OF A SINCLE TIME-SHARING RECEIVER AND AN ELECTRICALLY SCANNING
PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA OPERATING AT 0.8 CM (37 GH2). THE ANTENNA EEAN ARRAY. A
90- EY 20- BY 12-CM BOX-LIKE STRUCTURE, WILL. BE MOUNTED ON TOP CF THE
SPACECRAFT SENSORY RING AND WILL BE POINTED IN THE DIRECTION OF THE
SPACECRAFT'S FORWARC MOTION AND TILTED CCWN 40 CEG FRCM THE SATELLITE
VELCCITY VECTOR. THE ANTENNA EEAM WILL SCAN THE EARTH IN 100 DISCRETE STEPS
FOR VARIOUS ANGLES EXTENDING UP TO 35 DEG CN EITHER SIDE OF THE ORBITAL
PLANE. THE DECUCED BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES SHOULD BE ACCURATE TO WITHIN 2
DEG K.
ON 02/00/68. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- LIME RADIANCE INVERSION RACICMETER NSSOC IC 
NIMES-F-04
(LRIR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=O1HER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.C. GILLE NATL CNTR ATMOS RSCH 
BOULDER, CO
01 - F.B. HOUSE DREXEL INST CF TECH PHILACELFHIA, 
FA
CI - R.C, CRAIG FLORIDA STATE U TALLAHASSEE, 
FL
Cl - J.C. EATES FONEYWELL, AERO DIV ST. PETERSBURG9 
FL
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-F LIMB RADIANCE INVERSICK RACICMETER (LRIR) WILL PROVIDE
CALIbRATED RADIANCE VERSUS ALTITUDE PROFILES BY INTERCEPTING RADIATION
EMANATING FROM AN ATMCSPFERIC PATH WHICth IS TANGENTIAL TO A PARTICULAR
GEOCENTRIC HEIGHT. THE LRIR WILL SENSE RADIATION IN FCUR SPECTRAL INTERVALS
-- (1) THE 14.C- TO 15.9-MICRON CARBUN EICXIDE BAND, (2) THE 14.2- TO
17.3-MICRON CARECN CIOXIDE BAND, (2) ThE e.e- TO 10.1-MICRON OZCNE BAND9 
AND
(4) THE 20- TO 25-MICRON WATER 'APC R RCTATIONAL BANC. MEASUREMENTS TAKEN 
IN
THE TWO CARBON DIOXIDE CHANNELS AND THE WATER VAPCR CHANNEL WILL BE USED TO
CALCULATE GLOEAL TEMPERATURE ANC WATER VAFCR FRCFILES IN )-E STRATCSPHERE
AND LOWER MESOSPHERE. IN AUDITICN, VALUES CF THE GECSTRCFHIC WIND 
UP TC 1 MB
(APPROXIMATELY OE KM) WILL BE DERIVED ANALYTICALLY FfOM THE DEDUCED
TEMPERATURE PROFILES. TFE RADIOMETER WILL INCLUDE AN CFTICAL SYSTEM, 
A
SCANNING MIRROR, CHOPPERS, AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRCNICS, ANC WILL 
EMPLOY AN
AMMONIA-METHANE COOLER SYSTEM FOR THREE OF THE FOUR DETECTOR CHANNELS. THE
DECUCEC TEMPEFATURE PROFILES WILL I-AVE AN RMS ACCLRACY CF FLUS CR MINUS 3
DEG AT HEIGHTS ABOVE 15 KM. wHILE THE \ALLES FOR CZCNE WILL EE ACCURATE TO
WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 20 PERCENT AT 1 MB. wATER VAPOR VALUES AT THE SAME
HEIGHT SHi)ULD BE WITHIN SC PERCENT.
ON 02/OU/68v THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) NSSDC IC NIMBS-F-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - WL. SMITh N(AA-NESS SLITLANCD. MD
OI - AJo DRUMMCNC EPPLEY LABS INC NEWPORT, RI
OI - I. RUFF NOAA-NESS SUITLANDo MD
aI - J.R. HICKEY EPPLEY LAES INC NEWPCT. RI
O - W.J. SCHOLES EPPLEY LABS INC NEwPORT, RI
01 - D.T. HILLEARY NCAA-NESS SUITLAND, MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-F EARTHI RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) EXPERIMENT WILL (1) MEASURE
REFLECTED AND EMITTED TERRESTRIAL RACIATICN FLUXES IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
SOLAR
RADIATION FOR CETERMINATION OF THE EARTH RADIATION ELBDGET, (2) DETERMINE THE
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF TERRESTRIAL RACIATICN FCR VARICUS METECROLOGICAL 
AND
GEOGRAPHIC REGIMES, AND (3) CORRELATE MEASURENENTS WADE USING IDENTICAL BUT
INDEPENDENT CHANNELS CALIBRATED TO THE SANE STANDARDFO. INCOMING SCLAR
RADIATION FROM 0.2 TO 50 MICRONS 'ILL NCROALLY EE MONiOCRED IN 10 SPECTRAL
INTERVALS SEVERAL TIMES EACH DAY AND EVERY ORBIT DURING PERIODS OF SOLAR
ACTIVITY. TERRESTRIAL RADIATICN MEASUREMENTS WILL EE TAKEN CC NTINUOUSLY IN
12 SPECTRAL INTERVALS ALSO FROM 0.2 TC 50 MICRONS. THE MEASUREMENTS WILL EE
TAKEN IN TWO WAYS. FOUR CHANNELS USING WIDE-ANGLE CFTICS (133.3-CEG FIELD OF
VIEW) WILL MEASURE THE TOTAL CLUTGOING RADIATION INTEGRATED CVER THE ENTIRE
EARTH DISCo TIE SECOND SET OF MEASUREMENTS WiILL CCVER EIGHT SFECTRAL
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INTERVALS ANC WILL EMPLOY HIGH-RESOLUTION SCANNING TECHNIOUES TC MEASURE THE
TERRESTRIAL RADIATICN EMANATING FROM RELATIVELY SMALL AREAS OVER A RANGE OF
VARIOUS ZENITH AbD AZINLTF ANGLES. THE INSTRUMENT WILL CONSIST OF TWO
IDENTICAL SCANNING MULTICHANNEL RACIOMETER HEADS. ONE WILL SCAN FCRWARD OF
THE SPACECRAFT, ANC THE OTHER WILL SCAN AFT. BCTH HEADS WILL VIEW OPPOSITE
HORIZONS AT THE SAME TIME AND WILL SCAN CCWN TO NACIF TOGETHER. THE SCAN
SWEEP AND RETURN WILL OCCUR IN d4 SEC. EACH HEAD 'ILL CONTAIN FCUR SHORTWAVE
CHANNELS (0.2 TC 4.C MICRONS) AND.FOUR LCONGWAVE CH-ANNELS (4.0 TO 50 MICRONS)
WITH 0.25- BY 5.14-DEG FIELDS OF VIEW. THE CHAbNNELS WILL BE ORIENTED IN A
DIRECTIONAL FAN TO COVER 20 DEC TO EACH SIDE OF THE OREITAL PLANE. THE
64-SEC SCAN PERIOD WILL ALLOW AN AREA TC EE MEASURED FRCM AS NANY AS 17
DIFFERENT ANGLES AS THE SPACECRAFT PASSES LVERHEAC.
ON 02/OO/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- PRESSURE-MODULATED RACICMETER (FMR) NSSCC ID NIMBS-F-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICTOR, OI=CHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.T. HOUGHTON OXFORD U CXFDORDO. ENGLAND
cI - C.C. ROCGERS OXFORD L CXFCRC, E1GLAND
01 - E.J. WlLLIAMSON OXFORD U CXFCRD. ENGLAND
OI - G.D. PESKETT OXFORD U OXFORD, ENGLAND
01 - P. CURTIS OXFORD U CXFCRD, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE NIMBUS-F PRESSURE MODULATED RADICETER (PNR) EXPERIMENT WILL TAKE
RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE IE-MICRON CARBON DIOXIDE BAND AT ALTITUDES
BETWEEN 45 AND 70 K CON A GLOBAL SCALE. BY APPROPRIATE MATHEMATICAL
RETRIEVAL METHOES. THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE CF THE LFFPPER STRATCSPHERE AND
LOWER MESOSPHERE WILL THEN BE DEDUCED. THE PRESSLRE MOOLDULATION TECHNIGUE
WILL PERMIT THE EXTENSION OF SELECTIVE CfOPPING TECHNIGUES TO HIGHER
ALTITUDES WHERE THE PRESSURE-BROADENED EPISSIC LINES IN THE 16-MICRON
CARBON DIOXIDE EAND BECOME SO NARROW THAT CONVENTIONAL SPECTROMETERS AND
INTERFEROMETERS FAVE INSUFFICIENT SPECTRAL RESCLUTICN. IN ADDITION TO
PRESSURE SCANNING (I.N DISCRETE STEPS), THE RADICETER WILL ALSO EMPLOY
DOPPLER SCANNING ALONG THE DIRECTION OF FLIGHT. THE PMR 1ILL COMPRISE TWO
SIMILAR RADIOMETER CHANNELS, EACH CONSISTING OF A PLANE SCANNING MIRRORO
REFERENCE BLACKBODY, PRESSURE MODULATOR CELL. AND DETECTOR ASSEMELY. THE
PLANE MIRROR WILL BE GOLD-COATED AND MOUNTED AT 4E CEG ON A 90-CEG STEPPING
MOTOR SO THAT THE FIELD CF VIEW OF THE CHANNEL MAY BE DIRECTED TO SPACE OF
TO THE INTERNAL REFERENCE BLACKBODY FOR INFLIGHT RANGE AND ZERO CALIBRATION.
THE MOTOR WILL EE MOUNTED ON A PAIR OF FLEXIBLE PIVOTS SC THAT THE MIRRCR
CAN BE ROTATED TH-ROUGH PLUS CR MINLS 7-1/2 DEG FRCN ITS REST POSITION TC
GIVE THE REQUIRED DOPPLER SCAN. MAJOR COMPONENTS IN THE PRESSURE MODULATOR
CELL WILL BE A MOVAELE PISTON, OIAPHRAGM, AND MAGNETIC DRIVE COIL. THE
DETECTOR ASSEMBLY WILL CONSIST OF A FIELD LENS. A CCNDENSING LIGHT PIPE. AND
A PYROELECTRIC FLAKE BOLUMETER. EACH RADIOMETER WILL HAVE A FIELD OF VIEW
THAT IS 20 EC whFOLE ANGLE ACROSS THE SFACECRAFT'S LINE OF FLIGHT AND 40 CEG
WHOLE ANGLE PARALLEL TO THE LINE OF FLIGHT. THE DEDLCED TEMPEFATURE VALUES
SHOULD BE WITFIN PLUS OR MINUS 2 DEG K AT 65 KM AND ABOUT PLUS OR MINUS 0.2
DEG K NEAR 50 KM.
ON 02/00/68, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPOCVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (SCAMS) NSSDC ID NIMBS-F-1O
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
Pt - D.H. STAELIN MIT CAMEBRICGE, MA
01 - F.T. BARATH NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
01 - A.H. BARRETT MIT CAIERICGE. MA
01 - W.B. LENGIR NASA-JSC HCUSTCN, TX
OI - W. PHILLIPS MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE NIMBUS-F SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (SCAMS) IS DESIGNED TO
NAP TROPOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE FROFILES, WATER VAPOR AELDANCE, ANC CLCUD
WATER CONTENT, AND TO DEOBTAIN SUCH DATA FOR WEATHER PREDICTION PURPCSES EVEN
IN THE PRESENCE OF CLOUCS, WHICH BLOCK CONVENTIONAL SATELLITE INFRARED
SENSORS. THE SCARS %ILL CONTINUOUSLY MCNIICR EMITIEC THER NL RADIATICN AT
WAVELENGTHS OF 13.5, .5 5.7, 4. S, AND 4.6 MM. THE THREE CHANNELS NEAR THE
5.0-MM OXYGEN AESORFTION BAND WILL BE USED PRIMARILY TO DEDUCE ATMOSPHERIC
TEMPERATURE PROFILES. TIE TW3 CHANNELS NEAR 10 NM WILL PERMIT WATER VAPOR
AND CLCUD WATER CONTENT OVER CALM OCEANS TO BE ESTIMATED SEPARATELY. THE
INSTRUMENT. A CICKE-SUPERHETERODCYNE TYPE, WILL SCAN PLUS OR MINUS 45 DEG
NLRMAL TO THE OPEITAL PLANE WITH A 10-CEC FIELD CF VIEW. THE THREE OXYGEN
CHANNELS WILL SPARE COMMON SIGNAL AND REFERENCE ANTENNAS. BOTH %ATER VAFCR
CHANNELS WILL HAVE THEIR OWN SIGNALS ANC EFERENCE ANTENNAS. THE ABSOLUTE
RMS ACCURACY .F THE CXYGEN CI-ANNELS WILL EE EETTEF TI-AN 2 CEG K ANC TIHAT OF
THE WATER VAPOfR CHANNELS BETTER ThAN 1 CEG K. THE D'ONAMIC RANGE FCR ALL
CHANNELS WILL EE FRCM C TO 400 CEG K.
ON 02/00/68, THL SPACECRAFT MISSIGN wAS APPFFC\,ED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TEMPERATURE/HUMI CITY INFRARED RADIOMETER NSSDC ID NINBS-F-12
(TFIR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - W.R. EANCEEN NASA-GEFC GREENEELT, ND
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THE NIMBUS-F TEMPERATURE--UMIDITt INFRARED RADICNETER (THIR) WILL
DETECT EMITTED THERMAL RADIATION IN BOTH THE 10.b- TO 12.5-MICRON REGION (IR
wINCUW ) AND THE 6.5- TO 7.0-MICRON REGICK (WATER LAFCR). THE WINCCW CHANNEL
WILL MEASURE CLCUDTOP TEMPERATURES AND WILL BE CAFABLE CF PRCDUCING
HIGH-RESOLUTION PICTURES OF CLOUDCOVER AND THERMAL GRADIENTS ON LAND AND
WATER SURFACES IN CLUUC-FREE AREAS CURING BOTH THE CAr ANC NIGHT PCRTICNS CF
THE OREIT. THE CTHER CHANNEL WILL OPERATE PRIMARILY AT NIGHT TO MAP THE
WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER TROPOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE. SENSORY
DATA FROM THESE TWO CHANNELS WILL PRIMARILY EE LSFC TC SUPPCRT CTHER. MORE.
SOPHISTICATED. METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS ON BOARC NIMBLS-F. THE INSTRUMENT
WILL CCNSIST CF A 12.7-CM CASSEGRAIN SYSTEM AND SCANNING MIRROR COMMON TO
BiTH CHANNEL. A EAM SPLITTER, FILTERS. AND T%L GERMANILP-IMNEFSED
THERMISTCR EOLCMETERS. IN CONTRAST TO TV, NO IMAE IS FORMED WITHIN THE
RACIDMETER. INCCMING RACIANT ENERGY WILL EE COLLECTED BY A FLAT SCANNING
MIRROR INCLINEE AT -5 DEG TO THE OPTICAL AXIS. Tf-E NIFFR ILL ROTATE
THROUGH 360 DEC AT 4d RPM AND WILL SCAN IN A PLANE NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT
VELCCITY. THE ENERGY WILL THEN BE FOCUSEC CN A DICHPOMATIC BEAM SPLITTER
WHICH WILL DIVIGE THE ENERGY SPECTRALLY ANC SPATIALLY INTO THE TWO CHANNELS.
BOTH CHANNELS CF THE THIS SENSOR WILL TRANSFORM THE RECEIVED RADIATION INTC
ELECTRIC OUTPUT (VOLTAGES), WHICH WILL EE RECCRDED C MAGNETIC TAPE FOR
SUBSEQUENT PLAYBACK TI A GRCUND ACQUISITION STATIN.
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ON 0 2 /00/6e. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFpCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRACKING AND DATA RELAY NSSCC IC NIMES-F-13
EXPERIMENT PERSrNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - F.O. VONBUN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD01 - CE. COTE NASA-CSFC GREENBELT. MDOI - N.J. MILLER FORODHAM NEW YCRK, NY01 - T.R, BUCKLER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL PRCVIDE THE NIMBUS PORTION OF A COMMUNICATICON
LINK FROM NIMEUS TO ATS TO A GROUND STATICN. THE FUPPCSE CF THE EXPERIMENT
WILL BE TO GAIN INFORMATION ON THE USE OF SUCH A LiNK FOR RANGE AND RATECOMMUNICATIONS (FOR SATELLITE GEODETIC FURFOSES) ANC FOR CATA CCMMUNICATICN
FROM A LOW-URBITING SPACECRAFT THROUGH A SYNCHRCNCLS SPACECRAFT TC A GROUNDTELEMETRY STATION. THE INSTRUMENTATION WILL INCLUDE AN S-2AND TRANSPONDER, ACOMMAND CETECTOR/DECOCER, AN ANTENNA PRCGRAMMER, A CICITAL EVALUATION
MODULE, AN S-EAIC ANTENNA, AND AN ANTENNA GIMBAL ASSEBNELY.
ON 02/00/68. THE SPACECRAFT MIS$ICN WAS APPFRCED,
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- OSO-I NSEDC ID CSO-I
ALTERNATE NAMES- OSD-EYE& PL-7_ID
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 03/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 4280o KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 96. MIN
APAPSIS- 550.0CC KM ALT FERIAPSIS- EEC.COO KN ALT INCLINATION- 33, DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J.M. THOLE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MCPS - S.P° MARAN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
SPACECRAFT dRIEF DESCPIPTIoN
THE OBJECTIVEE OF THE OSO SATELLITE SERIES WILL EE TO PERFCRW SOLAR
PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS ABCVE THE ATMCSPHESE CLRING A CCWPLETE SCLAR CYCLE ANDTO MAP THE ENTIRE CELESTIAL SPHERE FOR DIRECTION AND INTENSITY OF UV LIGHT,X-RAY AND GAMMA FACIATION. THE CSC I PLATFCRM %ILL CCNSIST CF A *SAILISECTION, WHICH WILL PCIKT TWO EXPERIWENITS CCNTINUALLY TCWARC THE SUN, AND A
'WHEEL' SECTION, WHICH WILL SPIN ABOUT AN AXIS FERFENDICULAR TO THE POINTING
DIRECTION OF THE SAIL AND WILL CARRY FIVE EXPERIMENTS. ATTITUDE ACJUSTMENTWILL BE PERFORMEC BY CAS JETS AND A MAGNETIC TCRFGLING CCIL. FCINTING CCNTRCLWILL PERMIT THE POINTED EXPERIMENTS TO SCAN THE REGION OF THE SOLAR DISK IN
ok 40- X 40-APC--MIN TO 60- X 0-AkRC-wiXN RASTER PATTERN, 
IN ADDIT ION9 THE
POI.NTED SECTIi-N NAY BE CIMANDED TO SELECT A'NC SCAN A 
1- X 1-ARC-MIN OR 5- X
5-ARC-WIN REGICN ANYWFERE ON THE SCLAR CISK. DATA WILL 
BE SINLLTANECUSLY
RECORDED ON TAPE ANC TRANSMITTED EY PCW/FN TELEMETRY. 
A COMMAND SYSTEM WILL
PROVIDE FOR AT LEAST 512 GRCUNC-8ASEC CC 
NANGS.
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPFFCEDo
EXPERIMENT ,NAME- FICF-RESULUTICN ULTRAVIOLET 
SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID OSO-I -01
MEASUREMFNTS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INoESTIGA1CR, CI=CTHER 
INVESTIGATCF)
P1 - E.C. BRUNER. jR,. U OiF COL 2RACC BCULCER, CO




F NT IS DESIGNED TO MEASLSE SCLAR LLTRAVICLET LINE SHAPES
(FROM 1050 A TC 2200 A IN WAVELENGTH) AND THEIR \ARIATIC WITH TIWE AND
POSITION ON THE DISK. THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE AN EBERT-TYPE 
HIGH-RESOLUTION
SPECTROMEIER MCLNTEC IN THE OSC SAIL, AND WILL HAE ENCLGH SELF-CCNTAINED
LCGIC TO OPERATE IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT MODES BY GRCLND CCOMANO.
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APPFCLED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CHFRCMGSPFERE FINE STRLCTURE STLUY 
NSSDC 10 CSC-I -02
EXPERIMENT PERS..NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL IKVESTIGAICR, GI=ClIt-ER 
INVESTIGATCR)
PI - P. LEMAIRE U OF PARIS PARISt FRANCE
01 - A. V IDAL-MACJAF EUR SPACE TECH CENTER PARISo 
FRANCE
LI - R.M. EANNETT MARSHALL L HLNTINGTChN 
WV
o01 - J.C. VIAL CNRS VERRIERES-LE-BUISSON. 
FRANCE
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTIO'N
THE ExPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SOLAR CHROMOSPHERIC SPATIAL 
AND
WAVELENGTH STRUCTURE FOR THE FCLLCING SFECTRAL LINES IN THE 1000-A 
TO
4U00-A REGION -- LYMAN-ALPHA, LYWAN-BETA. THE H AhC K LINES OF MAGNESIUM 
11
ANL) THE H AND K LINES OF CALCIUM II. THE INSTRUMENT 9 WHICH %ILL BE CCMPCSED
OF A CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE AND A GRATING EFSPECTRONETE9, CAN CFERATE 
IN TWO
MODES - (1) IT CAN HOLD A FIXED SOLAR LnCATION AND SCAN THE SPECTRAL 
LINES.,
(2) IT CAN SIMULTANEOLSLY FIX C THREE CF THE SIX SFECTRAL LIKES 
AND SCAN A
1-ARC-WIN X 1-AFC-MIN REGION OF THE SOLAR CISK,.
ON 01/00/729 THE SPACECRAFT MISSION VAS AFFC'EC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FIGF-SENSITIVITY GRAPHITE CRYSTAL NSSOC ID CSC-I 
-03
SPECTROSCOPY OF STELLAR ANC SOLAR X RAYS
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INESTIGAICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R. NOVICK CCLUWMIA L NEW YCRK. NY
I01 - J.o.P. ANGEL COLUMBIA U NEW YORK, NY
01 - P.A. VANCENEGLT COLUMBIA L NEW YCP9. NY
01 - M. WEISSKOFF CCLUMBIA L NEW YCRK* NY
01 - R.S. WOLFF COLUMBIA U NEW YORK, NY
2Sf
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT IS CES IGNED TC MCNITCR CCNTINLOSLLY THE SUN'S EMISSICN
IN THE 2- TO E-KEV RANGE, AND TC CBTAIN A CCNFLETE SPECTRUM IN THAT RANGE
EVERY 12 SEC DUPING FLARES. THE EXPERIMENT IS ALSC CESIGNEC TO OBTAIN
hIGH-RESOLUTICN SPECTRA OF MANY CELESTIAL X-RAY SCURCES. THE INSTRUMENT WILL
BE A SLITLESS E AGG SPECTRCWETER MCLNTEC CN THE CSC %HEEL SECTICN, WHICH
WILL UTILIZE TH'- WHEEL ROTATION TO PROVIDE SPECTRAL SCAtqNING. THREE
PR2PCRTIONAL COLNTERS WILL BE CCLLf WATEC TC GPTIMIZE CETECTICN AT 2 KEV, 2.
KEV, AND 7.2 KEV, RESPECTIVELY. THfE GRAPHITE CRYSTAL IILL HAVE A 1000-CM-SG
AREA.
ON 01/00/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAPPING X-RAY -ELICMETEF NSSCC IC CSC-I -04
EXPERIN ENT PERiSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.L. CULI-ANE LOCKHEED PALO ALTO* CA
GI - L.W. ACTtN L-CKFEEC PALC ALTC, CA
OI - P.C. CATURA UNKNOWN LNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTIfON
THE EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEAELSURE THE LOCATION. SPECTRUM, AND
INTENSITY OF INTERMEDIATE ENERGY X-TAYS (2- TC 30-KEV) FROM INDIVIDUAL SOLAR
ACTIVE PEGIi!NS AP.C FPFJR EXTRA-S3LAR X-RAY SCURCESS. THE INSTRUMENT WILL
CONSIST OF THREE INCEFENDENT X-RAY DETECTION SYSTEMS, EACH COlPCSED CF TWO
GAS-FILLED PDOPCFTICNAL CCUNTERS WHICH WILL VIEW SPACE THROUGH A MULTIPLE
FAN-JEAN CCLLIMATU.q. THE FIELD OF VIEW AILL BE 2 ARC-NMIN (FULL-WICTH
HALF-MAXIMUM), AND EACH PRIMARY DETECTOP WILL HAVE AN EFFECTIVE AREA CF 100
CM Su.
ON 01/00/7 2. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPFRC'vEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOFT X-RAY BACKCROUNC RADIAlION NESSOC ID CSC-I -05
INVESTIGATIGN
EXPERIMENT PERSENNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATECF, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.L. KPAUSHAAF L OF AISCCNSIN MACISCN, WI
01 - A. BUNNER U OF WISCONSIN, MACISUN, WI-
EXPERIVENT UBIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO MEASURE GALACTIC LATITUDE DEPENDENCE OF
THE A-RAY EACK(PCUNL RADIATION IN THE CIC- TC 45-KEV REGICbN, EFMPHASIZING
THE SOFT X-NAY PCPTION. TWO SETS OF THREE PROPORTICINAL CCUNTERS NCLNTED ON
THE OSU 'HEEL WILL VIEW PARALLEL AND ANTIPARALLEL TO THE WHEEL SPIN
DIRECTICN THROUCH A 4- EY A-DEC (FLLL-WICTH HALF-NAXINL ) CCLLINATCR.
SENSITIVITY IS EXPECTED TO EE ABOUT 1 PEPCENT STATISTICAL ACCURACY NEAR THE
GALACTIC POLES. ANC ENERGY RESOLUTION WILL BE PROVIDED BY SELECTED FILTERS.
CN 01/00/72. THE. SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CCSMIC X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY fSSCC IC CSC-I -06
2S7
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, 0I=CTI-Er INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E .A. BOLOT NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo MD
CI - S.S. HOLT NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, PC
01 - P.J. SERLEMITSOS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO OBTAIN THE SPECTRA OF X-RAY SOURCES AND
THE DIFFUSE BACKERCUNC IN THE ENERGY RANGE OF 2- TC 40-KEV9 tSING TWC
PROPORTIONAL CCUNTERS. ONE FILLED WITH ARGON, THE CTHER WITH XENCN TC
PRESSURES GREATER TI-AN I ATMOSPHERE. THE ARGON DETECTOR WILL EMPHASIZE
ENERGIES BELOW IC KEV, MECI-ANICALLY CCLLIMATED TO A FIELC CF VIEW CF 1 DEC
BY 5 DEG. THE XENON DETECTOR WILL EMPHA SIZE ENERGIES ABOVE 10 KEV AND WILL
HAVE A FIELD OF VIEW OF 1 DEG BY 20 DEG. THE DETECTORS WILL BE MOUNTED ON
THE WHEEL SECTICNo SO TI-AT THEY WILL BCTh BE CFFSET FRCV THE SPIN AXIS BY
ABOUT 5 CEGo
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- I-F-I-F-ENERGY CELESTIAL X RAYS NESSCC IC CSC-I -07
EXPERIMENT PERS"NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCRo CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PL - K.Jo FROST NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
I01 - C.S. WELLER, JR.Po NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTONo CC
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE PURPOSE OF TFIS EXPERIMENT bILL BE TC WEASLRE THE ENERGY SPECTRA
OF ALL KNOWN X-RAY SOLRCES ABOVE THE INTENSITY THRESHCLO OF 10 TO THE MINUS
6 PHIOTCNS/CM-SG-bEC-KEV IN THE ENERGY REGICN 001 TC 1 NEVo THE INSTRUMENT
WILL CCNSIST OF E7-CM-SO CSI (SCDILM) SCINTILLATICN CRYSTALS SLFRCUNCED BY A
HONEYCOMB-TYPE CSI (SODIUM) ANTICOINCIDENCE CCLLIMATOFo WHICH WILL PROVIDE
AN ACCEPTANCE ANGLE OF e.30 DEG FPGM THE IEUING AXISo THE INSTFUMENT WILL
BE MOUNTED CN THE OSO WHEEL SECTICN NEARLY PARALLEL TC THE SATELLITE SPIN
AXIS
ON 01/00/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVEDO*
EXPERIMENT NAME- EUV FRCNI EARTH ANC SPACE NSSCC IC CSC-I -08
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - CoS. WELLER9 JR. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON, DC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT, NCUNTED IN THE WHEEL SECTION9 WILL OBTAIN SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL 'AEASURENENTS OF EXTREME ULTRAVICLET (ELV) EMISSIONS CF HYCRCCEN9
HELIUM. AND OXYCEN IN THE EARTH'S ATMOSPPERE AND IN INTERPLANETARY AND
GALACTIC SPACE. THE INSTRUMENTATICN WILL CCNSIST OF TWO PHOTOMETERS DESIGNED
T MEASURE E.UV RESUNANCE RACIATIIN IN VARICUS WAVELENGTHS FROM 150 TO 1070 A
AND IN PCRTIGNS OF THE 1125- TO 1220-A BAND. EACH PHOTOMETER WILL CCNSIST CF
A CCNTINUOUS CHANNEL ELECTRCN MULTIPLIER USED AS A FHOTON DETECTOR. TOGETHER
WITH A THIN METAL FILM CR A MAGNESIUM FLUCRIDE-CXYGEN CELL TO SERVE AS
UPTICAL EANCPASS FILTERS. THERE ARE FOUR SLCH BANCPASS FILTERS -- (1) A THIN
FILM OF 1000-A-1HICK AL AND 500-A-THICK CARi3CN (BANOWICTH OF 150 TO 350 A)o
2SE
(2) A THIN FILM CF 1000-A-THICK AL (BANDWIDTH OF 150 TO 800 A), (3) A THIN
FILM OF 1500-A-THICK INDIUM (BANDWIDTH OF 740 TO 1070 A)# AND (4) A CELL
WITH MAGNESIUM FLUCRIDE WINCDOWS FILLEC WITH CNE AlNCSPFERE CF CXYGEN
(BANDWIDTH CONSISTING OF PORTIONS OF 1125 TO 1230 A). THESE BANDPASS FILTERS
WILL BE MOUNTED ON A WHEEL IN FRONT OF THE PHOTOMULTIPLIERS* WHICH WILL BE
ROTATEC AT REGULAR INTERVALS TO CHANGE THE FILTERS. THIS WILL MAKE TWO OF
THE INCICATED WAVELENGTH RANGES OPERATIONAL AT ANI GIVEN TIME. THE
INSTRUMENT WILL EE MOUNTED WITH THE PHOTOMETER AXES AT A SMALL ANGLE WITH
RESPECT TO THE SATELLITE-SUh LINE AND WIT- SUFFICIENT BAFFLING THAT THE
PHOTOMETERS WILL NEVER $SEEN THE SUN.
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
************* ****** ***** **** **** 4 444***
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER VENUS ORBITER NSSCC 10 PIC78CR
ALTERNATE NAMES- PICNEER VENUS IS78 CREIT
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- e08/00/78 SPACECRAFT %EIGHT IN CREIT- KG




ORBIT TYPE- VENUSCENTRIC CREBIT PERICC- PWIN
APOAPSIS- KM ALT PERIAPSIS- KI ALT INCLINATION- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER,. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTIUN
THIS PICNEER CLASS SPACECRAFT IS TO GO INTO OREIT AROUND VENUS AT
ABOUT THE SAME TIME AS THE FICNEER VENUS PROBE SPACECRAFT REACHES THE
VENUSIAN ATMOSPFERE. THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE CF THE TWIN WISSIONS WILL BE TO
GATHER DETAILEC INFCRMATION ON VENUS' ATMOSPHERE AND CLOUDS, INCLUDING
COMPOSITION ANC STRUCTURE DOWN TO THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET. THE NATURE AND
COMPOSITION OF THE CLOUDS, THE CIRCULATICh PATTERF CF THE ATMOSPHERE, AND
THE RADIATION FIELC IN THE LOWER ATMOSPFERE. THE PIONEER VENUS FRCBE
SPACECRAFT IS CESIGNED TO LAUNCH FCLR SCIENTIFIC FRCBES TCwARD THE SURFACE
OF VENUS AND THEN ENTER THE ATMOSPHERE ITSELF, TRANSMITTING ACCITIONAL DATA
TO THE EARTH UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT BURNS UP.
ON 06/14/73* THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS PROPOSED,
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAHE- PIONEER VENLS PROBE A NSSOC ID FIC78FA
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS l7e, PICNEER VENUS PROBE BUS
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- 05/OC/78 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 380. KG
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SPACECRAFT PERSfNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. PE=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - F.R. NUNAMAKER NASA--ARC 
MOFFET FIELD9 CA
PS - L. CCLIN NASA-ARC 
MOFFET FIELDe CA
SPACECkAFT ERIEF CESCRIFTIONTHIS PIONEER CLASS SPACECRAFT IS CESIGNED IC LALNCH FCUR SCIENTIFIC
PROkUHES (ONE LARGE AND THREE SMALL) TOWARD THE SURFACE CF VENUS ANE TFEN
ENTER THE ATMOSPFERE ITSELF, TRANSITTING ADOITICNAL 
CATA TC THE EARTH UNTIL
THE SPACECRAFT ELRNS UP. AN INSTRUMENT-LACEN SISTER SHIP. 
FICNEER VENUS
ORBITER, IS SCHEDULED TO GO INTO ORBIT AROUND VENUS 
AT ABOUT THE SAME TIME.
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE CF THE TWIN MISSICNE WILL 
BE TC GATHER CETAILEC
INFORMATION CN VENUS' ATMOSPHERE AND CLCLDS, INCLLCING CCPFCSITICN 
AND
STRUCTURE DOWN TC THE SURFACE OF THE PLANETo THE 
NATURE AND COMPOSITION OF
THE CLOUDS. THE CIPCULATICN PATTERN OF THE ATMOSPHEFE. 
ANC THE RACIATION
FIELD IN THE LCWER ATMOSPFERE. THE SPACECRAFT %ILL BSE SFIN STABILIZEC, AND
THE TRIP TO VENUS WILL TAKE 125 DAYSo THE FOUR PROBES 
WILL SEPARATE FROM THE
REST UF THE SPACECRAFT (CALLEC THE BUS) AEOLT IC TC 20 CAYS 
BEFCRE ENTRYo
THE LARGE PROBE wILL TAKE 1 1/2 HOURS TO DESCEND THROUGH THE ATWCSPHERE
WHILE THE THREE SMALLER PROBES WILL REACH THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET 75
MINUTES AFTER ENTRY. THE BUS PORTICON F THE SPACECRAFT 
hILL EE TARGETED TC
ENTER THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE AT A SHALLOW ENTRY ANGLE AND 
TRANSMIT DATA TO
EARTH UNTIL THE EUS IS CESTROYED BY THE HEAT OF ATMOSPHERIC 
FRICTION. DURING
ITS CESCENT, THE BUS %ILL TRANSMIT INFCFMATICN TC 
EARTH AT 300 EPS, BHILE
THE LARGE PROBE WILL TRANSMIT INFORMATION AT C100 BPS.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT RISSILN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- LANGMUIR PROBE NSSCC 
IC FIC78FA-01
EXPERIMEiT PERSNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHEFR INVESTIGATOR)
PI - AeF. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBORe 
WI
01 - P.M. BANKS U CF CALIFCRNFIA SC SAN DIEC-GO 
CA
01 - L.H. BRACE NASA-C-SFC GREENEELTv 
MO
01 - T.M. CONAHUE U OF PITTSEURGH PITTSBURGH, 
PA
01 - M.8. MCELRCY HARVARD U CAMERICCGE 
MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCPIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A RETARDING FCTENTIAL (LANGMUI;) PROBE
WITH A CYLINDRICAL GUARD EXTENDING FROM THE SPACECRAFT. THE COLLECTOR 
WILL
EXTENC ALONG THE AXIS OF THE GLARD AND FPFCJECT CLTOARC. 
AS THE VCLTAGE ON
THE CCLLECTOR IS SWEPT TROUGF A GIVEN PANGE, A VARYING CURRENT tBILL 
FLCOW
THROUGH THE COLLECTOR. FROM THIS VOLTAGE/CURRENT PRCFILE9 ELECTRON 
DENSITIES
AND TEMPERATURES CAN BE DETERWINED. THE PLRPCSE OF THIS 
EXPERIMENT WILL BE
TO HELP CETERMINE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 1ENLSIAN I-CNCSFHERE.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT WISSION WAS APFRCVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC ID PIO78PA-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (FPI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, 01=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - H.A. TAYLOR, JR. NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MD
CI - S.J. EAUER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, NO
01 - T.M. CONAHUE U OF PITTSBURGH PITTSBURGH. PA
OI - P.A. CLOUTIER RICE U HOUSTON, TX
01 - R.E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, NO
01 - H.C. BRINTON NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, ME
I01 - F.C. MICHEL RICE U HOUSTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
TI-IS ION MASS SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT WILL OdTAIN MEASUREMENTS WHICH
WILL PRUVIDE INFORMATION ON THE SOLAR WINE INTERACTICN WITH VENtS, UPPER
ATMOSPHERE PFFCTCCHEMISTRY, AND THE MASS AND HEAT TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE ATMOSPHERE. A EENNETT ION SPECTROMETERt SIMILAR TO UNITS FLOWN ON
MANY EARTH SATELLITES ANC RCCKETS, WILL MEASLRE VEN tS' LPFER ATMCSFHERE IGN
CONCENTRATIONS IN TFE MASS RANGE FROM 1 TO Co ATOMIC MASS LNITS (ANU) FROM
THE TIME OF CROSSING VENUS' BOWSHOCK TO BUS BURNUP.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS SPECTROMETER NSSDC IO FIC78PA-03
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR# OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - U. VON ZAHN U OF BONN BONN* W. GERMANY
01 - A.J.C. NIER U CF MINNESOTA MINNEAPCLIS, MN
OI - D. HUNTEN KITT PEAK NATL OBS TLCSON. Al
EXPERIMENT JRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS SPECTRCPETER EXPERIMENT WILL CETAIN
MEASUREMENTS WHICH WILL PRCVIDE INFCRWAIIC ON THE CRIGIN ANC EVOLUTION OF
VENUS, ATMOSPHERE* THE PRESENT ENERGY BALANCE AND DYNAMICS OF THE UPPER
ATMUSPHERE* AND TFE INTERACTION OF THE LPPER ATMCSPFERE WITF- SCLAR RACIATION
AND THE INTERFLANETARY MEDIUM. A MAGNETIC DEFLECTICN. CCUELE-FOCUSING MASS
SPECTROMETEP WILL BE FLOWN TO MEASURE THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE NEUTRAL MOLECULES
IN THE MASS RANGE 1 TO 46 ATOMIC MASS LNIS.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER NSSCC IC PID78PA-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR9 OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W. KNUDSEN LOCKHEED PALC ALTC, CA
0I - K. SPENNER WKG GP SPC PHYS RES FREIBLRG, GERWANY
01 - R. WHITTEN NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO OBSERVE CAYSICE
CHARACTERISTICS (ELECTRON AND ION, DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES) OF THE
VENUSIAN IONCSPFERE. THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE A PLANAR RETARDING POTENTIAL
ANALYZER. ENTRANCE CRICS CAN BE BIASED TC PERMIT ENTRY CF ELECTRONS OR IONS.
A VOLTAGE SWEEP PROGRAMMED rN THE RETARCING GRIDS WILL ALLOW A VARYING
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CURRENT TO FLOW TO THE COLLECTOR. ANALYSTS OF THIS VOLTAGE/CURRENT 
PROFILE
WILL PRODUCE VALLES OF DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE*
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 
NSSDC ID PIO78PA-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=0THER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A. STEwART U OF CLOLOFACC BOULDER, 
CC
1O - C.A. BARTf- U OF COLORADO BOULDER, CC
01 - Cow. HOFC U CF CCLCFADC BOULCER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF AN EBERT-FASTIE TYPE SPECTACMETER WITH
A PROGRAMMED GRATING TO ANALYZE THE UV EWISSION CF UFFEF ATMOSPHERE GASSES.
THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE SIMILAR TO THE MCDELS FLCWN EN WAARINERS o 7, ANC 9.
THE WEASUREMENTS WILL PROVIDE INFCRMATICN CN THE CClFCSCITICh 
CF THE
ATMOSPHERE. THE TEMPERATURE AND ENERGY BALANCE OF THE THERMOSPHERE, 
THE
REASON FOR TFE STABILITY OF CARBON CICXICE. AND TIE ESCAFE CF HYCRCGEN 
FRCR
VENUS. THE INSTRUMENT WILL OPERATE IN TFE 1100 TC 3400 A REGICN. THE
INSTRUMENT WILL WEIGH ABOUT 3 KG AND WILL USE ABOUT 1.5 W OF POWER.
ON 06/14/73o THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE NSSCC IC 
FIC78FA-06
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, I=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. PETTENGILL MIT CAMBRIDGEv MA
CI - I.I. SHAPIRC MIT CANEFICGE, WA
01 - R. PRINN MIT CAMBRIDGE, WA
cI - J. CHARNEY MIT CAMBRIDGE* MA
EXPERIMENT EPIEF DESCRIFT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVOLVE APPLYING DIFFERENTIAL VEFY-LCNG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUES TR THE RADIq SICNALS FRCM THE ENTRY PROBE AND BUS
(ORBITING SPACECRAFT) IN CROER TO INFER CF PLACE LPPER LIMITS ON WIND SPEEDS
IN THE LOWE ATNCSPHERE. THESE REELLTS VILL CE USED IN MCDELLING THE
CIRCULATION PATTERNS OF VENLS' ATMOSPHERE. DATA TAKEN F-FIOR TO PROBE ENTRY
WILL BE USED. IF FEASIBLE, TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS CF VENLS' GRAVITY FIELD
FOR USE wITH PRCEE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS VELL AS IN LATER SCIENTIFIC
EVALUATION.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCvED.
SPACECRAFT COMMCON NAME- PIONEER VENUS PROBE U NSSDC ID P1078PB
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENLS I1t7, FIENEER VENLS LAFG FPRCBE
3C 2
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- O/00/7e SPACECRAFT WEIGIHT hIN CREIT- 27. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE-
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. FS=FRCJECT SCIENTISTI)
PM - R.R. NUNAMAKER NASA-ARC MOFFET FIELC CA
PS - L. COLIN NASA-ARC PCFFET FIELC, CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS PIONEER CLASS SPACECRAFT IS CESIGNED TO LAUNCH FOUR SCIENTIFIC
PROBES (ONE LARGE AND THREE. SMALL) TOWARD THE SURFACE OF VENLS AND THEN
ENTER THE ATMOSPHERE ITSELF, TRANSMITTING ADDITIONAL DATA TO THE EARTH UNTIL
THE SPACECRAFT EURNS UP. AN INSTRUMENT-LACEN SISTER SI-IF, FIChEER VENUS
ORBITER, IS SCHEDULED TO GO INTO ORBIT AROUND VENLS AT ABOUT THE SAWE TIME.
THE PRIMARY DEJECTIVE CF THE TWIN MISSIONS WILL BE TO GATHER DETAILED
INFORMATION OV VENUS' ATMOSPHERE AND CLOUCS, INCLLCING CCFPCSITICN AND
STRUCTURE COWN TO THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET, THE NATURE AND CONfPCSITICN OF
THE CLOUDS, THE CIRCULATION PATTERN OF THE ATMOSPFERE, AND THE RADIATION
FIELD IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE SPIN STAEILIZEO, AND
THE TRIP TO VENUS WILL TAKE 125E DAYS. T-E FOUR PROBES WILL SEPARATE FROW THE
REST OF THE SPACECRAFT (CALLED THE BUS) ABEUT 10 TO 20 CAYS BEFORE ENTRY.
THE LARGE PROEE WILL TAKE 1 1/2 HOURS TC CESCENhO IFPCLGM THE ATMOSPHERE.
WHILE THE THREE SMALLER PROBES WILL REACH THE SLRFACE OF THE PLANET 75
MINUTES AFTER ENTRY. THE BUS PORTION CF THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE TARGETED TO
ENTER THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE AT A SHALLOW ENTRY ANGLE AND TRANSMIT DATA TO
EARTH UNTIL THE BUS IS DESTROYED BY THE HEAT OF ATMOSPHERIC FRICTION. DURING
ITS DESCENT, THE BUS WILL TRANSMIT INFCRNATICN TC EARTH AT 300 EPSv WHILE
THE LARGE PROBE WILL TRANSMIT INFORMATICN AT 100 EPS.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APFPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMCSPHERE STRUCTURE NSSDC ID PIO78PB-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATICR CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELC, CA
Cl - S. SOMMER NASA-ARC VCFFETT FIELC, CA
O1 - R. BLANCHAPC NASA-LARPC LANGLEY FIELD, VA
OI - L.A. KIRK NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE INSTRUMENTS FOR THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INCLUDE A THREE-AXIS
ACC-LEOMETER, PFFRESSURE SENSORS, ANC TEMPERATURE SENSCRS. THEY WILL EE BASED
ON THE TECHNOLCCGY DEMONSTRATEC BY THE PALl VEHICLE (PLANETARY ATMCSPHERE
EXPERIMENT TEST R710f-2001). THE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE USED TO CONSTRUCT A
PRUFILE qF ATMOSPHERE STATE PP.PERTIES FOR THE LARGE PRCEE TRAJECTORY FROM
THC SURFACE TO APPROXIMATELY 140 KM ALTILTUDE. THEN WILL ALSO BE USED TO
DETERMINE VERTICAL WIND VELOCITY. HORIZONTAL WIND VELOCITY, AND TURBULENCE.
BY CCMPARING ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS ALONG THE LARGE FFCEE TRAJECTORY WITH
THOSE MEASUFEC EY THE SMALL PROES, CIRCULATION MODELS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
WILL BE DETERMINEC. THE INSTRUMENTS WILL WEIGH ABOUT 2.5 KG AND WILL CONSUME
AUCUT 7 W CF POhER.
C:!
GN 06/14/73. T-E SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCEDO.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLCUC EXTENT. STPUCTURE. ANC 
NSSDC ID PIGC78PB-02
DISTRIEUTION
EXPERINENT PERSONNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=C
T F E F INVESTIGATCF)
PI - J.E. BLAMONT U CF PARIS 
PARIS, FRANCE
OI - B. RAGENT NASA-ARC 
MCFFETT FIELD* CA
EXPERIezNT URIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A NEPHELOMETER TO MEASURE THE 
ENERGY
BACKSCATTERED FRLW CLCLC PARTICLES. IT %ILL LSE A PLLSEC GALLIUM 
ARSENICE
LASER CICDE TC ILLUMINATE THE CLOUDS. TI-E ALTITUDE HISTORY 
OF THE
EACKSCATTEREC SICNAL WILL INDICATE THE PRESENCE AND VERTICAL 
EXTENT OF
CLUUDS ALtNG THE TRAJECTCRIES. CCMPARISCNS WITH THE REAELREWENTS 
FROM THE
SMALL PRCO3ES WILL INDICATE THE SPATIAL VARIABILIT' OF THE 
CLOUD STRUCTURE.
THE LASEV WILL CPERATE AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE EXPERIMENT WILL WEIGH 
ABOUT 0.5
KG ANC USE A- BOCUT 1.2 4 CF PCWER.
ON 0f,/14/73, THF SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS AFFPCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLOUD PARTICLE SIZE SPECTROMETER NSSDC 
ID PIO78PB-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCP, CI=OTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R. KNCLLENERG U OF CHICAC E CHICAGO, IL
01 - D. HUNTEN KITT PEAK NATL OBS TLCSON* AZ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OdJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT *ILL BE TOC NEASLPE VEtLS CLOUO
PARTICLE SIZES AND CONCENTRATIONS. A LASER WILL BE LSEC TC ILLUWINATE CLOUC
PARTICLES. UPTICAL LENSFS WILL IMAGE THE PARTICLE SHADCwS ON ARRAYS OF
DETECTUORS. THE PARTICLE S-ADOWS AILL BE LEED IC DETERNINE FARTICLE SIZE ANC
CONCENTRATION. THE FL IGHT SENSOR WILL BE SINILAR TC THCSE FLCWN It AIRCRAFT
AND BALLOONS.
ON 06/14/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCOVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- GAS CHJOMATCGRAPF NSSCC IC 
FIC78PE-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - V.I. OYAMA NASA-APC MOFFETT FIELD, 
CA
DI - J. POLLACK NASA-ARC NCFFETT FIELC, 
CA
0I - G. CARLE NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
01 - F. wOELLER NASA-APC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
EXPERIMENT EPIEF CESCRIPTION
THE OEJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO DETERMINE THE COMPOSITION
OF VENUS' L'WER ATMCSPHERE. FRCM THESE WEASUREWE'TS, CEDLCTIONS WILL BE MADE
OF THL GASEOUS SOURCES CF INFPAREC OPACITY, THE DEGREE OF DIFFERENTIATION OF
VENUS' INTERIOR, THE CEGREE OF SIMILARITY EETWEEN THE SOLID EDDIES OF EARTH
AND VENUS, AND EVOLUTION CF VENUS' ATMCSPfERE. TWC GAS CHROMATOGRAPH COLUMNS
WILL BE USED TO ANALYZE SAMPLES OF THE ATMOSPFERE DLRING PROBE DESCENT.
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THREE CR FCUR SAMPLES %ILL EE ANALYZED.
ON 06/14/73, TI-E SFACEC;AFT MISSIGN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- INFRARED RADIOMETIER NSSCC IC PIO78PB-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=GTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - V*E* SUOMI L CF WISCr'NEIN NADISCN. AI
01 - A. FYMAT NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
I01 - J. LENCELE U OF LILLE LILLE, FRANCE
Gl - L.A. SR1MOVSKY L CF WISCONSIN MACISC, %t
01 - G. DANIELSON U OF WISCONSIN MADISON, WI
OI - M. HERMAN U CF LILLE LILLE, FRANCE
EXPERIM WENT BRIEF CESCRIPT ICN
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL LEE A SMALL E T-FLUX PAEICNETEP TC MEASURE THE
UPWARD AND DOWNWARD RADIATICN FLUXES BETwEEN O.2 AND 30 MICRONS CURING THE
PROUE'S DESCENT TO THE SURFACE. THE CBJECTIVES VILL EE TO LOCATE REGICNS CF
RALIATIVE CONVERGENCE ANCD IVERGENCE AS A FLKCTICN CF ALTITUCE ANC TC
INDICATE THE HEIGHT AT WHICH SCLAP E:NERGY IS ABSLPEED EY THE ATMOSPPERE. THE
INSTRUMENT WILL WEIGH ABCUT 395 GRAMS ANC LSE 1.3 A CF PCWER.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NELTRAL PAPlICLE MASS SPECTCIVETER NSSCC IC PIO78PB-06
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MO
OI - J.t. AINSWCRTH NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. WD
01 - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR, MI
01 - C. FUNTEN KITT PEAK NAiL CUS TLCSON, AZ
OI - J. LEWTS MIT BCETIC, WA
CI - H.a. NIEM ANN NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCPIPT ION
THE OCJECTIVE OF THIS INVESTIGATION WILL BE TO MEASURE THE COMPOSITION
OF THE LrWER AT1OSPFERE CF VENLS. A MULTIPLE SANMLE GAS IN4LET ANC A
GUADRUFOLE MASS SPECTROMETER WILL BE USED. ABOUT C10 SAMPLES OF VENUSl
ATMGSPHERE wILL BE ANALYZED DURING THE FFCEE CESCENT. THE ANALYZER, SIMILAR
IN DESIGN TC THE;SE FLOWN IN OG AND AERCS SATELLITES, wILL HAVE A MASS RANGE
FROM 1 TO 25. ATCMIC MASS UNITS (AMU) ANC A DYNAMIC RANGE GREATER THAN 10 TO
Tf-E FIFTH POWER.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN wAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT. NAME- SOLAR ENERGY PENETRATICN INTO THE NESOC D10 PIO78PB-07
AT MCSPHERE
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - M. TOMASKC U OF ARIZCA TUCSON. AZ
I01 - W. WOLFE U CF ARIZCA TUCSON, AZ
Ol - A. CLEMENTS U CF ARIZCNA TLCSON. A2
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECT IVE OF ThIS INVESTIGATION WILL BE TO DETERMINE THE REGIONS
IN VENUS* ATMOSPI-ERE WhERE SOLAR ENERGY IS DEPCSITEC. SIX
NARROW-FIELD-OF-VIEW CETECTORS WILL BE USED TO MEASURE THE INTENSITY OF
SCATTERED SOLAR LIGHT. AS THE PROEE DESCENDS THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE. 
THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UPWARC-LCOKING AND CCAhWARD-LCCKING DETECTCRS 
WILL
INDICATE THE NET DOWNWARD FLUX.
ON 06/14/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSIN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SPIN-SCAN PHOTOMETER NSSCC 
10D FIC78PB-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHEr INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J. WEINMAN U OF WISCONSIN MADISON. WI
OI - R.S. PARENT L OF WISCONSIN MADISON, WI
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF TI-IS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TC MEASURE DIRECT SOLAR
EXTINCTION AS THE PROBE DESCENDS* TO MEASURE THE SCLAF AUREOLE. ANC TO
OBTAIN A CRUCE PICTURE OF CLOUD STRLCTLRE FRCM BACKSCATTEFEC SUNLIGHT. 
A
SINGLE NARROW-FIELD-OF-VIEW SENSOR WILL BE USED TI DETECT DIRECT AhNC
SCATTERED SUNLIGHT. AS THE PROBE ROTATESo THE SENSOR WILL MEASURE THE
AZIMUTFAL VARIATION OF SCATTERED SUNLIGHT.
ON 06/14/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE NSSDC IC PIO78PB-09
SINTERFERCMETRIC TRACKING
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G. PETTENGILL MIT CAMBRICGE. MA
01 - J. CHARNEY MIT CA&BRIDGE. MA
01 - 1.1. SHAPIRO MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - R. PRINN MIT CAMeRIDGE. MA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTICK
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVOLVE APPLYING DIFFERENTIAL VERV-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUES TO THE RADIO SIGNALS FROM THE ENTRV PRCBE AND BUS
(ORBITING SPACECRAFT) IN CRDER TO INFER CF PLACE UPPER LIMITS ON WIND SPEEDS
IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE. TH-ESE RESULTS WILL BE USED IN MODELLING THE
CIRCULATION PATTERNS OF VENUSA ATMOSPHERE. DATA TAKEN PRIOR TC PRCBE ENTRY
WILL BE USEDC, IF FEASIBLE. 0TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS CF VENUS' GRAVITY FIELD
FOR USE WITH PRCBE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS WELL AS IN LATER SCIENTIFIC
EVALUATION.
ON 06/14/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS APPROVED.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER VENUS FRCBE C NSSDC ID PIO78PC
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS 1978. PIONEER VENUS SMAL PROBE
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- OE/00/,78 SPACECRAFT hEIGHT IN CRBIT- 1.5 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNEDY, UNITED STATES LAUNCH VEHICLE-
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSS
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.R. NUNAMAKER NASA-ARC MOFFET FIELD* CA
PS - L. COLIN NASA-ARC MCFFET FIELC, CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS PIONEER CLASS SPACECRAFT IS DESIGNED TO LAUNCH FCLUR SCIENTIFIC
PROBES (ONE LARGE AND THREE SMALL)TOWARD THE SURFACE OF VENUS AND THEN
ENTER THE ATMOSPHERE ITSELF, TRANSMITTING ADDITICNAL DATA TC THE EARTH UNTIL
THE SPACECRAFT BURNS UP. AN INSTRUMENT-LADEN SISTER SHIP. PICNEER VENUS
ORBITER. IS SCHEDULED TO GO INTO ORBIT AROUND VENUS AT ABOUT THE SAME TIME.
THE PRIMARY OEJECTIVE OF THE TWIN MISSIONS WILL BE TC GATHER CETAILED
INFORMATION ON VENUS4 ATMOSPHERE AND CLCOUDS, INCLUDING CCPNFCSITIG AND
STRUCTURE DOWN TO THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET, THE NATURE AND COMPOSITION OF
THE CLOUDS, THE CIRCULATION PATTERN OF THE ATMOSPhERE. AND THE RACIATION
FIELD IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE SPIN STABILIZED* AND
THE TRIP TO VENUS WILL TAKE 125 DAYS. THE FOUR PROBES WILL SEPARATE FROM THE
REST OF THE SPACECRAFT (CALLED THE BUS) AEOUT 10 TC 20 DAYS EEFCRE ENTRY.
THE LARGE PROBE WILL TAKE 1 1/2 HOURS TO DESCEND THROUGH THE ATMCSPHEREs
WHILE THE THREE SMALLER PROBES WILL REACH THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET 75
MINUTES AFTER ENTRY. THE BUS PORTION OF THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE TARGETED TC
ENTER THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE AT A SHALLOW ENTRY ANGLE AND TRANSMIT DATA TO
EARTH UNTIL THE EUS IS DESTROYED EY THE HEAT OF ATMOSPHERIC FRICTION. DURING
ITS DESCENT, THE BUS WILL TRANSMIT INFCRMATICN TO EARTH AT 300 BPS. WHILE
THE LARGE PROBE WILL .TRANSMIT INFORMATICN AT 10C BPS.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPH-ERE STRLCTURE NSSCC ID FIC78PC-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
01 - S. SOMMER NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELCD, CA
I01 - D. KIRK NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELC, CA
1O - R. BLANCHARD NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE INSTRUMENTS FOR THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INCLLCE A SINGLE-AXIS
ACCELEROMETER, A PRESSURE SENSOR. AND A TEMPERATURE SENSCR. THEY WILL BE
BASED ON THE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATED ON THE PAET VEHICLE (PLANETARY
ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENT TEST R71CT-2CO1). THE MEASURENENTS WILL BE USED TC
CONSTRUCT A PROFILE OF ATMOSPHERE STATE PROPERTIES FCR EACH PROEE TRAJECTORY
FROM THE SURFACE TO APPROXIMATELY l.O KM ALTITUDE. THE MEASUREMENTS WILL
ALSO BE USED TO CETERMINE VERTICAL WINC VELOCITIES, HCRIZCTAL bINC
VELOCITIES, AND TURBULENCE FOR EACH PROBE TRAJECTCRY. CIRCULATIC NCDELS CF
THE ATMOSPHERE WILL ALSO BE DRAWN FROM THESE RESULTS. THE INSTRUMENTS WILL
WEIGH ABOUT 1 KG AND WILL LSE ABOUT 4.E OF ' FCEI.
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ON 06/14/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN AAS APFRCVEU.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLCUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE, AND NSSDC ID FIC78FC-02
CISTRIEUTION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.E. BLAMONT U CF PARIS PARIS* FRANCE
oI - B. RAGLNT NASA-ARC MOFFETT 
FIELC. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTICN
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A NEPHELONETER TC MEASURE THE ENERGY
BACKSCATTERED FRCN CLCUD PARTICLES. IT MILL LSE A PULSEC GALLIUN 
ARSENIDE
LASER CIODE TC ILLUMINATE CLOUC PARTICLES. THE ALTITUCE HISTCRY CF THE
BACKSCATTERED SIGNAL WILL INDICATE THE PRESENCE AND VERTICAL EXTENT 
OF
CLOUDS ALNG THE TRAJECTORY OF EACH PRC1E. CCMPARISCNS CF THE SIGNALS 
FROM
EACH PRUEE WILL INDICATE THE SPATIAL VARIABILITY CF THE CLCUC STRUCTURE. THE
LASER SICNAL SOURCE AND DETECTOR WILL OPERATE AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE PACKAGE
wILL WEIGH E.CUT 0.5 KG ANC WILL LEE AECLT 1.2 W CF FCHWER.
ON 06/14/73. THE SPtCECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE NSSCC IC PIO78PC-03
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. GI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G. PETTENGILL MIT CAMNERICGE9 NA
01 - 1.1. SHAPIRO MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - R. PRINN MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01i - J. CHARNEY MIT CAMERICGEs NA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVOLVE APPLYING DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY TECI-NICUES TC THE RADIC SIGNALS FROM THE ENTRY PRCBE AND BUS
(ORBITING SPACECRAFT) IN CRDER TO INFER OF PLACE LFFER LIMITS CN WIND SFEECS
IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE. THESE RESULTS WILL BE USED IN MODELLING THE
CIRCULATION PATTERNS OF VENLS' ATMOSPHERE. DATA TAKEN FFICR TC PRCEE ENTRY
WILL BE USED, IF FEASIBLE, TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS OF VEN S' GRAVITY FIELC
FOR USE WITH PRCBE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS WELL AS IN LATER SCIENTIFIC
EVALUATION.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- PICNEER VENLS PROBE C NSSDC ID FIC78PO
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS 1,78. PIONEER VENUS SMAL PROBE
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- C5/00/78 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT It CFBIT- 1.5 KG




SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.R. NUNAMAKER NASA-ARC MOFFET FIELD, CA
PS - L. COLIN NASA-ARC kCFFET FIELC, CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIFTIOK
THIS PICNEER CLASS SPACECRAFT IS DESIGNED TC LAUNCH FCUR SCIENTIFIC
PROBES (ONE LARGE AND THREE SMALL) TOWARD THE SURFACE OF VENUS AND THEN
ENTER THE ATMOSPHERE ITSELF, TRANSMITTING ADCITIONAL DATA TC THE EARTH UNTIL
THE SPACECRAFT BURNS UP. AN INSTRUMENT-LADEN SISTER SHIP, PICNEER VENUS
ORBITER, IS-SCHECULED TO GO INTO ORBIT AROUND VENUS AT ABOUT THE SAME TIME.
THE PRIMARY OEJECTIVE OF THE TlWIN MISSICNS WILL BE 7C GATHER CETAILED
INFORMATION ON VENUS' ATMOSPHERE AND CLGLDS, INCLLDING COMPOSITION AND
STRUCTURE-DOWN TO THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET, THE NATURE AND COMPOSITION OF
THE CLOUDS, THE CIRCULATICN PATTERN OF THE ATGMOSPERE, ANC THE RADIATION
FIELD IN THE LCWER ATMOSPHERE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE SPIN STABILIZED, AND
THE TRIP TO VENUS WILL TAKE 125 DAYS. THE FOUR PROBES WILL SEPARATE FROM THE
REST OF THE SPACECRAFT (CALLED THE BUS) ABOUT IC 1C 20 DAYS BEFCRE ENTRY.
THE LARGE PROBE WILL TAKE 1 1/2 HOURS TO DESCEND THROUGH THE ATMCSPHERE,
WHILE THE THREE SMALLER PROBES WILL REACH THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET 75
MINUTES AFTER ENTRY. THE BUS PCRTION OF THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE TARGETED TO
ENTER THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE AT A SHALLOW ENTRY ANGLE AND TRANSMIT DATA TC
EARTH UNTIL THE EUS IS CESTROYED BY THE HEAT OF ATMOSPHERIC FRICTION. DURING
ITS DESCENT. THE BUS WILL TRANSMIT INFCFATIN TC EARTH AT 300 EPS* WHILE
THE LARGE PROBE *ILL TRANSMIT INFORMATION AT C100 BPS.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMCSPFI-ERE STRLCTURE NSSCC IC FIC78FO-1O
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTI-HER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
01 - S. SOMMER NASA-ARC NCFFETT FIELC, CA
01 - D.A. KIRK NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD CA
01 - R. BLANCI-ARC NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELC, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE INSTRUMENTS FOR THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INCLLCE A SINGLE-AXIS
ACCELEROMETER, A PRESSURE SENSOR, AND A TEMNPERATLFE SENSCR. THEY WILL BE
BASED UN THE TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATED ON THE PAET VEHICLE (PLANETARY
ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENT TEST R71C6-2C01). THE MEAELSUREENTS WILL BE USED TC
CONSTRUCT A PROFILE OF ATMOSPHERE STATE PROPERTIES FOR EACH PROBE TRAJECTCRY
FROM THE SURFACE TO APPROXIMATELY 140 KM ALTITUDE. THE MEASUREMENTS WILL
ALSO BE USED TO DETERMINE VERTICAL WINC VELCCITIES, FCRIZChTAL WINC
VELOCITIES, AND TURBULENCE FOR EACH PROBE TRAJECTORY. CIRCULATICN WCDELS OF
THE ATMOSPHERE WILL ALSO BE DRAWN FROM THESE RESULTS. THE INSTRUMENTS WILL
WEIGH ABOUT 1 KG ANC WILL USE ABtOUT 4.E W POWER.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS AFFROCVED.
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EXPERIMENT NAME- CLCUC EXTENT. STRUCTURE* AND NSSDC 
ID FIC78PD-02
DISTR IBUTION
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTFER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - J.E. ELAMONT U OF PARIS PARIS, FRANCE
01 - B. RAGENT NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELC, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A NEPHELORETER TO MEASURE THE ENERGY
BACKSCATTERED FRCM CLCUC PARTICLES. 17 iILL LSE A PULSEC GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER CIODE TO ILLUMINATE CLOUD PARTICLES. THE ALTITUCE HISTORY CF THE
BACKSCATTERED SIGNAL WILL INDICATE THE PRESENCE AND VERTICAL EXTENT OF
CLOUDS ALOJNG TH-E TRAJECTORY OF EACH PRCeE. CCMPARISCNS CF THE SIGNALS FROM
EACH PROBE WILL INDICATE THE SPATIAL VARIABILITY CF THE CLCUC SITRUCTURE. THE
LASER SIGNAL SOURCE AND DETECTOR WILL OPERATE AT ABOUT 9000 A. THE PACKAGE
WILL wEIGH AECUT 0.5 KG ANC WILL LSE ABCLI 1.2 W CF FCbEF.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE NSSCC IC PIO78PD-03
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G. PETTENGILL MIT CANERICCGE, NA
OI - 1.1. SHAPIRC MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
OI - A. PRINN MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
GI - J. CHARNEY MIT CAMBRICCGE, WA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICK
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVOLVE APPLYING DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY TECHNICUES TO THE RACIC SIGNALS FROM THE ENTRY PROBE AND BUS
(ORBITING SPACECRAFT) TC INFER OR PLACE LFFER LIMITS CN wIND; SPEECS IN THE
LOwER ATMOSPHERE. THESE RESLLTS bILL BE USED IN PCDELLING THE CIRCULATION
PATTERNS OF VENLS' ATMOSPHERE. DATA TAKEN PRICR TC FRCEE ENTRY WILL BE USED.
IF FEASIBLE, TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS CF VENLS' GRAVITY FIELD FCR USE WITH
PROBE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS tELL AS IN LATER SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
a******************#*** **********4 *****
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER VENUS PROBE E NSSDC ID PIO78PE
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS 157E, FICNEER VENLS SNAL FPRCBE
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 05/00/78 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 1.5 KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNECY, UNITED STATES LALNCH VEFICLE-
FUNDING AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-CSS
SPACECRAFT PERSOJNIEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
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PM - R.R. NUNAMAKER NASA-ARC MOFFET FIELC, CA
PS - Le COLIN NASA-ARC MOFFET FIELD, CA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS PIONEER CLASS SPACECRAFT IS CESIGNED TC LAtCH FCUR SCIENTIFIC
PROBES (ONE LARCE AND THREE SMALL) TOWARD THE SURFACE CF VENUS AND THEN
ENTER THE ATMOSPHERE ITSELF, TRANSMITTING ADDITIONAL DATA TO THE EARTH UNTIL
THE SPACECRAFT BURNS UP. AN INSTRUMENT-LADEN SISTER SHIF PICONEER VENUS
ORBITER, IS SCHECULED TO GO INTO ORBIT AR'CLND VEILS AT ABOUT THE SAME TIME.
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE TWIN MISSIONS WILL BE TO GATHER DETAILED
INFCRVATION ON VENUS@ ATMOSPHERE AND CLCLCDS INCLLCING CCMFCSITICh AND
STRUCTURE DOWN TC THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET. THE NATURE AND CCMPCSITICN OF
THE CLOUDS, THE CIRCULATION PATTERN OF THE ATMOSPHERE. AND THE RADIATION
FIELD IN THE LCWER ATMOSPHERE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE SPIN STABILIZED, AND
THE TRIP TO VENUS WILL TAKE 125 DAYS. THE FOLR PROBES WILL SEPARATE FROM THE
REST OF THE SPACECRAFT (CALLEC THE BUS) ABOUT 10 TO 20 DAYS BEFORE ENTRY.
THE LARGE PROFE WILL TAKE 1 1/2 HOURS TC EESCEND ThFOLGH THE ATMCSPHERE,
WHILE THE THREE SMALLER PROBES WILL REACH THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET 75
MINUTES AFTER ENTRY. THE BUS PCRTION CF THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE TARGETED TO
ENTER THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE AT A SHALLOW ENTRY ANGLE AND TRANSWIT DATA TO
EARTH UNTIL THE EUS IS CESTROYED BY THE HEAT OF ATMOSPHERIC FRICTION. DURING
ITS DESCENT, THE BUS WILL TRANSMIT INFCRMATICN TO EARTH AT 300 BPSo WHILE
THE LARGE PROBE WILL TRANSMIT INFORMATION AT ICC EFPS.
ON 06/14/73, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICK WAS APPROCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE NSSDC ID PIO78PE-01
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC , MGFFETT FIELCD, CA
01 - S. SOMMER NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
I01 - R. BLANCHARC NASA-LARC LANGLEY FIELD, VA
01 - O.A. KIRK NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELC, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE INSTRUMENTS FOR THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INCLUDE A SINGLE-AXIS
ACCELEROMETER. A PRESSURE SENSOR, AND A TEMPERATLRE SENSCR. THEY WILL BE
BASEC ON THE TECHNOLOGY CEMONSTRATED ON THE PAET VEHICLE (PLANETARY
ATMCSPHERE EXPERIMENT TEST R7106O-2001). THE MEASUREMENTS WILL BE USED TO
CONSTRUCT A PROFILE OF ATMOSPHERE STATE PFCPERTIES FOR EACH FROEE TRAJECTORY
FROM THE SURFACE TO APPROXIMATELY 140 KM ALTITLDE. THE MEASUREMENTS WILL
ALSO BE USED TO DETERMINE VERTICAL WIND VELOCITIES, HORIZONTAL WIND
VELUCITIES. ANC TURBULENCE FOR EACH PRCEE TRAJECTCRY. CIRCULATICN WOCELS OF
THE ATMOSPHERE WILL ALSO BE DRAWN FROM THESE RESULTS. THE INSTRLMENTS WILL
WEIGH ABOUT 1 KG AND WILL USE ABOUT 4.8 W POWER.
ON 06/14/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED,
EXPERIMENT NAME- CLOUD EXTENT. STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBLTICN NSSDC IC FIC78FE-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=O1HER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - J.E- ELAMONT U CF PARIS PARIS, FRANCE
01 - B. RAGENT NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELCv CA
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EXPERIMENT CRIEF DESCRIPTIONTHIS EXPERIMENT wILL CONSIST OF A NEPHELOMETER TO MEASURE THE ENERGY
BACKSCATTERED FROM CLOUC PARTICLES. IT WILL USE A PULSED GALLIUM ARSENIDE
LASER CIODE TQ ILLUMINATE CL.UC PARTICLES. THE ALTITLCE i-ISTC 
RY CF THE
BACKSCATTERED SICNAL WILL INDICATE THE PRESENCE AND VERTICAL 
EXTENT CF
CLOUDS ALONG THE TRAJECTCRY OF EACH PROEE. COMPARISONS OF THE 
SIGNALS FROM
EACH PRJUE WILL INDICATE THE SPATIAL VARIABILITY CF THE CLOUC 
STRUCTURE. THE
LASER SIGNAL SOURCE ANC DETECTOR WILL OPERATE AT ABOUT 9000 
A. THE PACKAGE
wILL WEIGH ABOUT O.5 KG AND WILL USE AECUT 1,2 W OF POWER.
ON 06/14/73, THL SPACFCRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE NSSDC ID 
PIC78FE-03
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G. PETTENGILL MIT CAMBRIDGE9 
MA
01 - 1.1. SHAPIRO MIT CAMERICCE, MA
01 - . PRINN MIT CAMBRIDGE, 
MA
01 - J. CHARNEY MIT 
CAMERICGE, MA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVOLVE APPLYING DIFFERENTIAL VER-LC NG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUES TO THE RADIO SIGNALS FRCM THE ENTRY PROBE 
AND BUS
(UREITING SPACECRAFT) TC INFER OR PLACE LFPER LIWITS CN WINC SPEEDS 
IN THE
LCWER ATMOSPHERE. THESE RESULTS WILL BE LSED IN MCCELLING 
THE CIRCULATICK
PATTERNS OF VENUS, ATMOSPHERE. DATA TAKEN PRIOR TC PROBE 
ENTRY WILL BE USED,
IF FEASIBLE, TO INFER CHARACTERISTICS CF VENLS' GRAVITY 
FIELD FCR USE WITH
PROBE ENTRY OPERATIONS AS WELL AS IN LATER SCIENTIFIC EVALLATIGNh.
CN 06/14/73, TH-E SPACECRAFT MISSICh %AS APPRCLED.
SPACECRAFT CCMVON NAME- SARI NSSDC ID SARI
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- O0/0C/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICO- MIN
APOAPSIS- 1500.OC KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 300,000 KW ALT INCLINATION- 
90. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCKEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
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THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PART CF FRANCEIS CONTRIBLUTION TO THE
INTERNATIONAL WACNETOSPHIERIC STUDY. THE SATELLITE@S OEJECTIVES WILL INCLUDE
THE STUDY OF THE THERWAL PLASMA WITHIN THE NvACNETCSFHEE ANC THE STUDY OF
THE STRUCTURE AND ORIGINS OF NATURAL VLF NOISE. THE EXPERIMENTS wILL INCLUDE
TRIAXIAL MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELD ANTENNAS (CF THE SFHERE DIPOLE TYPE)
AND LOw-ENERGY ELECTRON DETECTORS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 5 TO 500 EV.
ON 01/10/73. THE SPACECRAFT WISSICK WAS PRCFCSEC.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SAS-C NSSDC ID SAS-C
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-7430
PLAKNEC LAUNCH CATE- 04/00/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 178.1 KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- SS. WIN
APOAPSIS- 555.00C KM ALT PERIAPSIS- !!E.COC KM ALT INCLINATION- 2.9 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSuFNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - M.R. TCWNSENC NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, ND
PS - C.E. FICHTEL NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
SPACECRAFT ERI EF CESCRIFT ION
SAS-C WILL BE THE THIRD OF A SEPIES CF SMALL SPACECRAFT WHOSE
OBJECTIVES WILL BE TO SURVEY THE CELESTIAL SPHERE AND SEARCH FOR SOURCES
RADIATING IN THE X-RAY, GAMMA-RAY, UV, AND OTHER SPECTRAL REGIONS. THE
PRIMARY MISSICNS OF SAS-C WILL BE TO MEASURE THE X-FAY EMISSION OF DISCRETE
EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES. TO MCNITOR THE INTENSITY ANC SFECTRA OF GALACTIC
X-RAY SOURCES FRCM 0.2 TC 80 KEV, ANDC TC WCNITOR THE X-RAY INTENSITY OF
SCO-X-1. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE LAUNCHED FRON THE SAN PARCC FLATFCRN CFF THE
COAST OF KENYA, AFRICA, INTO A NEAR CIRCULAR ECUATGFIAL ORBIT. FOUR SOLAR
PADDLES WILL DE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A 12-CELL NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY TO
PROVIDE 40 w OF AVERAGE PCWER OVER THE ENTIRE OFBIT. THE SPACECFAFT WILL BE
SPIN STABILIZED ALONG THE L AXIS AND WILL ROTATE AT ABOUT 0.1 CEG/SEC.
CHANGES TO THE SPIN AXIS CRIENTATICN %ILL BE EY GRCLNC CCMMANC. EITHER IN
REAL TIME OF CELAYEC. THE SFIN AXIS CAN BE MADE TC CITHER EACK AND FCORTH
PLUS OR MINUS 2.5 DEG ACROSS A SELECTED SOURCE AT 0.01 DEG/SEC. THE
EXPERIMENTS CAN LOOK ALCNG THE Z AXIS CF THE SPACECRAFT, PERPENDICULAR TO.
IT* OR AT AN ANGLE.
ON 03/03/6c, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ANALYSIS OF EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES NSSCC ID SAS-C -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
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P1 - GeW. CLARK MIT CAMERICCE9 MA
01 - H.V.D. BRADT MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
1O - W.H.G. LEWIN MIT CAMERICGE 
MA
I01 - H.W. SCHNOPPER MIT CAMERICGE9 
MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL INVESTIGATE THE EXISTENCE OF VERY WEAK
EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES. THE INSTRLWENT WILL VIEW A 100-CEG-SO 
REGION OF
THE SKY AROUND THE CIRECTION OF SPIN AXIS CF THE SATELLITE. THE hCMINAL
TARGETS FOR A 1-YR STUDY WILL BE (1) THE VIRGO CLUSTER OF GALAXIES FOR 5
MONTHS, (2) THE GALACTIC EGLATOR FOR 1 MCNTH, (3) THE AhCRCPEDA NEBULA FOR 3
MONTHS, AND (4) THE LARGE MAGELLANIC CLOLD FCR 3 MCNTHS. THE INSTRUMENTATION
WILL CONSIST OF A 4-ARC-MIN FULL-WIDTH HALF-MAXIMUM MODULATION COLLIMATOR
AND FIVE PROPCRTIONAL COUNTERS SENSITI%E CVER THE ENERGY RANGE FRCM 1.5 TC
10 KEV. THE ASPECT SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION CN THE ORIENTATIhON OF THE
COLLIMATOR TO AN ACCURACY OF 15 ARC-SEC.
ON 03/03/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ANALYSIS OF GALACTIC X-RAY SCLRCES NSSCC IC SAS-C -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - G.W. CLARK MIT CAMBRIDGE# MA
I01 - H.V.C. BRACT MIT CAMERICGE. MA
01 - W.H.G. LEWIN MIT CAMBRIDGE. NA
aI - Hew. SCHNOPPEP MIT CAMBRIDGEt MA
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES CF THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE TC LCCATE GALACTIC X-RAY
SOURCES TO 15 ARC-SEC AND TC MONITOR THE CELESTIAL SKY FOR FLARES. A 2-MIN,
FULL-WIDTH HALF-WAXIMUM MODULATION CCLLINATOR, CCNSISTING OF NINE SECTICNS
WITH THE LINES CF MAXIMLM TRANSMISSION CF EACH SECTICh RCTATEC EY 20 DEG
FROM THE PREVIOUS ONE. WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE SCURCE LOCATIUNS WHILE THE
SATELLITE IS BEING ROTATED BACK AND FORTH FLt.S CR NlhkS 5 CEG AT THE RATE CF
0.6 ARC-MIN/SEC. THREE CCUNTERS WITH THREE ANGOES EACH WILL DETECT THE
X-RAYS IN THE ENERGY RANGE OF 1.8 TO 8 K(EV. EACH CF THE NINE ANOCES WILL
HAVE ITS OWN CHANNEL, ALLCWING EACH OF THE NINE SECTICNS CF THE CCLLIMATOR
TO BE ANALYZEC SEPARATELY. THE POINT OF INTERSECTICN CF THE LINES CF
POSITION IN NINE DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS WILL BE THE LOCATION OF THE X-RAY
SOURCE. THE MONITORING CF THE CELESTIAL EMY %ILL EE ACCCNFLISHEC EY USING
THREE SLAT COLLIMVATORS, EACH G. BY 5C DEG FLLL-WIDTH HALF-MAXIMUM. THE
COLLIMATORS WILL BE ORIENTED SO THAT THREE LINES OF POSITION WILL BE
OBTAINEC FOP ANY GIVEN SOURCE WHEN THE SATELLITE IS BEING SFLI AT A STEADY
ROTATICN OF 4 ARC-MIN/SEC AEOLT THE 2 AXIS.
ON 03/03/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- CONTINUOUS X-RAY FLUCTLATICN RCNITCR CF NSCC IC SAS-C -03
SCO X-1
EXPERIMENT PERSU'NEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - G.W, CLARK MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
01 - H.V.D. ERACT MIT CAMBRIDGE. MA
01 - W.H.G. LEWIN MIT CANPERIDGE. MA
01 - H.W. SCHNOPPEF MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
NINE .ENERGY INTERVALS FROM Oe4 TO 80 KEV WILL BE MONITORED TO STUDY
THE OVERALL INTENSITY VARIATIONS AS WELL AS THE CHANGES IN THE ERCAO
SPECTRUM AND IN THE INTENSITIES OF LINE EMISSIONS. THE COLLIIATCR WILL BE
INCLINED BY APPROXIMATELY 31 DEG WITH RESPECT TO THE EQUATORIAL PLANE OF THE
SATELLITE. WITH THE AXIS CF ROTATICN PCINTING TOWARC THE VIRGC CLUSTER CF
GALAXIES, THE CCLLIMATOR WILL VIEW SCORPIO FOR 14C DEG DURING EACH
REVCLUTION OF THE SATELLITE. THE COLLIMATOR WILL BE A 12- BY 70-DEG
(FULL-WIDTH HALF-MAXIMUM) SLAT COLLIMATCF.
ON 03/03/6g, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- X-RAY ABSORPTION CONTOURS OF THE GALAXY NSSDC ID SAS-C -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PFRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=OTFER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G.W. CLARK MIT CAMERICGE, MA
1O - H.V,0.D BRACT MIT CAMBRIDGE. NA
OI - W*H*G. LEWIN MIT CAMBeRIDGEs MA
1O - H.W. SCHNOPPER MIT CAMERICGE, MA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE DENSITY AND DISTRIBLTION OF INTERSTELLAR MATTER WILL EE CETERMINED
BY MEASURING THE VARIATION IN THE INTEN ESI1Y CF THE LCW-ENERGY DIFFUSE
EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY BACKGC-ROUND IN THE RANGE OF 0.2 IC 10 KEV AS A FUNCTION
OF GALACTIC LATITUDE. TWO IDENTICAL DETECTION SYSTEMS WILL BE USED. EACH
WITH A NEARLY CIRCULAR FIELD OF VIEW OF 2 DEG FLL-WIDTH HALF-MAXIMUM. THE
FIELDS OF VIEW WILL BE CENTERED, RESPECT-IVELY, 5 DEG ABCVE ANC 5 CEG EELCW
THE EQUATORIAL PLANE OF THE SATELLITE.
ON 03/03/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- IUE NSSDC ID SAS-D
ALTERNATE NAMES- INT. LLTRAVIOLET EXFL., SAS-D
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 00/0C/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CPBIT- KG






ORBIT TYPE- GECCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 1440. .NI
APOAPSIS- 38000. KM ALT. PERIAPSIS- 38000. KM ALT INCLINATION- 28.9 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PRCJECT-MANAGER. rES=P-RCJECT SCIEhlIS7)
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, MC
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PS - C.E. FICtTEL NASA-CSFC 
GREENBELT9 MD
PS - A. EOGCESS III NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, OD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIFTIC
THE IN4TERNATIONAL LLTRAVIOLET EXPLORER IS ThE FOUFTH IN 
A PLANNED
SLRIES OF SMALL ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITES. THE OBJECTI7VE 
OF THIS SATELLITE
WILL 8E TO OBTAIN ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA CF STARS, PLANETS, 
AND CTHER CELESTIAL
OBJECTS. THE SATELLITE IS TC BE JOINTLY EUILT AND OFEFATEC 
EY NASA. THE
SPACE RESEARCH CCUNCIL CF THE UNITED KINGCOM, 
AND THE EUROPEAN SPACE
RESEARCH ORGANIZATICN. MCST OF THE CeSERVING TIME 
WILL EE ALLCCATEC TC GUEST
OBSERVERS. THE SATELLITE WILL BE LAUNCHED INTO A GECSYNCHRONOUS 
ORBIT LATE
IN 1976. THE EASIC SCIENTIFIC PACKAGE %ILL CCNSIST CF 
A 45-CM, F/15
CASSEGRAIN TELESCOPE WITh A FIELD-CF-VIEW OF 10 ARC-ItN. THE ANALYSIS 
OF THE
PHOTON DATA WILL BE MADE WITH A TWO-CAMERA, ECHELLE 
SPECTROGRAPH, USING A
SEC VIDiCON AS A DETECTOR, THE TWO CAMERAS WILL CCVER THE SPECTRAL RANGES
1200 TC 1050 A AND 1800 TO 3300 A . THE EPECTRCGRArH CAN 
CFERATE EITHER IN A
HIGH-RESOLUTION (0.1 A) OR LOW-RESOLUTION (6 A) MODE.
ON 12/15/72, ThE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROCvED.
4******* ***** ********* * ********* **** ***
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- SPACE SUTTLE 
NSSDC ID SHUTTLE
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 12/CC/78 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CFEIT- 
KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- KM ALT PERIAPSIS- KM ALT INCLINATIG- 
DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSUNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - M.S. MAIKIN NASA HEADGUARTERS WASHINGTON, DC
PM - R. THOMPSON NASA-JSC HCUSTCN. TX
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROJECT WILL CCNSIST CF A SERIES CF REUSAELE SPACE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS THAT WILL BE USED IN THREE DIFFERENT wAYS -- (1) TO
CARRY AUTOMATED SATELLITES TO NEAR-EARITH CRBIT FRCW WHICH THEY PAY 
BE
LAUNCHED TO HIGHER ALTITUDES WITH ADDITICNAL BCCSTER STAGES. (2) TC LAUNCH
MAJOR AUTOMATED SATELLITES INTO NEAR-EARTH ORBIT AND TO PROVIDE REVISIT 
AND
MAINTENANCE OPPCRTUNITIES, AND (3) TC CARRY SCIENTIFIC EGLIFRENT INTC OREIT
AND RETURN TC EAFT- AFTER PERIODS OF 7 TC 30 DAYS (SCRTIE WISSICS). THE
'FINAL REPORT OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD PLANNING WORKING GROUPS'
(NASA-GSFC, MAY 1I72) PROPOSES THAT EXPERINENTS BE CARRIEC CUT IN THE
FOLLOWING MAJOR FIELDS -- (1) ASTRONOMY, LSING A LARGE SPACE TELESCCPE (LST)
AND SEVERAL OTHER IR AND UV TELESCOPES. (2) ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE PHYSICS.
USING TRACER RELEASE TEC-NIOUES9 (3) HIGHF-ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS (X-RAY
ASTRONOMY, STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF TH-E INTERSTELLER MEDIUM), USING VARICUS
TELESCOPES, SPECTROMETERS. PROPORTIONAL COUNTER ARRAYS, AND PROBES9 (4) LIFE
SCIENCES. AN AGGREGATE CF RELATED RESEARCH AND TECHNCLCGY EFFCPTS INCLUDING
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PLANETARY BIOLOGY, BROMIDICINE, BICLVGY, AND ADVAbCEC TECHNOLOGY, (5) SOLAR
PHYSICS, USING VARICUS POLARIMETERS, SCIENTILLATORS. PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS.
SPARK CHAMBERS, AND NEUTRON DETECTCRS. (E) CCMWLNICATICNS AND NAVIGATION,
(7) EARTH OBSERVATIONS, INCLUDING MONITCRING CVER LCNG PERIOCS OF TIME OF
THE PHYSICAL STATE AND CYNAMIC EEFAVICP CF THE EARTH'S LANC SURFACE FEATURES
AS wELL AS THE CTHEA ELEMENTS CF GLGEAL EKIRCNMENT (AIR* ATEPR, AND ICE),
(8) EARTH AND OCEAN PHYSICS. (9) MATERIALS PRCCESSING ANC SPACE
MANUFACTURING. ANC (IC) SPACE TECI-HNOLCCV. APPRCXINAIELV 445 LAUNCHES HAVE
BEEN Pi.UPCSED. TO COVER A PERICD. OF 12 YEARS.
ON 05/00/73. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS PRCFCSED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- SIRIO-A NSSDC ID SIRIO-A
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH LATE- 00/00/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 1440. MIN
APOAPSIS- 35700. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 357CO. KN ALT INCLINATION- 0. DEG
SPACECRAFT PEPSCNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
SPACECRAFT EPIEF CEECRIFTICN
THIS SATELLITE WILL BE PRIMARILY A GEOSTATICNARY CCMMLNICATICNS
SATELLITE. IT WILL INCLUDE EXPERIMENTS MEASURING THE LCCAL PLASMA ANC FIELD
ENVIRUNMENT ANC THE FLUX OF LOW-ENERGY CCSEMIC RAYS. THE SATELLITE FCINT WILL
BE LOCATED AT 1E CEG w LCNGITLDE.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- SKYLAB CSM- NSSDC ID SL-4
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 10/00/73 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 6033. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- SO. MIN
APOAPSIS- 435. KM ALT PEPIAPSIS- 435. KM ALT INCLINATION- 
50. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FPCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - L.G. SMITH NASA-JSC HCLSTChN TX
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS SPACECRAFT WILL BE ALMOST IDENTICAL TC THE CCMNAtC ANC SERVICE
MODULE USED FOR APOLLO MISSIONS. MODIFICATIONS WILL BE MADE TO ACCOMODATE
LONG-DURATION SKYLAE MISSIONS AND TC ALLCW THE SPACECRAFT TC REPAIN
SEMI-DOCRMANT WHILE COCKED TO THE SKYLAB CLLSTER. A CREI CF THREE MEN AND
THEIR PROVISIONS WILL BE CARRIED. THE MISSION OF THIS SPACECRAFT WILL BE 
TO
FERRY A CREW CF THREE TJ THE SKYLAB CONPLEX AND RETLRN THEN 
TC EARTH.
ON 01/00/7, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- POTATO RESPIRATION NSSDC ID SL-4 
-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATORF, UI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - E.W. PINCE SPACF DEFENSE CCRP EIR*INGI-A, MI
01 .- F.A. BROWN. J6, NORTHwESTERN L EVANSTON. IL
EXPERIMENT 3RIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS tXPERIMENT, CARRIED IN THE CEM, WILL DETERMINE T-HE EFFECT OF
RLM VINU THE EARTH'S RHYTHMIC GEOPHYSICAL EKVIRCNrNENT CN THE RESPIRATORY
BIORHYTHM OF A PCTATO.
ON 01/00/7, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFPCVEU.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EOCY FLUIC BeIOASSAY NSSCC ID SL-4 -02
EXPERIMENT PERSLNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICP, CI=CI-EP IrVESTIGATCF;)
PI - C.S. LEACH NASA-JSC HCUSTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BFIEF GESCR IPTION
THE PUPPOSE OF THIS SKYLAB EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF
SPACE FLIGHT ON UECL.CRINE-METABCLIC FLNCTICNS, INCLLCING FLLIC ANC
ELECTROLYTE CCNTROL MECHANISMS. THE DATA TO BE COLLECTED IN SUPPORT CF M073
WILL INCLUDE -- LAILY BODY WEIGHT. ACCURATE FOOD INTAKE (QUANTITY AND
CL(FCSITI'.N), ACCUPATE FLUIC INTAKE. VCLLME OF A 24-HP LRINE OUTPUT, SAMPLES
OF FOCLELC 24-FHR UrINE OUTPUT (CULLECTED AND PROCESSED INFLIGHT FCR RETURN
AND POSTFLIGHT ANALYSIS), AND PREFLIGHT. INFLIGHT, AND POSTFLIGHT BLOOD
SAMFLES TAKLI' FJ~R ANALYSIS. UNINE WILL EE ANALYZED F'R SCCILN, PCTASSIUMN
ALDCSTEPCNF, EPINSPFRINE, NOREPINEPHP IN.E, ANTIDILRETIC HORMONES (ADH), URINE
OSMLLALITY, HYCCCCRT ISCNE, TETAL ECDY w ATERo, AND TOTAL AND FRACTIONAL
NETCSTER.IDS. EL 'eC WILL BE ANALYZED FOR REEIN, SODILM, PGTASSIUN, CHLORIDE,
PLASMA OSMOLALITY, EXTRACELLULAR FLUID VOLUME (ECF), PARATHYROID HORMCNE,
THYRUCALCITCNIN, THYRCXIN.E, ACRENCCCRTICCTRFPIC HOFRMONE (ACTH)s
HYDRuCCRTISINE, AND TCTAL BODY WATER. ALL FARCWARE USEC IN M073 WAS A PART
OF OTHER SYSTEMS. HARCWARE USED IN THIS EXPERIMENT. ALONG WITH THE SYSTEMS
OF WHICH THEY ARE A PART, INCLLDE[ THE URINE MEASUREMENT AND COLLECTION
SYSTEM (A PART CF THE HABITABILITY SUPPERT SYSTEN)., THE SPECIMEN MASS
MEASUREMLNT (A PART OF M070 (7?-0O27A-8)). AND THE EOCVY MASS NEASURENENT (A
PARFT OF M17.? (7-027A-2)),
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ON 01/00/67, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NANE- SAN MARCO C-2 NSSCC IC SMAR-C2
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 01/15/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- PIN
APOAPS IS- 100. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 180. K9N ALT INCLINATION- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PSE=FRCJECT SCIEGITIST)
PM - A.J. CAPORALE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
FS - G.P. NEWTON NASA-GIFC GREENEELT, NC
SFACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE ITALIAN-BLIL7T SAN MARCO C-2 SPACECRAFT 'ILL EF FART OF A
COOPERATIVE SFACE EFFORT EETWEEN THE ITALIAN SPACE COMMISSION (CRS) ANDNASA. THE SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE OF SAN MARCO C-2 WILL BE TO PROVIDE
MEASUREMENTS (iF THE DILRNAL VARIATICNS CF FOLATEPRIAL NELTRAL THERECSPPERE
DLNSITY, COMPCSITION, AND TEMPERATURE FOP CORRELATION WITH SINULTANECUS
ATMOSPH-ERIC EXPLCRER C (AE-C) CATA. TC EE USED IN STUCIES OF THE PHYSICS ANDDYNAMICS JF THE LOWER THERWCSPFERE. THE SPACECRAFT WILL CARRY (1) A NEUTRAL
ATM CSPHERE COMPCSIT ION EXPERIMENT (NACE) TO DETERMINE LPPER ATNCSPHERIC (160
KM AND AeOVE) CONCENTRATICNS CF ARCGON, -ELIUW ATOMIC OXYGEN AND MOLECULAROXYGEN AND r-,ITRLGFN, (2) A NELTRAL ATMiSPHERIC TENFERATURE EXPERIMENT TODETERMINE THE TEMPERATURE OF AMBIENT MCLECLL.AR NITR;OGEN AND (3) AN
ACCELEROLIMiCTER TC MEASUPE ATOSFPhERIC OENSITY KEAR SATELLITE PERIGEE.
GN 06/00/7i, THE SPACECRAFT ,IESICN *AS APFRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPFERIC CRAG DENSITY ACCELEROMETER NSSOC 10 SMAR-C2-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGCATERi, CIOTH-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - L- EROGLIC NATL RECH CNCL ITALY RCNE, ITALY
EXPERIMENT EPIEF CESCRIPTION
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SAN NARCC C-2 SFACECRAFT WILL FCEN AN INTEGRAL
PART OF THE DRAG BALANCE EXPERIMENT. THE OUTER SHELL OF THE SPACECRAFT WILLBE CCONNECTED TFROUGHF A SERIES OF FLEXIBLE ARNS ITC A HEAVIER INTERNALSTRUCTURL. THE CRAG BALANCE SYSTEM WILL MEASLURE THE RELAIVE TRANSLATICNS
ALONG THREE ORTHOGONAL AXES. BY APPLYING A DRAG COEFFICIENT TO THE MEASURED
FORCCES, THE ATMCSPHER IC CENSITY CAN EE CEIAINhEC. CENSITY VALLES CETAINEC
FROM THIS EXPER PIMENT WILL BE CORP ELATED WITH SIMULTANECUS NEASURENENTS
UBTAI NLO FROM EYFESRIMENTS TO EE FLOWN ON ATMOSPhE-RIC 
EXPLORER C (AE-C).
ON O /00/73. THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS APRRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NELTRAL ATMUSPFERE CCMCSIEIOI\ 
NESCC IC SMAR-CZ-02
EXPER:IMENT PEFSjNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, C-l=-Ti-E INVESTIGATOR)
PI - G.P. NEWTON NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, MD
GI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC 
GREEtEELT, NC
EXPERIMENT dRIEF CESCRIFTIUN
THIS EXREFIMENT WILL RE FLOWN AT ECLATORIAL LATITLDES TC DETERWINE THE
CONCENTRATIONS AND TEMPORAL (INCLUDING DIURNAL) FLUCTUATIONS OF THE
FOLLUWING NEUTRAL UPPER ATMCSPHERE CCNSTIlLENTS 
-- ARGCr, NCLECULAR AND
ATOMIC GXYG-, NCLECULAR NITROGEN, AND HELIL. THE MEASURENENTS 
CETAINED
WILL 6E CORRELATED wITH APPROPRIATE ATMOSPHERIC EXPLORER 
C DATA. A MAGNETIC
MASS SFECTR(.METE V ILL EE USEEC.
ON 06/00/73. THi SFPCACRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED0
EXPERIMENT NAME- NFUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE NSSDC 
IC SMAR-C2-03
EXPERIMENT PER-SCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 01=CTH
E R 
INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N.W. SPEJCER NASA-CSFC 
GREENEELT, WO
EXPERIMVENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICN
THIS -XPErIMENT WILL BE FLOhN T CETERMINE BY DIRECT MEASUREMENT THE
TEMPERFATURE ANC CENSITY OF WOLECULAR NITROGEN AT SELERAL ALTITUDES 
IN THE
UPPER ATMOSP RFE. THE CATA CETAINFC WILL EE USEC TC STUDY TEMPORAL
FLUCTLATIONS, ANC THEY WILL ALS' BE CCFRFLATEC WITF 
ATMOSPHERIC EXPLORER C
MEASUREMENTS. THE SENSOR WILL EE A SMALL CMEGATRON TLNEC TO WEASURE
MOLECULAP NITROGEN, ANC WILL -AVE A SPECIALLY SAFEC APFERTURE,. 
TEMFERATURE
WILL BE MEASURED DURING A SPIN-SCAN BY CESERVING TH-E RESPONSE AS A FUNCTION
OF ANGLE WITH THE SATELLITE VELCCITY VECTICR.
ON 06/UO0/73, THS SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT CLMMtN NAMF- SMS-A SSDC D10 SMS-A
ALTERNATE NAMLS- PL-712D, SYNCH MTECROLOGCL SAT A. SYNC MET SAT A
FLANNEE LAUNCH FATE- 10/OC/7-2 PACECRAFT WEIFGHT IF' CREIT- 24.3 KG






ORBIT TYPE- CGE!CETRIC DREIT PERICC- 1440. MIN
APOAPSIS- 30700. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 3E5C0. KM ALT INCLINATICK- 0.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRVJECT MANAGER, PFS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.V. FORDYCE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT, MD
PS - ,.E SHENK NASA-CEFC GREENEELT, NC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE SNIS-A WILL EE A NASA-CEVELCPED , NOAA-CPERATEC SFACECRAFT. THE
SPIN-STABILIZED, EARTH-SYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAFT WILL CARRY (1) A
VISIdLE-INFRAREC SPIN-SCAN RACICMETE9 (VISER) TC FRCICE FIGCF GUALITY
DAY/NIGHT CLOUCCVER CATA AND TC TAKE RADIANCE TEPNFERATLES CF THE
EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEMm (2) A METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSIUN SYSTEM TO RELAY PROCESSED CATA FRCM CENTfAL EFATIHEF FACILITIES
TO SMALL APT-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STATIONS AND TO COLLECT AND RETRANSMIT DATA
FROM REMOTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED PLATFORMS AND (3) A SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL
MONIT-R (SEM) SYSTEV TI MEASURE PRCTCN, ELECTRCN, ANC SCLAR X-RAY FLUXES AND
MAGNETIC FIELCS. THE CYLINORICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT AILL MEASURE 190.5 CM
IN LIAMETER ANC 230 CM IN LENGTH, EXCLUSIVE OF A MAGNETOMETER THAT WILL
EXTEND AN ACDITIO,;AL E3 CM EEYCtD THE CYLINDER SHELL. TEE PRINAFY STRUCTURAL
MEMbERS wILL EE A FONEYCL)OMeED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND A THRLST TLBE. THE VISSR
TELESCCPE W ILL EE MOLUNTED ON THE EQUIPMENT SHELF AND WILL VIEW THE EARTH
THR!UGH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUFFCRT STRUCTURE
WILL EXTEND RADIALLY OUT FROM THE THRUST ILBE AND WILL BE AFFIXED TO THE
SCLAR PANELS , WHIC, W ILL FCPM THE OUTER WALLS OF THE SPACECRAFT AND PROVIDE
THE PRIAARY SOURCE CF ELECTRICAL P:wER. LCCATED IN THE ANnULLS-SHAPED SPACE
BET*EEN THE THRUST TUBE AND THE SOLAR PANELS WILL BE STATIONKEEPING AND
DYNAMICS CCNTPOL EQUJIPMENT, BATTERIES, AND MOST OF THE SEM EQUIPMENT. PROPER
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE (APPRXIMATELY 100 FRPM) WILL EE RAINTAINED
BY TAO SEPARATE SETS CF JET THRUSTERS MCLNTED AFOLNO THE SPACECRAFT'S
EQUATCR AND ACTIVATED BY GRCUNC CCNWMMAND. THE SPACECRAFT WILL USE BOTH UHF-
AND S-BAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS TELEMETRY ANC CWAND SUEEYSTEM. A LOW-POWER
VHF TRANSPONDER WILL PRCVIDE TELEMETRY AND COMMAND DURING LALNCH AND THEN
WILL SERVE AS A EACKUP FCOR THE PRIMARY SUeSYSTEN CNCE THE SPACECRAFT HAS
ATTAINED SYNCHROCHUrS CRBIT.
ON 12/lo/72. THE SPACLCRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VISIELE-INFRARED SFIN-SCAN RACIOMETER NSSOC ID SMS-A -01
(VISSR)
EXPERIMENT PEPSONNEL (PI=PPINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CT-ER ILVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NCAA-NESS SUITLANC, MO.
EXPERIMENT bRIEF DESCRIPTICK
THE VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER (VISSR) TO BE FLOWN ON SMS-A
WILL EE CAPAULE CF FROVIDING DAY/NIGHT C PSER\ATILNS CF CLCUC CCVER AND
EARTH/CLCUC RA IANCE TEMPERATURE MEASLFEWENETS FFCM A SYNCHFCNCCS,
SPIN-STABILIZED, GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE FOR USE IN OPERATIONAL WEATHER
ANALYSIS AND FORECASTINC-. THE TWO-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT WILL EE ABLE TC TAKE
BOTH FULL AND PAPTIAL PICTURES OF THE EARTH'S DISC. THE INFRAREC CHANNEL
(10.5 Tu 12.5 MICRONS) AND THE VISIBLE CHANNEL (0.5t TO 0.75 MICRON) WILL
USE A C',MMON ,PTICS SYSTEM. INCCMING PACIATION WILL EE FECEIVED BY AN
ELLIPTICALLY-SHAPED SCAN MIRROR ANC COLLECTED BY A RITCHEY-CF-RETIEN CPTICAL
SYSTEM. THE SCAN MIRROR WILL BE SET AT A NOMINAL ANGLE OF 45 DEG TO THE
VISSR OPTICAL AXIS. WFICH WILL BE ALIGNED PARALLEL 1C THE SPIN AXIS CF THE
SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING MOTION OF THE SPACECRAFT (APPROXIMATELY 100 RPM)
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WILL PROVIDE A WEST-TO-EAST SCAN MOTICK WHEN THE SFIN AXIS OF 
THE SPACECRAFT
IS ORIENTED PARALLEL WITh TH-E EARTH*S AlIS. THE LATITUDINAL 
SCAN WILL BE
ACCOMPLISHED BY SEQUENTIALLY TILTING THE SCANNING NIRFCF NORTH TO SOUTPI- AT
THE COMPLETION OF EACh SPIN. A FULL PICTLRE WILL TAKE 18.2 
MIN TO COMPLETE
AND ABCUT 2 MIN TO RETRACE. DLRING EACH SCAN, EIGI-T VISIBLE-SPECTRUM
DETECTORS WILL SWEEP THE EARTHo WITH A GROUND RESOLUTION OF 
0.9 KM AT ZERO
NACIR ANGLE. A MERCURY-CADMILNM TELLURICE CETECTCR VILL 
SENSE THE INFRARED
PORTION OF THE SPECTRUM WIT- A HORIZCNTAL RESCLLTICN CF APPRCXIMATELY 9 
KM
AT ZERO NADIR ANGLE. THE INFRARED PORTION OF THE DETECTOR WILL MEASURE
RADIANCE TEMPERATURES EETWEEN tEO AND 1E DEG K WITH A PRCPCSED 
SENSITIVITY
BETWEEN 0.4 ANC 1.4 DEC K. THE VISSR OLTPLT %ILL BE DIGITIZEC 
AND
TRANSMITTED TO THE NOAA COMMAND DATA ACQUISITION STATION, WALLOPS ISLAND.
VA. THERE THE SIGNAL WILL BE FEC INTO A 'LINE STRETCHER
,
* HERE IT WILL BE
STORED AND TIME STRETCI-ED FOR TRANSMISSION BACK TO THE SATELLITE AT REOUCED
BANDWIlUTH FOR REEROACCAST AT APT USER STATIONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATIONAL-TYPE
DATA. TI-E VISSR CATA WILL BE FANDLED PY NCAA AND EVENTLALLY SENT TC 
THE
NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER AT ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. FOR ARCHIVING.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 
NSSCC IC SMS-A -02
EXPERIMENT PERSLNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTE INVESTIGATC)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER. CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIFTION
A NUMBERF OF SEPARATE SILICON SCLIC-STATE DETECTORS, EACh WITH A
TAILORED MODERATOR THICKNESS AND A SEPARATE ELECTRCNICS UNIT FOR FULSE
AMPLIFICATION AND PULSE HEIGHT DISCRIMINATION, WILL BE USED TO OETAIN 
ThE
FOLLOWING PARTICLE TYPE/ENERGY MEASUREMENTS -- SEVEN CH-ANNELS WILL MEASURE
PROTONS IN THE RANGE 1 TO 500 MEV9 SIX CHANNELS WILL MEASURE ALPHA PARTICLES
IN THE RANGE 4 TO CO MEV, AND ONE CHANNEL WILL MEASURE ELECTRONS GREATER
THAN 0.5 MEV.
CN 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITCR NSSCC IC SMS-A 
-03
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAIS NCAA-ERL ECULDCER, CO
EXPERIMENT LRIEF CESCRIPT ICN
THE PRCPOSEC X-RAY COUNTER WILL BE CCPFCSEC OF A CCLLIMATCR. TWO
IONIZATION CHAMBERS. AND TWO ELECTROMETERS. A SMALL ANGULAR APERTURE HAS
BEEN CHOSEN FOR THE TELESCOPE CCLLIMATOR, WHICH WILL BE MOUNTED SO THAT THE
DLCLINATI:N OF ITS AXIS CAN BE CUNTROCLLEC EY GRCLNC CLMMANC TO ENSURE 
ThAT
THE SUN IS VIEWEC BY THE TELESCOPE ONCE DLRING EVERY VEHICLE ROTATION. CNE
[CN CHAMBER WILL BE FILLED WITH ARGON AT 1 ATMCSFPERE FOR CETECTION OF I- TO
8-A X RAYS, AND WILL HAVE A F-MIL BEPYLLIUN WINCCW TO EXCLLCE X RAYS OF
LONGER wPAVELENGTFS. THE CTHER CHAMBER wILL BE FILLED WITH XENON AT 1.5 TO 2
ATMOSPHERES ANC WILL FAVE A 50-MIL HERYLLIUM wINDCW FCR MEASUREMENTS OF X
RAYS IN THE WAVELENGTH RANGE 0.5- Tl 3-6.
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GN 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MACGNETIC FIELD MCNITOR NSSCC IC SMS-A -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAICR, CI=CI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOULDER, CO
EXPER'IMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
A BIAXIAL, CLOSEC-LOOP, FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR
THIS MONITOR. TFE TWO SENSORS WILL BE ALIGNED AT RIGHT ANGLES TO ONE ANOTHER
SO THAT AFTER MOUNTING ON A Sl-RT EOCM# (APPRCXIMATELY 2 FT), ONE SENSOR WILL
BE ALIGNED PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND THE OTHER PERPENDICULAR
TO THIS AXIS. EACH SENSOR WILL HAVE A SELECTABLE RANGE (+509 1009 200, OR
400 GAMMAS), AN OFFSET FIELD CAPABILITY (FLUS CR MINUS 1200 GAMMAS IN
40-GAMMA STEPS). ANC AN INFLIGHT CALIBRATION CAPABILITY.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METECROLOGCCICAL DATA COLLECTIC AND NSSCC IC SMS-A -05
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CT-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNCWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSNISSICN SYSTEM WILL BE AN
EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNICATIONS ANC DATA HANDLING SYSTEM CESIGNEC TC RECEIVE AND
PROCESS METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTED FROM REMOTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED DATA
COLLECTION (OESERVATION) PLATFORMS (DCP). THE CCLLECTEC DATA WILL EE
RETRANSMITTED FRCM THE SATELLITE TO SMALL. GROUND-BASEC, REGICNAL DATA
UTILIZATION CENTERS. DATA FROM UP TO 109000 DCP STATIONS CAN BE HANDLED BY
THE SYSTEM. THE SYSTEM WILL ALSC ALLCOW FCR THE RETRANSNISSIC CF NARRCW-BAND
(WEFAX TYPE) DATA TO EXISTING SMALL GROUND-BASED APT RECEIVING STATIONS FROM
A LARGER WEATHER CENTRAL FACILITY. THIS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WILL OPERATE
ON S-BAND FPEGQUENCIES. THE MININUM DATA CCLLECTINh SYSTEM FOR CNE SMS WILL
CONSIST OF APPRCXIMATELY 3500 OCP STATIONS TO BE CONTACTED IN A 6-HR PERICDO.
THE TOTAL AMCUNT OF DATA COLLECTED DURING THE 6-HR PERIOD WILL BE BETWEEN
350K AND 600K BITS, DEPENDING ON THE CCCING TECHNICLES. DATA RECEIVED FROM
INDIVIDUAL STATIONS WILL VARY FROM 50 TO C000 BITS, DEPENDING ON THE TYPE
AND VARIETY OF SENSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL DCP STATION.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SMS-E NSSCC 10D SMS-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-731E, SYNCH MTEOROLCGCL SAT E, SYNC MET SAT B
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- C2/OC/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT I b CREIT- 243. KG
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ORBlT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 1400. MIN
APOAPS IS- 3E700. KA AlT PERIAPSIS- ZE700. KM ALT INCLINATION- 0.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT FERSONNEL (FM=PRFJJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENIST)
PM - D.V. FORCYCE NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
PS - W.E. SHENTK NASA-GSFC GFEENEELT, MC
SPACELCRAFT BRIEF DESCRIFTICN
THE SMS-8 WILL BE A NASA-DEVELOPED, NCAA-CFERATED SPACECRAFT. THE
SPIN-STABILIZEC, EARTF-SYNCFRCNCUS SPACECRAFT WILL CARfY (1) A
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RACIOMETEF (IEESR) TC FRCVICE HIGH-GUALITY
DAY/NIGHT CLOUDCOVER DATA AND TO TAKE RADIANCE TENFERATURES OF THE
EARTH/ATMOSPFERE SYSTEM, (2) A METECRCLCGICAL DATA CCLLECTICN AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM TO RELAY PROCESSED CATA FCON CENTRAL %EATHER FACILITIES
TO SMALL APT-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STATIONS AND TO CCLLECT AND RETRANSMIT DATA
FROM REMOTE EART--EASEC PLATFORMS, AND (2) A SPACE ENVIRCNkENT NChITCR (SEM)
SYSTEM TO MEASURE PROTON, ELECTRON, AND SCLAR X-PA't FLUXES ANC RAGNETIC
FIELDS. THE CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WILL MEASURE 190.5 CM IN
DIAMETER AND 22C CM IN LENGTH, EXCLUSIVE CF A MAGNETCNETER THAT WILL EXTEND
AN ADDITIONAL e' CM BEYOND THE CYLINDER SHELL. THE FRINAFPY SIRLCTLRAL
MEMBERb WILL BE A H]NEYCOMBED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND THRUST TUBE. THE VISSR
TELLSCOPE WILL EE MCUNTED ON ThE EQUIPWENT SHELF ANC WILL VIEW THE EARTH
THROUGH A SPECIAL APERTURE IN THE SPACECRAFT'S SIDE. A SUFFPORT STRUCTURE
WILL EXTEND RACIALLY OUT FROM THE THRUST TUBE AND WILL BE AFFIXED TO THE
SLLAR PANELS, wHICH WILL FORM THE CUTER WALLS CF THE SFACECFAFT ANC FRCVIDE
THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IN THE ANNULLS-SHAFED SPACE
BETWEEN THE THRUST TUBE AND THE SOLAR PANELS WILL BE STATIONKEEPING AND
DYNAMICS CCNTRCL EQULIPMENT, BATTERIES, ANC MCST CF THE SEW ECUIFPMENT. PROPER
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE (APPROXIMATELY 100 RPM) %ILL BE MAINTAINED
BY TWO SEPARATE SETS OF JET THRUSTERS MOUNTED AROUND THE SPACECRAFT'S
EQUATOR AND ACTIVATED BY GRCUNC CCMMANC. THE SPACECRAFT WILL USE BCTI- UHF-
BAND AND S-BANC FREQUENCIES IN ITS TELEMETRY AND COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS. A
LCW-POWER VHF TRANSPONDER WILL FRCVICE TELEMETRY AND COMMAND DURING LAUNCH
AND THEN WILL SERVE AS A BACKLP FOR THE PRIMARY SLBSYSTEM ONCE THE
SPACECRAFT HAS ATTAINEC SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MChNITOR SNESCC IC SMS-B -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - DU#J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BOLLDER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A NUMBER OF SEPARATE SILICON SCLIC-STATE OETECTCFS, EACh WITH A
TAILORED MODERATOR THICKNESS AND A SEPARATE ELECTRONICS UNIT FOR FULSE
AMPLIFICATION AND PULSE HEIGHT DISCRIMINATION. WILL BE USED TO OETAIN THE
FOLLOWING PARTICLE TYPE/ENERGY MEASUREWEINTS -- SEVEN CHANNELS WILL MEASURE
PROTONS IN THE RANGE I TO 500 MEV, SIX CHANNELS WILL MEASURE ALPHA PARTICLES
IN THE RANGE 4 TO 400 MEV, AND ONE CHANNEL WILL MEASURE ELECTRONS GREATER
THAN 0.5 MEV.
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ON 12/18/72,. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR NSSOC ID SMS-8B -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGC-AICR, CI=0T-ER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - u.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL BCULDER. CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PfOPOSEC X-RAY COUNTER WILL BE CCMPCSED CF A CCLLINIATCR, TWO
IONIZATION CHAMBERS. AND TWO ELECTROMETERS. A SMALL ANGULAR APERTURE HAS
BEEN CHJSEN FOR THE TELESCOPE CCLLIMATCF, WHICH WILL EE MCUNTED SC THAT THE
DECLINATION OF ITS AXIS CAN BE CONTROLLED BY GRCUND CCMMANC TC ENSURE THAT
THE SUN IS VIEWED BY THE TELESCOPE ONCE DURING EVERY VEHICLE ROTATION. ONE
ION .CHAMBER WILL BE FILLED WITH ARGON AT 1 ATMCSPFERE FCR CETECTICN CF 1- TO
8-A X RAYS, AND WILL HAVE A 5-MIL BERYLLILM WIDO TO'EXCLUDE X RAYS CF
LONGER WAVELENCTFS. THE OTHER CHAMBER WILL BE FILLED WITH XENON AT 1.5 TO 2
ATMJSPI-ERES ANC WILL I-AVE A 50-WIL BERYLLIUM IlDCi FCF MEASUREMENTS CF X
RAYS IN THE WAVELENCTH PANGE 0 E- TO 3-A.
ON 12/1d/72, TH-E SPACECRAFT NISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MACNETIC FIELD MONITCR NSSCC IC SMS-B -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGA1CER, 0I=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NUAA-ERL BOULDER. CO
EXPERIMENT bRIEF DESCRIPTION
A EIAXIAL, CLOSED-LOOP. FLUXGATE MAC-NETOMETER HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR
THIS MONITOR. THE TWO SENSORS WILL HE ALIGNEC AT RIGHT ANGLES TO ONE ANOTHER
SO THAT AFTER MOUNTING CN A SHORT 80CM (AFPRCXIMVATELY 2 FT), ONE SENSOR WILL
BE ALIGNED PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SFIN AXIS AND THE OTHER PERPENDICULAR
TO THIS AXIS. EACH SENSOR WILL HAVE A SELECTABLE FANGE (+50, 100, 200, CR
400 GAMMAS). AN OFFSET FIELD CAPABILITY (FLUS CR MINUS 1200 GAMMAS IN
40-GAMMA STEPS). ANC AN INFLIGHT CALIBRATION CAPAEILITY.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VISIELE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RACIC NETEF NSSCC IC SMS-B -04
(VISSR)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SLITLANC, WD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADICMETER (VISSR) IC BE FLCh CN SMS-B
WILL BE CAPABLE CF PROVICING CAY/NIGHT OBSERVATICNS CF CLCUDCCVER ANC
EARTH/CLOUC RACIANCE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM A SYNCHRONOUS,
SPIN-STABILIZEC, GECSTATIONARY SATELLITE FOR LSE IN CFERATICNAL WEATHER
ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. TlE TWO-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT WILL BE ABLE TC TAKE
BOTH FULL AND PARTIAL PICTURES OF THE EARTH'S DISC. THE INFRARED CHANNEL
(I105 TO 12.5 MICRONS) AND THE VISIBLE CHANNEL (0.55 TC 0.75 NICRCN) WILL
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USE A COMMON OPTICS SYSTEM. INCOMING RACIATIOr WILL EE RECEIVED BY AN
ELLIPTICALLY-SHAPEC SCAN MIRROR AND COLLECTED BY A PITCHEN-CfRETIEN OPTICAL
SYSTEM. THE SCAN MIRROR WILL EE SET AT A bCMINAL ANGC-LE CF A45 DEG TC THE
VISSR OPTICAL AXIS, WHICH WILL BE ALIGNED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS 
OF THE
SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING MOTION OF THE SFACECRAFT (APPFROCXIMATELY 100 RPM)
WILL PRCVIDE A WEST-TO-EAST SCAN MOTICN WHEN THE SFIN AXIS CF THE SPACECRAFT
IS ORIENTED PARALLEL WITH THE EARTH'S AXIS. THE LATITUDINAL SCAN WILL BE
ACCOMPLISHED EY SEQUENTIALLY TILTING THE SCANNING NIRACF NCFTH TC SOUTH AT
THE CCWPLETION OF EACH SPIN. A FULL PICILAE %ILL TAKE 18.2 WIN TC CCWFLETE
AND A.BOUT 2 MIN TO RETRACE. DURING EACH SCAN. EIGHT VISIBLE-SPECTRUM
DETECTORS WILL SWEEP THE EARTH, WITH A CPCLND RESCLLTICN CF 0.9 KW AT ZERO
NADIR ANGLE. A MERCURY-CACMIUM TELLURIDE DETECTCR IlLL SENSE THE INFRARED
PORTION OF THE SPECTRUM WITH A HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF APPROXIMATELY 9 KM
AT ZER, NADIR ANGLE. THE INFRARED FORTICN OF THE CETECTCR WILL MEASURE
RADIANCE TEWPERATURES EETWEEN IEO AND 315 DEG K WITH A FRCFCSED SENSITIVITY
BETWEEN 0.4 ANC 1.4 DEG K. THE VISSR OUTPUT WILL BE DIGITIZED AND
TRANSMITTEC TO THE bNAA COMMANC DATA ACGLISITION STATION, WALLPCFS ISLANDC.
VA. THERE THE SIGNAL WILL BE FED INTO A 'LINE STRETCHER. WHERE IT WILL BE
STORED AND TIME-STRETCHEC FOR TRANSMISSION tBACK TO THE SATELLITE AT REDUCED
BANDWILTH FOR REEROACCAST TC APT USER STATIONS. AS IT- ALL OPERATIONAL-TYPE
DATA, THE VISSR CATA WILL BE HANDLED BY NOAA AND ENENTLALLY SENT TC THE
NATIONAL CLIMAT IC CENTER AT ASHEVILLE. NORTH CAROLINA, FOR ARCHIVING.
ON 12/18/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METEOROULOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND NSSDC IC SMS-B -05
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OD=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
P1 - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THE METEOFOLOGICAL DATA COLLECTICN AND TRANSPISSION SYSTEM WILL BE AN
EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANCLING SYSTEM CESIGNEC TO RECEIVE AND
PROCESS METECFOLCGICAL CATA COLLECTED FRC RENCTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED DATA
COLLECTION (OBSERVATION) PLATFCRMS (OCP). THE CCLLECTEC DATA WILL EE
RETkANSMITTED FROM THE SATELLITE TO SMALL, GRCUND-EASEC, PEGIONAL CATA
UTILIZATION CENTERS. CATA FROM LP TO C10.,000 OCP STATICS CAN EE HANDCLED BY
THE SYSTEM. THE SYSTEM WILL ALEC ALLOCW FC THE RETRANSMISSICN OF NARROW-EAND
(WEFAX TYFPL) DATA TO EXISTING SMALL GROUND-BASED AFT RECEIVING STATIONS FROM
A LARGER WEATHER CENTRAL FACILITY. THIS CCNMLNICATICNS SYSTEP WILL CPERATE
ON S-BAND FPECUENCIES. THE WINIMUM DATA CCLLECTIC FCR CNE SMS WILL CCKSIST
OF APPRJXIMAT.ELY 3500 OCP STATIONS TO BE CONTACTED IN A 6-HR PERIOD. THE
TLTAL AMOUNT OF CATA COLLECTED CURING THE 6-HR PERICC WILL EE EETWEEN 350K
AND 600K uITS, CEPENDING ON THE COCING TECHNICLES. CATA RECEIVED FROM
INDIVIDUAL STATIONS WILL VARY FROM 50 TO 3000 BITS, DEPENDING ON THE TYPE
ANC VARIETY OF SENSCPS LSED AT AN INDIVICLAL OCF STATION.
ON 12/18/72. T-f SPACECPAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAF C# NAVE- *C ** ** ** ***I*** **
SPACECRAFT CCM(N NflWE- SMS-C NSSCC ID SMS-C
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ALTERNATE NAMES- GOES-A
PLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/74 SPACECRAFT VEIGHT IN CREII- 243. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 1436. MIN
APOAPSIS- 35700. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 357?CO. KM ALT INCLINATICK- 0.0 DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.V. FORCYCE NASA-GSFC GREENEELT, WD
PS - W.E. SHENK NAEA-GSFC GREENEELT, C
SPACECRAFT EPIEF CESCRIPTION
THE SMS-C/GEOS-A SILL BE A NASA-DEVELOPED, KCAA-CPERATED SPACECRAFT.
THE SPIN-STABILIZEDO EARTH-SYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAFT WILL CARRY (1) A
VISIBLE-INFRAREC SPIN-SCAN RACICMETER (VISEER) TC FRC'VICE HIGH-QUALITY
DAY/NIGHT CLOUCCCVEF DATA AND TO TAKE RADIANCE TEMPERATURES CF THE
EARTH/ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM. (2) A METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSIO SYSTEM TO RELAY PROCESSED CATA FROM CENTRAL %EATHES FACILITIES
TO SMALL AFT-EQUIPPED REGIONAL STATIONS AND TO COLLECT AND RETRANSMIT DATA
FROM REMOTELY LCCATED EARTH-FASED PLATFORMS. AND (3) A SPACE ENVIRONMENT
MONITOR (SEM) SYSTEM TO MEASURE PROTUN. ELECTRON, ANC SCLAF X-RAY FLUXES AND
MAGNETIC FIELDS. THE CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WILL MEASURE 190.5 CM
IN CIAMETER ANC 230 CN IN LENGTH EXCLUSIVE OF A MAGNETOMETER THAT WILL
EXTEND AN ACCIT INAL 83 CM BEYOND THE CYLINDER SPELL. THE PRIMARY STRUCTURAL
MEMBERS WILL EE A FONEYCOMBED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND THRLST TLBE. THE VISSR
TELESCOPE WILL EE.MCUNTEC ON THE EQUIPMENT SHELF AND WILL VIEW THE EARTH
THRjUGH A SPECIAL APERTLRE IN THE SPACECRAFT*S SIDE. A SUPPORT STRUCTURE
WILL EXTEND RACIALLY CUT FROM THE THRUST TLBE AND WILL BE AFFIXED TO THE
SOLAR PANELS. WHICH WILL FCRM THE OUTER WALLS CF THE SPACECRAFT AND PROVIDE
THE PRIMARY SOURCE !F ELECTRICAL POWER. LOCATED IF THE ANNULUS-SHAPEC SPACE
BETWEEN THE THRLST TUBE AND THE SCLAR FANELS WILL EE STATIONKEEPING AND
DYNAMICS CONTROL EQUIPMENT, BATTERIES, ANDC MCST CF THE SEN ECUIPMENT. PROPER
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE (APPPrCXIMATELY 100 RPM) WILL EE MAINTAINED
BY TWO SEPARATE SETS OF JET THRUSTERS NCLNTED AROLND THE SPACECRAFT'S
EQUATOR AND ACTIVATED BY GRCUND CCIVMANC. THE SPACECRAFT WILL USE ECTH
UHF-BAND AND S-BAND FREQUENCIES IN ITS TELEMETRY ANC CCMMAND SUESYSTEM. A
LOW-POWER VHF TRANSPONDER WILL PROVIDE TELEMETRY ANC CCVMANC CURING LAUNCH
AND THEN WILL SERVE AS A BACKUP FOR THE FRIMARY SLUBSYSTEM CNCE THE
SPACECRAFT HAS ATTAINED SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT.
ON 12/18/72, THL SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRCVED.
EXPERIVENT NAME- VISIELE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN PACICMETER NSSCC IC SMS-C -01
(VISSR)
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)I
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND, MD.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VISIBLE-INFRAPEC SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER (VISSR) TO BE FLOWN ON SMS-C
WILL BE CAPABLE CF PROVICING CAY/NIGHT CeSERVATICNE CF CLCLDCCVER ANC
EARTH/CLCUD RACIANCE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM A SYNCHRONCUS.
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SPIN-sTABILIZEL. Gu0STATIONARY SATELLITE FCR LSE IN CFEPATICAL WEATH-ER
ANALYSIS AND FORECASTINC. THE TWU-CHANNEL INSTRUMENT WILL BE ABLE TC TAKE
BOTH FULL AND PARTIAL PICTURES OF THE EARTH'S DISC. THE INFRAREC CHANNEL
(10.5 TOj 12.5 MICRONS) ANC THE VISIBLE CHANNEL (0.55 TC 0.75 MICRON) WILL
USE A COMMCN CFTICS SYSTEM. INCCMING RADIATICN WILL EE RECEIVED BY AN
ELLIPTICALLY-SHAPED SCAN MIRROR AND COLLECTED BY A RITCHEY-CHRETIEN OPTICAL
SYSTEM. THE SCAN MIRRCR WILL EE SET AT A NCMINAL ANGLE CF 45 CEG TC THE
VISSR OPTICAL AXIS. WHICH WILL BE ALIGNED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS CF THE
SPACECRAFT. THE SPINNING MOTION OF THE SPACECRAFT (APPROXIMATELY 100 RPM)
WILL PRJVIDE A *EST-T7-EAST SCAN NOTICh WFEN THE SPIN AXIS CF THE SPACECRAFT
IS LRIENTEC PARALLEL WITH THE EARTHFS AXIS. THE LATITLDINAL SCAN WILL BE
ACCGMPLISHEC EY SEOJFNTIALLY TILTING THE SCANNING MIRROR NORTH TO SOUTH AT
THE COMPLETION CF EACF SPIN. A FULL PICLTURE WILL TAKE 18.2 PIN TC COMPLETE
AND ABOUT 2 MIN TO RETRACE. DURING EACH SCAN. EIGHT VISIBLE-SPECTRUM
DETECTCRS WILL SWEEP THE EARTH. WITH A GROUND RESOLUTION OF 0.9 KM AT ZERO
NADIR ANGLE. A MERCURY-CACMIUN TELLURIDE CETECTCR WILL SENSE THE INFRARED
PORTICN CF THE SPECTRUM WITh A FORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF APPROXIMATELY 9 KM
AT ZERO NADIR AN(LE. THE INFRARED PORTION OF THE DETECTOR WILL MEASURE
RALIANCE TEMPERATURES FETWEEN IEC AND IE CEG K WITH A PROCFCSED SENSITIVITY
BET EEN 0.4 ANC 1.4 DEC K. THE VISSR OUTPUT WILL BE DIGITIZED AND
TRANSMITTED TO THE NOAA COMMAND DATA ACQUISITION STATION. WALLOPS ISLAND.
VA. THERE THE SICNAL WILL BE FED INTC A rLINE STRETCHERv. 
%HERE IT WILL BE
STCRED AND TIME-STRETCHED FOR TRANSMISSION BACK TO THE SATELLITE AT REDUCED
BANDwIDTH FOR REEROACCAST TC AFT USERP STATIONS. AS WITH ALL OPERATIONAL-TYPE
DATA, THE VISSR CATA WILL RE FANDLED BY NCAA AhC EVENTLALLY SENT TO THE
NATIONAL CLIMATIC CENTER AT ASHEVILLE. NORTH CAROLINA, FOR ARCHIVING.
ON 12/I6/72, THE SPACECRAFT WISSI O WAS APPRLVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MCNITrR NSSCC IC SMS-C -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. Cl=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS NCAA-EHL BOULDER. CC
EXPERIMENT URIEF DESCRIPTION
A NUMHER CF SFPARATE SILICON SOLIC-STATE DETECTCS, EACH WITH A
TAILORED MCDERATCP THICKNESS AND A SEPARATE ELECTRCONICS UbIT FOR PULSE
AMPLIFICATION AND PULSE-HEIGHT DISCRIMINATION, WILL BE USED TO OETAIN THE
FULLJWING PARTICLE TYPE/ENERGY MEASUREMENTS -- SEVEF CHANNELS WILL MEASURE
PROTONS IN THE RANGE I TO 500 MEV. SIX CHANNELS WILL NEASURE ALPHA PARTICLES
IN THE RANGE 4 TO 400 MEV, AND ONE CHANNEL WILL MEASURE ELECTRONS GREATER
THAN 0 5 MFV.
ON 12/18/72, THL SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR NSSCC IC SMS-C -03
EXPERIMENT PERSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CIHER INVESTIGATOR)
P1 - D.J. WILLIAMS NOAA-ERL ECULCER. CC
EXPERIMENT tRIEF CESCRPIPTION
THE PROPOSEC X-RAY COUNTER WILL BE CCMPCSED CF A COLLIMATUR. TWO
IDNIZATGN CHAMEEPS. ANC TWO ELECTROMETERS. A SMALL ANGLLAR APERTURE HAS BEEN
CHOSEN FOR THE TELESCOPE COLLIMATOR. WFICH WILL BE MOUNTEC SO THAT THE
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DECLINATICN OF ITS AXIS CAN BE CONTRCLLEC BY GRCUNC CCWNAND TC ENSURE THAT
THE SUN IS VIEWED BY THE TELESCOPE ONCE DURING EVERY VEHICLE RJTATION. ONE
1ON CHAMEER WILL BE FILLED IITH ARGON AT 1 ATNCSFFEFE FCF CETECTICN CF 1- TO
8-A X RAYS, AND WILL HAVE A 5-MIL BERYLLILM AINDC TO EXCLUCE X RAYS CF
LONCER WAVELENGTHS. THE OTHER CHAMBER WILL DE FILLED WITH XENON AT 1.5 TO 2
ATMOSPHERES ANC WILL FAVE A 5C-MIL BERYLLILN WINCCW FCF MEASUREMENTS CF X
RAYS IN THE WAVELENCT- RANGE C.E- TO 3-A.
ON 12/18/7Z. THE- SPACFCRAFT VISSIC N WAS AFPrCvEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MACNETIC FIELD MCNITUR ISSCC IC SMS-C -04
EXPERIMENT PERS'NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTICATCR, CI=CTI-ER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCPIPTION
A BIAXIAL, CLCSED-LOOP, FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER HAS BEEN SELECTED FCR
THIS MCNITOf. THE Two SENSORS AILL PE ALIGNEU AT RIGHT ANGLES TO ONE ANOTHER
SO THAT AFTER MOUNTIrJG ,?' A SHfRT BFtCM (APPRCXIMATELY 2 FT), ONE SENSOR WILL
BE ALIGNEC PAPALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SFIN AXIS ANC THE OTHER PERPENDICULAR
TO THIS AXIS. EACH SENSCR WILL HAVE A SELECTABLE RANGE (+50, 100, 2009 OR
400 GAMMAS), AN OFFSET FIELD CAPABILITY (FLUS CR MINUS O1200 GAMMAS IN
40-GAMMA STEPS), ANC AN INFLIGHI CALIOPATICN CAPAEILITY.
ON 12/18/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- NETEC:ROLCGICAL DATA COLLECTICN AND NSSCC IC SMS-C -05
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT PERS-NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATER, CI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKhOwN LNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCPIPTION
THE METEFOLOGICAL DATA COLLECTICN AND TRANSMISSICN SYSTEM WILL BE AN
EXPERIPENTAL CCMNUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING SYSTEM DESIGNED TC RECEIVE AND
PRCCESS METLOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTED FROM REMOTELY LOCATED EARTH-BASED DATA
CLLLECTILN (DCESEPVATILN) PLATFORMS (CCF). THE CCLLECTEC DATA WILL EE
RETRANSMITTED FROM THE SATELLITE TO SMALL, GROUND-BASED, REGICNAL DATA
UTILIZATION CENTERS. DATA FROM UP TO 10,000 DCP STATIONS CAN BE HANDLED BY
THE SYSTEM. THE SYSTEM WILL ALSC ALLCW FCR THE RETRANSMISSICK OF NARACW-EAND
(wEFAX TYPE) DATA FROM CENTRALIZED WEATHER FACILITIES 10TO EXISTING SMALL,
GR UND-BASED APT RECFIVING STATIONS. THIS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WILL OPERATE
ON S-BANE FFEOUENCIES,. THE MINIMUM DATA CCLLECTION SYSTEN FCF CNE SWALL
METEORCLOGICAL SATELLITE WILL CONSIST OF APPROXIMATELY 3500 DCP STATICS TO.
BE CONTACTEL IN A i-HR PERIOD. THE TOTAL AMOUNT UF DATA COLLECTED DURING THE
6-HP PERI')D WILL EE BETWEEN 350K AND ECCK BITS, DEFENDING ON THE CODING
TECHNICUES. DATA RECEIVED FROM INDIVIDUAL STATIONS WILL VARN FRCR 50 TO 3000
BITS, CEPENDING CN THE TYPE AND VARIETY CF SENSORS USED AT AN INDIVIDUAL CDP
STATI ON.
ON 12/1b/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN UAS APPRCED.
,2S
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SRATS NSSDC ID SRATS
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 00/0C/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 70. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- MIN
APOAPSIS- 2000. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 250. KV ALT INCLINATION- 30. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECI SCIENTIST)
PM - K. HIRAO U OF TOKYO TGKYO, JAPAN
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SRATS (SOLAR RACIATION AND THERMOSPHERIC SATELLITE) WILL BE AN
AERONOMY RESEARCH SATELLITE. IT WILL HAVE AN CCTAGCNAL CCLUNl FCRM (75 CM IN
DIAM AND 65 CH IN HEIGCHT), IN WHICH THE EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTS WILL BE
MOUNTED. THE SATELLITE WILL BE SPIN STABILIZED IN A ROLLING WHEEL MODE BY A
GECMAGNETIC ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM. FCLP PLASMA FRCEES CAN EE EXTENCED
PERPENDICULAR TC THE SPIN AXIS BY 0.5-M METALLIC BOOMS. POWER AT AN AVERAGE
RATE OF 15 W WILL BE PRCVIDED BY 6000 SILICON N-P SOLAR CELLS. THE
OBJECTIVES OF THE SATELLITE WILL BE TO SILCY THE ICNOSPHERE SYSTEMATICALLY
BY SIMULTANEOUSLY OESERVING SOLAR IONIZINGC- RADIATIONS (HYDROGEN LYfAh-ALPHA
AND X RAYS), THE ULTRAVIOLET ALBEDO OF THE EARTH. POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION,
AND PLASMA PARAMETERS SUCH AS ELECTRON AhC ION DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES IN
THE IONOSPHERE.
ON / / o THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR X-RAY M UNITCR NSSCC ID SPATS -01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTHEP INVESTIGATOR)
Pt - M. MATSUOKA U CF TOKYC TOKYO. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CUNTINUOUS MEASUREMENT CF THE TCIAL DISC INTENSITY CF SCLAR X PAYS
WILL BE MADE W ITF PROPORTIONAL COLNTERS.
ON / / . THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- HYEROGEN LYMAN-ALPHA NSSCC IC SRATS -02
EXPERIMENT PERS)NNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCP)
PI - T. OSHIC OSAKA CITY L OSAKA, JAFAN
:20
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF HYDROGEN LYMAN-ALFHA EMISSION WILL BE MADE
WITH A LIF-NO IONIZATION CHAMBER.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- GEGCORCNAL LLTRAVIOLET GLOW NSSCC IC SRATS -03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OICGTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T. TOHMATSU U CF TOKYC TCKYC# JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
OBSERVATIONS OF I-,YOROGENs HELIUM, AND ATOMIC CXYCEN LINES WILL BE MACE
WITH TWO IONIZATION CHAMBERS ANC FOUR METALLIC THIN-FILM CHANNELTRCN PHOTON
COUNTERS.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENT NSSOC ID SRATS -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - H. OHYA KYOTO U KYCTC, JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
CLNTINUOUS MEASUREMENT CF LCCAL ELECTRCN DENSITY WILL BE MACE BY MEANS
OF AN IMPEDANCE PROBE.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRCN TEMPERATURE NSSCC IC SFATS -05
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGAIOR. OI=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - K. FIRAO U OF TOKYO TOKYO JAPAN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE WILL BE DIRECTLY MEASURED WITH AN IMPROVED TYPE
OF ELECTRJN TEMPERATURE PRCBE FOR STRUCILRAL STUDY CF THE IONCSFHERE.
ON / / , THE SPACECPAFT MISSICN WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA DIAGNOSIS NSSDC ID SRATS -06
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR CI=CTHEP INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIPENT BRIEF DESCRIFTICON
A RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP WILL BE USED FCR A MULTI-PURPOSE EXPERIMENT
ON PLASMA DENSITY, TEMPERATURE, AND ICN CCMPCSITICN CF THE THEROSPHERIC
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PLASMA. LANGMUIF CURVES wILL BE TRANSMITTEC THRCUGH 
A 1,8-CHANNEL
MAGNETIC-CORE MEMORY ANALYLER.
ON / / , THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
EXPERIMENT NAME- IONIC CnMFCSITION 
NSSCC IC SRATS -07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CI=CTI-EF 
INVESTIGATOR)
PI - N, FUGONO RRL 
TOKYO, JAPAN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A EENNETT TYPE ION-MASS SPECTROMEIER WILL BE LSEC FCR CCKTINUCUS
MONITORING OF -4, HE+. ANC 0+ DENSITIES IN THE TOPSIDE ICNCSPFERE.
ON / / THE SPACECRAFT NISSICN %AS
EXPERIMENT NAME- EARTH ULTRAVIOLET ALBEDC 
NSSCC IC SRATS -08
EXPERIMENT PERSINNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGCATCR, CI=CIFER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - T. TOHMATSU U OF TOKYO TOKYO. JAPAN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
TwO FILTER P-CTOMETERS WILL MONITOR THE OZONE CONTENT 
IN THE
MESOSPHERE ANC LrPER STRATOSPHERE THROUGH MEASUREMENTS 
OF THE INTENSITY OF
ULTRAVIOLET ALBECS AT 2500 AND 2900 A ANE THEIR ANGULAR DISTRIEUTIONS.
ON / / THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SOLRAD 11A NSSCC 
IC SRC-ItA
ALTERNATE NAMES- SRD-1IA, SOLRAD HI-IRIP. SESF NC.NFL-111-026
4
. NRL-111
PLANNEC LAUNCH DATE- 03/00/7E SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 102.15 
KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE KENNECY, UNITEC STATES 




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PEFICC- 3140. WIN
APOAPSIS- 127622. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 127f22. KM ALT INCLINATION- 
0. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - E.W. PETERKIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTCN, DC




SOLRAD 11A WILL BE ONE CF A PAIR CF IDENTICAL SATELLITES T-AT WILL BE
PLACED IN A CIRCULA EQUATORIAL ORBIT CF 2C EARTH RADII. THE SATELLITES.
WHICH WILL BE ORIENTED TOWARDS THE SUN, WILL PROVIDE 100 PERCENT REAL-TIME.
CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF SOLAR X-RAY, LV, AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE EMISSIONS.
EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE EROAC-BAND ION CHAMBERS CESERVING SCLAR X-RAYS
BETWEEN 0.1 AND f0 A. PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS AND SCINTILLATORS OBSERVING
SCLAR X-RAYS EETWEEN 2 AND IEC KEV, AN EL% DETECTCR CCVERING THREE BANCS
BETWEEN 170 AND 1000 A. A VARIABLE RESOLLTICN EBERT-FASTIE SPECTRCMETER
COVERING THE WAVELENGTH RANGE OF 1100 TO 1600 A (RESOLUTION - 1 TO 25 Al) A
SOLAR WIND MONITCR, SOLAR PROTON, ELECTICN, AND ALFHA FARTICLE WCNITORS. TWO
X-RAY POLARIMETERS (ONE UTILIZING BRAGG SCATTERING AND THE CTHER UTILIZING
THOMPSON SCATTERING). A BRAGG SPECTROMETER OBSERVING MAGNESIUM-11 AND -12
LINES, A LARGE-AREA AURORAL X-RAY DETECTOR, AND A FASSIVELY CCOLEC SCLIC
STATE X-RAY DETECTOR TO MEASURE BACKGRCLND X-RAY EMISSIONS.
CN 00/00/71, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SOLRAD 11E NSSDC ID SRL-118
ALTERNATE NAMES- SCLRAD HI-TRIP, NRL-111, FL-723F. SESP NO.NRL-111-0264, SOLRAD
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 03/0C/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT It CgEIT- 102.15 KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOC- 3140. MIN
APOAPSIS- 127122. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 127E22. KM ALT INCLINATION- 0. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - E.W. PETERKIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WASHINGTON, CC
PS - R.W. KREPLIN NAVAL RESEARCH LAB WAShINGTON. DC
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SOLRAC IIE WILL BE ONE CF A PAIR CF IDENTICAL SATELLITES THAT WILL BE
PLACED IN A CIRCULAR EQLATORIAL ORBIT CF 2C EARTH RADII. THE SATELLITES,
WHICH WILL BE ORIENTED TOWARDS THE SUN, WILL PROVIDE 100 PERCENT REAL-TIME.
CONTINUOUS MONITORING CF SOLAR X-RAY LV9, AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE EWISSIONS.
ExPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE EROACBAND ION CHAMBERS OBSERVING SCLAR X-RAYS
BETWEEN 0.1 AND fO A, PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS AND SCINTILLATORS OBSERVING
SOLAR X-RAYS EETEEN 2 AND 150 KEV, AN EL. DETECTCR CCVERING THREE BANDS
BETWEEN 170 AND 1000 A. A VARIABLE RESOLLTION EBERT-FASTIE SPECTRCMETER
COVERING THE WAVELENGTH RANGE OF 1100 TO 1E00 A (RESOLUTION - 1 TO 25 A)$ A
SOLAR WINO MONITOR, SOLAR PROTON, ELECTRCN, AND ALFFA FARTICLE MClNITGRS, TWO
X-RAY POLARIMETERS (ONE UTILIZING BRAGG SCATTERING AND THE OTHER UTILIZING
THOMPSON SCATTERING)q A ERAGC SPECTROMETER OBSERVING MAGNESIUM-11 AND -12
LINES. A LARGE-AREA AURORAL X-RAY DETECTOR, AND A PASSIVELY CCOLEC SCLIC
STATE X-RAY DETECTOR TO MEASURE BACKGROUND X-RAY EMISSIONS.
ON 00/00/71, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPRGVEC.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TIROS-N 
NSSDC ID TIROS-N
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 10/00/76 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN ORBIT- 633. 
KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 12C. VIN
APOAPSIS- 1678.OC KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 17~e.00 KW ALT INCLINATION- 
103. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSCNNEL (FM=PRCJECT MANAC-ER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - R.A. STAMPFL NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo MD
PS - Wo SHENK NASA-GSFC GREENBELTo MD
SPACECRAFT ERI EF CESCR IPT ION
TIROS-N WILL BE THE PROTOTYPE FOR TIHE THIRD-GENERATION SPACECRAFT IN
THE NATI'IIAL OPERATIOINAL METEGRCLOGICAL SATELLITE SYSTEM (NOMSS). THE
SATELLITE WILL EE DESIGNED TO SERVE AS AN ECONOMICAL AND STABLE
SUN-SYNCHRCNOUS PLATFCRN FOR TESTING ACVANCEC CFEFATICNAL SUESYSTEMS FOR USE
IN WEATHER ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING. PRIMARY SENSCRS WILL 
INCLUDE AN
ADVANCED VEFY HICgF RESCLUTICN RADICWETER (AVhRR) FOR DESERVING DAYTIME AND
NIGHTTIME GLOBAL CLCUCCCVER AND A TIROSGE CFERATICKAL VERTICAL 
SOUNDCER (TOVS)
FOR OBTAINING TEMPERATURE AND WATER VAFCR PROFILES ThROUGH THE EARTh'S
ATMOSPHERE. SECCNDARY EXPERIMENTS bILL EE A SPACE ENVIFCNMENT NCITOR 
(SEMDs
WHICH WILL MEASL;E THE PROTON AND ELECITRC FLUX NEARF THE EARTH 9 ANC A DATA
COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION SYSTEM (DCS)o WHICH WILL PROCESS AND RELAY
TO CENTRAL DATA ACQLISITION STATICNS LARICLS WETECRCLCGICAL CATA RECEIVED
FRCM FREE-FLCATING EALLCCNS ACND OCEAN ELCYES CISTRIELTEC AROCLNC THE GLCBE.
THE SATELLITE WILL BE ABLE TO MAINTAIN AN EARTH-PCINTING ACCURACY OF BETTER
THAN PLUS DR MINLS 1 DEC IN ALL THREE AXESo MITH &CTICh RATES OF 
LESS THAN
0.036 DEG/SiC.
ON 01/00/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN OAS APFRC\EDo
EXPERINENT NAME- ADVANCED VERY FIG-F RESOLUTICN NSSCC ID TIRCS-N-0 
1
RACIOMETER (AVHRR)
EXPERIMENT FEPSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIIGATCRo CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NSS STAFF NOAA-NtSS SLITLANCo MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTICF
THE TIROS-N ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESCLLTION RADIOMETER (AVHRR) WILL BE
CAPABLE CF PROVIDING GLOBAL DAYTIME AND NIGHTTIME EARTH CLOUDCOVER PICTURES
ON A REGULA ' CAILY EASIS FOR LEE IN IEATHER ANALYSIS AC FCFECASTING. THE
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNING INSTRUMENT WILL CPERATE IN BOTH REAL-TIME AND TAFE
RECCRDER MODES. THE FOUP-CHANNEL UNIT WILL USE THE FOLLOWING SPECTRAL
WAVELENGThS--CHANN'EL 1, 0.4 TC 1.0 NICRUN (VISIELE), CHANNEL 2o 0.75 TO 1.00
MICRON (NA " IR), CHANNEL 3, 10 . 5 TO 12.5 MICRONS (IR WINDOA) AND CHANNEL 4o
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6.5 TO 7.0 MICRCNS (WATER VAPOR). THE ISIBLE. NEAR IR. AND IR %lCOW
CHANNELS HAVE A PLANNED GROUNC RESOLUTICN OF 1 KI. THE RESCLUTION CF THE
WATER VAPOR CHANNEL WILL BE SOMEWHAT LESS* ABOUT 4 KM AT NADIR. EACH CHANNEL
WILL HAVE ITS CWN ELECTRONICS PACKAGE CCESISTING CF AN ANFLIFIER. AN
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER, AND OTHER ALXILIARY ELECIRCKICS. IDENTICAL
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE FLOWN ON ITOS-H, -I AND -J.
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SCLNDER NSSCC IC TIROS-N-02
(TOVS)
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS SUITLAND. MD.
(I - UNKNOWN METECIROLOGICAL OFFICE LCNCCNh ENGLANDC
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THE TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SCUNDER (TCVS) TO BE FLOWN ON TIROS-N
IS DESIGNED TO INDIRECTLY DETERMINE THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
TEMPERATURE, WATER VAPOR, AND OZONE EY MEASURING THE INFRARED RADIATION
EMITTED FROM THE EARTH AND ITS ATMOSPHERE. THE TCVS TENTATIVELY WILL CONSIST
OF TWO OPTICAL LNITS INTEGRATED INTO A EINGLE SCLNCING SYSTEM. UNIT 1 WILL
HAVE 14 CHANNELS AND WILL VIEW THE FOLLCUING SPECTRAL INTERVALS -- CHANNEL 1
- THE 3.8-MICRON WINDOW REGION. CHANNEL 2 - THE 9.6-MICRON OZONE EAND.
CHANNEL 3 - THE 11.1-MICRON WINDOW REGIChs EIGHT CHANELS IN THE 15-MWICRON
CARBON GIOXIDE EANOD. AND THREE CHANNELS IN THE e18- TC 30-NICRCN RCTATIONAL
WATER VAPOR BANC. THE SECOND LNIT %ILL HAVE THREE CHANNELS OPERATING AT
14.97 MICRONS, USING SELECTIVE ABOSCRFTICN BY PASSING THE INCCMING 9ADIATION
THROUGH THREE DCUBLE CELLS CONTAINING GASECUS CARBNC CICXICE AT DIFFERENT
PRESSURES. THE SOUNDER WILL USE A STEP-SCAN DEVICE TO PROVIDE PLUS OR MINUS
40 DEG OF TRAVERSE SCANs WHILE THE SPACECFAFT'S CEITAL WCTICN tILL PRCVICE
SCANNING IN THE ORTHOGONAL DIRECTION. THE DESIGN %ILL ALLCW SCUNCINGS TO BE
TAKEN AS CLOSE AS 400 KM APART, AS COMPARED TO THE 900-KM SEPARATION THAT IS
PRESENTLY NEEDED WITH THE SIRS-B EXPERINMENT C INELS 4. VERTICAL PRCFILES
OF.TEMPERATURE, CZONE, AND WATER VAPOR CAN BE OBTAINED FRCM THE RECUCED
RADIANCE MEASUREMENTS BY MATHEMATICAL INVERSION TECHNIOUES. THE RESULTING
TEMFERATURE PROFILE WILL GO FROM THE SLRFACE TO 1 NE ACND WILL HAVE AN
ACCURACY OF PLUS CR MINUS 1 DEC K. THE WATER vAPOR PROFILE WILL EXTEND FROM
THE SURFACE TO THE TROPOPAUSE AND WILL BE ACCURATE TO 20 PERCENT, WHILE THE
GZONE WILL BE MEASUPED TO WITHIN PLUS CR MINL5 C.CI CN. THE TCVS NAY
EVENTUALLY INCLUDE TWO ACCITIONAL INSTRUMENTS -ONE TO MEASURE INTERVALS IN
THE 4.3-MICFCN CARBCN DIDXIDE EAND AND THE OTHER A MICROWAVE DEVICE TO
MEASURE RADIATICN IN THE 5.5-Ww OXYGEN EANC. FRESENTLY, THESE TUC ADDITIONAL
UNITS WILL NOT FLY ON TIROS-N BUT WILL BE ADDED TO SUBSEQUENT MISSICONS
(ITCS--F, -I. ANC -J).
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN wAS AFFPFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- DATA CCLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION NSSDC ID TIRCS-N-03
SYSTEM (CCS)
EXPERI VENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - UNKNOWN NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
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THE CATA C-LLECTICN ANC PLATFORM LCCATICN SNSTEM (CCS) %ILL EE
DESIGNED TO MEET THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA NEEDS OF 1HE LNITED 
STATES AND TC
SUPPORT THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM (GARP). THE SYSTEM 
WILL
RECEIVE LW CUTY CYCLE TRANSMISSICNS OF METECRCLGCCICAL 
CESERVATI
GNS FROM
FREE-FLCATING BALLOONS, OCEAN BUOYS, CIHER SATELLITES. 
AND FIXED
GRCUNOD-EASEC SENSOR PLATFORMS DISTRIBUTED AROUND THE. GLOBE. THE OBSERVATIONS
FRLM TH-ESE HANCL'MLY LGCATED SOLRCES WILL EE CFGANIZED Ch ECARC THE
SPACECRAFT AND WILL BE RETRANSMITTED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT 
COWES IN RANGE OF A
COMMANC AND CATA ACOUISITION (CODA) STATION. FOR THE FREE-MOVING BALLOONSo
THE DOPPLER FREGUENCY S- IFT OF THE TRANSMITTER %ILL BE CESERVED 
TC CALCULATE
THE LOCATION OF THE BALLOONS LATER. ALL INFORMATION 
RECEIVED BY THE
SPACECRAFT WILL BE STORED IN A 220-KB SOLID-STATE BUFFER 
MEMORY. THE SYSTEM
*ILL BE BUILT WITH A REACOUT CAPABILITY CF o.e KBS AS WELL AS AN 8-KBS
CAPABILITY FOR CATA TRANSMISSION TO A CDA STATION. THE OCS 
S'STEM WILL
CONSIST OF THE RANDOM ACCESS MEASUREMENT (RAM) SYSTEM, wFICH WILL ALSO 
BE
USED IN THE TROPICAL WINC ENERGY CONVERSICN AND REFERENCE 
LEVEL EXPERIMENT
(TWERLE) TO BE FLCWN CN NIMEUS-F.
ON 01/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT CCMMCN NAME- UK E NSECSC ID UK-5
ALTERNATE NAMES- UNITED KINGDCM 5, FL-732B
PLANNEC LAUNCH CATE- 06/00/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 12g. KG




ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- MIN
APLUAPSIS- 450.0CC KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 4EC.CO0C KM ALT INCLINATICN- 
37. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - H.Lo EAKER NASA-GSFC GREENBELT9 RD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THE UK-5 SPACECRAFT IS CESIGNED TO CARRY SIX EXPERIMENTS WHICH WILL
MEASURE THE SPECT UWM, PCLARIZATION, ANC PLLSAR FEATLRES OF NON-SOLAR 
X-RAY
SOURCES. THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE SFIN STABILIZED, AhC TWC EXPERIMENTS 
WILL
SCAN THE SKY PERPENDICULAR Tr THE SPIN AXIS WHILE FCUR EXPERIMENTS 
WILL BE
POINTED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS, CATA WILL BE STORED ON BOARD THE
SPACECRAFT IN A CORE SYORAGE AND DUMPEC TC GROUND STATICNS CNCE FER 
CRBIT.
ON 09/00/7C, THE SPACCCRAFT NISSICN WAS AFFPECEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 0.3- TO 30-KEV COSMIC X-RAY WITH A NSSDC ID UK-5 -01
ROTATION CCLLIVATCR
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.L.F. BOYD U COLLEGE, LCNDCN LCNCCh, ENGLAND
01 - P.A. WILLMCRE U COLLEGE. LCNDON LONDON, ENGLAND
01 - P.W. SANFORDC U COLLEGE. LONDON LONDON, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCPIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL COMBINE THE FUNCTION OF OBSERVING X-RAYS IN
DIFFERENT ENERGY RANGES WIT TIHAT OF STAR TRACKING. THE EXPERIMENT WILL
CONTAIN A RLTATICN COLLIMATOR, UTILIZING THE SATELLITE SPIN, BEHIND WHICH
THERE WILL BE THREE DETECTORS. THE FIELC CF VIEW WILL EE A CONE WITH A
SEMI-ANGLE QF 10 DEG Tr 20 DEG. DEPENDING ON THE TYFE CF RACIATICIN VIEWED BY
THE DIFFERENT CETECTORS. THE FIRST DETECTOR WILL BE A VISIBLE LIGHT
PHOTOMULTIPLIER WHICH WILL ENABLE THE SFIN AXIS TC EE ACCURATELY DETERMINEC
BY VIEWING THE BACKGRCUND OF OPTICAL STARS. SECUNCLY, THERE WILL BE AN ARRAY
OF CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS, WITH SELECTABLE FILTERS, COVERING THE
WAVELENGTH RANGE 0._ TO 6 KEV. THIRD, THERE WILL EE A GRCUF CF PROPORTIONAL
COUNTERS COVERING THE RANGE 2.5 TO 30 KEV. IT IS BELIEVEC THAT SOURCE
POSITIONS CAN EE DETERMINED TC WITHIN 2 ARC-WIN FCR ERIGHT SOURCES.
ON 09/00/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- 2- TO 10-KEV SKY SURVEY NSSCC IC UK-5S -02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=CTHEF INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.A. POUNDS U OF LEICESTER LEICESTER, ENGLAND
01 - 8.A. COOKE ' OF LEICESIER LEICESTER, ENGLAND
I01 - D.J, ADAMS U OF LEICESTER LEICESTER, ENGLAND
0I - R. GRIFFITFS U CF LEICESTEF LEICESTER, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT EBRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A LARGE-AREA PFCFCRTICNAL CCUNTER
ARRANGED TO VIEW IN A DIRECTION PERPENDICULAR TO THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS.
THE SATELLITE RCTATION, THEREFORE, WILL ALLOW A SCAN OF A 360-DEG BAND OF
THE SKY. IF THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS IS ARRANCED TC POINT AT A GALACTIC POLE,
THE WHOLE OF THE MILKY WAY MAY BE SCANNED AT ONCE. THE EXPERIMENT WILL COVER
THE PHCTON ENERGY RANGE 1.5 TC 20 KEV ANC WILL EFFECT A HIGH-SENSITIVITY
SURVEY, OBTAINING SOURCE LOCATIONS, INTENSITY, ANC SPECTRA. A NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT MODES OF OPERATION WILL BE USED IN WHICH THE AVAILABLE STORAGE
SPACE IN THE CORE STORE CAN OBTAIN SPATIAL INFORMATION AT THE EXPENSE OF
SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OR CONVERSELY. THE SENSITIVITY OF THE EXPERIMENT WILL
ALLOW THE DETECTION OF SOURCES OF THE CRDER OF 10 TO THE MINUS FOUR TIMES
THE INTENSITY OF SCO XR-1, WITHIN THE TIME OF ABOUT CNE DAY. THE ABILITY OF
THE SURVEY INSTRUMENTS TO DETERMINE THE PCSITICNS CF SOURCE WILL CEPEND ON
THE STRENGTH OF THE SOURCE AND THE NUMBER CF OTHER SOURCES IN A GIVEN PART
OF THE SKY, A SCURCE OF 5 X C10 TO THE MINLS THREE TIWES THE STRENGTH OF SCO
XR-1 CAN BE LOCATED WITH A PRECISION OF AECUT 15 AFC-MIN.
ON 09/00/70, THE SFACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPRCVEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FI-ICF-RESOLUTICN SOURCE SPECTRA NSSDC ID UK-5 -03
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR. CI=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.L.Fo BOYD U COLLEGE LONDON LONDON. ENGLANC
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01 - P.A. WILLMORE U COLLEGE. LONDON LONDON9 ENGLAND
01 - P.W. SANFORD U COLLEGE. LONDCN LONCChs ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL CONSIST OF A HIGH-RESOLUTICN PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
SPECTROMETER WITH A 128-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALVZER. AND WILL RESPOND TC
PHOTONS IN THE 2 TO 30 KEV ENERGY RANGE. THE SPECTRA CF SOURCES WILL
THEREFORE BE EXAMINED IN GREATER DETAIL THI-AN HAS BEEN FREVIOUSLY POSSIBLE.
LINE EMISSION FOR CERTAIN ELEMENTS (E.G. IRON) MAN ALSO BE IDENTIFIED. THE
DETECTOR WILL VIEW IN A DIRECTION PARALLEL TG THE SPIN AXIS ANO THEREFORE
WILL CONTINUE TO OBSERVE THE SAME PIECE OF SKY FCF AS LONG AS THE POSITION
OF THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS REWAINS UNALTERED. THE EXPERIMENT AXIS WILL PGINT
APPROXIMATELY TWO CEG OFF TFE SPIN AXIS. SC, WHEN CBSER~ING A SCURCE ALSO
TWO DEG OFF THE SPIN AXIS, THE SOURCE WILL PASS It AND OUT OF THE FIELD OF
VIEW DURING EACH ROTATION. THIS WILL PERMIT THE BACKGRCLNC FLUX TC EE
SAWPLED EVERY SFIN PERICC, BY RECORDING THE SPECTRAL INFORMATION IN FOUR
SETS OF LOCATIONS. EACH CORRESPONDING TO A QUADRAIT OF THE SPIN CYCLE. THIS
WILL OVERCOME T-E LACK CF INFORPATION ON FPOSSIBLE FLLCTUATICNS IN THE
BACKGROUND FLUX CURING AN ORBI3TS INTEGRATION. THE EXPERIMENT CAN ALSO BE
OPERATED IN A MODE IN WHICH PERIODICITIES IN THE RANGE TYPICAL OF PULSAR
FREQUENCIES WILL BE DETECTED.
ON 09/00/70. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- POLARIMETER/EPECTROMETER NSSCC IC UK-5 -04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K.A. PIUNOS U OF LEICESTER LEICESTER. ENGLAND
01 - B.A. COOKE U OF LEICESTER LEICESTER* ENGLAND
01 - D.J. ADAMS U OF LEICESTER LEICESTER, ENGLAND
01 - R. GRIFFITFS U CF LEICESTER LEICESTEFv ENGLAND
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTIOCN
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE A POLARIMETER/SPECTRCMETEF OPERATING IN THE 2-
TO 8-KEV RANGE. IT WILL USE TWO LARGE PLANE CRYSTALS. LITHIUM HYDRIDE AND
GRAPHITE, IN A ERAGG SPECTROMETER WITH A FCNEYCCOE CCLLIMATC. IT WILL BE
MOUNTED TO VIEW ALONG THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS AND EXAMINE THE RADIATION OF
INDIVIDUAL X-RAY SOURCES FOR POSSIBLE PCLARIZATICN ANC/OR THE EXISTENCE OF
LINE EMISSIONS. IN A SOURCE OF THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE CRAB NEBULA, A
POLARIZATION OF 2.5 PERCENT CAN BE DETECTED. THE EXPERIMENT WILL ALSO
CONDUCT SEARCHES FOR PULSAR ACTIVITY. THE NATLRE CF THE EXFERIMENT WILL MAKE
IT POSSIBLE TO EXAMINE THE POLARIZATIOCN CF THE PULSAR ITSELF BY LOCKING FOR
DIFFERENT PULSAR BEHAVIOR IN THE SEPARATE POLARIZATION COMPONENTS.
ON 09/00/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- HIGF-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY SPECTRA NSSCC IC UK-5 -05
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H. ELLIOTT IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON, ENGLAND
OI - J.J. GUENEY IMPERIAL COLLEGE LOChCCDON, ENGLAND
1O - A.R. ENGEL IMPERIAL COLLEGE LOCNDON, ENGLAND
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO EXTEND THE SPECTRAL INFORMATION ON
SELECTED X-RAY SOURCES IN THE ENERGY REGICN ABCVE 20 KEV. MEASUREMENTS WILL
BE POSSIBLE UP TO 2 MEV, ALTHOUGH THE EFFICIENCY CF THE DETECTOR FALLS
STEEPLY AT THIS ENERGY. THE DETECTOR AXIS WILL BE INCLINED A FEW CEG WITH
RESPECT TO THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS SO THAT IT CONES AS THE SATELLITE SPINS.
THE COUNTING RATE RESULTING FROM A POINT SCURCE A FEW CEG FRCM THE SPIN AXIS
WILL THUS BE MODULATED WITH THE SPIN PERIOD. THIS MODULATION WILL BE
DETECTED BY DIVIDING THE SPIN CYCLE INTC FCUR SECTCRS AND ANALYZING THE
DIFFERENT COUNTING RATES IN EACH. IN THIS WAY, THE SCLRCE INTENSITY CAN BE
DETERMINED FROM THE AMPLITUDE OF THE MODULATION. FOR PULSAR OBSERVATIONS. A
LARGE ENERGY WINDOW AT THE LOWER END OF THE DETECICR RANGE WILL BE USED. THE
OBSERVATIONS IN THIS ENERGY REGION WILL BE ANALYZED FOR A PULSAR PERIODICITY
IN A SPECIAL SYSTEM WHICH WILL BE PART OF THE SPACECRAFT DATA HANDLING
ELECTRONICS.
ON 09/00/70, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ALL-SKY MONITOR NSSDC ID UK-5 -06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - S.S. HOLT NASA-GSFC GREENBELT. MD
OI - E.A. BOLOT NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MO
01 - P.J. SERLEMITSOS NASA-GSFC GREENBELT* MD
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL SCAN THE X-RAY EMISSICt FRC, THE ENTIRE CELESTIAL
SPHERE AT ALL TIMES, THEREBY COVERING THE LARGE AREAS THAT LIE OUTSIDE THE
FIELD OF VIEW OF OTHER CN-BCARD EXPERIMENTS. IT WILL BE A VALUABLE AID IN
PROGRAMMING SATELLITE MANEUVERS SC THAT TRANSIENT EVENTS IN THE X-RAY SKY.
SUCH AS NEARBY NOVAE AND X-RAY FLARES. MAY BE RAPIDLY MADE AVAILABLE FOR
STUDY. WITH GREATER RESCLUTION EY THE CTHER EXPERIAENTS.
ON 09/00/709 THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VIKING-A NSSCC IC VIKIG-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-733A
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN OREIT- 3216. KG




ORBIT TYPE- MARSCENTRIC ORBIT PERIOD- 1476. WIN
APOAPSIS- 36410. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 4410. KM ALT INCLINATION- 20. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER. PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
33S
PM - D.J. MARTIN NASA-LARC "-AMPTON* 
VA
PS - G.A. SOFFEN NASA-LARC HAPNFTEN, 
VA
SPACECRAFT EPIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VIKING SPACECRAFT WILL CONSIST CF AN GRBITER AhC A LANDER. THE
ORBITER WILL BE CAPABLE OF ORBITING THE PLANET MARS IN A HIGH-ECCENTRICITY
ELLIPTICAL CREIT. A LANCER WILL SEPARATE FPCM THE CFEITER, ENTER TI-E MARTIAN
ATMOSPHERE. AND SOFT-LANC ON THE SURFACE. ORBITAL. ENTRY. AND SCIENTIFIC
DATA FROM THE LANDER WILL BE COLLECTED AND TRANSMITTED TO EARTH. THE
SPACECRAFT WILL EE A SPIN-STABILIZED, SCLAR-CELL-PCERED SATELLITE. BECTH 
THE
OREITER AND LANDER wILL HAVE A SO-DAY LIFE EXPECTANCY. THERE WILL BE A 500-W
POWER CAPACITY FOR THE ORBITER AND A 70-W CAPACITY FOR THE LANDER.
SCIENTIFIC ANC P-OTCGRAPHIC ANALYSIS INETRLMENTS UILL WEIGH APPRCXIMATELY
125 LB FOR THE CFBITER AND 70 LB FOR THE LANDER.
ON 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPFCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IMACGERY ORBITER NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-01
EXPERIMENT PERSJNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATCF)
PI - M. CARR US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MENLO PARK. CA
01 - W.A. BAUM LOWELL CBSEFVATORY FLAGSTAFF9 AZ
01 - H. MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY FLAGSTAFF, AZ
01 - O.U, WISE U OF MASSACHLSETTS AMHERST. NA
OI - b.H. ERIGCS U CF ADELAIDE ACELAICE. AUSTRALIA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSES OF THE VIKING ORBITER TV IMAGING EXPERIWENT INVESTIGATION
WILL BE TO AID IN THE SELECTION OF LANDING SITES FOR THE VIKING LANDERS AND
FUTURE MISSIONS, TO MONITOR THE REGIGN SURRCLOING THE LANDER, AND TC STUDY
THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MARS, THE GECMETRIC RESCLLIICN CF THE ORBITER
IMAGING SYSTEM WILL BE 30 M PER LINE OR BETTER AT A REFERENCE ALTITUDE OF
1000 KM. WITH IMAGE SMEARING FROM CRBITER WCTICN TC EE LESS THAN 50 PERCENT
OF THIS RESOLUTICN. PRIOR TC LANDER SEPARATICK, THE CRBITER WILL BE REQUIRED
TO PHOTOGRAPH WITH CONTIGUOUS PICTURES A SWATH AT LEAST 40-KM CROSS-TRACK BY
500-KM DOWN-TRACK ON A SINGLE ORBITAL FASS FROM THE NEAR-PERIAPSIS PCORTION
OF THE ORBIT. THE NEAR-PERIAPSIS COVERAGE REQLIREMENT AFTER LANCER
SEPARATION WILL OBTAIN COMPLETE COVERAGE WITH CONTIGUOUS PICTURES OF AN AREA
AT LEAST 50 KM IN RADIUS CENTERED ON THE LANDER. 1C CETAIN BECTH BRGAC AREA
AND HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE. IT WILL BE REOLIRED THAT IMAGERY EE OBTAINABLE
FROM THE PERIAPSIS AND APOAPSIS REGIONS OF THE ORBIT USING THE SAME IMAGING
SYSTEM. THE DYNANIC RANGE WILL BE 100 1C 1. AND THE SENSITIVITY WILL BE
SUFFICIENT TO CETAIN PICTURES AS CLOSE TC THE TERMINATOR AS PRACTICAL USING
THREE COLOR FILTERS.
CN 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IR FACIOMETRY -- THERMAL MAPFPING NSSCC IO VIKNG-A-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=0THER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - H.H. KIEFFER U OF CALIFORNIA. LA LOS ANGELES* CA
OI - G. MUNCH CAL TECH FASADENA. CA
OI - E.D. MINER NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
01 - G. NEUGEBALER CAL TECH PASACENA. CA
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EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INFRARED RACICMETRY EXPERIPENT BILL BE TO OBTAIN
SURFACE TEMPERATURE DATA OF MARS TO AID IN THE SELECTICN CF LANDING SITES
FCR THE VIKING LANCERS AND FOR FUTURE MISSIONS, TO MONITOR THE REGIONS
SURROUNDING THE LANCER, AND TO STLCY THE CYNAMIC CHARACTEFISTICS CF WARS.
THE INFRAREC RACIOMETER WILL BE BORESIGHTED bITH THE INAGING SYSTEW. THE
INFRAREC RACIOMETER WILL BE OPERABLE FROM THE PERIAPSIS AND APOAPSIS REGIONS
OF THE ORBIT. TI-E TEMPERATURE RESCLUTICN WILL BE AT LEAST FLUS CR WINUS 1
DEG K AT 200 DECG K AND THE MEASUREMENT RANGE %ILL BE 150 TO 300 DEG K. AT A
REFERENCE ALTITUCE CF 1000 KM. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTION WILL BE 10 KM SQUARED
OR BETTER AFTER THE LANDER HAS SEPARATEC FROM THE GFBITER.
ON 12/00/6S, THE SPACECRAFT WISSICN WAS APFFCVED.
.EXPERIMENT NAME- IR SPECTROMETER -- WATER VAPOR MAPPING NSSDC ID VIKNG-A-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIC-ATER. CI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - C.B. FARMER NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - 0. LAPORTE NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE IR SPECTRCMETRY EXPERIMENT WILL BE TC CETERMINE
THE HORIZONTAL CISTRIBUTION OF WATER VAPCF TC AID IN THE SELECTICN OF
LANDING SITES FOR THE VIKING LANDERS AND FOR FUTURE MISSIONS, TO MONITOR THE
REGION SURROUNCING THE LANDER, AND TC SILCY THE DYNhAWIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
MARS. THE INFRARED SPECTROMETER WILL BE BCRESIGH1ED bITH THE IWAGING SYSTEM.
IT WILL BE OPERABLE FROM THE PERIAPSIS AND APOAPSIS REGICNS OF THE ORBIT.
THE WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENT RANGE WILL BE O.CS TO 1.0 NW FRECIPITABLE WATER
WITH A RESOLUTICN OF AT LEAST 0.01 MM AT C.2 MM. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTION WILL
BE 20 KM SQ OR LESS AFTER LANDER SEPARATION.
CN 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION NSSCC 10D VIKNG-A-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.C.C. NIER U OF MINNESOTA . MINNEAPOLIS* MN
01 - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT. PC
cI - M.B. MCELROY KITT PEAK NATL OBS TUSCON. AZ
ol - W.d. HANSON U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
OI - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELC. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VIKING ENTRY ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT IS CESIGNED TO
PROVIDE THE COMPCSITION CATA (FCR BOTH NELTRAL ANC CHARCGEC SPECIES) NEEDED
TO DEFINE THE PRESENT PHFYSICAL AND CHEMICAL STATE CF THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE.
A DOUBLE-FOCUSING (ELECTROSTATIC AND MAGNETIC) MASS SPECTROMETER. MOUNTED. IN
AN OPENING IN THE AEROSFELL WITH ITS ELECTRON IMPACT CFEN ICh SCURCE
RECESSED BELOW THE SURFACE CF THE AEROSHELL. WILL BE USED TC MEASURE THE
CONCENTRATIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES THAT HAVE MASS-TO-CHARGE RATIOS
FROM 1 TO 49. IT IS PLANNED THAT THE EFXPERIMENT WILL CETAIN ACCURATE
ALTITUDE PROFILES OF ALL SPECIES. AND IN PARTICULAF FCR BCH ATCMIC AND
MOLECULAR OXYGEN. CARBON MONOXIDE. AND CARBON DIOXIDE. TWO COLLECTORS WILL
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BE USED -- ONE COVERING THE MASS RANGE FRCM I TC 7 AMU AND TH-E 
OTHER
SIMULTANEOUSLY COVERING THE RANGE FROM 7 TO 49 AMU, MASS SPECTRA WILL 
BE
OBTAINED BY SWEEPINC THE ION ACCELERATION VOLTAGE AND THE DEFLECTICN VOLTAGE
ACROSS THE ELECTROSTATIC PLATES. THE SWEEP PERICO WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 
5
SEC. AND A DYNAMIC RANGE OF 10 TO THE 5 WILL BE PRCVIDEC WITHIN EACH
SPECTRUM. AFTER CALIBRATION 9 THE INSTRUMENT WILL EE SEALED UNDER 
VACUUM AND
OPENED Wi-EN TH-E LANCER IS RELEASED FROM THI-E GORBITER. CURING ENTRY, THE
LANDER wILL BE TRAVELING WITH ITS AXIS ORIENTED ESSENTIALLY ALONG THE
VELOCITY VECTOR SO THAT THE AMBIENT SPECIES WILL ENTER AT AN ANGLE 
NCRMNAL TO
THE ENTRANCE PLANE,. A RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER (RPA) WILL MEASURE THE
IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OVER APPROXIMATELY THE SAMVE ALTITUDE RANGE 
AS THE
MASS SPECTROMETER. ITS FRONT END WILL MATE TC THE AERCSHELL SC THAT 
THE
ENTRANCE GRID IS NEARLY FLUSH TO THE SLRFACE, W.-iICH WILL EE PADE CCNCUCTING
IN THE REGION OF THE RPA TO PROVIDE A GROUND PLANE. THE SPACE BETWEEN 
THE
ENTRANCE AND COLLECTOR WILL BE ELECTRICALLY SEGMENTEC BY FIVE GRIDS WHOSE
POTENTIALS CETERMINE THE ENERGY AND SIGN CF THE CHARGEC PARTICLES THAT CAN
REACH THE COLLECTOR. THE FIRST (ENTRANCE GRID), SECONDo AND LAST GRID WILL
BE GROUNDED TO TIE SPACECRAFT. THE THIRD AND FOURTH GRICS TCGETHER WILL
COMPRISE THE RETARDING GRID, AND THE FIFTH GRIDo THE SUPRESSCR GRIDC, WILL 
BE
HELD AT A FIXED POTENTIAL OPPOSITE IN SIGN TO THAT ON THE RETARDING GRID.
THREE CIFFERENT LINEAR VOLTAGE RAMPS WILL BE AFFLIEC IN SLCCESSICN TC THE
RETARDING GRID. CNE RAMP WILL COVER THE \OLTAGE RANGE FRCIV -75 TO 0 V (IN
ABOUT 1 SEC)* USED TO MEASURE SOLAR WIND ELECTRONS AND IONOSPHERIC
PHOTOELECTRONS. ANOTHER WILL COVER FRCOM -3 TO 0 (IN AECLT CNE SEC), AND
MEASURE ELECTRCN TEMPERATURES IN THE IONOSPHERE. THE LAST RANP WILL CCVER
FROM +20 TO 0 V (IN ABOUT 2 SEC)9 AND PROVIDE ION TEMPERATURE AND ION
CONCENTRATILNS EATA9 WFEN THE LANDER IS ALIGNED WITH ITS AXIS ALONG THE
VELOCITY VECTOR, THE LOW-ENERGY PLASMA WILL ENTER THE RPA AT AN ANGLE NEARLY
NORMAL TO THE APERTURE GRIO. EACH PARAMETER WILL BE EVALUATED APPROXIMATELY
EVERY 4 KM IN ALTITUDE , A SMALL DISTANCE CCMPARED TO THE ANTICIPATED 
SCALE
HEIGHTS. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAIL CAN BE FOLND IN OENTRY SCIENCE EXPERIMENT
FOR VIKING 1975v BY A. 0. C. NIER ET AL, ICARUS9 VOL, 16s PP 9 74% 1972.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFOVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMCSPFERIC STRUCTURE NSSDC ID VIKNG-A-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (FI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCRJ
PI - A.O.C. NIEF U OF MINNESCTA MINNEAPOLIS. MN
OI - M.B. MCELROY KITT PEAK NATL CBS TUSCON, AZ
CI - W.U. HANSON U OF TEXAS DALLAS, TX
GI - Ne.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENEELT9 MD
O1 - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF- DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE PRESSURE, TEMPERATUREv
AND DENSITY VARIATIONS WITH ALTITUDE IN THE LCER MARTIAN ATNCSPHERE THROUGH
MEASUREMENT OF ACCELERATION, PRESSURE. AND TEMPERATLRE. THE ACCELERCOMETER CF
THE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM MAY BE USED FOR THE ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
INVESTIGATION.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- BIOLOGY INVESTIGATION NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-06
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EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.P. KLEIN NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELD, CA
01 - J. LEDERBERG STANFORD U STANFORC, CA
01 - A. RICH MIT CAMBRIDGE, NA
OI - W.W. VISHNIAC U GF ROCHESTER RECHESTER, NY
OI - N.H. HOROWITZ NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - V.I. OYAMA NASA-ARC CHICAGO. IL
01 - G.V. LEVIN BIOSPHERICS INC RCCKVILLE, MD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE COMPOSED CF 4 PARTS. IT WILL NEASLRE -- (1)
THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC AND RESPIRATORY FIXATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE, (2) THE
CARBON CIOXIDE RELEASED FROM PREVIOUSLY FIXED CARECN CICXIOE. (3) THE CARBEGN
DIOXIDE RELEASED FROM ADDED LABELED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, AND (4) THE LIGHT
SCATTERED FROM A LIQUID SAMPLE* AS A MEASURE OF THE INCREASE IN PARTICLES.
IT WILL ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE THE PRESENCE CF LIFE CN MARS.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICh WAS APFPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MOLECULAR ANALYSIS NSSDC ID VIKNG-A-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K. BIEMANN MIT CAPBRIDGE, MA
OI - H.C. UREY U OF CALIFCRNIA, SD SAN DIEGO, CA
Of - D.M. ANDERSON CRREL LA JOLLA, CA
01 - T.C. OWENI ILLINOIS INST OF TECH CHICAGO. IL
CI - J. ORO U OF HOUSTON HOLSTON, TX
01 - L.E. ORGEL SALK INST EICL STUDIES SAN CIEGO, CA
OI - G.P. SHULMAN NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS INVESTIGATION WILL BE TC ANALYZE THE MARTIAN
SURFACE FOR ITS CRGANIC CONTENT BY VAPCRIZING MATERIAL CNhTC A
HIGH-EFFICIENCY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHIC COLLMN WHICH IN TLURN ILL BE CCNECTED
TO A FAST SCANNING (15 SEC) MASS SPECTROMETER. THE HEATING WILL BE
ACCOMPLISHED IN STEPS TO VAPORIZE THCSE MATERIALS PRESENT %FICH HAVE
SUFFICIENT VAPCR PRESSURE, AND LLTIMATELY TO OECCMFCSE FYRCLYTICALLY
NONVOLATILE SUBSTANCES INTO VOLATILE DEGRADATION PRODUCTS FROM WHICH THE
NATURE OF THE MATERIAL CAN THEN BE DEDLCED. IN CRCER TC ACCCOFLISH THE
OBJECTIVES CF THIS INVESTIGATION CERTAIN PRIMARY REQUIREMENTIS MUST BE MET.
THE SENSITIVITY OF THE MASS SPECTROMETER SHOULD BE SUCH THAT A MASS SPECTRUM
TAKEN OF A SINGLE ORGANIC CMPCOLND WHICH IS ONE PART FER HUNDROEC WILLICK
(0.01 PPM) SHOWS PEAKS WHICH ARE 1 PERCENT OF THE BASE PEAK. THE MASS RANGE
REQUIRED FOP ANALYSIS WILL BE AT LEAST 12-200 WITH UNITS RESOLUTION OR
BETTER. THE RELATIVE CYNAMIC RANGE FCR EACH MASS SFECTRUM SHCULD EE 500 TC
1. A CUNTROLLEC TEMPERATURE WILL BE REQUIRED FOR %APORIZATION PYRCLYSIS UP
TO 500 CEG C IN TWO OR THREE PRESCRIBED STEPS OF 30 SEC. PROVISIONS HAVE TO
BE MADE-TO ENSURE THAT TH-E EVOLUTION OF LARGE QLANTITIES CF GAS (AS MUCH AS
5-10 PERCENT OF SAMPLE WEIGHT) DOES NOT IMPAIR THE FUNCTION OF THE MASS
SPECTROMETERF. THIS WAY BE ACCCWPLISHED BY VENTING THE EXCESS GAS .BEFORE IT
REACHES THE MASS SPECTROMETER. EIGHT DIFFERENT SAMFLES TAKEN AT SPECIFIED
TIMES DURING THE FIRST 90 DAYS OF THE MISSION COVERING DIURNAL AND SEASONAL
CHANGES WILL EE STUDIEC. THE ORGANIC INVESTIGATION WILL NOT BE INITIATED
UNTIL AFTER THE CPERATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSES REQUIREC CURING THE
FIRST THREE DAYS. A SEPARATE DETECTOR AT THE OUTPLT OF THE GAS CHRCMATCGRAPH
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AND A CARRIER GAS SEPARATOR WILL BE PRC ICED. 
THE CEIECTCR WILL FRCVIOE
ADITIONAL CHROMATOGRAPHIC CATA TAT WILL BE HELPFUL IN 
INTERPRETING THE
MASS SPECTRA.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED-
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOIL WATER 
NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-08
EXPERIMENT PERSGNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.W. SF-ORTFILL BOEING SCI RSCH LABS 
SEATTLE. WA
01 - H.J. MOORE US GEOLCGICAL SURVEY 
MENLC FARK. CA
CI - R.F. SCOTT CAL TECH 
PASADENA, CA
0I - F E. HUTTON TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REDONDO 
BEACH* CA.
EXPERI MENT ERI EF CESCRIPT IOhTHE PURPOSE OF THE SOIL %ATER EXFEIMENT WILL BE TO CETERMINE THE
AMUUNTS AND FURMS OF CCCURRENCE OF FREE AND 8CUND WATER 
IN SOIL SAMPLES
OBTAINED FRGM TWO CEPTFS, 0-5 CM AND E-IC CM. THREE SAMPLES 
WILL BE ANALYZED
AND. IF POSSIBLE. ONE ANALYSIS WILL BE CCNCUCTEC JLST BEFCRE 
ANC ANCTHER
AFTER THE WAVE OF DARKENING. THE METHOD UF DETERMINATION WILL 
EE SCANNING
CALCRIMETRY FRCM AMBIENT TEMPERATLRE (AS LC AS PCSSIELE) 
TC THE HIGHEST
POSSIBLE TEMPERATURE (UP TO 750 DEG C) WITH DETERNINIATICK CF EFFLUENT WATER
AS A REQUIREMENT. THE RATE OF TEMPERATURE SCAN SHCULO BE SLOW 
ENOUGH TO
DISTINGUISH ENCCTHERMS IN A RATIO OF 1.7 IN THE FIRST 
20 CEG CF SAWFLE
TEMPENATURE RISE. THI-E SAMPLE WILL CCNTAIN LESS THAN 
1 FART PER 10 NILLICN OF
WATER RELEASED FROM THE LANDER. IF FROZEN WATER EXISTS IN THE SOIL. 
IT WILL
BE MAINTAINEC SCLIC UNTIL INITIATION CF THE ANALYSIS.
GN 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FACSIMILE CAMERA 
NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=BTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T.A. MUTCP BRCN U FPCVICENDCE, 
RI
OI - C. SAGAN CORNELL L ITHACA, 
NY
01 - A.B. BINDER ILLINOIS INST OF TECH CHICAGO. IL
01 - E.C. MURRIS US GECLCGICAL SURVEY FLAGSTAFF. 
AZ
01 - A. YCUNC' NASA-JPL PASADENA* 
CA
01 - F.O. HUCK NASA-LAPC HAMPTON* VA
uI - E.C. LEVINTFAL STANFORC L PALC 
ALTC, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE TV IMAGING INVESTIGATIC FRCM THE LANDER WILL BE 
TO
VISUALLY CHARACTERIZE THE LANCING SITE, PROVIDING CATA WITH 
BIOLCGICAL,
GEOLOGICAL, AND METEOROLOGICAL RELEVANCE. TWO CAWERAS WITH 
A 0.04-CEG
SCANNING RESOLUTION WILL BE REQUIRED, THE VERTICAL FIELD OF VIEW FOR EACh
CAMERA WILL BE 20 UEG, WITH A CAPABILITY CF CBTAINING 4 COMPLETE 0-360-DEG
HORIZONTAL PANCFAMA. VERTICAL PCINTING EY COMMAND FCR ANGULAR 
COVERAGE FROM
40 DEG ABOVE TO d0 DEG BELO% THE HORIZONTAL PLANE CF THE LANDER IN 10-DEG
INCREMENTS WILL EE REQUIRED. AZIMUTH PCINTING BY CWNMANC WILL BE IN 30-DEG
INCREMENTS. THE CAMERAS WILL BE MCLNTEC AT LEAST 1.5 0 ABCVE THE MARTIAN
SURFACE AND MUST BE CAPABLE OF VIEWING TWC FUOTPADS AND THE ENTIRE AREA
ACCESSIBLE TO THE SURFACE SAMPLER. EACH CAMERA MLST BE CAFAELE 
CF CBTAINING
VISUAL COLCR IMAGERY. PROVISION WILL BE MACE FCF FCSSIELE LATER MOCIFICATION
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TO OPERATE IN TiREE SPECTRAL BANDS. HORIZONTAL STEREO I.TH A NINIPUM BASE OF
1 M WILL BE REQUIRED.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METECROLOCY EXPERIMENT NSSOC ID VIKNG-A-10
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - S.L. HESS FLCRIDA STATE U TALLAHASSEE, FL
OI - C.i3. LEOVY U fOF WASHINC-TN SEATTLE. WA
OI - R.M. HENRY NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
I01 - J. RYAN WMO GENEVA, SWITZEFLANO
01 - V.P. KUETTNER NOAA BOULCER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE THE METEOROLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT NEAR THE
PLANETARY SURFACE AND OBTAIN INFORMATICt ABOUT NCTICK SYSTEMS CF VARICUS
SCALES. THE ELEMENTS TO BE DETERMINED ARE PRESSURE. TEPFERATURE, WINC
VELOCITY, AND WATER VAPOR CONTENT OF THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE. DIURNAL AND
TEMPORAL VARIATICNS OF THE FARAMETERS %ILL BE OF FARTICULAR IMPCRTANCE.
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND WIND VELOCITY ARE TO BE MEASLRED AT LEAST EVERY
TWO MIN. WATER VAPOR IS TO BE MEASURED AT LEAST EVERY TWO HR. ALL
MEASUREMENTS ARE TO BE CONTINUED FCR THE LANCER LIFETIME. THE SENSCRS MAY BE
MOUNTED ON STRUCTURES ALREADY AVAILABLE, SUCH AS FOOTPADS, ANTENNA MASTS#
IMAGERY MASTS@ CP TFE SAMPLER ARM.
ON 12/U00/6. THE SPACECRAFT M [SSION WAS APPPOVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SEISMOLOGY NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR# OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.L. ANDERSON CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
01 - R.F. PRESS MIT CAMERICCE, WA
CI - M.N. TOKSOZ MIT BOSTON, WA
01 - G. SUTTON L CF HAWAII HCNOLULU, HI
OI - R.L. KOVACH STANFORD U FALO ALTO. CA
01 - GeV. LATHAM U OF TEXAS GALVESTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE SEISMCMETRY INbESTIGATICK WILL DETERNINE THE
SEISMIC BACKGRCUNE ANC EVENT ACTIVITY OF NARPS. THREE PEFFENDICULAR
COMPONENTS OF GROUN; MOTION WILL BE MEASURED OVER AS BREAD A FREQUENCY RANGE
AS PRACTICAL (MAXIMUM EMPHASIS OVER THE EAND 0.05 TC 10 HZ). THE RESCLUTION
WILL BE 50 MILLIMICRONS OR LESS OF GROLUND DISPLACEMENT AT 1 HZ, hITH AN
ACCURACY SUCH THAT TRUE GROUND MOTION AMPLITUDE CAN BE RECOVERED TO PLUS OR
MINUS 10 PERCENT OR BETTER. DYNAMIC RANGE WAY BE INCREASEC EY NARC W BAND
FILTERING OF THE SEISMIC DATA AT THREE FREQUENCIES. THE SEISWMMETER CAN BE
MOUNTED EITHER IN THE EQUIPMENT AREA OF THE LANDER* ON A FOOTPAD. OR
REMCTELY DEPLGYEC. REWCTE DEPLOYMENT %ILL BE THE PREFERFEC NDCCE. THE
ORIENTATION OF THE SENSOR WILL BE KNOWN TO AITHIN 5 DEC IN BCTH AZIMUTH AND
ELEVATION. IF THE SENSOR IS ATTACHED TO THE LANDER, TRANSMISSIBILITY OF THE
LANDER SH 'ULD EE GREATER THAN C8 FLR FFECLENCIES LESS THAN 10 HZ ANC THERE
SHOULD BE NO UNDO/MPED RESONANCES LESS THAN APPROXIMATELY 10 HZ.
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ON 12/00/69. THE SFACECFAFT MISSIGN WAS APFFCRoED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET PPCTCMETRY NSSDC 10 VIKNG-A-12
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, I=CFHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - CoA. BARTH U OF COLORADC BOULCER. CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT9 TO BE MOUNTED ON THE LANDER VEHICLE9 IS DESIGNED TO
MEASURE THE AMOUNT OF 2500-A ANC 340C-A LV RACIATICN THAT REACHES THE
MARTIAN SURFACE TO DETERMINE WHETHER ATMOSPHERIC FILTERING IS DUE TO A
MOLECULAR ABSOREER OR PARTICLE SCATTERING. THE DETECTOR WILL BE A
TWO-CHANNEL UV PHOTOMETER WITH 100-A BANCAICTH FILTERS FCR ECTH CHANNELSo
AND A FIELD OF VIEW OF 10 DEG BY 10 DEG. THE DETECTOR WILL POINT WITHIN 30
DEG OF THE LANDER VEHICLE. BOTH CHANNELS WILL BE SAMPLED EVERY B MIN.
ON 12/00/69, THE SFACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED,.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IACNETIC PROPERTIES NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-13
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
P1 - RoSo HARGRAVES PRINCETON U PRINCETONe NJ
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT, FI-ICF wILL BE PART CF THE LANDER SECTICN EXPERIMENTSO
WILL MEASURE THE MAG:ETIC PROPERTIES OF THE SURFACE PARTICLES ON MARS USING
THREE MAGNETS FCR SAMFLING.
ON la2/OO/69o THE SPACECRAFT MISSION wAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RADIO CO1INLNICATION AND RADAR LANDING NSSCC IC VIKNG-A-14
SYSTEMS PLUS X BAND
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, UI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - WH. MICHAEL, JR. NASA-LARC HAPFTCNo VA
Of - lolo SHAPIRO MIT CANBRIDGE, MA
01 - G. FJELDBO NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
0I - M.Eo CAVIES RAND CORP SANTA NCNICA9 CA
01 - GoS.o LEVY NASA-JPL PASADENAP CA
CI - CoL. CAIN NASA-JPL PASADENAe CA
cI - Mo C-PUSSI RAYTHECN CCRF SLCEL'w, MA
OI - GL. TYLER STANDFORD L STANDFORD, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL UTILIZE THE LANDER-TO-EARTH AND ORBITER-TC-EARTH
S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS LINK (INCLUDING RANGE AND RANGE-RATE CAPABILITIES).
THE LANDER-TO-ORBITEP U-F RELAY LINK, THE RADAR ALTIMETER. THE TERMINAL
DESCENT LANDING FACARo AND THE ORBITER-TO-EARTH X-BAND DObNLINK. THE
RESULTING DATA WILL BE LSED TC DETERMINE THE VARTIAN GRAVITATIONAL FIELDo
AXIS OF ROTATICN, EPHEERIS, FIGURE, ATFCSPHERE, STRUCTURE, IONOSPHERE. AND
SURFACE PROPERTIES. IN ADDITION, THE DATA WILL EE LSEED TO DETERNINE THE
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LANDER LOCATION, IN RELATIVITY STUDIES* IC STUDY ITHE INTERFLANETARY MEDIUMe
AND. IF CONDITICNS PERMIT, TO STUDY THE SOLAR CCRCNA.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFFROVECo
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VIKING-e NSSDC ID VIKKG-8B
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-7338
PLANNED LAUNCH DATE- 08/0C/75 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CREIT- 3216. KG




GRBIT TYPE- MARSCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 1476. MIN
APUAPSIS- 3410. KM ALT FERIAPSIS- 4410. KN ALT INCLINATION- DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PRCJECT MANAGER, FS=FRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - D.J. MARTIN NASA-LARC HAMPTON. VA
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VIKING SPACECRAFT WILL CONSIST OF AN ORBITER AND A LANDER. THE
ORBITER WILL BE CAPABLE CF ORBITING MARS IN A HIGH-.LY ECCENTRIC, ELLIPTICAL
ORBIT. A LANDER WILL BE SEPARATEDO WILL ENTER THE MARTIAN ATGCSFHEREo AND
SOFT-LAND ON THE SURFACE. ORBITALo ENTRY, AND SCIENCE DATA FROM THE LANDER
WILL BE COLLECTEC AND TRANSMITTED TO EARTH. THE SFACECRAFT WILL BE A
SPIN-STABLIZED, SOLAR-CELL-POWERED SATELLITE. THE ORBITER AND LANDER BOTH
WILL HAVE A 90-CAY LIFE EXPECTANCY. THERE WILL BE A 500-W POWER CAPACITY FOR
.THE OREITER ANC A 7C0-W CAPACITY FOR TE LANDER. SCIENTIFIC AND PHCTCGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTS WILL WEIGH APPROXIMATELY 125 LB FOR THE ORBITER AND 70
LB FOR THE LANCER.
GN 12/OO/6(, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IMA(ERY OREITER NSSDC 10 VIKNG-B-01
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, 01=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - M. CARR US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MENLO PARK, CA
OI - W.A. BAUM LOWELL CBSERVATORY FLAGSTAFF, AZ
o01 - H, MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SLRVEV FLAGSTAFF, AZ
01 - O.U, WISE L OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST, MA
OI - BHo BRIGGS L OF ACELAICE ACELAICE, AUSTRALIA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCPIPTI N
THE PURPOSES OF THE VIKING ORBITER TV IMAGING EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATION
WILL BE TO AIC IN TIE SELECTION OF LANDING SITES FOR THE VIKING LANDERS ANC
FOR FUTURE MISSIONS, TO MONITOR THE REGION SLRRCUNDING THE LANDER, AND TO
STUDY THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MARS. THE GECNETRIC RESOLUTION OF THE
ORBITER IMAGING SYSTEM fILL BE 30 METERS PER LINE CR BETTER AT A REFERENCE
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ALTITUDE OF 100C KM WIT- IMAGE SMEARING FFCM CRBITEF 
MOTION TO EE LESS TI-AN
50 PERCENT OF TI-IS RESOLUTION. PRIOR TC LANDER SEPARATION, 
IT WILL BE
REQUIRED TO COVER CCMPLETELY WITH CONTIGUCUS PICTURES A SWATh AT 
LEAST 40 KM
CROSS-TRACK BY SCO KM DOWN-TRACK ON A SINGLE ORBITAL 
PASS FROM THE
NEAR-PERIAPSIS PCRTION OF THE ORBIT. THE NEAR-PERIAPSIS 
COVERAGE REGUIREMEINT
AFTER LANDER SEPARATION WILL BE TC OBTAIN COMPLETE CCVERAGE 
WITH CONTIGUOUS
PICTURES OF AN AREA AT LEAST 50 KM IN RACIUS, CENTEFED 
ON THE LANCER, ON A
SINGLE ORBITAL PASS. THE CAPABILITIES PROVIDED TO ACCOMPLISH 
THE ABOVE
REQUIREMENTS WILL BE UTILIZED TC ACCCMPLISH THE CIHER CITED PURFCSES. 
TO
OBTAIN cOTH BROAD-AREA AND HIGH-RESOLUTICN COVERAGE, IT WILL 
EE REQUIRED
THAT IMAGERY EE oETAINABLE FROM THE PERIAPSIS AND AFCAFSIS REGIONS 
OF THE
ORBIT USING THE SAME IMAGING SYSTEM. THE DYNAMIC RANGE 
WILL BE 100 TO 1. AND
THE SENSITIVITY WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO OBTAIN PICTURES 
AS CLOSE TO THE
TERMINATOR AS PRACTICAL, LSING THREE CCLCR FILTERS.
ON 12/00/69o THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IR RADIOMETRY -- THERMAL MAPPING 
NSSCC IC VIKNG-B-02
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.H. KIEFFER U OF CALIFCRNIA, LA 
LOS ANGELESo CA
O1 - G. MUNCH CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
01 - E.C. MINER NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
01 - G. NEUGEBAUER CAL TECH FASADENA, 
CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INFRARED RACICWETRY EXPERIMENT WILL BE TC OBTAIN
SURFACE TEMPERATURE CATA FROM MARS TO AID IN THE SELECTION OF LANDING 
SITES
FOR THE VIKING LANDERS ANC FOR FUTURE MISSICNSo TO MONITOR 
THE REGIONS
SURROUNDING THE LANCER, AND TO STUDY THE CYNAPIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF MARSo
THE INFRARED RACIOMETER WILL BE BORESIGI-HTEC bITH THE IMAGING SYSTEM. IT UILL
BE OPERABLE FROM THE PERIAPSIS AND APCAPSIS REGICKS OF THE ORBIT. 
THE
TEMPERATURE RESLLUTION WILL BE AT LEAST PLUS CR MINUS 1 DEG K AT 200 DEG K
AND THE MEASUREMENT RANGE WILL BE 150 TO 300 DEG K. AT A REFERENCE ALTITUDE
OF 1000 KM, THE SPATIAL RESCLLTICN WILL EE 10 KW SC CR BETTER AFTER THE
LANDER HAS SEPARATED FROM THE ORBITER.
ON 12/00/69o THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCoEC.
EXPERIMENT NAME- IR SPECTROMETER -- WATER VAFCF MAPPING NSSDC 
ID VIKNG-B-03
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, OI=CFTHER IpVESTIGATCR)
PI - C.B. FARMER NASA-JPL PASADENAt CA
aI - D. LAPORTE NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OESCRIPTION
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE IR SPECTRCMETRY EXPERIMENT WILL BE TO DETERMINE
THE HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF WATER VAPOR TO AID IN THE SELECTICON CF
LANDING SITES FOR THE VIKING LANDERS AND FOR FUTURE MISSIONS, TO MONITOR THE
REGION SURRUNDING THE LANDERs AND TO STLCY THE DYNAMIC CH-ARACTERISTICS 
OF
MARS,. THE INFRAREC SPECTROMETER WILL BE BORESIGHTED WITH THE IMWAGING SYSTEM.
IT WILL BE OPERAELE FROM THE PERIAPSIS AND APOAPSIS REGIONS OF THE ORBIT.
THE WATER VAPOR MEASUREMENT RANGE WILL BE C.C5 TO 1.,0 NM PRECIPITABLE WATER
WITH A RESOLUTION OF AT LE.ST 0.01 MM AT C.2 MM. THE SPATIAL RESCLUTION WILL
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BE 20 KM SQ OR LESS AFTER LANDER SEPARATICN.
ON 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION NSSCC IC VIKNG-B-04
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR$ OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - A.O.C. NIER U OF MINNESCIA MINKEAPCLIS. MN
01 - N.W. SPENCER NASA-C-SFC GREENBELT, MD
O -- M.B. MCELROY KITT PEAK NATL OBS TUSCON9 AZ
0I - W.B. hANSON U CF TEXAS CALLAS* TX
OI - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE VIKING ENTRY ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT IS DESIGNED TO
PROVIDE THE COMPOSITION DATA (FOR BOTH NEUTRAL ANC CHARGEC SPECIES) NEEDED
TO DEFINE THE PRESENT PHYSICAL AND CHENICOAL STATE OF THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE.
A DOUBLE-FOCUSING (ELECTROSTATIC AND MAGNETIC) MASS SPECTROMETER, MOUNTED IN
AN OPENING IN THE AEROSPELL WITH ITS ELECTRON IMPACT *CPEh' ION SOURCE
RECESSED BELOW THE SURFACE OF THE AEROSHELL, WILL BE USED TO MEASURE THE
CONCENTRATIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC SPECIES THAT HAVE MASS-TO-CHARGE RATIOS
FROM 1 TO 49. IT IS PLANNED THAT THE EXPERIMENT WILL CETAIN ACCURATE
ALTITUDE PROFILES OF ALL SPECIES, SPECIFICALLY FCF BOTH ATOMIC ANC MOLECULAR
OXYGEN. CARBON MCNOXICE, AND CARBCN DIOXIDE. TWO CCLLECTCRS WILL EE USED.
ONE FOR THE MASS RANGE FROM 1 TO 7 AML, AND THE OTHER SIPLLTANECUSLY
MEASURING IN THE MASS RANGE FROM 7 TO 49 AMU. MASS SPECTRA WILL EE OBTAINED
BY SWEEPING THE ION ACCELERATION VOLTAGE AND THE DEFLECTION VCLTAGE ACROSS
THE ELECTROSTATIC PLATES. T-E SWEEP PERICD WILL BE AFFCXIMATELY 5 SEC. AND
A DYNAMIC RANGE OF 10 TO THE 5 POWER WILL BE PROVIDED WITHIN EACH SPECTRUM.
A RETARDING PCTENTIAL ANALYZER (RPA) WILL MEASURE THE IChNCSFHERIC PRCPERTIES
OVER APPROXIMATELY THE SAME ALTITUDE RANGE AS THE MASS SPECTROMETER. ITS
FRONT END WILL MATE TO THE AEROSHELL SO THAT THE ENTRANCE GRID IS NEARLY
FLUSH Tu THE SURFACE. WHICH IS WADE CONCLCTING IN THE FEGIC OF THE RPA TO
PROVIDE A GROUND PLANE. THE SPACE BETWEEN THE ENTRANCE GRID AND CCLLECTOR
WILL BE ELECTRICALLY SEGMENTED BY FIVE GRIDS WHOSE POTENTIALS DETERMINE THE
ENERGY AND SIGN CF THE CHARGEC PARTICLES THAT CAN REACH THE CCLLECTCR. THREE
DIFFERENT LINEAR VOLTAGE RAMPS WILL BE APPLIED IN SUCCESSION TO THE
RETARDING GRIC. ONE RAMP WILL COVER THE VOLTAGE RANGE FROM -75 V TO 0 V (IN
ABOUT 1 SEC), WHICH WILL BE USED TO MEASULRE SCLAR WI C ELECTRCS AND
IONOSPHERIC PHCTOELECTRONS, ONE FROM -3 V TO 0 V (IN ABOUT 1 SEC), WHICH
WILL BE USED TC MEASURE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE IN THE IONOSPHERE, AND THE LAST
FROM +20 V TO 0 V (IN ABCUT 2 SEC). WHICH WILL BE LSEC TC FRCVIDE ICN
TEMPERATURE ANC ION CONCENTRATIONS DATA. MORE EXPERIMENT DETAILS CAN BE
FOUND IN, 'ENTRY SCIENCE EXPERIMENT FOR VIKING 19759' ICARUS* VOL 16. PG
74-91, 1972, BY A. C. NIER, ET AL.
CN 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN %AS APPRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE NSSDC ID VIKNG-B-05
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
Pi - A.O.C. NIER U OF MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS, MN
0I - M.B. MCELROY KITT PEAK NAIL OBS TLSCON. AZ
0I - W.U. HANSON L OF TEXAS CALLAS* TX
345
01 - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC GREENBELTv ID
01 - A. SEIFF NASA-ARC MOFFETT FIELD. CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PARTICULAR ELEMENTS OF MARTIAN ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE TO BE
DETERMINED WILL BE PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND DENSITY VARIATIONS WITH
ALTITUDE IN THE LOWER MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE. THE MEASLREMENTS TO BE MADE TO
DETERMINE THESE ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS ARE ACCELERATIChe FRESSURE, AND
TEMPERATURE. THE ACCELEROMETER OF THE GUIDANCE AND CCNTfROL SYSTEM MAY BE
USED FOR THE ATMCSPHERIC STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION.
ON 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EIOLOGY INVESTIGATION NSSCC IC VIKKG-B-06
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - H.P. KLEIN NASA-ARC MCFFETT FIELD. CA
OI - J. LEDERBERG STANFORD L FALC ALTC, CA
DI - A. RICH MIT CAMBRIDGE. MA
01 - W.W. VISHNIAC L. CF ROCHESTER RCCHESTER, NY
01 - N.H. HOROWITZ NASA-JPL PASADENA* CA
01 - V.1. OYAMA NASA-ARC CHICAGO. IL
01 - G.V. LEVIN BIOSPHERICS INC RCCKVILLE, lD
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPT ION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL BE COMPOSED CF 4 PARTS. IT %ILL NEASURE -- (1)
THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC AND RESPIRATORY FIXATICN OF CARBON DIOXIDE, (2) THE
CARBON DIOXIDE RELEASED FROM PREVIOUSLY FIXED CARBON DIOXIDE, (3) THE CARBON
DIOXICE RELEASED FROM ACDEC ORGANIC CONFOCLNOS, AND (4) THI-E LIGHT SCATTEREC
FROM A LIQUID SAMPLE, AS A MEASURE OF THE INCREASE IN PARTICLES.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APPFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- VCLECULAR ANALYSIS NSSCC IC VIKNG-B-07
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. CI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - K. BIEMANN MIT CAMBRIDGE. MA
I01 - H.C. UREY L OF CALIFCRNIA, SC SAN DIEGO, CA
01 - D.M. ANDERSON CRREL LA JOLLA, CA
01 - T.C. OWEN ILLINOIS INST OFTECl- CICAGO. IL
al - J. ORO L CF HOUSTCN HCUSTCN. TX
01 - L.E. ORGEL SALK INST EICL STUDIES SAN DIEGO, CA
1O - G.P. SHULMAN NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
EXPERIMENT dJRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS INVESTIGATION WILL BE ANALVZE THE MARTIAN SURFACE
FOR ITS ORGANIC CONTENT BY VAPORIZING NAIERIAL GNTO A HIGH-EFFICIENCY GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHIC COLUMN WHICH IN TURN WILL BE CONNECTED TO A FAST SCANNING
(15 SEC) MASS SPECTROMETER. THI-E HEATING %ILL BE ACCCMPLISI-EC IN STEPS TC
VAPORIZE THOSE MATERIALS PRESENT WHICH HAVE SLFFICIENT AFCR; PRESSURE. AND
ULTIMATELY TO DECOMPOSE PYROLYTICALLY NONVOLATILE SUBSTANCES INTO VOLATILE
DEGRADATION PRCCUCTS FROM WHICH THE NATLRE OF THE MATERIAL CAN THEN BE
DEDUCED. IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS INVESTIGATICN CERTAIN
PRIMARY REQUIREMENTS MUST BE MET. THE SENSITIVITY OF THE MASS SPECTROMETER
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SHOULD BE SUCH T-AT A MASS SPECTRUM TAKEN CF A SINGLE CRGANIC CCWFCUND WHICH
IS I PART PER HUNDRED MILLION (0.01 PPM) SHOWS PEAKS WHICH ARE 1 PERCENT OF
THE BASE PEAK. THE MASS RANGE REQUIRED FCR ANALYSIS WILL EE AT LEAST 12 TC
200 AMU. WITH UNIT RESOLUTICN CR EETTER. THE RELATIVE CDYNAMIC RANGE FOR EACH
MASS SPECTRUM SHOULD BE .500 TO 1. A CONTROLLED TEmpERATURE WILL BE REQUIRED
FOR VAPORIZATION PYROLYSIS UP TO 0CO DEG C IN ThC CR THREE PRESCRIBED STEPS
OF 30 SECCNDS. PRFFOVISIONS HAVE TO BE MACE TO ENSURE THAT THE EVCLUTICN OF
LARGE QUANTITIES OF GAS (AS MUCH AS 5 TO 10 PERCENT CF SAMPLE WEIGHT) DOES
NOT IMPAIR THE FUNCTION OF THE MASS SPECTRCMETER. THIS WMAY EE ACCCMPLISHEC
BY VENTING THE EXCESS GAS BEFORE IT REACHES THE MASS SPECTRCMETEF. EIGHT
DIFFERENT SAMPLES TAKEN AT. SPECIFIED TIMES DURING THE FIRST 90 DAYS OF THE
MISS;.y COVERING CIURNAL AND SEASONAL CHAGES WILL EE STUCIEC. THE ORGANIC
',;VESTIGATION WILL NOT BE INITIATED UNTIL AFTER THE CFERATIKON OF THE
ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSES REQUIRED DURING THE FIRST THREE DAYS. A SEPARATE
DETECTOR AT THE OUTPUT CF THE GAS CHRCMATCGRAPH ANC A CARRIER GAS SEPARATOR
WILL BE PROVIDEC. THE DETECTOR WILL PRCVIDE ADDITIONAL CHRCATOGRAPHIC DATA
THAT WILL BE HELPFUL IN INTERPRETING THE MASS SPECTRA.
ON 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOIL WATER 'SSCC ID VIKNG-B-08
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - R.W. SHORTHILL EBOEING SCI1 RSCH LABS SEATTLE, WA
01 - H.J. MOORE US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MENLO PARK, CA
01 - R.F. SCOTT CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
01 - R.E. HUTTON TRW SYSTEMS GROUP REDONDO BEACH. CA.
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE SOIL WATER EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATICN WILL BE TO
DETERMINE THE AMOUNTS AND FORMS OF OCCURRENCE CF FREE AND BOUNC WATER IN
SOIL SAMPLES DETAINED FROM TWC DEPTH RANGES, 0 TC 5 CM ANC 5 TO 10 CP. THREE
SAMPLES WILL BE ANALYZED AND. IF PCSSIELE. ONE ANALYSIS WILL EE CCNCUCTED
BEFORE AND ONE AFTER THE WAVE OF DARKENING. THE METHOD OF DETERMINATION WILL
BE SCANNING CALCRIMETRY FROM AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (AS LC% AS FOSSIELE) TO AS
HIGH AS POSSIBLE UP TO 750 DEC C. WITH CETERMINATIC CF EFFLLENT WATER A
REQUIREMENT. THE RATE OF TEMPERATURE SCAN SHOULD BE SLOW ENOUGH TO
DISTINGUISH ENCGTHERMS IN A RATIO OF 1 TO 7 IN THE FIRST 30 CEG CF SAMPLE
TEMPERATURE RISE. TI-E SAMPLE WILL CONTAIN LESS THAN CNE PART PER 10 MILLION
OF WATER RELEASED FROM THE LANDER. IF-FROZEN WATER EXISTS IN THE SOIL. IT
WILL BE MAINTAINEC SOLID UNTIL INITIATIC CF THE ANALYSIS.
ON 12/00/699 THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- FACSIMILE CAMERA NSSCC IC VIKNG-B-09
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - T.A. MUTCH BRCWN U PROVICENCE. RI
01 - C. SAGAN . CORNELL U ITHA.CA. KY
01 - A.B. BINDER ILLINOIS INST OF TECH CHICAGO. IL
0O - E.C. MORRIS US GEOLCGICAL SURVEY FLAGSTAFF. AZ
CI - A. YOUNG NASA-JPL PASADENA* CA
I - F.O. HUCK NASA-LARC HAMPTON* VA
0O - E.C. LEVINTIAL STANFORD L PALC ALTC. CA
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EXPERIMENT ERIEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OF THE TV IMAGING INVESTIGATION FRCP THE LANDER WILL BE TO
VISUALLY CHARACTERIZE THE LANDING SITE, PROVIDING DATA WITH BIOLOGICAL,
GEOLOGICAL, ANC METEOROLOGICAL RELEVANCE. ThC CAMERAS WITH A 0.04-DEG
SCANNING RESOLUTION WILL EE REQUIRED. THE VERTICAL FIELD CF VIEW FOR EACH
CAMERA WILL BE 20 DEG WITH A CAPABILITY OF OBTAINING A COMPLETE 360-DEG
HORIZONTAL PANORAMA. VERTICAL POINTING BY CCNMAND FCR ANGULAR COVERAGE FROM
40 DEG ABOVE TO 60 CEG BELOW (OUTER EDGE OF FIELD-OF-VIEW) THE HORIZONTAL
PLANE OF THE LANCER IN 10-DEG INCREMENTS wILL BE REQUIRED. AZIMUTH POINTING
8Y COMMAND wILL EE IN 3-DEG INCREMENTS. THE CAMERAS WILL BE CUNTED AT LEAST
1.5 M ABOVE TH-E MARTIAN SURFACE AND MUST BE CAPABLE OF VIEWING TWC FOOTPADS
AND THE ENTIRE AREA ACCESSIBLE TO THE SURFACE SAMPLER. EACH CAMERA MUST BE
CAPABLE OF OBTAINING VISUAL COLOR IMAGERY. PROVISICK hILL BE PADE FOR
POSSIBLE LATER MODIFICATION TO OPERATE IN THREE SPECTRAL BANDS. HCRIZONTAL
STEREO WITH A MINIMUM BASE OF 1 M WILL EE REQUIRED.
CN 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENT NESDC 10 VIKNG-B-10
EXPERIMENT PERS.NNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=01THER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - S.L. HESS FLORIDA STATE U TALLAHASSEE* FL
OI - C.S. LEOVY U OF WASHINGTCh SEATTLE, WA
oI - R.M. HENRY NASA-LARC HAMPTON, VA
01 - J. RYAN WMO GENEVAo SWITZERLAND
I01 - V.P. KUETTNER NOAA BOULCER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIPTION
THE METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT WILL MEASURE THE METEOROLOGICAL
ENVIRCNMENT NEAR THE PLANETARY SURFACE ANE CBTAIN INFGCMATICN AECUT WOTION
SYSTEMS OF VARICUS SCALES. THE ELEMENTS TC BE DETERMINED WILL BE PRESSURE.
TEMPERATURE, WIND VELOCITY, AND WATER VAPOR CONTENT OF THE MARTIAN
ATMUSP-ERE. CIURNAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATICKS OF THE FARAMETERS WILL BE OF
PARTICULAR IMFOFTANCE. PRESSURE. TEMPERAILRE, AND WIND VELECITY WILL BE
MEASUREE AT LEAST EVERY 2 MIN, WATER VAPOR WILL BE MEASURED AT LEAST EVERY 2
HR. ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE TG BE CONTINLEC FCP THE LANDER LIFETIME. THE
SENSORS MAY EE MOUNTED ON STRUCTURES ALREADY AVAILABLE SUCH AS FCCTPADS,
ANTENNA MASTS, IMAGERY MASTS, OR THE SAMPLER ARM.
ON 12/00/59. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- SEISMOLOGY NSSCC ID VIKNG-B-11
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - D.L. ANDERSCN CAL TECH PASADENA, CA
01 - F. PRESS MIT CAMERICGE, MA
I01 - M.N. TUKSOZ MIT CAMBRIDGE, MA
aI - G. SUTTON L CF HAWAII HCNOLULU, HI
01 - R.L. KJVACH STANOFORD U PALO ALTO, CA
I01 - G.V. LATHAM U CF TEXAS GALVESTON, TX
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
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THE PURPCSE OF THE SEISMOMETRY INVESTIGATION WILL BE TO DETERMINE THE
SEISMIC BACKGROUNE AND EVENT ACTIVITY OF WARS. THREE PERPENDICULAR
COMPONENTS CF GFOUNC MOTION WILL BE MEASURED OVER AS BROAD A FREQUENCY RANGE
AS PRACTICAL (MAXIMUM EMPHASIS OVER THE BAND 0.05 TO 10 HZ). THE RESOLUTION
WILL BE 50 MILLIWICRONS OR LESS OF GROLND C DISFLACEMENT AT 1 -Z2 WITH AN
ACCURACY SUCH ThAT TRUE GROUND MOTION AMPLITUDE CAN BE RECOVERED TC PLUS OR
MINUS 10 PERCENT OR BETTER. DYNAMIC RANGE MAY BE INCREASED BY NARROW-BAND
FILTERING OF THE SEISMIC DATA AT THREE FREQUENCIES. THE SEISNOMETER CAN BE
MOUNTED EITHER IN THE EGUIPMENT AREA OF THE LANDER, ON A FOOTPAD, CR
REMOTELY DEPLOYEC. REMOTE DEPLOYMENT WILL BE THE FREFERRED MODE. THE
ORIENTATION OF THE SENSOR WILL BE KNOwN TO WITHIN 5 DEG IN EOTH AZIMUTH AND
ELEVATION. IF TFE SENSOR IS ATTACHED TO THE LANDER* TRANSMISSIBILITY OF THE
LANDER SHOULD EE GREATER THAN 0.8 FOR FREQUENCIES LESS THAN 10 HZ AND THERE
SHOULD BE NO UNDAMPED RESONANCES LESS THAN AFFRCXIMATELY 10 hZ.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPFC'VED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY NSSDC ID VIKNG-B-12
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CIHER INVESTIGATCR)
PI - L.A. BARTH U OF COLORADC BOULDER, CO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT, TO BE MOUNTED ON THE LANDER VEHICLE, IS DESIGNED TO
MEASURE THE AMOUNT OF 2E0C-A AND 340C-A Lb RADIATICN THAT REACHES THE
MARTIAN SURFACE, TO DETERMINE WHETHER ATMOSPHERIC FILTERING IS DUE TO A
MOLECULAR ABSORBER OR PARTICLE SCATTERING. THE DETECTOR WILL BE A.
TWO-CHANNEL UV FIOTOMETER WITH 100-A BANCDWIDTPh FILTERS FOR ECTH CHANNELS,
AND A FIELD OF VIEW OF 10 DEG BY 10 DEG. THE DETECTOR WILL POINT WITHIN 30
DEG OF THE LANCER VEHICLE. BOTH CHANNELS WILL BE SAMPLED EVERY 8 MIN.
ON 12/00/69, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC PROPERTIES KNSSCC IC VIKNG-B-13
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OIHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - R.E. HARGRAVES PRINCETON U PRINCETON* NJ
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT. WHICH WILL BE PART CF THE LANDER SECTION EXPERIMENTS,
WILL MEASURE THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE SURFACE PARTICLES ON MARS USING
THREE MAGNETS FCR SAMPLING.
ON 12/00/69. THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APPROVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- RACIO COMMLNICATION AND RACAR LANDING NSSCC IC VIKNG-B-14
SYSTEMS PLUS X BANC
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. OI=CTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - W.H. MICHAEL, JR. NASA-LARC HARFTCN, VA
01 - II. SHAPIFO MIT CAPBRIDGCE, MA
01 - G. FJEL.DBO NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
CI - M.E. CAVIES RAND CORP SANTA MONICA, CA
01 - G.S. LEVY NASA-JPL PASADENA, CA
01 - D.L. CAIN NASA-JPL PASADENA. CA
CI - M. GROSSI RAYTHEON CCRF SUCBURY, MA
OI - G.L. TYLER STAtCFORC U STANCFORC, CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF CESCRIFTION
THIS EXPERIMENT WILL LTILIZE THE LANDER-TC-EARTH AND OREITER-TO-EARTH
S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS LINK (INCLUDING RANGE AND RANGE-RATE CAFAEILITIES).
THE LANDER-TC-OFEITER U-F RELAY LINK, THE RADAR ALTIWETEF. THE TERMINAL
DESCENT LANDING RADAR9 AND THE ORBITER-TO-EARTH X-BAND DCWNLINK. THE
RESULTING DATA WILL BE LSED TO DETERMINE THE MARTIAN GRAVITATICONAL FIELD*
AXIS OF ROTATICN. EPHEMERIS. FIGURE. ATNCMOFHERE. STRLCTURE. ICNCSFHERE* AND
SURFACE PROPERTIES. IN ADDITION, THE DATA WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE THE
LAN ER LOCATION. IN RELATIVITY STUDIES, IC STUDY THE INTERFLANETARY PEDIUM,
AND. IF CONDITINCKS PERMIT, TO STUDY THE SOLAR CCRChA.
UN 12/00/be. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFCEC..
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- X-4 NSSDC ID X-4
ALTERNATE NAMES- UK X-4
PLANNED LAUNCH CATE- 02/28/74 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT IN CFEIT- 90. KG





ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC ORBIT PERICC- 90. MIN
APOAPSIS- 750. KM ALT PERIAPSIS- 750. KM ALT INCLINATIOCN- 98. DEG
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGER, PS=PRCJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - J. TALPOT NASA-LARC LANGLEY FIELD. VA
PM - R. STANIFOFTP AWKER-SIECELEY STEVENACE, ENGLAND
SPACECRAFT ERIEF CESCRIFTICN
THE X-4 SATELLITE WILL BE T-E SECOND TECHNOLCGICAL SATELLITE OF THE
BRITISH SPACE PROGRAM WHEN IT IS PLACED IN A LOW (500 KM), CIRCULAR*
SUN-SYNCHRONOUS CBIT IN 1S74 BY A NASA SCCUT LALNCH vEHICLE. THE SPACECRAFT
WILL BE PART CF ERITIAN'S CONTRIBUTION TC GARP AND THE WORLD WEATHER WATCH
PROGRAM FOR THE 1970'S, PRIMARILY AN EXPERIMENTAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE,
THE X-4 SPACECRAFT WILL ALSC TEST THE FEASIBILITY CF LSING A PRCPANE GAS JET
SYSTEM FOR HIGH ACCURACY (0.02 TO 0.1 DEG) TRIAXIAL ATTITUDE CONTROL. THE
SPACECRAFT WILL TENTATIVELY CARRY TWO METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS -- A
HIGH-RESOLUTION MULTICHANNEL INFRARED RACICMETER ANC A- LCI-SESCLUTIKN EARTH
ALBEO RADIOMETER. TtE SATELLITE WILL BE IN THE FORM OF A BOX* 80.5 CM HIGH
WITH A SQUARE EASE 65.0 CM ON A SIDE. MOUNTED ON THE SATELLITE BASE FACING
EARTHWARD WILL BE (1) THE IV RADIOMETER. (2) THE EATHI ALBECO SENSCR. (3)
THE ALBEDO HORIZON CETECTORS. (4) A LIGCI-T INEXPENSIVE CANOPUS STAR SENSOR.
(5) A COARSE SLN SENSOR ARRAY. (6) A TWO-AXIS FINE SUN SENSOR, AND (7) FOUR
VHF AERIALS. ATTACHED TO EITHER SIDE OF THE BCX STRUCTURE WILL EE FLEXIBLE
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DEPLOYABLE SOLAR PANELS WITH WRAPAROUND CONTACT SCLAR CELLS. THESE PANELS,
WHICH WILL HAVE CCNSIDERABLE STRETCH CAPAEILITY, VILL BE STCWED IN
CONCERTINA FASI-ICN WITH INTERLEAVING STRIPS 10 A'CIO VIBRATICNAL CAMACE
DURING LAUNCH. THEY WILL BE DEPLOYED AFTER LAUNCH AND WILL MEASURE 256 CM
FROM CNE PANEL TC THE OTHER. LOCATED bilT-IN THE ECX-SHAFEC SPACECRAFT WILL
BE -- (1) A FCUA-TRACK TAPE RECORDER WITH 1.6 MILLION BITS CF STORAGE
CAPACITY, (2) STFAPPEC-COWN INTEGRATING GYROS, (3) A BATTERY, (4) A DATA
ENCODER AND PROCFAMMER/ROUTER. AND (5) VARIOUS SENSCR ANC ATTITUDE CCNTROL
ELECTRONICS. THE X-4 SATELLITE WILL GENERATE ABOUT 4C0 KILOBITS OF
INFORMATION PER ORBIT. CATA WILL BE RECORDED ON THE ONBOARD TAPE RECORDER AT
64 BITS/SEC AND REPLAYED FROM TE RFCEFCEF OR TRANSPITTEC DIRECTLY AT 2048
BITS/SEC AT 137 M-Z. THE SATELLITE SPIN RATE WILL BE LOWERED AFTER
SEPARATION BY CONVENT IONAL YC-YC TECHNIQUES AND T-EN BROUGHT TO NEAR ZERO BY
THE PRIME GAS JET SYSTEMV.
ON 00/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS AFFRCVED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- F-ICF-RESOLUTION MULTICHANNEL INFRARED NSSDC ID X-4 -01
RACIOMETER
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, OI=OTHER INVESTIGATOR)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE HIGH-RESOLUTION MLLTICHANNEL INFRARED RADIOMETER EEING PLANNED FOR
THE X-4 SATELLITE WILL BE SIMILAR TO THE CXFOROD/HERICT-WATT TYPE RADIOMETER
USED IN THE NIMEUS PRCGRAM.
ON 00/00/72, THE SPACECRAFT MISSION WAS APFPRCED.
EXPERIMENT NAME- EARTH ALBECC RACICWETER NSSDC ID X-4 -02
EXPERIMENT PERSCNNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATCR, CI=ClIHER I VESTIGATCF)
PI - UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EXPERIMENT ERIEF CESCRIPTION
THE EARTH ALEEDO RADIOMETER DESIGNED FOR THE X-4 SATELLITE WILL BE A
LOW-RESOLUTION INFRARED SENSOR CAPABLE OF MEASURING THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION
OF REFLECTED SOLAR ANC LONG WAVE RACIATION LEAVING THE EARTH'S ATMCSPHI-ERE.
ON 00/00/72. THE SPACECRAFT MISSICN WAS APFRCVEC.
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Sequential Listing of Spacecraft and Experiments
Sequential Listing of Spacecraft and Experiments
The following pages contain a list of the names for all space-
craft and experiments included in Sections 1 (Descriptions of Active
Spacecraft and Experiments) and 2 (Descriptions of Planned Spacecraft
and Experiments) of this Report. The order of these names is chrono-
logical, by spacecraft launch date (corresponding to NSSDC ID Code), \
for the active spacecraft. The planned spacecraft listing immediately
follows the active spacecraft listing and is in alphabetical order by
NSSDC ID Code (usually a contraction of the spacecraft common name).
The order of these entries is as given in Sections 1 and 2. Each name
is followed by the NSSDC ID Code apd page number on which the spacecraft
or experiment is described in this Report.
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TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER (68-100A-03).....*................. .................................... . 19
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PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR (68-OOA-07)................-....-.-....,*-*--..***-*-** -***.****.**.*........ 22
ESSA 8 (68-11A),******* *** 22ESA 6814A............................................................................ ......... 2
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT) SYSTEM (68-114A-01)........................ ".23
ISIS 1 (69-009A)................................................................. 24
SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER (69-009A-01)..* 25........................................................ . .. 
FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER (69-OCSA-02).............................. ............................ .o . 26
VLF RECEIVER (69-009A-03).... -....................................* 2. .. ... ... ... ....26
ENERGETICPARTICLE DETECTORS (69-OO9A-O).... ..... .............................-......... 27
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (69-OOSA-C7)............................... ...... ••*• . .... .... .* * 27
SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (69-009A-0e)............ .................................--o ....... .28
RADIO BEACON (69-009A-09)..................**.**.*......0 . . . ..............0 •o................ °° 29
COSMIC RADIO NOISE (69-009A-10)........................*........................... ............ ..°°ee°• 29
OV5-6 (69-046B).................... .......................... ******.......30
GEIGER-MUELLER TUBE. SOLAR X-RAY DETECTOR, 2 TO 12 A (69-0468-01)...... .. ..... .........o* ...*** * 30
SODIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATOR, GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR. 19 TO 1175 KEV .(69-0468-02).o ......................... 30
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The Phenomenon Measured Indexes consist of (1) bar graphs showing
the operational history of fields and particles experiments and (2)
listings of experiments by phenomenon measured. Both of these index
displays were produced with the aid of an NSSDC automated set of
experiment-level phenomenon measured keywords.- The search and
retrieval capability made possible by these keywords is available to
the space science community, and a brief description of the keyword
scheme follows. Detailed descriptions of the format and content of the
two index displays appear on page 471 and page 497, respectively.
Keywords are assigned to a maximum of 10 separate modes of opera-
tion for each satellite experiment. These keywords (identified in the
following paragraphs) describe (a) what is measured by a given experi-
ment mode, (b) where the measurement is made (or for remote sensors,
what objects are sensed), (c) when the measurement is made, and (d)
the numerical ranges for a maximum of four characteristics of the
measurement (e.g., particle energy).
a. What: A given experiment mode is considered to measure one
of five basically different phenomena: (1) electromagnetic
fields, (2) charged particles, (3) microscopic neutral par-
ticles, (4) macroscopic bodies, and (5) "other."
1. Electromagnetic fields: In this category electric fields,
magnetic fields, and electromagnetic radiation are
separately identifiable. For electric and magnetic
fields, the number of orthogonal components measured is
specifiable; while for electromagnetic radiation (waves),
the type (gamma rays through radio waves) and numerical
frequency range of the measurement can be specified.
2. Charged particles: For charged particles, species (e.g.,
protons, electrons) and an indication of the extent of
species resolution can be specified. An indicator of
spectral resolution, the numerical energy range, and flux
directionality characteristics can all be specified.
3. Microscopic neutral particles: Microscopic neutral
particles may be molecules, atoms, or neutrons. Mass
range and species resolution are specifiable, as is the
measured characteristic (e.g., flux, density, pressure).
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4. Macroscopic bodies: These keywords identify the body, the
characteristic being measured (e.g., temperature, gravita-
tional field), and the measurement technique (e.g., photog-
raphy, seismic experiment).
5. Other: These keywords indicate whether the experiment is
related to one of four categories: earth sciences, life
sciences, material sciences, and spacecraft engineering and
technology.
b. Where: For the earth's vicinity, space is subdivided as follows:
1. Earth and its lower atmosphere
2. Altitude between 65 and 3000 km. In this range, space is
categorized in three separate latitude intervals.
3. The magnetosphere above 3000 km in six regions:
a. L< 2 RE
b. 2RE < L < 6 RE
c. 6RE < L < 10RE
d. high polar (L > 10 RE, R < 10 RE)
e. magnetotail (L > 10 RE, R > 10 RE, nightside)
f. dayside magnetosheath and its boundaries
Interplanetary space is subdivided into cislunar and distant
regions.
Major macroscopic bodies (sun, moon, individual planets) are
specifiable as the location of measurements or as the source of
remotely sensed electromagnetic radiation.
c. When: In describing when data are obtained in individual experi-
ment modes, a series of up to five dates may be specified for a
given experiment. Then for each of the four time intervals thus
defined, the extent of data usefulness (nominal, less than
nominal, useless) is specifiable for each mode.
This discussion of the experiment keyword scheme has been
brief, but most of the capabilities have been mentioned. Further
information on the capabilities and use of this system is available
from NSSDC.
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Bar Graphs of Fields and Particles Experiment Operational History
A. Bar Graphs of Fields and Particles Experiment Operational History
Title Page
'Group 1 - Charged Particles - Near-Earth (65 to 3000 km
Altitude) .................................... 475
Group 2 - Charged Particles - Magnetosphere (Above
3000 km Altitude, including Magnetosheath
and Magnetotail) .............................. 477
Group 3 - Charged Particles - Interplanetary ............. 484
Group 4 - Magnetic Fields - Near-Earth - Magnetosphere ... 493
Group 5 - Magnetic Fields - Interplanetary ............... 494
Group 6 - Electric Fields ............................... 495
The operational history for charged particle and field experiments
appearing in Sections 1 (Descriptions of Active Spacecraft and Experi-
ments) and 2 (Descriptions of Planned Spacecraft and Experiments) of
this Report are indexed by means of a series of bar graphs generated
using the NSSDC automated file and Stromberg-Datagraphix 4060 plotter.
The plots allow the user to determine quickly what fields and particles
experiments are active or planned in a given energy range and/or in a
given time interval. The plots also indicate the operational status
of the experiments as a function of time.
The charged particle.experiments are divided into three groups
based on the region in which the observations were made:
1. Near-Earth (65 to 3000 km altitude)
2. Magnetosphere (above 3000 km altitude, including magneto-
sheath and magnetotail)
3. Interplanetary
The magnetic field experiments are also divided into two groups
based on the region in which the observations were made:
1. Near-Earth - Magnetosphere (a combination of Groups 1 and 2
mentioned above)
2. Interplanetary
The electric field experiments are indexed together.
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A title at the top of each plot indicates the type of observation
made and the region of observation indexed. For charged particle index
plots, the threshold energy (eV/nucleon) of the energy channel of
observation of an experiment is plotted as a function of the experiment
operational history (years). The operational history of an active
experiment is indicated by using solid line segments over periods of
normal operation, by using dashed line segments over periods when the
operational performance was partial, and by using dotted line segments
where the experiment was inoperable or at least was placed in an opera-
tional off mode. A short vertical tick mark below the line indicates
when a status change occurred. Note that a maximum of only three
intervals of operation can be displayed because of restrictions in the
keywording scheme used in the NSSDC automated file. A given experiment
may measure one or more particle species over one or more energy
channels. More detailed operational information appears in the appro-
priate brief description in this Report. The planned spacecraft experi-
ments have been arbitrarily assigned an estimated operational period
of two years. Note that the threshold energy scale may be distorted
to accommodate the information plotted. The energy tick marks are
merely approximate indicators of threshold energy. A vertical dashed
line bisects each bar graph at the date on which the graph was generated,
to emphasize the distinction between active and planned experiments.
The caption above each plotted time period for the threshold energy
channel of a given charged particle experiment shows the spacecraft
common name, the experiment number in parentheses, the energy threshold
of the energy channel in FORTRAN E format, e.g., 200. = 2.E2, and the
species measured. The following code is used to describe the species
measured:
A = alpha particle
E = electron
P = proton
Z = other particles including deuterons, tritons, positrons,
Z = 2 nuclei (not alpha particles), particles with Z > 2,
and ions.
For example, the caption "PION 11 (2) 6.0E7, P" means that
spacecraft Pioneer 11, experiment number 2, contains a proton energy
channel with a threshold of 60 MeV/nucleon. Reference to the
Spacecraft Name Index reveals this spacecraft has NSSDC ID Code
73-019A; therefore, the experiment has NSSDC ID Code 73-019A-02.
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No attempt is made in this index to distinguish between directional
and omnidirectional observations or to present the upper bound of the
energy measurement. The appropriate brief description includes this
information. Note that some experiment energy thresholds may not appear
in the graphs because of the manner in which the energy ranges were
keyworded in the NSSDC automated file. Note also that some thermal
energy long-baseline electron measurements, e.g., experiment number 3
on Pioneers 8 and 9, appear under "Near-Earth" as well as "Interplanetary"
because of assumptions made in analyzing the data.
The experiment operational history of magnetic and electric field
active and planned experiments is displayed on indexing plots similar
to those of the charged particles, except that the experiments are
ordered alphabetically along the vertical axis by spacecraft common
name. Also, the caption above each plotted time period for a given
experiment indicates only the spacecraft common name and experiment
number. Note that the magnetic field plots include VLF experiments
which measure the magnetic field component of electromagnetic radia-
tion. Similarly, for the electric field plot, VLF experiments are
included which measure the electric field component of electromagnetic
radiation.
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B. Listings of Experiments byPhenomenon Measured
The outline used for listing experiments according to the phenom-
enon measured is presented below.
Outline
Title Page
1. Electromagnetic Radiation Measurements ................. 501
1.1 Electric Field Measurements ....................... 501
1.2 Magnetic Field Measurements ....................... 504
1.3 Electromagnetic Radiation Measurements (see
section 4 for photography) ....................... 508
1.3.1 Sensing sources below 65 km ................ 508
1.3.2 Sensing sources from 65 to 3000 km ......... 513
1.3.3 Sensing magnetospheric sources above
3000 km ................................... 515
1.3.4 Sensing interplanetary space ............... 516
1.3.5 Sensing cold (planetary) sources ........... 517
1.3.6 Sensing the sun ............................ 524
1.3.7 Sensing hot.(star) sources ................ 528
2. Charged Particle Measurements .......................... 532
2.1, Sensing Electrons ................................. 
.532
2.1.1 Of thermal energies (< 1 key).............. 532
2.1.2 Of energies greater than thermal (> 1 kev) 539
2.2 Sensing Protons or Hydrogen Ions .................. 548
2.3 Sensing Helium Nuclei ............................. 567
2.4 Sensing Other Particle Species .................... . 573
3. Microscopic Neutral Measurements ....................... 582
3.1 Sensing Neutrons ................................. 582
3.2 Sensing Atoms and/or Molecules .................... 583
4. Observations of Macroscopic Bodies ..................... 588
4.1 Sensing Mercury ................................... 588
4.2 Sensing Venus .................................... 589
4.3 Sensing Earth ..................................... 591
4.4 Sensing Earth's Moon .............................. 592
4.4.1 Geographic features ........................ NO HITS
4.4.2 Non-geographic features .................... 592
4.5 Sensing Mars ...................................... 593
4.6 Sensing Jupiter ................................... 594




4.8 Sensing Comets, Stars, and Galactic Regions ....... NO HITS
4.9 Sensing Micrometeorites, Meteors, etc . ............ 595
4.10 Sensing Other Bodies .............................. 596
5. Other ................................................. 597
Earth Sciences ....................................... 597
Spacecraft Engineering and Technology ................ 598
Life Sciences ................................................... 598
Material Sciences ....................................... 598
The information contained under each of the major headings in the
outline is uniquely sorted. For example, under Electromagnetic Radia-
tion Measurements, the units and range of measurement are listed. The
first sort is by order of minimum observable value (frequency, wave-
length, or proton energy) of the measured phenomenon (one exception is
that wavelengths (in outline section 1.3) are sorted from the longest
to shortest of the maximum observable values); the second sort is by
order of maximum observable value of the measured phenomenon; the
last sort is by NSSDC ID Code.
For Charged Particle Measurements, the primary sort is by order
of the minimum observable value of the measured phenomenon, then by
NSSDC ID Code.
For Microscopic Neutral Measurements, the listing is sorted in
order of characteristic, then by NSSDC ID Code. The keywords appli-








The listing for Observations of Macroscopic Bodies is sorted
alphabetically in order of "characteristic," then alphabetically in
order of "technique," and finally by NSSDC ID Code. Keywords appli-
cable to define "characteristic" and "technique" are as follows:
Characteristic Technique
Atmospheric Feature Orbit Analysis
Distance Other Techniques
Feature, Geographic Photo, High Resolution (< 1 mi)
Gravity Field Photo, Low Resolution (> 100 mi)
Interior Characteristic Photo, Med Resolution (1-100 mi)
Particle Flux Returned Samples
Size Seismic Technique
Surface Characteristic Visual Observation
Temperature
Information is presented in the form of tables with a variety of
column headings. It should be noted that the following column headings
are common to all the items in the outline.
Principal investigator name
NSSDC experiment title
NSSDC experiment ID Code
Spacecraft common name
Region of observation
Pertinent Report page number where the complete experiment entry
is located.
The remaining column headings are self-explanatory.except for (1)
Planets, (2) Region, (3) *, and (4) RES. Abbreviated explanations of
these column headings follow.
1. Planets: these are indicated in numerical order from the
sun. The sun is designated as zero (0); numbers 1 through
5 indicate Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, and Jupiter,
respectively. Letter M indicates the Earth's Moon.
2. Region: for finer specification of location near the
Earth, entries under the heading "Region" are used. The
two exceptions are designations for Interplanetary (H)
and Celestial (I) regions. Letters A through G indicate
specific regions as follows:
499
A = < 65 km altitude
B = > 65 km altitude; < 3000 km, Lat < 650
C = > 65 km altitude; < 3000 km, Lat 650 to 900
D = Magnetospheric; L < 2 RE
E = Magnetospheric; 2 RE < L < 6 RE
F = Magnetospheric; 6 RE < L < 10 RE
G = Magnetospheric; L > 10 RE
3. *: this indicates ambient or remote sensor:
A = Ambient
R = Remote
4. RES: this indicates species resolution:
R = Resolved
P = Partially resolved
N = Unresolved
U = Unknown resolution
"Species" here refers to the separation of phenomena at
the second level of outline divisions; i.e., "resolved"
species would observe the difference between protons
(outline section 2.2) and electrons (outline section 2.1).
500
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER WIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION 2LANET
0 E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M4 PAGE
1. ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION MEASUREMENTS
1.1 ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-02) AGGSCN
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS.....*....................................* A O.000E-39 TO 7.800E-01 HZ DEFGH 60
MOTHER (MOTHER -Of,) MOZER
DC TO 12-HZ ELECTRIC FIELC PROBE.* .........................* A O.000E-39 TO 1.200E 01 HZ DEFGH 265
MOTHER (MOTHER -11) HEPPKER
DC ELECTRIC FIELCS....... .. .. ................................. A 0.000E-39 TO 1.200E 01 HZ OEFGH 287
EXPLORER 43 (71-C1IA-16) GURNE17
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE. ....... ......................* A 1.000E-01 TO 1.000E 02 HZ DEFGH -66
MOTHER (MOTHER -11) HEPPNER
DC ELECTRIC FIELDS.... ** ............ ....................... A 1.000E-01 TO 3.200E 03 HZ DEFGH 287
IMP-J (IMP-J -12) GURNETI1
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES-AND RADIO NOISE...... . ............. A 3.000E-01 TO 2.000E 05 HZ GH 246
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-11) SCARF
PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT...................................* A 1.OO0OE 01 TO 1.000E 02 HZ GH 114
MOTHER (MOTHER -07) GURNETT
10-HZ TO 10-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO
S 200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELC TRIAXIAL PROBES ................... A 1.000E 01 TO 1.000E 04 HZ DEFGH 285
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-11) SCARF
PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT.... ........... ...-. ............ A 1.000E 01 TC 1.000E 05 HZ GH 114
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-04) GURNETT
COARSE FREQUENCY, FINE TIME RESOLUTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS..... ........................................A 1.000E 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ H 224
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-0O) GURNE7T1
FINE FREQUENCY, CGARSE TIME RESOLUTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS...*.. .......... * ..................... A 1.00OE 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ H 225
HELIOS-E (HELIO-8-04) GURNETT
COARSE FREQUENCY, FINE TIME RESOLUTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS*.............. .........-............- A 1.000E 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ H 230
HELI OS-B (HELIO-B-O0) GURNETT
FINE FREQUENCY, COARSE TIME RESOLUTION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS...... .............. .... ................ A 1.OOOE 01 TC 1.000E 05 HZ H 230
HELIOS-A (HEL IO-A-0 E) GURNETT
50KHZ-2MHZ RADIO WAVE..................... -............. A 1.000E 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ H 225
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-06) GURINETT
50KHZ-2MHZ RADIO WAVE. .................................... A 1.000E 01 TC 1.000E 05 HZ H 230
HAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-03) GURNEI
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I VE E X P E R I M E NT T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1. ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATICN MEASUREMENTS
1.1 ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
ELF/VLF RECEIVERS.....,............................**..... R 1.000E 01 TO 1.780E 05 HZ DEF 222
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-O5) GURNE7T
10-HZ TO 10-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO
200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD MONOAXIAL PROBES.. .................. A 1.000E 01 TO 2.000E 05 HZ DEFGH 199
MOTHER (MOTHER -C07) GURNElT
10-HZ TO 10-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO
200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELC TRIAXIAL PROBES.................... A 1.000E 01 TO 2.000E 05 HZ DEFGH 285
HEOS 2 (72-005A-03) PETERS
SOLAR VLF OBSERVATION..................e. ....... . .. .. A 2.OOOE 01 TO 5.O00OE 02 HZ DEF H 88
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-07) SCARF
20-HZ TO 1I-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 20-HZ TO
103-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELC DETECTORS......................... A 2.000E 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ H 237
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-03) GURNETT
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO
NOISE -- IONA. ................................... ... A 2.000E 01 TO 2.O00OE 05 HZ DEFGH 60
EXPLORER 45 (71-09eA-07) GURNETT
S AC ELECTRIC FIELC MEASUREMENT.. ............................ A 2.000E 01 TO 2.000E 05 HZ DEF 86
ESGEO (ESGEO -06) GENDRIN
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS .............................. A 3.000E 01 TO 1.O00OE 04 HZ F 207
ISIS 1 (69-009A-03) BARRINGTON
VLF RECEIVER............... ............................ .R 5.O00E 01 TO 3.OOOE 04 HZ C 26
ISIS 2 (71-024A-03) BARRINGTON
VLF RECEIVER.. ..... ...................... o.................... R 5.000E 01 TO 3.OOOE 06 HZ C 68
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-07) SCARF
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR...................................... A 1.000E 02 TO 1.O00OE 05 HZ H 22
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-07) SCARF
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR....... ........................... A 3.850E 02 TO 4.150E 02 HZ H 22
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-07) SCARF
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR...................................e.. A 2.775E 04 TO 3.225E 04 HZ H 22
EXOS-B (EXOS-B -03) UNKNOWN
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATION
DETECTORS.... ............................................. A DE 211
ESGEO (ESGEO -CE) PETIT
VLF FIELD ANTENNA........... .... ..........e......... A F 207
ESGED (ESGEO -C?) PETERSEN
DC FIELDS................................ .... e......... F 208
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1. ELECTROMAGNET IC RACIATICN MEASUREMENTS
1.1 ELECTRIC FIELC MEASJREMENTS
ESGEO (ESGEO -C08) NELZNER
DC ELECTRIC FIELC AND GRADIENI B
ELECTRON BEAM DEFLECTION ........................................... A F 208
IMP-J (IMP-J -11) AGGSON
ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS..................................... .A GH 246
0(A
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.2 MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
HELIOS-A (I-ELIO-A-02) NESS'
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELDS ......... ...... A H 224
HELIOS-E (HELIO-B-C2) NESS
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELDS... ..-......... A H 229
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-CSE) NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXCATE MAGNETOMETERS... ....................... A H 272
MARINER 77E (MARN778B-CE) NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXCATE MAGNETOMETERSe .......................... A 5 278
PIONEER 10 (72-C12A-C1) SMITH
MAGNETIC FIELDS....................................... A 5 90
FIUNEER 11 (72-CIA-01) SMITH
MAGNETIC FIELDS. . .................. ....................... A 5 131
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-O5) NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS.... ...................... A 272
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-0 ) NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS..... ........... *o  ..... A 278
u MARINER 77A (MARN77A-05) NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS... .......................... A 5 272
MA RINER 77E (MARN77B-05) NESS
TRIAXIAL FLUXC-ATE MAGNETOMETERS..... ..........................* A H 278
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-13) WILCOX
SOLAR AND INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
(CORRELATIVE STUCY) ...................................... R 0.OOOE-39 TC 1.000E-02 HZ 0 23c
HEOS 2 (72-OOEA-01) ELLIOTT
FLUXGATE MAGNETCMETER..* ... .................................... A O.OOOE-39 TO 1.560E-02 HZ C GH E87
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-14) NESS
JOVIAN MAGNETIC FIELD... .......... . ................................... A 0.000E-39 TO 3.000E-02 HZ 5 137
ATS 5 (69-069A-13) SUGIURA
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR....... ................................... A O.000E-39 TO 9.80OE-02 HZ F 40
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-01) NEUBAUER
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR FIELD
FLUCTUATIONS............................................. A 0.000E-39 TO 2.500E-01 HZ H 223
HELIOS-E (HELIO-B-01) NELEAUER
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR FIELD
FLUCTUATIONS.. ................... o......................... A O.O00OE-39 TO 2.SOOE-01 HZ H 229
FIONEER 8 (67-123A-01) NESS
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER................................. A 0.000E-39 TO 5.000E-01 HZ G 11
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIPENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.2 MAGNETIC FIELC MEASUREMENTS
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-01) NESS
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER..................... .......... A O.000E-39 TO 5.OOOE-01 HZ H 11
PIONEER 9 (68-IOOA-01) SONETT
THREE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER .. ................................ A 0.000E-39 TO 5.000E-0l HZ H e18
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-01) SCNETT
THREE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER ..................................** ** A 0.000E-39 TC 1.000E 00 HZ H 18
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-02) SNITf-
MAGNETIC FIELDS ............................... **....... A O.000E-39 TO 3.OO0OE 00 HZ H 234
ESGEO (ESGEO -09) MARIANI
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER.. .......................... A 0.000E-39 TO 5.OOOE 00 HZ F 208
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-01) NESS
MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS............................. A 0.000E-39 TO 6.250E 00 HZ EFGH 59
CAUGHTER (CAUGHTR-C4) RLSSELL
MAGNETIC FIELDS....................................... .A O.000E-39 TC 1.000E 01 HZ EFGH 198
MAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-CI) VAN ALLEN
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER............................. A 0.000E-39 TO I.O00OE 01 HZ DEFGH 222
MOTHER (MCTI-ER -C4) RLSSELL
MAGNETIC FIELDS . . .. ************************ ..... ................................. A 0.000E-39 TO 1.OO0OE 01 HZ EFGH 284
IMF-J (IMP-J -01) NESS
MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS......**...**....**........... A 0.000E-39 TO 1.250E 01 HZ GH 241
PICNEER 11 (73-019A-01) SMITH
MAGNETIC FIELDS.. .........*** . .......... **................ A 7.300E-20 TO 7.300E-20 HZ. H 131
FIONEER 10 (72-012A-01) SMITH
MAGNETIC FIELDS.......................................... A 7.200E-13 TO 7.200E-13 HZ H 90
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-02) SMITH
MAGNETIC FIELCS........................... ... ......... A 1.O00OE-01 TO 1.OO0OE 01 HZ H 234
ESGEO (ESGEO -Of) GENDRIN
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS.................** . .**.... A 1.O00OE-01 TO 3.500E 03 HZ F 207
EXPLORER 45 (71-09EA-0S) CAHILL. JR.
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER............................... A 1.OOOE 00 TO 3.OOOE 03 HZ B DE 85
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-C3) NEUBALER
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER............**..................**.... A S.000E 00 TO 3.000E 03 HZ H 224
HELlIOS-E (HELIO-B-C03) NEUBALER
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER............................ .... A 5.OO0OE 00 TO 3.000E 03 HZ H 229
EXPLORER 47 (72-07-A-11) SCARF
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION 
PLANET
D E S C R I P T I VE E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E 
* MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.2 MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT *................................... A 1 000E 
01 TO 1.000E 02HZ GH 114
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-05) GURNETT
10-HZ TO 10-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO
200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD MONOAXIAL PRCBES* .................. A 1.00OE 01 
TO 1.000E 04 HZ DEFGH 199
MOTHER (MOTHER -C7) GURNEl
10-HZ TO 10-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 10-HZ TO
200-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD TRIAXIAL PROBESe ................... A 1.00OE 
01 TO 1.00OE 04 HZ DEFGH 285
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-11) SCARF
PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT ................................... A 
1.OOOE 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ GH 114
HAwKEYE (HAWKEVYE-03) GURsE1T
ELF/VLF RECEIVERS........*....................... ....... R 1.000E 01 TO 
1.780E 05 HZ DEF 222
HEOS 2 (72-OOS5A-03) PETERS
SOLAR VLF OBSERVATION..............*.....e* .... 0 A 2.OOOE 01 TC 5.OOOE 02 
HZ DEF H s88
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-02) GURNETT
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO
NOISE -- INA Eo............................................ A 2.OOOE 
01 TO 2.OOOE 05 HZ DEFGH 60
MOTHER (MOTHER -12) hELLIWELL
0 VLF WAVE INJECTION....................................... R 1.000E 
03 TO 2.000E 04 HZ DEFGH 288
0
ATS-F (ATS-F -02) COLEPAN. JR.
MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT..*.............................. 
A F 191
SMS-B (SMS-B -03) WILLIAPS
MAGNETIC FIELD MCNITOR ...................................
A F 
325
EXOS-8 (EXOS-B -03) UNKNCWN
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATION
DETECTORS ................................................ A 
DE 211
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -C4) UNKNC2N
MAGNETOMETERe. ............................................ 
C 210
GOES-B (GCES-E -04) UNKhCF
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR. .................... .......... A 
F 216
GOES-C (GOES-C -04) WILLIAMS
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR.* ................................. A 
F 219
NARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -04) NESS 28
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 
e.....................................A
SMS-A (SMS-A -04) WILLIAMS
MAGNETIC FIELC MONITOR ................................... A 
F 323
SMS-C (SMS-C -04) UNKNOWN
MAGNETIC FIELD MNITOR ............................................. A F 
32
RANCE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I N E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.2 MAGNETIC FIELC MEASUREMENTS
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -C4) NESS
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER.... . *. ....... ... ........................ A 1 268
NARINE-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -C4) NESS
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ..... .....................................* A 2 268
ESGEO (ESGED -CB) MELZNER
DC ELECTRIC FIELD AND GRADIENT B
ELECTRON BEAM'DEFLECTION... ........................ A F 208
IMP-J (IMP-J -12) GURNET7
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE.... ................ .A GH 246
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT IO EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I N E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION (SEE SECTIO 4 FOR PHOTOGRAPHY)
1.3.1 SENSING SOURCES BELOW 65 KM
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-09) HOUGHTON
PRESSURE-MODULATED RADIOMETER (PMR)...................... R A 3 293
NIMBUS 5 (72-097A-04) WILHEIT, JR.
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (ESMR) ........................... ............ e....... R 1.935E 10 TO 1.935E 10 HZ A 3 129
NIMBUS 5 (72-09 7A-03) STAELIN
NIMBUS-E MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (NEMS)................. R 2.222E 10 TO 6.438E 10 HZ A 3 129
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-10) STAELIN
SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (SCAMS)....... ........... R 2.222E 10 TO 6.522E 10 HZ A 3 294
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-03) WILHEITs JR.
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (ESMR).........................*............ R 3.700E 10 TO 3.700E 10 HZ A 3 291
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS).................................... ............ R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -02) NESS STAFF
S TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS) .. . * ................................................... R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 261
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TUVS)................. ............. .................-..... R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)................................................... R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 335
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-05) SMITIH
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB)............................. R 5.000E 01 TO 2.000E-01 MIC A 3 292
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -02) NESS SIAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS). ... . ............................. .............. . R 3.OOOE 01 TO 3.800E 00 MICA 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS). .. .......................... .. .........................* R 3.OOOE 01 TO 3.800E 00 MIC A 3 261
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS) ................................................ ... R 3.000E 01 TO 3.800E 00 MIC A 3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-02) NESS STAFF
TIRUS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS). ................................................................... R 3.OOOE 01 TO 3.800E 00 MIC A 3 335
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTSSATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERINENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION (SEE SECTION 4 FOR PHOTOGRAPHY)
1.3.1 SENSING SOURCES BELOW 65 KM
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-04) GILLE
LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION RADIOMETER
(LRIR)....... ................................. 
......... R 2.500E 01 TO 8.800E 00 MIC A 3 292
NIMBUS 5 (72-097A-01) SMITH
INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(iTPR) . .. . .................................. , ........... R 2.200E 01 TO 1.10OE 01 MIC A 3 128
NIMBUS 5 (72-097A-02) HOUGHTCK
.SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (SCR)......... ............. R 2.OOOE 01 TO 8.OOOE 00 MIC A 3 128
NOAA 2 (72-082A-04) NESS S7AFF
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(VTPR)...... ........................... 
... *............ R 1.870E 01 TO 1.200E 01 MIC A 3 119
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -04) NESS SIAFF
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(VTPRI.................... 
........................... R 1.870E 01 TO 1.200E 01 MIC A 3 253
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -04) NESS STAFF
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(VTPR ..... ......................... .................... R 1.870E 01 TO 1.200E 01MICA 3 256
NIMBUS 4 (70-025A-1C) HOUGHTCN




.... ................ R 1.500E 01 TO 6.900E-01 MIC A 3 291
ERTS-8B (ERTS-B -02) UNKN h
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)............ ................ R 1.260E 01 TO 1.040E 01 MIC A 3 204
NOAA 2 (72-082A-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR). ... ................ ............ R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 117
NOAA 2 (72-082A-03) NESS STIAFF
VERY HIGH RESGLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR). *.... ........... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 118
ATS-F (ATS-F -Cr) SHENK
GEOSYNCHRONOUS VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RA)DIOMETER (GVHRR),........***.. ........ .............. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MICA 3 193
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR )*....... ......................... R 1.250E 01 TC 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR).. ................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -02) NESS STAFF
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC RACIATION (SEE SECTION 4 FOR PHOTOGRAPHY)
1.3.1 SENSING SOURCES EELOW 65 KM
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR). . ................................ R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 255
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR)... ................... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 256
SMS-A (SMS-A -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR)................................................... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 321
SMS-B (SMS-B -04) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR) ................................................... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MICA 3 325
SMS-C (SMS-C -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLk-INFRARED SFIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR) .................................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 327
GOES-B (GOES-B -01) UNKNCWN
VISIBLE-INFRAREC SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR).................................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 215
GOES-C (GOES-C -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR).................................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 218
NIMBUS 5 (72-097A-08) MCCULLOCH
TEMPERATURE/HUMICITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
(THIR).........................................*..... R 1.250E 01 TO 6.500E 00 MIC A 3 130
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIG- RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR). ....................................... R 1.250E 01 TO 7.500E-01 MIC A 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY hIGh- RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)................ ................. .R 1.250E 01 TO 7.500E-01 MIC A 3 260
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIG- RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR) .......................................... R 1.250E 01 TO 7.500E-01 MIC A 3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIG- RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)... .. .................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 7.500E-01 MIC A 3 334
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-12) BANDEEN
TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
(THIR)... .............................................. R 1.200E 01 TO 6.500E 00 MIC A 3 294
ERTS 1. (72-OS8A-02) UNKNOWN
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) .............................. R 1.10OE 00 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 3 104
RANGE CF MEASUREMENTSSATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANETD E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION (SEE SECTION 4 FOR PHOTOGRAPHY)
1.3.1 SENSING SOURCES BELOW 65 KM
ERTS-8 (ERTS-B 
-02) UNKNOWh
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS). .............................. R 1.100E 00 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 3 204
ERTS 1 (72-058A-01) WEINSTEIN
RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM.................. R 8.300E-01 TO 4.750E-01 MIC A 3 103
ERTS-8 (ERTS-E -01) WEINSTEIN
RETURN BEAM VIDICCN (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM... .... .......... R 8.300E-01 TO 4.750E-01 MIC A 3 203
GOES-C (GOES-C -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR) * *.................................................. R 7.500E-01 TO 5.550E-01 MIC A 3 218
GOES-B (GOES-B -01) UNKNOWN
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR).................................................. R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-01 MIC A 3 215
ATS-F (ATS-F -08) SHENK
GEOSYNCHRONOUS VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (GVHRR)... e............,.o.,,,o,,,,.,.**** R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-01 MICA 3 193
SMS-A (SMS-A -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR) 









................................ R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-01 MIC A 3 327
NOAA 2 (72-082A-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR) .................................* R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 117
NOAA 2 (72-062A-03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER ( VHRR).*...*............ R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 118
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -C2) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR ).......... 
................... R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 252
ITUS-F (ITOS-F -03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTICN RADIOMETER (VHRR) ....................... R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-G (ITOS-G 
-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR)......................... 
........ R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 255
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTICN RADIOMETER (VHRR)... .... ......... R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 256
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE 
(LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC RACIATION (SEE SECTION 4 FOR PHOTOGRAPHY)
1.3.1 SENSING SOURCES BELOW 65 KM
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR). ....................................... R 7.000E-01 TO 5.000E-01 
MIC A 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RA)IOMETER (AVHRR) . ....................... *............... R 7.OOOE-01 TO 5.OOOE-01 MICA 
3 260
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)....................................... R 7.OOOE-01 TO 5.000OE-01 
MIC A 3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR ....................................... R 7.000E-01 TO 5.000E-01 
MIC A 3 334
ESSA 8 (6E-114A-1O) NESS STAFF
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT)
SYSTEM....................................***.... ......... R 6.500E-01 TO 4.500E-01 
MIC A 3 23
NIMBUS 4 (70-025A-05) HEATH
BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET (BUV)
SPECTROMETER.. ............................................ R 3.400E-01 TO 2.500E-01 
MIC A 3 44
MARINEP-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -0O) BROACFCCT
EUV SPECTROSCOPY ......................................... R 1.657E-01 
TO 4.750E-02 MIC A I 123 268
X-4 (X-4 -01) UNKNOWN
HIGH-RESOLUT ION MULTICHANNEL INFRARED 3 355
RADIOMETER... .......... ............. *....................... R 
3 3
X-4 (X-4 -02) UNKNOWN
EARTH ALBEDO RADIOMETER . ..... ................... ........ R 
3 355
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E EX P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.2 SENSING SOURCES FROM 55 TO 3000 KM
ISIS 1 (69-00GA-01) WHITTEKER
SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER .................................. R 1.000E 05 TO 2.000E 07 HZ C 25
ISIS 2 (71-024A-01) WHITTEKER
SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER........... ........................R 1.OOOE 05 TO 2.000E 07 HZ C 67
ISIS 2 (71-024A-02) CALVERT
FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER................................... 1.200E 05 TO 9.300E 06 HZ C 68
ISIS 1 (6-00SA-C2) CALVER1
FIXED FREQUENCY SCUNDER .................................. R 2.500E 05 TO 9.300E 06 HZ C 26
ATS-F (ATS-F -CS) DAVIES
RADIO BEACON........ ..................................... R 4.000E 07 TO 3.600E 08 HZ B H 193
INTASAT (INTASAT-01) UNKNOWN
IONOSPHERIC BEACON........... .............................. R 4.001E 07 TO 4.101E 07 HZ C 248
ISIS 1 (09-00SA-CS) FORSV'H
RADIO BEACON.... .......................................... R 1.360E 08 TO 1.370E 08 HZ C 29
ISIS 2 (71-024A-09) FORSYTH
RA)IO BEACON ................................................ R 1.360E 08 TO 1.370E 08 HZ C 72
ATS 5 (69-069A-12) DAROSA
RADIO BEACON......... ................................ R 1.370E 08 TO 4.120E 08 HZ B 39
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-Cf) HARVEY
RADIO PROPAGATION RECEIVER*............................ R 3.OOOE 08 TO 3.OO0OE 08 HZ B GH 199
ISIS 2 (71-C24A-12) SHEPHERD
6300-A PHOTOMETER . ........................................ R 7.500E-01 TO 6.300E-01 MIC BC 73
AE-C (AE-C -14) HAYS
AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER........................................ R 7.330E-01 TO 3.371E-01 MIC B 156
AE-D (AE-D -13) HAYS
AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER .................. *.................... R 7.330E-01 TO 3.371E-01 MIC BC 167
AE-E (AE-E -11) HAYS
AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER...... ......... ...................... R 7.330E-01 TO 3.371E-01 MIC B 175
ISIS 2 (71-024A-11) ANGER
3914- TO 5577-A P-OTOMETER*... .... .................... R 5.577E-01 TO 3.914E-01 MIC BC 72
ASTP (ASTP -03) DONAhUE
ULTRAVIOLET ATMOSPFERIC ABSORPTION....................... R 3.000E-01 TO 1.000E-01 MIC B 183
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -03) UNKNOWN
X-RAY ANO ULTRAVICLET AURORAL TELESCOPES........ ........ R 3.00OE-0I TO I.00OE-OI MIC BC 210
SRATS (SRATS -CE) TOHMAISL
EARTH ULTRAVIOLET ALBEDO................... ........ R 2.900E-01 TO 2.500E-01 MIC B 332
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.2 SENSING SOURCES FROM 65 TO 3000 KM
AE-C (AE-C -13) BARTH
NITRIC OXIDE AIRCLOW ....................... o...... R 2.190E-01 TO 2.150E-01 MIC 8 155
AE-D (AE-D -11) BARTH
NITRIC OXIDE AIRCLOW .................................... R 2.190E-01 TO 2.150E-01 MIC BC 165
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -03) UNKNChN
X-RAY AND ULTRAVIOLET AURORAL TELESCOPES ................. R 1.000E-02 TO 1.000E-04 MIC BC 210
INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SAT. (INDASAT-C3) UNKhCUHN
IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON TRAP AND UV
CHAMBERS....... ....... ............................. R 1.216E-03 TO 1.216E-03 MIC B 247
ISS (ISS -02)
RADIO NOISE. . .............................. ............ .R C 250
SRATS (SRATS -03) TOHMATEU
GEOCORONAL ULTRAVIOLET GLOb............................. A B 331
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 0ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T I T E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.3 SENSING MAGNETOSPHERIC SCURCES ABOVE 3000 KM
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-12) KELLCGG
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE........,................ A 2.300E 01 TO 2.000E 05 HZ OEFGH 65
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-0) HARVEY
RADIG PROPAGATION RECEIVER.... ........................... R 3.OOOE 08 TO 3.000E 08 HZ 8 GH 199
MOTHER (MOTHER -0E) HARVEY
IMPEDANCE PROSE ANC RADIO PROPAGATION
TRANSMITTERe............................................... R 3.000E 08 TC 3.000E 08 HZ DEFGH 285
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.4 SENSING INTERPLANETARY SPACE
HELIUCENTRIC ( HELOCTR-07) SCARF
20-HZ TO 1-KHZ MAGNETIC AND 20-HZ TO
10)3-KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTORS .. ....................... A 2.OOOE 01 TO 1.000E 03 HZ H 237
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-12) KELLOGG
ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE......... ............. A 2.300E 01 TO 2.000E 05 HZ DEFGH 65
ATS-F (ATS-F -09) DAVIES
RADIO BEACON . ............................................ R 4.000E 07 TO 3.600E 08 HZ B H 193
PIONEER 6 (6t-10!A-C4) ESHLEMAN
TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER .... ............... *....... .. R 4.980E 07 TO 4.230E 08 HZ H 5
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-C6) HARVEY
RADIO PROPAGATION RECEIVER. ................................. R 3.000E 08 TO 3.000E 08 HZ B GH 199
MOTHER (MCTHER -08) HARVEY
IMPEDANCE PROBE AND RADIO PROPAGATION
TRANSMITTER..... .. ... ......................................... R 3.000E 08 TC 3.000E 8O HZ DEFGH 285
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-06) JUDGE
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTGMETRY........ ................................... R 8.000E-02 TO 2.000E-02 MIC H 5 93
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-06) JUDGE
S ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY..... ................................. R 8.OOOE-02 TO 2.000E-02 MIC H 5 134
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -02) HOWARC
S- AND X-OAND RACIO PROPAGAT ION...... .................... R H 12 267
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI)N PLANET
C E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLD (PLANETARY) SOURCES
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-09) HOUGITCN
PRESSURE-MODULATEC RACIOMETER (PMR)..... ...................... R A 3 293
FIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIC78PA-O0) PETTEKGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING *................................ R 2 302
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIOTEPB-CS) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKINGC.................... ......... R 2 306
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78BPC-03) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFERCMETRIC TRACKINC.................... ............ R 2 308
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (FIG78PD-03) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING.. ..................... ........... R 2 310
FIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIOT78FE-0 " ) PETTENCGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INrERFERCMETRIC TRACKING ................ ..................... R 2 312
NIMBUS S (72-097A-04) WIL-EIT, JR.
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (ESMR) . ....................................... R 1.935E 10 TO 1.935E 10 HZ A 3 129
NIMBUS 5 (72-097A-03) STAELIN
NIMBUS-E MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (NEMS)........................ R 2.222E 10 TO 6.438E 10 HZ A 3 129
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-10) STAELIN
SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECTROMETER (SCAMS) ...... ............ R 2.222E 10 TO 6.522E 10 HZ A 3 294
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-03) WILEIT, JR.
ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (ESMR)........................................ R 3.700E 10 TO 3.700E 10 HZ A 3 291
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS) ... ................... ............................... R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 258
ITOS-1 (ITOS-I -C 2) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS) .................................. ................ R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 261
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)........ .. ................. ..................... R 5.455E 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-02). NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)................ ....... .......................... R 5.45SE 10 TO 5.455E 10 HZ A 3 335
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIPENTER NIN VALUE (F OR El MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T I I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLD (PLANETARY) SOURCES
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-O5) SMITH
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) *o............................. R 5.000E 01 TO 2.000E-01 MIC A 3 292
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -06) CHASE, JR.
TWO-CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER.............. .... ... ........ R 3.900E 01 TO 2.200E 01 MIC 12 268
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)** ...................................................R 3.000E 01 TO 3.500E 00 MIC A 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -02) NESS SIAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)....... . .................... .................. R 3.OOOE 1O TO 3.800E OO MIC A 3 261
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -02) NESS SlAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS).......... ..................................... .* R 3.OOOE 01 TO 3.800E 00 MIC A 3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-02) NESS STAFF
TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS). ........................... .. ....... ......... R 3.OOOE 01 TO 3.800E 00 MID A 3 335
PIGNEER VENUS PROEE E (PIO78PB-0S) SUOMI
INFRARED RACIOMETERe.. .................................... A 3.OOOE 01 TO 2.000E-01 MIC 2 305
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-04) GILLE
LIMB RADIANCE INVERSION RADIOMETER
(LRIR)............................... .................... R 2.500E 01 TO 8.800E 00 MIC A 3 292
NIMBUS 5 (72-097A-01) SMITH
INFRARED TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(ITPR)o* * *oo........*.........o.. *. ................ R 2.200E 01 TO 1.10OE 01 MIC A 3 128
NIMBUS 5 (72-09?A-02) HOUGHTON
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (SCR) ....................... R 2.OO0OE 01 TO 8.OO0OE 00 MIC A 3 128
NUAA 2 (72-082A-C4) NESS STAFF
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(VTPR)................................................... R 1.870E 01 TO 1.200E 01 MIC A 3 119
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -04) NESS STAFF
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(VTPR) ................................................... R 1.870E 01 TO 1.200E 01 MIC A 3 253
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -04) NESS STAFF
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(VTPR)............................................ ... .... R 1.870E 01 TO 1.200E 01 MIC A 3 256
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -C6) CHASE. JR.
TWO-CHANNEL IR RACIOMETER....................... R 1.700E 01 TO 1.000E 01 MIC 12 268
NIMBUS 4 (70-02!A-10) HOUGHTCK
SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (SCR)...............ee ........ R e1.500E 01 TO 1.450E 01 MIC A 3 46
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBOA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLD (PLANETARYI SOURCES
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-02) MCCULLCCH
HIGH-RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION
SWJNDER (HIRS) * **........................................ R 1.500E 01 TO 6.900E-01 MICA 3 291
ERTS-8 (ERTS-B -02) UNKNCWN
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)........ ..................... R 1.260E 01 TO 1.040E 01 MIC A 3 204
NOAA 2 (72-082A-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR)... ................................ R 1.250E 01 TC 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 117
NOAA 2 (72-082A-03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR) ................... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 118
ATS-F (ATS-F -08) SHENK
GEOSYNCHRONOUS VERY HIGk RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (GVHRR).......................o...... 
....... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 193
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR)*. .............................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR)................... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR).................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MID A 3 255
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -03) NESS STAFF
VERY tHIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR)................... R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A. 3 256
SMS-A (SMS-A -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RACIOMETER
(VISSR).................................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 321
SMS-B (SMS-B -04) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR). .................................................. R 1 250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 325
SMS-C (SMS-C -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR). . ..................................................R 1 250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 327
GOES-B (GOES-8 -01) UNKNObN
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR)*................................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MIC A 3 215
GOES-C (GOES-C -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR) . .................................................. R 1.250E 01 TO 1.050E 01 MID A 3 .218
NIMBUS S (72-097A-08) MCCULLCCH
TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
(THIR)-.......e.e*** **................................ R 1.250E 01 TO 6.500E 00 MIC A 3 130
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIWENTER WIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION 
PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T TI T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M 
PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLC (PLANETARY) SOURCES
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY hIGi-H RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)....o,...................--..... R 1.250E 01 TO 7500E-01 MIC A 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGI- RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR) ................... ............ R 1.250E 01 TO 7.500E-01 MIC A 
3 260
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)..*................*..............* ...... R 1.2SOE 01 TO 7.500E-01 MICA 
3 263
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGh RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)...... .......................................* R 1.250E 01 TO 7.500E-01 MIC A 3 334
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-12) BANDEEN
TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
(THIR) . .....................................** ... . . R L200E 01 TO 6.500E 00 MIC A 
3 24
ERTS 1 (72-05BA-02) UNKKCWN
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS).................... ............. R 1.100E 00 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 3 104
ERTS-E (ERTS-B -02) UNKNCWN
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) .............................. R 1.100E 00 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 
3 204
PICNEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78BPB-02) BLAMONT
CLOUD EXTENT. STRUCTURE, AND
DISTRIBUTION......• .................... ... ............ A 9.000E-01 TO 9.000E-01 
MIC 2 304
FIONEER VENUS PROEE C (FIO78TBPC-C2) BLAMCNI
CLOUD EXTENT. STRUCTURE. AND
DISTRIBUTION.. .................... *.......... .... A 9.000E-01 TO 9.000OE-01 
MIC 2 308
FIONEER VENUS PROBE D (PIO78PD-02) BLAMONT
CLOUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE* AND
DISTRIBUTION.............................* A 9.000E-01 TO 9.000E-01 MIC 
2 310
PICNEER VENUS PROEE E (PIO78PE-02) BLAMONT
CLOUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE AND OISTRIBUTION................ A 9.000E-01 TO 9.OOOE-01 MIC 
2 311
ERTS 1 (72-058A-01) WEINSTEIN
RETURN BEAM VIDICCN (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM.................. R 8.300E-01 TO 4,750E-01 MICA 3 
103
ERTS-E (ERTS-B8 -01) WEINSTEIN
RETURN BEAM VIDICCN (FBV) CAMERA SYSTEM.................. R 8.300E-01 TO 4.750E-01 MIC A 
3 203
PIONEER VENUS PROBE B (PIO78PB-07) TOMASKO
SOLAR ENERGY PENETRATION INTO THE
ATMOSPHERE......................................... ....... R 8.000E-01 TO 3.000E-01 MIC 
2 305
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO7PB-CE) %EINMAN
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTSSATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANETD E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLD (PLANETARY) SOURCES
SPIN-SCAN PHOTOMETER. 
..................................... R 8.00OE-01 TO 3.000E-01 MIC 2 306
GOES-C (GCES-C -CI) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR). ---.......................o....................... R 7.500E-01 TO 5.550E-01 MIC A 3 218
GOES-B (GOES-B -01) UNKNCWK
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR)..... .............................. 
.............. R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-01 MIC A 3 215
ATS-F (AIS-F 
-08) SHENK
GEOSYNCHRONOUS VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (GVHRR)....................................... R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-01 MICA 3 193
SMS-A (SMS-A -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR)........... 





......... R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-01 MIC A 3 325
SMS-C (SMS-C -01) NESS STAFF
VISIBLE-INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
(VISSR).. . ...............-.................. 
....-....... R 7.500E-01 TO 5.500E-I01 MICA 3 327
NOAA 2 (72-082A-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR).. . .................... ........ R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 117
NOAA 2 (72-082A-03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RACIOMETER (VHRR)....o .............. R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 118
ITOS-F (ITOS-F 
-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR)............................. R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-F (ITOS-F 
-03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RACIOMETER (VHRR)*.................... R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 252
ITOS-G (ITOS-G 
-02) NESS STAFF
SCANNING RACIOMETER (SR).. ...................... 
........ R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MICA 3 255
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -03) NESS STAFF
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RACIOMETER (VHRR) ................ R 7.300E-01 TO 5.200E-01 MIC A 3 256
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -01) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)........................................ R 7.000E-01 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 3 258
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -CI) NESS STAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGF RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)........................................ R 7.OOOE-01I TO S.000E-01 MIC A 3 260
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -01) NESS STAFF
RANGE EOF ASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER 1IN 
VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE 
(LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLD (PLANETARY) SOURCES
ADVANCED VERY -IG- RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER (AVHRR). ....................................... R 7T.OOOE-01 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 
3 263
TIRGS-N (TIROS-N-C1) NESS SlAFF
ADVANCED VERY HIGR- RESOLUTION R 7 E-01 TO 5.000E-01 MIC A 3 334
RADIOMETER (AVHRR) .... .. ..................................... R 7.00E TO 5. E-O MIC A
ESSA 8 (68-114A-01) NESS STAFF
AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT) R 6.500E-01 TO 4.500E-01 MIC A 3 23
SYSTEM................................................. R 6500E1 TO 4.500E-01 MICA 23
NIMBUS 4 (70-025A-05) HEATH
BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET (BUVI)2.500E-01MIC A 3 44
SPECTROMETER.. ............................................ R 3.400E-01 
TO 2.500E-01 MIC A 3 44
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-12) BARIH
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY. .................................. R 3.400E-01 
TO 2.500E-01 MIC 0 4 346
VIKING- (VIKNG-B-12) BARTHI
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY.... ................................... R 3 400E-01 
TO 2.500E-01 MIC 0 4 353
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PI078PA-OS) STEWART
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER ................................. A 3.400E-01 TO 1.IOOE-01 MIC 
2 302
MARINEF-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -0t) eRCACFCCT
N EUV SPECTROSCOPY ............................. 1.657E-01 TO 4.750E-02 MIC A I 123 268
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-02) FARMER
IR SPECTROMETER -- WATER VAPOR MAPPING.......-..---.... . R 7.00E-04 TO 3.000E-04 MIC 
4 341
VIKING-E (VIKNG-B-C3) FARMER MI 4 348
IR SPECTROMETER -- WATER VAPOR MAPPING.....----.*.. . 7.O00E-04 TO 3.000E-04 MIC 4 348
MARINER 77A (MARN77A--O) smIIH
TV PHOTOGRAPHY. ............................... ........... R 6.100E-04 TO 4.140E-04 MIC 5 270
MARINER 771 (MARNIB-O1) SMITH
MARINER 77 * (MARN77B 01) MITH.R 6.100E-04 TO 4.140E-04 MIC 5 276
TV PHOTOGRAPHY....... .................................. R
MARINER 77A (MARNIIA-CI) SMITh R 6.100E-04 TO 4.140E-04 MIC 270
TV PHOTOGRAPHY..... ................................. R 6.100- TO 4.140E-04 MIC 270
MARINER 77L A (AR TB-C1) MITH TO 4.140E-04 MIC 276
TV PHOTOGRAPHY.... ........ ............................... R 6.100E-04 TO 4.I40E-04 
MIC
X-4 (X-4 -C01) UNKNCWhN
HIGH-RESOLUTION MULTICHANNEL INFRARED 3 35
RADIOMETER....*.........................*....... 
P A 3 3
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCLRY (MARINJ -02) HOWARD H 12 267
5- AND X-BAND RACIO PROPAGATION... ...................
x-4 (X-4 -02) UNKNcWh
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R i N E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.5 SENSING COLC (PLANETARY) SOURCES
EARTH ALBECO RADIOMETER*.................................. R A 3 355
ro
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIPENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.6 SENSING THE SUN
HEL IOS-8 (HELIO-B-CE) TRAINCR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS............................ R 0 231
HELl OS-A (HELIO-A-OE) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS...................... R 0 226
HELIOS-A ( I-ELIO-A-06) GURNETI
SOKHZ-2MHZ RADIO WAVE. .................................... R 1.OOOE 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ 0 225
HELIOS-B (IELIO-B-06) GURNETT
50KHZ-2MHZ RADIO WAVE..................... . o.......... . R 1.000E 01 TO 1.000E 05 HZ 0 230
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-10) STEINBERG
20-KHZ TO 3-MHZ RACIC MAPPING.... ...................... R 2.000E 04 TO 3.000E 06 HZ 0 238
EXPLORER 49 (73-039A-C2) STONE
RAPID-BURST RECEIVERS.......... ...................................* R 2.500E 04 TO 1.600E 07 HZ I 0 141
EXPLORER 49 (7-039A-01) STONE
STEP FREQUENCY RADIOMETERS..... .......................... R 3.000E 04 TO 2.000E 07 HZ I 0 140
HELI OS-A ( FEL 10-A-06) GURNETT
50KHZ-2MHZ RADIO WAVE............... ...-................ R 5.000E 04 TO 2.000E 06 HZ 0 225
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-06) GURNETT
50KHZ-2MHZ RADIO WAVE......................... ......... R 5.000E 04 TO 2.000E 06 HZ 0 230
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-13) HADDOCK
INTERPLANETARY LONHG-WAVELENGT- RADIO
ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT........................................ R 5.000E 04 TO 3.500E 05 HZ 0 65
ISIS 1 (69-009A-10) HARTZ
COSMIC RADIO NOISE................... ..............- R 1.000E 05 TO 2.000E 07 HZ 0 29
ISIS 2 (71-024A-10) HARTZ
COSMIC RADIO NCISE..,....... ........... ............... R 1.000E 05 TO 2.000E 07 HZ 0 72
SKYLAB (7-027A-04) MACQUEEN
WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH........................ ....... R 7.OOOE 03 TO 3.500E 03 A 0 138
OSO 7 (71-083A-02) TOUSEY
wHITE-LIGHT CORONCGRAPH AND EXTREME
ULTRAVIOLET CORONCGRAPH................................... R 6.500E 03 TO 3.900E 03 A 0 81
OSO-I (OSO-I -02) LEMAIRE
CHROMOSPHERE FINE STRUCTURE STUDY... .................... R 4.000E 03 TO 1.000E 03 A 0 296
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-12) BARTH
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY................. ............... R 3.400E 03 TO 2.500E 03 A 0 4 346
VIKING-B (VIKNG-8-12) BARTH
ULTRAVIOLET POTMETRY........ .................................. R 3.400E 03 TO 2.500E 03 A 0 4 353
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.6 SENSING THE SUN
NIMBUS 4 (70-025A-OZ) HEATH
SOLAR UV MONITOR** ......................******.... . ***.. . .  R 3.300E 03 TO 1.150E 03 A 0 44
eSO-I (OSO-I -Cl) BRUNER. JR.
HIGH-RESOLUTION ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
MEASUREMENTS. .. ................** ....... .......** ... R 2.200E 03 TO 1.050E 03 A 0 296
AE-C (AE-C -0f) HINTEREGGER
SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTCMETER ........ *.............................. R 1 850E 03 TO 1.420E 02 A 0 150
AE-D (AE-D -06) HINTEREGGER
SOLAR EUV SPECTROP-OTqMETER*...*.**.......................... R I.850E 03 TO 1.420E 02 A 0 161
AE-E (AE-E -06) HINTEREGGER
SOLAR EUV SPECTRUPtOTOMETER**..... .......**.............*** R 1.850E 03 TO 1.420E 02 A 0 171
EXPLORER 44 (71-058A-01) KREPLIN
SOLAR RADIATION DETECTORS.. .......* .......**........... R 1.600E 03.TO 8.000E-02 A 0 75
EXPLORER 37 (68-017TA-01) KREPLIN








........................ R 1.350E 03 TO 2.960E 02 A 0 139
DSO-I (OSO-I -0E) WELLER, JR.
EUV FROM EARTH AND SPACE.***** .........................********* .****... R 1.230E 03 TO 1.500E 02 A 0 298
AE-C (AE-C -05) HEATH
SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER............................... R 1.216E 03 TO 4.500E 01 A 0 149
AE-D (AE-D -05) HEATH
SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER.. .............**..........****.... R 1.216E 03 TO 4.SOOE 01 A 0 161
AE-E (AE-E -05) HEATH
SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER..**. ...... ****.*****...** ... R 1.216E 03 TO 4.500E 01 A 0 171
AE-C (AE-C -05) HEATH
SOLAR EUV FILTER PHOTOMETER.. .****......**********............... R 1.216E 03 TO 4.500E 01 A 0 149
AEROS-E (AEROS-B-04) SCHMIDIKE
FLUX AND SPECTRAL CISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR
EUV RAO AND THEIR TEMP AND SPATIAL VAR.................... R 1.070E 03 TO 3.OOOE 02 A 0 179
OSO 7 (71-083A-02) TOUSEY
WHITE-LIGHT CORONOGRAPH AND EXTREME
ULTRAVILLET CORONOCRAPH....... ........................... R 5.500E 02 TOC 1.700E 02 A 0 81
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBOA) MIN AaCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.6 SENSING THE SUN
AEROS-B (AEROS-B-04) SCHMIDTKE
FLUX AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR
EUV RAD AND THEIR TEMP AND SPATIAL VAR.....*....*** .. *......* R 5.100E 02 TO 1.500E 02 A 0 179
OSO 7 (71-083A-01) NEUPERT
X-RAY AND EUV SPECTROI-ELICGRAPH (2 TO
400 A)*************************************************** ................................................... R 4.000E 02 TO 1.700E 02 A 0 80
SKYLAB (73-027A-0E) GIACCONI
X-RAY SPECTROGRAPHIC TELESCOPE.************************** ........................... R 6.000E 01 TO 3.500E 00 A 0 139
EXPLORER 37 (68-017A-01) KREPLIN
SOLAR RADIATION DETECTORS *................................ R 6.000E 01 TO 5 00OE-01 A 0 16
VELA 58 (69-046E-02) CHAMBERS
SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS *.5 TO 3.0 At 1 TO
8 A. 1 TO 16 A. 44 TO 60 A.............................**************** R 6.000E 01 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 34
VELA 6A (70C-027A-02) CHAMBERS
SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS. .5 TO 3.0 A. 1 TO
8 As 1 TO 16 A. 44 TO 60 A.....************************** ............................... R 6.OOOE 01 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 48
VELA 68 (70-0278-02) CHAMBERS
SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS. .5 TO 3.0 As I TO
8 A, 1 rO 16 A. 44 TO 60 A******************************* ............................... R 6.000E 01 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 51
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-0e) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS...................................********************************* R 1.650E 01 TO 1.800E 00 A I 0 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -08) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS************************************ ............................ R 1.650E 61 TO 1.800E 00 A I 0 244
OSO 7 (71-083A-01) NEUPER7
X-RAY AND EUV SPECTRO-ELIOGRAPH (2 TO
400 A)*************************************************** ................................................... R 1.500E 01 TO 8.000E 00 A 0 80
OVS-6 (69-04eB-01) YATES
GEIGER-MUELLER TUBE, SOLAR X-RAY
DETECTOR, 2 TO 12 A..... .................................********************************* A 1.200E 01 TO 2.000E 00 A 0 30
GOES-B (GOES-B -03) WILLIAMS
SLAR X-RAY MONITOR .....................................************************************** R 8*.0005 00 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 216
GOES-C (GOES-C -03) WILLIAMS
SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR............ . ........************************** R 8.O00E 00 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 219
SMS-A (SMS-A -03) WILLIAMS
SOLAR X-RAY MONITCR*****.....................................************************* R 8.000E 00 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 322
SMS-B (SMS-B -02) WILLIAMS
SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR...................................... R 8.OOOE 00 TO 5.O00OE-01 A 0 325
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MI N VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R IM E NT T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.6 SENSING THE SUN
SMS-C (SMS-C -03) WILLIAMS
SOLAR X-RAY MONITCR.ee....ee...... . ......................* R 8.00OE 00 TO 5.000E-01 A 0 328
OSO-I (OSO-I -C2) NOVICK
.HIGH-SENSITIVITY GRAPI-ITE CRYSTAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF STELLAR AND SOLAR X RAYS. ................. R 6.204E 00 TO 1.551E 00 A 1 0 296
OSc-I (OSO-I -04) CULHANE
MAPPING X-RAY HELIOMETER*............. °.......... ......... R 6.204E 00 TO 4.136E-01 A 0 297
OSC 7 (71-082A-0) PETERSCN
HARD SOLAR X-RAY MCNITORING.............................. R 6.204E 00 TO 4.136E-02 A 0 83
OSO 7 (71-082A-C1) NEUPERI
X-RAY AND EUV SPECTROHELIOGRAPH (2 TO
400 A)*.....,..... ...... 1...e.. ,e........ ...... . R 2.500E 00 TO 1.700E 00 A 0 eo80
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-09) ANDERSCh
X-RAYS AND ELECTRONS.. ..................................** ..  R 1.551E 00 TO 1.723E-01 A 0 237
OVS5-6 . . 169-040B-02) YATES
SWDIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATOR. GAMMA-RAY
DETECTOR* 19 TO 1175 KEV*.........................*........ R 6.531E-01 TO INFINITY 0 30
S OSO 7 (71-082A-01) NEUPERI
X-RAY AND EUV SPECTROHELIOGRAPH (2 TO
400 A).e... ........................ ...... R 6.204E-01 TO 3.102E-01 A 0 80
EXPLORER 37 (68-017A-01) KREPLIN
SOLAR RADIATION DETECTORS... .............................. R 6.204E-01 TO 1.551E-01 A 0 16
TD IA (72-014A-06) DE JAGER
SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR............................................... R 5.170E-01 TO 1.379E-02 A 0 100
INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SAT. (INDASAT-02) UNKNOWN
SOLAR NEUTRON AND GAMMA RAYS... ........................... R 6.204E-02 TO 6.204E-04 A 0 247
TO IA (72-014A-07) LABEYRIE
GAMMA-RAY MEASUREMENT..... .............. .............. R 7.000E 01 TO 3.000E 02 MEV 1 0 100
SRATS (SRATS -01) MATSUOKA
SOLAR X-RAY MONITORe* ....................... .....e.......... R 0 330
SRATS (SRATS -02) OSHIC
HYD ROGEN LYMAN-ALPHA ......................................****,, ** R 0 330
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.7 SENSING HOT (STAR) SOURCES
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A..... ........................ .... ........ R 5 275
MARINER 77E (MARN77E-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A....... ................................ ........... R 5 281
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11J LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A....... ................................................. R 5 275
MARINER 778 (MARN776-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOFCLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A............................................... R 5 281
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- AND X-8AND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER...... .................................... R 0.0008-39 TO INFINITY 5 271
OAO 3 (72-06EA-02) BOYD
STELLAR PHOTOMETRY. ........................................ R 5.000E 02 TO 1.000E 16 HZ 1 108
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-10) WARWICK
SWEEP FREQUENCY (.02 TO 40 MHZ) RADIO
RECEIVER............ ..................................... R 2.OOOE 04 TO 4.050E 07 HZ 5 275
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-10) WARWICN
SWEEP FREQUENCY (.02 TO 40 MHZ) RADIO
RECEIVER..................................-...-.......... R 2.000E 04 TO 4.050E 07 HZ 5 281
EXPLORER 49 (7 3-0 39A- 02) STONE
RAPID-BURST RECEIVERS........ ....-....... ,...... ..... R 2.500E 04 TO 1.600E 07 HZ I 0 141
EXPLORER 49 (73-039A-01) STONE
STEP FREQUENCY RADIOMETERS........ ..................... . .. R 3.OOOE 04 TO 2.000E 07 HZ I 0 140
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT 5- AND X-EANC TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER................................................* o R .O 1 000E 09 TC 1.000E 10 HZ 5 277
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-03) HANEL
INFRAREC SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY........ ......-..... R 5.000E 05 TO 3.000E 04 A 5 271
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-03) HANEL
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY. ..... o........... R 5.000E 05 TO 3.000E 04 A 5 277
ANS (ANS -01) VANDUINEN
UV TELESCOPE.... ........ ................................ R 3.295E 03 TO 1.500E 03 A eI 181
TO IA (72-014A-01) HOUZIAUX
STELLAR UV PADIATICN EXPERIMENT .................................. R 2.750E 03 TO 1.350E 03 A I 98
RANGE OF •MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.7 SENSING HOT (STAR) SOURCES
TO lA (72-014A-02)
UV STELLAR SPECTRCMETER .................................. R 2.155E.03 TO 2.060E 03 A 1 98
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-04) BRCACFCOT
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTFCSCOPY ................................. R 1.800E 03 TO 4.000E 02 A 5 272
4ARINER 77E (MARN778-04) BROACFOOT
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY................................... R 1.800E 03 TO 4.OOOE 02 A S 278
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -0E) BROADFOOT
EUV SPECTROSCOPY.... ....................... . ............. R 1.657E 03 TO 4.750E 02 A A I 123 268
OAO 3 (72-06EA-01) SPITZER
HIGH-RESOLUTION TELESCOPES............................... R 3.275E 02 TO 7.100E 02 A I 108
ASTP (ASTP -04) FRIEDMAN
SKY-EARTH X-RAY OBSERVATIONS. ............................ R 1.241E 02 TO 1.241E 01 A I 184
HELOS (I-ELOS -02) UNKNOWN
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY PACKAGE. ......................... R 1.241E 02 TO 6.204E 00 A I 240
OSO-I. (OSO-I -0E) KRAUSHAAR
SOFT X-RAY BACKGROUND RADIATION
INVESTIGATION *............................................. R 8.272E 01 TO 2.757E-01 A I 297
S SAS-C (SAS-C -04) CLARK
X-RAY ABSORPTION CONTOURS OF THE GALAXY .................. R 6.204E 01 TO 1.241E 00 A I 315
UK 5 (UK-5 -01) BOYC
0.3- TO 30-KEV COSMIC X-RAY W ITH A
ROTATION COLLIMATOF........................................... R 4.136E 01 TO 4.136E-01 A 1 336
SAS-C (SAS-C -0) CLARK
CONTINUOUS X-RAY FLUCTUATICON MONITOR OF
SCO X-1....................................................... 
..... R 3.102E 01 TO 1.551E-01 A I 314
SAS-C (SAS-C -02) CLARK
CONTINUOUS X-RAY FLUCTUATION MONITOR OF
SCO X-1**................ 
. . ............. ......... R 3.102E 01 TO 1.551E-01 A I 314
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-CE) KRIVIGIE
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS ANC ELECTRONS **..... . ........................... R 1.650E 01 TO 1.800E 00 A I 0 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -0E) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTUNS ANC ELECTRONS,**.... ............ ............. . R 1.650E 01 TO 1.800E 00 A I 0 244
EXPLORER 42 (70-10TA-01) GIACCONI
ALL-SKY X-RAY SURVEY. ................................... R 1.241E 01 TO 1.241E 00 A I 55
EXPLORER 42 (70-107A-01) GIACCONI
ALL-SKY X-RAY SURVEY...................................... r 1.241E 01 TO 6.204E-01 A I 55
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER WIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E - * MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.7 SENSING HOT (STAR) SCURCES
OSO 7 (71-082A-C4) CLARK
COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES IN T-E RANCE
1.5 TO 9 A.. .................................................. R 1.241E 01 TO 2.068E-01 A I 
82
VELA 56 (69-C4CE-0E) CCNNER
COSMIC RAYS..... . .......................................... R 1.200E 01 TO 1.200E 01 A 
I 36
EXPLORER 44 (71-05EA-02) KREPLIN
ALL-SKY X-RAY SURVEY.... ................................. R 1.200E 01 TO 5.000E-01 A 
1 76
SAS-C (SAS-C -01) CLARK
ANALYSIS OF EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES....* .................. R 8.272E 00 TO 1.241E 00 A 
I 313
SAS-C (SAS-C -01) CLARK
ANALYSIS OF EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES..**....... R......R 8 272E 00 TO 1.241E 00 A 
I 313
HELOS (HELOS -01) UNKNCWN
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY PACKAGE.* ....................... R 8.272E 00 TO 6.204E-01 A 
1 240
UK 5 (UK-E -02) POUNCS
2- TO O10-KEV SKY SURVEY .* *..........**....................... R 8.272E 00 TO 6 204E-01 A 
I 337
SAS-C (SAS-C -02) CLARK
ANALYSIS uF GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES..* ............. ..... R 6.893E 00 TO 1.551E 00 A 
I 314
0
OSO-I (OSO-I -02) NOCVICK
HIGH-SENSITIVITY GRAPHITE CRYSTAL
SPECTROSCOPY OF STELLAR AND SOLAR X RAYS. ................ R 6.204E 00 TO 1.551E 00 
A I 0 296
UK 5 (UK-5 -04) POUNCS
POLAR1METER/SPECTCROMETER ...... ............o........... R 6.204E 00 TO 1.551E 00 A 
I 338
UK 5 (UK- -CZ) BCYD
HIGH-RESGLUTICN SOURCE SPECTRA.......o.... .............. R 6.204E 00 TO 4.136E-01 A 
I 337
ANS (ANS -C2) GURSKY
HIGH ANGULAR ANE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
OBSERVATIONS OF COSMIC X-RAY SOURCES ..................... R 6.204E 00 TO 3.102E-01 A 
I 182
OSO-I (OSO-I -06) BOLDT
COSMIC X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY... .......... ................... R 6.204E 00 TO 3.102E-01 A 
1 298
INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SAT. (INCASAT-Cl) LNKNOIN
X-RAY ASTRONOMY.. ............................****.. ..  R 6.204E 00 TO 1.241E-01 
A I 247
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-C1) SMITH
TV PHOTOGRAPHY. .......................................... R 6.100E 00 TO 4.140E 00 A 
270
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-CI) SMITH
TV PHOTOGRAPHY............................................ . R 6.100E 00 TO 4.140E 00 A 
276
UK S (UK- -0G) HCLT
RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT IO EXPERIMENTER MIN VALUE (F OR El MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E K P E R I M E N T T I T L E * MAX VALUE (LAMBODA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
1.3.7 SENSING HOT (STAR) SOURCES
ALL-SKY MONITOR .............................. ... .. R 4.136E 00 TO 2.068E 00 A I 339
TO IA (72-014A-04) LABEYRIE
SPECTROMETRY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL K RAYS .................. R 4.136E 00 TO 4.136E-01 A I 99
ANS (ANS -02) DE JAGER
LOW-ENERGY X-RAY EXPERIMENT .............................. R 4.OOOE 00 TO 2.0005E 00 A I 182
OSO 7 (71-083A-03) PETERSCN
COSMIC X-RAY EXPERIMENT .. ................................ R 1.241E 00 TO 4.136E-02 A I 82
OSO-I (S00-1 -07) FROST
HIGM-ENERGY CELESTIAL X RAYS ............................. R 1.241E 00 TO 1.241E-02 A I 298
UK 5 (UK-S -05) ELLICTT
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY SPECTRA..............*.......... R 6.204E-01 TO 6.204E-03 A I 338
VELA SA (69-0460-08) KLEBESAOEL
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY......................................* R 6.204E-02 TO 1.241E-02 A I 33
VELA 6A (70-027A-0f) KLE8ESADEL
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY ...................................... 
. R 4.136E-02 TO 8.272E-03 A I 50
VELA 68 (7C-027B-CE) KLEBESACEL
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY *...... ......................... R 4.136E-02 TO 8.272E-03 A I 53
TO IA (72-014A-CE) OCCHIALINI
SOLAR GAMMA RAYS IN TtHE 50- TO 500-MEV
ENERGY RANGE..'.......................... 
...... ....... R 5.0005 01 TO 5.000E 02 MEV I 99
TO 1A (72-014A-07) LABEYRIE
GAMMA-RAY MEASUREMENT .............................................. R 7.000E 01 TO 3.000E 02 MEV 1 0 100
ASTP (ASTP -Cl) BOW'VER
EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY....... ...... ............... R 1 183
EXOS-C (EXOS-C -01) UNKNOW1'
X-RAY ANC GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMICAL
TELESCOPES ............................................... 1 212
ASTP (ASTP -02) BOWYER
HELIUM GLOW............... ........... ,,. ................ . I 183
EXOS-C (EXOS-C -02) UNKNOWN
ULTRAVIOLET TELESCCPE...................... 
........... R 1 212
EXOS-C (EXOS-C -03) UNKNOWN
INFRARED TELESCOPE ............... .................... 
.R I 213
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMEJT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAK REGIDN PLA4ET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2. CHARGEC PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 KEV)
PIONEER 7 (66-07EA-03) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER . ................................... R THERMAL ENERGIES H 8
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-03) ESHLEMAN
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER..... ............................ U THERMAL ENERGIES a H 13
PIONEER 9 (68-10CA-03) ESHLEMAN
TWD-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER............................. U THERMAL ENERGIES B H 19
ISIS I (69-0O0A-01) WHITTEKER
SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER................................... U THERMAL ENERGIES c 25
ISIS I (69-COSA-02) CALVERT
FIXED FREQUENCY SCUNDER . .. ...............................* U THERMAL ENERGIES C
ISIS 2 (71-024A-01) WHITTEKER
SWEEP FREQUENCY SCUNDER. . ................................ U THERMAL ENERGIES C 67
ISIS 2 (71-024A-02) CALVERT
FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER .................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES C 68
to ISIS 2 (71-024A-07) BRACE
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE* .......................... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 
71
EXPLORER 49 (7--039A-03) STONE
CAPACITANCE PROBE.e.. ........................................ U THERMAL ENERGIES 
M 141
AE-C (AE-C -01) BRACE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION... ................... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 
148
AE-C (AE-C -04) HANSON
ION TEMPERATURE.... .............................................* U THERMAL ENERGIES C 
149
AE-D (AE-D -04) HANSON
ICN TEMPERATURE... .......................................* U THERMAL ENERGIES C 160
AE-E (AE-E -01) BRACE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION...* ...................* U THERMAL ENERGIES B 
169
AE-E (AE-E -04) HANSON
ICN TEMPERATURE........ .................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES B 
170
AEROS-B (AEROS-B-03) NESKE
ELECTRON CONCENTRATION IN THE IONOSPIERE..... ................. U THERMAL ENERGIES C 179
DAUGHTER (DALGHTR-06) HARVEY
RADIO PROPAGATION RECEIVER... ............................... U THERMAL ENERGIES B GH 199
ESGEO (ESGEO -02) BOYD
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I VE EX P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2. CHARGED PARTICLE WEASUREMENTS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EOUAL TO I KEV)
THERMAL PLASMA FLOWe. ......... ...... ..... ............... R F 206
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -02) UNKNCWKN
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS ............................. 0 a 209
INTASAT (INTASAT-C1) UNKNCN
IONOSPHERIC BEACON ....................................... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 248
ISS (ISS -Cl)
SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER.................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES C 249
ISS (ISS -03) MIYAZAKI
RETARDING POTENTIAL PROE.............. ... ............ U THERMAL ENERGIES B 250
MOTHER (MOTHER -08) HARVEY
IMPEDANCE PROBE AND RADIO PROPAGATION
TRANSMITTER .............................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES DEFGH 285
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO78PA-01) NAGY
LANGMUIR PROBE........... ................................ U THERMAL ENERGIES H 2 300
SRATS (SPATS -04) OHYA
ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENT............................. U B 331
SRATS (SPATS -CE) HIRAC
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE.................................... U B 331
SRATS (SRATS -06) UNKhC*N
PLASMA DIAGNOSIS . ........................................ U B331
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-C4) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION................ .............. . U THERMAL ENERGIES EV 4 341
PIONEER 6 (65-IO0A-C'4) ESHLEMAN
TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER.. ..................... 
-....... U THERMAL ENERGIES B H 0 5
ISIS 1 (69-OOSA-CS) FORSYTH
RADIO BEACON. ... ............................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES C 29
ATS 5 (6q-06SA-12) DARCSA
RADIO BEACON*..* ......................... . ....... U THERMAL ENERGIES AB 3 39
ISIS 2 (71-024A-0S) FORSYTH
RADIO BEACON................. 
.............* .......... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 72
ESRO 4 (72-092A-C1) BOYD
POSITIVE ION SPECTROMETER***........... ....,. ........ U THERMAL ENERGIES aC 120
AE-D (AE-O -01) eRACE
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V-E E X P E R I N E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2. CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO I KEVI
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION ................... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 
159
AEROS-EB (AEROS-8B-02) SPENNER
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND
ELECTRONS ....................................... ....... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 
178
ATS-F (ATS-F -CS) DAVIES
RADIO BEACON. •...................**.......... .****** U THERMAL ENERGIES 
a H 193
INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SAT. (INDASAT-03) UNKNCUh
IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON TRAP AND UV
CHAMBERS.o***..... #.......*........................... . 0 THERMAL ENERGIES a 
247
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT 5- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER..... .......................................... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
5 277
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO7BPA-04) KNUOSEN
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER.........................*.*. U THERMAL ENERGIES 
2 301
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -01) UNKNCWb
ICNOSPHERIC PROBES..***............................ U THERMAL ENERGIES 
C 209
EXOS-B (EXOS-B -01) UNKhCW2
MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA PROEE.... .............................. R THERMAL ENERGIES DE 
211
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-02) ESHLEMAN
COIERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER* .. .. ..... o .**...................... U 5 271
VIKING-B (VIKNG-B-04) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION..* *** .................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES 
4 349
EXOS-B (EXOS-B -04) UNKNOWN
MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA.............* *.. ................. U THERMAL ENERGIES 
DE 211
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-03) FRANK
HOT PLASMA e *.............................................. R THERMAL ENERGIES 
GH 198
HAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-02) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS..........*............. R THERMAL ENERGIES 
DEFGH 222
MOTHER (MOTHER -03) FRANK
SHOT PLASMA...............* **................ ....... .. R THERMAL ENERGIES GH 283
MOTHER (MOTHER -03) FRANK
HOT PLASMA...........*................................. R THERMAL ENERGIES 
GH 283
EXOS-E (EXOS-B -02) UNKNCWN
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E4 MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I PT I V E EX P E R I M E N T TI T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/1O2345M PAGE
2. CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 KEV)
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS**........... *o............. 0 1.000E 00 TC 1.DOOE 03 EV DE 211
AE-C (AE-C -OZ) DOERING
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER-**......................* R 2.OO0OE 00 TO 5.000E 02 EV C 149
AE-D (AE-D -02) DOERING
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER................... ......*... R 2.000E 00 TO 5.OO0OE 02 EV C 160
AE-E (AE-E -02) DOERING
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER.. ***.o****** ....... o... R 2.000E 00 TO S.000E 02 EV 8 170
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -03) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ENVIRONMENT..... ................... R 4.OOOE 00 TO 4.OOOE 02 EV H 267
EXPLORER 43 (71-Og9A-11) BAME
SMEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA*oo.oo......oo.... ....... R 4.000E 00 TO 1.00OE 03 EV DEFGH 64
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS............o .... o... ..- o.....o...... R 5.ObOE 00 TO 1.000E 03 EV GH 110
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-01) PASCHMANN
50-EV TO 40-KEV PROTON ANC 5-EV TO
20-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE..... o. .................... R 5.000E 00 TO 2,000E 04 EV GH 197
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-01) BANE
150-EV TO 7-KEV PROTON AND 5-EV TO
2.5-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE.................. ........ R 5.000E 00 TO 2.500E 03 EV GH 234
IMP-J (IMP-J -04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS .......................................**. ..  R 5.OO0OE 00 TC 5.000E 04 EV GH 242
IMP-J (IMP-J -10) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA.............................. R 5.000E 00 TO 2.000E 04 EV GH 245
MOTHER (MOTHER -01) SAME
50-EV TO 40-KEV PRCTON AND 5-EV TO
20-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE*.......................... R 5.OOOE 00 TO 2.OOOE 04 EV GH 282
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-1C) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA .............................. R 5.OOOE OO TO 2.OOOE 04 EV GH 113
MOTHER (MOTHER -02) OGILVIE
THREE-DIMENSIONAL (SIX AXIS), 6-EV TO
10-KEV ELECTRON SPECTROMETER .............................. R 6.000E 00 TO 1.000E 04 EV OEFGH 283
APOLLC 12 LM/ALSEP (6c-099C-02) SNYDER
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER..................................** R 6.OOOE 00 TO 1.330E 03 EV GH M 41
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2. CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 KEV)
EXPLORER 43 (71-C19A-11) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA. .............................. R 6.OOOE 00 TO 2.400E 04 EV DEFGH 64
VELA 6A (7C-027A-C5) BANE
SOLAR WIND EXPERINENT* ....................................* R 7.500E 00 TO 1.850E 04 EV GH 49
ISIS 2 (71-024A-CE) HEIKKILA
SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTROMETER.e . ............................ R 1.00OE 01 TO 1.000E 04 EV DEF 70
PI CEE R 8 (67-121A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.. * ...................................*** R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 12
FIGNEER 9 (68-100OA-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER ................................... R 1.200E 01 TO 1.OOOE 03 EV H 18
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER** ................................... R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 12
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-02) WOLFE
1 ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.o....*.*.***.*.............. R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 18
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER....... ................ *............. . R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 12
PIONEER 8 (67-12-A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.. .. .. ................................. R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 12
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER ................................... R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 18
FIONEER 9 (68-100A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.......................*. .............. R 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 18
HELIOS-E (HELIO-B-09) ROSENBAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS .......... ...... ......... ............. R 1.600E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 232
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-09) ROSENBAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS........................................* R 1.600E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 226
EXPLORER 47 (72-07A- 02) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA........ ..............................* R 1.700E 01 TO 7.000E 03 EV GH 109
IMP-J (IMP-J -C2) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA. ......................-..... . R 1.700E 01 TO 7.000E 03 EV GH 241
VELA 58 (d9-04EE-05) BAME
SSOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT. . ................................ R 2.000E 01 TO 3.300E 04 EV GH 36
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION LA ET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2. CHARGEC PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 KEV)
VELA 6A (70-027A-CE) BAME
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT.................................... R 2.000E 01 TO 3.300E 04 EV G 49
HEOS 2 (72-OCEA-C2) PIZZELLA
ELECTRON AND PROTON MEASUREMENTS' ( 20
EV-50 KEV). ... ...................................... ..... ........ R 2.400E 01 TO 1.100E 03 EV C GH 87
EXPLORER 43 (7 1-019A-05) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS........................... R 2.400E 01 TO I.10IOE 03 EV H 61
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-02) EGIDI
50-EV TO 25-KEV ION AND 35-EV TO 7-KEV
ELECTRON PLASMA PROBES................................. R 3.500E 01 TO 7.000E 03 EV GH 197
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-08) O-BRIEN
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR EN/IRONMENT.... ............... R 4.OOOE 01 TO 2.OOOE 03 EV GH 58
ATS-F (ATS-F -05) MCILWAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT............................ R 5.OOOE 01 TO S.OOOE 02 EV F 192
ATS 5 (69-069A-11) MCILWAIN
J BI-DIRECTIONAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR*..... .......................... .... ........ R 6.000E 01 TO 6.OD0E 02 EV F 39
VELA 58 (69-04EE-O5) BAME
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT ...... * ........... ........... R 7.500E 01 TO 1.800E 04 EV GH 36
FIONEER 6 (65-10!A-02) BRIDGE
SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP........ ........* * ......... R 9.OOOE 01 TO 1.580E 03 EV H 4
FIONEER 11 (7 3-019A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT .......................... .......... R 1.00OE 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV H 137
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT.*.................................. R 1.000E 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV H 96
ESRO 4 (72-092A-03) HULTQOUIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER. . .................... . . .. 1.000E 02 TO 3.000E 02 EV C 121
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT ...... ............................... R 1.000E 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV 5 137
FIONEER 10 (7 -0 I 2A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT ............................................ R 1.OOOE 02 TO 1.80OE 04 EV 5 96
ESRO 4 (72-092A-03) HULTOLI ST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER...... .................. 0 1.500E 02 TO 1.000E 03 EV C 121
AE-C (AE-C -12) HOFFMAN
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 0ID EXPERIVENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I VE E X P E R I N E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2. CHARGED PARTICLE MEASLREMENrS
2.1 SENSING ELECTRONS
2.1.1 OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 KEV)
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS** ..................................... R 2.OOOE 02 TO 2.500E 04 EV B 155
AE-0D (AE-D -12) HOFFMAN
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS o o o*......... .**. .... . .... ...... R 2.000E 02 TO 2.500E 04 EV 8 166
ESGEO (ESGEO -04) HULTCUIST
LON-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION .................. o*.................... R 2.'O00E 02 TO 2.OOOE 03 EV F 207
ATS-F (ATS-F -05) MCILWAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT........o.........*..*....... R 5.OO0OE 02 TO S.000E 03 EV F 192
ATS 5 (69-06SA-11) MCILWAIN
BI-DIRECT IONAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR...................o**o...*....o*.......#....... R 6.000E 02 TO 6.OO0OE 03 EV F 39
EXPLORER 45 (71-09fA-01) HOFFMAN
CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS WITH
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS .................................. R 8.OO0OE 02 TO 2.500E 04 EV DEF 84
DAUGHTER (CAUGHTR-03) FRANK
S HOT PLASMA.....**......................................... R 1.000E 03 TC 1.OO0OE 04 EV GH 198
HAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-C2) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ANC ELECTRONSo.........*............. R 1.000E 03 TO 1.OOOE 04 EV DEFGH 222
EXOS-B (EXOS-B -02) UNKNCWN
ENERGETIC PARTICLE OETECTORS....o.*********************** 0 1.000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV DE 211
IMP-J (IMP-J -04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS... ............................................. R 1.OOOE 03 TO 1.OOOE 04 EV GH 242
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-C4) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS........e*................................... R 1.OOOE 03 TO 1.00OE 04 EV GH 110
ESRO 4 (72-092A-03) HULTGUIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETERe................................ 0 O1.000E 03 TO 1.500E 04 EV C 121
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E Ex PERIMENT T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBOA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/1O2345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES GREATER TIHAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN I KEVI
HEOS 2 (72-00SA-02) PIZZELLA
ELECTRON AND PROTCN MEASUREMENTS (20
EV-50 KEV). ..............................................** 1.100E 03 TO 1.200E 04 EV C GH 67
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-0E) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS****......................... R 1.100E 03 TO 1.200E 04 EV H 61
EXPLORER 47. (72-073A-08) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS...... ..... **................................ R 1 500E 03 TO 2.500E 06 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -OE) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS.......... ...........**..************......... R 1.500E 03 TO 2.500E 06 EV GH 244
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-08) O*BRIEN
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT***** .......................** ****** R 2.OOOE 03 TO 2.000E 04 EV GH M 58
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANDERECN
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.......**..*****...**......... R 2.OOOE 03 TO 2.000E 03 EV GH 287
ATS-F (ATS-F -01) ARNCLCY
LOW-ENERGY PROTON/ELECTRON EXPERIMENT**************.................... R 2.OOOE 03 TO 2.500E 04 EV F 191
ESGEO (ESGEO -04) HULTOUIST
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRCN AND PROTON PITCH
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION......** .................... ........... ***.. R 2.000E 03 TO 2.OOOE 04 EV F 207
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-09) ANDERSON
X-RAYS AND ELECTRCNS.** ****** ..................................... R 2.000E 03 TO 2.OOOE 04 EV H 237
DAUGHTER (DALGHTR-0e) ANDERSC N
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.......***...**............ R 2.OO0OE 03 TO 2.O,000E 03 EV GH 200
ISIS 2 (71-C24A-C4) MCDIARPID
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS.....**.***.......***. .**.. ..... R 3.000E 03 TO 2.000E 05 EV DEF 69
ATS-F (ATS-F -05) MCILWAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT**************..........................** 
. R 5.000E 03 TO 5.000E 04 EV F 192
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANOERSCN
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS***..........................** *** ***** R 6.000E 03 TO 6.OO0OE 03 EV GM 287
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-0O8) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS... *...***..............****  R 6.000E 03 TO 6.OOOE 03 EV GH 200
ATS 5 (69-069A-11) MCILWAIN
81-DIRECTIONAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR...........................................********* *** R 6.000E 03 TO 6.000E 04 EV F 39
ISIS 1 (6-0S9A-04) MCDIARMID
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS.. ............................. R 8.OOOE 03 TO 7.000E 05 EV DEF 27
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX 
VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES CREATER THAN THERMAL (GREAIER THAN I KEV)
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANOERSCN
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS. * *....................* R 8 000E 03 TO 8.000E 
04 EV GM 287
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-08) ANDERSCN
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS..* .............. ......... R 8*OOOE 03 TO 8.000E 04 EV 
GH 200
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-C7) KRINIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEE PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE.. ....... ................................................ R 1.000E 04 TO 1.OOOE 05 EV 
H 5 273
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-07) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE............................................... R 1.000E 
04 TO 1.000E 05 EV H 5 279
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) BOSTROM
MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS. .............................. U 1.000E 04 TO INFINITY 
FGH 62
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-03) FRANK
HOT PLASMA................................................ R 1.OOOE 
04 TO 5. O00E 04 EV GH 198
HAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-02) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS .........................
* *  
R 1.00OE 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV DEFGH 222
MOTHER (MOTHER -03) FRANK
S HOT PLASMA..... ..........................................
.  
R 1.000E 04 TO 5.OO0OE 04"EV GH 283
0
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS ................................................ R 1.000E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV 
GH 110
IMF-J (IMP-J -04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOw-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS............................................ R 1.000E 04 
TO 5.000E 04 EV GH 242
HEOS 2 (72-OOEA-02) PIZZELLA
ELECTRON AND PROTON MEASUREMENTS (20
EV-50 KEV)............... .......... ........... .......... R 1.200E 04 TO 5.000E 04 
EV C GH 87
EXPLORER 43 (71-CSA-CE) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PRCTCNS AND ELECTRONS...... .................. R 1.200E 04 TO 5.000E 
04 EV H 61
EXPLORER 43 (71-CI~A-Ce) ANDERSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS ................................................ R 1.800E 04 TO 1,800E 
05 EV H 61
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-06) ANDERSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS....................................... ......... R 2.0OOE 04 TO INFINITY 
H el
ATS-F (ATS-F -04) WINCKLER
PARTICLE ACCELERATION MECHANISMS AND
DYNAMICS OF THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION ............. ........ R 2.OOOE 04 TO 1.500E 06 EV F 191
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITENAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN 1 KEV)
DAUGHTER . (DAUGHTR-07) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.* *............*........** R 2.000E 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV. DEFGH 199
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-CS) ANDERSON
X-RAYS AND ELECTRONS...... .......... o .o. o.........o....... R 2oO00OE 04 TO 2.OOOE. 05 EV H 237
MOTHER (MOT-ER -CS) ILLIANS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONSAND PROTONS... ................... R 2.000E 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV DEFGH 286
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-OE) FILLILE
JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION................................o U 2.500E 04 TO 2.500E 05 EV H 5 92
PICNEER 11 (73-01SA-OE) FILLILS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RACIATION. *.......o.................... U 2.500E 04 TO 2.500E 05EV H 5 133
VELA 58 (6S-046E-04) SINGER
ELECTRON DETECTORS................o . *.......... ..oe... R 3.00E 04 TO 1.500E 05 EV GH 35
VELA 6A (70-027A-04) SINGER
ELECTRON DETECTORS... ........... ... .......* o.. ..... R 3.OOOE 04 TO 1.500E 05 EV GH 49
VELA 6E (70-027B-04) SINGER
ELECTRON DETECTORS. ......... ........................... R 3.000E 04 TO 1.500E 05 EV GH 52
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-0E) WILLIAMS
S ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.o........... o. ... ..... R 3.000E 04 TO 4.000E 05 EV GH 111
ESGEO (ESGED -01) PPOTZER
ELECTRON AND PROTCIN PITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTIONo.. ....... ..eoo .... .........o...........** R 3.000E 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV F 206
IMP-J (IMP-J -CE) VILLIARS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS...... ........ ........... 9 3.000E 04 TO 4.000E 05 EV GH 243
EXPLORER 45 (71-C9fA-C3) ILLIANS
SOLID-STATE DETECTCRS. ................ .. ..... .. * * o. R 3.500E 04 TO 4.000E 05 EV DEF 85
OVS-6. (69-04fB-0!) YATES
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRCN DETECTOR....**................... ... O0 4.000E 04 TO INFINITY EFGH 31
ATS 5 (69-069A-04) MOZER
TRI-ODIRECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR.......... . o. ............*. . *o ........ R 4.000E 04 TO 1.200E 05 EV F 38
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-0) KEPFLEF
ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR.*..................o. ........ R 4.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 EV H 227
HELIOS-E (HELIO-B-10) KEPFLER
ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR.................... ............ R 4.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 EV H 232
ESRO 4 (72-092A-02) HULTGUIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER ... . ...................... U 4.000E 04 TC 1.000E 08 EV C 121
R RANGE CF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR El MAX REGION 
PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V'E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN A8CDEFGHI/012345M 
PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES CREATER TIAN THERMAL (GREAlER THAN 1 KEV)
EXPLORER 43 (71-01 A-CS) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS..............*..... .. U 4.500E 04 TO INFINITY H 61
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-CE) TRAINOC
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSM IC RAYS . ........................... R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV 
226
HELIOS-8 (HELIO-B-CE) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS. R........................... 5 OO0OE 04 TO 5 000E 05 EV 
H 231
EXPLORER 43 (71-01SA-CE) WCDCNALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES*.................... R 5.000E 04 TC 2.000E 06 EV 
FGH 63
EXPLORER 47 (72-CG73A-13) CLINE
STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY. SOLAR, AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS . ................................ R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV 
GH 115
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT. . ..................... U 5.000E 04 TO INFINITY H 
95
ESRO 4 (72-C92A-03) HLLTOLIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SFECTROMETER.............* o. ...***.*o 0 5.000E 04 TO le500E 05 EV C 121
FIONEER 11 (73-01A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT. ......................U 5.OOOE 04 TO INFINITY H 
136
ATS-F (ATS-F -0e) MASLEY
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIATION. e. ..................................... R 5.OOOE 04 TO 8.00OE 05 EV 
F 192
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGEC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT* ...................... R 5.OOOE 04 TO INFINITY 5 95
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) CCONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA.. .....................................* R 5.OOOE 04 TO 1.00OE 06 EV 
H 6
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA.. .......................................* R 5.000E 04 TO 1OOOE 06 EV H 
136
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT.... ................* U 5.000E 04 TO INFINITY 
5 136
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA ............................. ... .. R 5.OOOE 04 TO 1.000E 06 EV 
5 96
PIONEER I1 (73-019A-12) MCOGNALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA... .................................. R 5*O00E 04 TO 1.000E 06 
EV 5 136
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROSENVING
SOLAR. GALACTIC. AND FANETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES... * ...................................... 0 7.000E 04 TO 2.000E 
05 EV H 235
ATS-F (ATS-F -07) BLAKE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER.................... ......*U***** 8.000E 04 TO 6.000E 05 EV F 
192
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345N PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN 1 KEV)
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS ....... ................ R 8.000E 04 TO 2.OOOE 05 EV GH 287
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-08) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS ................................. P A 8.000E 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV GH 200
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-10) KEPPLER
ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR............................. A 1.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV H 227
iELIOS-8 (HELIO-8-10) KEPPLER
ENERGETIC ELECTRON DETECTOR............................. R 1.000E 05 TO I.000E 06 EV H 232
4ARINER 77A (MARN77A-07) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE................................................ P 1.000E 05 TO 1.100E 06 EV H 5 273
MARINER 772 (MARN778-C7) KRIVIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
- TELESCOPE............ ........... ..... .... ...... R 1.000E 05 TO 1.100E 06 EV H 5 279
PIONEER 10 (72-012OA-O) FILLILE
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RACIATION......... ................... R 1.000E 05 TO 3.000E 06 EV H 5 92
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-0O) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RACIATION................................ R 1.00OE 05 TO 3.000E 06 EV H 5 133
ITOS-F (ITCS-F -01) BCSTRCk
SSOLAR PROTON MONITOR...........ee............................. U 1.400E 05 TO INFINITY BC 251
ITOS-G (ITCS-G -01) BCSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR........ ................... ......... U 1.400E 05 TO INFINITY BC 254
EXPLORER 47 (72-072A-0C) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYCRCGEN ANC HELIUM
ISOTOPES.... . ....................................-* ...... R 1.500E 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV GH 111
EXPLORER 47 (72-C7-A-CS) MCDCALC
SOLAR- ANC COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES ................ ............. R 1.500E 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH 113
IMP-J (IMP-J -Ct) STGNE
ELECTRONS AND HYCPCGEN ANC HELIUM
ISOTOPES...................................... ......... R 1.500E 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV GH 243
IMP-J (IMP-J -O ) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-FAY PARTICLES. ................... R 1.500E 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH 244
EXPLORER 43 (71-CIA-C6) ANDE9SCN
MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS.......... ................... .. *. ......* R 1.800E 05 TO 4.500E 05 EV H E1
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-06) ANDERSCh
MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAF PROTONS AND
R RANGE CF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES CREATER ThAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN 1 KEN)
ELECTRONS....................................o .............. U 1.800E 05 TO INFINITY H 
61
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-02) SIMPFSCf
CHARGED PARTICLE CCMPOSITION* ............................. 2.000E 05 TO 2.OOOE 06 EV H 5 
91
FIONEER 11 (73-019A-02) SIMPSOr
CHARGED PARTICLE CCMPOSITION......- ..................... A 2.000OE 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV H 5 132
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -07) SIMPSON
ENERGETIC PARTICLES.................................... R 2.OO0OE 05 TO 2.OOOE 06 EV H 12 
269
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-07) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRCNS AND PROTONS........ .................... R 2.000E 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV OEFGH 199
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-09) ANDERSON
X-RAYS AND ELECTACNS... .......................... *...... R 2.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV H 237
MOTHER (MCTHER -09) WILLIANS
ENERGETIC ELECTRCS AND PROTONS....... ...................... R 2.000E 05 TC 1.000E 06 EV DEFGH 
286
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-07) SIMPSCh
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT...... .. ...............................** R 3.000E 05 TO 3.000E 06 EV GH 112
U IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGI--Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS...... ........................................... R 3.00OE 05 TC 3.000E 06 EV GH 
244
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROSENVING
SOLAR. GALACTIC, ANC WAGNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES . . .................................... G 3.000E 05 TO 1.200E 07 EV H 235
PIONEER 9 (681-1OCA-Cf) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.... ................................. R 3.100E 05 TO 1.900E 06 EV H 21
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-C6) hEEEER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR............................. U 3.400E 05 TO 5.200E 05 EV H 15
HEOS 2 (72-CC!A-C4) PAGE
PARTICLE COUNTER TELESCOPE.. ............................... R 4.500E 05 TO 3.200E 06 EV C GH 88
ATS 5 (6-CO6A-C2) MCILWAIN
OMNIDIRECTIONAL hIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR................................................. R 5.000E 05 TO 5.OOOE 06 EV F 38
GOES-E (GOES-8 -C2) WILLIANS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR.......... .....................* U 5.OO0OE 05 TO INFINITY F 
216
GOES-C (GCES-C -C2) %ILLIAPS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR. ......................... ....... U 5.OO0OE 05 TO INFINITY F 219
SMS-A (SMS-A -C2) %ILLIANS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR ........................................ U 5.O00OE 05 TO INFINITY F 322
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERINENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES GREATER T-AN THERMAL (GREATER THAN 1 KEV)
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.,........................*. R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV H 226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-08) TRAINCF
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS............................ R 5.OO0OE 05 TC 5.OOOE 06 EV H 231
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-13) CLINE
STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY, SOLAR, AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS....... ...... ............. R S.OOOE 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH 115
SMS-B (SMS-B -01) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR... ........... ............ U 5.OOOE 05 TO INFINITY F 324
SMS-C (SMS-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR....... .... .............. U 5.000E 05 TO INFINITY F 328
FIONEER 8 (67-123A-O0) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR... . ......................... U 5.200E 05 TO 4.300E 06 EV H 15
ATS-F (ATS-F -07) BLAKE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER........ ......... ........ R 6.OOOE 05 TO 4.OOOE 06 EV F 192
EXPLORER 47 72-073A-Cf) STONE
ELECTRONS ANC HYCROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES........................... 
........... ......... A 1.500E 06 TO 2.800E 06 EV GH 111
IMP-J (IMP-J -0O) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYEROGEN ANC HELILM
ISOTOPES.......................................... R 1.500E 06 TO 2.800E 06 EV GH 243
FIONEER 9 (fe-1CCA-Cf) %EBEER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCCFE..... ............................... U 1.900E 06 TO 5.100E 06 EV H 21
PIONEER 10 (7.-012A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT.... ................... U 2.000E 06 TO INFINITY H 95
PIONEER 11 (7Z-CISA-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT .................... ... U 2.000E 06 TO INFINITY H 136
EXPLORER 47 (72-07A-CS) NCOChALD
SCLAR- ANC COSMIC-PAY PARTICLES...... ..... ........ U 2.000E 06 TC 1.200E 07 EV GH 113
IMP-J (IMP-J -CS) WCDCHALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-SAY PARTICLES...................... U 2.OOOE 06 TO 1.200E 07 EV GH 244
FIONEER 10 (72-C12A-C2) SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE CCMPOSITION... . .................... R 2.000E 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV H 91
PIONEER 11 (7-O019A-02E) SIfFSC
CHARGED PARTICLE CCMPOSITION***... . ..................... R 2.000E 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV H 5 132
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-O0) SIMFSCh
R RANGE CF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V-E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES GREATER TIAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN 1 KEW)
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC ANC SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS...*o*............... .......... R 2.OOOE 06 TO INFINITY H 63
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENTe...........o......... U 2.000E 06 TO INFINITY 5 136
PIONEER 10 (72-012OIA-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGEC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT-.............. .....* U 2.OOOE 06 TC INFINITY 5 95
EXPLORER 43 (71I-ClA-CE) NCOCNALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUCIESo..............o.. R 2o700E 06 TO 2.100E 07 EV FGH 63
PIONEER 11 (73-01SA-CE) FILLILE
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RACIATION.....................oo*....... .o U 3000E 06 TO 1.00OE 36 EV H 5 133
EXPLORER 47 (72-C73A-C7) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT .*o*......*ooo*...... .... **o..o* R 3.OOOE 06 TO 1.OOOE 07 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS..oo...........*......-....-*..... R 3.OOOE 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV GH 244
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-08) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPEo.........ooo.... oo oo..o.o....-. R 3oO00OE 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H5 274
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-08) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCCrE..oo. . ..oo. ..ooeoo.*o*...oo*... *.* R 3.OOOE 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H 5 2e80
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-05) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RACIATION...................eo..o....*....... U 3.OOOE 06 TO INFINITY H 5 92
ATS-F (ATS-F -07) BLAKE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMEIER..o..o..o..o...........oo . U 4.000E 06 TO INFINITY F 192
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-06) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR...o....*.........*...... * U 4.200E 06 TO 8.400E 06 EV H 15
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOC TR-06) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI...... ..... ............. . R 5.00OE 06 TO 5.OOOE 07 EV H 236
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-06) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPEo...o*............. . . .......... * U 5.100E 06 TO INFINITY H 21
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-05) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RACIAT IONo*................ ............... U 7.OOOE 06 TO INFINITY H 5 92
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-05) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RACIATION................................. U 7.OOOE 06 TO 1.000E 36 EV H 5 133
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-02) SIMPSON
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
DE S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBpOA) MIN ASCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.1.2 OF ENERGIES GREATER T -AN TERMAL (GREATER THAN 1 KEV)
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITIONe-........o. *........ .. U 9.OO0OE 06 TO.INFINITY H 5 91
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-02) SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION...... o .......e ..eee..........* U 9.000E 06 TO INFINITY H 5 132
HEOS 2 (72-00SA-C5) DILWORTH
HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRONS.................................... R 1.000E 07 TO 1.OO0OE 08 EV C GH 86
FIONEER 10 (72-012OIA-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT***......................* U 1.00OE 07 TO INFINITY H 95
PIONEER 11 (73-01A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT*** * ...................... U 1.OOOE 07 TO INFINITY H 136
PIONEER 10 (72-012OIA-OS) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATIONe..... ............................ U 1.00OE 07 TO INFINITY H 5 92
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT.....****** ................. U 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY 5 95
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-0E) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RACIATION.**..............***...............* U 1.000E 07 TO 1.00OE 36 EV H 5 133
FIONEER 11 (72-019A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT....o..oo*.............* U 1.00OE 07 TO INFINITY 5 136
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-02) SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE CCMPOSITION...........................**** R 2.OO0OE 07 TO 3.OOOE 07 EV H 91
PICNEEF 11 (72-019A-02) SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION.........................o... R 2.OO0OE 07 TC 3.OO0OE 07 EV H 132
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-06) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI.....e.................e.o.... R 5.OOOE 07 TO 4.OOOE 08 EV H 236
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-09) SIMPSON
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS.................. .o.oe .............. R 5.O000E 07 TO INFINITY H 63
HEOS 2 (72-GCEA-CS) DILtCRTH
HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRCNS.................................... R 1.OO0OE 08 TO 6.OO0OE 08 EV C GH 88
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR 1YOROGEN IONS
ISIS 1 (69-009A-08) SAGALYh
SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER*.........................* U THERMAL ENERGIES BC 28
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO78PA-04) KNUDSEN
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERee .............................eee U THERMAL ENERGIES 2 301
ESGEO (ESGEO -02) BOYD
THERMAL PLASMA FLOW...................................... R F 206
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -02) UNKNOWN
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS................................ 0 B 209
EXOS-E (EXOS-B -Cl) UNKNCUK
MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA PROBE....... ....................... R THERMAL ENERGIES DE 211
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-06) FREEMAN
SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR...................o........... R 2.00OE-01 TO 4.860E 02 EV GH 57
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063C-05) FREEMAN
SUPRATHERMAL ION CETECTOR ............. e.......................... R 2.000E-01 TC 4.860E 01 EV GH M 78
EXOS-8 (EXOS-8 -02) UNKNCAN
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTCRS............................. 0 1.OO0OE 00 TO 1.OD0E 03 EV DE 211
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-03) FRANK
HOT PLASMAoo..................................o.. ..... R 1.000E 00 TO 1.000E 03 EV GH 198
HAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-02) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS ......................... R 1.000E 00 TO 1.OO0OE 03 EV DEFGH 222
MOTHER (MOTHER -03) FRANK
HOT PLASMA o............................................... A 1.000E 00 TO 1.000E 03 EV GH 283
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-05) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS...... ................... R 1.700E 00 TO 5.500E 02 EV H 61
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS........e........................................... R 5.OOOE 00 TO 1.000E 03 EV GH 110
IMP-J (IMP-J -04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONSo.................... ............................ R 5.000E 00 TO 1.OOOE 03 EV GH 242
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-06) BRIDGE
PLASMA................................................... R 5.OOOE 00 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 5 279
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-O0) BRIDGE
PLASMA.. o.....................................  ...  R 5 OO0OE 00 TO 1.OOOE 03 EV H 5 273
ISIS 2 (71-024A-05) HEIKKILA
SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTROMETERe...................e............ R 1.000E 01 TO 1.000E 04 EV DEF 70
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E- MIN VALUE (F OR El MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063C-05) FREEMAN
SUPRATMERMAL ION DETECTOR.. * ................................* R 1.O00OE 01 TO 3.500E 03 EV GH 14 78
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-06) FREEMAN
SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR.................. ... ........... R 1.OOOE 01 TO 3.500E 03 EV GH 57
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP (69-099C-02) SNYDER
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER . .................................* R 1.800E 01 TO 9.780E 03 EV GH M 41
VELA 58 (69-046E-05) BAME
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT .................................. ... R 2.~OOE 01 TO 3.300E 04 EV GH 36
VELA 6A (70-027A-CE) BAME
SOLAR WINO EXPERIMENT..... ... . ............................. R 2.000E 01 TO 3.300E 04 EV G 49
EXPLORER 43 (71-CISA-C5) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS.... ........... ......... R 2.400E 01 TC 1.100E 03 EV H 61
HEOS 2 (72-OCEA-C2) PIZZELLA
ELECTRON AND PROTON MEASUREMENTS (20
EV-50 KEV).................******* .*******............. R.2.400E 01 TO 1.100E 03 EV C GH 87
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-11) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA... . ......................... R 4.500E 01 TO 3.400E 04 EV DEFGH 64
(A~
S ATS-F (ATS-F -05) MCIL MAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT.... .............. .......... R 5.OOOE 01 TO 5.OOOE 02 EV F 192
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-01) PASECHMANN
50-EV TO 40-KEV PROTON AND 5-EV TO
20-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE..*.......................... R 5.OO0OE 01 TO 4.000E 04 EV GH 197
MOTHER (MOTHER -01) SAME
50-EV TO 40-KEV PROTON AND 5-EV TO
20-KEV ELECTRON PL/SMA PRCBE............................ R 5.OOOE 01 TO 4.00DE 04 EV GH 282
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-02) EGIDI
50-EV TO 25-KEV ION AND 35-EV TO 7-KEV
ELECTFON PLASMA PROBES. .................. ,............ R 5.000E 01 TO 2.500E 04 EV GH 197
IMP-J (IMP-J -02) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA ........ ............................... R 5.000E 01 TO 7.OOOE 03 EV GH 241
EXPLORER 47 (72-07!A-02) BRIDCGE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA....... ..... .................. R 5.OOOE 01 TO 7.OOOE 03 EV GH 109
ATS S (e69-069A-11) MCILWAIN
BI-DIRECTIONAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR................ ..................-... ........ ........ R 6.000E 01 TO 6.000E 02 EV F 39
PIONEER 6 (65-105A-02) BRIDGE
SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP........ ..................... R 7.500E 01 TO 9.485E 03 EV H 4
R RANGE CF MEASJREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI]N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I VE E X P E R I M E N T 1 I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-11) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA.............................. R 1.000E 02 TO 8.000E 03 EV DEFGH 64
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT ....... .. ............................... R 1.000E 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV H 96
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT... .... ................................. R 1.O00E 02 TO 1.80OE 04 EV H 137
PICONEER 10 (72-012A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT...................................... R 1.000E 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV 5 96
FICNEER 11 (7 3-0 19A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT.. ......... ........................... R 1.OOOE 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV 5 137
VELA 6A (70-027A-05) BAME
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT.... ............................. R 1.200E 02 TO 5.000E 03 EV GH 49
PIONEER 8 (67-12ZA-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER................................... R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 12
PIONEER 9 (68-10CA-C2) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.................................. R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 18
( HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-01) BAME
0 150-EV TO 7-KEV PROTON AND 5-EV TO
2.5-KEV ELECTRON PLASMA PROBE........................... R 1.500E 02 TC 7.000E 03 EV GH 234
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER. . ................................. R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 12
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-02) WOLFE
ELECTFOSTATIC ANALYZER................................... R 1.500E 02 TC 1.500E 04 EV H 18
ESRO 4 (72-092A-03) HULTOUIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER........ ............... 0 1.500E 02 TO 1.000E 03 EV C 121
PIONEER B (67-123A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.............. ................... R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 12
PIGNEER 9 (68-100A-02) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER............... .................. R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 18
PIONEER B (67-123A-C2) WOLFE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER............ ...................... R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 12
APOLLC 14 LM/ALSEP (71-00EC-OE) OQBRIEN
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT......,..... ......... R 1.700E 02 TO 2.000E 03 EV GH M 58
IMP-J (IMP-J -1C) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA.............................. R 2.000E 02 TO 2.000E 04 EV GH 245
PIONEER 7 (66-07!A-C3) WOLFE
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
ELECTkOSTATIC ANALYZER.**. .................................... R 2.000E 02 TO 1.000E 04 EV H 8
EXPLORER 47 (7Z-073A-1C) BANE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMAo ................... ........ R 2.000E 02 TO 2.000E 04 EV GH 113
ESGEO (ESGEO -04) HULTCLIST
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION ................** ... ..** . . R 2.000E 02 TO 2.000E 03EV F 207
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-09) ROSENBAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS.....o .................... ............. R 2.100E 02 TC 1.500E 04 EV H 232
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-09) ROSENBAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS......***.................... ........... R 2.130E 02 TC 1.500E 04 EV H 226
ATS-F (ATS-F -05) MCILWAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT ............................. R 5.000E 02 TO 5.OOOE 03 EV F 192
ATS 5 (69-069A-11) MCILWAIN
BI-DIRECTIONAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR....................... 
.............. ...... R 6.000E 02 TO 6.O00E 03 EV F 39
EXPLORER 45 (71-09eA-01) HOFFMAN
S CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS WITH
0 ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS......**...... ............... R 8.0005 02 TO 2.500E 04 EV DEF e4
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -03) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA ENVIRONMENT......................... R 8.000E 02 TO 8.000E 03 EV H 267
EXCS-B (EXOS-B -02) UNKNOWN
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS................ .............. 0 1.000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV DE 211
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-04) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS.....*........................................... R 1.000E 03 TG I.OOOE 04 EV GH 110
IMP-J (IMP-J -C4) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS. .............................................** R 1 000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV GH 242
HAWKEYE (HAWKEYE-02) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS. ........................ R 1.000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV DEFGH 222
MOTHER (MOTHER -03) FRANK
HOT PLASMA*..****** ***...................9............... R 1.000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV GH 283
ESRO 4 (72-92A-03) HLLTOLIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER*****.................. ....... 0 1.000E 03 TO 1*50OE 04 EV C 121
DAUGHTER (DAUGCHTR-03) FRANK
HOT PLASMA........,................................................** ...***. R 1.000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV GH 198
HEOS 2 (72-OCEA-C2) PIZZELLA
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGIJN4 
PLA_ET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M 
PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
ELECTRON AND PROTCN MEASUREMENTS (20
EV-50 KEV).............................................. R 1.100E 03 TO 1.200E 34 EV C GH 87
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-0E) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ANC ELECTRONS..............--- ..*-** . R 1100E 03 TO l.200E 04 EV H 61
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-08) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS .......................... R 2.OO0OE 03 TO 2.000E 03 EV GH 
200
ESGEO (ESGEO -04) HULTOUIST
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRCN AND PROTON PITCH
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION..-.................................. R 2.O00E 03 TO 2.0OE 04 EV F 
207
APOLLC 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-08) O'BRIEN
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT....*,----*.----*.***** R 2.000E 03 TO 2.OOOE 04 EV GH M 58
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS...... .................... R 2.000E 03 TO 2.OOOE 03 EV 
GH 207
ATS-F (ATS-F -05) MCILWAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT.,...,...-.....-*-*---***...* R 5.000E 03 TO 5.000E 04 EV F 
12
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-08) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS. ....................... R 6.OOOE 03 TO 6.OOOE 03 EV 
GH 200
ATS 5 (69-069A-11) MCILWAIN
81-DIRECTIONAL LOW ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR................................................ R 6.OOOE 03 TO 6.000E04 EV F 39
MOTHER (MOTHER -IC) ANDERSC R
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS......-.---------*.*-,- R 6O00E 03 TO 6.O00E 03 EV GH 287
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-C4) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS.. .............................................. R 1.000E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV GH 
110
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-C3) FRANK
HOT PLASMA.. ............................................. R 1,000E 04 TO 5.OOOE 05 EV 
GH 198
IMP-J (IMP-J -C4) FRANK
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS................................................ R 1.000E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV GH 242
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS. ......................... R 1.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 EV GH 287
HAWKEYE ( IAWKEYE-02) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ANC ELECTRONS..,......,-----*--..-,, R 1.000E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV DEFGH 222
MGTHER (MCTHER -C2) FRANK
HOT PLASMA.........- *............ .. ............. . R 1.000E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV GH 283
CAU GHT ER (CAUGHIR-Ce) ANDERSCN
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345W PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYCROGEN IONS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS..... ................. R 1.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 EV GH 200
HEOS 2 (72-OOEA-02) PIZZELLA
ELECTRON AND PROTON MEASUREMENTS (20
EV-50 KEV)....................................... 
..... o R 1.200E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV C GH 87
HEOS 2 (72-005A-02) PIZZELLA
ELECTRUN AND PROTON MEASUREMENTS (20
EV-50 KEV)................................... 
.......... R 1.200E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV C GH 87
EXPLORER 43 (71-CI~A-CE) FRANK
.LOW-ENERGY PROTONS ANC ELECTRCNS........... 
..... ..... R 1.200E 04 TO 5.000E 04 EV H 61
ISIS 2 (71-024A-C04) MCDIARPID
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS........ 
......... ........... R 2.000E 04 TO 5.000E 07 EV DEF 69
ATS-F (ATS-F -01) KONRADI
MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS......................... R 2.000E 04 TO 3.000E 05 EV F 191
ATS-F (ATS-F -03) ARNCLOY
LOW-ENERGY PROTCN/ELECTRON EXPERIMENT. ............... .. R 2.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV F 191
MOTHER (MOTHER -09) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.... .......... ........... R 2.000E 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV DEFGH 286
ATS-F (ATS-F -04) WINCKLER
PARTICLE ACCELERATION-MECFANISMS AND
DYNAMICS OF THE OUTER TRAPPING REGION. .................. R 2.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV F 191
DAUGHTER (CAUGHTR-07) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.. ....................... R 2.500E 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV OEFGH 199I
EXPLORER 45 (71-09A-02) FRITZ
ZINC SULFIDE THIN-FILM SCINTILLATOR..................... R 2.500E 04 TO 8.720E 05 EV DEF 85
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-08) ELLIOTT
ENERGETIC PROTONS ............... ........................ R 3.000E 04 TO 3.000E 05 EV H 237
IMP-J (IMP-J -05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS. ......................... R 3.000E 04 TC 3.000E 05 EV GH 243
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS*.. ........... * .......... R 3.000E 04 TO 3.OOOE 05 EV GH 111
ESGED (ESGEO -01) PFGTZEA
ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTION ...................................... o R 4.000E 04 TO 4.O00OE 05 EV F 206
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-0O) ANDERSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS ........................................... 
............. R 4.000E 04 TO 4.OOOE 05 EV H 61
ISIS 1 (69-009A-04) MCDIARMID
R RANGE OF MEASJREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLA4ET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M 
PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS.. ........................ ...... R 5.000E 04 TO 3.000E 07 EV DEF 27
EXPLORER 43 (71-01SA-CE) MCDONALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES.................... R 5.000E 04 TO 2.OOOE 06 EV FGH 
63
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA...... .................................-* R 5.000E 04 TO 2.OO0OE 07 EV H 
96
PIONEER 11 (7-01GA-12) MCDONhALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA........ .. .............................. R 5.000E 04 TO 2.000E 07 EV H 
136
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-CS) MCDCNALD
SOLAR- ANC COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES........ ...................... R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV GH 
113
IMP-J (IMP-J -CS) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES.......................... R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV GH 244
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-07) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE........ ........................................ R 5.OOOE 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV H 
5 273
MARINER 77E (MARh77B-C7) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE............ .................................... R 5.OOOE 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV H 
5 279
S ESRO 4 (72-092A-03) HULTGUIST
AURORAL PARTICLE SPECTROMETER... ..... .... *............ . 0 5.000E 04 TO 1.500E 05 EV C 
121
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) CDONhALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA...... ...-... .......................... R 5.OOOE 04 TO 8.000E 08 EV 
5 96
PIONEER 11 (73-01A-12) MCDChALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA ....................................... R 5.000E 04 TO 8.OOOE 08 EV 
5 136
ATS 5 (6S-C69A-04) MOZER
TR1I-DIRECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR....... * ...................................... ... R 6.OOOE 04 TO 1.650E 05 EV F 
38
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.................................. R 1.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV H 
226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-0 ) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS ........................... R 1.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV 
H 231
MOTHER (MOTHER -10) ANDERSON
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS...... ..........................R 1.000E 05 TO 3.SOOE 05 EV 
GH 287
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-0Ge) ANDERSCN
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.......................... R 1.000E 05 TO 3.800E 05 EV 
GH 200
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -CA) SHENK
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM). .......................... R 1.SOOE 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV C 259
0 RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -04)
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM)************************ ............ R 1.500E 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV C 262
ITOS-4 (ITOS-J -04)
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM) ........................ R 1.500E 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV C 265
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-08) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE . ..................................... R 1.500E 05 TO 6.OOOE 06 EV H 5 274
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-OE) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE*. ..................................... R 1.500E 05 TO 6.000E 06 EV H 5 280
ESRO 4 (72-092A-0t) LUST
NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER ........................................... A 2.000E 05 TO 2.000OE 06 EV C 122
ATS-F (ATS-F -Of) MASLEY
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIATION....................*** 
.** ,.......R A 2.OO0OE 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV F 192
DAUGHTER (DAUGHTR-07) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS............. .............R 2.OOOE 05 TO 2.OOOE 06 EV DEFGH 199
MOTHER (MOTHER -CS) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS........*................ 
. R 2.OOOE 05 TO 2.OOOE 06 EV DEFGH 26e
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) BOSTROM
MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS..*...... ...... ..* .. ..... o R 2.000E 05 TC 2.OOOE 06 EV FGH 62
EXPLORER 47 (72--O73A-08) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS.**..........*******......... ** ........ R 2.500E 05 TO 5.OO0OE 08 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -CE) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS....... **.....*. . ................... R 2.500E 05 TO 5.OOOE 08 EV GH 244
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-Cf) ANDERSCN
MEDIUM-ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS*...... o .*** * *-................................. U 2 500E 05 TO IN=INITY H 61
NOAA 2 (72-082A-01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR*,** ..*******. **.................. R 2.70?E 05 TO 3.200E 06 EV BC 117
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -01) BOSTRCM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR,.* .... *............... ............ R 2.700E 05 TO 3.200E 05 EV BC 251
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -01) BOSTROCM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR..... ...... o*.....o.o....o......** R 2.700E 05 TO 3.200E 06 EV BC 254
VELA 58 (69-046E-03) SINGER
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E WIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES..................... .....- R 3.000E 05 TO 3.000E 06 EV GH 35
VELA 6A (70-027A-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES................................... R 3.OO0OE 05 TO 3.000E 06 EV GH 48
VELA 68 (70-027B-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES*................................*** R 3.000OE 05 TO 3.000OE 06 EV GH 52
HELICCENTRIC (IFELOCTR-08) ELLIOTT
ENERGETIC PROTONS..... ........................................* R 3.000E 05 TO 1.400E 06 EV H 237
IMP-J (IMP-J -0) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS..... ..................... R 3.000E 05 TO 1.OOOE 06 EV GH 243
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-C5) WILLIAiS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS. ........................ R 3.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV GH 111
ESGED (ESGEO -Cl) PFOIZER
ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE
DISTRIBUTIONo.. ..... . ............................................ R 4.O00OE 05 TO 1.400E 06 EV F 206
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-06) ANDERSCh
ME)IUM-ENERGY SOLAF PROTONS AND
ELECTRONS.. ................................................ R 4.00OE 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV H 61
S PIC NEER 10 (72-012A-02) SIMPS ch
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITIONo.... .............................. R 4.500E 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV H 5 91
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-02) SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION.. ................................ R 4.500E 05 TO 1.500E 06 EV H 5 132
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-12) CLINE
STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY, SOLAR, AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS.o........................ .... , R 5.OOOE 05 TO 4.000E 06 EV GH 115
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROSENVING
SOLAR. GALACTIC, AND MAGNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES...................- ............-.--- 0 5.000E 05 TO 4.000E 06 EV H 235
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSCN
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS. .................................... R 5.OOOE 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV GH 288
EXFLORER 47 (72-072A-CE) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYCROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES................................................. R 5.000E 05 TO 5.OOOE 06 EV GH 11
IMP-J (IMP-J -o06) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES... .............................................. R 5.OOOE 05 TO 5.OOOE 06 EV GM 243
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-09) MCDONALD
SOLAR- ANC COSMIC-FAY PARTICLES.......................... A 5.000E 05 TO 5.OOOE 06 EV GH 113
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIVENTER E MIN VALUE IF OR E). MAX REGI3N PLANET
U E S C R I P T I V E- E X P E R I M E NT T:I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
IMP-J (IMP-J -CS-) MCDONALD
SCLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES.......... ................ R 5.000E 05 TC 5.OOOE 06 EV GH 244
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-C7) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE ................................................... R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV H 5 273
MARINER 77E (MARNi778-C7) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE................................................. R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV H 5 279
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-05) FRANK
LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND ELECTRONS............................ U 5.000E 05 TO INFINITY H 61
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-08) MCDONALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES ....................R 5.000E 05 TO 4.000E 06 EV FGH 63
PIONEER 6 (6E-10EA-C3) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE . .. ..................................... R 6.000E 05 TO 6.000E 05 EV H 5
PIONEER 7 (66-C7CA-C ) SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE... .................................. R 6.000E 05 TO 6.000E 06 EV H 9
tARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -C7) SIMPSOEGN
ENERGETIC PARTICLES...................................... R 6.000E 05 TO 6.000E 06 EV H 12 269
PIGNEER 10 (72-C12A-C!) FILLILS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION................................... U 8.OOOE OS TO 2.500E 08 EV H 5 92
PIONEER 11 (73-C1SA-CE) FILLIUS
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RACIATION.... . ............................ U 8.000E 05 TO 2.500E 08 EV H 5 133
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-07) IBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES. . ..................................... R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H 226
HELIOS-B ({FELIO-B-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES...... . ................................ R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H 231
SMS-B (SMS-B -01) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR................................ R 1,00OE 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV F 324
SMS-C (SMS-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR ............................... R 1.O00OE 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV F 328
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-0E) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY. ..................................., R I,000E 06 TO 8.000E 06 EV H 20
IMP-J (IMP-J -05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS .. ..........................R 1.000E 06 TO 8.000E 06 EV GH 243
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-05) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY*................. ............... . R 1,000E 06 TO 8.000E 05 EV H 14
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERINENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E EX P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS........-................ R 1.O00E 06 TO 1.O00OE 07 EV H 226
HELIOS-E (HELlO-B-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS........... ...-........... R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H 231
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS... ......... ............... R 1.000E 06 TO 8.000E 06 EV GH 11
GOES-B (GOES-B -02) WILLIAMS
ENE.RGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR..........*............. .. R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV F 216
GOES-C (GOES-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR.... ....... **............... .R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV F 219
SMS-A (SMS-A -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR......... .*..........* * **o . R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV F 
322
OV5-o (69-0468-03) YATES
PROTON ALPHA PARTIO.E TELESCOPE........................ ... R 1.250E 06 TC 5.500E 06 EV EFGH 31
ITOS-H (ITOS-F -04) SHENK
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM). *** ****.... . . .*** R 1.500E 06 TO 1.500E 07 EV C 259
tA ITOS-I (ITOS-I -04)
(A
S SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM)............... ......... R 1.500E 06 TO 1.500E 07 EV C 262
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -04)
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM)..........-....-*...... R 1.500E 06 TO 1.500E 07 EV C 265
ATS-F (ATS-F -07) BLAKE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER........................... U 2.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV F 192
ATS-F (ATS-F -CE) MASLEY
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIAT ION.*........**********...........- .-. . R 2.000E 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV F 192
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) F3OSTROM
MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS............-..-....... .U 2.000E 06 TO 7.500E 06 EV FGH 62
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -07) SIMPSON
ENERGETIC PARTICLES..*..*......--...-........* . * * R 2.000E 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV 
H 12 269
ESRO 4 (72-092A-CE) LUST
NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER.....* -..--.... ..................... R 2.000E 06 TO 8.000E 06 EV C 
122
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-05) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.........- .....-..... * ** .... R 2.200E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H 21
ESRO 4 (72-092A-04) DE JAGER
SOUTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPCTROMETER...o ............... ........... A 2.500E 06 TC 2.000E 07 EV C 122
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI)N PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P,E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBOA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PRCTCNS OR HYDROGEN IONS
VELA SR .( 9- 04E- 03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES............................. R 3.000E 06 TO 5.000E 07 EV GH 35
VELA 6A (70-027A-C3) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES.......... ....................... R 3.OOOE 06 TO 5.000E 07 EV GH 48
VELA 68 (70-0278-C3) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES....... ............................. R 3.000E 06 TO 5.OOOE 07 EV GH 52
PIGNEER 10 (72-012OA-12) HCDCNALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA .................................... ....... R 3.000E 06 TO 3.000E 07 EV H .96
FIONEER 11 (73-019A-12) MCDCNALD
COSMIC-PAY SPECTRA............. ........ I ......... . R 3.000E 06 TC 3.OOOE 07 EV H 136
NOAA 2 (72-082A-01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR.................................... U 3.200E 06 TO 6.000OE 07 EV BC 117
ITOS-F I(ITCS-F -01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR......................................... U 3.200E 06 TO 6.000E 07 EV BC 251
ITOS-G (ITOS-.G -01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR...................................... U 3.200E 06 TC 6.000E 07 EV BC 254
S PIQNEER 8 (67-123A-05) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTRCPY.................................... R 3.300E 06 TO 6.700E 06 EV- H 14
FIONEER 9 (68-100A-0 ) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPYe.... ............................. R 3.300E 06 TO 6.700E 06 EV H 20
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-06,) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRACIENT DETECTOR............................. R 3.500E 06 TO 1.100E 07 EV H 15
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROSENVING
SOLAR, GALACTIC. AND MAGNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES....... ......................................... R 4.OOOE 06 TO 5.O00E 08 EV H 235
EXPLORER 47 (72-C727A-C) NCDCONALO
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES ........................ R 4.OOOE 06 TO 2.000OE 07 EV GH 113
IMP-J (IMP-J -CS) VCDCNALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES.. ..............-........ R 4.000E 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV GH 244
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VCN SCSENVING
SOLARk, GALACTIC, AND MAGNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES ........................................ 0 4.000E 06 TO 8.000E 07 EV H 235
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-CE) MCDCONALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUCIES.... .............. R 4.200E 06 TO 1.910E 07 EV FGH 63
FPIONEER 8 (67-12Z3A-CE) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY............... ..................... R 4.500E 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV H 14
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAM8DA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS nR FYCROGEN IONS
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-05) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY...................................... R 4.500E 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV H 20
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPFSCh
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS.............. ............... R 5.000E 06 TC 5.000E 07 EV GH 288
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-06) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN ANC HELIUM
ISOTOPES.. .......................................................... R 5.000E 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV GH 111
IMF-J (IMP-J -OE) STONE
ELtECTRONS AND HYCROGEN ANC HELIUM
ISOTOPES...... ....... .............................. .......... R 5.000E 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV GH 243
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-07) KRINIGIS
LO*-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE ..................... ..... ................................... R 5.000E 06 TC 3.OOOE 07 EV H 5 273
MARINER 778 (MARN77E-07) KRIMIGIS
LOw-ENERGY CHARGEC PART ICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE....... ......................................... ...... R 5.000E 06 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 5 279
OVS-6 (69-04t8-03) YATES
PROTON ALPHA PARTICLE TELESCOPE.......................... R 5.300E 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV EFGH 31
FIONEER 6 (6E-10EA-03) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE........ . .................-- ..... R 6.000E 06 TO 1.390E 07 EV H 5
FIONEER 7 (fE-C17A-CE) SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPFE........................................... R 6.000E 06 TO 1.270E 07 EV H 9
MARINER 77A (MARI77A-CE) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOw-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE... ........................ .......... R 6.000E 06 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 5 274
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -07) SINFSCN
ENERGETIC PARTICLES.................. .... ............. R 6.000E 06 TO 6.O00OE 07 EV H 12 269
EXPLORER 47 (72-072A-07) SIMPSOh
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT........,........... .. ........... R 6.000E 06 TO 6.OOOE 07 EV GH 112
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-OE) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.............. ....................... R 6.000E 06 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 5 20
IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LGh-E AND LO-Z
EXPERIMENTS ... ......... ......-.. o ..................... R 6.000E 06 TC 6.000E 07 EV GH 244
HEOS 2 (72-CCEA-C4) PAGE
PARTICLE COUNTER TELESCOPE.............................. R 6.200E 06 TO 3.300E 07 EV C GH 88
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLA4NET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYCRCGEN ICNS
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-0S) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY . .................................... U 7.200E 06 TO INFINITY H 9
PIONEER 7 (f-07 A-C5) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISCTRUPY........................... .... . U 7.200E 06 TO 4.700E 07 EV H 9
PIONEER 6 (6E-10OA-C5) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTRCPY DETECTION .......................... U 7.400E 06 TO INFINITY H 6
PIONEER 8 (t67-123A-CS) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTRCPY ..................................... R 7.400E 06 TO 6.300E 07 EV H 14
FICNEER 6 (65-10!A-GE) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY DETECTION .......................... U 7.400E 06 TO 4.400E 07 EV H 6
FIGNEER 9 (68-IOCA-CE) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ....................................... R 7.400E 06 TO 6.300E 07 EV H 20
ESRO 4 (72-092A-CE) LUST
NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER. .......................................... R 8.000E 06 TO 9.000E 06 EV C 122
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) 80STRONI
MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS .............................. U 1.00OE 07 TO IN=INITY FGH E2
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGEC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT... ....... .......... U I.OOOE 07 TC INFINITY H 95
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGEC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT. ...................... U 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY H 136
ATS-F (ATS-F -07) BLAKE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER..................... ........ R 1.000E 07 TO 8.OOOE 07 EV F 192
HELIOS-A (fELIO-A-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES....... .............................. R 1.000E 07 TO 1.00OE 08 EV H 226
HELIOS- (HELIO-e-07) wlBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES. .. ........................... ....... R 1.00OE 07 TO 1.00OE 08 EV H 231
SMS-B (SMS-B -CI) %ILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR . ................... ........... 1.OOOE 07 TO 1.OOOE 08 EV F 324
SMS-C (SMS-C -C2) AILLIANS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR...................... .. o.. .. R 1.000E 07 TC 1.00OE 08 EV F 328
NOAA 2 (72-08e2A-C1) BCSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR............................ .... . R 1.000E 07 TO 6.000E 07 EV BC 117
MOTHER (MCTHER -14) SIRPSch
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS. ...................... ....... R 1.000E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV GH 288
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERImENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T 7 1 T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTCNS OR HYDROGEN IONS
PIONEER 9 (68-10CA-CE) WEBBER
CUSMIC-RAY TELESCCPE...................................... R 1.000E 07 TO 4.200E 07 EV H 21
FIONEER 10 (72-012A-1t) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT...................... U 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY 5 95
GOES-B (GOES-e -C2) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR.. . ..............-.......... R 1.000E 07 TO 1.OOOE 08 EV F 216
GOES-C (GCES-C -C2) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR ................... .............. R 1.000E 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV F 219
HELIOS-A (hELIO-A-08) TRAINGCF
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS....................-..... R 1.OOOE 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV H 226
HELIOS-B (VELIO-8-08) TRAINOF
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS................................ R 1.OOOE 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV H 231
ITOS-F (ITCS-F -01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITCR..................*.................... R 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY BC 251
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR.. .................. ................. R 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY BC 254
S SMS-A- (SMS-A -02) WILLIAMS
N ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR .............................. R 1.000E 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV F 322
FIONEER 11 (73-019A-11) VAN ALLEN
JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES EXPERIMENT........* ........... U 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY 5 136
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-06) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR.....................* ......... R 1.100E 07 TO 6.400E 07 EV H 15
ATS 5 (69-069A-03) MCILWAIN
OMNIDIRECTIONAL IG-1--ENERGY PARTICLE
DETECTOR . .............. ................................... R 1.200E 07 TO 2.40E 07 EV F 38
PIONEER 7 (6-07EA-CE) SIMPFSCh
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.. . . ................................. R 1.270E 07 TO 7.300E 07 EV H 9
FICNEER 6 (6E-1CEA-CZ) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCCFE... .... ...................** *........... R 1.390E 07 TO 7.320E 07 EV H 5
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -04) SHEhK
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM).. ...................... R 1.500E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV C 259
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -04)
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM).....................* R 1.500E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV C 262
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -04)
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM). ........................ R 1.500E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV C 265
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-OE) MCDONALD
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
DE S.C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E'N T TIT L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
-2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
SOLAR ANO GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIESe.............. ,, R 1.870E 07 TO 8.160E 07 EV FGH 63
FICNEER 10 (72-012A-12) MCDONALD
CUSMIC-RAY SPECTRA ........... o.......... . ... R 2.OOOE 07 TO 2.000DE 08-EV "-H 96
ESRO 4 (72-092A-04) DE JAGER
SOUTHERN POLAR CAF SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER........................ ............... ...... R 2.000E 07 TO 1.600E 08 EV C 122
PIONEER 11 (73-01IA-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA...... *.................................. R'2.OOOE 07TC- 2OOE. 08 EV H 136
ATS-F (ATS-F -Ct) MASLEY
SOCLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY'
TRAPPED RADIATION.....................*.. .............* R 2.000OE 07 TO 3.OO0OE 08 EV F 192
EXPLORER 47 (72-07!A-CS) MCDONALD -
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES * .......................... R 2.00E 07 TO 8.000E 07 EV GH 113
IMP-J '-(IMP-J -CS) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES .......................... R 2.OO0OE 07 TO 8.OOOE 07 EV GH 244
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -07) SIMPSON
ENERGETIC PARTICLES............... ... ................... R 2.000E 07 TO INFINITY H 12 269
W VELA SA (e-0460-C7) BAME
NEUTRON DETECTOR......*.. .............................. U 2.50OE 07 TO INFINITY GH 33
VELA SE (6-046E-C7) BAME
NEUTRON DETECTOR...... ................... ........... U 2.500E 07 TO INFINITY GH 37
VELA 6A (70-027A-07) BAME
NEUTR4ON DETECTOR........................................... U 2.500E 07 TO INFINITY GH 50
VELA 6B . (70-027B-07) BAME
NEUTRON DETECTOR............*............. .e. ......... U 2.500E 07 TO INFINITY GH 53
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-08) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOS-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE..*.............. ............... R 3.OO0OE 07 TO 5.OO0OE 08 EV H 5 274
MARINER 77E (MARN778-08) :VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERCY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.......*.i.......... .................... R 3.00E Q7 TO,5.OOOE 08 EV H 5 280
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) BOSTROM
MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS.*......................... *. U 3.000E:.Q07 TO INfINITY FGH .62
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-O S) HECKMAN
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS......... ........................ 0 3.100E 07 TO 1.100E 08 EV H 236
HELIOCENTRIC (1ELOCIR-O) HECKMAN
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS............ . ...........* . .. ........ 0 3.100E 07 TO 1.100E 08,EV H . 236
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE IF OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-06) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI........................ R 3.600E 07 TO 3.500E 08 EV H 236
OV5-6 (69-046B-03) YATES
PROTON ALPHA PARTICLE TELESCOPE.........o.......o...... . U 4.OOOE 07 TC 1.000E 08 EV EFGH 31
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-06) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE... ......................-............. .R 4.200E 07 TO 3.200E 08 EV H 21
PIONEER 6 (65-10EA-05) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY DETECTIONo......................... U 4.400E 07 TO 7.700E 07 EV H 6
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-05) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY. .. .............................. U 4.700E 07 TO 6.500E 07 EV H 9
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS ........................... ....... R 5.000E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV GH 2e8
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-02) SINPSCN
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION.... ......................... U 5.000E 07 TO INFINITY H 5 91
PIONEER 11 (73-019IA-C2) SINFPSCN
CHARGED PARTICLE CCMPOSITION............................. U 5.000E 07 TC INFINITY H 5 132
FIONEER 10 (72-012A-C5) FILLILS
JOVIAN TRAPPEC RADIATION................................... U 6.000E 07 TO 2.500E 08 EV H 5 92
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-CE) FILLILS
JOVIAN TRAPPED RACIATION.... ............... ....e ... ........ U 6.000E 07 TO 2.500E 08 EV H 5 133
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -Cl) BOSTPCW
SOLAR PROTON MONITCR................ .................. U 6.000E 07 TO INFINITY BC 251
ITOS-G (10S-G -01) BOSTRCM
SOLAR PROTON MONITGR............ ......................... U 6.000E 07 TO INFINITY BC 254
NDAA 2 (72-082A-01) BCSTRCM
SOLAR PROTON MONITCR. ....................... ...-........ U 6.000E 07 TO INFINITY BC 117
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -07) SIMPSON
ENERGETIC PARTICLES...,.. ............... ............... R 6.000E 07 TO INFINITY H 12 269
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT ....................................... , R 6.000E 07 TC 6.000E 08 EV GH 112
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) BOSTROM
MONITORING OF SOLAF PROTONS............ ............... U 6.O00OE 07 TO INFINITY FGH 62
IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LO-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS ............................................ .. R 6.000E 07 TO 6.OOE 08 EV GH 244
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T I T L E S MAX VALUE ILAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDRCGEN IGNS
PIONEER 8 (67-122A-0) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR...... .... ............... R 6.400E 07 TO 1.100E 08 EV H 15
PIONEER 7 (f-C77A-C5) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROCPY..... ............................... U 6.500E 07 TO 8.100E 07 EV H 
9
PIONEER 7 (tC-07!A-C6) SIMPEON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE .. . ....................................R 7.300E 07 TO 1.600E 08 EV H 
9
PIONEER 6 (tE-10A-C3) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE......*.................................* R 7.320E 07 TO 1.750E 08 EV H 5
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-CS) MCDCNALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-SAY PARTICLES.......................... R 8.OO0OE 07 TO 5.000E 08 EV GH 
113
IMP-J (IMP-J -09) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND CDSMIC-RAY PARTICLES..... ..................... R 8.000E 07 TO 5.000E 08 EV GH 244
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-08) NCDCNALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES... ................. R 8.000E 07 TO 5.000E 08 EV FGH 
63
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES....................................... ....... 1.OOOE 08 TO 1.000E 09 EV H 226
S HELIOS-8 (NEL 10-B-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES........ ............................. R 1.000E 08 TO 1.000E 09 EV H 231
SMS-B (SMS-8B -01) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR*............................. R 1.000E 08 TO 5.0008 08 EV F 324
SMS-C (SMS-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR ............................ ....... R 1.000E 08 TO 5.000E 08 EV F 328
GOES-B (GOES-B -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR... ..................................... 1.000E 08 TO 5.000E 08 EV F 216
GOES-C (GOES-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR.................................... R 1.000E 08 TO 5.000E 08 EV F 
219
SMS-A (SMS-A -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR...... *............................ R 1.000E 08 TO 5.000E 08 EV F 
322
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS............................ R 1.000E 08 TO 8.000E 08 EV H 
226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-08) TRAICGR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS............ ....... ...... R 1.000E 08 TC 8.000E808 EV H 
231
ITOS-H (ITOS-H -04) SHENK
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MON ITOR (SEM)..... ................... R 1.500E 08 TO 1.000E 09 EV C 259
ITOS-I (ITOS-I -04)
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
U E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS
SPACE ENVIRONMENT AL MONITOR (SEM) . ............. ......... R 1.500E 08 TO 1.OO0OE 09 EV C 262
ITOS-J (ITOS-J -04)
SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM) . ........................ R 1.500E 08 TO 1.OO0OE 09 EV C 265
PIONEER 7 (66-07fA-Oe) SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE...................................... R 1.650E 08 TO INFINITY H 9
PIONEER 6 (65-10EA-03) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE. ..... ,.......................... R 1.750E 08 TO INFINITY H 5
PIONEER 10 (72-012IA-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA................................... R 2.000E 08 TO 8.000E 08 EV H 96
PIGNEER 11 (73-019A-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA.. ....................... .............. R 2.000E 08 TO 8.000E 08 EV H 136
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-0f) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR........................... R 2.400E 08 TO 2.200E 09 EV H 15
PIONEER 9 (OE-IOCA-CE) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE ........................................ R 3.200E 08 TO 2.200E. 09 EV H 21
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-Cf) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI.. .......................... R 3.600E 08 TO 3.600E 09 EV H 236
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-Cl) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT.. ......... ............................. R 6.000E 08 TO 1.200E 09 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SGLAR FLARE HIGh-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS ............. ......... o .,,,.................. R 6.000E 08 TO 1.200E 09 EV GH 244
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-0f) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI.......................... R 3.600E 09 TO 1.300E 10 EV H 236
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-06) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI........................ U 1.300E 10 TO INFINITY H 236
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER 
.E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAXS REGION. PLANETD E S C R I P T I V E E X PE R M E N T 7 1 T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
23 SENSING HELIUM NUCLEI
IMP-J (IMP-J -02) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA ...,.... .......... ........ R 2.500E 01 TO 3.500E 03 EV GH 241
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-02) BRIDGE
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA................,,. 
..... . ........ R 5.000E 01 TO 7.OOOE 03 EV GH. 109
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT .......................... *.......... R 5.000E 01 TO 9.000E 03 EV H 137
PIONEER 11 (73-019A--13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT.......... 
............................. R 5.OOOE 01 TO 9.000E 03EV 5 137
FIONEER 10 (72-012A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT...... ... ....... R 1OOOE 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV H 96
.. ... . ... R 1. 0 "0 O t aO E 0 VH6
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-11) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA .................................... R 1.O00OE 02 TO 8.bOOOE 03 EV DEFGH 64
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-13) WOLFE
PLASMA EXPERIMENT ............................... . .................. R 1.OOOE 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV 5 96
VELA 6A (70-027A-C5) SBAME
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT.... 
............................... R 1.200E 02 TO 5.OOOE 03 EV H 49
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-0S) ROSENBALERS PLASMA DETECTORS. ......... ...................... 
......... R 1.500E 02 TO 8.OOOE 03 EV H 226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-09) ,ROSENEAUER
PLASMA DETECTORS......... 
.. .*............... . ............ R 1.500E 02 TO 8.OOOE 03 EV H 232
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-O10) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA .............................. R 2.O00E 02 TO 2.000E 04 EV GH 113
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-12) OGILVIE 
.SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION .................. 
....... R 3.00OE 02 TO 3.750E 03 EV GH 1
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-12) OGILVIE
SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION ........ o...................... R 4.OOOE 02 TO 3.750E 03 EV H i15
EXPLORER 45 (71-09eA-02). FRITZ
ZINC SULFIDE THIN-FILM SCINTILLATOR.. .................. 
.R 2.500E 04 TO 8.720E 05 EV DEF 85
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-07) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE.................................... 
... .......... R 5.OOOE 04 TO 5.00OE 05EV H 5 273
MARINER 775 (MARN77B-07) KRIMIGIS-
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE............... 
.*-................... 
........ R 5.000E 04 TO 5.OOOE 05 EV H 5 279
IMP-J (IMP-J 
-05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS........................- 
... R 1.200E 05 TO 5.500E 05 EV GH 243
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE 
(F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN 
ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.3 SENSING HELIUM NUCLEI
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS .. .......................... R 1.200E 05 TO 5.500E 05 
EV GH Il
ATS-F (ATS-F -06) MASLEY
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIAr ION... ............................. *..... R 3.000E 05 TO 3.00E 06 EV F 
192
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-0E) ELLIOTT
ENERGETIC PROTONS ................* ..................... R 3.500E 05 TO 1.500E 
06 EV H 237
EXPLORER 47 (72-T07A-05) .WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS.... ...................... U 5.000E 05 TO 2.200E 06 EV 
GH 111
VELA SB (69-046E-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES ................................ R 5.000E OS TO 2.500E 06 EV 
GH 35
VELA 6A (70-027A-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES o**................. ......... R 5.000E 05 TO 2.500E 06 EV 
GH 48
VELA 6E (70-0278-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES ................................ R 5.OOOE 05 TO 2.500E 06 EV 
GH 52
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROStENVING
SOLAR, GALACT IC, AND MAGNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES .......................................
* *
* R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 08 EV H 235
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-06) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYCROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES.................................................. R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV GH 
ll
IMp-J (IMP-J -CE) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYCROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES ................................................. R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV 
GH 243
IMP-J (IMP-J -05) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS .......................... U 5.OOOE 05 TO 2.200E 
06 EV GH 243
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS. * ................................ R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 
06 EV GH 288
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-C7) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE...... .......................................... R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 
06 EV H 5 273
MARINER 77B (MARN77TB-07) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PART ICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE................................................ R 5.000E 05 TO 5.000E 06 
EV H 5 279
PIONEER 6 (65- 10 EA-03) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE... .................................. R 6.000E 05 TO 6.000E 
06 EV H 5
PIONEER 7 (66-07EA-0) SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE- -- ....................................... R 6.000E 05 TO 1.300E 07 EV H 9
R RANGE OF MEASUJREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.3 SENSING HELIUM NUCLEI
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES.. ................................... R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV H 226
HEL IOS-B (HELIO-B-07) wIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES. ..................... ...............* R 1.OOOE 06 TO 1.OOOE 07 EV H 231
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-07) BOSTROM
MONITORING OF SOLAR PROTONS .... ... ....................* U 2.000E 06 TO 5.OO0OE 05 EV FGH f2
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-08) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS . **.........................-......... R 2.000E 06 TO 2.000E 08 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -0) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS.................................... R 2.0008 06 TC 2.000E 08 EV GH 244
EXPLORER 47 (72-07!A-0O) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS ............................. U 2.200E 06 TO 8.800E 06 EV GH 111
IMP-iJ (IMP-J 
-0Z) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS........................... U 2.200E 06 TO 8.800E 06 EV GH 243
ESRO 4 - (72-092A-04) DE JAGER
SOUTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SFECTRUMETER............. 
........-.... ....-............. R 2.500E 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV C 122
ESRJ 4 (7-092A-0E) LUST
NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER............................................. R 2.500E 06 TO 2.400E 07 EV C 122
0V5-6 (69-0463-03) YATES
PROTON ALPHA PARTICLE TELESCOPE........ ..... *............ R 2.500E 06 TO 2.500E 07 EV EFGH 31
VELA 5B (6-046E-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES......................... 
........ .R 2.500E 06 TO 2.500E 07 EV GH 35
VELA 6A (70-027A-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES......... ...........-... .... R 2.500E 06 TO 2.500E 07 EV GH 48
VELA 68 (70-0278-03) SINGER
SOLAR PARTICLE TELESCOPES......................... 
....... R 2.500E 06 TO 2.500E 07 EV GH 52
ITOS-G (ITOS-G -01) BOSTRO.
SOLAR PROTON MUNITOR............ 
......................... U 3.000E 06 TO 8.000E 06 EV BC 254
ITOS-F (ITOS-F -01) BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR .......... ...................................... U 3.000E 06 TO 8.OOOE 06 EV BC 251
NOAA 2 (72-082A-01) BOESIROM
SOLAR PROTON MONITOR..................................... U 3.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV BC 117
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) 'IM ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.3 SENSING HELIUM MNUCLEI
ATS-F (ATS-F -06) MASLEY
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND GEOMAGNETICALLY
TRAPPED RADIATION..e ........................................ R 3.OOOE 06 TO 4.500E 07 EV F 192
GOES-B (GOES-8 -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR.* ............................... * R 4.OOOE 06 TO 4.OOOE 07 EV F 216
GOES-C (GOES-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR........... ................. R 4.000E 06 TO 4.OOOE 07 EV F 219
SMS-A (SMS-A -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITORe.....o.. .................. R 4.'O00E 06 TO 4.OOOE 07 EV F 322
SMS-B (SMS-B -01) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR..... ........................... R 4.OOOE 06 TO 4.OOOE 07 EV F 324
SMS-C (SMS-C -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR............................... R 4.OOOE 06 TO 4.OOOE 07 EV F 328
PIONEER 8 (67-12BA-0e) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY.............*.... ................. * U 4.OOOE 06 TO 8.000E 06 EV H 14
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-05) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY. .................................... U 4.OOOE 06 TO 8.OOOE 06 EV H 20
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROSENVING
SOLAR* GALACTIC* AND MAGNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES...........................#.......... 0 4.OOOE 06 TO 8.000E 07 EV H 235
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-06) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES..ee..s.***...... .....*,*******,**.. *. R 5.000E 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV GH 111
IMP-J (IMP-J -O0) STONE
ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES.............................*.. .. *..... .. ..... R 5.OO0OE 06 TO 4.000E 07 EV GH 243
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS .................................* * R 5.OOOE 06 TO 5.00OE 07 EV GH 288
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-CT) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE. ................................................ R 5.000E 06 TO 3.OO0OE 07 EV H 5 273
MARINER 77B (MARN77B-07) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PART ICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE................................................* R 5.OOOE 06 TO 3.OOOE 07 EV H 5 279
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-06) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY rELESCOPE... ..................................... R 5.800E 06 TO 4.200E 07 EV H 21
IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R 1 P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.3 SENSING HELIUM NUCLEI
EXPERIMENTS....................................*........... 6.000E 06 TO 6.OOOE 07 EV GH 244
PIONEER 6 (65-10A-02) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.............................. ...... R 6.000E 06 TO 1.390E 07 EV H 5
EXPLORER 47 '(72-072A-07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-2
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT.....**** ***. ............. ....... o R 6.OOOE 06 TO 6.000E 07 EV GH 112
PIONEER 86 (67-123A-C) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR.............. ............... R 6.600E 06 TO 6.400E 07 EV H 15
HEOS 2 (72-00EA-C4) PAGE
PARTICLE COUNTER TELESCOPE............................... R 9.00E 06 TO 3.600E 07 EV C GH 88
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES..... ................................ R 1.000E 07 TO 1.O00E 08 EV H 226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-C7) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES........................o.............. R I.O00E 07 TO 1000E 08 EV H 231
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS....*..........** ... *..**...... ..... R 1.000E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV GH 286
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-06) SI'MPSCh
S COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE*** ***.............................. ...*****. R 1 300E 07 TO 7.000E 07 EV H 9
PIONEER. 6 (6!-10!A-03) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.... .......... o....**... .... **...... R 1.390E 07 TO 7.320E 07 EV H S
ESRO 4 (72-092A-04) DE JAGER
SOUTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER. ...................................**..... R 2.000E 07 TO 1.600E 08 EV C 122
ESRO 4 (72-092A-Ce) LUST
NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER..**..........................,......o..... R 2.400E 07 TO 2.400E 08 EV C 122
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-OE) HECKMAN
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS.......*........................... 0 3.000E 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV H 236
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-0) HECKMAN
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS...... .....* ........... .......... 0 3.000E 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV H 236
PIONEER 6 (6-'10A-0'5) MCCRACKEN
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY DETECTION......................... U 3.100E 07 TO 7.600E 07 EV H 6
GOES-4 (GOES-B -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR . .****............................ R 4.000E 07 TO 4.000E 08 EV F 216
GOES-C (GOES-C -C2) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR..*........*..***..**.***.....* R 4.000E 07 TO 4.000E 08 EV F 219
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.3 SENSING HELIUM NUCLEI
SMS-A (SMS-A -02) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR......*.................** ** R 4.000E 07 TO 4.000E 08 EV F 
322
SMS-B (SMS-B -01) WILLIANS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR..... ... .***................ R 4.000E 07 TO 4.OOOE 08 EV F 324
SMS-C (SMS-C -02) WILLIAPS
ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR....... ............................... R 4.000E 07 TO 4.000E 08 EV F 
328
MOTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS...... ......................... R 5.000E 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV GH 
288
IMP-J (IMP-J -C?) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGI-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS............................................ R 6.000E 07 TO 6.000E 08 EV 
GH 244
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT...... ....................................... R 6.000E 07 TO 6.000E 08 EV GH 
112
PIONEER 7 (66-07!A-0 ) SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOFE. ...... ..............................* * R 7.000E 07 TO 1.780E 08 EV H 
9
PIONEER 6 (6E-I0A-03) FAN
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE........ ............................. R 7.320E 07 TO 1.750E 08"EV H 
5
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES..............** ... *................*** ** R 1.000E 08 TO 1.000E 09 EV H 
226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-07) WIBBERENZ
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES.... ................................. R 1.OOOE 08 TO 1.OOOE 09 EV 
H 231
ESRO 4 (72-092A-OS) LUST
NORTHERN POLAR CAP SOLAR PARTICLE
SPECTROMETER.... *. * *.............................................* R 2.400E 08 TO 3.600E 08 EV C 
122
IMP-J (IMP-J -C7) SIMPECN
SOLAR FLARE HIGCH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS...............................................**** R 6.000E 08 TO 1.200E 09 EV 
GH 244
EXPLORER 47 (72-072A-C7) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT ..................... . . . o...... .R 6.000E 08 TO 1.200E 09 EV GH 112
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
ISIS 1 (69-009A-07) BRACE
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE... .......................... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 27
ISIS 2 (71-024A-0O) HOFFMAN
ION MASS SPECTROMETER . . ............................e. . U THERMAL ENERGIES SC 70
ISIS 2 (71-024A-Oe) MAIER
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER............................. U THERMAL ENERGIES C 71
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-062C-0S) BATES
LUNAR DUST DETECTOR... .................................... U H M 79
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-1C) KLIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION** ....................................... U THERMAL ENERGIES S 95
ESRO 4 (72-092A-C1) BOYD
POSITIVE ION SPECTROMETER...................... ***........ U THERMAL ENERGIES BC 120
PIONEER 11 (73-01SA-1C) KLIORE
S-BAND OCCULTATION.... ........ ............................. U THERMAL ENERGIES 5 135
AE-D (AE-O -Cl) BRACE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION * ................... U THERMAL ENERGIES C 159
AEROS-B (AEROS-B-01) KRANKOWSKY
MASS SPECTROMETER (MS)****................................... U THERMAL ENERGIES BC 178
AEROS-E (AEROS-B-02) SPENNER
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND
ELECTRONS** . ................................................** U THERMAL ENERGIES C 178
EXOS-A (EXOS-A -01) UNKNCWh.
IONOSPHERIC PROBES .......................................U THERMAL ENERGIES C 209
EXOS-6 (EXOS-B -Cl) UNKNC kh
MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA PROBE.. ............................... R THERMAL ENERGIES DE 211
EXOS-C (EXOS-C -04) UNKNOWN
ENERGETIC PARTICLES*......................................O 8 213
ISS (ISS -CA) FUGONC
ION MASS SPECTROMETER................................*** 
.... U THERMAL ENERGIES BC 250
MARINER 77B (MARN77B-C2) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER . .........................................** U THERMAL ENERGIES 5 277
MOTHER (MOTHER -12) SHARP
PLASMA COMPOSITION . .......... * ............................R THERMAL ENERGIES F H 288
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO78PA-C2) TAYLCR, JR.
ION MASS SPECTROMETER.*................ ................... U THERMAL ENERGIES 2 301
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI)N 
PLANET
D E S C R 1 P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T 1 7T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/I012345M 
PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
SRATS (SRATS -07) FUGCONO
IONIC COMPOSITION............................................... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
B 332
VIKING-B (VIKNG-B-04) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION . .................................. U THERMAL ENERGIES 
4 349
ISIS 1 (69-009A-08) SAGALYh
SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER....................... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
BC 28
ISIS 2 (71-C24A-C7) BRACE
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE. * .......................... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
C 71
AE-C (AE-C -C1) BRACE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE ANC CONCENTRATION ... --... *......... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
C 148
AE-C (AE-C -C4) HANSCN
ION TEMPERATURE..-. *-. **................... .......... . U THERMAL ENERGIES 
C 149
AE-C (AE-C -10) HOFFPAN
MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER.. ......................... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
B 153
AE-C (AE-C -11) BRINICK
BENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER... *. ...........*...o ....... U THERMAL ENERGIES 
B 154




U THERMAL ENERGIES C 160
AE-D (AE-O -iC) HGFFNAN
ION COMPOSITION ANC CONCENTRATION*** *............ ** U THERMAL 
ENERGIES BC 164
AE-E (AE-E -01) BRACE
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION ...................U THERMAL 
ENERGIES 8 169
AE-E . (AE-E -04) HANSCN
ION TEMPERATURE . ..................................* ..  U THERMAL 
ENERGIES B 170
AE-E (AE-E -10) BRINTOh
IGN COMPOSITION ANc CONCENTRATION.*................. U THERMAL 
ENERGIES B 174
EXOS-A (EXC.S-A -01) UNKCWh
IONOSPHERIC PROBES............ *.............. ......... U THERMAL 
ENERGIES C 209
ISS (ISS -03) MIYAZAKI
RETARDING POTENTIAL PROBE...... * *..................... U THERMAL
ENERGIES B 250
SRATS (SRATS -0e) UNKNOWN




ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION.....- **.****............* .U THERMAL ENERGIES 
4 341
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-14) MICHAEL, JR.
RADIO COMMUNICATION AND RADAR LANCING
R RANGE CF MEASJREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI)N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
SYSTEMS PLUS X BAND..... .................................. U H 4 346
VIKING-B (VIKNG-8-14) MICFAEL. JR.
RADIO COMMUNICATION AND RADAR LANDING
SYSTEMS PLUS X BAND ...................................... U H 4 353
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER.............. ..................... ...... U 5 271
EXOS-E (EXOS-B -04) UNKNOWN
MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA..................................... U 1.OOOE-01 TO 1.000E 00 EV DE 211
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP (69-099C-05) FREEMAN
SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR ...................................... R 2.000E-01 TO 4.860E 01 EV GH 42
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-06) FREEMAN
SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR..................................... R 2.000E-01 TO 4.860E 01 EV GH" 57
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063C-05) FREEMAN
SUFRATHERMAL ION CETECTOR................................. R 2.000E-01 TO 4.850E 01 EV GH M 78
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-11) OGILVIE
MASS SPECTROMETER FOR 470 TO 10.500 EV
PER CHARGE AND 1 TO 5.6 AMU PER CHARGE....................... R 4.700E-01 TO 1.050E 04 EV H 238
ESGEO0 (ESGEO -02) GEISS
LOW-ENERGY ION COMPOSITION......... ........................ 0 1.,000E 00 TO 1.720E 04 EV F 206
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-0O) BRIDGE
PLASMA..... . ............................................. R 5.OOOE 00 TO 1.0 OE 03 EV H 5 273
MARINER 7?E (MARN77B-06) BRIDGE
PLASMA............................................... 
.......... R 5.00OE 00 TO 1.000E 03 EV H 5 279
APGLLC 12 LM/ALSEP (69-099C-05) FREEMAN
SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR................................ R 1.000E 01 TO 3.500E 03 EV GH 42
IMP-J (IMP-J -1C) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA ....................................... R 1.O00OE 02 TO 2.500E 03 EV GH 245
APCLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-0eC-CE) O'BRIEN
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT............................ R 1.700E 02 TO 2.OOOE 03 EV GH M 58
EXPLORER 47 (72-07-A-10) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA ...................... ....... R 2.000OE 02 TO 2.000E 04 EV GH 113
HEOS 2 (,72-00EA- 6) ROSENBA LER
SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS (230 EV-16 KEV).............. R 2.300E 02 TO 1.000E 03 EV C GH 89
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-12) DGILVIE
SOLAR WIND ION COPFOSITION. ..................... o....o...... R 3.000E 02 TO 3.750E 03 EV H 115
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAVE EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGIJN PLANET
D E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I N E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/O02345 PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-11) BAME
MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA.............................. R 9.OOOE 02 TO 8.000OE 03 EV OEFGH 64
VELA 6A (70-027A-05) BAME
SOLAR WINC EXPERIMENT ..................................... R 1.000E 03 TO 8.300E 03 EV H 49
HEOS 2 (72-005A-06) RCSEhBAUER
SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS (230 EV-16 KEV).................. R 1.000E 03 TO 1.000E 04 EV C GH 89
APOLLC 14 LM/ALSEP (71-OCeC-Ce) CIBRIEN
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT. ....................... R 2.000E 03 TO 2.OOOE 04 EV GH M 58
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-03) HOVESAODT
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITIONo.. ...................... R 5.000E 03 TO 5.000E 04 EV H 235
MOTHER (MOTHER -CE) HOoEETACI
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION......................... R 5.000E 03 TO 5.000E 04 EV GH 284
HEOS 2 (72-CCEA-C6) RCSEEeALER
SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS (230 EV-16 KEV).... .................. R 1.000E 04 TO 5.OOOE 04 EV C GH 89
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-Cl) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEC PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCUPE..... ...........................-.* ... ,........ R 1.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 EV H 5 273
-I
MARINER 77E (MAR778-C7) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE...................................... ......... R 1.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 EV H 5 279
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-03) HOVESTADT
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-SAY COMPOSITION.o...................... R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV H 235
MOTHER (MOTHER -0E) HOVESTADT
Low-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION......=.. ............... R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV GH 284
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-13) CLINE
STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY, SOLAR, AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS.... .......................... R 5.000E 04 TO 5.OO0OE 05 EV GH 115
EXPLORE.R 47 (72-073A-03) GLOECKLER
IGNS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE
0.1 TO 2 MEV............................................- A 1.O00E 05 TO 1.OOOE 06 EV GH 110
IMP-J (IMP-J -03) GLOECKLER
SOLID-STATE DETECTCRS................... .............. , R 1.000E 05 TC 1.000E 06 EV GH 242
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.... .............. .......... P 1.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV H 226
HELIOS-B (HELIO-B-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS............................... R 1.000E 05 TO 1.000E 06 EV H 231
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-07) KRIMIGIS
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERINENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
LOW-ENERGY CHARGEE PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE................................................ R 1.000E 05 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 5 273
MARINER 77E (MARN17B-C7) KRIMIGIS
LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE................................................ R 1.000E 05 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 5 27S
MARINER 77B (MARN778-08) VCGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.-------................... ...... . R 1.500E 05 TO 6.000E 06 EV H 5 280
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-OE) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
CLSMIC-RAY TELESCCPE............*.....*...... .......... R 1.500E 05 TO 6.000E 06 EV H 5 274
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-9Og) SIMPSON
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS .. ........................ ......... R 5.000E 05 TC 5.000E 06 EV H 63
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-07) SIWPECG
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT....................................... R 5.000E 05 TO 5.OOOE 06 EV GH 112
IMF-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SCLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS .............................................. R 5.OOOE 05 TO 5.000E 06 EV GH 244
HELIOCENTRIC ( HELOCTR-03) HOVESTADT
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION........................ R 5.000E 05 TO 2.OO0OE 06 EV H 235
MOTHER (MOTHER -05) HOVESTAOT
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION........................ R 5.000E 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH 284
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-04) VON ROSENVING
SOLAR. GALACTIC, AND MACNETOSPHERIC
ENERGETIC PARTICLES..................................... R 5.000E 05 TO 5.OOE 08 EV H 235
EXPLORER 47 (72-C73A-13) CLINE
STUDY OF COSMIC-RAY, SOLAR. AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRONS....... ........................... R 5.000E 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH 115
EXPLORER 43 (71-01SA-CS) SIMFEOaN
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS...................................... R 5.000E 05 TC 8.OO0E 08 EV H 63
TD IA (72-014A-03) LABEYRIE
SPECTROMETRY OF PRIMARY C-ARGED
PARTICLES...-................- ............................ 0 1 000E 06 TO INFINITY CD 99
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-02) GLGECKLER
IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE
0.1 TO 2 MEV**,,*.................................... R 1.000E 06 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH 110
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGI3N PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V. E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
IMP-J (IMP-J -03) GLOECKLER
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS.....#.................. .....**** *o R 1.00OE 06 TO 2.OOOE 06 EV GH 242
HELIOS-A (hELIO-A-08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS..******...oo ... .oe R 1.000E 06 TO 1,000E 07 EV H 226
HELIOS-E (HELIO-B-CE) TRAINOCR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.oo R........................... 1,000E 06 TO 1 000E 07 EV H 231
HELIOCENT RI C (I-ELOCIR-12) STONE
COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION.**,**o..o.e......... o...... R 2.000E 06 TO 2.00OE 07 EV H 239
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-03) HOVESTADT
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION....................... R 2.OOOE 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV H 235
MOTHER (MOTHER -0CC) HOVEETADT
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION.......o........***°. R 2.OO0OE 06 TO 2oO00OE 07 EV GH 284
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) MCOCNALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA.....**.o..... e*... oo*.... e..*.. oeeo. * R 3.000E 06 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 96
PIONEER 11 (73-01SA-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA eee................eo.o** ee**** . R 3.00OE 06 TO 3.OOOE 07 EV H 136
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) NCDCNALD
S COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA.oo eee.............*..*. .. . R 3.000E 06 TO 2.000E 08 EV 5 96
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA..,o**...ooooeee*.. .oeoooeoo**.oe R 3*000E 06 TO 2.OO0OE 08 EV 5 136
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-CS) MCOCNALD
SOLAR- ANE COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES .......................... R 4.000E 06 TO 2.00E 07 EV GH 113
INMF-J (IMP-J -CC) NCDCNALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES........... ........ .o . R 4.OO0OE 06 TO 2.000E 07 EV GH 244
EXPLORER 43 (71-Cl A-CE) MCDONALD
SOLAR ANG GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES,...................... R 4.200E 06 TO 1.910E 07 EV FGH 63
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-OS) SIMPSOCh
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS . ..................................... R 5.OOOE 06 TO 5.OOOE 07 EV H 63
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-C1) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT ........................................ R 5.000E 06 TO 5.OOOE 07 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -07) SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOG-E AND LOW-Z
EXPERIMENTS ..... .. *............................................ R 5 000E 06 TO 5.OOOE 07 EV GH 244
EXPLORER 47 (7E2-07A-0t) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS........................... U 5.OOOE 06 TO INFINITY GH 111
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTSSATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIIENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANETD E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
IMP-J (IMP-J. -OE) WILLIAMS
ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS........................... U 5.000E 06 TO INFINITY GH 243
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-08) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE............................. 
........ R 6.000E 06 TO 3.000E 07 EV H 5 280
PIONEER 10 (72-01EA-C2) SIMPSON
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION. ..................... 
.*... R 6.000E 06 TO 6.000E 07 EV H 5 91
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-02) SIMPSOI-
CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION .............................. R 6.0OOE 06 TO 6.000E 07 EV H 5 132
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-OE) VOGT
HIGH AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE....................................... R 6.000E 06 TO 3.OOOE 07 EV H 5 274
EXPLORER 47 ( 2-073A-CE) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR
PROTONS AND ELECTRONS........................***.......... R 8.OOOE 06 TO 1.360E 08 EV GH 112
IMP-J (IMP-J -OS) KRIMIGIS
PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF. SOLAR
PROTONS ANC ELECTRONS...... ............................... R 8.000E 06 TO INFINITY GH 244
HELIOCENTRIC . (HELOCTR-0O) HECKMAN
HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS **................... ....... .0 O1.000E 07 TO 1.000 08 EV H 236
HELIOS-8 (HELIO--08) TRAINOR
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.,......*................ 
. R 1.000E 07 TO 8.000E 08 EV H 231
HELIOS-A (HELIO-A-OS). TRAINOR.
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYSe ........................... R 1.000E 07 TO 8.000E 08 EV H 226
MOTHER (MOTHER - 14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS.............. 
.................. R 1.OOOE 07 TO 1.000E 08 EV. GH 288
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-OE) MCDONALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES*..... ............... R 1.870E 07 TO 8.160E 07 EV FGH 63
HELIOCENTRIC (LHELOCTR-12) STONE
COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION .................................* R 2.000E 07 TO 2.000E 08 EV H 239
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-12) MCDONALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA... ...................... .............. R 2.000E 07 TO 2.000E 08 EV H 96
PIONEER 11 (7--01IA-12) MCDCNALD
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA*........................ 
..... R 2.000E 07 TO 2.000E 08 EV H 136
EXPLORER 47 (72-073A-CS) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES...................... 
.... R 2.000E 07 TO 8.000E 07 EV GM 113
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E K P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
IMP-J (IMP-J -09) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES...*....................... R 2.OOOE 07 TO 8.OOOE 07 EV GH 244
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-08) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.. ...................................*** * R 3.00E 07 TO 5.000E 08 EV H 5 280
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-0e) VOGT
HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPFE. ...................................... R 3.000E 07 TO 5.OOOE 08 EV H 5 274
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-0) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.....................*.*o o.......... R 4.200E 07 TO 3.200E 08 EV H 21
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-09) SIMPSON
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS. .....................................* * R 5.000E 07 TC 5.000E 08 EV H 63
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-C2) SIMWPSCh
CHARGEC PARTICLE COMPOSITION.... ........................ .R 6.OOOE 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV H 5 91
PIONEER 11 (7-C19A-C2) SIMPSOh
CHARGEC PARTICLE COMPOSITION.. ........................... R 6.OO0OE 07 TO 1.500E 08 EV H 5 132
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-Ce) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRCNS AND NUCLEI.....o...o....o.o*.......*.. R 6.00OE 07 TO 6.OOOE 08 EV H 236
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-04) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR.......o o*.....o ... .......... R 6.300E 07 TO I.700E 08 EV H 15
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-OGE) MCDONALD
SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY STUDIES..o..oo....o.o...o. R 8.OOOE 07 TO 5oO00OE 08 EV FGH 63
EXPLORER 47 (7Z-073A-0S) MCDONALD
SOLAR- ANC COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES-.... .....* ............... R 8.OOOE 07 TO 5.OOOE 08 EV GH 113
IMP-J (IMP-J -0S) MCDONALD
SOLAR- AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES.....o..*o.. . ........... .o . R 8.OO0OE 07 TO 5.00E 08 EV GH 244
MGTHER (MOTHER -14) SIMPSON
MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS....*....................*....... R 1.000E 08 TO 7.000E 08 EV GH 288
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-O0) WEBBER
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR..,.....*oe .e,.**** eo* R 1.700E 08 TO 1.600E 09 EV H 15
PIONEER 9 (6-10CA-0) IEBBER
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE..... .............. *............ .R 3.200E 08 TO 2.200E 09 EV H 21
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-S) SIMPSON
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS... ................................ F 5.OOOE 08 TO E.OOOE 08 EV H 
63
EXPLORER 43 (71-019A-09) SIMPSON
R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERItENTER E MIN VALUE (F OR E) MAX REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN ABCOEFGHI/02345M PAGE
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICLE SPECIES
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARTICLE RADIATIONS.. ................................ R 5.000E 08 TO 2.000E 09 EV H 63
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-Cf) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI.. ...................... R 6.000E 08 TO 6.000E 09 EV H 236
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-C6) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI.......................... R 6.000E 09 TO 1.300E 10 EV H 236
HELIOCENTRIC (HELOCTR-C6) MEYER
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI.......................... U 1.300E 10 TO INFINITY H 236
B
PSATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MEASURED 
REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S CHARACTERISTIC 
ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
3. MICROSCOPIC NEUTRAL MEASUREMENTS
3.1 SENSING NEUTRONS
VELA SA (69-046D-07) BAME
NEUTRON DETECTOR...... .....................................* P ENERGY FLUX 
GH 33
VELA 58 (eS-C46E-07) BAME
NEUTRON CETECTOR...........- - -....... .-- ............ P ENERGY FLUX GH 
37
VELA 6A (70-027A-07) BANE
NEUTRON DETECTOR......*.............................. ........ P ENERGY FLUX 
GH 50
VELA 6E (70-027B-C7) BAME
NEUTRON DETECTOR.. ..- - .................o- ........ P ENERGY FLUX 
GH 53
INDIAN SCIENTIFIC SAT. (INDASAT-02) UNKNOWN




SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MEASURED REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S CHARACTERISTIC ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
3.2 SENSING ATOMS AND/OR MOLECULES
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-07) BIEMANN
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS ..................,........................ 0 DENSITY 4 343
VIKING-8B (VIKNG-B-C7) BIENANN
MOLECULAR ANALYS IS o *. * .... ---... . ... ................... 0 DENSITY' 4 350
PIONEER VENUS PROBE B (PIO78PB-OS) SUOMI
INFRARED RADIOMETER..... ............................ .. U DENSITY 2 305
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO7EP8-C4) OYAMA
GAS CHROMATOGRAPI... . ............................. ...... R ENERGY FLUX 2 304
ESRO 4 (72-092A-02) VON ZAHN
NEUTRAL MASS SPECTOMETER................*................ R ENERGY FLUX BC 121
AE-C (AE-C -07) NIER
OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER......o. ................ R ENERGY FLUX B 150
AE-C (AE-C -C8) PEL2
CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER..................... R ENERGY FLUX B 151
AE-0 (AE-D -07) NIER
UPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER..................... R ENERGY FLUX BC 162
AE-D (AE-D -08) PELZ
CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER.......,o......... R ENERGY FLUX BC 163
AE-E (AE-E -07) NIER
OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER...................... R EKERGY FLUX B 172
AE-E (AE-E -08) PELZ
CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER. ................... R ENERGY FLUX B 173
AE-C (AE-C -02) CHAMFICN
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG........................................ U PARTICLE FLUX B 148
AE-C (AE-C -15) CARTER
COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE.. ................................... P PARTICLE FLUX B 157
AE-C (AE-C -16) CARTER
CAPACITANCE MANOMETER .................................. P PARTICLE FLUX B 158
AE-D (AE-D -02) CHAMPION
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG........................................... U PARTICLE FLUX B 160
AE-D (AE-D -14) CARTER
CAPACITANCE MANOMETER............ ...................... P PARTICLE FLUX C 167
AE-D (AE-D -15) CARTER
COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE.................................. P PARTICLE FLUX C 168
AE-E (AE-E -02) CHAMPION
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG..o ............................... ,... U PARTICLE FLUX B 169
RSATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 0ID EXPERIMENTER E MEASURED REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S CHARACTERISTIC ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
3.2 SENSING ATOMS ANC/OR MOLECULES
AE-E (AE-E -12) CARTER
CAPACITANCE MANOMETER................................ ... P PARTICLE FLUX B 176
AE-E (AE-E -13) CARIER
COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE..................................*..... P PARTICLE FLUX B 177
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-10) HESS
METEORULUGY EXPERIMENT....... ........................ U PARTICLE FLUX 4 345
VIKING-8 (VIKNG-B-05) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE....................................... U PARTICLE FLUX 4 349
VIKING-B (VIKNG-8-10) HESS
METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENT.... .......................................... U PARTICLE FLUX 4 352
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-05) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE............. ....... -.......... U PARTICLE FLUX 4 342
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78PB-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE..... ............................... U PARTICLE FLUX 2 303
VIKING-B (VIKNG-8-05) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE................................... U PARTICLE FLUX 4 349
S SAN MARCO C-2 (SMAR-C2-03) SPENCER
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE.............................. R PRESSURE a 320
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-O0) NIER
ATMUSPHERIC STRUCTURE... ............. .................. U PRESSURE 4 342
AE-C (AE-C -09) SPENCER
NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND
CONCENTRATION.... ...................... .. ........................ R PRESSURE B 152
AE-DO (AE-C -09) SPENCER
NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND
CONCENTRAT ION................................. ........... R PRESSURE BC 164
AE-E (AE-E -09) SPENCER
NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND
CUNCENTRATION.......................-- .... . ....... R PRESSURE B 174
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER ......................... ............... R PRESSURE 5 271
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78PC-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE......................................... U PRESSURE 2 307
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78PD-01i) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE................................... U PRESSURE 2 309
R
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT IO EXPERIMENTER E MEASURED REGION PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T r I T L E S CHARACTERISTIC ABCOEFGHI/012345M PAGE
3.2 SENSING ATOMS AND/OR MOLECULES
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78BPE-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE..... ... ,............... ..... .. ......... U PRESSURE 2 311
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-10) HESS
METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENT................... -... - ........... U PRESSURE 4 345
VIKING-B (VIKNG-B-0E) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE.................................... U PRESSURE 4 349
VIKING-B (VIKNG-B-10) HESS
METEOROLOGY EXPERIMENT ....................... ,. ......... U PRESSURE 4 352
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-C2) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT 5- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER. .................................... ....... R PRESSURE 5 277
PIONEER VENUS PROBE e (PIO78PB-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTLRE....... ..................... •..*....e... U PRESSURE 2 303
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-0BC-07) JOHNSON
COLD CATHODE ION CAUGE EXPERIMENT .......................... U TEMPERATURE M 57
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063C-07) JOHNSON
COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE EXPERIMENT............... ........... U TEMPERATURE M4 79
ESRO 4 (72-092A-02) VON ZAHN
NEUTRAL MASS SPECTOMETER.... ............... .............. R TEMPERATURE BC 121
APOLLU 17 LM/ALSEF (72-096C-08) HOFFMAN
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION........ .............. .. .......... R TEMPERATURE M 125
AC-A (AC-A -01) KEATING
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG CIENSITY .................................. U TEMPERATURE C 145
AC-A (AC-A -C2) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION MASS -
SPECTROMETER... s .......... .............................. 0 TEMPERATURE C 145
AD-B (AD-B -01) KEATING
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITY.. .............. ................ U TEMPERATURE C 146
AD-B (AD-B -02) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION MASS
SPECTROMETER............................ ................ 0 TEMPERATURE C 147
AE-C (AE-C -07) NIER
OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER.... ... .............. R TEMPERATURE 8 150
AE-C (AE-C. -08) PELZ
CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER........... ....... R TEMPERATURE B 151
AE-C (AE-C -09) SPENCER
NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND
R
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MEASURED REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V'E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S CHARACTERISTIC ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
3.2 SENSING ATOMS ANC/OR MOLECULES
CONCENTRATION.....................................o....... R TEMPERATURE 8 152
AE-D (AE-D -07) NIER
OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER....................... R TEMPERATURE BC 162
AE-O (AE-D -08) PELZ
CLOSEO SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER.................. R TEMPERATURE BC 163
AE-O (AE-O -CS) SPENCER
NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND
CONCENTRATION......................o...... * ........ R TEMPERATURE BC 164
AE-E (AE-E -07) NIER
OPEN SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER . *...........*....... R TEMPERATURE B 172
AE-E (AE-E -08) PELZ
CLOSED SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER *............... R TEMPERATURE B 173
AE-E (AE-E -09) SPENCER
NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE AND
CONCENTRAT ION.... .............................. o ....... R TEMPERATURE 8 174
AEROS-8 (AEROS-B-OS) SPENCER
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE
S EXPERIMENT........................................... ... R TEMPERATURE BC 179
AEROS-E (AEROS-B-06) ROEMER
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG ANALYSIS..o...................o......... U TEMPERATURE C 180
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO78PA-03) VON ZAIN
NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS SPECTROMETER ........................ R TEMPERATURE 2 301
PIGNEER VENUS PROBE 8 (PIO78PB-06) SPENCER
NEUTRAL PARTICLE MASS SPECTROMETER*........................ R TEMPERATURE 2 305
SAN MARCO C-2 (SMAR-C2-01) BROGLIO
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG CENSITY ACCELEROMETER................... U TEMPERATURE C 319
SAN MARCO C-2 (SMAR-C2-02) NEWTON
NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION........................... R TEMPERATURE B 320
AEROS-8 (AEROS-B-0O1) KRANKOWSKY
MASS SPECTROMETER (MS)..... ..................*e e *........ R TEMPERATURE BC 178
ASTP (ASTP -03) DONAHUE
ULTRAVIOLET ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION*....................* R TEMPERATURE 8 183
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO78PA-05) STEWART
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER..................*.... *..... R TEMPERATURE 2 302
PIONEER VENUS PROBE B (PIO78PB-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE..................... . ................. U TEMPERATURE 2 303
R
$ATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER E MEASURED REGION PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E S CHARACTERISTIC ABCDEFGHI/012345M PAGE
3.2 SENSING ATOMS AND/OR MOLECULES
VIKING-8 (VIKNG-B-C4) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION... .. *.. ............................. R TEMPERATURE 4 349
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-C4) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION...... ................ o......... R TEMPERATURE 4 341
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A.... ...... ...................................... D TEMPERATURE 5 275
MARINER 77E (MARN778-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A....... ................... o.................. 0 TEMPERATURE 5 281
'Id
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED MEASURING PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E EX P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4. OBSERVATIONS OF MACROSCOPIC BODIES
4.1 SENSING MERCURY
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -02) HOWARD
S- AND X-BAND RADIO PROPAGATIONo...........................* GRAVITY FIELD ORBIT ANALYSIS 12 267
MARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -01) MURRAY
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MERCURY AND VENUS....*....................... SURFACE CHAR PHOTO, LOW RES 1 
266
'Ji
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASUREO MEASURING PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.2 SENSING VENUS
PIONEER VENJS PROBE E (PIOT8PB-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE. ........ ..................................... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 303
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78PC-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE.. ................................... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIOJES 2 307
PIONEER VENUS PROBE 0 (PI078PD-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE.................................... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 309
PIONEER VENUS PROBE 0 (PIO78PD-03) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING......... ........................ ATMCS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 310
FIONEER VENUS PROBE E (FIO78PE-01) SEIFF
ATMOSPHERE STRUCTURE................................... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 311
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78PE-03) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING.e................................ ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 312
PIONEER VENUS PROBE A (PIO78PA-06) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENT IAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING .............................................. ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 302
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78PB-02) BLAMONT
S CLOUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE, AND
S DISTRIBUT ION.. ........................... .. .......... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 304
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PI7OT8PB-09) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING...... ...................... .... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 306
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78PC-02) BLAMONT
CLOUD EXTENT. STRUCTURE* AND
DISTRIBUTION.......................................... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 308
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78PC-03) PETTENGILL
DIFFERENTIAL VERY-LONG-BASELINE
INTERFEROMETRIC TRACKING. ........................................ ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 308
PIONEER VENUS PROBE C (PIO78PD-02) BLAMONT
CLOUD EXTENT . STRUCTURE, AND
DISTRIBUT ION .. ................................. ........... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 310
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78PE-02) BLAMONT
CLOUD EXTENT, STRUCTURE AND DISTRIBUTION......,o......... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIOJES 2 311
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78PB-CE) SUOMI
INFRARED RADIOMETER........................ ............. ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 2 305
NARINER-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -02) HOWARD
S- AND X-BAND RADIO PROPAGATION. ......................... GRAVITY FIELD ORBIT ANALYSIS 12 267
PIONEER VENUS PROBE E (PIO78PB-03) KNOLLENBERG
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED MEASURING PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.2 SENSING VENUS
CLOUD PARTICLE SIZE SPECTROMETER. ............. .......... SIZE VISUAL OBSERVATION 2 304
WARINE;-J VENUS/MERCURY (MARINJ -01) MURRAY
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MERCURY AND VENUS....................... SURFACE CHAR PHOTO, LOW RES 2 266
0
0}
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED MEASURING PLANET0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.3 SENSING EARTh-
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-01) KELLOGG
TROPICAL WIND ENERGY CONVERSION AND
REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE)........................... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 3 290
U'
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED 
MEASJRING PLANET
0 L S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.4 SENSING EARTI-S MOON
4.4.2 NON-GEOGRAPHIC CARACTERISTICS
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP (72-096C-09) WEBER
LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER. .................................... GRAVITY 
FIELD OTHER TECHNIQUES M 126




INTERIOR CHAR OTHER TECNIQUES M 78
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP (6I-09SC-03) LATHAM
PASSIVE SEISMIC* .......................................... INTERIOR CHAR SEISMIC TECH 
M 41
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-008C-04) LATHAM




APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-OO8C-OE) KOVACH
ACTIVE SEISMIC ........................................... INTERIOR CHAR SEISMIC TECH 
M 56
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-O6-C-01) LATHAM
PASSIVE SEISMIC... ...... ..................................... INTERIOR 
CHAR SEISMIC TECH M 77
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP (72-031C-01) LATHAM
PASSIVE SEISMIC.......................................... INTERIOR CHAR SEISMIC TECH M 101
PASSIVE SEISMIC 
M 101******************
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP (72-03IC-02) KOVACH 102
ACTIVE SEISMIC............................................INTERIOR 
CHAR SEISMIC TECH M 102ACTIVE SEISMIC....-------------**************************
N APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP (72-09C-0O) KOVACH
LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT.......................* INTERIOR CHAR 
SEISMIC TECH M 125
APOLLO 15 LWALSEP (71-063C-01) LATHAM
PASSIVE SEISMIC..... ........................ .......... INTERIOR CHAR SEISMIC 
TECH M 77
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP (72-031C-01) LATHAM
PASSIVE SEISMIC*......................................... INTERIOR CHAR 
SEISMIC TECH M 101
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP (72-031C-02) KOVACH
ACTIVE SEISMIC...................................... INTERIOR CHAR 
SEISMIC TECH M 102
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP (72-096C-05) BERG
LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES ......... ... ........ ,, ...... PARTICLE 
FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES M 124
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP (72-096C-01) LANGSEIH
HEAT FLOW. . . . ......... o.o.oo* ................ o.......... TEMPERATURE OTHER TECtHNIQUES M 124
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063C-E) LANGSEITH
HEAT FLO*.......... .. -.................... . . .... TEMPERATURE 
OTHER TECHNIQUES M 78
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP (72-096C-01) LANGSETH
HEAT FLOW. AE....T................................ ....... TEMPERATURE 
OTHER TECHNIQUES M 124
APCLLC 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063.C-0E) LANGSETH
HEAT FLOW ............. . ............................ TEMPERATURE Or HER r ECHNIQUES M 78
3ATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERI ENTER MEASURED MEASURING PLANET
0 E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.5 SENSING MARS
VIKING-A (V IKNG-A-0O5) NIER
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE*..... 
............... ,............ ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 342
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-14) MICHAEL. JR.
RADIO COMMUNICATION AND RADAR LANDING
SYSTEMS PLUS X BANC..... ................................. GRAVITY FIELD ORBIT ANALYSIS 4 346
VIKING-b (VIKNG-B-14) MICHiAEL. JR.
RA)3IO COMMUNICATION AND RADAR LANDING
SYSTEMS PLUS X BANDO...................................... GRAVITY FIELD ORBIT ANALYSIS 4 353
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-1I) HARGRALES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES...................................... INTERIOR CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 346
VIKING-e (VIKNG-B-13) HARGRAVES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.. ....................................... INTERIOR CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 353
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-11) ANDERSON
SEISMOLOGY................................*............... INTERIOR CHAR SEISMIC TECH 4 345
VIKING-8 (VIKNG-B-11) ANDERSCN
SEISMOLOGY .......................................................... INTERIOR CHAR SEISMIC TECH 4 352
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-O!) FARMER
IR SPECTROMETER 
-- WATER VAPOR MAPPING....................... SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 341
V KING-A . (VIKNG-A-08) SHORTHILL
_;OIL WATER............................................... SURFACE C-iAR OTHER TECHNIQJES 
.4 344
;1KING-8 (VIKNG-8-C3) FARMER
lk; SPECTROMETER -- WATER VAPOR MAPPING....... .................. SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 348
vK' ING-B (VIKNG-B-08) SHORTHILL
OIL WATER ................. ............................................ SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 351
VKING-A (VIKNG-A-09) MUTCH
FACSIMILE CAMERA....... ................................. SURFACE OAR PHOTO. HIGH RES 4 344
viKING- (VIKNG-B-CS) MUTCH
FACSIMILE CAMERA......................................... SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. HIGH RES 4 351
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-01) CARR
IMAGERY ORBITER...... .............................. ......... SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. MED RES 4 340
VIKING-B (VIKNG-8-01) CARR
IMAGERY ORBITER.......................................... SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. MED RES 4 347
VIKING-A (VIKNG-A-C2) KIEFFER
IR RACIOMETRY 
-- THERMAL MAPPING .............................. TEMPERATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 340
VIKING-B (VIKNG-B-02) KIEFFER
IR RACIOMETRY -- THERMAL MAPPING........................ TEMPERATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 4 348
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED MEASJRING PLANET
0 E S C R I P r I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.6 SENSING JUPITER
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A **.............................................* ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 275
MARINER 77E (MARN778-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A•..oo...................*...... o* *o*....... ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 281
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-0S) ANDERSCN
CELESTIAL MECHANICS *****....................... *o..**** GRAVITY FIELD ORBIT ANALYSIS 0 5 94
FIONEER 11 (73-019A-09) ANDERSON
CELESTIAL MECHANICS .... .. .......................... GRAVITY FIELD ORBIT ANALYSIS 0 5 135
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A. .*..................................... ........ SIZE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 275
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILr ER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A. *. ..............................................SIZE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 281
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A ......................... ** ...............* SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 .281
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A.e....*..................................o. SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 275
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT 5- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BANC RECEIVER*............. .... *...............#..... SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 271
MARINER 778 (MARN77B-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER.............*.o*......................... SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 277
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-07) GEHRELS
IMAGING PHOTO POLARIMETER.................o.............. SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. MED RES 5 93
PIONEER 11 (73-01 A-07) GEHRELS
IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER....oo.....o.....o...* o......o.. SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. MED RES 5 134
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-01) SMITH
TV PHOTDOGRAPHY..................** **.......... ...... *.. SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. LOW RES 5 270
MARINER 77B (MARN77B-01) SMITH
TV PHOTOGRAPHY . . ...... o....o......o..................... SURFACE CHAR PHOTO, LOw RES 5 276
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED MEASURING PLANET
D E S C R I PT I V E EX P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TEaCHNIQUE 012345M PAGE-
4.9 SENSING MICROMETEORITES METEORS. ETC.
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-04) BERG
COSMIC DUST DETECTOR ..................................... PARTICLE FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES 13
PIONEER 9 (68-10CA-04) BERG
COSMIC OUST DETECTOR*................................... PARTICLE FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES 20
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-04) KINARD
METEOROID DETECTORS*...................................... PARTICLE FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES 92
PIONEER 11 (73-019A-04) KINARD
METEOROID DETECTOR ....................................... PARTICLE FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES 133
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-CS) SOBERMAN
INTERPLANETARY CUST PARTICLE MEASUREMENT..*.......... PARTICLE FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES 280
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-09) SOBERMAN
INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLE MEASUREMENT.. ..........o  .PARTICLE FLUX OTHER TECHNIQUES 274
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-03) SOBERMAN
ASTEROID/METEOROIO ASTRONOMY................. 
.............. PARTICLE FLUX VISUAL OBSERVATION 91
PIONEER 11 (73- 01SA-03) SOBERMAN
ASTEROID/METEOROID ASTRONOMY ..o....*..*..... ********* PARTICLE FLUX VISUAL OBSERVATION 132
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-07) GEHRELS
IMAGING PHOTO POLARIMETER............................ PARTICLE FLUX VISUAL OBSERVATION 9310
PIONEER 11 (73-O1 A-07) GEHRELS
IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER.*......... 
...... *....oo . .o PARTICLE FLUX VISUAL OBSERVATION 134
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER MEASURED MEASURING PLANET
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E CHARACTERISTIC TECHNIQUE 012345M PAGE
4.10 SENSING OTHER EDDIES
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A.... *..........................*.............. ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHN4IQUES 5 275
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A. .............................................. ATMOS FEATURE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 281
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 A .............................................. SIZE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 275
MARINER 77E (MARN778-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER.
2200-7300 Ao.............................................. SIZE OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 281
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-11) LILL IE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A... ... * ****.................................. SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 281
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-11) LILLIE
MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER,
2200-7300 A .............................................. SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 275
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- AND X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-SAND RECEIVER.......o .................................. SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 271
MARINER 77E (MARN77B-02) ESHLEMAN
COHERENT S- ANO X-BAND TRANSMITTER AND
S-BAND RECEIVER....... . o***.......................... SURFACE CHAR OTHER TECHNIQUES 5 277
MARINER 77A (MARN77A-01) SMITH
TV PHOTOGRAPHY...ee..........................o........o.. SURFACE CHAR PHOTO. LOW RES 270
MARINER 778 (MARN778-01) SMITH
TV PHOTOGRAPHY.......................o.................. SURFACE CHAR PHOTOe LOW RES 276
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERINENTER
D E.S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T I I T L E DISCIPLINE PAGE
5. OTHER
NIMBUS 4 (70-025A-07) COTE
INTERROGATION, RECCRDING,. AND LOCATION
SYSTEM (IRLS).......... ............. ..................... EARTH SCIENCES 45
ERTS 1 (72-058A-03) UNKNCWN
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)............................. EARTH SCIENCES 105
ERTS-B (ERTS-B -03) UNKNOWN
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS)................... o...... . EARTH SCIENCES 204
GOES-B8 (GOES-B -OE) UNKNOWN
METEOROLOGICAL CATA COLLECTION ANC
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM..................... ............... EARTH SCIENCES 217
GOES-C (GOES-C -05) UNKNCWh
METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.... .......... ...................... EARTH SCIENCES 220
ITOS-H (ITOS-F -02) UNKNCWN
DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION
SYSTEM (OCS)........,,-.,.-,.....,- **...*. * ,*. .. ...... EARTH SCIENCES 259
ITOS-1I (ITOS-I -C3) UNKhCkh
DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION
SYSTEM (DCS).................. ........-.-..-........ . EARTH SCIENCES 261
4 ITOS-J (ITOS-J -03) UNKNOWN
DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION
SYSTEM (DCS).................. ...*...** *** .*,-******** EARTH SCIENCES 264
NIMBUS-F (NIMBS-F-13) VONBUN
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY...... .............. ........ ....... EARTH SCIENCES 295
SMS-A (SMS-A -5O) UNKNOWN
METECROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM..............e. ............. EARTH SCIENCES 323
SMS-B (SMS-B -CS) UNKNC h
METEOROLOGICAL CATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM...................................... EARTH SCIENCES 326
SMS-C (SMS-C -O0) UNKNOWN
METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM..,....... -, -----.......... ,---.....- . EARTH SCIENCES 329
TIROS-N (TIROS-N-C3) UNKNCWN
DATA COLLECTION AND PLATFORM LOCATION
SYSTEM (DCS) ........ ..... *................... . ........ EARTH SCIENCES 335
ERTS-8 (ERTS-B -01) WEINSTEIN
RETURN BEAM VIDICON (RBV) CAMERA SYSTEM.................. EARTH SCIENCES 203
ERTS-E (ERTS-B -02) UNKNOWN
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS).. .............................. EARTH SCIENCES 204
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERINENTER
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T 7 I T L E DISCIPLINE PAGE
5. OTHER
ASTP (ASTP -12) WEIFFENBACH
SPACECRAFT-TO-SPACECRAFT DOPPLER
TRACKING.......... .. ..* *.................... ...- ....... SPACECRAFT ENGINEERING AND TECHNO-OGY 18d
ASTP (ASTP -13) MARTIN
PCLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUKOCYTE RESPONSE TO
INFECTIONo.. .*................................. o . . ....... .LIFE SCIENCES 187
ASTP (ASTP -14) CRISUELL
EFFECTS OF SPACE FLIGI-T ON THE CELLULAR
RESPONSE OF MAN..............o...... ...-.-.- .-o . . LIFE SCIENCES 187
ASTP (ASTP -15) TAYLOR
MICROBIAL EXCHANGE TEST............ooo o o*** .o.e*.- LIFE SCIENCES 187
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Spacecraft Launched
The following table of spacecraft successfully launched b6tween
October 1, 1972, and September 30, 1973, consists of active spacecraft
from Section 1 of this Report, as well as other spacecraft for which
little is known beyond the fact that they have been launched with the
indicated initial orbit parameters. This second group is included
here to make the spacecraft visible to the scientific community on the
chance that these spacecraft contain experiments which may be relevant
to studies performed by the users of this document. Some information
concerning these lesser known spacecraft is available through the
SPACEWARN Bulletin (described in the Introduction to this Report).
The table is ordered chronologically by NSSDC ID Code (corresponding
to spacecraft launch date). The spacecraft common name appears along-
side its NSSDC ID Code. The spacecraft funding country, the launch date,
the orbit type, and the spacecraft orbit parameters (epoch date,
apoapsis, periapsis, period, and inclination), rounded off to one
decimal place, are also included for each spacecraft entry listed in
the table.
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SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED BETWEEN OCTOBER 1. 1972 AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
SPACECRAFT NAME NSSDC ID FUNDING CCLNTRY LAUNCH DATE EPOCH DATE ORBIT TYPE APOAPSIS PERIAPSIS INCLINATION PERIOD
STP 72-1 72-076A UNITED STATES 10/02/72
1972-0768 72-0768 UNITED STATES 10/02/72 10/05/72 GEOCENTRIC 753.0 732.0 98.4 99.7
COSMOS 522 72-077A U.S.S.R. 10/04/72 10/05/72 GEOCENTRIC 342.0 214.0 72.9 89e8
COSMOS 523 72-078A U.S.S.R. 10/05/72 10/06/72 GEOCENTRIC 307.0 283.0 71.0 92.0
1972-079A .72-079A UNITED STATES 10/10/72 10/10/72 GEOCENTRIC 271.0 158.0 96.5 88.8
COSMOS 524 72-080A U.S.S.R. 10/14/72 10/12/72 GEOCENTRIC 537.0 277.0 71.0 92.3
MOLNIYA IW 72-081A U.S.S.R. 10/14/72 10/15/72 GEOCENTRIC 39300.0 480.0 65.3 705.0
NOAA 2 72-082A UNITED STATES 10/15/72 09/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 1453.7 1448.4 101.7 114.9
OSCAR 6 72-0828 UNITED STATES 10/15/72 10/15/72 GEOCENTRIC 1452.0 1443.0 101.7 114.9
COSMOS 525 72-083A U.S.S..R. 10/18/72 10/19/72 GEOCENTRIC 292.0 208.0 65.4 89.3
COSMOS 526 72-084A U.S.S.R. 10/25/72 10/26/72 GEOCENTRIC 511.0 282.0 71.0 92.0
METEOR 13 72-085A U.S.S.R. 10/27/72 10/28/72 GEOCENTRIC 904.0 893.0 81.2 102.6
COSMOS 527 72-086A U.S.S.R. 10/31/72 11/01/72 GEOCENTRIC 330.0 214.0 .65.4 .89.7
COSMOS 528 72-087A U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495eO0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
CCSMOS 529 72-0878 U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 530 72-087C U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 531 72-087D U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 532 72-087E U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 533 72-087F U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 534 72-087G U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 535 72-087H U.S.S.R. 11/01/72 11/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 1495.0 1375.0 74.0 114.0
COSMOS 536 72-088A U.S.S.R* 11/03/72 11/04/72 GEOCENTRIC 555.0 514.0 74.0 95.2
USAF OPERATIONAL METSAT 72-089A UNITED STATES 11/09/72 11/09/72 GEOCENTRIC 877.0 796.0 98.6 101.7
ANIK 1 72-090A CANADA 11/10/72 11/10/72 GEOCENTRIC 1680.2 204.8 63.9 103.9
EXPLORER 48 72-091A UNITED STATES 11/15/72 11/16/72 GEOCENTRIC 630.7 .445.5 1.9 95.4
ESRO 4 72-092A INTERNATIONAL 11/22/72 09/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 833.7 230.8 91.1 95.3
COSMOS 537 72-093A U.S.S.R. 11/25/72 11/26/72 GEOCENTRIC 324.0 207.0 65.0 89.6
INTERCOSMOS 8 72-094A U.S.S.R. 11/30/72 12/01/73 GEOCENTRIC 679.0 214.0 71.0 93.2
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED BETWEEN OCTOBER 1. 1972 AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
SPACECRAFT NAME NSSDC ID FUNDING COUNTRY LAUNCH DATE EPOCH DATE 
ORBIT TYPE APOAPSIS PERIAPSIS INCLINATION PERIOD
MOLNIYA 1X 72-095A L.S. S.R . 12/02/72 12/03/72 GEOCENTRIC 
39100.0 500.0 65.0 703.0
APOLLO 17 CSM 72-096A UNITED STATES 12/07/72 12/12/72 SELENOCENTRIC 
1864.4 1833.6 159.9 118.8
APOLLO 17 BOOSTER 72-0968 UNITED STATES 12/07/72 12/07/72 GEOCENTRIC 
572080.0 200.0 33.2 26320.0
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP 72-096C UNITED STATES 12/07/72
NIMBUS 5 72-097A UNITED STATES 12/11/72 09/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 
1101.3 1089.4 99.9 107.2
MOLNIYA 20 72-098A U.S.S.R. 12/12/72 12/13/72 GEOCENTRIC 
13184.0 158.0 65.3 705.0
COSMOS 538 72-099A U.S.S.R. 12/14/72 12/15/72 GEOCENTRIC 
305.0 212.0 65.4 89.4
AEROS 72-100A FED. REP. OF GERMANY 12/16/72 12/16/72 GEOCENTRIC 
864.7 218.0 96.9 95.5
1972-101 OA 72-101A UNITED STATES 12/20/72 12/20/72 GEOCENTRIC 
14000.0 14000.0 98.0 480.0
COSMOS 539 72-102A U.S.S.R. 12/21/72 12/22/72 GEOCENTRIC 
1392.0 1353.0 74.0 113.0
1972-103A 72-103A UNITED STATES 12/21/72 12/25/72 GEOCENTRIC 
398.0 132.0 110.4 89.8
COSMOS 540 72-104A U.S.S.R. 12/26/72 12/27/72 GEOCENTRIC 
823.0 779.0 74.0 100.8
COSMOS 541 72-105A U.S.S.R. 12/27/72 12/28/72 GEOCENTRIC 
371.0 242.0 81.4 90..3
COSMOS 542 72-106A U.S.S.R. 12/28/72 12/29/72 GEOCENTRIC 
653.0 81.2 96.4
LUNA 21 73-OOIA U.S.S.R. 01/08/73 LUNAR LANDER
COSMOS 543 73-002A U.S.S.R. 01/11/73 01/13/73 GEOCENTRIC 
314.0 175.0 65*0 89.3
COSMOS 544 73-003A U.S.S.R. 01/20/73 01/21/73 GEOCENTRIC 
561,.0 513.0 74.*0 95.3
COSMOS 545 73-004A U.S.S.R. 01/24/73 01/25/73 GEOCENTRIC 
521.0 279.0 71.0 92.2
COSMOS 546 73-005A U.S.S.R. 01/26/73 01/27/73 GEOCENTRIC 
639.0 585.0 51.7 96.6
COSMOS 547 73-006A U.S.S.R. 02/01/73 02/02/73 GEOCENTRIC 
330.0 208.0 65.0 89.7
MOLNIYA lY 73-007A U.S.S.R. 02/03/73 02/08/73 GEOCENTRIC 39164.0 
470.0 65.0 703.2
COSMOS 548 73-008A L.S.S.R. 02/08/73 02/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 
322.0 214.0 65.4 89*6
PROGNOZ 3 73-009A U.S.S.R. 02/16/73 02/16/73 GEOCENTRIC 
200000.0 590.0 65.0 5783.0
COSMOS 549 73-010A U.S.S.R. 02/28/73 03/01/73 GEOCENTRIC 
556.0 513.0 74.0 95.2
COSMOS 550 73-011A U.S.S.R. 03/01/73 03/02/73 GEOCENTRIC 
325.0 217.0 65.4 89.6
COSMOS 551 73-012A U.S.S.R. 03/06/73 03/06/73 GEOCENTRIC 
316.0 210.0 65.0 89.5
1973-013A 73-013A UNITED STATES 03/06/73 03/06/73 GEOCENTRIC 35901.0 35533.0 
0.5 1431.9
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED BETWEEN OCTOBER 1. 1972 AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
SPACECRAFT NAME NSSOC 10 FUNDING CCUNTRY LAUNCH DATE EPOCH DATE ORBIT TYPE APOAPSIS PERIAPSIS INCLINATION PERIOg
1973-014A 73-014A UNITED STATES 03/09/73 03/10/73 GEOCENTRIC 270*0 152.0 95.7 6.8
METEOR 14 73-015A U.S.S.R. 03/20/73 03/21/73 GEOCENTRIC 903.0 882.0 81.2 102.6
COSMOS 552 73-016A U.S.S.R. 03/22/73 03/23/73 GEOCENTRIC 312*0 204.0 72.8 69.7
SALUTE 2 73-017A U.S.S.R. 04/04/73 04/04/73 GEOCENTRIC 260.0 215.0 51.6 89.0
MOLNIYA 2E 73-018A U.S.S.R. 04/05/73 04/06/73 GEOCENTRIC 39100.0 500.0 65.0 11.4
PIONEER 11 73-019A UNITED STATES 04/06/73 JUPITER FLYBY
COSMOS 553 73-020A U.S.S.R. 04/12/73 04/13/73 GEOCENTRIC 519.0 282.0 71*0 92.2
COSMOS 554 73-021A U.S.S.R. 04/19/73 04/20/73 GEOCENTRIC 308.0 212.0 72.9 89.5
INTERCOSM COPERNICUS 500 73-022A U.S.S.R. 04/19/73 04/20/73 GEOCENTRIC 1552.0 202.0 48.5 102.2
ANIK 2 73-023A CANADA 04/19/73 05/01/73 GEOCENTRIC 35768.0 35781.0 0.1 1436.0
COSMOS 555 73-024A U.S.S.R. 04/25/73 04/26/73 GEOCENTRIC 253*0 216.0 81*3 890
COSMOS 556 73-025A U.S.S.R. 05/05/73 05/06/73 GEOCENTRIC 252.0 209.0 81*3 09.0
COSMOS 557 73-026A U.S.S.R. 05/11/73 05/12/73 GEOCENTRIC 266.0 218.0 51.6 69.1
S SKYLAB 73-027A UNITED STATES 05/14/73 05/14/73 GEOCENTRIC 442.0 434.0 500 93.4
1973-028A 73-028A UNITED STATES 05/16/73 05/17/73 GEOCENTRIC 399*0 139.0 110.5 9.9
COSMOS 558 73-029A U.S.S.R. 05/17/73 05/17/73 GEOCENTRIC 501.0 .269.0 71.0 92.3
COSMOS 559 73-030A U.S.S.R. 05/18/73 05/19/73 GEOCENTRIC 345*0 217.0 65.4 89.8
COSMOS 560 73-031A U.S.S.Re 05/23/73 05/24/73 GEOCENTRIC 336.0 211.0 72.9 89. 7?
SKYLAB CSM-1 73-032A UNITED STATES 05/25/73 05/25/73 GEOCENTRIC 438.0 428.0 50O0 93.2
COSMOS .561 73-033A U.S.S.R. 05/25/73 05/26/73 GEOCENTRIC 317.0 215*0 65.4 09.5
METEOR 15 73-0 34A U.S.S.R. 05/29/73 05/30/73 GEOCENTRIC 909.0 867.0 81.2 102.5
COSMOS 562 73-035A U.S.S.R. 06/05/73 06/06/73 GEOCENTRIC 510.0 282.0 71.0 92.1
COSMOS 563 73-036A U.S.S.R. 06/06/73 06/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 320.0 312.0 65.4 89.5
COSMOS 564 73-037A U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 . 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 .74.0 11406
COSMOS 565 73-0378 U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 74.0 114.5
COSMOS 566 73-037C U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 74.0 114.5
COSMOS 567 73-0370 U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 74.0 114.5
COSMOS 568 73-037E U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 74.0 114.5
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED BETWEEN OCTOBER I 1972 AND SEPTEMBER 30, 1973
SPACECRAFT NAME NSSOC ID FUNDING COUNTRY LAUNCH DATE EPOCH DATE O"BIT TYPE APOAPSIS PERIAPSIS INCLINATION P R6100
COSMOS 569 73-037F U.S.S.R.o 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 139200 74o.0 114o5
COSMOS 570 73-037G U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 74.0 114.5
COSMOS 571 73-037H U.S.S.R. 06/08/73 06/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1507.0 1392.0 74.0 114.5
COSMOS 572 73-038A U.S.S.R. 06/10/73 06/11/73 GEOCENTRIC 294.0 211.0 51*7 09.3
EXPLORER 49 73-039A UNITED STATES 06/10/73 09/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 1070.3 1059.1 38.7 221.9
1973-040A 73-040A UNITED STATES 06/12/73 07/01/73 GEOCENTRIC 35901.0 35533.0 0.5 1431.9
COSMOS 573 73-041A U.S.S.R. 06/15/73 06/16/73 GEOCENTRIC 329.2 196.2 51.6 89.5
COSMOS 574 73-042A U.S.S.R. 06/20/73 06/21/73 GEOCENTRIC 1026.0 996.0 83.0 105,0
COSMOS 575 73-043A U.S.S.R. 06/21/73 .06/22/73 GEOCENTRIC 299.0 208.0 65.4 89.3
COSMOS 576 73-044A U.S.S.R. 06/27/73 06/28/73 GEOCENTRIC 356.0 212.0 72.9 
89.9
MOLNIYA 2F 73-045A U.S.S.R. 07/11/73 07/12/73 GEOCENTRIC 39280.0 480.0 65,3 
705o
1973-046A 73-046A UNITED STATES 07/13/73 07/15/73 GEOCENTRIC 269.0 156.0 96.2 6608
MARS 4 73-047A U.S.S.R. 07/21/73
COSMOS 577 73-048A U.S.S.Re 07/25/73 07/26/73 GEOCENTRIC 312.0 209.0 65.4 89.5s
MARS 5 73-049A U.S.S.R. 07/25/73
SKYLAB CSM-2 73-050A UNITED STATES 07/28/73 07/28/73 GEOCENTRIC 441.0 423.0 50.0 
93.2
COSMOS 578 73-051A U.S*S.R. 08/01/73 08/02/73 GEOCENTRIC 308.0 207.0 65.4 89.4
MARS 6 73-052A U.S.S.R. 08/05/73
MARS 7 73-053A U.S.S*R. 08/09/73
1973-054A 73-054A UNITED STATES 08/17/73
COSMOS 579 73-055A U.S.S.R. 08/21/73 08/22/73 GEOCENTRIC 315.0 209.0 
65.4 69.8
1973-056A 73-056A UNITED STATES 08/21/73
COSMOS 580 73-057A U.S.S.R. 08/22/73 06/23/73 GEOCENTRIC 518.0 283.0 
71t0 99.
INTELSAT 4 F-7 73-05.8A UNITED STATES 08/23/73
COSMOS 581 73-059A U.S.S.R. 08/24/73 08/25/73 GEOCENTRIC 303.0 211.0 
t51.* 0.
COSMOS 582 73-060A U.S.S.R. 08/28/73 08/29/73 GEOCENTRIC 559.0 52s.0 74.0 
95.3
MOLNIYA 1Z 73-061A U.S.S.R. 08/30/73 08/31/73 GEOCENTRIC 37970.0 480.0 65.3 019
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED BETWEEN OCTOBER 1t 1972 AND SEPTEMBER 309 1973
SPACECRAFT NAME NSSDC 0ID FUNDING CCLKTRY LAUNCH DATE EPOCH DATE ORBIT TYPE APOAPSIS PERIAPSIS INCLINATION PERIOO
COSMOS 583 73-062A U.S.S.R. 08/30/73 08/31/73 GEOCENTRIC 316.0 208.0 85e0 89.5
COSMOS 584 73-063A U.S.S.R. 09/06/73 09/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 360.0 213.0 72.9 89.9
COSMOS 685 73-064A U.S.S.R. 08/08/73 09/09/73 GEOCENTRIC 1416.0 1385.0 74.0 113.6
COSMOS 586 73-065A U.S.S.R. 09/14/73 09/15/73 GEOCENTRIC 1020.0 986.0 83.0 106.0
COSMOS 587 73-066A U.S.S.R. 09/21/73 09/22/73 GEOCENTRIC 330.0 215.0 65.4 89.6
SOYUZ 12 73-067A U.S.S.R. 09/27/73 09/28/73 GEOCENTRIC 249.0 194.0 51.6 88.6
1973-068A 73-068A UNITED STATES 09/27/73
Spacecraft and Experiments Which Became Operational Off
The following table identifies spacecraft and/or experiments placedin an operational off status between October 1, 1972, and September 30,1973. The table is ordered alphabetically by spacecraft common name.
For each spacecraft listed, the following information appears: the
NSSDC ID Code, the spacecraft funding country, the launch date, the
date the spacecraft was placed in an operational off mode, the orbit
type, and the spacecraft orbit parameters (epoch date, apoapsis,periapsis, inclination, and period) rounded off to one decimal place.
This additional information is included on the same line as the space-
craft common name.
Associated operational off experiments are listed for each space-
craft entry. The experiment NSSDC ID Code, the principal investigator's
last name, the affiliation, the experiment name, and the date the ex-
periment was placed in an operational off mode are given for each
experiment. To determine when an experiment has been placed in an
operational off mode and the spacecraft has not, observe (in the table)
the column in which the spacecraft operational off date should appear;
that column will be blank.
Note that alternate names for spacecraft are cross-indexed in the
Spacecraft Name Index.
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SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS WHICH BECAME OPERATIONAL OFF
BETWEEN OCTOBER 1. 1972,AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
* LAUNCH DATE S/C EPOCH ORBIT TYPE APO- PERI- INCLI-
*SPACECRAFT NAME NSSOC ID FUNDING COUNTRY DATE PLACED DATE APSIS APSIS NATION PERIOD
* OP OFF
* DATE EXP *
S EXPERIMENTER EXPERIMENT NAME PLACED *
OP OFF *
ALOUETTE 2 65-09eA CANADA 11/29/65 / / 01/24/72 GEOCENTRIC 2935.0 510.0 79.8 120.9
UNITED STATES
6E-098gA-01 WARREN SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER 06/03/73
65-098A-02- BELROSE VLF RECEIVER 06/03/73
65-098A-03 HARTZ COSMIC RADIO NOISE 06/03/73
65-098A-04 MCDIARMID ENERGETIC PARTICLES DETECTORS 06/03/73z 65-098A-05 BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE 06/03/730
- ATS 5 69-06GA UNITED STATES 08/12/69 / / 08/23/69 GEOCENTRIC 36894.0 35760.0 2.6 1463.0
69-069A-02 STONE CCSMIC RADIO NOISE. SOLAR RADIO BURSTS 06/01/73
-69-069A-05 SHARP PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR 01/01/73
69-069A-06 IPPOLITO MILLINETER WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT 01/01/73
EOLE 71-071A FRANCE 08/16/71 / / 06/24/72 GEOCENTRIC 904.0 676.4 50.2 100.7
UNITED STATES
71-071A-01 BANDEEN UPPER ATMOSPHERE WINDS AND WEATHER DATA 12/31/72
0 RELAY SYSTEM
ESSA 9 69-016A UNITED STATES 02/26/69 11/24/72 02/26/69 GEOCENTRIC 1504.0 1423.0 101.8 115.2
69-016A-01 NESS STAFF ADVANCEC VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM (AVCS) 11/24/72
EXPLORER 38 68-055A UNITED STATES 07/04/68 / / 07/06/68 GEOCENTRIC 5862.0 642.0 120.6 156.7
68-055A-01 STONE STEP FREQUENCY RADIOMETERS 12/31/72
62-055A-02 STONE RADIO BURSTS RECEIVERS 12/31/72
68-055A-03 STONE CAPACITANCE PROBE 12/31/72
68-055A-04 STONE IMPEDANCE PROBE 12/31/72
68-055A-05 STONE PLANAR ELECTRON TRAP 12/31/72
NIMBUS 4 70-025A UNITED STATES 04/08/70 / / 09/07/73 GEOCENTRIC 1099.3 1087.S 99.8 107.1
70-025A-04 WARK SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER (SIRS) 03/06/73
OSO 5 69-006A UNITED STATES 01/22/69 / / 01/22/69 GEOCENTRIC 570.0 532.0 33.0 95.869-006A-01 BOYD X RAY SPECTROHELIOGRAPH 12/31/72
69-006A-02 PURCELL EXTREME UV SPECTROHELIOGRAPH 12/31/72
69-00eA-05 FROST LOW ENERGY GAMMA RAY EXPERIMENT 12/31/72
69-006A-06 BLAMONT MEASUREMENT OF THE SELF REVERSAL OF THE 12/31/72
SCLAR LYMAN ALPHA LINE
69-006A-07 NEY ZODIACAL LIGHT MONITOR 12/31/72
PIONEER 11 73-019A UNITED STATES 04/06/73 / / JUPITER FLY
73-019A-08 MUNCH INFRARED RADIOMETER 04/06/73
SKYLAB 73-027A UNITED STATES 05/14/73 / / 05/14/73 GEOCENTRIC 442.0 434.0 50.0 93.4
73-027A-01 SHAPIRO NUCLEAR EMULSION 09/25/73
73-027A-02 HENIZE ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR ASTRONOMY 09/25/73
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS WHICH BECAME OPERATIONAL OFF
BETWEEN OCTOBER to1, 1972,AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
SLAUNCH DATE S/C EPOCH ORBIT TYPE APO- PERI- INCLI-
*SPACECRAFT NAME NSSDC 10 FUNDING COUNTRY DATE PLACED DATE 
APSIS APSIS NATION PERIOD
*OP OFF
*** * ** ** * ** ** * * ** * * * 
** * * *** ****** *
DATE EXP *
* EXPERIMENTER EXPERIMENT NAME PLACED *
*OP OFF *
73-027A-03 TOUSEY UV/X-RAY SOLAR PHOTOGRAPHY 09/25/73
73-027A-07 MILLIGAN DUAL K-RAY TELESCOPE- 09/25/73
73-027A-C8 PACKER UV AIRGLCW HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY 09/25/73
73-027A-09 WEINBERG GEGENSCHEIN/ZODIACAL LIGHT 09/25/73
73-027A-10 TOUSEY UV CORONAL SPECTRDHELIOGRAPH 09/25/73
73-027A-11 TOUSEY EUV SPECTROGRAPH 09/25/73
73-027A-12 HEMENWAY PARTICLE COLLECTION 09/25/73
73-027A-14 COURTES ULTRAVIOLET PANORAMA 09/25/73
72-027A-15 REEVES HYOROGEN ALPHA TELESCOPE NUMBER 1 09/25/73
73-027A-16 UNKNOWN HYDROGEN ALPHA TELESCOPE NUMBER 2 09/25/73
73-027A-17 DEMEL MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY FACILITY 09/25/73
73-027A-18 BARNETT INFRARED SPECTROMETER 09/25/73
73-027A-19 KORB MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 09/25/73
73-027A-20 EVANS MICROWAVE RADIOMETER/SCATTEROMETER/ 09/25/73
ALTIMETER
73-027A-21 EVANS L-BAND MICROWAVE RADIOMETER 09/25/73
73-027A-22 FORBES EXPANDABLE AIRLOCK MECHANISM 09/25/73
73-027A-23 LEHN THERMAL COATINGS 09/25/73
73-027A-24 WHEDON MINERAL BALANCE 09/25/73
73-027A-25 LEACH BI0-ASSAY OF BODY FLUIDS 09/25/73
73-027A-26 ORD SPECIMEN MASS MEASUREMENT 09/25/73
73-027A-27 ALLEBACH VECTOR CARDIOGRAM 09/25/73
73-027A-28 GRAYBIEL HUMAN VESTIBULAR FUNCTION 09/25/73
73-027A-29 FROST SLEEP MONITOR 09/25/73
73-027A-3C KUSIS TIME AND MOTION STUDY 09/25/73
73-027A-31 MICHEL METABOLIC ACTIVITY 09/25/73
73-027A-32 THORNTON BODY MASS MEASUREMENT 09/25/73
73-027A-33 MC KANNAN THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS 09/25/73
73-027A-34 KIMZEY ZERO GRAVITY FLAMMABILITY 09/25/73
73-027A-35 JOHNSON, JR. HABITABILITY/CREW QUARTERS 09/25/73
73-027A-36 RENDALL GRAVITY WORKBENCH 09/25/73
73-027A-37 JACKSON EVA/IVA HARDWARE EVALUATION 09/25/73
73-027A-38 WHITSETTP JR. ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT 09/25/73
73-027A-39 POORMAN MATERIALS PROCESSING FACILITY 
09/25/73
EXPERIMENTS
73-027A-40 RANDLE MANUAL NAVIGATION SIGHTINGS 09/25/73
73-027A-41 LEAVITT IN-FLIGHT EXPERIMENT AEROSOL ANALYSIS 09/25/73
73-027A-42 CONWAY CREW/VEHICLE DISTURBANCES 09/25/73
73-027A-43 GOULD PRECISION OPTICAL TRACKING 09/25/73
73-027A-44 HEWES FOOT-CONTROLLED MANEUVERING UNIT 09/25/73
73-027A-45 GREENBERG CORONOGRAPH CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS 09/25/73
73-027A-46 MUSCARI CCNTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS 09/25/73
73-027A-47 EDWARDS PILOT DESCRIPTION 09/25/73
73-027A-48 PRICE TRANSURANIC COSMIC RAYS 09/25/73
73-027A-49 GEISS FOIL HEAVY NUCLEI ABUNDANCE EXPERIMENT 09/25/73
73-027A-50 VOGEL BONE MINERAL MEASUREMENT 09/25/73
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS WHICH BECAME OPERATIONAL OFF
BETWEEN OCTOBER 1. 1972,AND SEPTEMBER 30, 1973
*LAUNCH DATE S/C EPOCH ORBIT TYPE APO- PERI- INCLI-
*SPACECRAFT NAME NSSOC 10 FUNDING COUNTRY DATE PLACED DATE APSIS APSIS NATION PERIOD
*OP OFF
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 4* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. *
*DATE EXP *
EXPERIMENTER EXPERIMENT NAME PLACED *
SOP OFF *
73-027A-51 JOHNSON LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE 09/25/73
73-027A-52 LOCKHART CYTOGENETIC STUDIES OF THE BLOOD 09/25/73
73-027A-53 RITZMANN MAN*S IMMUNITY - IN VITRO ASPECTS 09/25/73
73-027A-54 JOHNSON BLOOD VOLUME AND RED CELL LIFE SPAN 09/25/73
73-027A-55 MENGEL RED eLOOD CELL METABOLISM 09/25/73
73-027A-56 KIMZEY SPECIAL HNEMATOLOGIC EFFECT 09/25/73
73-027A-57 WIEOEMEIER MULTIPURPOSE ELECTRIC FURNACE 09/25/73
73-027A-58 BOND CREW ACTIVITIES/MAINTENANCE 09/25/73
73-027A-59 ZMOLEK ATMOSPHERIC HEAT ABSORPTION 
- 09/25/73
73-027A-60 CRITES VOLCANIC STUDY 09/25/73
73-027A-61 HOPFIELD LIBRATION CLOUDS 09/25/73
73-027A-62 BOCHSLER OBJECTS WITHIN MERCURY*S ORBIT 09/25/73
73-027A-63 HAMILTON ULTRAVIOLET FROM QUASARS 09/25/73
73-027A-64 REIHS X-RAY STELLAR CLASSES 09/25/73
73-027A-65 LEVENTHAL X-RAYS FROW JUPITER 09/25/73
73-027A-66 SHANNON ULTRAVICLET FROM PULSARS 09/25/73
73-027A-67 STAEHLE BACTERIA AND SPORES 09/25/73
73-027A-68 MEISTER IN VITRO IMMUNOLOGY 09/25/73
73-027A-69 JACKSON MOTOR SENSORY PERFORMANCE 09/25/73
73-027A-70 MILES WEB FORMATION 09/25/73
73-027A-71 WOROEKEMPER PLANT GROWTH AND PLANT PHOTOTROPISM 09/25/73
73-027A-72 PELTZ CYTOPLASMIC STREAMING 09/25/73
73-027A-73 JOHNSTON CAPILLARY STUDY 09/25/73
73-027A-74 CONVERSE MASS MEASUREMENT 09/25/73
73-027A-75 QUIST NEUTRON ANALYSIS 09/25/73
73-027A-76 DUNLAP LIQUID MOTION IN ZERO GRAVITY 09/25/73
Spacecraft and Experiments Which Became Inoperable
The following table identifies spacecraft and/or experiments that
became inoperable during the time interval October 1, 1972, through
September 30, 1973. The table is ordered alphabetically by spacecraft
common name. For each spacecraft listed, the following information
appears: the NSSDC ID Code, the spacecraft funding country, the launch
date, the date the spacecraft became inoperable, the orbit type, and
the spacecraft orbit parameters (epoch date, apoapsis, periapsis,
inclination, and period). This additional information is included on
the same line as the spacecraft common name.
For each spacecraft common name entry is listed its associated
experiments that have become inoperable. The experiment NSSDC ID Code,
the principal investigator's last name, the affiliation, the experiment
name, and the date the experiment became inoperable are given for each
experiment. To determine when an experiment has become inoperable
and the spacecraft has not become inoperable, observe (in the table)
the column in which the spacecraft inoperable date should appear;
that column will be blank.
In cases where a prelaunch ID appears where one would expect to
find an NSSDC postlaunch ID, the particular spacecraft failed to launch
or failed to orbit, and was therefore not assigned an international
designation.
Note that alternate names for spacecraft are cross-indexed in the
Spacecraft Name Index.
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SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS WHICH BECAME INOPERABLE
BETWEEN OCTOBER 1. 1972oAND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
LAUNCH DATE S/C EPOCH ORBIT TYPE APO- PERI- INCLI-
*SPACECRAFT NAME NSSOC 10 FUNDING COUNTRY DATE PLACED DATE APSIS APSIS NATION PERIOo
INOP0 ** * ~ * **. * s ** * ** * * * ** *.* * ** * *** * * . * * * ***es * *a
* DATE EXP *EXPERIMENTER EXPERIMENT NAME PLACED *
* INOP 4
1972-079A 72-079A UNITED STATES 10/10/72 01/08/73 10/10/72 GEOCENTRIC 271.0 158.0 96*5 88.8
AEROS 72-100A FED. REP. OF GERMANY 12/16/72 08/22/73 12/16/72 GEOCENTRIC 864.7 218.0 96.9 95.5
72-100A-01 KRANKOWSKY DENSITY AND COMPOSITION OF UPPER 08/22/73
ATMOSPHERE (2-44AMU)
72-100A-02 SPENNER ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND 08/22/73
ELECTRONS
72-100A-03 NESKE ELECTRCN CONCENTRATION IN THE IONOSPHERE 08/22/73
72-100A-04 SCHMIDTKE FLUX AND SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR 08/22/73
EUV RAD AND THEIR TEMP AND SPATIAL VAR
72-100A-05 SPENCER NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE IN THE 08/22/73
THERMOSPHERE
72-10CA-06 ROEMER ATMOSPHERIC DRAG ANALYSIS 08/22/73
APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE 71-063D UNITED STATES 08/04/71 08/23/73 08/04/71 SELENOCEN 141.3 102.0 28.7 119.8
71-063D-03 SJOGREN S-BAND TRANSPONDER 08/23/73
APOLLO 18 LM/ALSEP 72-031C UNITED STATES 04/16/72 / / LUNAR LANDER
72-031C-03 SONETT LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER 02/15/73
APOLLO 17 CSM 72-096A UNITED STATES 12/07/72 12/19/72 12/12/72 SELENOCEN 1864.4 1833.6 159.9 118.872-096A-01 SJOGREN S-BAND TRANSPONDER 12/16/72
72-096A-02 FASTIE FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 12/19/72
72-096A-03 LOW INFRARED SCANNING RADIOMETER 12/19/72
72-096A-04 PHILLIPS LUNAR SOUNDER EXPERIMENT 12/16/7272-096A-05 DOYLE HANDHELD PHOTOGRAPHY 12/19/72
72-096A-06 DOYLE PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY 12/16/72
72-096A-07 DOYLE METRIC PHOTOGRAPHy 12/16/72
72-096A-08 DOYLE MAPPING CAMERA ASPECT STELLAR 12/16/72
PHOTOGRAPHY
72-096A-09 KAULA LASER ALTIMETER 12/16/72
72-096A-10 COUR-PALAIS WINDCW METEOROID DETECTOR 12/19/72
72-096A-11 UNKNOWN TELEVISION COVERAGE OF EVAsS 12/14/72
APOLLO 17 LM/ALSEP 72-09eC UNITED STATES 12/07/72 / /
72-096C-02 SWANN LUNAR FIELD GEOLOGY 12/13/72
72-096C-03 TALWANI LUNAR TRAVERSE GRAVINETER 12/13/72
72-096C-04 MITCHELL SCIL MECHANICS 12/13/72
72-096C-07 SIMMONS SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 12/13/72
72-096C-12 WALKER LUNAR SURFACE COSMIC RAY 12/13/72
72-096C-13 BURNETTE NEUTRON PROBE 12/13/72
72-096C-14 SJOGREN S-BAND TRANSPONDER 12/16/72
ATS 1 66-I10A UNITED STATES 12/07/66 / / 12/07/66 GEOCENTRIC 36887.0 35852.0 0.2 1466.0
66-110A-09 SUOMI SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCOVER CAMERA (SSCC) 10/16/72
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS WHICH BECAME INOPERABLE
BETWEEN OCTOBER I1 1972.AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
*LAUNCH DATE S/C EPOCH ORBIT TYPE APO- PERt- INCLI-
*SPACECRAFT NAME NSSOC ID FUNDING COUNTRY DATE PLACED DATE 
APSIS APSIS NATION PERIOD
*INOP
*DATE EXP *
EXPERIMENTER EXPERIMENT NAME PLACED *
*INOP *
COSMOS 200 68-00CA U.S.S.R. 01/20/68 02/24/73 01/20/68 GEOCENTRIC 537.0 
523.0 74.0 . 95.2
05-A D5-A FRANCE 04/27/73 04/27/73
UNITED STATES
05-B 05-B FRANCE 04/27/73 04/27/73
UNITED STATES
EXPLORER 35 67-070A UNITED STATES 07/19/67 06/24/73 07/22/67 SELENOCEN 9388.0 
2568.0 169.0 691.8
67-070A-01 VAN ALLEN ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 06/24/73
67-070A-02 ANDERSON ENERGETIC PARTICLE 06/24/73
67-070A-03 SONETT AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS 06/24/73
67-070A-04 NESS GSFC MAGNETOMETER 06/24/73
67-070A-05 ALEXANDER MICROMETEORITE FLUX 06/24/73
67-070A-07 SERBU LOW-ENERGY INTEGRAL SPECTRUM 06/24/73
MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT
S67-070A-08 PETERSON BISTATIC RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE LUNAR 06/24/73
0 SURFACE
S67-070A-09 KAULA SELENODETIC STUCIES 06/24/73
67-070A-10 SLIFER. JR. SOLAR CELL DAMAGE 06/24/73
EXPLORER 41 69-053A UNITED STATES 06/21/69 12/23/72 06/21/69 GEOCENTRIC 176434.0 378.0 
86.8 4843.0
69-053A-01 BROWN LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE 12/23/72
69-053A-02 ANDERSON ION CHAMBER 12/23/72
69-053A-03 SIMPSON CCSmIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/OX) 12/23/72
69-053A-04 FRANK LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 12/23/72
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)
69-053A-CS MCCRACKEN COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 12/23/72
69-053A-07 BOSTROM SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT 12/23/72
69-053A-09 MCDONALD LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR 12/23/72
69-051A-10 MCDONALD COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS 12/23/72
69-053A-11 NESS MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT 12/23/72
EXPLORER 43 71-O1SA UNITED STATES 03/13/71 / / 09/05/73 GEOCENTRIC 195513.0 
9864.9 37.7 5974.5
71-019gA-s15 ERICKSON INTERPLANETARY LONG WAVELENGTH RADIO 10/10/72
ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT
EXPLORER 45 71-096A UNITED STATES 11/15/71 / / 09/06/73 GEOCENTRIC 25175.8 
281.3 3.5 438.1
71-096A-04 CAHILL. JR. FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 04/01/73
71-096A-06 MAYNARD D.C. ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENT 05/01/73
EXPLORER 47 72-073A UNITED STATES 09/23/72 / / 08/23/73 GEOCENTRIC 233231.0 202306.0 
8.6 17602.0
72-073A-01 NESS MAGNETIC FIELDS EXPERIMENT 04/10/73
EXPLORER 48 72-091A UNITED STATES 11/15/72 06/08/73 11/16/72 GEOCENTRIC 630.7 445.5 1.9 95e4
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS WHICH BECAME INOPERABLE
BETWEEN OCTOBER t1, 1972,AND SEPTEMBER 30. 1973
*LAUNCH DATE S/C EPOCH ORBIT TYPE APO- PERI- INCLI-
*SPACECRAFT NAME NSSDC ID FUNDING COUNTRY DATE PLACED DATE APSIS APSIS NATION PERIOD
*I MOP
*DATE EXP *
EXPERIMENTER EXPERIMENT NAME PLACED *
INOP *
72-091A-01 FICHTEL GAMMA RAY TELESCOPE 06/08/73
ITOS-E ITOS-E UNITED STATES 07/16/73 07/16/73
MARINER 9 71-051A UNITED STATES 05/30/71 10/27/72 11/16/71 MARSCENTRIC 17168.0 1455.0 64.4 719.0
71-051A-01 NEUGEBAUER INFRARED RADIOMETER (IRR) 10/27/72
71-051A-02 BARTH ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER (UVS) 10/27/72
71-051A-03 HANEL INFRARED INTERFEROMETER SPECTROMETER 10/27/72
(IRIS)
71-051A-04 MASURSKY TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY 10/27/72
71-051A-C7 LOWELL CELESTIAL MECHANICS 10/27/72
71-051A-08 KLIORE S BArND OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT 10/27/72
DAD 2 68-110A UNITED STATES 12/07/68 02/14/73 12/10/68 GEOCENTRIC 778.0 765.0 35.0 100.0
68-110A-02 CODE WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT PACKAGE 02/01/73
OSO 5 E9-00eA UNITED STATES 01/22/69 / / 01/22/69 GEOCENTRIC 570.0 532.0 33.0 95.8
69-006A-03 NEUPERT SOLAR SPECTRUM STUDIES 12/00/72
69-006A-04 CHUBB SCLAR X-RAY RADIATION ION CHAMBER 12/31/72
PHOTOMETER
69-006A-08 RENSE SOLAR EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET MONITOR 12/31/72
OSO 7 71-083A UNITED STATES 09/29/71 / / 09/04/73 GEOCENTRIC 424.7 297.9 33.1 91.8
71-083A-06 CHUPP SOLAR GAMMA-RAY MONITOR 12/25/72
PIONEER 7 66-07EA UNITED STATES 08/17/66 / / 08/17/66 HELIOCENTRIC 1.1 1.0 0.1 402.9
66-075A-02 BRIDGE SCLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP 11/00/72
